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Abstract
Satellite-based mobile communications systems provide voice and data communications to users over a
vast geographic area. The users may communicate via mobile or hand-held terminals, which may also
provide access to terrestrial cellular communications services. While the first and second International
Mobile Satellite Conferences (Pasadena, 1988 and Ottawa, 1990) mostly concentrated on technical
advances, this Third IMSC also focuses on the increasing worldwide commercial activities in Mobile
Satellite Services. Because of the large service areas provided by such systems -- up to and including
global coverage -- it is important to consider political and regulatory issues in addition to technical and
user requirements issues.
The approximately 100 papers included here cover sessions in 11 areas: the direct broadcast of audio
programming from satellites; spacecraft technology; regulatory and policy considerations; hybrid
networks for personal and mobile applications; advanced system concepts and analysis; user requirements
and applications; current and planned systems; propagation; mobile terminal technology; modulation,
coding and multiple access; and mobile antenna technology. Representatives from about 20 countries are
expected to attend IMSC '93.
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Message From the IMSC '93 Technical Co-Chairs
[]
Robert Kwan
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Jack Rigley
Communications Research Centre
Mobile satellite (MSAT) communications emerged as a viable telecommunications industry in the past
fifteen years. With the introduction of Inmarsars maritime service about fourteen years ago, a worldwide
mobile satellite industry was created. Since that time, many international research and development
organizations have undertaken the development of land mobile satellite technology.
In the early 1980s, the Department of Communications, Canada/Communications Research Centre
(DOC/CRC) and the United States' National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (NASA/JPL) independently established MSAT programs to develop enabling, high-risk
technologies. At the same time, an initiative was undertaken to foster the development of a North American
Mobile Satellite Service (MSS). Since 1983, DOC and NASA have cooperated in promoting and
accelerating the commercial introduction of an MSS; this cooperation is best exemplified in our co-
sponsorship of the 1990 International Mobile Satellite Conference in Ottawa, and today's Conference--
IMSC '93--in Pasadena.
In recent years, mobile satellite services have evolved on a regional as well as a global scale. Australia
already has land mobile capability, and the North American MSS is scheduled to be operational soon.
Japan has been conducting mobile satellite experiments with L- and S-band satellites. Also, Europe, led by
the European Space Agency, is currently examining a variety of options for a European MSS. With the
intention of serving the growing global mobile communications market, myriad U.S. applicants have
recently emerged proposing both "big" and "little" low-Earth orbiting satellite networks. In addition,
Inmarsat has initiated studies on implementing global personal communications services.
As the MSS industry matures, the emphasis is shifting from terminal mobility to people mobility. This
personal communications market is, and will be, served by both terrestrial and space-based network
services. Cost, as well as the issues of service features and quality, will dictate the user's choice of
affordable personal communications services. This service affordability may be achieved through system
interoperability and optimal use of various network resources. Our IMSC '93 program has been designed
to explore the technical, regulatory and market issues associated with this important trend.
We welcome you to IMSC '93, and wish you a pleasant stay in the beautiful city of Pasadena while you
enjoy professional and intellectual interaction with your colleagues.
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Worldwide Survey of Direct-to-Listener Digital Audio
Delivery Systems Development Since WARC-92
D. Messer
Voice of America
Phone: 202-619-3012
Fax: 202-619-3594
ABSTRACT
Each country was allocated frequency band(s) for direct-to-listener digital audio broadcasting at WARC-92.
These allocations were near 1500, 2300, and 2600 MHz. In addition, some countries are encouraging the
development of digital audio broadcasting services for terrestrial delivery only in the VHF bands (at frequencies
from roughly 50 to 300 MHz) and in the medium-wave broadcasting band (AM band) (from roughly 0.5 to 1.7
Mnz).
The development activity increase has been explosive. This article summarizes current development, as of
February 1993, as it is known to the author. The information given includes the following characteristics, as
appropriate, for each planned system: coverage areas, audio quality, number of audio channels, delivery via
satellite/terrestrial/or both, carrier frequency bands, modulation methods, source coding, and channel coding'. Most
proponents claim that they will be operational in 3 or 4 years.
I. WHAT IS DBS-RADIO AND DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING (DAB)?
DBS-Radio, that is direct-to-listener reception from a satellite, is a concept that incorporates the idea of
reception into mobile, outdoor portable, and indoor portable (table top) receivers, as well as receivers with fixed
directional outdoor antennas. What distinguishes it from DBS-TV is that the receiver/antenna system is supposed
to work without an unobstructed direct line-of-sight to the satellite from the receiver's antenna. Most planned
systems using this concept are being designed for all environments--rural, suburban, and urban reception. Some
systems concentrate on mobile reception; most consider indoor reception to "table top" radios to be of equal or
greater importance.
This collection of requirements forced a search for frequency allocations somewhere between 500 and 3000
MHz for satellite delivery. A simple tradeoff analysis shows that lower frequencies require spacecraft downlink
antennas that are too large and higher frequencies require power levels per broadcast channel that are too high.
Thus, after much preliminary work during the 1980's, DBS-Radio got to be an agenda item for WARC-92, with
the proviso that if there were to be any frequency allocations, they would be above 500 MHz and below 3000 MHz.
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) refers to any modem digital source coding, modulation and signal
processing technique that will permit high quality audio to be broadcast and received with the audio quality
preserved for the listener after RF propagation and decoding. The term encompasses any delivery method,
terrestrial, satellite, and "hybrid ''2, and any reasonable frequency band allocated to broadcasting, from the AM
band up to S-band.
The radio broadcasting industry in the USA is interested in digital audio for local terrestrial broadcasting
to enhance audio quality and coverage under the existing licensing arrangements and overall structure of the use of
roughly 11,000 radio stations. These broadcasters are nearly unanimous in their aversion to the introduction of
satellite delivery of DAB, with its wide area coverage possibilities.
' Any errors in up-to-date system descriptions are solely the responsibility of the author.
2 "Hybrid" refers to a satellite system design where in urban situations it may be necessary to "boost" the
received satellite signal at one or more low power terrestrial transceiver sites for reception by the consumer
receivers; also called "gap fillers".
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II. THERE IS SUBSTANTIAL DBS-RADIO AND DAB ACTIVITY NOW ON A WORLDWIDE BASIS
During the 1980's, there was not much interest in the introduction of DAB services, either via terrestrial
or satellite delivery. Two groups, one in the USA and one in Europe, largely within the confines of CCIR activities,
studied the possibility of developing feasible broadcasting services. The activity was mostly centered on satellite
delivery. Through these pioneering studies and a few WARCs, by 1988 it appeared that at least the developing
nations had some interest in encouraging the introduction of BSS(Sound)[aka DBS-Radio]. The literature on the topic
at that time concentrated on the value of providing "compact disk" quality audio into cars and other moving
vehicles.
A European consortium, spearheaded by the CCETT laboratory in France and the IRT laboratory in
Germany, with support from consumer manufacturers, the European Broadcasting Union and many European
governments, moved from paper studies to the development of hardware. By the autumn of 1988, in time for
WARC-88 in Geneva, this consortium, named Eureka 147, was able to demonstrate "CD" quality audio into a van
driving around Geneva. The transmitter was located on a nearby mountain top. Demonstrations, experiments, and
pilot broadcasting operations have continued with this system by French, German, British, and Canadian
organizations.
During the period from 1988 until WARC-92 convened in February 1992, a few organizations noted the
need, on a worldwide basis, for audio quality channels with less than "CD" reception quality as the goal. The
Voice of America, with support from NASA, was among this small group. Partly as a result of this view, and with
speeches made around the world at symposia, regional meetings preparing for WARC-92, etc., developing nations
also became interested in DBS-Radio. It is not difficult to see how a large developing nation could use satellite
delivery to its advantage. Therefore, when WARC-92 convened, just about every nation in attendance was in favor
of allocating some spectrum for BSS(Sound) somewhere between 500 and 3000 MHz.
The development of an acceptable revision of the Table of Allocations to accommodate this new service
was extremely difficult. The Conference nearly was torn apart on this issue. As is well-known, this part of the
spectrum is heavily used, and is also coveted by other new services. The final compromise was to allocate three
frequency bands. Each nation accepted one or more of these bands, sometimes with conditions limiting the use until
2007.
There are some spectrum management nuances related to the introduction of the service on a co-primary
basis and the need to coordinate with neighboring nations, but the essence of the result is the following:
* 40 MHz in L-band (1452-1492 MHz)
• 50 MHz in S-band (2310-2360 MHz)
• 120MHz in S-band (2535-2655 MHz).
Roughly 1/2 the world's population lives in nations that chose the L-band allocation and the other half
preferred one of the S-band allocations. The USA added a footnote that fiat out prohibits the use of the L-band
allocation; former Soviet Union Republics added a very restrictive footnote on the use of L-band, but not as strong
as the USA one; most European nations, while choosing L-band, restrict its use to secondary status until 2007. For
broadcasting, this is tantamount to prohibiting its use. Other than the USA and the USSR, the other nations that have
a footnote allocation for one or both of the S-band allocations did not add any restrictive use of L-band. Thus, the
Table of Allocations appears as an L-band allocation worldwide, with very important footnotes dealing with S-band
preference, and with restrictions on the use of L-band. [A map depicting these allocations appears in J.
Hollansworth's paper in this proceedings.]
A Planning Conference is supposed to be convened in 1998 or earlier. In the meantime, the upper 25 MHz
of each of the 3 bands noted above can be used for operational broadcasting systems. Existing co-primary services
are to be protected via standard ITU coordination procedures.
Spurred on by the activity leading to WARC-92, which was primarily about satellite delivery, and hence
the use of frequencies above 500 MHz, interest developed about 2 years ago to use modem digital techniques for
purely terrestrial radio broadcasting in the existing radio broadcasting bands (FM & AM).
The European Eureka 147 system is being tested for such a service, primarily for initial use at VHF just
above 200 MHz. The European plan would be eventually to vacate the existing FM broadcasting in the 88.5-108
MHz band, but in the interim to use the higher VHF frequencies. This may take a long time. The Eureka 147
system requires a full 1.5 MHz spectral block within which 6 "CD" quality programs are broadcast via hundreds
of subcarriers. Each program has its subcarriers spread across the entire 1.5 MHz. The subcarriers of the 6
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programs are interleaved in frequency. With this concept it is not feasible to retain the current structure of local
broadcasting, e.g. individual transmitter towers and different coverage patterns.
The situation in the USA is quite different. Four organizations are now engaged in source coding/
transmitter/receiver development with the goal of moving digital services directly into the FM band, without
disturbing the existing FM broadcasts. All of these are to be tested during the next 12 months through a testing
program being designed and administered by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).
The EIA will also be testing the satellite delivery receiver development sponsored by the Voice of America
and being developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The field testing will be done at S-band using a TDRS
satellite. Finally, the EIA will be testing the Eureka 147 system at L-band.
In summary, the interest in DAB has burgeoned since WARC-92. This is manifest in part by the amount
of development work underway.
III. SUMMARY OF KNOWN ACTIVITIES AS OF FEBRUARY 1993
Largely through the use of two tables, the developmental activities known to the author are summarized
in this section. One table deals with delivery systems; the other with receiver systems.
Delivery Systems
Table I, entitled DBS-Radio Systems, summarizes the different systems either under development or where
some interest has been expressed or that were under development and were abandoned recently. With one dormant
exception, all had a satellite component.
With respect to the satellite downlink, EIRP's range from approximately 45 dBW to over 50 dBW. Beam
sizes vary from tens of thousands of square miles to millions of square miles at the 1/2 power points. Digital
Satellite Broadcasting Corp. plans to use the extremely narrow beams to cover the highly populated areas of the
USA; Afrispace plans to cover the 12 million square miles of Africa plus most of the middle-east with only 3
beams.
Note in Table I that the first 6 entries are all for coverage of the USA by satellite. Therefore, these will
be using the planned USA band (2310-2360 MHz).
Neither Japanese nor Australian activities appear in the table. Both nations have expressed considerable
interest in BSS(Sound). Australia was a leading proponent at WARC-92. The author expects in the not too distant
future these two nations will introduce more details. Japan plans to introduce satellite DAB in the upper S-band,
but there doesn't seem to be any urgency. Australia could well follow Canada's approach, and use L-band for both
satellite and terrestrial delivery some time in the future.
Digital Receivers
Table II, entitled Digital Receivers, summarizes digital receiver development, including 3 that have been
abandoned recently.
These range from systems still under early stages of development, such as the JPL one, to one that has been
under test and evaluation for the past 5 years--Eureka 147. The Eureka consortium includes 3 major European
consumer electronic manufacturers--Thomson, Philips, and Grundig. They are working on consumer packaging,
and plan to be in production in 1995.
As noted earlier, the Eureka 147 system requires a 1.5 MHz frequency block to operate. This need is based
on a fundamental decision regarding propagation effects for mobile receivers that was made many years ago. The
designers believe that this level of frequency diversity is needed to combat frequency fading and related multipath
effects. There is some evidence from recent Canadian measurements that this is the case. More precisely, it can be
said that a channel coding and modulation mechanism such as that used by Eureka 147 has its mobile performance
degraded if the block bandwidth is less than 1.5 MHz.
All the USA developers, incltlding the JPL, are designing with the thought that this spread of what is
effectively a 200 kHz or less program channel is not needed. It is anticipated that techniques such as adaptive
equalization will permit the use of typical broadcast channels. In the JPL case, these could be as small as 50 kHz
to accommodate the digital equivalent of monophonic FM. "CD" quality would require 4 times this channel
bandwidth.
Entry #4 in the Table, Project Acorn, is unique in the sense that the FM and digital signals are simulcast
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from the same transmitter antenna. The digital signal's power is roughly 30 dB less than the FM signal. It "rides"
the instantaneous FM signal, shifted somewhat in frequency, with a multiplicity of subcarriers similar to that of
Eureka 147, but not spread over such a large band. This is an example of what is called an "in-band/on-channel"
system. Fixed installation tests with direct line-of-sight have been conducted. These show that the digital signal can
be extracted from the much higher power FM signal at the receiver, and that the digital signal does not appear to
distort FM reception. Mobile tests are expected soon.
The other USA "in-band" systems would use spectrum in the FM band that are unused in a local area.
Lastly, Project Acorn has been working on a digital variant of its technique to be used in the AM band.
Some successful tests have been run, again with fixed installations and direct line-of-sight.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
1. Explosiveness
Tables I and II, which may be a little out:of-date and possibly incomplete, serve to show the large amount
of recent activity on DAB, using both satellite and terrestrial delivery mechanisms. This is either a slow revolution
or a fast evolution!
2. Remaining Barriers
Before 1992, any use of satellites for digital radio was blocked--no frequency allocations. Since this barrier
was effectively removed, the current chief barrier is financing. This is clearly true for the satellite delivery systems.
All serious proponents are faced with a high capital investment requirement.
Although financing as a barrier is less important for the development of purely terrestrial systems, it should
be borne in mind that the radio broadcasting industry is not wealthy at the individual station level. There is
substantial inertia to change.
Regulatory procedures are time-consuming. Nevertheless, the author feels that sooner or later there will
be one or more licenses in the USA for satellite delivery. And there will be satellite delivery available in other parts
of the world, obviously not globally all at once.
3. Standardization
The Electronic Industries Association's testing program is an important spur to getting things done in the
USA. In about one year we should know what works well, eic. among the systems that will be tested, primarily
for local broadcasting use.
The Europeans and Canadians are asking for standardization to be made as soon as possible. They propose
the Eureka 147 system to be the standard. Based on recent CCIR meetings on digital audio, in particular positions
of the delegates from the USA and Japan, it is unlikely that any serious efforts on standardization will begin until
the EIA test results are known.
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ESA Personal Communications and Digital Audio Broadcasting Systems
Based on non-Geostationary Satellites
P. Lo Galbo, J. Benedicto, R. Viola
European Space Research and Technology Centre
European Space Agency
P.O. Box 299, 2200 AG Noordwljk, The Netherlands
Fax: 31-1719-84598, Telephone 31-1719-83142
Abstract
Personal Communications and Digital Audio Broad-
casting are two new services that the European Space
Agency (ESA) is investigating for future European and
Global Mobile Satellite systems. ESA is active in pro-
moting these services in their various mission option-
s including non-geostationary and geostationary satel-
lite systems. This paper describes a Medium Altitude
Global Satellite System (MAGSS) for global person-
al communications at L and S-band, and a Multire-
gional Highly inclined Elliptical Orbit (M-HEO) sys-
tem for multiregional digital audio broadcasting at L-
band. Both systems are being investigated by ESA in
the context of future programmes, such as Archimedes_
which are intended to demonstrate the new services and
to develop the technology for future non-geostationary
mobile communication and broadcasting satellites.
1 Introduction
Following the conclusions of WARC'92 Conference,
satellite personal communications will have a prima-
ry allocation in L-band (1.61-1.6265) for mobile-to-
satellite links and in S-band (2.4835-2.50) for satellite-
to-mobile links. Another important conclusion was the
recognition of viability and market value of direct satel-
lite radio broadcasting (DBS-R) and the assignment of
a worldwide frequency allocation around 1.5 Ghz to
DBS-R. As it will be detailed in the following para-
graphs, one of the main technical challenges of these
new services is represented by the fact that the geo-
stationary orbit is less suited for a large penetration of
personal communications and radio broadcasting ser-
vices. ESA has been looking with increasingly interest
to the exploitation of new orbit alternatives such as
the circular Low Earth Orbit (LEO), the Intermedi-
ate Circular Orbit (ICO) and the Multiregional High-
ly inclined Elliptical Orbits (M-HEO). The utilization
of these orbits poses challenging technological prob-
lems. The Agency's experimental programme called
Archimedes has the purpose of exploring those chal-
lenges by flying one(or more) experimental satellite(s)
by the year 1998 that will be representative of a fu-
ture personal communication and sound broadcasting
mission. This paper summarizes the definition stud-
ies that should lead to the formulation of two reference
missions, personal and sound broadcasting, that will
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represent the basis for future technical trade-offs in the
Archimedes context. In particular two systems will be
presented in detail: the MAGSS-14 reference system
utilizing ICO orbits around 10,000 Km of altitude for
personal communications and the M-HEO(8) system
utilizing 8-hours multiregional highly inclined elliptical
orbit for direct radio broadcasting.
2 Satellite Personal Communication Sys-
tems
2.1 Service definition
Current or planned mobile satellite systems at Global
or regional scale make use of Geostationary satellites
operating at L-band.
These systems will support the traditional maritime
services, and the more recently started aeronautical ser-
vices. In addition, new land-mobile voice-data services
will be introduced for users equipped with relatively
small user terminals. These terminals can be either in-
stalled on vehicles or transported in a briefcase, or even
deployed as a quasi-permanent installation in remote
locations.
Contemporaneously to the development of the mobile
satellite services, the terrestrial mobile systems have al-
so experienced in the past few years a very rapid pro-
gression towards a commercial implementation of pag-
ing, messaging and telephony services using very com-
pact lightweight (hand-held) transceivers. Progress has
been possible mainly due to the technology develop-
ment in the field of commercial low-power integrated
digital and microwave circuits.
A clear inherent drawback of terrestrial digital cel-
lular systems is the limited coverage, which will be re-
stricted to the largest cities of the industrialized World
and the interconnecting road and railway networks.
To offer full roaming capability is the goal of the
future Universal Personal Telecommunication system-
s (UPTs). Such systems can only be implemented
by complementing and interconnecting the Terrestrial
Cellular Systems with one (Global) or several (region-
al) overlay Satellite Personal Communication systems,
therefore extending the service also to rural and remote
areas.
In the context of the above scenario, a number of
Satellite Personal Communication systems have been
proposed, namely Iridium, Odyssey, Globalstar, El-
lipsoandConstellation, and others are currently be-
ing defined, like Project 21 from INMARSAT, and
Archimedes from ESA.
The main technical difficulty associated with those
new satellite systems stems from the portability re-
quired to the satellite user terminal, which has eventu-
ally to be integrated within a terrestrial cellular phone.
This imposes very severe restrictions to the RF trans-
mit power and the gain of the terminal antenna, which
translates into low EIRP and G/T values. Such con-
straints are difficult to meet with systems using satel-
lites in the Geostationary orbit (GEO) unless very
large deployable antennas and complex repeaters are in-
stalled on-board [1]. This prompted some of the system
proponents to study alternative satellite constellation-
s using Intermediate (Medium) (ICO) or Low (LEO)
Earth Circular Orbits which, although leading to satel-
lites smaller than their GEO counterparts, require a
much larger number of them. Also highly inclined el-
liptical orbits (HEO) have been proposed (Archimedes
and Ellipso) as a cost-effective solution to deploy ca-
pacity region by region.
ESA is currently studying the aspects of such satel-
lite communication systems, based on GEO, ICO, LEO
or HEO satellite constellations. The non-geo system
adopted as a reference, i.e. the Medium Altitude Global
Satellite System (MAGSS), will be described hereafter.
2.2 MAGSS system implementation
2.2.1 User Terminal design
In the design of a mobile terminal for personal com-
munications the primary requirements are to reduce its
size and cost (hence complexity) to the minimum, to
tailor the terminal design to the different user require-
ments in terms of mobility and degree of cooperation,
and to offer a service compatible with those provided
by the terrestrial systems. As described in Table 1,
three types of satellite terminals are being envisaged:
a IIand-iield (HH)terminal which can fit in a jack-
et pocket, a Portable (PT) terminal which can be ei-
ther transported in a hand-bag or briefcase or installed
in a semipermanent location, and a Vehicle-mounted
(VH) terminal. A description of the technical features
of those types of terminals is given in Tab. 2. Whereas
the PT and VII terminals can be considered a minia-
turised version of current portable and vehicle-mounted
land terminal designs (operating with GEO satellites),
the HII terminal represents a significant technological
challenge, in particular concerning the antenna design
and the miniaturisation of the RF front-end and the
efficiency of HPA. Several antenna designs are current-
ly being evaluated, all providing very low gain (0 to 3
dBi) in order to minimise the pointing requirements.
The HH terminal is equipped with a low power trans-
mitter (below 500 mW) in order to reduce the radiation
exposure to the user and the size of batteries required.
2.2.2 Satellite constellation
The MAGSS system employs a best single-visibility
Rosette [2] constellation for a number of 14 satellites.
The MAGSS constellation has been selected among oth-
ers because it provides the possibility to start providing
World-wide services deploying only 7 satellites, achiev-
ing a minimum angle of elevation close to 10 degrees
and better than 30 degrees for more than 70% of the
time.
The fully replenished constellation of 14 satellites
achieves then a Global minimum angle of elevation of
28.5 degrees and better than 40 degrees for more than
90% of the time. The MAGSS constellation parameters
are 10,354 Km of altitude, circular 6-hour orbits, and
56 degrees of orbit plane inclination, to maximise the
coverage over the regions located between 30 and 60
degrees of latitude. A snapshot of the MAGSS constel-
lation showing satellite coverage for a minimum angle
of elevation of 28.5 ° is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2.3 Payload design and satellite capacity
In accordance with the WARC'92 frequency allocations,
the MAGSS payload operates at 1.6 GHz and 2.5 GHz
for the up and down mobile links respectively. The
feeder links have been sized at Ka-band, although due
to the complexity and cost of this option, the use of
lower frequency bands (Ku and C-band) is being inves-
tigated. Fig. 2 shows a typical 37-beam spot beam
coverage of the African and European regions from one
of the MAGSS-14 satellites. Each spot beam has an
edge-of-coverage gain of 24.5 dBi and is generated by
Tx and Rx phased-array antennas. The payload trans-
mits 300 Watts RF power at S-band , resulting intoa
total EIRP of 48 dBW. The total payload mass, includ-
ing the Ka-band feeder-link transponder is estimated in
320 Kg, and the payload DC power consumption is 1200
Watts. The above payload would lead to a total satel-
lite capacity of 930 duplex voice circuits (2.4Kbit/s)
to Hii-type terminals or the equivalent of 4650 to PT-
type terminals, assuming a required link quality target
of 39 dBHz C/No. Representative link budgets are giv-
en for illustration in Tab. 3. Such satellite capacity
can be demonstrated to be compatible with the provi-
sion of World-wide personal communication services to
approximately 1 million users equipped with hand-held
satellite phones.
3 M-HEO: Multiregional Highly Inclined
Orbit in the context of the Archimedes
programme
Systems based on circular orbits have the advantage
to provide global coverage at the expenses of a fair-
ly large constellation of satellites. An alternative ap-
proach which reduces drastically the constellation size
is based on the use of highly elliptical orbits (HEO).
HEO systems have been used with success since I966
in the former-USSR for community TV reception and
emergency communications. More than 100 satellites
have been launched in elliptical , Molniya, 12 hours
orbit.
HEO constellations are well suited for regional or
multiregional services. A satellite in HEO lies in a plane
which inclined approximately 63 ° with respect to the e-
quatorial plane. This gives the satellite the advantage
of being viewed at very high elevation angles in nortli-
ern (or southern regions). This distinctive advantage
compensates for the higher slant-range in comparisoh
with LEO or ICO systems, and makes the use of IIEO
satellites well suited for personal communication ser-
vices and radio broadcasting in northern latitudes. In
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fact it allows high signal availability without penaliz!ng
the system economy by imposing large link margins.
The other advantage of HEO satellites is that when
low-gain user-receiver antenna are used, as in case of
personal receivers, in northern latitudes higher gain can
be achieved (2-3 dB's more) compared with geostation-
ary satellites.
In a HEO constellation the satellites are not station-
ary and are therefore used in the orbital arc around
the apogee where they present a quasi-geostationary
behaviour. The number of service areas is equal to the
number of the apogee points on the Earth ground track.
HEO orbits with more than one coverage area are called
multi-regional orbits [3]. The number of service areas
is given by the least common multiple between the or-
bital period (expressed in hours) and 24, divided by the
orbital period.
The number of satellites for a given constellation is
given instead by the number of service areas multiplied
by the orbital period and divided by the selected dura-
tion of the active arc.
ESA has originally studied the Tundra and Molniya
orbits for coverage of Europe with high elevation an-
gles, recently the attention has been focused on M-
HEO(8) and M-HEO(16) orbit. M-HEO orbits offers
the possibility to promote a wide international coop-
eration which implies economies of scale in the system
development and in sharing of the deployment costs.
The M-HEO(8) system is particularly interesting and
suited for services such as personal communications and
sound broadcasting, in fact it can offer:
• high availability and continuous 24 hours service
tailored to cover the three most important market
areas of the world, i.e. Europe, Far East and North
America.
• A minimum number of satellites for continuous
coverage of these three service areas
• The apogee at 26000 km allows power savings in
comparison with other HEO alternatives or geosta-
tionary satellites. The lower apogee altitude offers
also a considerable advantage over the other HEOs
in terms of orbit mass that can be delivered by a
given launcher.
In the framework of the Archimedes project, ESA is
willing to pursue of utilization of HEO constellations
for multiregional personal and sound broadcasting ser-
vices. In the Archimedes programme ESA intends to
target the development of an experimental satellite to
demonstrate the viability of later operational systems.
The M-HEO constellation for personal communication-
s intends to reach the same service objectives of the
MAGSS-14 system but on regional basis. Therefore this
application will not be described further. The M-HEO
system for sound broadcasting will instead be discussed
in detail in the next paragraph.
3.1 The M-HEO system for Digital Audio
Broadcasting
The feasibility of DBS-R is based on the possibility of
receiving the satellite signal anywhere using small table-
top radio, personal walkman-type and mobile receivers.
Blockage of the satellite line of sight and multipath ef-
fects would degrade DBS-R services to a non-acceptable
level. This is translated into the requirements of high
elevation angles and high received power flux density
over wide areas. The importance of satellite elevation
angles has been demonstrated in the frame of several
field measurement campaigns at L and S-band. This
problem is of particular relevance in all northerly re-
gions of the earth. A geostationary orbit-based service
shall include propagation margins in excess of 10 dB to
serve those regions, this implies a design solution based
on high-powered spacecraft with a large and complicat-
ed antenna system resulting in an high (unacceptable)
cost for the telecommunication service.
In the basic configuration the M-HEO(8) system is
composed by a constellation of 6 satellites in 8 hours
elliptical orbits. The six-satellite M-HEO(8) system en-
ables the users to receive the radio signals from satel-
lites always visible with high elevation angles. The cov-
erage area of the M-HEO(8) system includes all con-
tinental Europe where the minimum guaranteed eleva-
tion angle 100 % of the time is of more than 45 degrees.
The other coverage areas are Japan, China, Asian CIS
and Canada, USA, Mexico, where elevation angles bet-
ter than 40 degrees 100 % of the time are guaranteed.
Fig. 3 illustrates the minimum elevation angles in the
three service areas.
The M-HEO(8) system in its baseline configuration
provides integrated digital broadcasting services with
possibility of user interaction such as:
• News and basic radiotext
• Bi-lingual News and stereo music, basic radiotext
• Multilingual News and HI-FI stereo music, ful-
l colour radiotex
• Multilingual News and CD stereo music, enhanced
radiotex or television for pocket receivers
Paging and Messaging services
Interactive services providing users with a low bit
rate response channel. The maximum bit rate is
around 50 b/s.
Navigation services integrated with meteorological
data broadcasting.
In order to deliver the necessary power flux density
to provide these services to small receivers, multi-beam
antenna coverage of the three service areas is necessary.
The M-HEO(8) coverage foresees the use of a reconfig-
urable antenna system providing in each service area a
five beam coverage, i.e. four spot and a global beam.
The four spot beams are arranged in the three service
zones in order to match linguistic and geographical con-
straints. Each spot-beam provides 28 dBi of directivity
at the 3 dB contour. The global beam is intended to
provide 20 dBi gain at the 3 dB contour. The spot-
beam coverage is illustrated in Fig. 4 for Europe.
The transponders are intended to provide a flexible
share of resources according to the market and user
population needs. The transponder can be configured
to provide a given distribution of services with differ-
ent quality and power level. It is fundamental that
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the selected modulation and multiplexing technique al-
lows such flexible allocation of bandwidth and power
resources. Approximately 1000 W of DC power are al-
located for the payload.
In order to simplify the satellite design there is no
frequency reuse in a given service area, but in order
to minimize the overall frequency requirements of the
system, frequency is re-used in different regions. The
overall down-link frequency requirement is in the or-
der of 10 Mhz for operations in the three service areas.
Note that thanks to the high elevation angles frequency
coordination is simplified both with respect to geosta-
tionary satellites and terrestrial radio links.
Up-link of radio programmes takes place in a ground
station equipped with 5 meter tracking antennas. Each
satellite is tracked independently. A single up-link loca-
tion above 58 ° can address the European, Far Eastern
and North-American loops at the same time with a min-
imum satellite look-up angle of 5 ° degrees. Given that
the up-link antennas never cross the geostationary arc,
C-band can be used without problem of coordination
with respect to GEO satellites.
The sound broadcasting service is intended for a di-
versity of users in the three service areas. Users are e-
quipped with terminals that can be subdivided in three
main classes:
• Type 1: G/T = -12dB/K table-top radios e-
quipped with directional antennas with adjustable
elevation and azimuth.
• Type 2: G/T = -15dB/K mobile receivers in-
stalled in cars, recreational vehicles with medium
gain antenna with onmiazimuthal pattern.
• Type 3: G/T = -19dB/K personal "walkman-
type" receivers with low gain antenna with onmi-
azimuthal pattern.
Table 4 derived from [4] provides an example of link
budgets. In reference [4] an extensive investigation of
the link performances of the M-HEO(8) sound broad-
casting mission. Results are obtained for a mobile re-
ceiver, details on the channel modelling can be found
in ref. [4]. In ref. [4] the COFDM signal has been op-
timized for the use on non-linear satellite channel. For
the link budget of Tab. 4 a COFDM system with 280
carriers, symbol time 156.25 microsec, guard time 10
microsec and rate 1/2 convolutional coding, has been
selected. In the example of Tab. 4 a maximum bit rate
has been selected to 128 Kbit/s per carrier but lower
data rates can be also multiplexed.
4 Conclusions
be a compromise between the satellite complexity re-
quired by equivalent Geo satellites, and the large num-
ber of satellites required by LEO constellations.
MAGSS-14 satellites have been sized to serve up to
1 Million users World-wide equipped with a hand-held
terminal offering a range of voice, data, messaging and
paging services, complementary to terrestrial cellular
radio services.
In the context of the ESA Archimedes program, satel-
lite systems utilizing elliptical orbits are being investi-
gated to provide personal communications and sound
broadcasting services.
Multiregional Highly Elliptical Orbits (M-HEO(8.. ))
open-up a new market application of digital audio
broadcasting with ancillary data and navigation ser-
vices in the 3 key business areas of the world, i.e.
Europe, North America and Far-East. Satellite radio
broadcasting is attractive for users demanding interna-
tional high quality radio services. Broadcasters have
also shown a keen interest in satellite broadcasting and
appreciate the high availability and quality that HEO
systems can deliver but of course funding a full con-
stellation goes beyond their possibilities. Manufactur-
ers are also interested in satellite radio but are clearly
waiting for concrete implementation plans for the s-
pace segment. As a result of this widespread interest
it is evident that the R&D and initial build-up of an
HEO constellation for satellite radio has to be provid-
ed via public initiative. ESA intends to promote this
new challenging opportunity for satellite communica-
tions by flying the experimental Archimedes mission in
order to substantially support this fascinating technical
endeavor,
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The MAGSS-14 system has been described as a
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mobile RF power (W) /
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atmospheric loss (dB) 1
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repeater noise temperature (dBK) l
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elevation (deg)
satellite antenna diameter (m)
satellite antenna gain (dBi)
TX power S-band (Watts)
Total satellite EIRP (dBW)
voice activation factor (dB)
number of duplex voice circuits
effective satellite EIRP per circuit (dBW)
path loss EOC (dB)
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Table 4: Link budget for a M-HEO(S)
mobile users (suburban) [4]
Frequency L-band L-band
Receiver Type
Modulation scheme
Coding rate
8it rate (Kb/,)
Average Line of Sight
Attenuation (dB)
Carrler-to-Multlpath ratio (dB)
Estimated
service availab_ity (9[)
(suburban, elevation _> 60 °)
Required Eb/No (dB)
(@ BER=IO -s)
Receiver G/T (incl.point, loss)
Implementation Losses (dB)
Number of DAB programmes
Nonlinear distortion losses +
satellite OBO (dB)
Occupied (99%) bandwidth [MHz) 1.9 1.9
EIRP per programme (dBW) 37.2 42,1
2 3
COFDM COFDM
r = I/2 r = 1/2
]28 128
2.5 2.5
12 10
98 98
7.1 7.2
-16 -21
1 1
14 14
1.8 1.8
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Abstract
This paper looks at the balance between
receiver complexity and the required satellite EIRP for
Direct Broadcast Satellite-Radio (DBS-R) service. In
general the required receiver complexity and cost can
be reduced at the expense of higher space-segment
cost by allowing a higher satellite EIRP. The tradeoff
outcome is sensitive to the total number of
anticipated receivers in a given service area, the
number of audio programs, and the required audio
quality. An understanding of optimum choice of
satellite EIRP for DBS-R under various service
requirements is a critical issue at this time when CCIR
is soliciting input in preparation for the ITU planning
conference for the service.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable international effort
in the areas of system studies, system development
and regulatory work for a Broadcast Satellite Service
Sound. An important successful international
milestone was the 1992 World Administrative Radio
Conference (WARC-92) allocation of L- and S-band
spectrum for this service [1]. The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) is actively
perusing the regulatory issues for the commercial
introduction of this service in the S-Band (2.310-2.360
GHz) allocated at WARC-92 for the U.S. Several
companies have filed applications before the FCC to
provide this type of service [2].
This paper looks at the balance between
receiver complexity and the required satellite EIRP for
DBS-R service. In general the required receiver
sensitivity and cost can be reduced at the expense of
higher space-segment cost by allowing a higher
satellite EIRP. The findings of a completed System
Tradeoff Study [3] and an ongoing DBS-R Receiver
Development Task [4] are used to quantify the
tradeoffs between the space-segment and the
consumer receiver complexity as the satellite EIRP is
varied. A number of other parameters (the anticipated
number of receivers in the service area, audio quality,
and the number of broadcast programs) are treated
as running variables.
I1.THE BASELINE DBS-R SYSTEM
The baseline system is based on the findings of
the Systems Tradeoffs Study Task [3]. The Task
covered a technical study with related tradeoff
analysis to identify and define viable system options
for satellite broadcasting of radio and its reception by
consumer type digital radios. A range of capacity,
coverage, and audio quality requirements were
considered for both portable and mobile reception in
rural, suburban, and urban areas. Important system
issues considered include: state of the art digital
audio coding, propagation considerations for mobile
and indoor portable reception, power and bandwidth
efficient channel coding and modulation techniques,
anti multipath signaling and diversity techniques, and
finally space-segment technology and cost for DBS-
R.
I1.1 DIGITAL BIT RATE AND Audio QUALITY FOR
DBS-R
Based on the status of audio coding technology,
the following grades of audio quality and
corresponding bit rates have been identified [3] for
DBS-R applications: (AM quality, 16-32-kbps),
(Monophonic FM quality, 48-64-kbps), ( Stereophonic
FM quality, 64-96-kbps), (audio quality near to
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stereophonic CD quality, 96-128-kbps), (audio quality
approaching stereophonic CD quality, 128-160-kbps),
and (stereophonic CD quality, 160-192-kbps).
11.2.TYPICAL DBS-R LINK BUDGETS
Table 1 gives typical DBS-R link budgets for
mobile and indoor portable reception of one near-CD
quality audio program at a frequency of 2.35 GHz
using a radiated RF power of 40.5 Watts over a 3-
degree spot-beam resulting in an EIRP of 50.8 dBW.
The mobile link margin of 6.6 dB is appropriate for
mobile reception in rural and suburban areas, mobile
reception in urban areas would require either
terrestrial boosters or higher EIRP spot-beams. The
portable link margin of 12.9 dB is sufficient for indoor
reception in most houses. To avoid prohibitive link
margins for portable reception inside buildings with
large penetration loss (more than the 12.9 dB link
margin), the following measures can be taken: attach
an antenna to the inside or outside of a window, use
higher gain antennas for table-top radios, or place the
radio in a location of a signal peak of the indoor
standing waves.
The mobile link budget is based on a mobile
receiver with a G/T of -19.0 dB/K and a near coherent
demodulator with soft Viterbi decoding combined
with extensive time interleaving to mitigate
intermittent signal blockage due to roadside objects.
The portable reception link budget is based on a
table-top portable receiver with a G/T value of -14.7
dB/K. The development of prototype receivers with
such performance objectives is the subject of a
companion paper at this conference [4]. In general
the required receiver sensitivity and cost can be
reduced at the expense of higher space-segment
cost by allowing a higher satellite EIRP. Such a
tradeoff would make sense ff the additional space-
segment investment prorated over the number of
receivers is more than offset by the savings in the
cost of the receiver. First we will look at the variation
of the space-segment cost as function of satellite
EIRP.
III. SPACE-SEGMENT COST TRADEOFFS VERSUS
RECEIVER COMPLEXITY AS A FUNCTION OF
SATELLITE EIRP VARIATION FOR TYPICAL S-BAND
DBS-R SYSTEMS
The variation of satellite size and cost for DBS-R
services has been already reported [3]. Figure 1
shows the space-segment investment as a function of
the required down-link RF power for an S-Band DBS-
R system with 3-degree spot-beams.
The baseline per program satellite RF power
requirement for broadcasting one 128-kbps digital
audio program over one 3-degree spot-beam has
been given in table 1 as 40.5 Watts for a nominal
EIRP of 50.8 dBW. Down-link RF power requirements
for other digital audio rates can be estimated by
noting that the needed RF power is proportional to
the digital audio rate. The total RF power can be then
estimated by summing the power requirement for
each channel. Finally the total RF power can be used
in conjunction with Figure 1 to estimate the space-
segment investment.
Figure 2 shows the variation of space-segment
investment (prorated over the number of receivers) as
a function of the per channel EIRP. The numbers of
program channels and receivers are treated as
running parameters covering a range of 30-150 near-
CD-quality channels and 2-20 million (M) receivers.
As expected, the prorated space-segment cost is
inversely proportional to the number of receivers. For
the baseline EIRP, the prorated investment cost
varies from $70 to $7 as the number of receivers goes
from 2 M to 20 M if the total number of program
channels is 30. The space-segment investment
increases with the number of program channels. As
an example, when the number of program channels
is increased to 70 from the earlier example of 30
channels, the prorated (over the number of receivers)
space-segment investment ranges from $17 (20 M
receivers) to $170 (2 M receivers).
The variation of prorated space-segment
investment as a function of EIRP also follows the
same trends as the absolute costs discussed above
with respect to the number of program channels and
the number of receivers. For example the per-receiver
increase in the space-segment investment for a 3 dB
increase Jn the EIRP over the baseline system is
typically $6.2_20 M receivers, 30 Channels), $62 (2 M
receivers, 30 channels), $17 (20 M receivers, 90
channels), and $i70 (2 M receivers, 90 channels).
Next we examine how a 3 dB increase in satellite
EIRP over the baseline design can be used to lower
the cost of the receiver. First let us identify those parts
of the baseline receiver design where potential cost
savings are likely to be realized if the satellite EIRP is
increased say by 3 dB:
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. In the baseline design, the mobile receiver's front
end has a G/T of -19 dB/K, with an antenna gain
of 4.5 dBi and a total system noise temperature
of 224 K (-23.5 dBK). A 3 dB increase in satellite
EIRP will allow a lower cost front end with a G/I"
of-22 dB/K (for example an antenna gain of 3
dBi and system noise temperature of 317 K).
. In the baseline design, the table-top portable
receiver's front end has a G/T of -14,7 dB/K, with
an antenna gain of 12 dBi and a total system
noise temperature of 470 K (-26.7 dBI0. A 3 dB
increase in satellite EIRP will allow a lower cost
front end with a G/T of -17.7 dB/K (for example
an antenna gain of 10 dBi and system noise
temperature of 589 K).
, The signal processing portions of the receiver
can be simplified at the expense of higher Eb/No
requirements, for example:
3.a. the near coherent demodulator can be
changed to differential detection for the
mobile receiver,
3.b. soft decision decoding can be changed to
hard decision decoding to save on de-
interleaver memory.
Of the possible options to decrease receiver cost
at the expense of higher satellite EIRP, items 1 and 2
above, namely lowering the G/T values of the front
ends of the mobile and portable receivers, are the
most promising candidates. The actual cost
differential in the manufacture of each simpler
receiver is estimated to be in the rough range of $10-
$40; a better estimate can be obtained after the
ongoing DBS-R receiver development Task [4] has
been completed.
Finally we would like to compare the saving in
the receiver cost versus the increase in space-
segment cost when the satellite EIRP is increased
from the baseline value. The outcome of the
comparison depends strongly on the number of
receivers and the number of program channels. For a
system with 20 M receivers and 30 near-CD-quality
channels, the per-receiver premium of $6.2 in the
space-segment investment is more than offset in the
lower per receiver manufacturing cost of $10-$40 for
a 3 dB increase in the satellite EIRP.
On the other hand, for a system with 2 M
receivers and 90 near-CD-quality channels, the per-
receiver increase of $170 in the space-segment
investment cannot be justified by lowering the per
receiver manufacturing cost by $10-$40 for a 3 dB
increase in the satellite EIRP. For this particular case,
it may even make sense to build a receiver with
higher sensitivity to reduce the satellite EIRP. It would
probably cost $10-$40 to increase the receiver
sensitivity about 2 dB beyond the baseline design. It
would be technically very difficult to improve the
performance of the mobile receiver much more than 2
dB beyond the baseline design unless a lower rate
channel code is used instead of the rate 1/2
constraint 7 length convolutional code used in the link
budget calculations. The ongoing work in the DBS-R
Receiver Development Task [4] indicates that rate 1/3
constraint length 7 convolutional code outperforms
the similar rate 1/2 by a couple of dB's in mobile
channels with extensive intermittent short signal
blockages. Hence, it is expected that a mobile
receiver with a rate 1/3 code will require a smaller link
margin than one with a rate 1/2 (at the expense of
roughly 50% more bandwidth). It is anticipated that
both code rates will be implemented in the prototype
DBS-R receiver [4] and field tested. The results, when
available, can be used to provide a tradeoff between
space-segment cost versus spectrum requirements
for the two code rates.
As a third example we look at a DBS-R system
with 20 M receivers and 90 CD-quality channels. The
per-receiver premium of $17 in the space-segment
investment is in the same range as the $10-$40
estimate in cost savings in production of each
receiver for a 3 dB increase in the satellite EIRP. On
the basis of this rough tradeoff, the baseline EIRP will
be near optimum for this case; a finer tradeoff can be
made only when the DBS-R Receiver Development
Task has been completed.
For some applications, space-segment costs
cannot be compared in par with receiver
manufacturing costs. If the two categories of costs
need to be differently weighted, the comparisons
made above should be modified accordingly,
although the separate cost trades for receiver and
space-segment as a function of satellite EIRP would
still be valid.
Finally one should note that the quantitative
results given above are valid only for S-Band DBS-R.
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A separate but similar tradeoff analysis would be
required for L-Band DBS-R.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An understanding of optimum choice of satellite
EtRP for DBS-R under various service requirements is
a critical issue at this time when CCIR is soliciting
input in preparation for the ITU planning conference
for the service.
In summary the per channel EIRP for optimum
balance between space-segment investment and
receiver manufacturing cost depends on the number
of receivers and the number of program channels.
The following findings are tentative and will be
updated when the DBS-R Receiver Task has been
completed:
For a typical S-Band DBS-R system with 90 near-
CD-quality channels and 20 M receivers, the
baseline EIRP of 50.8 dBW per 3-degree spot-
beam appears to be near optimum.
If the number of receivers is significantly less
than above, say around 2 M, then it would be
advantageous to increase the receiver sensitivity
to reduce the satellite EIRP. However it would be
very difficult to increase the receiver sensitivity
beyond around 2 dB from the baseline design
without reducing the channel coding rate (and
hence the spectrum efficiency of the system).
If the number of program channels is reduced
say from 90 to 30 near-CD-quality channels, with
a large number of receivers, say 20 M, then it
would make sense to increase the per channel
EIRP to allow a lower G/I" for receiver front-end
to reduce receiver cost. The increase in satellite
EIRP should be limited to roughly 3 dB over the
baseline design, as the cost savings in receiver
manufacturing will hit diminishing returns
beyond 3 dB increase in the per channel EIRP.
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TABLE 1. DBS-R LINK BUDGET FOR NOBILE AND INDOOR TABLE-TOP PORTABLE RECEPTION AT A FREQUENCY OF 2.35 GHz
For broadcasting one audio program over one 3-degree spot-beam with coverage of about one million square mites
QPSK modulation, R=1/2, Cony. code, soft decoding
Coherent demodulation for portable reception, near coherent demodulation for mobile reception
AUDIO LINK BUDGET (DOWN-LINK)
Mobile Portable
Mean Value Mean Value Units
Digital audio quality (stereophonic) Near-CD Near-CD
Audio bit rate 128.00 128.00 kbps
Transmitter power per program 40.50 40.50 watts
Frequency 2.35 2.35 GHz
Satellite antenna diameter 2.98 2.98 m
Satellite antenna gain 34.71 34.71 dBi
Satellite antenna beamwidth 3.00 3.00 deg
EIRP 50.79 50.79 dBW
Satellite Elevation angle 30.00 30.00 deg
Slant Range 38687 38687 Km
Free space loss 191.61 191.61 dB
Atmospheric losses 0.25 0.25 dB
Pointing loss 0.5 0.5 dB
Receiver noise temperature 224 470 K
Receiver Antenna gain 4.5 12 dBi
Receiver G/T -19.00 -14.72 dB/K
C/No 68.03 72.31 dBHz
Eb/No available (beam center)
Theoretical Eb/No for BER=I.0E-4
Degradation mobile channel
Receiver implementation loss
Interference degradation
Receiver Eb/No Requirement
16.95 21.24 dB
3.30 3.30 dB
2.00 0.00 dB
1.50 1.50 dB
0.50 0,50 dB
7.30 5.30 dB
Comments
I
AVAILABLE LINK MARGIN, LINE OF SIGHT, Beam Center
AVAILABLE LINK MARGIN, LINE OF SIGHT, Beam Edge
9.65 15.94 dB
6.65 12.94 dB
COMMENT I.
COMMENT 2.
COMMENT 3.
Higher audio quality may become possible at this bit rate due to ongoing work by industry
Direct mobile reception will be feasible in rural and suburban areas
Direct indoor tabLe-top portable reception will be feasible in most houses
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Figure 1. Space-segment investment as a function of radiated
downlink RF power
Frequency = 2.35 GHz
Each step represents the addition of one more satellite
Radiated downlink RF power, Watts
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Figure 2. Space-segment investment as a function of per channel EIRP.
(Number of program channels, C, and number of receivers, R, are running
parameters). Frequency = 2.35 GHz
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DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITE-RADIO, RECEIVER DEVELOPMENT
A. Vaisnys, D. Bell, J. Gevargiz, N. Golshan
Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology,
Phone (818)354-6219
Fax (818)393-4643
ABSTRACT BACKGROUND
This paper reports on the status of the
ongoing Direct Broadcast Satellite-Radio (DBS-
R) Receiver Development Task being performed
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology (JPL). This work is
The DBS-R receiver design effort started
as part of a joint NASA/VOA study of digital
audio broadcasting via satellite. The motivators
for the study were the recognition that the
technology for digital audio broadcasting (DAB)
sponsored by the Voice of America/U.S. via satellite was sufficiently close to maturity to
Information Agency through an agreement with be considered for various domestic and
NASA. international broadcasting applications, as well
The objective of this Task is to develop,
build, test, and demonstrate a prototype receiver
that is compatible with reception of digital audio
programs broadcast via satellites. The receiver is
being designed to operate under a range of
reception conditions, including fixed, portable,
and mobile, as well as over a sufficiently wide
range of bit rates to accommodate broadcasting
systems with different cost/audio quality
objectives.
While the requirements on the receiver
are complex, the eventual goal of the design
effort is to make the design compatible with low
cost production as a consumer product. One
solution may be a basic low cost core design
suitable for a majority of reception conditions,
with optional enhancements for reception in
especially difficult environments.
Some of the receiver design parameters
have been established through analysis,
laboratory tests, and a prototype satellite
experiment accomplished in late 1991. Many of
the necessary design trades will be made during
the current simulation effort, while a few of the
key design options will be incorporated into the
prototype for evaluation during the planned
satellite field trials.
as the requirement to help the United States
delegation become technically prepared for the
1992 World Administrative Radio Conference
(WAgC).
The 1992 WARC allocated frequencies
for sound Broadcasting Satellite Service
(sound), (BSS(sound)) and Complementary
Terrestrial Broadcasting in the L-band (1452-
1492 MHz), and in two parts of the S-band
(2310-2360 MHz) and (2535-2655 MHz). In the
United States, satellite sound broadcasting will
be implemented in the 2310-2360 MHz band.
The receiver development work will lead
to a better definition of satellite sound
broadcasting parameters such as signal structure
and error protection requirements, margin
requirements, and viable service options. The
goal of this effort is to stimulate
commercialization of satellite sound
broadcasting in the U.S. through the transfer of
technology to U.S. Industry.
THE PROPAGATION/RECEPTION
ENVIRONMENT
Each of the environments that the
receiver has to operate in, fixed, portable, and
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mobile,influences the signal design or receiver
operation in its own unique way. The signal must
be designed for operation under the worst
conditions, which usually occur during mobile
reception.
The receiver enhancements that can be
added to improve performance depend on the
reception environment. For mobile reception,
enhancements such as the use of channel state
information for. decoding, and channel
equalization will be most useful. For indoor
reception, on the other hand, the problems of
large values of signal attenuation and frequency
selective fading can be eased by enhancements
such as more directive antennas and antenna
diversity.
Mobile Reception Environment
The mobile propagation environment is
characterized by very deep fades caused by
blockage of the satellite signal by objects such as
trees, buildings and other obstacles. The fades
are usually so deep that the signal falls below any
practical value of link margin.
Coding and time interleaving are the
traditional methods used to combat this effect.
The proper choice of coding complexity and
interleaving depth are very important. Analysis
results show that rate 1/3 rather than rate 1/2
convolutional coding results in better
performance under severe blockage conditions,
but requires more bandwidth. Longer time
interleaving also protects against signal drop out,
but requires more memory in the receiver and
increases acquisition and re-acquisition times.
The use of channel state information in decoding
provides transparent performance improvement
and is an example of a cost/performance trade
that can be made in a mobile receiver.
Indoor Reception Environment
Away from building openings such as
windows, the satellite signal suffers significant
attenuation, dependent on the type of material
used in the structure. Indoor propagation
measurements conducted by the NASA
Propagation Program also determined that there
can be standing waves with very deep nulls.
These nulls can be tens or more MHz wide, so
that frequency diversity is not a good solution.
The proposed solutions to indoor
reception problems are to use higher gain
antennas to overcome the excess building
attenuation, and antenna diversity to overcome
the standing wave nulls. These are examples of
enhancements to the receiver that can be added
for indoor reception, but are not needed under
other reception conditions.
DESIGN GOALS AND SOLUTIONS
A block diagram of the proposed
receiver is shown in Figure 1, with the optional
enhancements shown shaded. The receiver
consists of an RF portion and a QPSK
demodulator. The interface between the two
sections is an A to D converter, thus the
demodulator will be fully digital.
The functions of the receiver are to
receive the satellite signal, demodulate, establish
bit and frame synchronization, deinterleave, and
decode the convolutionally encoded data.
The receiver will interface with a range
of external audio decoders, depending on the
type of audio service to be demonstrated. The
receiver will support a range of data rates which
will, as a minimum, encompass the following:
AM Quality Digital Audio at 16-32 kbps,
Monophonic FM Quality Digital Audio
at 48-64 kbps,
Stereo FM Quality Digital Audio at 64-
96 kbps,
Stereo CD Quality Digital Audio at 128-
196 kbps.
Even lower data rates or combinations of
different data rate programs will be supported by
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time multiplexing the separate channels into a
single data stream.
It is planned to implement several signal
processing options into the prototype receiver
for evaluation under field trial conditions, unless
they can be eliminated during the simulation
phase. These options are
Variable interleaver length
Rate 1/2 and 1/3 convolutional coding
Coherent and pseudo-coherent
demodulation
While it is possible to predict to a great
extent the performance differences, in terms of
bit error rate, of the above options, the impact
on audio quality in a complex environment such
as mobile reception is not so easy to evaluate
under simulated conditions. For this reason these
options will remain to be evaluated in the field.
Since the choice of coherent and pseudo-
coherent demodulation does not affect signal
design, both demodulation techniques can be
built into a receiver which may have to operate
over a range of reception conditions.
TEST AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
JPL experience with mobile reception of
satellite signals goes back many years with work
in the Mobile Satellite area, as well as the 1991
field trials of low rate audio broadcasting with
the INMARSAT MARECS B satellite. This
work provided a large data base on the
propagation characteristics of the mobile
channel, which is very useful in simulation and
testing of the receiver.
The MARECS B tests used a JPL
developed modem operating at 16 kbps and 20
kbps, and a commercial audio codec. One of the
goals of the experiment was to evaluate the
effects of time interleaving over the range of
zero to one second. The effect on bit error rate
was as predicted analytically, but was more
difficult to assess qualitatively. The problem was
that the modem and audio codec operated
independently, and sync loss and reacquisition
occurred independently in the two units. Thus
overall performance in a difficult reception
environment was not as good as it could have
been [ 1].
SIMULATION AND PROTOTYPE
IMPLEMENTATION
The receiver is currently being simulated
on a Sun workstation, using Comdisco Systems
SPW simulation software. Both symbol rate and
sample rate simulations are being accomplished.
The simulation platform is capable of generating
realistic signal characteristics by modeling the
signal amplitude and phase on actual field
measurements of satellite signals. This is
especially important in obtaining a faithful
reproduction of the mobile reception
environment.
Figure 2 illustrates a simplified block
diagram of the DBSR receiver's QPSK
demodulator. The simulation algorithm used for
determining the performance of the symbol
synchronizer and Costas loop is implemented at
the symbol rate to avoid excessive simulation
time. Therefore, each simulation cycle
corresponds to one symbol increment instead of
a sample increment. This approach significantly
reduces the computation time as compared to
simulating the system at the sample rate.
Both analytical and simulation tools are
used to obtain the performance of the QPSK
demodulator. The outputs of the integrate-and-
dump filters are derived analytically, whereas
simulation is used for obtaining the outputs of
the loop filters, numerically controlled oscillator,
update filter, and phase detector. In this figure,
the analytical and simulation blocks are denoted
by dark-blocks and clear-blocks, respectively.
The results of the symbol rate simulation are bit-
error-rate, acquisition time and tracking
performance, for various receiver parameters
[2].
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The DBS-R digital receiver will be
implemented using Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGA) or Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASIC). This implementation
will be accomplished using various Computer
Aided Tools. These tools generate a software
code representing the digital receiver that can be
used for programming a FPGA or ASIC target
chip. This process flow is shown in Figure 3.
From Figure 3, SPW is first used to
implement the DBS-R receiver using the actual
sampling frequency; this is referred to as sample
level simulation. At this level, the analytical
blocks shown in Figure 2 are implemented using
their gate level representation. The sample level
simulation is further extended to the hardware
level implementation. At this level, the number
of binary bits is specified for every component of
the receiver; this is referred to as hardware level
simulation. The results of the hardware
simulation are used for generating the source
code for programming the desired target (FPGA
or ASIC). For the prototype receiver, the FPGA
target was chosen over ASIC as the most rapid
and economical approach. Therefore, new ideas
and design changes can be implemented by
simply reprogramming the receiver's FPGAs.
PROPOSED SATELLITE EXPERIMENT
After the receiver prototype is built, it is
proposed to run a series of field trials with the
TDRS satellite. This satellite has a 2 degree
beam which can be steered around the United
States and has enough power and link margin at
S-band (around 2100 MHz) to support a link up
to 256 kilobits. This will allow a comprehensive
evaluation of receiver performance under both
outdoor mobile and indoor reception conditions.
It will allow a qualitative assessment of the
impact of the design options that will still be
open.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The DBS-R receiver is undergoing the
final stages of the design process at YPL. Using
field measured satellite signal propagation data
in the simulation will allow the receiver design to
be evaluated under realistic conditions. Digitally
compressed audio data will be fed to the receiver
mixed with noise and modified by the expected
signal impairments. The recovered data will be
played back in real time through the audio
decompression system for a qualitative
assessment of performance with various receiver
design options.
While a great part of the design process
will be accomplished via simulation, a satellite
field trial is planned with a prototype receiver for
a final assessment of receiver performance and
the completion of any remaining design trades.
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ABSTRACT
The NASA/VOA Direct Broadcast Satellite - Radio
(DBS-R) Program will be using a NASA Tracking Data
Relay Satellite (TDRS) satellite at 62 ° West longitude
to conduct live satellite S-band propagation experiments
and demonstrations of satellite sound broadcasting over
the next two years (1993-1994) (See Figure 1). The
NASA/VOA DBS-R program has applied intensive
effort to garner domestic and international support for
the DBS-R concept. An S-band DBS-R allocation was
achieved for Region 2 at WARC-92 held in Spain.
With this allocation, the DBS-R program now needs to
conduct S-band propagation experiments and systems
demonstrations that will assist in the development of
planning approaches for the use of Broadcast Satellite
Service (Sound) frequency bands prior to the planning
conference called for by WARC-92. These activities
will also support receiver concept development applied
to qualities ranging from AM to Monophonic FM,
Stereophonic FM, Monophonic CD, and Stereophonic
CD quality.
INTRODUCTION
The Direct Broadcast Satellite - Radio (DBS-R)
Program is a joint effort between The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
United States Information Agency/Voice of America
(USIA/VOA). In May, 1990, an interagency agreement
established a detailed, multi-year technical effort with
joint management and funding by both agencies. The
agreement established a program designed to provide
service and technology definition and development
contributing to commercial implementation of a direct-
to-listener satellite sound broadcasting service, thereby
benefiting the U.S. satellite communications industry.
NASA's Lewis Research Center (LeRC) was assigned
program management responsibilities within NASA for
the effort, while specific task areas were carried out by
LeRC and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). LeRC
and JPL efforts for the DBS-R Program are conducted
under the auspices of NASA's Office of Advanced
Concepts and Technology [1].
A DBS-R service has been under discussion
domestically since at least 1967, and internationally
since at least 1971. Evolution of digital and mobile
satellite communications technologies has enhanced the
potential quality and availability of a DBS-R service
well beyond original expectations. By its nature, a
DBS-R satellite system can be very flexible in its
antenna coverage area-from approximately 100,000
square mile coverage area using a 1 ° spot beam to
1,000,000 square mile coverage area using a 3 ° spot
beam-depending upon the desired broadcast area to be
reached with the necessary power flux density [2].
DBS-R will also be able to offer audio signals with
various levels of sound quality-ranging from robust AM
quality, through monophonic FM quality, stereophonic
FM quality, monophonic CD quality and stereophonic
CD quality. DBS-R digital audio signals will be able to
reach a variety of radio receiver types (fixed, portable,
and mobile) in various environments (indoor/outdoor,
rural, urban, and suburban). Studies have shown that
DBS-R systems can provide an economical cost per
broadcast-channel-hour for wide-area coverage [2]. As
the potential quality and availability of a direct-to-
listener satellite radio service have evolved, so has
recognition of the desirability of such a service. As a
consequence, the 1992 World Administrative Radio
Conference (WARC') established new frequency
allocations for the Broadcast Satellite Service (BSS)
(Sound).
DBS-R offers listeners and service originators many
benefits not previously available in the audio broadcast
medium. Satellites can broadcast on a single channel to
a national, regional, or continental audience. Wider
coverage presents new opportunities for audience access
to a variety of types of programming. Such
programming might include educational, cultural,
national, or target audience-oriented broadcasts which
may not be economically attractive to offer in any other
way. Commercial radio broadcasting has not seen a
more dramatic possibility for change since the
introduction of FM stereo broadcasting.
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THE DBS-R PROGRAM
The DBS-R Program is managed within the
Communications Systems Branch of the Space
Electronics Division at NASA's Lewis Research Center
(LeRC), and the Voice of America's Office of
Engineering. Two specific areas of the DBS-R
program that need significant effort and study are
propagation at S-band and targeted demonstrations.
1992 WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO
CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES
The International Telecommunications Union, an
organization within the United Nations, convenes
periodic Administrative Radio Conferences to construct
agreements among member nations on the use of radio
frequency spectrum. The World Administrative Radio
Conference for dealing with Frequency Allocations in
certain parts of the Spectrum, was held February 3 -
March 2, 1992, to consider frequency allocations for
the Broadcast Satellite Service (Sound) in the 500-3000
MHz portion of the spectrum [3 and 4].
NASA and VOA made extensive contributions to
the U.S. Conference preparations conducted by the
Department of State, the Federal Communications
Commissions (FCC) and the National Telecommuni-
cations and Information Administration (NTIA),
particularly by providing numerous U.S. inputs on the
subject of the BSS (Sound) to the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR).
WARC-92 established multiple frequency
allocations for the BSS (Sound), within which DBS-R
systems may be implemented. These allocations vary
by nation (See Exhibit 1). The U.S. will use the 2310-
2360 MHz band. The band 1452-1492 MHz was
allocated to this service for a majority of nations
throughout the world. However, in some nations, this
allocation is secondary to other existing allocations until
the year 2007. The band 2535-2655 MHz was allocated
to BSS (Sound) for a number of nations in Eastern
Europe, Commonwealth of Independent States, and
Asia. The WARC also recommended that a future
WARC be held prior to 1998, in order to plan the use
of frequency bands allocated to the BSS (Sound) service
(Ref. 3&4).
PROPAGATION STUDIES AND
MEASUREMENTS
NASA conducts propagation research through JPL
with investigative support currentiy performed by the
University of Texas-Austin. Prior to WARC-92, the
University of Texas-Austin conducted extensive
propagation studies relevant to DBS-R in the frequency
range 800 MHz to 1800 MHz.
The goal of these studies was to provide propagation
data models to the United States WARC-92 Delegation
and disburse the data to other countries that were
interested in DBS-R. Additionally, the data was made
available to satellite system engineers to assist in the
design of DBS-R systems.
The research has shown that attenuation varies
depending on the environment the receiver is in.
lndoor_
During this phase of the propagation studies
representative types of buildings were studied to
determine what effect they had on the simulated satellite
signal(s). These studies indicated that receivers located
indoors in a building could experience impaired
reception depending upon location. By moving the
receiver or antenna only tens of centimeters the
reception quality would improve from impaired to
acceptable or better. More importantly, this research
demonstrated that direct indoor reception of a digital
audio signal transmitted by satellite is feasible with
receiver antenna gain.
Outdoors/Mobile
During this phase of the propagation study
representative measurements were made under varying
environmental conditions from a sunny clear day to
cloudy, rainy, and foggy days. Locations varied from
the desert environment of Texas, to the mountains and
seacoast of the pacific northwest to the middle west (St
Louis, MO) and east coast (Connecticut and
Washington, D.C.). The research indicated that
outdoor mobile reception of a DBS-R satellite service
was feasible.
Results of these studies contributed significantly to
characterizing the indoor/outdoor/mobile DBS-R
reception environment and have formed the basis for
several U.S. contributions to the CCIR, CITEL and
other such organizations.
Our link budget calculation and experimen_
indicate that a relatively high powered satellite would
be required. Ideally, the satellite should have at least
an EIRP of 50 to 60 dBW which will allow sufficient
link margins.
Propagation Studies Post WARC-92.
WARC-92 concluded with the United States
Allocation for DBS-R at S-band (2310-2360 MHz).
The allocation is in the process of being approved by
the Federal Communications Commission. It is
necessary that new propagation studies be conducted at
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S-band. The specific purpose of studies would be to
develop the propagation characteristics for S-band.
NASA currently has available, on a scheduled
basis a TDRS satellite located at 62 ° West longitude
(see Figure 1). Currently, the satellite in this "spare"
position is the latest TDRS launched by NASA in mid
January 1993. From this location elevation angles
range from 10 ° for the extreme northwest corner of
CONUS to better than 40 ° for southeast CONUS (See
Figure 2). The TDRS satellite provides single-access
service to low-earth orbiting spacecraft at both S-band
and Ku-band via two steerable 4.9 meter antennas. (It
also provides S-band multiple access service via an S-
band helical phased array.) The two S-band single
access (SSA) forward links (one per 4.9 m antenna) are
normally used to transmit command data from the
ground to LEO spacecraft at rates up to 300 kbps. The
plan is that one of these forward links be used to serve
as a satellite downlink to a DBS-R receiver in the
2020.435-2123.315 MHz frequency band which is near
the 2310-2360 MHz DAB allocation. (These are the 3-
dB band edges. In this range, the TDRS SSA forward
link carder frequency is user selectable over the
2030.435-2113.315 MHz region with a 20 MHz
maximum allowable channel bandwidth which is limited
by the forward processor hardware onboard the TDRS).
Utilizing the TDRS in this fashion will provide a peak
transmit EIRP of 46.5 dBW (26W S-band TWT
transmitting through a 4.9 meter, 42% efficiency
antenna with 4.4 dB line loss). This is nearly 63 times
the EIRP of the INMARSAT's MARECS-B satellite
used in the initial L-band experiments with an EIRP of
28.6 dBw. With TDRS, link margins for indoor
portable reception of DBS-R are estimated to range
from 10.77 dB (for reception of 192 kbps CD-quality
audio at 20 ° elevation) to 18.95 dB (for reception of 32
kbps AM quality audio at 400 elevation) (See Tables 2-
4). This assumes an indoor receiver with a G/T of -
14.7 dBIK and 10-4 BER perforrnanee using QPSK
modulation with rate 1/2, K=7 eonvolutional coding.
For mobile reception using an omni-directional antenna
with a receiver G/T of -19 dB/K, link margins range
from 4.47 dB (reception of 192 kbps at 20 ° elevation)
to 12.65 dB (reception of 32 kbps at 40 ° elevation) (See
Tables 5-7). These margins are substantially larger
than those of the earlier experiments.
It is NASA's intention to utilize the TDRS
capabilities, in conjunction with the ongoing
propagation studies at JPL and the University of Texas,
to better understand the S-band propagation
characteristics. While the results will not be at the
authorized DBS-R allocation frequencies extrapolation
of the data can be made to accurately reflect the signal
characteristics at the U.S. authorization and the upper
S-band (2535-2655 MHz) allocation. Recognizing these
facts we are currently in the process of developing a
very extensive S-band propagation study.
Lewis Research Center in coordination with JPL
has developed an initial TDRS S-Band propagation
measurement plan that will address the following: (1)
all or most of the issues that were addressed in the
initial propagation plan and discussed earlier in this
paper; (2) using as much of the existing equipment
from the previous L-band experiments but shifting to
the new S-band capability will allow us to accomplish
most of the items in 1 plus the following: (a) mobile
measurements of amplitude and phase in urban,
suburban, and rural environments, and (b) probe spatial
signal structure in buildings, in vehicles, behind trees,
with linear positioner; and (3) using an airplane-
campaign tested delay-spread receiver and new S-band
front-end.
FUTURE DEMONSTRATIONS
it is the intention of NASA and the VOA to conduct
various demonstrations during the period 1993 through
1994. The purpose of these demonstrations would be to
demonstrate DBS-R receiver technology, to evaluate
propagation and multipath effects and to educate
observers regarding the capabilities of a DBS-R service.
Satellite demonstrations of a DBS-R type service will
help significantly in the development of planning
approaches for the use of BSS (Sound) frequency bands
prior to the future planning conference.
The first of these demonstrations is in conjunction
with the Electronic Industries Association (EIA),
Consumer Electronics Group, Digital Audio Radio
Subcommittee which _will organize and initiate a fair
and impartial analysis, testing and standards - setting
program to determine which DAR technical system will
best serve the consumer electronics industry and
consumers." The EIA is planning to have
demonstrations and testing of proponent systems in the
July through December 1993 timeframe. This time
schedule is paced by the fact that the CCIR plans to
make its recommendations in 1994.
Additional demonstrations will be planned around
significant events which will have positive influence for
DBS-R. At this point details concerning where and
when such demonstrations should be conducted are still
being evaluated.
CONCLUSIONS
The relatively high downlink EIRP of TDRS's
Single Access S-band beam (46.3 dBW) is quite
sufficient for our proposed propagation experiments and
demonstrations for most if not all of our DBS-R
concepts and innovations that have been or will be
29
identified by the NASA/VOA DBS-R program team as
critical for viable commercialization of this new and
dynamic service.
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ABSTRACT
A system design for aeronautical audio broadcasting,
with C-band uplink and L-band downlink, via Inmarsat
space segments is presented. Near-transparent-quality
compression of 5-kHz bandwidth audio at 20.5 kbiffs is
achieved based on a hybrid technique employing linear
predictive modeling and a'ansform-domain residual quan-
tization. Concatenated Reed-Solomon/convolutional
codes with quadrature phase shift keying are selected for
bandwidth and power efficiency. RF bandwidth at
25 kHz per channel, and a decoded bit error rate at 10 .6
with Eb/N o at 3.75 dB, are obtained. An interleaver,
scrambler, modem synchronization, and frame format
were designed, and frequency-division multiple access
was selected over code-division multiple access. A link
budget computation based on a worst-case scenario indi-
cates sufficient system power margins. Transponder oc-
cupancy analysis for 72 audio channels demonstrates
ample remaining capacity to accommodate emerging
aeronautical services.
INTRODUCTION
The field of mobile satellite communications has
experienced rapid growth in recent years. Compared to
the maritime and land mobile segments, the aeronautical
segment of mobile satellite systems is relatively new.
However, many new aeronautical services have emerged,
and this trend is expected to continue. Some examples
include air phone, in-flight news, in-flight customs clear-
ance, and aeronautical facsimile (aero fax).
In this study, schemes were designed for low-rate
audio coding, coded modulation, and digital transmission
architecture to support live audio program broadcasting
to commercial aircraft via the Inmarsat space segments.
Due to the bandwidth and power limitations of the ....
Inmarsat segments, the audio programs targeted for the
current application include talk shows, sports coverage,
news, commentaries, and weather, as well as intermission
music. Consequently, a monaural audio signal of 5-kHz
bandwidth (AM-quality audio) was selected. The infor-
mation source also includes a subband broadcast data
channel with a data rate range from 300 to 2,400 biffs.
Several system design constraints were considered.
These included use of the existing Inmarsat-Aero aircraft
earth station (AES) antenna subsystem to minimize cus-
tomer cost, simple and low-cost airborne subsystem (re-
ceiver) hardware, and applicability to both the Inmarsat-2
and Inmarsat-3 space segments. In addition, the RF band-
width per audio channel had to be a multiple of 2.5 kHz
to be consistent with the Inmarsat systems.
This paper describes a low-rate audio coding scheme
that achieves near-transparent-quality compression of
5-kHz bandwidth audio at 20.5 kbit/s. Error protection
strategies for compressed audio and data are also pre-
sented. Candidate coded modulation schemes are com-
pared in terms of their power and bandwidth efficiency,
and designs for an interleaver, scrambler, modem syn-
chronization, and frame format are discussed. Multiple-
access techniques are then compared, and link budget
computation and transponder occupancy analysis results
are presented.
AUDIO COMPRESSION AND ERROR
PROTECTION
Audio Compression
The technique for adaptive predictive coding with
transform-domain quantization (APC-TQ) [1] presented
here combines time-domain linear prediction modeling
and transform-domain quantization of the prediction
residual signal. The APC-TQ technique is efficient in
exploiting the nonuniform power spectral distribution that
exists in audio signals. It also permits the direct imple-
mentation of auditory noise-masking techniques based on
auditory characteristics, to maximize the perceived qual-
ity of the reconstructed audio.
The audio signal is band-limited to 5 kHz and
sampled at a rate of 10.24 kHz. A frame size of 256
samples is used. The power spectrum model for each
frame of audio samples is a product of two terms: a
short-term model which represents coarse or envelope
spectral variations, and a long-term model which repre-
sents fine or harmonic spectral variations. The resulting
power spectrum model is used to determine the bit allo-
cation for residual quantization.
Short-term prediction is accomplished by predicting
each sample based on a weighted sum of a few samples
immediately preceding it. A fifth-order linear predictive
model is computed using the autocorrelation method [2].
The five filter coefficients are converted into line spec-
trum frequencies (LSFs) [3] and scalarly quantized using
24 bits overall (with 5, 5, 5, 5, and 4 bits for the five
LSFs, respectively). The LSFs were found to have good
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properties for quantization. In addition, they allow easy
channel error concealment in terms of guaranteed filter
stability and minimum filter distortion when in error.
Long-term prediction consists of estimating the opti-
mum long-term prediction delay (i.e., pitch) and predict-
ing each sample from a weighted sum of the three
samples located around the delay. The delay is estimated
by computing the autocorrelation function of the short-
term prediction error signal over the delay range from 20
to 256 samples. The optimum delay is indicated by the
location of the peak of the autocorrelation function, and
the delay value is coded using 8 bits. The long-term pre-
diction parameters are selected from a code book of 128
parameter sets [4], based on the criterion of minimizing
the long-term prediction error power over the analysis
frame.
The residual signal after short- and long-term predic-
tion is quantized next. The 256 samples of the residual
signal are transformed using a discrete cosine transform
(DCT), and are quantized using a total of 465 bits. These
bits are nonuniformly allocated based on the power spec-
tral estimate obtained using the short- and long-term
prediction parameters. Scalar Max quantizers [5] opti-
mized for zero-mean, univariate Gaussian distribution are
employed. A scaling parameter is determined in order to
scale the DCT coefficients to unit variance. The param-
eter is then quantized logarithmically using 8 bits.
At the decoder, the short-term and long-term predic-
tor parameters are decoded and used to determine the bit
allocation. Based on this allocation, the transform coeffi-
cients are decoded and inverse DCT is applied to obtain
the quantized version of the residual signal. This signal
excites the cascade of long- and short-term synthesis
filters to reconstruct the audio signal. At 20.5 kbit/s, a
near-transparent-quality coded 5-kHz audio signal was
reconstructed.
Error Protection
For aeronautical broadcast applications, the uplink
C-band channel (ground earth station [GES] to satellite)
and the downlink L-band channel (satellite to aeronauti-
cal earth station [AES]) can be modeled as an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and a Rician
channel (with a Rice factor of K = 10) [6], respectively.
For broadcast audio, the transmission time delay is not as
critical as for conversational speech. Therefore, an inter-
leaver with an appropriate interleaving length can be used
so that the multipath Rician fading downlink channel
effectively becomes AWGN.
The use of convolutional codes is a proven technique
for error correction under AWGN channel conditions. In
this study, an inner-layer convolutional code was selected
for both the audio signal and broadcast data. A target
decoded bit error rate (BER) of 10 -3 was selected for this
inner-layer error protection scheme. The decoded BER is
used as a basis for comparing the power and bandwidth
efficiency of several candidate coding and modulation
schemes, as described below. Both the audio and data
information were further protected by using an additional
outer-layer error protection scheme to lower the overall
decoded BER to less than 106. At this BER, the subjec-
tive degradation to the audio is imperceptible.
Two approaches were considered for the design of
the outer-layer error protection. The first approach treats
audio and data separately and uses a Reed-Solomon (RS)
code as the outer code to form a concatenated code with
the inner convolutional code to protect data. Audio is
protected using an unequal-error-protection (UEP)
method. In UEP, the more sensitive bits of audio are
given a higher level of error protection, while less-
sensitive bits are given a lower level or even no error
protection. The second approach treats audio and data as
a single entity, and both are protected using an outer RS
code, as in the first approach for data.
To attempt the first approach, a UEP scheme was
devised which included (23, 12) Golay codes, (7, 4)
Hamming codes, and parity checks as component codes,
augmented by several judiciously designed error detec-
tion and error concealment techniques. This scheme pro-
vided sufficient protection for most bits of the short-term
filter coefficients, pitch, long-term filter coefficients, and
scaling parameter. However, there were no bits available
to protect the remaining bits.
Work with the second approach for outer-layer error
protection revealed that it was more efficient. Given the
available redundancy, the concatenated code achieves the
desired decoded BER of 10 .6 for both audio and data at a
very reasonable energy-per-bit to noise-power density
ratio, EjN o. This approach also allows a simpler decoder
design, since only one RS decoder and one outer
interleav-er are necessary. An RS(255,229) code over a
Galois field GF(256) was finally selected. This code can
correct 13 symbol (byte) errors. Figure 1 is a block dia-
gram of the overall transmission system.
CODING AND MODULATION
Coded Modulation
In selecting an appropriate inner-layer coded modu-
lation scheme, only quadrature phase shift keying
(QPSK), its variants, and octal phase shift keying
(OPSK) were considered. These are well-known, proven
techniques for satellite communications. Quadrature
amplitude modulation schemes are not suitable for non-
linear channel operations, while continuous-phase fre-
quency shift keying and its variants, such as multi-h
codes, are complicated, and their performance does not
justify use in this application.
Several candidate coded modulation schemes were
examined (Table 1). For separate coding and modulation
schemes, rate 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6 coded QPSK were
considered. For combined coding and modulation
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Table 1. Candidate Coded Modulation Schemes
COOED Eb/N 0 RF BAYDWIDTa
MODULATION (dB)@ 10 -3 (kHz)
1/2 QPSK 3 37.5
2/3 QPSK 3.5 30
3/4 QPSK 4 25
5/6 QPSK 4.6 25
2/30PSK (TCM) 5 20
5/60PSK (TCM) 5.7 17.5
2/3 D-OPSK CTCM) 8.4 20
schemes, rate 2/3 coded OPSK, differential OPSK
(D-OPSK), and rate 5/6 coded OPSK were considered.
For the power estimates, an inner-layer decoded
BER of 10 -3 was assumed. For separate coding and
modulation schemes, all convolutional codes were as-
sumed to have a constraint length of 6 with 3-bit soft
decision. In trellis-coded modulation (TCM) schemes,
16-state codes were assumed. The higher-rate convolu-
tional codes (rate 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6) used in separate cod-
ing and modulation schemes were realized by using
punctured convolutional codes [7] based on the rate 1/2
optimum code [8], to reduce decoding complexity.
The RF bandwidth estimates assumed a 35-percent
rolloff factor for a square-root, raised-cosine shaping
filter, and a 1.375-kHz guard band (0.6875 kHz at each
side) for each carrier. The guard band value was selected
based on the maximum AES receiver frequency error
specified in the Inmarsat-Aero "System Definition
Manual" (SDM) [9]. Also, a data rate of 1 kbit/s was
added for modem synchronization and framing redundan-
cies. These bits are used as preambles, unique words
(UWs), audio channel ID information (for broadcast
channel scanning), and flush bits. The computed band-
width requirements were converted into multiples of
2.5 kHz to meet system requirements.
Based on the power and bandwidth requirements
shown, two candidate coded modulation schemes were
considered: rate 2/3 coded OPSK (TCM) and rate 3/4
coded QPSK. Rate 2/3 coded OPSK is more
bandwidth-efficient, while rate 3/4 coded QPSK is more
power-efficient. Rate 3/4 coded QPSK was selected,
since it requires 1 dB less power, and the aeronautical
downlink is power-limited. Also, with increased band-
width, carrier power can be increased without changing
the power density. This is an important factor in fre-
quency planning.
Interleaving and Synchronization
Two block interleavers were employed. The inner
interleaver decorrelates burst errors created by the RF
fading channel, while the outer interleaver decorrelates
burst errors at the Viterbi decoder output. For the RF
fading channel, the maximum fade duration had been
shown to be about 20 ms [6], which corresponds to about
680 bits. For the rate 3/4 Viterbi decoder, the maximum
burst length is less than 35 bits [10].
For inner interleaving, the number of rows (NR) was
selected to be 775 bits, in order to exceed the maximum
fade duration. The number of columns (NC) can theoreti-
cally be selected to be equal to the Viterbi decoding
length, which is about six times the constraint length.
However, in practice a larger NC must be used, espe-
cially for higher-rate codes such as the rate 3/4 code
selected for this application [10]. An NC of 88 bits was
used. The selection of these two particular values for NR
and NC was based on the frame format described in the
next subsection.
For the outer interleaver, NR was selected to be
25 bits and NC was selected as the RS code length,
which is 255 bytes (2,040 bits). The 25-bit NR was se-
lected for two reasons. First, it was desired not to intro-
duce too much interleaving delay. Second, for consis-
tency with the Inmarsat-Aero SDM, a frame size of
500 ms was selected. Given this frame size, it was de-
cided that 51 kbit/s was a good value for both the outer
interleaver size (2,040 x 25) and the incoming data rate
(25.5 kbit/s x 2 s).
In terms of synchronization, the modem needs to be
robust at a low carrier-to-noise power density ratio, C/N o,
in the presence of L-band Doppler shifts varying between
+2 kHz. In addition, multipath fading is prevalent at
elevation angles below 10 °, and signal can be blocked by
the aircraft tail structure. Because coherent detection is
used for power efficiency, reliable carrier frequency/
phase acquisition and tracking with a minimum of cycle
slips is required. A channel scanning capability is also
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desired so that a receiver can scan each of the available
aeronautical channels.
The channel rate after rate 3/4 convolutional encod-
ing, excluding framing bits, is 34 kbit/s. To simplify
equipment design and implementation, the channel rate is
required to be a submultiple of a 5.04-MHz master clock,
for compatibility with other Inmarsat-Aero channel unit
bit rates. A channel rate of 35 kbit/s meets this require-
ment and allows 3-percent capacity for framing overhead
bits.
The bit rate of the system is approximately 67 per-
cent faster than the 21-kbit/s Inmarsat-Aero standard
channel. However, this is an advantage in terms of carrier
synchronization and tracking, because frequency varia-
tions are a smaller percentage of the bit rate. The maxi-
mum AES received frequency error is specified as
+346 Hz, plus the AES Doppler shift of +2 kHz, for a
total uncertainty of +2,346 Hz. Since this is less than
7 percent of the channel rate, conventional carrier track-
ing methods such as a Costas loop or decision-directed
carrier tracking loop can be used. Symbol timing tracking
is also straightforward, and a conventional symbol transi-
tion detector can be employed. As specified in the SDM,
a scrambler is used for energy dispersal and to assist in
symbol synchronization.
Frame Format
The channel frame format is shown in Figure 2. To
maintain system compatibility with the Inmarsat-Aero
SDM, the frame duration is chosen to be 500 ms. Each
frame contains its own preamble and an 88-bit UW,
which is identical to that used on the current lnmarsat-C
channel. The preamble consists of 160 bits of unmodu-
lated carrier for carrier synchronization, followed by a
160-bit alternating 0101 pattern for clock synchroniza-
tion. The occurrence of these bits in every frame permits
rapid acquisition and reacquisition after a fade or tail
blockage. Each frame also contains a 16-bit station ID
t,
field, which allows a receiver to perform station verifica-
tion in order to facilitate rapid channel scanning.
The inner and outer forward error correction (FEe)
interleavers were both chosen to have a time span of 2 s.
Thus, a 2-s superframe structure was defined consisting
of four 500-ms frames. A different 88-bit UW, denoted
UW ', is employed to mark the first frame of a super-
frame. A 12-bit frame counter field, denoted FC, immedi-
ately follows the UW and consists of a 4-bit frame
counter repeated three times for bit error immunity.
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the procedure used to
pack the program audio and secondary data channel bits
into 500-ms frames. The program audio channel has an
information rate of 20.5 kbit/s, and the data channel is
assumed to have an information rate of 2,400 bit/s. If
lower data channel rates are desired, the data field will
have to be packed with enough dummy bits to achieve a
2,400-bit/s rate. To assemble a frame, 2 s of program
audio (41,000 bits) and 2 s of secondary data (4,800 bits)
are buffered in memory. It is assumed that the actual
frame assembly is much faster than real time, so that the
total transmitter delay is not much greater than 2 s. While
the data are being processed, the next superframe is being
buffered in memory for subsequent frame assembly.
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Multiple Access
Due to the circuit-switched nature of broadcast audio
programs, time-division multiple access (TDMA) was not
considered. However, frequency-division multiple access
(FDMA) and code-division multiple access (CDMA)
methods were carefully compared.
CDMA possesses several advantages, including the
possibility of overlay on top of narrowband users; system
flexibility through the use of programmable codes; multi-
path rejection and interference suppression capabilities;
and graceful degradation with an increased number of
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Table 2. Link Budget Analysis
PARAMETER
Upllnk (GES to Satellite)
Frequency
GES Elevation
GES Tx EIRP
Path Loss (incl. atmos, loss)
Satellite Rx G/T
Uplink C/N o
Satellite
active broadcast co-channels. However, the small chan-
nelized transponder bandwidth available (1.4 MHz maxi-
mum for Inmarsat-2, as described later), coupled with the
high channel data rate, makes the processing gain very
small for a direct-sequence CDMA system. Although a
frequency-hopping CDMA system does not require con-
tiguous bandwidth, the necessary frequency synthesizers
would increase aircraft receiver complexity and cost. This
consideration also applies to direct-sequence CDMA
systems, which require additional circuits for code acqui-
sition and tracking.
In view of the above considerations, FDMA/SCPC
(single channel per carrier) was selected. Its implementa-
tion is relatively simple and is compatible with most of
the existing Inmarsat traffic. Since the aero broadcasting
system is downlink-limited, the intermodulation interfer-
ence in an FDMA system does not critically limit system
performance. However, it is still advisable to reduce
intermodulation interference. This can be achieved by
using an optimized frequency plan, examples of which
are given in References 11 and 12.
Link Budget
A link budget (Table 2) was prepared for Inmarsat-2
satellite links. An elevation angle of 5° (a worst-case
scenario) was assumed for AES, with a system margin of
3 dB. The concatenated RS/punctured convolutional code
was simulated in software, and it was determined that an
Eb/N o of about 3.75 dB is required in order to achieve the
desired decoded BER of 106.
The link analysis further assumes that there is no
adjacent satellite interference or co-channel interference
involved. The adjacent channel interference effect is also
assumed to be offset by the pulse-shaping filter and the
guard bands. Note that this analysis is based on
VALUE
6.44 GHz
5°
65 dBW
201.3 dB
-14 dB/K
75.3 dB-Hz
Satellite Gain 161.3 dB
Satellite C/IM o 67.0 dB-Hz
Downllnk (Satellite to AES)
Frequency 1.545 GHz
AES Elevation 5°
Satellite Tx EIRP 25 dBW
Path Loss (incl. atmos, loss) 188.9 d13
AES Rx G/T -13 dB/K
Downlink C/N o 51.7 dB-Hz
Link Performance
Overall C/N o 51.6 dB-Hz
Required EgNoat 10 -6 3.75 dB
Data Rate (22.9 kbit/s) 43.6 dB
Miscellaneous Loss 1.25 dB
(modem loss and random losses)
Link C/N o Requirement 48.6 dB-Hz
System Margin 3.0 dB
Inmarsat-2 satellite specifications. For Inmarsat-3 satel-
lites, the link budget could show significantly better
power capacity. In addition, if the flight route is such that
the elevation angle is significantly greater than 5°, the
3-dB link margin could be achieved with a lower GES
transmit effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP).
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Aero-Band Occupancy
For initial system operation, it is assumed that three
channels will be provided for each Inmarsat signatory in
the Atlantic Ocean Region (AOR) East, AOR West,
Pacific Ocean Region (POR), and Indian Ocean Region
(IOR). There are six signatories in each region, for a total
of 72 planned channels.
For the Inmarsat-3 space segment, the uplink C-band
has a 29-MHz bandwidth (6,425 to 6,454 MHz), from
which the aeronautical portion is allocated a 10-MHz
bandwidth (6,440 to 6,450 MHz). The downlink L-band
has a 34-MHz bandwidth (1,525 to 1,559 MHz), from
which the aeronautical portion is also allocated a 10-MHz
bandwidth (1,545 to 1,555 MHz). However, each of the
two 10-MHz bands is divided into three bands of 3, 3,
and 4 MHz, respectively, separated by some guard bands
(1.2 and 1.4 MHz, 1.2 and 1.4 MHz, 2.3 and 1.3 MHz,
respectively). Thus, the actual usable bandwidth is only
8.8 MHz.
For the lnmarsat-2 space segment, the uplink aero-
nautical C-band is allocated a 3-MHz bandwidth (6,440
to 6,443 MHz), and the downlink aeronautical L-band is
also allocated a 3-MHz bandwidth (1,545 to 1,548 MHz).
Each of these two bands is divided into two bands of 1.2
and 1.4 MHz, separated by a guard band. Consequently,
the actual usable bandwidth is 2.6 MHz.
The aero-band occupancy percentage, m, was defined
as the ratio of the total bandwidth required to support the
72 audio broadcast channels vs the total usable bandwidth
allocated for aeronautical services. For the selected coded
modulation scheme, the required RF bandwidth is 25 kHz
for each audio channel. The corresponding occupancy
percentage is then m = 69.2 percent for Inmarsat-2, and
m = 20.5 percent for Inmarsat-3. These percentages are
reasonable for high-data-rate audio programs, especially
for Inmarsat-3 satellites. Thus, there should be ample
system capacity remaining to accommodate many emerg-
ing aeronautical services.
CONCLUSIONS
A system design to support aeronautical broadcast of
audio programs via the Inmarsat-2 and -3 space segments
has been presented. Near-transparent-quality compression
of 5-kHz bandwidth audio at 20.5 kbit/s were described.
Candidate error protection strategies and coded modu!ra-
tion schemes were carefully c0rnpared to achieve robust
performance with bandwidth and power efficiency. De-
signs for an interleaver, scrambler, modem synchroniza-
tion, and frame format were presented, and the consider-
ations used in selecting FDMA for multiple access were
discussed. Results of the link budget computation and
transponder occupancy analysis were also presented.
The designed system currently supports the transmis-
sion of AM broadcast-quality audio programs to commer-
cial aircraft equipped with high-gain AES antenna sub-
systems. With rapid advances in audio compression tech-
nology, higher quality broadcast audio programs such as
near-FM audio could be supported in the near future,
using the same transmission system described here. The
system might also be capable of supporting the transmis-
sion of AM-quality audio programs to aircraft equipped
with low-gain omnidirectional AES antenna subsystems.
By using Inmarsat-3 spot beams, near-FM-quality audio
broadcasts to aircraft with low-gain AES antennas might
also be achievable.
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The MSAT Spacecraft of
Telesat Mobile Inc.
E. Bertenyi
Telesat Canada
1601 Telesat Court
Gloucester, Ontario, K1B 5P4, Canada
Phone 613 748-0123; Fax 613 748-8782
Abstract (full paper will be provided at the Conference)
This paper describes the MSAT spacecraft of the Canadian mobile satellite operator,
Telesat Mobile Inc. (TMI). When launched in 1994, the large geostationary MSAT
spacecraft which is currently under construction by Hughes Aircraft Co. and Spar Aerospace
Ltd. will enable TMI to provide mobile and transportable communications services to its
customers even in the most remote parts of the North American continent.
The main elements of TMI's mobile satellite system (described in a companion paper)
are the space segment and the ground segment. TMI's space segment will employ one of
two nearly identical satellites, one of which will be owned and operated by TMI, the other
by the U.S. mobile satellite operator, American Mobile Satellite Corporation (AMSC). The
two companies are participating in a joint spacecraft procurement in order to reduce the
nonrecurring costs and to ensure system compatibility between the two systems; and they
have also agreed to provide in-orbit backup to each other in the event of a catastrophic
satellite failure.
The paper reviews the program status, performance requirements, main parameters
and configuration of the MSAT spacecraft. The major features of the communications
subsystem are discussed in some detail, and a brief summary is presented of the spacecraft
service module.
Key technology items include the L-band RF power amplifier, which must operate
with a high DC to RF power efficiency and generate low intermodulation when loaded with
multi-carrier signals; and the large diameter deployable L-band antenna. The development
status and expected performance of these spacecraft components is examined.
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Adaptive Digital Beamforming for a
CDMA Mobile Communications Payload
Samuel G. Mufioz-Garcfa and Javier Benedicto Ruiz
ESA/ESTEC
Communication Satellites Dept., Radio-Frequency Systems Division
Postbus 299, 2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands
Abstract (full paper will be provided at the Conference)
In recent years, Spread-Spectrum Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) has
become a very popular access scheme for mobile communications due to a variety of
reasons: excellent performance in multipath environments, high scope for frequency reuse,
graceful degradation near saturation, etc. In this way, a CDMA system can support
simultaneous digital communication among a large community of relatively uncoordinated
users sharing a given frequency band.
Nevertheless, there are also important problems associated with the use of CDMA.
First, in a conventional CDMA scheme, the signature sequences of asynchronous users are
not orthogonal and, as the number of active users increases, the self-noise generated by the
mutual interference between users considerably degrades the performance, particularly in the
return link. Furthermore, when there is a large disparity in received powers -- due to
differences in slant range or atmospheric attenuation -- the non-zero cross-correlation
between the signals gives rise to the so-called near-far problem. This leads to an inefficient
utilization of the satellite resources and, consequently, to a drastic reduction in capacity.
Several techniques have been proposed to overcome this problem, such as
Synchronized CDMA -- in which the signature sequences of the different users are quasi-
orthogonal -- and power control. At the expense of increased network complexity and user
coordination, these techniques enable the system capacity to be restored by equitably sharing
the satellite resources among the users.
In this paper, an alternative solution is presented based upon the use of time-reference
adaptive digital beamforming on board the satellite. This technique enables a high number of
independently steered beams to be generated from a single phased array antenna, which
automatically track the desired user signal and null the unwanted interference sources. In
order to use a time-reference adaptive antenna in a communications system, the main
challenge is to obtain a reference signal highly correlated with the desired user signal and
uncorrelated with the interferences. CDMA lends itself very easily to the generation of such
a reference signal, thanks to the a priori knowledge of the user's signature sequence.
First, the integration of an adaptive antenna in an asynchronous CDMA system will
be analyzed. The adaptive antenna system can provide increased interference rejection --
much higher than that afforded by the code alone -- and, since CDMA is mainly interference
_ILA,_,_ NOT. FILMED
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limited, any reduction in interference converts directly and linearly into an increase in
capacity. Analyses and computer simulations will be presented that show how an
asynchronous CDMA system incorporating adaptive beamforming can provide at least as
much capacity as a synchronous system.
More importantly, the proposed concept allows the near-far effect to be mitigated
without requiring a tight coordination of the users in terms of transmitted power control or
network synchronization. The system is extremely robust to the near-far effect because the
signals reaching the satellite from directions other than that of the desired user -- which are
likely to have different power levels -- are adaptively canceled by the antenna.
Finally, a payload architecture will be presented that illustrates the practical
implementation of this concept. This digital payload architecture demonstrates that with the
advent of high performance CMOS digital processing, the on-board implementation of
complex DSP techniques -- in particular Digital Beamforming -- has become possible, being
most attractive for Mobile Satellite Communications.
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Electrical Performance of Wire Mesh for
Spacecraft Deployable Reflector Antennas
Greg Turner
Harris Corporation, Government Aerospace Systems Division
PO Box 94000, Melbourne, FL, 32902
22744
Abstract (full paper will be provided at the Conference)
Mobile satellite communications systems require large, high gain antennas at the
spacecraft to minimize the antenna gain and power requirements for mobile user elements.
The use of a deployable reflector antenna for these applications provides a lightweight system
that can be compactly stowed prior to deployment on orbit. The mesh surface material is a
critical component in the deployable reflector antenna design. The mesh is required to
provide the desired electrical performance as well as the mechanical properties that are
necessary to deploy and maintain the reflector surface on orbit.
Of particular interest in multi-channel communications applications is the generation
of Passive InterModulation (PIM) products at the reflector surface that can result in
interference in the receive band. Wire mesh has been specifically identified by some as
having a high potential for PIM generation based solely on the existence of nonpermanent
metal to metal contacts at the junctions that are inherent in the mesh design. There are a
number of other factors, however, that reduce the likelihood of PIM occurring at the mesh
reflector surface. Experimental data presented in this paper demonstrate that mesh PIM
generation is not significant for typical applications.
This paper describes PIM and reflectivity performance of wire mesh composed of
gold plated molybdenum wire in a tricot knit. This type of mesh has been successfully used
for the deployable Single Access Antennas of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System.
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Adaptive Array Antenna for Satellite Cellular and Direct Broadcast Communications*
ABSTRACT
Adaptive phased-array antennas provide
cost-effective implementation of large, light
weight apertures with high directivity and
precise beamshape control. Adaptive self-
calibration allows for relaxation of all
mechanical tolerances across the aperture and
electrical component tolerances, providing
high performance with a low-cost, light-
weight array, even in the presence of large
physical distortions. Beam-shape is pro-
grammable and adaptable to changes in tech-
nical and operational requirements. Adaptive
digital beam-forming eliminates uplink con-
tention by allowing a single electronically
steerable antenna to service a large number of
receivers with beams which adaptively focus
on one source while eliminating interference
from others. A large, adaptively calibrated
and fully programmable aperture can also
provide precise beam shape control for power-
efficient direct broadcast from space.
This paper describes advanced adaptive
digital beamforming technologies for: (1)
electronic compensation of aperture distortion,
(2) multiple receiver adaptive space-time
processing, and (3) downlink beam-shape
control. Cost considerations for space-based
array applications are also discussed.
SATELLITE ANTENNA DESIGN
High density RF communications traffic
requires satellite antennas with high gain,
precise beam pointing, and electronic speed
and steering agility. If this is to be supplied
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with a large phased array antenna, problems of
size, weight, cost, and performance arise. As
uplink traffic becomes more intense or
diverse, the need for multiple receivers and
adaptive interference suppression adds to the
cost.
Conventional approaches to maintaining
antenna gain, suppressing interference, and
controlling beam shape are dependent upon
maintaining very stringent tolerances across
the aperture. Even if rigidity and precise
control is provided during manufacture, once
the satellite is deployed it will be subject to (1)
distortion of the structure after repositioning,
(2) thermal distortion across the array, and (3)
potential revised beam requirements due to
changing business plans. The risk is of
reduced operational performance due to gain
degradation, increased sidelobe interference
for uplink signals, and high sidelobe energy
spillover for downlink traffic and for direct
broadcast.
As an alternative to using sophisticated
structural components and/or auxiliary sub-
systems to measure and correct for deforma-
tions and other sources of error, a class of self-
calibrating adaptive digital beamforming
techniques has been developed by GSI. These
procedures compensate for aggregate errors
without regard to their source: structural
deformations, mutual coupling, solid state
module phase errors, RF delay errors, and
propagation anomalies. These procedures
complement adaptive interference cancellation
approaches. The cost savings due to reduced
reliance on tight electrical and mechanical
tolerances is greater than the cost of the digital
* The conceplual design approaches described herein take advantage
of signal processing algorilhms proprietary to GORCA Systems, Inc+
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beamforming needed for multiple beam
formation and adaptive interference sup-
pression. The gain control achievable for
direct broadcast saves prime power. The
procedures may permit the antenna structure to
be non-rigid and deformable resulting in a
major weight reduction and consequently a
reduced launch cost with improved perform-
ance. Advantages and benefits of adaptive
processing are listed below.
TABLE 1. ADAPTIVE ARRAY ADVANTAGES
Antenn• Arr•y
• 30% to 40% reduction in mass
• complex RF components replaced by solid slate
electronics with firmware algorithms
• 1(30:1 easing of mechanical tolerances
• adaptive response provides immediate recovery from
mechanical, electrical and RF disturbances
• design approach takes advantages of technology
advancements in MMIC, VLSI, etc.
• low cost assembly and test due to relaxed mechanical
requirements, ability to correct for errors, etc.
S•tellite
• 10:1 reduction in system pointing requirement and
"fine" attitude control, due to adaptive calibration of
antenna and beam steering capability
• up to 50% reduction in satellite mass, some of whlch
can be applied to increased on-orbit life
• significant reduction in solar array and battery power,
due to more effective use of RF power
• conventional attitude control components could be
replaced by attitude and position sensing using the
array electronics
• self-calibrating features provide immunity to thermal or
other mechanical distortions
• immunity to contentious uplinks due to antenna hulling
• low cost integration and test, and accelerated schedules
• significant reduction in cost of launch services
Communications Applications
• lower uplink RF power, or higher G/T margin, due to more
precise beamshaping
• higher effective downlink EIRP due to precise spot beams
• software beamforming allows operational flexibility to
meet changing requirements, traffic diversity, business
plans, etc.
• very large number of users accommodated
• digital beam steering and software beam shaping
provides instantaneous response to changing
requirements
• very large aperture systems can be developed which
could otherwise not be built
ADAPTIVE DIGITAL BEAMFORMING
We consider a phased array antenna
consisting of transmit/receive modules with a
receiver and A/D converter behind each. By
sampling the aperture we obtain complete
software control over transmit and receive
beam formation. This includes the ability to
(a) adaptively determine sets of weights that
compensate for mechanical, electrical, and
environmental errors, (b) adaptively home in
on a transmitted signal while simultaneously
suppressing contending signals, (c) digitally
form multiple simultaneous receive beams,
and (d) design and revise the transmitter foot-
print for broadcast operation.
Digital beamforming weights an array so
as to (1) sense a desired signal and (2) attenu-
ate interference. The received signal at each
array element is assumed to have been het-
erodyned, filtered, sampled, and digitized so
that en(t ) is a complex number representing the
in-phase and quadrature components of the
wavefront at the n th array element at time t.
The beamforming concept is illustrated in
Figure 1.
A beam is formed in the digital processor
as a linear combination,
N
y- _,w'_en = whe , (1)
n-I
where w h = (Wl* , w2*, ...,wN* ) is a vector of
complex weights to be applied to the compo-
nents, el, e2,...,eN, of the received data vector,
e. The weights are obtained as the conjugate
transpose (h) of the optimum weight vector,
w = erR-is , (2)
where s is a low-sidelobe "steering vector" that
would be used if interference were spatially
homogeneous (R=o21) such as thermal noise.
The directionality of the interference is
accounted for in the NxN correlation matrix,
R, whose ij th element is the correlation
between the interference wave front at
elements i and j,
R =E{ e eh}.
Note that many beams may be formed simul-
taneously by choosing a different steering
vector for each.
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Beamforming is said to be adaptive if the
weight vector is computed on the basis of
received signals (as opposed to being specified
a priori). We note that there are two parts to
adaptive beamforming. One relates to using
received signal data to estimate the steering
vector, s. The other relates to using received
interference data to estimate R -1.
Estimating s is called self calibration, self
cohering, or adaptive focusing. Estimating R a
is called adaptive nulling or interference
cancellation. GSI is in the forefront of both
aspects of adaptive beamforming. We will
discuss the self-calibration aspect first.
ELECTRONIC COMPENSATION FOR
APERTURE DISTORTION
Table 2 summarizes a number of adaptive
self calibration algorithms that were developed
for radar applications. They involve the use of
a variety of phase synchronizing sources to
furnish the calibration pilot signal and they
have been successfully applied to the
calibration of real apertures, synthetic
apertures, and inverse synthetic apertures.
When used to establish a phase reference
across a synthetic aperture they are equivalent
TABLE 2. SELF-COIIERING TECIINIQUES
Dominant Scatterer
• Minimum Variance Algorithm - Steinberg (U of P)
• Multiple Scatterer Algorithm (MSA) - Atda (GSF)
• MSA with Subarray Processing - Atda/Kang (GSIAIot"P)
• Phase Gradient Autofocus Algorithm - Jakowitz (Sandia)
Spatial Correlation
• Spatial Correlation Algorithm (SCA) * Attia (GSI)
• Multiple Lag SCA - Subbaram (GSI)
• Shear Averaging - Feinup (ERIM)
• lterative SCA - Attla (GS1)
Phase llistory Recoa struction
• Image Plane Differential Phase Smoothing - Kupiec (MITLL)
• Aperture Plane Differential Phase Smoothing - Stockburger
Fatergy Constraint Method - Tsao/'Subbaram (GSI)
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to motion compensation or auto-focus
techniques for SAR or ISAR imaging.
The key concept is that signals from the
earth are received by individual array elements
and combined in order to establish a phase
reference that compensates for all errors.
Correction for mechanical shape distortion is
illustrated in Figure 2.
The simplest algorithms use the wave-
front at the aperture from a strong signal as a
phase synchronizing source for all array ele-
ments. Other algorithms use multiple sources,
estimate parameters of an aperture distortion
model, or adapt in an iterative manner. The
spatial correlation algorithm correlates the
signals received at adjacent array elements and
introduces a time shift determined by the time
of the correlation peak as well as a phase
correction. This allows for correction of large
distortions without ambiguity.
SPACE-TIME PROCESSING
Since the aperture samples the wavefront
in both space and time, the signals can be
simultaneously processed in both domains to
separate signals according to angle of arrival
and spectral content. In Figure 1, Equation (1)
is applied in the spatial domain to implement a
process called beamforming. In general,
Equations (1) and (2) refer to to linear space-
time processing. The temporal counterpart of
beamforming is filtering and the temporal
counterpart of self calibration is channel
equalization. In the special case where
w=s=E{elsignal}, the spatial weights represent
a matched field steering vector and the
temporal weights represent a white-noise
matched filter for the signal.
With reference to Equation (1) and Figure
1, the formation of multiple beams to
service multiple ground stations while elimi-
nating uplink contention is relatively straight
forward. The N dimensional data vector, e, is
processed in an on-board digital processor to
produce a set of K linear combinations of N
complex numbers: Yl, Y2, "", YK" Each output
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representsthesignalreceivedfrom oneground
station. If 0d representsthe location of a
particular ground station, then Yd is formed
usingEquation(1) with W=W(0d).In applying
Equation(2) to obtainthisweight vector,each
componentof the steeringvector is given the
same phase as the phase of that same
componentof a datavector,e(0d),thatwould
be received from that station. The NxN
correlationmatrix couldevenbepre-computed
asa diagonallyloadedversionof therankK-1
matrixwhosemnthcomponentis
K
_ em(0k)e,:(0k).
k_d
The resulting Yd supplies a receiver with one
signal while nulling all other signals.
DOWNLINK BEAMSHAPE CONTROL
For a properly calibrated array, the aper-
ture illumination function, f(x,y), and the
azimuth-elevation far-field pattern, F(u,v), are
related by a two dimensional Fourier
transform. The larger the aperture, the finer
the control on where power is directed. At an
altitude of h, the diffraction limited resolution
(or pixel diameter) on the ground is at least
h_./D, where Z. is the rf wavelength and D is
the aperture diameter.
The desired intensity distribution
IF(u,v)12, is specified as 1 for values of u=sin 0
and v=cos q_ corresponding to the location of
cities that must be reached in a direct
broadcast application. A criterion can be
devised such as minimizing the average power
outside of a given region. We specify F as 0
for values of (u,v) outside of the coverage
region and as 1 for the location of target cities,
and we find the least squares solution of the
set of equations for f._ If the set of equations
..)
1Acually, if only the power density IF1- is specified, then only the the
spatial autocorrelation function of the aperture illumination is
constrained.
<_(x+a,y+b)f*(x,y)> = R(a,b)
where R and IFI" are a Fourier transform pair.
is underdetermined, the minimum norm
solution for f is the desirable one because the
norm of f represents the required transmitter
power. Thus, if the array is well formed or
properly calibrated, open-loop beamshaping
by computer is relatively straight forward.
As described earlier, the problem of
calibrating a large receiver array, using signals
transmitted from the ground, has a reasonably
precise solution. Data is collected at each
element and processed so that the signals add
coherently. The crucial question is whether it
is possible to use the receive calibration
corrections to correct errors in the transmitted
wavefront.
This problem turns out to be more diffi-
cult. The signals transmitted from all array
elements must be synchronized so that they
add coherently in the target region. If errors
exist in the transmitter chain, a closed loop
procedure is required. Transmitter time or
phase synchronization requires the return of a
transponding signal from the target on the
earth so that the two way propagation can be
measured. While phased array receiver cali-
bration is relatively well established [1,2],
retrodirective transmitter calibration is a rela-
tively new technology. However, GSI per-
sonnel have established feasibility in a ground
based demonstration [3]. While further devel-
opment is still needed, the potential payoff for
adaptive transmitter self calibration is
enormous.
COST CONSIDERATIONS
Many advanced array systems have been
proposed and studied for space applications
and less advanced array systems have been
developed and built. Space-based applications
include both remote sensing and communica-
tions, but the degree to which array technology
has been actually deployed has been limited
due to cost considerations.
The cost drivers include cost of electron-
ics, due to the large number of array element
modules; structural cost of arrays and space-
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craft, to meet launch loads and minimize
thermally-induced distortion or pointing error
when on-orbit; the high cost of integration and
test, for both payload and satellite; and launch
cost, driven by the increased mass of the array
structure and the spacecraft which are needed
to meet system performance objectives.
The cost of electronics is being addressed
via MMIC technology advancements, efficient
signal processing electronics, design
innovations and manufacturing efficiencies
achievable with a large number of array
modules. However, the other cost drivers have
not been sufficiently addressed to make many
advanced array concepts economically viable.
As an example, a typical application of array
technology to achieve power efficient satellite
communications [to achieve very small spot
beams which can be dynamically moved to
match communications traffic requirements]
results in a very large, complex satellite which
also results in high launch costs.
The design concepts presented herein
address these other cost drivers. The array
structure can be built using very low cost, low
mass designs since stiffness and distortion
requirements are minimal. The allowable
satellite and array pointing errors can be
greatly relaxed, further simplifying other
satellite subsystems and satellite operations,
and significantly reducing over-all on-orbit
mass. The costs of integration and test are
minimized since alignment and component
precision issues largely disappear. Finally, the
launch costs are greatly reduced due to the
large reduction in lift-off mass. A typical
communications satellite constellation could
be deployed with a net savings of tens of
millions of dollars.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The performance obtainable by space-
based array systems for communications and
other applications is well known; however, the
implementation of array technologies into
operational systems has been limited due to
the high cost of arrays, satellites and launch
services. The adaptive array design approach
described herein applies advanced signal
processing technology originally developed
for radar systems to next generation commu-
nications satellites. All of the advantages of
array systems, for communications or remote
sensing applications, are retained while mak-
ing it possible to develop and deploy opera-
tional systems at affordable cost.
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ABSTRACT
Modem mobile communications satellites, such as
INMARSAT 3, EMS and ARTEMIS, use advanced on-
board processing to make efficient use of the available
L-band spectrum. In all of these cases, high
performance surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices are
used. SAW filters can provide high selectivity (100-200
kHz transition widths), combined with flat amplitude
and linear phase characteristics; their simple
construction and radiation hardness also makes them
especially suitable for space applications.
This paper gives an overview of the architectures used
in the above systems, describing the technologies
employed, and the use of bandwidth switchable SAW
filtering (BSSF). The tradeoffs to be considered when
specifying a SAW based system are analyzed, using
both theoretical and experimental data. Empirical rules
for estimating SAW filter performance are given.
Achievable performance is illustrated using data from
the INMARSAT 3 engineering model (EM) processors.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
All L-band mobile communication systems must operate
within 34 MHz spectrum allocations (1525-1559 MHz
forward link, 1626.5-1660.5 MHz return link), and must
be able to service low gain mobile terminals. To cope
with these limitations, systems such as INMARSAT 3,
EMS and ARTEMIS use multiple spot beams, frequency
re-use, and flexible frequency allocation between beams.
These systems require complex on-board processors,
which use combinations of splitters, amplifiers, SAW
filters and switch matrices to route traffic to the
appropriate beams. Of these processors, which are
currently under development at COM DEV,
INMARSAT is by far the most sophisticated, though
ARTEMIS has the most selective filters. The
INMARSAT system also makes limited use of a
technique called bandwidth switchable SAW filtering
(BSSF), or seamless combining, which allows a
significant recovery of guard band spectrum [1] [2]. The
principle of this method is to use banks of contiguous
filters with the special property that adjacent filters,
when operated simultaneously, add to form a continuous
response without distortion in the crossover (guard
band) region. Therefore, when a group of adjacent
filters are allocated to a single beam, the entire band
covered by the filters is usable, without any loss to
intermediate guard bands.
An overview of SAW based processor architectures is
given in section 2.0 of this paper, and the tradeoffs
associated with the SAW filters are discussed in Section
3.0.
2.0 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES
Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of the
INMARSAT 3 forward processor, proposed by Matra
Marconi Space (MMS) and built by COM DEV, while
Figure 2 shows an exploded view of its physical
realization. The return processor is essentially similar,
except for the reversal of the signal paths, and the
addition of programmable gain in the individual filter
channels.
The key parameters for the INMARSAT 3 processor
are:
Channel bandwidths from 4.5 to 0.45 MHz
20 dB Noise Figure
lntermodulation products <-45 dBc
35 dB Nominal gain
40 dB of programmable gain
Maximum mass 35 Kg (total of forward and
return processors)
Maximum power consumption 100 W (total of
forward and return processors)
High spectral efficiency (200 kHz guard bands,
BSSF)
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Dual redundant right and left circularly polarized
(RHCP and LHCP) L-band input signals are split
between a total of 15 filter modules, where they are
down converted to a 160 MHz IF. Each filter module
contains SAW filterbanks to channelize the spectrum,
followed by GaAs FET switch matrices which allow any
filter output to be routed to any one of eight output
beams. The signals are upconverted to the final L-band
frequency before leaving the filter modules, and are then
combined in the eight output modules (one per beam).
The mechanical arrangement is forced by the signal
splitting and combining requirements. The input, output
and LO distribution modules are housed in the
horizontal stack, and interface with the filter modules in
the vertical stack by blind mate connectors; this allows
full connectivity between any input or output module
and any l'dter module. Telecommand and telemetry is
handled by the control module, which is placed on top
of the vertical (filter) modules; control signals are
routed to the horizontal modules via an additional
housing on the side of the processor. To minimize
mass, all module housings are machined from
magnesium.
The input modules are among the simplest in the
system. They contain redundant thin film GaAs input
amplifiers and eight way power dividers implemented
with cascaded Wilkinson splitters on high dielectric soft
substrates. The output modules perform an inverse
function, but are considerably more complex. In
addition to combiners and amplifiers, they contain
programmable gain blocks implemented with GaAs FET
switches and controlled by an ASIC; interdigital
bandpass filters are used to remove mixer spurious.
The falter modules, shown schematically in Figure 3, are
the key elements in the system, as these provide all the
frequency selectivity and signal routing. Three main
types of filter module are employed, which differ in the
frequency and bandwidth of their SAW filters, though
a guard bandwidth of 200 kHz is used throughout.
Each non-redundant module has a specific LO frequency
that determines its position in the 34 MHz frequency
band. Redundant modules can use any LO frequency,
and can therefore substitute for any module of similar
type. The implementation of the INMARSAT
frequency plan with only three module types is another
example of the use of BSSF. Because of the contiguous
combining, a given falter bank can realize several
channelization schemes, allowing greater standardization
of module types, and hence greater reliability.
For reasons discussed in Section 3.0, the SAW Filters
must operate at a relatively low IF; 160 MHz was
chosen as a compromise between minimizing operating
frequency and minimizing fractional bandwidth. After
down conversion, the IF signals are amplified by
discrete bipolar amplifiers optimized for low power
consumption. The signals are then applied to the inputs
of the two SAW fdterbanks, each of which may contain
up to three channels. Each filterbank output is them
amplified by discrete amplifiers and fed into a 3x9
switch matrix, which allows any channel to be switched
to any beam, or to be terminated if not in use. The
switch matrix uses surface mount construction, and is
built from custom hybridized units each containing three
single pole double throw (SPDT) GaAs FET switches
and a three way resistive power combiner. Isolation
between channels is typically 60 dB. An ASIC controls
the switch matrix operation. After routing through the
switch matrix, each of the eight outputs is upconverted
to L-Band. The up conversion frequency is offset from
the down conversion frequency to minimize spurious
signals.
The LO frequencies are generated externally to the
processor and are distributed by the LO module. This
uses combinations of power splitters and GaAs FET
switches to route the LO signals to the appropriate filter
modules. However, the distribution requirements are
extremely complex, and the LO module is
correspondingly complex.
The EMS system is far simpler in concept than
INMARSAT, though similar technologies are used. It
is being built by COM DEV and AME Space for Alenia
Spazio as a supplementary payload for ITALSAT 2.
The schematic of the EMS forward processor is shown
in Figure 4. A Ku band uplink is employed, rather than
the C-band uplink used for INMARSAT. Three 4 MHz
wide slots are selected and down converted to an IF of
approximately 145 MHz, where they are channelized by
a non-contiguous bank of SAW filters with 250 kHz
transition widths. The outputs are then upconverted to
the L-band channels 1530-1534 MHz, 1540-1544 MHz
and 1555-1559 MHz, using different LOs for each filter.
The EMS return processor replaces each 4 MHz falter
with a bank of four 900 kHz falters, each with
independent programmable gain. Selective use of these
subchannels allows coordination with other systems
using the same frequency bands. The return falters have
centre frequency separations of 1 MHz and transition
widths of 200 kHz; BSSF is not employed. This
frequency plan produces overlap between filters, and
hence a reduction in the usable filter bandwidth when
adjacent filters are operated simultaneously. The
ARTEMIS system is very similar to EMS, but the return
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filter transitionwidthis reducedto 100kHztoavoid
overlap.Noattemptismadetorecovertheseremaining
100kHzguardbandsusingBSSF,buthiswouldbea
logicalextensionforfuturesystems.
3.0 SAW FILTER TECHNOLOGY FOR ON-
BOARD PROCESSING
SAW falters are particularly well suited to the high
selectivity, linear phase requirements in on-board
processing. However their characteristics are very
different from those of classical filters, and this often
causes confusion when systems are specified. This
section discusses the tradeoffs and limitations associated
with this class of SAW filter, based on both theoretical
and empirical data.
Reference [1] discusses the basic properties of SAW
filters for mobile communication systems, including
BSSF. The SAW transversal filters used in
INMARSAT, EMS and ARTEMIS, all use in-line
transducer structures [1]. The transducers contain
numerous interdigitated electrodes (typically 3000 to
9000), formed by photolithography in a thin (1000-
2000A) aluminium film deposited on the polished
surface of a piezoelectric crystal; ST-X quartz is used
for these systems on account of its temperature stability.
Each transducer has an ideal frequency response similar
to that of a finite impulse response (FIR) digital filter;
the electrodes serve as the taps, and their weights are
controlled by varying the overlaps (apodization). The
SAW propagation time between electrodes is equivalent
to the sampling time.
The transfer functions of SAW transversal (or FIR)
filters have no poles in the f'mite s plane, only zeros.
They are usually also of very high order compared to
classical filters (10000 electrodes in a transducer is not
uncommon). Design techniques are therefore quite
different, and are usually based on optimization
techniques. Of these, linear programming [1] offers
unrivalled flexibility. Current programs based on linear
programming can design both filters and filterbanks with
arbitrarily specified amplitude and phase responses. The
most common requirement is for linear phase, flat
amplitude characteristics, both for the individual and the
combined filter responses.
For SAW filters, impulse response length is the most
appropriate measure of filter complexity. For a linear
phase design, a simple empirical rule can be used to
predict the impulse response length [3].
log (3p_Ss)= -1.05 - 1.45 BT (1)
where B = transition bandwidth from passband to
stopband edge.
T = impulse response length
201og((l+Sp)/(1-Sr) ) = Passband ripple
(dB)
201og(5_) = Stopband level
(dB)
In the great majority of designs T is 2-3 times the
reciprocal of B. It should also be noted that T is
determined by the transition width, and is virtually
independent of absolute bandwidth; it is also
independent of centre frequency. The physical size of
the filter can be obtained by multiplying T by the SAW
velocity. However, the final size is significandy greater
than this estimate for two reasons: first, the response
must be factored between the two transducers in a non-
optimal way, and second, a reasonable separation must
be allowed between transducers to avoid electromagnetic
coupling.
The choice of factorization is forced by practical
considerations. For an in-line transducer structure the
allowable weighting pattern on one transducer is
restricted so that each electrode covers either all or none
of the aperture (withdrawal weighting). Without this,
the overall response would not, even to first order, be
the product of the individual transducer responses, and
this defeats all existing synthesis procedures.
Empirically, it is well established that individual
transducers rarely provide more than 35 dB of close-in
rejection. To achieve higher rejections than this both
transducers must contribute significantly to the out of
band response. The withdrawal weighted transducer is
therefore chosen to have reasonable out of band
rejection and a reasonably regular passband response.
The apodized transducer can then be designed to satisfy
the overall specification. The design is then optimized
to correct for second order effects, such as SAW
diffraction and circuit loading, but corrections are
applied to the apodized transducer alone, the other
transducer is left fixed; this procedure is most effective
if the length of the withdrawal weighted transducer is
minimized. These design constraints are incompatible
with fully optimal factorization, and some length penalty
must be accepted. In addition, the requirements of BSSF
and of correcting for second order effects also produce
a length penalty.
For INMARSAT 3 the specified transition bandwidth is
200 kHz for all filters. However, a design value of
170 kHz was used, allowing 10 kHz margin for
temperature drift and ± 10 kHz for manufacturing
tolerances. With design passband ripples and stopband
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levels of 0.2 dB and 50 dB respectively, equation (1)
predicts an impulse response length of 13.701as,
equivalent to 4.34 cm for quartz (SAW velocity 3159
m/s). The actual length is approximately 7.1 cm,
including 0.9 cm spacing between transducers. The net
effect of all the above constraints is therefore to
increase the total transducer length by about 40% from
the estimate given by equation (1).
A 100 kHz transition width is specified for the
ARTEMIS return filters, and a 75 kHz value has been
used in the design. Combined with a 0.25 dB passband
tipple and a 50 dB stopband level, equation (1) gives a
predicted impulse duration of 30.3ps (9.56 cm on
quartz). The length of the final design is 12.6 cm
including 1 cm transducer separation. The net
transducer length is therefore 21% greater than the ideal
limit. This difference between the ARTEMIS and
INMARSAT Filters reflects the absence of BSSF
constraints, and the use of a more sophisticated
factorization procedure for the ARTEMIS designs. A
reasonable practical estimate of overall Filter length can
therefore be obtained by taking the value of T from
equation (1), increasing this by 30%, multiplying by the
SAW velocity, and adding the transducer separation
(0.5-1.0 cm) and an allowance for packaging (0.5-1 cm).
Manufacturing sensitivity is a critical factor in
determining the minimum transition bandwidth and
maximum operating frequency of a SAW filter.
Photolithographic capabilities will allow operation at 1
GHz and above, but the achievable fdter performance is
severely degraded, and high selectivity, high precision
filters are restricted to comparatively low frequencies.
The major limiting factors are:
• Metallization uniformity
• Electrode linewidth control
• Photomask aberrations
• Substrate uniformity
• Substrate mounting stresses
All of these produce similar effects, which may be
modelled as a variation in SAW propagation velocity.
If such velocity errors are random, and average out over
a short distance scale, they are comparatively harmless.
However, the above effects usually produce troublesome
long range variations.
For a given effective velocity error, the filter distortion
is directly proportional to centre frequency. If the peak
to peak velocity variations are similar for different filter
lengths, then the distortion is also inversely proportional
to the transition bandwidth. In addition, the velocity
perturbation caused by the metallisation increases in
proportion to frequency. Unfortunately, there is no
precise model available for assessing all tradeoffs;
however, the following empirical formulas give a
reasonable estimate of the achievable P-P passband
ripples for an individual high selectivity quartz filter:
P-P amplitude tipple=Design tipple + 15tF2/B dB (2)
P-P phase ripple=Design ripple + 250tF2/B deg (3)
where t ----"
F=
B=
metallization thickness (m) (typically
le-7 to 2e-7 m)
centre frequency (MHz)
transition bandwidth (MHz)
The centre frequency should therefore be kept as low as
possible, compatible with the fractional bandwidth
constraints for the material; for filters with transition
widths less than 200 kHz, 200 MHz is a reasonable
upper limit.
So far, the effect of shape factor (ratio of bandwidth at
stopband edges to bandwidth at passband edges) has not
been considered; it does not directly affect device size
but it does have a slight effect on passband ripple and
out of band rejection. A low shape factor (very square
response) is more difficult to realize with a withdrawal
weighted transducer, and the overall filter rejection is
reduced as a result. For shape factors of 1.2 or greater,
close in rejections of 50 dB and far out rejections of 60
dB are achievable. For shape factors of 1.1, these
values are reduced to 45 dB and 50 dB respectively.
Achievable rejection is also weakly dependent on centre
frequency.
4.0 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE
Figure 6 shows the combined response of two L-band
channels measured on the INMARSAT EM forward
processor shown in Figure 5. The individual filters
have bandwidths of 0.75 MHz and 2.11 MHz, and
together with a 0.54 MHz device form a contiguous set
of three filters; including the guard band they give a
total bandwidth of 3.06 MHz. Figure 7 shows the
response of the 2.11 MHz filter combined with its other
neighbouring filter to give a net bandwidth of
2.85 MHz. This demonstrates that BSSF can provide
characteristics that are virtually indistinguishable from
those of individual filters. In the above measurements
the unused channels were switched to other outputs
(beams); the absence of any residual responses
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demonstrates the low levels of leakage in the SAW
package, the switch matrix, and the splitter driving the
output mixers.
[2]
Figures 8 and 9 show the combined in-band amplitude [3]
and phase responses of the three filters. The overall
amplitude ripple is approximately 0.5 dB P-P. Although
not observable in this case, some crossover distortion
usually arises, and the ripple in the crossovers is often
a few tenths of a dB worse than in other regions. The
phase ripple clearly shows the transitions between the
individual falters. This ripple could be improved by
further alignment; but this is not justified as the phase _:_
requirements are comparatively non-critical. The filters
are all made in matched sets and little change is
observed in passband characteristics over the operating
temperature range (-15 to 75°C).
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The development of the INMARSAT and EMS systems
has clearly demonstrated the feasibility of using SAW
based on-board processors for spectrum allocation and
routing. It has also provided a great deal of valuable
information about the tradeoffs associated with the
various technologies, particularly the SAW filters.
The greatest technical challenges have not been
associated with individual components, but rather with
the integration of so many technologies into a complete
system. Other difficulties have only become fully
evident during system level testing. Particularly notable
in this regard is the control of spurious signals. The
large number of signals and LOs going into the
processors, and the large number of leakage paths and
non-linear components, make spurious generation a
major problem; work is still in progress to isolate and
suppress unwanted signals.
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Abstract
A feedforward-based amplifier linearisation technique
is presented which is capable of yielding significant
improvements in both linearity and power efficiency
over conventional amplifier classes (e.g. class-A or
class-AB). Theoretical and practical results are
presented showing that class-C stages may be used
for both the main and error amplifiers yielding
practical efficiencies well in excess of 30%, with
theoretical efficieneies of much greater than 40%
being possible. The levels of linearity which may be
achieved with such a system are well in excess of
those which are required for most satellite systems,
however if greater linearity is required, the technique
may be used in addition to conventional pre-distortion
techniques.
directly to a reduction in the power supply
requirements for the amplifier and also to a reduction
in the size and amount of heat-sinking required.
These in turn mean that a smaller area of solar panels
is required and a smaller and hence lighter support
structure is necessary. It also leads to a significant
reduction in the required size of the back-up batteries
and hence their charging circuitry. All of these
factors lead to a reduction in the overall spacecraft
size and weight and hence to a significant reduction in
launch costs.
The fundamental problem with the techniques used at
present is that the linearity requirement leads to a
compromise in the maximum efficiency obtainable,
and further improvements in semiconductor
technology will only yield marginal improvements in
efficiency.
Introduction
Recent advances in solid state power amplifier design
have led to smaller and more efficient designs
appearing on the market. Such systems have made
use of improved semiconductor technology and
marginal improvements in classical design techniques
in order to yield adequate linearity at the highest
possible efficiency.
Efficiency is the key factor in all of these systems, no
matter what frequency band they are required to
operate in. A relatively modest improvement in
efficiency can lead to significant weight savings in the
spacecraft and these savings multiply due to a form of
'positive feedback': Any efficiency improvement leads
Broadband Linearisation
This paper describes a technique for linearising a
highly non-linear, and hence efficient, amplifier over a
broad bandwidth. Potential efficiencies in the range
40-60% are possible using this technique with IMD
performance of between 30 and 50dB (or more). It
can be used in conjunction with simple linearisation
schemes currently in operation, such as 3rd-order
predistortion, but will provide a reduction of all
orders of distortion if required. The technique is based
on an adaptive form of feedforward which overcomes
the classical disadvantages of this technique, in terms
of its inability to monitor and correct its own
performance. Significant simulation work has been
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Figure 1: Simplified block diagram of a feedforward amplifier system.
performed on the system, yielding a detailed
understanding of its operation, and demonstration
systems have been built at VHF and UHF/SHF.
The system is based on the feedforward approach to
amplifier linearisation shown in Figure 1 above. A
two-tone test is shown for the purposes of illustration,
however, any number of signals can be amplified
simultaneously, with the only limitation being
imposed by the overall peak envelope power (PEP)
rating of the main amplifier.
The operation of a feedforward system may be
summarised as follows (with reference to Figure I).
The input signal is split to form a main signal path
(top) and a reference path (bottom). The signals in
the main path are amplified by the main amplifier and
a small portion of the output signal coupled off and
subtracted from the reference path. The resulting
signal contains predominantly the distortion
information of the main amplifier and hence
constitutes an error signal. This error signal is
appropriately weighted in gain and phase and then
amplified to the required level before being fed in
anti-phase to the output coupler where it cancels the
distortion from the main amplifier. The resulting
signal is therefore a linearly amplified version of the
input signal; the bulk of the distortion from the main
amplifier having been removed by the feedforward
process.
Efficiency of a Feedforward
Amplifier
The theoretical efficiency of a feedforward amplifier
has been derived in the reference [l], and hence will
not be reproduced here. However, the result of that
derivation will be used in order to demonstrate the
optimal coupling factors and peak theoretical
efficiencies obtainable from a feedforward system.
An extension to the derivation has also been
performed and this incorporates the effects of loss in
the delay element in the main (top) signal path, since
this element can have a major effect on the efficiency
obtainable from the system. Full details of this
extension will be given in the literature [2] and only
the results will be presented here.
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Figure 2: Feedforward efficiency characteristic using
class-C main and error amplifiers and incorporating
the effects of main path delay insertion loss.
Figure 2 shows the theoretical efficiencies which can
be obtained from a feedforward system comprising of
class-C main and error amplifiers and a main path
delay element with varying degrees of loss. The
class-C amplifiers are both assumed to have a DC to
RF conversion efficiency of 60% It can be seen that
at an output coupling factor of a little under 10dB, the
peak efficiency for a perfect system (no delay loss) is
around 42%. As the delay loss increases, this
efficiency is degraded until it reaches approximately
27% for a delay loss of 2dB. Note that the loss in the
error coupler will be negligible due to its high value
(30dB typically), and that the loss in the output
coupler is already included in the derivation.
The variation of efficiency of the feedforward
amplifier with the insertion loss of the delay dement
is shown in Figure 3, for values of insertion loss up to
3dB. This again demonstrates the marked effect of
this loss on the overall efficiency of a feedforward
system.
It is important therefore to attempt to minimise the
delay loss in the feedforward system in order to
maximise its efficiency and approach the 42% ideal.
This can be achieved in a number of ways. If the
delay is formed utilising coaxial cable, which may be
the case at low frequencies, then the use of low-loss
cables will obviously be of benefit. Alternatively, the
delay may be etched onto a low-loss, high dielectric
constant substrate. This also has the advantage of
minimising the size of the delay element.
A further derivation has been performed to assess the
effects, both in terms of efficiency and overall
distortion cancellation, of the reduction or removal of
the main path delay element. This derivation will
}
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Figure 3: Maximum feedforward efficiency using
class-C main and error amplifiers with main path
delay insertion loss. This figure assumes that the
optimum value of output coupling factor is being
used.
be published in the literature [3] and so, again, only
the significant results will be presented here.
Reduction (in value and hence size) of the delay
element will result in a reduction in its insertion loss
and also in an (unwanted) reduction in the level of
distortion cancellation which can be achieved.
However, if this reduction in cancellation is
acceptable, i.e. it still allows the required
specification to be met, then the reduction in loss can
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be exploited as an improvement in overall efficiency
of the linearised amplifier.
The level of cancellation which can be achieved
across a 200MHz span at 10GHz is shown in Figure
4. Since the system is assumed to be set up on the
centre frequency, perfect cancellation is achieved at
this frequency. However, greater than 20dB of
cancellation is achieved across the whole 200MHz
span.
This translates in practice to a third-order
intermodulation level of less than 35dB with respect
to the tones in a two-tone test, when considering a
class-C main amplifier with an intermodulation level
of- 15dB before compensation.
Decreasing the delay further, to a total of three cycles,
will still yield a performance level equating to that of
a good class-A amplifier (-30dB IMD products), for
the above scenario. This amount of delay reduction
should at least halve the loss in the delay element, if
not completely eliminating it altogether.
Practical Results
A 'proof of concept' system has been built to verify
the above theoretical results. A mid-VHF frequency
band was chosen due to the relative ease of
fabricating class-C amplifiers at this frequency and
the ready availability of couplers etc. at a reasonable
cost. The results, in terms of percentage bandwidths
etc., are scaleable to any frequency, although
efficiencies will generally decrease above a few GHz
and losses in couplers and delay lines will increase.
The theoretical characteristics can be modified by
inserting the required practical values (for a particular
frequency band) in the empirical relationships derived
in references [2] and [3].
The open-loop (uncompensated) response of the class-
C main amplifier is shown in Figure 5. The spacing
of the two tones is 50kHz and the third-order IMP is
around 15dB below the level of the tones. Figure 6
shows the response of the complete feedforward
system, utilising the main amplifier whose response is
shown in Figure 5. Five cycles of delay mismatch are
present in the main path of this system and this is
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Figure 5: Open loop (uncompensated) spectrum of the VHF class-C main amplifier.
achieved by completely removing the main path delay,
and hence completely eliminating its loss.
It can be seen that the linearity performance of this
complete system is still very good and comparable
with that of a good class-A amplifier. The largest
third-order IMP is now almost 32dB down on the
tones, an improvement of over 16dB.
The efficiency of this complete, practical system is
around 33%, an improvement over the 27% efficiency
which is achievable with the correct main path delay
value.
Incorporation of Pre-
distortion
The main amplifier in a feedforward system can
incorporate RF or IF pre-distortion in order to
initially improve its linearity, before further
improvement by use of the feedforward system.
The use of pre-distortion will generally only eliminate
low-order distortion and this is unacceptable in some
circumstances. The use of feedforward will, in
general, eliminate all orders of distortion by the same
amount and hence can be used to improve upon the
performance of a purely pre-distorted system.
The use of pre-distortion in conjunction with
feedforward also benefits the feedforward technique
as it allows significantly higher efficiencies to be
achieved. It is also possible to use class-A error
amplifiers, to obtain an improved distortion
performance, without significantly affecting overall
efficiency, since the power required from such
amplifiers is now small. Overall efficiencies of up to
60% are achievable using this technique (in
conjunction with class-C amplifiers) and pave the
way for true high-efficiency satellite amplification.
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ConclusionS
This paper has suggested the use of the feedforward
amplifier linearisation technique for use in fabricating
highly-efficient satellite amplifiers. Theoretical
efficiencies in excess of 40% are possible purely by
the use of feedforward, with efficiencies approaching
60% being possible with acombination of adaptive
pre-distortion and feedforward.
The problems of loss in the main path delay have been
highlighted and potential solutions suggested which
yield practical efficiencies significantly better than
those possible with current techniques.
Finally, the complete removal of the main path delay
has been highlighted as a method of improving
efficiency in some circumstances.
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ABSTRACT
This paper will review the U.S. domestic
and international regulatory and policy
milestones since 1982, when NASA filed its
petition with the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to establish the U.S.
domestic Mobile Satellite Service (MSS).
In 1985, the FCC proposed to establish
MSS services and allocate spectrum for such
service. In 1986, the FCC allocated L-band
spectrum for MSS. In 1987, at the Mobile
World Administrative Radio Conference (MOB
WARC-87), despite U.S., Canadian, and
Mexican efforts, the WARC did not adopt a
multi-service, generic MSS allocation. In 1989,
the FCC licensed the first MSS system. After
two decisions by the U.S. Court of Appeals, the
FCC's licensing actions remain intact.
The FCC also has permitted Comsat to
provide international aeronautical and land MSS
via the Inmarsat system. Inmarsat, however,
may not serve the domestic U.S. market.
In 1991, the FCC accepted applications
for MSS systems, most of which were non-
geostationary proposals, for operation in the
Radiodetermination Satellite Service (RDSS)
bands, and theVHFand UHF bands. In 1992,
the FCC proposed rules for non-geostationary
MSS systems and applied a negotiated
rulemaking procedure to each.
Also in 1992, the U.S. position for
flexibility in existing MSS bands and for
additional worldwide MSS allocations was
adopted in large part at the 1992 World
Administrative Radio Conference (WARC-92).
INTRODUCTION
There is increasing demand for versatile
and ubiquitous mobile communication services.
MSS is expected to help satisfy these
communication needs in the future. MSS is
designed to compliment existing terrestrial
services by extending service coverage areas
via satellite, thereby providing nationwide
mobile service. The first of these systems is
the AMSC system, which received its license in
May 1989. AMSC's first satellite is scheduled
to be launched in 1994. The FCC is currently in
the process of developing the regulatory
structure for other mobile satellite systems,
particularly those that propose to use a non-
geostationary platform.
This paper will first present an overview
of the U.S. regulatory process. It will then
provide a discussion of the licensing and
allocation proceedings that led to the licensing
of AMSC in 1989. It will review the U.S. policy
limiting Inmarsat to international MSS services
only with regard to North America. MSS
activity at the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) will also be reviewed. Finally, other
domestic MSS related proceedings will be
discussed.
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OVERVIEW OF THE U.S.
PROCESS
REGULATORY
Domestic Process
The FCC is responsible for the allocation
of spectrum to the private sector, as well as for
the licensing of private entities seeking to use
the allocated spectrum.
Generally, the spectrum allocation
process is initiated with the filing of a Petition
for Rulemaking by an entity seeking to have
spectrum allocated for a new service. The FCC
places the petition on public notice, thereby
triggering a comment period within which the
public may provide its views on the proposal.
If there is sufficient support for the petition, the
FCC will then issue a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM), which presents the desired
allocation as well as provides tentative ideas on
the technical and operational parameters for the
use of that spectrum. The NPRM invites public
comment on the proposal. After assessing the
comments, the FCC issues an order establishing
a specific allocation. The FCC order is subject
to petitions for reconsideration, to which the
FCC must respond. The FCC's decisions are
ultimately subject to review by the U.S. Court
of Appeals.
The next process involves the licensing of
users of the newly allocated spectrum, and the
formulation of rules within which the licensees
must operate. The FCC follows a path similar
to an allocation proceeding, first releasing an
NPRM, soliciting comments, and finally issuing
an order.
Before actual rules are established, the
FCC may invite applications for the provision of
the new service. This enables the FCC and the
public to review concrete proposals for the use
of the spectrum. Petitions to deny and
comments are filed on the individual
applications. Once all of the relevant
information is gathered, the FCC issues its
order.
An FCC order typically establishes
financial, technical, and operational standards,
in addition to strict construction and
implementation milestones for the provision of
the new service. The order is subject to
petitions for reconsideration and review by the
U.S. Court of Appeals.
A recent development in administrative
procedure is the negotiated rulemaking. Under
this procedure, the FCC requests interested
parties, including applicants, to meet under the
auspices of the FCC in order to develop
mutually acceptable proposals for technical and
operational rules that will be used as a basis for
the FCC's rules. The underlying theory of this
process is that the applicants, as well as other
interested parties, can negotiate to establish the
rules that are in their best interest.
International Process
ITU decisions have considerable impact
on the domestic regulatory process. In
particular, the allocations established at a
WARC provide the underlying parameters under
which a domestic allocation may be made.
Typically, the FCC will allocate spectrum
consistent with a particular WARC allocation,
which are incorporated in the ITU's Radio
Regulations. The FCC also takes note of
technical and operational standards
recommended by the ITU.
THE AMSC PROCEEDING
In 1982, NASA filed a petition for
rulemaking to establish a MSS system by
allocating spectrum to MSS and selecting one
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or more licensees. In 1985, in response to the
NASA Petition, the FCC issued an NPRM
proposing to use UHF and L-band frequencies
for mobile links and proposing a regulatory
structure for the new service. The FCC also
invited applications.
Twelve applications were filed in
response to the NPRM. In 1986, the FCC
allocated 28 MHz of the L-band for use by MSS
systems for all mobile satellite services. The
MOB WARC-87, however, did not adopt U.S.
proposals to make the L-band more flexible but,
instead, left standing the existing service-
specific allocations.
In 1987, the FCC issued rules and
regulations regarding the regulatory structure
within which the MSS industry would develop.
Given the limited amount of spectrum available,
the FCC determined that only one licensee
would be viable. The FCC, therefore, ordered
all qualified applicants to form a single
consortium. It also required that each applicant
put $5 million in escrow for use by the
consortium. In response to the FCC's order,
eight of the twelve applicants formed a
consortium in 1988.
In 1989, the FCC issued a license to the
consortium and reaffirmed its allocation and
regulatory structure orders. Of particular note,
the FCC found that its generic allocation was
consistent with the service specific allocations
of the ITU; because the AMSC system is
required to provide aeronautical safety services
on a priority and preemptive basis within the
allocated bands, the FCC held that AMSC's
operations would be consistent with the ITU's
Radio Regulations requiring aeronautical safety
services (AMS(R)S) to operate on a primary
basis in the bands.
AMSC Proceedings After 1989 License Decision
In 1991, the U.S. Court of Appeals
upheld the FCC's MSS allocation rulings, finding
that the FCC acted in a rational manner in
determining that a generic MSS system that
provides AMS(R)S on a priority and preemptive
access basis is consistent with the international
Radio Regulations. The Court, however,
reversed the FCC's award of an MSS license to
a mandatory consortium.
The Court stated that in order for the
FCC to impose a mandatory consortium, it had
to first find authority in the Communications
Act enabling it to avoid a comparative hearing
among mutually exclusive applicants. If such
authority existed, then the FCC must articulate
compelling circumstances that would justify
selecting competing applicants by means other
than through a comparative hearing.
In response to the Court's 1991 decision,
in 1992, the FCC reaffirmed AMSC's status as
the MSS licensee. In so doing, the FCC found
that the necessary statutory authority exists
under its rulemaking powers to establish a
mandatory consortium and that the need to
have a licensee participate in the ongoing
international spectrum coordination process
provided compelling circumstances sufficient to
justify a mandatory consortium. The FCC's
decision was challenged again in the Court of
Appeals, but the Court, in 1993, dismissed the
challengers for lack of standing, thereby leaving
the FCC's decision intact.
THE AMSC LICENSE
AMSC is authorized to construct, launch,
and operate the U.S. domestic mobile satellite
system consisting of three satellites using L-
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band frequencies for mobile links and Ku-band
frequencies for feeder links. The orbital
locations assigned to AMSC are 101 ° W.L. for
the central satellite, 62 ° W.L. for the eastern
satellite, and 139 ° W.L. for the western
satellite.
The FCC allocated 28 MHz of L-band
spectrum in the bands 1545-1559 MHz and
1646.5-1660.5 MHz for use by the U.S. mobile
satellite service system. The FCC concluded
that the efficiencies inherent in a single system
would assure that aviation safety services
would be made available soon. Accordingly,
the FCC authorized AMSC to be both the MSS
and AMS(R)S licensee.
Rather than adopt a rigid spectrum
segmentation plan, the FCC devised an
allocation structure that permits all mobile
satellite services to be provided across 27 MHz
of the allocation, while assuring that AMS(R)S
traffic can enjoy additional protection relative to
other services. Due to sharing constraints with
Radio Astronomy, the remaining 1 MHz is
limited to aviation safety and certain one-way
services.
The FCC allocated 200 MHz of Ku-band
for feeder link use to each of the three
satellites. The central satellite at 101 ° W.L.
was allocated 200 MHz of the 11/13 GHz band.
The satellites located at 62 ° W.L. and 139 °
W.L. were allocated 200 MHz of the 12/14 GHz
band.
AMSC will provide space segment on a
.= .
common carrier basis, providing access to
carriers and end users. AMSC's ground
segment will be authorized separately. Earth
stations accessing the system will be licensed
separately. Typically, mobile units will be
authorized under blanket licenses.
Services And Coverage Areas
AMSC is licensed to provide the full
range of land, maritime, and aeronautical
services, including two-way voice, dispatch,
and mobile data. Fixed and transportable
services may be provided where few
alternatives exist. AMSC is authorized to
provide service to the U.S. domestic market
including all 50 states, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and U.S. coastal areas up to 200 miles
offshore.
In recognition of the need for the AMSC
and Telesat Mobile, Inc. (TMI) systems to be
capable of mutual back-up and restoration, the
FCC authorized AMSC to construct its satellites
to cover Canada. AMSC may also construct its
satellites to cover Mexico. Authority to operate
in Canada and Mexico, as well as the
Caribbean, must be obtained by separate
application.
Aeronautical Matters
By its authorization, AMSC is required to
accord priority and real-time preemptive access
to AMS(R)S communications throughout the
entire assigned bandwidth. AMSC also must
develop arrangements for "hand-off" of
aeronautical traffic to other MSS systems, such
as the Canadian and Inmarsat systems.
The FCC expects that aeronautical mobile
terminals will have certain unique
characteristics to meet aviation safety
operational requirements' Aeronautical mobile
terminals must be type accepted and licensed
under the FCC's rules governing aviation
communications. The FCC expects the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), which is the
U.S. entity responsible for aviation safety, to be
involved in the development of standards and
practices in order to assure that aviation safety
7O
satellite services will be of the highest integrity.
MSS EXPANSION BAND RULEMAKING
In 1990, the FCC adopted a NPRM,
proposing to reallocate the bands 1530-1544
MHz and 1626.5-1645.5 MHz for domestic
generic MSS. These bands are currently
allocated domestically to maritime MSS. The
FCC proposed that maritime safety services be
afforded real-time preemptive priority in the
MSS expansion band. AMSC's application
seeking permanent authority to operate on
these bands for domestic service has been held
in abeyance pending completion of the
rulemaking.
INTERIM SERVICE
In 1992, the FCC decided that AMSC
may provide interim MSS via Inmarsat facilities.
The FCC authorized AMSC to operate up to
30,000 mobile terminals. AMSC currently uses
the Marisat satellite to provide data service.
The FCC stated that others may use the
Inmarsat system on an interim basis to provide
U.S. domestic service on the condition that
those services transition to the AMSC satellite
system shortly after its deployment.
USE OF INMARSAT IN THE UNITED STATES
In 1989, the FCC established policies for
the provision of international aeronautical
services in the U.S. via the Inmarsat system.
The FCC determined that Comsat, the U.S.
signatory to Inmarsat, will be the sole U.S.
provider of Inmarsat space segment for
aeronautical services. In addition, the FCC
decided that aeronautical services, provided via
Inmarsat to aircraft over the U.S., could be
offered on a permanent basis only to aircraft in
international flight. The FCC defines
international flights as those between the U.S.
and foreign points, and those flying over the
U.S. between two foreign points. Inmarsat may
not provide domestic land mobile service in the
U.S. The FCC, however, has permitted Comsat
to use Inmarsat facilities to provide international
land mobile service outside of North America.
WARC 92
In February 1992, WARC-92 convened in
Torremolinos, Spain. Two significant
developments occurred at WARC-92. First, the
international service limitations imposed upon a
significant portion of the existing L-band
spectrum were relaxed for the United States,
Canada, Mexico, Australia, Brazil, Malaysia, and
Argentina. Second, over 100 MHz of additional
spectrum between 1-3 GHz were allocated to
mobile satellite service for future use on a
Region 2 (North and South American) as well as
a global basis. To date, this new spectrum has
not been allocated to MSS by the FCC,
although portions of it are the subject of a
number of proceedings.
OTHER SATELLITE-BASED MOBILE SERVICES
In 1986, the Geostar Corporation and
two other applicants were authorized to
construct, launch, and operate dedicated RDSS
systems. Geostar also obtained authority to
provide interim RDSS until its dedicated
satellites became fully operational. In 1991,
however, the Geostar venture ceased
operations.
The FCC has licensed other satellite-
based mobile communications service providers.
In February 1989, Qualcomm, Inc. received
authority to operate mobile terminals to provide
messaging and tracking services using existing
fixed satellite Ku-band space segment.
Soon after WARC-92, the FCC initiated
?]
proceedings to implement additional MSS
systems in spectrum allocated at WARC-92. A
negotiated rulemaking process has been
imposed on each proceeding. The FCC has
concluded the allocation process for the data
only low earth orbit (LEO) systems, permitting
operation in the VHF and UHF bands, and is
currently in the midst of the final portion of the
licensing process for these "Little LEOs".
For MSS systems proposing operations in
frequencies in the RDSS bands, the FCC
completed the negotiated rulemaking phase in
the first quarter of 1993 and is currently
considering allocation and licensing proposals.
The FCC is considering MSS allocations
in the 2 GHz bands as well as proposals to
share portions of the 1675-1710 band with
meteorological satellite operations.
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ABSTRACT
Numbers of systems exist or have been
proposed to provide world-wide mobile
satellite services ("MSS"). Developers of
these systems have formulated institutional
structures they consider most appropriate for
profitable delivery of these services. MSS
systems provide niche services and
complement traditional telecommunications
networks; they are not integrated into world-
wide networks. To be successful, MSS
system operators must be able to provide an
integrated suite of services to support the
increasing globalization, interconnectivity and
mobility of business.
The critical issue to enabling "universal
roaming" is securing authority to provide MSS
in all of the nations of the world. Such
authority must be secured in the context of
evolving trends in international
telecommunications, and must specifically
address issues of standardization, regulation
and organization. Today, only one existing
organization has such world-wide authority.
The question is how proponents of new MSS
systems and services can gain similar
authority. Securing the appropriate
authorizations requires that these new
organizations reflect the objectives of the
nations in which services are to be delivered.
INTRODUCTION
An earlier paper addressed some of the
institutional, political and cultural issues
related to the provision of world-wide MSS.
It postulated an international organizational
form responsive to the criteria to be met to
enable "universal roaming." [1] That paper
argued that such an international organization
must simultaneously respond to traditional
business incentives, as well as respect the
national sovereignty and objectives of the
countries within which services are to be
delivered.
The earlier paper proposed an
international organization with two parallel
elements. One was a traditional commercial
corporation which would build, launch and
operate MSS systems. The second was a
parliament of delegates from each served
nation whose main function was to franchise
the distributors of MSS services, thereby
responding to the unique needs of each
country to be served. That paper, however,
did not address how to evolve from the
existing, proposed and as yet unannounced
MSS systems to world-wide system(s) which
provide truly universal service.
"Universal roaming" in the context in
which it is generally used today means having
a single telephone number by which a user
may be reached independent of geographic
location. Services implicit in this context are
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narrowbandvoice anddata. Over time,
however, "universalroaming" will
undoubtedlycometo meanbandwidthon
demandfor a variety of services,both mobile-
to-mobileand mobile-to-networks. Further,
the userwill haveavailablea single, light
weight terminal easilycapableof establishing
the mostefficient connectionfor the typeof
servicedemanded,independentof carrier or
MSS system.
This papercontinuesthe earlier
discussionandexaminesadditional
institutional, political andcultural issues
relatedto the world-wide provision of MSS.
THE WORLD OF MSS TODAY
A number of MSS systems exist or are
proposed to provide a variety of services;
most are focused on niche markets. Likewise,
system operators and proponents have adopted
or espouse a variety of organizational forms
for delivery of these services world-wide, and
on a regional basis.
Global Systems
Inmarsat
The International Maritime Satellite
Organization CINMARSAT") is today the
only operational world-wide MSS provider. It
provides maritime and land mobile
narrowband voice and data services via a
number of satellites in geosynchronous orbit
CGEO") to terminals as small as suitcases. It
is experimenting with the provision of
aeronautical services, and plans to introduce
handheld services in the near future.
INMARSAT is a "not for profit"
consortium of member states ("parties")
created by treaty. Services are provided in
the member nations by designated
"signatories" to the treaty, usually the nation's
Post, Telephone and Telegraph ("PTT").
Revenues are shared between INMARSAT
and the signatories based on each's equity
interest and revenue generated. Because of its
structure, INMARSAT has "landing rights,"
the right to provide services, in virtually every
country in the world.
Marathon
Russia has provided MSS, termed
"Volna," using cross-strapped transponders on
its GEO Gorizont satellites. It has established
a new program called "Marathon" for the
provision of commercial MSS, to include
voice, telegraph, facsimile and high quality
data channels.
The Marathon system will comprise
now being developed Arkos satellites in GEO,
three or four, and Mayak satellites, two to
four, in a highly elliptical Molniya orbit.
Marathon, a commercially based inter-
governmental organization, plans to make its
spare capacity available on an undetermined
basis to organizations outside the
Commonwealth of Independent States ("CIS").
The Big LEOs
Motorola ("Iridium"), TRW
("Odyssey"), Loral/Qualcomm CGlobalStar"),
Ellipsat ("Ellipso") and Constellation
Communications, Inc. ("Aries") all plan low
earth orbit ("LEO") constellations to provide
narrowband voice and data services to
handheld user terminals world-wide. Several
of these system proponents have offered equity
participation in themselves to PTTs and
private organizations throughout the world in
return for cash investment and the fight to
provide services in the investor nation. They
have argued that by investing in the service
provider, a nation becomes a participant in the
delivery of services and gains a claim to
dividends from profitable operation of the
system in proportion to the amount of
investment and the amount of traffic generated
by the investor nation. It is not clear,
however, that any of these proponents have
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securedlandingrights in mostnationsof the
world, much lessworld-wide.
The Little LEOs
Orbcomm, StarSys and VITA have
proposed LEO constellations to provide data
and messaging services world-wide. Several
of these organizations have successfully
negotiated contracts with in-country local
entities to provide services in numbers of
nations. As with the Big LEOs, world-wide
landing rights have not been secured. In this
case the world-wide MSS operator is acting as
a wholesaler of capacity to traditional national
service providers.
National and Regional MSS Systems
AMSC and TMI
American Mobile Satellite Corporation
CAMSC") in the United States and Telesat
Mobile, Inc. ("TMI") in Canada have jointly
designed regional MSS systems for North
America. AMSC and TMI are both investor
owned private companies that plan to offer
narrowband voice and data services directly to
users with fixed and mobile terminals.
Other Systems
Several proposals and systems other
than those identified here have been advanced
for national and regional MSS systems,
including Australia's Optus and Mexico's L-
band payload on Solidaridad. For the most
part the system proponents are established
national and regional telecommunications
service providers seeking to expand their
franchises through the provision of MSS.
While sometimes proposing dedicated
organizations to provide MSS, they are based
on existing national and regional institutional
relationships with their concomitant operating
authority.
INTERNATIONAL TRENDS IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
While MSS systems present unique
issues which must be addressed, they are and
will continue to be influenced by evolving
international trends in the delivery of
telecommunications services.
Businesses rely extensively on
telecommunications services to coordinate
operations in increasingly disperse geographic
locations. Businesses demand new,
sophisticated, reliable, world-wide services;
they seek global interconnectivity,
interoperability, and mobility. Further, as
businesses focus on their core activities, they
increasingly consider ownership and control of
telecommunications networks as non-strategic,
and look to global carriers to provide a full
complement of services and to guarantee
service level, quality and price.
Technologies and services are
converging to create intelligent value-added
networks offering varieties of services.
Bandwidth, formerly a limiting factor, is
becoming a commodity.
As a consequence, competition has
become globalized as established system
operators look for techniques and relationships
to enable them to continue to serve their
existing clients' needs world-wide.
Traditional operating companies are being
restructured in response to deregulation. The
investment required to both modernize
traditional telecommunications networks and
to extend their reach into newly emerging
centers of economic activity is fostering
innovative regional arrangements among
national service providers.
Today's MSS systems, existing and
proposed, provide niche services to
complement traditional telecommunications
networks; they are not integrated into these
world-wide networks. However, excellence in
a niche market alone is insufficient for long-
term survival. The niche operator has no
direct control over the elements determining
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the overall quality and reliability of end-to-end
world-wide MSS. Thus, for long-term
successMSS operatorsmustestablish
relationshipswith other telecommunications
serviceprovidersto providean integratedsuite
of services.
CHALLENGES TO WORLD-WIDE MSS
SYSTEM OPERATORS
With the exception of INMARSAT,
MSS system operators are today not organized
to provide world-wide services. To reach the
objective of world-wide MSS, system
operators face three sets of challenges:
standardization, regulation and organization.
Standardization
International standardization has been a
significant catalyst in the development of
world-wide telecommunications systems.
Standardization has fostered market
competition while helping focus research and
development on enhanced services and
capabilities. A lack of standards leads to
inefficiency in the delivery of
telecommunications services and fragmented
markets, both of which impact operators'
ability to finance systems.
Timing in the formulation of standards
is of critical importance because of the
enormous cost of research and development.
Manufacturers want to take early advantage of
the availability of new services to establish a
market share for their products. If standards
are delayed, manufacturers are often forced to
adapt their early products to conform to
standards which evolve later, a cost which no
one wants to bear.
Global compatibility of systems
enhances customer choice of equipment,
services, and suppliers; fosters greater
competition among manufacturers and service
providers; ensures larger production runs of
terminal equipment which results in lower
costs from economies of scale.
Established operators such as
INMARSAT have defined their markets and
services, and competitive manufacturers have
responded to INMARSAT's de facto standards
which are global. AMSC and TMI have
jointly defined standards for their regional
MSS systems. The other system advocates
have proposed a variety of technical
approaches to the provision of their services,
all with implicit standards. While these
"proprietary" standards serve the interests of
their proponents, they do not facilitate global
interoperability or interconnectivity.
Regulation
Regulation of MSS operators must be
examined in the context of the dynamic
tension between the pace of technological
change and the need for stability of regulatory
scheme.
International MSS spectrum issues
were addressed at the 1992 World
Administrative Radio Conference ("WARC").
Virtually all system operators and proponents
argue that inadequate spectrum has been
allocated to MSS. Nonetheless, very little of
the allocated spectrum is in use today, and,
consequently, regulators world-wide have little
actual market data against which to judge the
adequacy of the allocated spectrum. Further,
technological advances may diminish the
perceived need for additional spectrum.
Regulation by national authorities is,
perhaps, the most significant challenge to
world-wide MSS providers. In most nations
the telecommunications service provider is the
government-owned PTI'. Even when it does
not hold a full monopoly, the PTI" controls its
nation's radio frequencies, thus also
controlling its competitors' operations. This
structure defines the conditions under which
an operator can provide MSS in the nation.
More progressive nations are taking
steps to privatize their telecommunications
systems, or otherwise allow some form of
domestic competition. In spite of this trend,
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mostgovernmentsmaintaina high degreeof
control over telecommunicationservice
providersand vigorously protect their national
enterprises. MSS providersmustregardthese
privatizedenterprisesasnationalentities
similar to theP'IT. To be authorizedto
provide servicesin a particularnation, MSS
providersmust makefavorablearrangements
with eachgovernment,its PTT and anyother
entitiesdesignatedby the government. If they
do not, they will not be allowedto provide
servicesin that nation.
Organization
Deregulationof national
telecommunicationsystemoperators
inherentlyfavors newentrantsandthe
introductionof innovativeservices,first in
internationaland thenin nationalmarkets,an
advantageto beexploitedby wouldbe world-
wide MSS serviceproviders.
It hasbeensuggestedthat theworld-
wide provision of MSS is truly a new kind of
businessthat needsa new way of doing
business. BecauseMSS systemsare literally
ableto reachalmosteveryonein the world,
their operatorsmusthaveauthority to serve
their subscribersin everycountry to provide
"universal roaming." To be successful,the
world-wide MSS systemoperatorsmust
overcomeeachcountry's differing politics,
cultureand customsto structurerelationships
with eachcountry to allow provisionof
servicesthere.
Traditional multinationalcompanies
reflect the goalsand culture of their founders
andoperators. They are tied to their countries
of origin. Shareholdersand managersof these
companiesare economicallyincentivized,and
fear lossof control. They do not necessarily
successfullyaccommodatenationalneeds.
Consortiaare morelike governments;they
providean effectiveforum for addressing
multiple and oftendivergentobjectivesand
cultures,but are operationally bureaucratic
and cumbersome.
The organization of existing
international telecommunications service
providers and operators has followed the
traditional theory of manufacturing and is
based on economies of scale and/or scope.
These theories advocate horizontal integration
of organization, that is, large organizations
with world-wide operations.
However, there are costs associated
with the use of market mechanisms to develop
these organizations: search costs to find
appropriate strategic partners; costs to
formulate, negotiate and formalize the
institutional structure of the organization to be
created; for monitoring and supervising the
delivery of services and the functioning of the
new organization; for adapting the
organization to new technologic and market
challenges. These transaction costs are mainly
arguments for vertical integration of MSS
service providers. [2]
It can be argued that world-wide MSS
providers should be organized to take
advantage of the strengths of small
organizations: agility, easier access to
management, high quality services, and the
ability to offer customized business
applications. World-wide MSS system
operators require organizations which
efficiently and cost effectively deliver
services, and simultaneously respond to the
individual requirements of the countries in
which the services are provided.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS TO
ENABLE WORLDWIDE MOBILE
SATELLITE SERVICES
The question is how to evolve
organizations to provide world-wide MSS that
meet the above objectives. Arguably, the
issue of spectrum is resolved for the
foreseeable future. In addition, issues of
standardization may be resolved by default via
established operators such as INMARSAT,
soon to be operators such as AMSC and TMI,
and the negotiated rulemakings currently being
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sponsoredby theFederal Communications
Commission ("FCC") for both Big LEO and
Little LEO proponents. Therefore, the
question remaining is one of organization,
including the relationship between the service
provider and the various nations in which
services are to be offered.
The issue is fundamentally one of
economics. The U.S. Department of
Commerce estimates that MSS revenues will
reach $300 million by 1993. "Revenues are
projected to soar by the mid-1990s with the
introduction of even more sophisticated
services and the launch of satellites dedicated
solely to mobile communications." [3] The
Department of Commerce further estimated
that in 1992 there were thirteen million MSS
users world-wide.
Notwithstanding the glowing
projections for world-wide MSS, it is doubtful
that the total market can support the existing
and currently proposed systems. And, there
are even more systems on the drawing board.
The question is how to efficiently
select the systems and operators to provide
world-wide MSS that will be successful. Free
market advocates argue that the most efficient
decision process is the market, and that
competing system proponents should get their
systems financed, secure landing rights
throughout the world, build and launch
systems, deliver services, and thereby
demonstrate economic success.
However, economic theory
demonstrates that competition works well with
private goods such as manufactured products,
but that a pure market economy has difficulty
with public goods such as infrastructure and
with goods that have external effects such as
MSS.
There are numbers of approaches to
addressing this question, each with its own
advantages and disadvantages.
First, the charters of existing
international and regional telecommunications
service providers can be expanded to
encompass world-wide MSS services. The
most logical existing organization for this
expanded world-wide charter is INMARSAT.
Regionally, existing satellite system operators
may wish to extend their franchises through
appropriate agreements.
Second, a joint venture could be
created between INMARSAT and one or more
of the system proponents to provide the full
spectrum of services proposed to be offered.
It is reasonable to assume that all of the
system proponents have approached
INMARSAT about such relationships.
Third, a new treaty organization could
be created specifically to provide world-wide
MSS. Not likely.
Fourth, an independent international
authority such as the International
Telecommunications Union ("ITU") could be
given the authority to determine standards for
world-wide MSS. Once the standards were
established, with full participation by system
proponents, then all operators wishing to
provide service could negotiate their best deals
to gain access to as much of the world's
population as possible.
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ABSTRACT
Technical innovations have converged
with the exploding market demand for
mobile telecommunications to create the
impetus for low-earth orbit (LEO)
communications satellite systems. The so-
called "Little LEOs" propose use of VHF
and UHF spectrum to provide position -
location and data messaging services. The
so-called "Big LEOs" propose to utilize the
RDSS bands to provide voice and data
services. In the United States, several
applications have been filed with the U.S.
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) to construct and operate these
mobile satellite systems. To enable the
prompt introduction of such new technology
services, the FCC is using innovative
approaches to process the applications.
Traditionally, when the FCC is faced with
"mutually exclusive" applications, _ a
grant of one would preclude a grant of the
others, it uses selection mechanisms such as
comparative hearings or lotteries. In the
case of the LEO systems, the FCC has
sought to avoid these time-consuming
approaches by using negotiated rulemakings.
The FCC's objective is to enable the
multiple applicants and other interested
parties to agree on technical and service
rules which will enable the grant of all
qualified applications. With regard to the
VHF/UHF systems, the Advisory Committee
submitted a consensus report to the FCC.
The process for the systems operating in the
bands above 1 GHz involved more parties
and more issues but still provided the FCC
useful technical information to guide the
adoption of rules for the new mobile
satellite service.
INTRODUCTION
Miniaturization has enabled the space
industry to build smaller satellites with more
efficient power. The shrinking of satellites is
accompanied by a decrease in costs, both for
building the satellite and launching it. This
has brought about a revolution in designing
communications satellite systems, and has
enabled entrepreneurs to consider deploying
satellite systems to deliver mobile voice
and/or data communications. Nine
companies have applied to the FCC for
authority to construct and operate
constellations of non-geostationary satellite
systems to provide mobile voice, data and
position-location services.
The FCC instituted a new regulatory
procedure to enable these systems to be
licensed and placed into service promptly.
This procedure is called Negotiated
Rulemaking.
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BELOW 1 GHz APPLICATIONS: THE
LITTLE LEOS
In February 1990, ORBCOMM, a subsidiary
of Orbital Sciences Corporation, filed an
application to build, launch and operate a
constellation of small satellites in low earth
orbit to provide low cost, position
determination and messaging services to
millions of consumers in the United States
and abroad. It represented the first private,
global satellite system designed to provide
direct access to the satellite for the user.
Orbcomm's 24 satellites are projected to
weigh just 330 pounds, with a per satellite
cost of $8.6 million. To keep costs down,
Orbcomm proposed the use of UHF and
VHF frequencies to enable terminals to be
built with currently available radio
components.
LEOs below 1 GHz
ORBCOMM
STARSYS
VITA
Other applications for "Little LEO"
service were filed by STARSYS, Inc., an
affiliate of North American CLS, Inc.,
Volunteers in Technical Assistance VITA),
and Leosat Corporation. North American
CLS provides services and equipment to
North American users of the FrenchAJ.S.
Argos satellite system. VITA sought
authorization to use three small satellites for
a packet-switched network, for its non-profit
disaster and medical relief service in
developing countries. Leosat proposed
serving the automotive market primarily.
The FCC consolidated these proposais, and
their associated rulemaking petitions, for
purposes of spectrum allocation,
development of technical and service rules,
and application processing.
The applicants petitioned for
frequencies used primarily in the United
States by the Department of Defense and
for various fixed and mobile services around
the world. After gaining the support of the
United States government, the applicants,
particularly ORBCOMM, marshalled
support for the new mobile satellite service
from countries throughout the world, and
gained the needed spectrum allocations at
the 1992 World Administrative Radio
Conference. The bands allocated are 137-
138 MHz, 148-150.05 MHz, 400.15-401 MHz
and 399.9-400.05 MHz.
ABOVE 1 GHz APPLICATIONS: THE BIG
LEOS
Motorola Satellite Corp., in June, 1990,
announced its plans to launch and operate a
LEO satellite network to provide mobile
voice communications to virtually any point
on earth. The Iridium TM system is essentially
a cellular network with the microwave
repeating towers, consisting originally of 77
satellites, orbiting 413 nautical miles above
the ground. Motorola has since reduced the
number of satellites to 66.
Ellipsat Corp., a small entrepreneurial
firm (Fairchild is now an investor), in
November 1990, filed an FCC application to
launch six small satellites into elliptical orbit,
to provide voice as well as position location
service. In addition to being the first U.S.
commercial system to propose use of
elliptical orbits, Ellipsat was the first of the
LEO applicants to request the RDSS
frequencies for its syffem.-
The RDSS frequencies 1610-1626.5
MHz (Earth-to-space) and 2483.5-2500 MHz
(space-to-Earth)-- had been allocated for
position location services at the 1987 World
Administrative Radio Conference on Mobile
Services.
In December 1990,Motorola filed for its
systemwith the FCC, also proposing to use
the RDSS frequencies for the Iridium TM
system. The FCC then established a "cut-off
date," requiring comments on the Motorola
and Ellipsat application, as well as any other
applications proposing to use the RDSS
frequencies, to be filed by June 3, 1991.
Four entities filed applications on June 3,
1991: (1) including Loral Qualcomm
Satellite Services (LQSS) for its 48 satellite
Globalstar TM system; (2) TRW Inc. for a
medium earth orbit, 12 satellite system,
Odyssey_m; (3) Constellation
Communications, for a 48 satellite system,
Aries; and (4) the American Mobile Satellite
Corp., AMSC, for use of the 1616.5-1626.5
MHz band for its geosynchronous mobile
satellite system.
LEOs above 1 GHz
Motorola
Loral Qualcomm
TRW
Constellation
Ellipsat
The United States, with the support of
these entities, was able to obtain a primary
allocation in the 1610-1626.5 MHz and
2483.5-2500 MHz band, and a secondary
allocation in the 1613.8-1626.5 MHz (space-
to-Earth) to accommodate Motorola's desire
to operate bidirectionally in the upper part
of the L-band.
The FCC, in August, 1992, proposed
adopting the spectrum allocations in the
United States. In its Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM), ET Docket No. 92-28,
FCC 92-358, the Commission sought
comment on numerous technical aspects
regarding operation of systems in these
bands and noted the need for a separate
proceeding to address MSS service rules and
licensing, as well as the possibility of
adopting a limitation on the type of access
method to be used to maximize sharing
possibilities.
The NPRM highlighted the many
technical issues that would have to be
addressed, if not resolved, before the
Commission could proceed to process the
pending applications. Not the least of these
was Motorola's proposed bidirectional
operation, which vastly complicates, if not
precludes sharing spectrum with any other
communications system, including other
MSS systems. Another thorny issue
concerns the extent to which compatible
operations could be attained by the four
CDMA systems, as well as compatibility with
the FDD-TDD system proposed by
Motorola.
FCC PROCESSING METHODS FOR
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE APPLICATIONS
In the case of applications for the same
spectrum which are "mutually exclusive,"
that is, the grant of one would result in a d..ge
facto denial of the other, Section 309 of the
Communications Act requires a hearing.
This right was affirmed by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the case of Ashbacker v. United
State_...__._s,326 U.S. 327 (1945) which states
that, %vhere two bona fide applications are
mutually exclusive the grant of one without
a hearing to both" is improper." Hearings
for radio licenses have been used
extensively, although they are expensive and
time-consuming. In some cases, radio
license hearings have taken up to 10 years.
Wherever possible, the FCC has sought
to use various mechanisms to avoid the
hearing requirement of the Communications
Act. The FCC has obtained authority from
the Congress to conduct lotteries and has
used this mechanism, in place of hearings, to
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grant licensesfor such servicesas cellular,
paging and multipoint distribution service.
In the caseof the domestic-fixedsatellite
service,the Commissionhasestablished
threshold financial qualifications which have
enabled it to eliminate sufficient applicants
for orbital locations to avoid comparative
hearings. The useof so-calledthreshold
qualifications have been permitted by the
Courts.
FCC Processin2 Methods
• Comparative Hearings
• Lotteries
• Pioneer's Preference
Most recently, the Commission has
developed a "Pioneer's Preference," which it
is attempting to utilize as a threshold
qualification to aid in the processing of
multiple applications. Se____e,Pioneer's
Preference Order, 6 FCC Red 3488 (1991),
recon, granted in part, denied in part, 7
FCC Red 1808 (1992), further recon., FCC
93-116, released March 8, 1993. The
Pioneer's Preference allows an applicant
that demonstrates that it "has developed an
innovative proposal that leads to the
establishment of a service not currently
provided or an enhancement of an existing
service" will be placed on a pioneer's
preference track, and will not be subject to
competing applications. Thus, if otherwise
qualified, the applicants will receive a
license. Other applicants will compete for
the remaining licenses on a separate track.
The Commission has stated that a
preference will not be granted unless there
is sufficient spectrum "to permit at least one
additional license to be granted for the same
geographic area." Further Reconsideration,
Footnote 4.
While noble in intent, the Pioneer's
Preference is based on the subjective
judgment of the FCC as to what is
"innovative." As the financial stakes are
high in numerous new communications
services, such as PCS, disappointed
applicants have already taken the
Commission to Court. This author believes
that ultimately, the use of the Pioneer's
Preference will be determined inconsistent
with rights of applicants to comparative
consideration.
The next approach to expediting the
processing of applications for new
communications services is likely to be the
auctioning of spectrum. The Congress, in
making available spectrum currently
allocated for use by the U.S. government, is
expected to establish an auction mechanism
for commercial use to expedite the use of
the spectrum as well as to provide revenue
for the federal government. There is a
possibility that the Congress may also
authorize the FCC to use auctions for
spectrum other than that which will be made
available from spectrum allocated to the
government. In particular, the Congress is
considering the applicability of auctions to
aware licenses for the provision of Personal
Communications Services (PCS).
In the meantime, the FCC is attempting
to use new alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms to develop technical rules for
new services which will enable it to grant all
qualified applications. This approach will
allow the marketplace, rather than the
government, to determine which systems will
succeed, and which will fail.
NE_TIATED RULEMAKING
PROCEEDINGS
The FCC's authority to use a negotiating
committee mechanism is contained in the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), 5
U.S.C. App. 2, and the Negotiated
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Rulemaking Act of 1990(NRA), Public Law
101-648,November 28, 1990. By law, the
committee consistsof representativesof the
parties whoseinterestswill be significantly
affected by the outcome of the rules.
The goal of the Committee is to reach
consensuson the languageand substanceof
appropriate rules. If a consensusis reached,
it is used as the basisof the FCC's
proposals. If a consensusis not reached,
majority and minority input can still be used
by the FCC in developing regulations. The
Commission can usea negotiated
rulemaking (NRM) processif it determines
that there is a "reasonable likelihood" that
the committee can be adequatelystaffed
with interested personsable to negotiate in
good faith, and that there is a reasonable
possibility of consensus.
In setting up an advisorycommittee, the
FCC can identifies specific issuesit wishes
addressed,suggestslimits as to the number
of participants, and nominatesa facilitator
to serveas chair of the committee. The
facilitator is a neutral party, without direct
interest in the rules being discussed,helps
the meetingsproceed and managesthe
record and minute keeping.
While consensusis the goal, the FCC
recognizesthat suchwill not alwaysbe
possible. Accommodation is made for such
an eventuality, with the FCC leaving up to
the committee the definition of consensus.
If necessary,majority and minority reports
canbe submitted. Recordsof the meetings
are placed in the public record and meetings
are open to the public.
USE OF NEGOTIATED RULEMAKING
FOR LEOS BELOW 1 GHz
In October 1991, the FCC issued a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making, proposing
allocation of the requested UHF/VHF
frequencies to the "little LEOs." In
February 1992, the FCC tentatively awarded
a pioneer's preference award to VITA.
Leosat's application was dismissed as
improperly filed.
Prior to the commencement of the
NRM, Orbcomm, Starsys and VITA met
and agreed on a proposed set of rules,
which were submitted to the FCC. The
joint comments stated that all three systems
could operate compatibly in the spectrum
available. In addition, rules were agreed to
concerning application requirements, license
qualifications and technical conditions.
With this favorable environment, the
NRM was convened, consisting of the
applicants, existing users of the frequencies,
potential band users and adjacent band
users. The parties met for approximately six
weeks and issued a report on September 16,
1992, reflecting the unanimous agreement of
all the parties. This report formed the basis
for the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
issued by the FCC in February 1993.
By all accounts, this first FCC negotiated
rulemaking procedure worked to the
advantage of the applicants, the FCC and
the public interest. The affected parties
quickly reached agreement, expediting FCC
action on the service and technical rules and
enabling the Commission to move forward
on the processing of the applications.
USE OF NEGOTIATED RULEMAKING
FOR LEOS ABOVE 1 GHz
The "Big LEO" regulatory situation is
more complex than that of the "Little
LEOS." This is in part due to the number
of parties (five "Big LEO" applicants plus
AMSC in contrast to two commercial "Little
LEO" applicants and one non-profit
applicant).
In addition, in the Big LEO proceeding,
Motorola has repeatedly emphasized its
requirement for sole use of the spectrum it
seeks (1616-1626.5 MHz on a bidirectional
basis) as well as its unwillingness to revise
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any aspectof its systemdesign.
Having already tentatively concludednot
to award a Pioneer's Preferenceto any of
the Big LEO applicants, in August 1992,the
FCC proposed the establishmentof a
negotiated rulemaking to settle the
outstanding technical and operational rules
for the Big LEO systems.Most importantly,
the Commissionwas seekinga mechanism
by which it could grant all of the
applications and would not have to make
the hard choicesbetween the Motorola
proposal to band segment,which would
leave virtually unusablespectrum in the
lower L-band to the other applicants,and
the full band sharingapproach which would
require major systemchangesby Motorola.
The FCC identified two primary issues
to be addressedby the NRM: (a) what
technical rules should be adopted for the
service"to maximize the sharingof the
spectrum and the capacity for multiple
entry;" and (b) what technical rules should
be adopted in order for the serviceto co-
exist with other services.
The NRM began its work on January 13,
1993 and concluded on April 5, 1993. The
Committee consisted of the applicants,
including AMSC, potential future applicant
Celsat, various federal agencies such as
NASA, DOD and the FAA, and
representatives of the aviation industry,
including ARINC and manufacturers of
GLONASS and GPS receivers.
The main issues addressed by the
committee, in addition to the fundamental
question of sharing the available spectrum,
were sharing with radioastronomy,
GLONASS and other primary users of the
band.
As this paper was being written, it
appeared that a majority report --
supporting total band sharing -- and a
minority report proposing band
segmentation, is the most likely outcome.
This result would place the toughest decision
back in the lap of the FCC.
Despite the inability of the negotiation
to unanimously resolve the most difficult
issues, consensus as to methods of sharing
with radioastronomy, GLONASS and other
services appears likely. These parts of the
report, as well as the tremendous amount of
technical material and analysis presented,
constitute valuable inputs to the Commission
as well as the participants. This input will
ease the Commission's enormous task of
resolving this complex, but extremely
important proceeding.
Negotiated Rulemaking
• less adversarial
• technical focus
• consensus input to FCC
• speeds process
The participants had the opportunity to
work together on complex interference and
sharing issues. This experience should
reduce the controversy over proposed rules
that the FCC issues, provide a useful
foundation for actual system coordinations,
and provide a basis for revising system
technical characteristics to enable the MSS
systems to operate compatibly with other
users of the spectrum.
CONCLUSION
The FCC has now concluded two
negotiated rulemakings. Both involved the
development of rules for new mobile
satellite systems. While a complete
consensus was not achieved in both cases,
the process appears to have reduced costs,
and expedited FCC rulemaking and licensing
actions with resultant benefit to the users of
these new communications services.
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ABSTRACT
The possibility of sharing
spectrum in the 30/20 GHz band between
geostationary fixed-satellite systems
and feeder-links of low-earth orbit
(LEO) mobile-satellite systems is
addressed, taking into account that ITU
Radio Regulation 2613 would be a factor
in such sharing. Interference into each
network in both the uplink at 30 GHz
and the downlink at 20 GHz is
considered. It is determined that if
sharing were to take place the mobile-
satellite may have to cease
transmission often for intervals up to
i0 seconds, may have to use high-gain
tracking antennas on its spacecraft,
and may find it an advantage to use
code-division multiple access. An
alternate solution suggested is to
designate a band 50 to i00 MHz wide at
28 and 18 GHz to be used primarily for
feeder links to LEO systems.
INTRODUCTION
Recently a number of
organizations have indicated the
intention to implement non-
geostationary (non-GSO) mobile
satellites in the frequency range 1 to
3 GHz. Some of these systems would be
located in low earth orbit (LEO)
circular highly inclined orbits in the
order of i000 kilometres high, others
in similar but higher orbits in the
order of i0,000 kilometres high, and
yet others in highly elliptical orbits
with an apogee higher than
geostationary altitude. The technical
characteristics of these systems such
as satellite EIRP and G/T, modulation
and access technique, earth terminal
characteristics, etc. may vary widely,
according to the information provided
by their proponents. Their common
thread, from the perspective of this
paper, is their need for feeder links
to gateway stations in fixed-satellite
bands above 3 GHz. This paper addresses
that need for spectrum and orbit
resources in the fixed-satellite
service for feeder links for these non-
GSO mobile satellites.
BACKGROUND
The satellite systems considered
here are collectively known as "Big-
LEO" mobile-satellite systems, even
though some of them may be at higher
altitudes than LEO or may be in
elliptical orbits. A common
characteristic in their need for feeder
links is that spectrum in the frequency
range 1 to 3 GHz is very much at a
premium, even after the decisions of
the 1992 World Administrative Radio
Conference (WARC-92), and that by their
very nature the systems are world-wide
as distinct to national as many
geostationary systems are. These two
factors imply a need to implement the
feeder links in a fixed-satellite band
above 3 GHz that is accessible on a
world-wide basis.
The problem that arises at this
point is that Big-LEO feeder link
systems do not share the spectrum very
well with more conventional
geostationary (GSO) fixed satellite
(FSS) systems. At regular short periods
of time the satellites are at the same
angle as seen from a GSO/FSS system's
earth station, and at different regular
instants of time as seen from a LEO/MSS
system's gateway or feeder-link earth
station. At those instants of time one
network may cause harmful interference
into the other. It is this potential
problem, and what to do about it, that
is addressed in this paper.
Most GSO fixed-satellite networks
to date are implemented in the 6/4 GHz
bands or the 14/11 GHz bands on a
world-wide basis, or in the 14/12 GHz
bands for domestic systems in the
Americas. The GSO in these bands is
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heavily used. To avoid the need to
coordinate LEO/MSS feeder-link systems
with these GSO systems, the trend is to
concentrate on use of the 30/20 GHz
bands for those LEO/MSS feeder-link
systems, in bands that are not
currently in wide-spread use. The
problem with this approach is that the
30/20 GHz bands are being considered by
fixed-satellite operators as the next
band to be used, both because of its
attractive technical characteristics
for some applications and because lower
bands are becoming congested in some
areas. The situation from a LEO/MSS
perspective is made more complex
because of Radio Regulation 2614 of the
International Telecommunications Union
(ITU), as modified recently at WARC-92,
which gives GSO/FSS systems a very
strong advantage in any coordination
discussions with any non-GSO system,
including a feeder-link system of a
LEO/MSS network. For this reason, a
LEO/MSS operator may be making a very
expensive mistake in assuming that
prior notification of a LEO/MSS network
would avoid the need to accommodate
GSO/FSS networks at a later date.
The approach suggested here is
that, instead, a way of accommodating
both must be found before such
coordination difficulties arise, either
by finding ways to share the same bands
or agreeing to use different bands.
THE POTENTIAL PROBLEM
Let us suppose that a LEO/MSS
feeder-link system and a GSO/FSS system
are using the same frequency bands
within the range 27.5 to 30 GHz in the
Earth-to-space direction (the uplink),
and within the range 17.7 to 20.2 GHz
in the space-to-Earth direction (the
downlink). As seen from the Earth the
FSS satellite is fixed, and the LEO/MSS
satellite is rapidly moving.
Eventually, for a short period of time,
the two satellites and the LEO/MSS
earth station will be in approximately
a straight line, and at other short
periods of time the two satellites and
the GSO/FSS earth station will be in a
straight line. At these instants there
may be harmful interference between the
two networks, either in the uplink or
in the downlink, or both, depending on
the technical characteristics of the
two networks. (See Figures 1 to 4.)
The problem can thus be broken
down into its four components:
i. interference in the uplink from
the GSO satellite into the LEO
satellite;
2. interference in the uplink from
the LEO satellite into the GSO
satellite;
3. interference in the downlink from
the GSO satellite into the LEO
satellite; and
4. interference in the downlink from
the LEO satellite into the GSO
satellite.
If the two types of satellite networks
are to share the same spectrum in the
uplink or in the downlink, or in both
directions, their characteristics must
be such that they can share with widely
varying characteristics of the other
type of network, because each network
may have to share the band with a
number of networks of the other type.
This observation applies particularly
to a LEO/MSS network, which may have to
share the spectrum at different
instants with a large number of GSO/FSS
networks in different parts of the
world. This is based on the high
frequency-reuse factor of the GSO by
GSO/FSS networks, and an eventual high
GSO/FSS satellite population in these
bands, as there currently is in the
lower 6/4 GHz and 14/11 or 14 12 GHz
bands.
ANALYSIS APPROACH
Two approaches were considered in
doing the necessary analysis of the
above potential problem. One approach
considered was to analyze in detail the
sharing between particular GSO/FSS
networks and particular LEO/MSS
networks to determine the carrier-to-
interference levels, technical
constraints, etc for each pair of GSO
and LEO networks. There were several
problems in adopting that approach. One
problem would have been the need to
follow detailed changes in the design
of both types of network, a difficult
task in itself. A second problem would
have been that despite the large amount
of work required, the results would be
dated by any future changes to either
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network. The third problem, perhaps the
most serious, would have been that the
approach would not necessarily lead to
general conclusions regarding use of
the 30/20 GHz bands by the two types of
networks.
A second approach, the one
adopted here, was to analyze the
sharing possibility without making any
more assumptions about either the GSO
or the LEO network than necessary, and
when necessary use appropriate CCIR
Recommendations to model the networks.
The objective of the analysis is not to
estimate precisely the magnitudes of
the interferences between the networks,
but rather to determine whether sharing
between the GSO and LEO networks is
easy, whether measures can and should
be taken to permit sharing, or whether
sharing is impossible and so separate
frequency bands will be necessary for
the two classes of network.
Because of the existence of ITU
Regulation 2614, it is assumed in this
analysis that if sharing of the same
frequency band is to take place between
a GSO/FSS system and a LEO/MSS system
it is the latter that must adapt its
characteristics to make the sharing
possible.
ANALYS I S
In carrying out an analysis of
the compatibility of the two classes of
network, as discussed above, each of
the four modes of interference are
considered in turn, and constraints put
on the relationship between system
parameters at each stage. An
inconsistency between these various
constraints would indicate an inability
to share the band.
In each of the four interference
modes one can use the link equations
C = EIRP d - FS_ + G(_)d ...(1)
I = EIRPi - FSLI + G(@)i ...(2)
where
EIRP is signal effective
isotropic radiated power,
FSL is free-space loss of the
signal
L, is rain loss of the signal
G(#) is antenna gain at an angle
off boresight
C is the received strength of the
desired signal
I is the received strength of the
interfering signal
d refers to the desired signal,
and
i refers to the interfering
signal.
These are rather simple versions of the
well-known satellite link equation, not
taking account of implementation
margins, antenna losses, rain margins,
etc. However, "ball-park" results are
sought here, not fine-tuning of a
result.
Uplink Interference from a LEO
System into a GSO System
It is assumed here that the
GSO/FSS system is carrying QPSK traffic
with forward error correction,
requiring a carrier to interference
plus noise ratio C/(I+N) of about I0
dB. If CCIR Recommendation 523 is to
hold, I should be about 12 dB below N,
and so C/I should be about 22 dB. If we
consider the transient worst case of
the LEO earth station pointing toward
the GSO satell_te, in the same
direction as the LEO satellite
momentarily, as in Figure i, _ is zero
in (I) and (2). This requires a
boundary condition of
EIRP_o._ - EIRP_._ > 22 dB. ...(3)
A variation of the LEO system's
operation, if it could not or did not
wish to meet the constraint of (3),
would be to cease transmissions during
the time that it was pointing towards
the GSO satellite. If one assumes
that the LEO earth station
antenna diameter was 2 meters, a
fairly large antenna with a
diameter-to-wavelength ratio of
200 at 30 GHz,
that transmission is interrupted
while the GSO satellite is in the
LEO earth station antenna's main
beam,
* the LEO satellite is at an
altitude of about 1,000 km,
* the earth station elevation angle
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is 30 ° , a fairly high angle in
Canada when pointing towards the
GSO, and
the earth-station-antenna model
of Appendix 28 of the Radio
Regulations applies
then the LEO earth station would have
to cease operation for periods in the
order of 6 to i0 seconds, and by so
doing would be able to increase the LEO
earth station by about 17 dB over that
specified by equation (3).
Uplink Interference from a GSO
System into a LEO System
The EIRP of a LEO earth station
can be considerably lower than that of
an earth station of a GSO/FSS system,
if the space station antenna gains in
the two systems are similar. This is
because of the lower altitude and so
smaller free-space-loss in the LEO
system's transmission path. If the LEO
slant range in the direction of the GSO
at an elevation angle of 30 ° was 2,000
km., the difference in EIRP may be in
the order of 12.5 dB. (If such were the
case, 12.5 dB of the 22 dB of Equation
(3) could be met in this way.)
The lower value of the LEO
system's EIRP presents a problem,
however, in terms of the C/I in the LEO
system during the transient condition
that the LEO and GSO satellites and a
GSO earth station are in a straight
line. (See Figure 2.) If the LEO
system's modulation and access are say
QPSK and TDMA, it would need a C/I
during these transient conditions
(lasting 6 to i0 seconds) of at least
15 dB. With an EIRP differential of
about -12 dB, there is a need to
improve the LEO's interference immunity
by in the order of 27 dB. One way to
meet that objective would be to place
the LEO gateway stations in remote
locations and have a LEO satellite
antenna discrimination {G(0) - G(#)} in
the order of 27 dB. This would require
both high-gain tracking antennas on the
LEO satellite and LEO/MSS gateway
stations in remote locations, both at
considerable cost.
If the LEO system's access
technique were CDMA these constraints
could be relaxed. If that system had a
CDMA bandwidth improvement factor of
say 30 dB, and carried i00 massages
simultaneously, its transient C/I could
be as low as -12 dB, the EIRP
differential due to the range
difference. There would still be the
need to meet the constraint in equation
(3), but if CDMA were used uplink
interference into the LEO system may
not be a problem.
Downlink Interference from a LEO
System into a GSO System
In this case the interference
would be from the LEO satellite into
the GSO/FSS receiving earth station.
The earth stations of the GSO/FSS
system may be quite small, requiring
large GSO satellite EIRP's, or they may
be in the order of 2 to 4 meters in
diameter, similar to those of the LEO
gateway stations. Thus similar power-
flux-densities (pfd's) on the Earth's
surface must be expected from the two
systems. However, in the transient
situation in which the two satellites
and the GSO receiving earth station are
in a straight line (see Figure 3) the
GSO/FSS system would require a C/I of
about 22 dB, the same as that
considered for uplink interference into
the GSO system. The only measures
available to the LEO system operator to
meet this constraint is to place its
receiving gateway stations at remote
locations and use large tracking
satellite antennas to not illuminate
areas where GSO earth stations might
be, or to cease transmission from the
satellite when the LEO satellite is in
the path between the GSO satellite and
its earth station, or some combination
of these two techniques. The problem
with the latter technique is that there
may be a very large number of GSO earth
stations, particularly in the top 500
MHz of the 30/20 GHz band where there
is no need to share with terrestrial
networks.
Downlink Interference from a GSO
System into a LEO System
As discussed above, the pfd's of
the two systems are expected to be
similar, or the pfd of the GSO system
might be higher if a large number of
earth terminals with small receiving
antennas were used. This would not be a
problem for a LEO system that employed
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CDMA, but a LEO system that used TDMA
or FDMA would have to interrupt
operation when its satellite, its earth
station, and the GSO satellite were in
a straight line as indicated in Figure
4. These interruptions would be in the
6 to i0 second range, the same as that
experienced to combat uplink
interference.
DISCUSSION
As indicated in the above
analysis of the four interference
modes, simultaneous use of a block of
spectrum by a GSO/FSS system and a
LEO/MSS feeder-link system would be
quite difficult. Given the existence of
ITU Regulation 2613, it would result in
severe constraints being imposed on the
LEO/MSS system designer and its
operator. These include placement of
LEO gateway stations at remote
locations with associated backhaul
costs, regular interruption of the
operation of the LEO feeder-link system
for intervals as long as i0 seconds,
and the inclusion of high-gain tracking
antennas on LEO/MSS spacecraft. The use
of CDMA rather than TDMA or FDMA would
ease some of the problems, particularly
those into the LEO system, but would
not solve the problems of interference
into the GSO system and so the other
constraints may have to be implemented
whatever access scheme is used.
A technique that may be
applicable in higher latitudes for
LEO/MSS systems with inter-satellite
links between the satellites is to
recognize that the location of the LEO
satellite may cause an interference
problem, and at that point in time
switch operations to a different
satellite rather than interrupting the
user traffic for up to i0 seconds.
However, that would be a complex that
could only be implemented by some MSS
operators, ie. those with inter-
satellite links in their networks.
There is an alternative
regulatory solution that should be
considered, given the fairly serious
sharing problems with potentially
expensive solutions discussed briefly
above: that is the designation of a
separate relatively small band in both
the uplink and downlink directions in
the 30/20 GHz frequency range that
would be used for LEO/MSS systems. In
those bands Regulation 2613 would not
apply, and GSO system operators would
be encouraged to not use the bands. The
sharing of the band by different
LEO/MSS systems has not been analyzed
here, but it is believed that this
sharing problem is easier to solve than
one in which GSO/FSS systems have to be
taken into account.
Initial consideration of this
possibility indicates that bands in the
order of 50 MHz to i00 MHz in width
would be adequate for the LEO/MSS
feeder-link application. These
bandwidths are only 2% to 4% of the 2.5
GHz wide 30/20 GHz FSS bands, and their
designation could avoid a very
difficult sharing problem with large
associated costs. Frequency bands at 18
GHz and 28 GHz are being considered in
Canada for this purpose.
Because a LEO/MSS system is by
its very nature a global system,
agreement on the use of frequencies for
its feeder links would have to be
reached on a world-wide basis. If
sharing with GSO/FSS systems were
contemplated the sharing consultations
would be complex because sharing would
be necessary between a LEO/MSS system
and many GSO/FSS systems. In contrast,
if the LEO/MSS systems were to use a
separate designated band, this band
would have to be agreed globally
through action of the ITU. Because
LEO/MSS systems are currently being
designed and feeder-link frequencies
for those systems chosen, and because
these frequencies cannot easily be
changed once they are chosen, the
subject requires urgent attention.
In summary, it is concluded that
LEO/MSS feeder-link systems could not
be easily coordinated with GSO/FSS
systems in the same frequency band.
Further, it would be very difficult to
design and operate a LEO/MSS feeder-
link system such that interference into
both the LEO/MSS system and the GSO/FSS
system are at acceptable levels.
Because of ITU Regulation 2613, the
onus is on the LEO/MSS operator to
ensure that such interference does not
occur. The designation of uplink and
downlink fixed-satellite bands for
LEO/MSS feeder links in the 30/20 GHz
frequency range is seen as the basis
for solution of this potential problem.
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With the wide range of services now offered
by satellite communications and broadcasting
and the increasing trend towards small ter-
minal systems, the traditional distinctions
between fixed and mobile services are beco-
ming less important. In the future mobile,
portable and fixed services may well operate
side by side in a hybrid manner. This trend
is already apparent in Europe where exten-
sive use is being made of the fixed service
frequency allocations for broadcasting and
for mobile services. Similarly many ostensib-
ly mobile terminals are serving fixed installa-
tions.
Although the immediate future of mobile
satellite communications continues to lie in
the L-band frequency allocations, in the
longer term the 20/30 GHz frequency alloca-
tions, offer the possibility of a new beginning
where the advantages of hybrid systems can
be included in the overall system designs at
the outset.
The paper takes account of the experience
gained using 20/30 GHz within the Olympus
Utilisation programme and the likely demands
for future services to highlight the most
promising avenues for future system develop-
ment.
This paper will be distributed at the Conference,
or contact the author at the address above.
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ABSTRACT
The World Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC) held in 1992 allocated the bands 19.7-20.2
GHz and 29.5-30.0 GHz to both the Mobile Satellite
Service (MSS) and the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS)
on a co-primary basis. An economic and flexible
solution for the provision of both services is to place
both payloads on one spacecraft. This paper describes
some of the proposed applications of such a hybrid
satellite network. It also examines the facility for
spectrum sharing between the various applications and
discusses the impact on coordination. The paper
concludes that the coordination process would not be
more onerous than traditional FSS inter-satellite
coordination.
INTRODUCTION
WARC-92 addressed the spectral requirements
of a new generation of multi-purpose satellites (MPS)
operating in the bands 29.5-30 GHz and 19.7-20.2
GHz (Ka band). These satellites would provide boih
fixed-sateUite and mobile-satellite services from the
same spacecraft. WARC-92 decided that the mobile-
satellite applications of these systems should have
equal status from the radio regulatory perspective with
the fixed-satellite applications in the aforementioned
bands in Region 2 (the Americas).
The Canadian Department of Communications
(DOC), in conjunction with the Communications
Research Centre, has studied the technical and
economical feasibility of a Ka band satellite offering
fixed and personal communication capabilities. A
pre-commercial payload is planned to be launched in
1997, followed by a fully operational commercial
system in the 2005 - 2010 time frame.
This paper assesses the spectrum sharing
capabilities between two such MPS satellites and its
impact on the geostationary orbit resource. MPS
satellites provide both fixed and mobile applications,
and thus should provide a fair representation of the
expected spectrum/orbit sharing environment.
THE CANADIAN MULTI-PURPOSE SATELLITE
PROGRAM
The Canadian system will accommodate a wide
variety of communications offerings, ranging from
personal communications using relay terminals
operating at a 2.4 kbps rate, vehicular mobile and
portable terminals operating at a 144 kbps (2B + D)
rate, aeronautical terminals carrying voice, data, or
video information at 144 kbps or higher rates, and
fixed terminals operating up to 1.544 Mbps (T1 rate).
The smaller lower-capacity terminals of this menu will
operate through one of 52 beams 0.6 ° in diameter in a
beam hopping mode of operation controlled by the
on-board network controller. The higher-capacity
terminals with larger antennas and usable bandwidths
will operate through a four-beam satellite antenna
covering Canada. At the core of the satellite is a
demodulator and modulator for each beam and a
base-band digital switch to re-route traffic based on
information in the message or carrier type. This
regenerative on-board processing (OBP) essentially
de-couples the uplink noise from the downlink and
permits different types of modulation and access
schemes between the uplinks and downlinks.
The option of a wide band, single beam, point to
multipoint application may also be available. It would
use a conventional repeater amplifier.
PIqE=EDING PAGE _LANK NOT FILMED
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Services and Applications
Market viability studies have identified a large
number of potential applications which could take
advantage of the characteristics of Ka band satellite
communications. These studies identified four major
application groups to be supported by the Ka band
payload applications and fall into one of the following
broad categories:
• Single user relay services
• Narrowband multimedia applications
• Multiuser multimedia applications
• Point to multipoint application
Single User Relay Service
This service is designed to provide full
connectivity with a terrestrial Personal
Communications Network (PCN') and therefore it will
offer the user single channel voice and messaging
capabilities. As currently planned, the system will
consist of a fLxed or portable Ka band repeater
terminal which provides satellite access to a mobile
hand-held terminal.
Narrowband Multimedia Applications
The Narrowband Multimedia network services
are based on the provision of a basic-rate Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) service anywhere
within the satellite service area. Satellite access is
provided via a portable terminal to either the public
or a private network. The range of services to be
provided via the family of multimedia terminals is
equivalent to those in the basic ISDN environment.
This includes one or two voice connections, low speed
packet data, higher speed file transfer and video
transmission at rates up to 144 kbps. A variety of
terminals to support these f'Lxed, mobile and
aeronautical mobile applications will be made
available.
Multi-user Multimedia Services
The Multi-user Multimedia (MUMM) service
will support multimedia applications and a multi-user
population within the same locale. The MUMM
terminal will provide the link between the satellite and
a number of users operating within a microcell which
may be an office building or an industrial campus.
Data rates up to primary rate ISDN are envisaged. A
full range of voice, data, image and video applications
will be supported.
Point to Multipoint Application
A point to multipoint capability may be available
through a single wide band channel capable of
transmitting a high bit rate. This application would be
used in conjunction with a single wide coverage beam.
On-board processing would not be used with this
application due to the high bit rates.
APPLICATION LINK BUDGETS
Five link budgets are given in Table 1. Four of
the budgets are currently proposed for the MPS. A
fifth budget (Conventional - 1.544 Mbps) was derived
based on the characteristics of the MPS but the
satellite was assumed to be a simple repeater or bent
pipe satellite.
All the link budgets assume 1/2 rate forward
error correction (FEC), Viterbi soft decision decoding
and a constraint length of 7. Other salient features of
each of the example link budgets are described below.
Single User Relay (SUR)
This is used for personal voice and messaging
communications. The antenna is a 5x5 cm microstrip
patch antenna. The data rate is 2.4 kbps and high
gain, 0.6 ° satellite spot beams are employed. Coherent
MSK and differential BPSK are used on the uplink
and downlink respectively.
Fixed Multimedia (FMM)
This application uses 20-30 cm parabolic
antennas and can transmit up to 256 kbps (144 kbps
for ISDN applications). It will also be served by high
gain spot beams. Coherent QPSK is used for both up
and downlinks.
Multi-User Multimedia (MUMM)
A 90-120 cm parabolic antenna in conjunction
with medium sized satellite beams (G/T = 2.2 dB/K)
are utilized. The llnk is capable of providing primary
rate 1.544 Mbps (T1 rate) service. Coherent QPSK is
used on both links.
Conventional
This link budget is not proposed for the MPS
commercial satellite but is provided for comparative
purposes. It has the all the same system characteristics
as the MUMM application except the satellite is
assumed to be a bent pipe. It was derived such that
the faded C/N would result in the same bit error rate
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(BER)asthefadedC/N of theMUMM;
approximately107 BER.
High Definition Television (HDTV)
A digital wide band HDTV application could be
implemented in the future. Its inclusion in this study is
to see the effect of sharing with the narrowband
applications. Coherent OPSK is also used for both
links.
ORBITAL SEPARATION CALCULATIONS
The basic C/I equations used are given below.
(C/I)D = (EIRPw-Dw + G_(0)) - (EIRPi-D, + Gw(O)) + 0
(C/I)u = (EIRP.-D,.) - (EIRPi-G,(0) + G_(O)-Dw) + O
where:
(C/I)D
EIRPw
D w
G.(0)
EIRP i
D i
G.(O)
(C/I)u
G,(0)
G,(O)
O
Bi
B.,
- downlink carrier to interference ratio (dB)
- effective isotropic radiated power of the
wanted transmitter (dBW)
- wanted satellite discrimination (dB)
- maximum gain of the wanted receiving earth
station (dBi)
- effective isotropic radiated power of the
interfering transmitter (dBW)
- interfering satellite discrimination (dB)
- gain of the wanted receiving earth
station in the direction O (dBi)
- uplink carrier to interference ratio (dB)
- maximum gain of the interfering earth
station (dBi)
- gain of the interfering earth station in the
direction of O (dBi)
- bandwidth factor = 10 log (B,/Bw) (dB)
- bandwidth of the interfering signal (Hz)
- bandwidth of the wanted signal (Hz)
Given the link budgets contained in Table 1
along with their C/I criteria, orbital separation
requirements (O) between various applications can be
calculated.
Assumptions
Co-coverage and co-frequency are assumed in all
cases.
The C/I criterion used in all cases is found by
allowing a 6% increase in the total noise power of
the system. This corresponds to a C/I criterion of 12.2
dB above the C/N. All calculations were performed
assuming clear air conditions.
Depending on the antenna size, the earth station
antenna rolloff characteristics were assumed to be
either:
29 - 25 log O for D/)_ > 100
or 49 - 10 log(D/,_) - 25 log O for D/), < 100
where:
O- antenna off-axis angle
D - antenna diameter or length
), - wavelength
Studies recently performed within Canada have shown
that a small rectangular microstrip patch antenna can
be designed to meet the 49 - 10 log (D/,_) - 25 log O
sidelobe rolloff requirement.
Finally, the victim earth station was assumed to
be 2 dB down from its own boresight and at the
boresight of the interfering satellite beam.
RESULTS
The results of the orbital separation angle
calculations are given in Tables 2 and 3. Separate
angles are given for the uplink and downlink due to
the regenerative on-board processing assumed. Links
using regenerative OBP cannot be combined into a
single separation angle using the same method used
for bent pipe links. In practice, the angles could be
'combined' to reduce the overall separation, but as
there is no accepted criterion or method for this, they
are presented separately here.
For the uplink angles, the maximum number of
narrowband carriers allowed to interfere into a wider
band application was limited to the number of
narrowband carriers actually planned for operational
use. For example, consider the case of the SUR (2.4
kbps) interfering into HDTV. Over 5,000 of these
narrowband channels could fit inside the HDTV's
noise bandwidth. However since only 16 channels x 52
beams = 832 channels could be in use at any one
time, only 832 carriers were allowed to interfere.
Taking this same approach for the downlink only
allows one interferer per wideband channel due to the
proposed MPS frequency plan which only contains one
downlink carrier per hopped beam. However this does
not allow for generalization to other satellite systems
where there could be several simultaneous interferers.
To improve this, Table 4 is provided which allows a
maximum of 10 interferers. Only the SUR interfering
case is given as this is the only case with significant
increases in separation angles with the increased
number of interferers.
Generally the angles are in the same range as
conventional FSS/FSS separation angles except for the
lower rate applications (SUR, FMM). These
applications cause larger separation angles due
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primarily to the following: DISCUSSION
- smaller earth station antennas compared to, for
example, Ku band antennas, even after frequency
scaling;
- high powered narrow bandwidth downlink
transmissions;
- low powered uplink transmissions.
Some of the carrier combinations result in 0°
separations (eg. SUR into MUMM). This is because
even when the interferer is directly in the victim's
mainbeam, the victim's C/I criterion is met. Note that
this does not mean that 0* is required overall since the
opposite interference mode (eg. MUMM into SUR) is
always non-zero.
It should also be noted that some of the small
non-zero angles are outside the applicable limits of
the antenna rolloff equations and those angles would
change somewhat (usually slightly larger).
Finally, the SUR/SUR interference on the
downlink resulted in 96.9 ° separation. This is well
beyond the valid range of the assumed antenna
template and indicates that there is no off-axis angle
which would yield the required discrimination from
the SUR antenna.
Uplink
Generally the uplink separation angles are
smaller than the downlink angles. One might expect
that due to the very low uplink power of some of the
applications, the EIRP differential between these and
higher powered carriers would cause extremely large
separation requirements. However, in most cases, this
power deficit is offset by the superior discrimination
of the larger antennas associated with the higher
powered applications.
Downlink
The large angles found are due to the high
powered narrow bandwidth applications; especially the
SUR. The SUR (2.4 kbps) has the highest downlink
EIRP of all the applications and yet also has the
narrowest bandwidth. The high EIRP is required to
overcome the low receive G/T of the relay terminal.
The angles become larger when there are
multiple SUR interferers as shown in Table 4. The
assumed number of 10 SUR interferers is arbitrary
but the actual number will be limited to TWTA
capability. Nonetheless, Table 4 is useful as it shows
that different satellite frequency plans result in larger
orbital separation requirements.
The majority of carrier combinations result in
fairly small orbital separations and are comparable or
slightly larger than the current situation in other
bands. The lower rate, small antenna applications will
require extra attention, but solutions for sharing are
available. We will focus on the SUR for discussion
purposes.
It can be seen that SUR shares better with the
wider band applications. With the two satellite
examples used here, the SUR can use the same
frequencies as any of the wider band applications. For
other satellite configurations, the SUR may be forced
to share with an application such as digital television.
It is interesting to note that the narrowband SUR
shares well with the HDTV service which is the
opposite of what might be expected.
It is important to keep in mind that the results
are from one typical example of Ka band satellite
systems. A wide range of different parameters are
possible which could result in larger separation
requirements. In the extreme case, where a large
number of narrowband SUR carriers were in the same
radio frequency channel as the wideband application,
large orbital separations would be required. However,
for most carrier combinations, traditional coordination
arrangements would still exist at Ka band.
Overall, it would seem that the coordination
process for Ka bandsatellites will not be much more
involved than coordination in conventional bands. The
addition of new applications using narrowband signals
does add an extra element, but reasonable solutions
exist to share the spectrum while conserving the orbit.
Despite the abundant spectrum at Ka band, as
more systems migrate to the higher band more
emphasis will have to be placed on designing systems
which are more amenable to spectrum sharing with
other satellites. Traditional methods such as frequency
re-use and cross-polarization will eventually have to be
employed.
CONCLUSION
This paper has described the applications
proposed for a Canadian Ka band multi-purpose
satellite and examined the spectrum sharing potential
between such systems. For the types of traffic
expected, co-frequency sharing with modest orbital
separations is possible with care taken in the selection
of carrier frequencies.
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Table 1. Application Link Budgets
APPLICATION SUR FMM Conventional HDTV
DESCRIPTION 2.4 kbps 256 kbps 1.544 Mbps 30 Mbps
MODULATION MSK/BPSK QPSK QPSK QPSK
UPLINK
Frequency (GHz)
Antenna Diameter (m)
Antenna Gain (dBi)
Antenna Rolloff Coefficient (dB)
EIRP (dBV 0
Propagation Loss (dB)
Availibility (%)
Rain Fade (dB)
Atmospheric Loss (dB)
Satellite G/I" (dB/K)
Additional Losses (dB)
Data Rate (Mbps)
Noise Bandwidth (Mllz)
Allocated Bandwidth (Mltz)
Clear Sky C/N (d13)
Clear Sky C/I Criterion (dB)
DOWNLINK
Frequency (Gtlz)
EIRP (dBW)
Propagation Loss (dB)
Availability (dB)
Rain Fade (%)
Atmospheric Loss (dB)
Antenna Diameter (m)
Antenna Gain (dBi)
Antenna Rolloff Coefficient (dB)
Earth Station G/T (dB/K)
Additional Losses (dB)
Data Rate (Mbps)
Noise Bandwidth (Mllz)
Allocated Bandwidth (MHz)
Clear Sky C/N (dB)
Clear Sky C/I Criterion (dB)
COMPOSITE
Availability (%)
30.0
0.05
20.8
49
15.0
213.9
95.50
2.0
2.1
16.7
3.0
0.0024
0.0062
0.0070
3.3
15.5
20.0
56.2
210.4
99.50
6.6
2.5
0.05
18.9
49
-7.0
3.0
0.0480
0.1350
0.1550
10.6
22.8
95.02
30.0
0.30
37.3
49
39.2
213.9
99.50
6.0
0.8
16.7
3.0
0.2560
0.4400
0.5000
10.4
22.5
20.0
55.3
210.4
99.50
4.6
1.0
0.30
33.7
49
7.9
3.0
4.0960
6.8400
7.9000
9.0
21.2
99.00
MUMM
1.544 Mbps
,, ,, ,
QPSK
30.0
1.20
49.7
29
61.2
213.9
99.50
6.0
0.8
2.2
1.5
1.5360
2.2440
2.6000
12.3
24.5
20.0
45.6
210.4
99.50
4.4
1.0
1.20
46.2
49
22.1
1.5
12.2880
16.6800
19.0000
11.2
23.4
99.00
30.0
1.20
49.7
29
63.0
213.9
99.50
6.0
0.8
2.2
1.5
1.5360
2.2440
2.6000
14.1
26.3
20.0
49.4
210.4
99.50
4.4
1.0
1.20
46.2
49
22.1
1.5
12.2880
16.6800
19.0000
15.0
27.2
99.00
30.0
3.00
57.3
29
79.8
213.9
99.30
5.1
0.8
43.1
1.5
30.0000
36.0000
54.0000
16.5
28.7
20.0
44.9
210.4
99.40
4.0
1.0
3.00
53.7
29
28.0
1.5
30.0000
36.0000
54.0000
13.0
25.2
98.70
Notes:
1 - Forward error correction, rate 1/2, Viterbi soft decision decoding, constraint length of 7.
2 - SUR link is from/to Halifax; all others are from/to Ottawa.
3 - Antenna sidelobe rolloff is 29 - 25 log o or 49 - 10 log(D/3.) - 25 log o
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Table 2. Uplink Separation Angles
Interferer --- >
Victim
SUR 2.4 kbps
SUR FMM
2.4 kbps 256 kbps
35.3* 6.4 °
MUMM
1.544 Mbps
5.00
Conventional HDTV
1.544 Mbps 30 Mbps
5.9 ° 4.5 °
FMM 256 kbps 22.0 ° 7.2* 5.6* 6.6* 5.1"
MUMM 1.544 Mbps 0.0 ° 2.1 ° 1.70 2.0° 1-5°
Conventional 1.544 Mbps 0.0" 2.1" 1.70 2.0 ° 1.5"
HDTV 30 Mbps 0.00 1.70 1.3° 1.5 ° 1.2°
Table 3. Downlink Separation Angles
Interferer --- >
Victim
SUR 2.4 kbps
SUR FMM
2.4 kbps 256 kbps
96.9 ° 18.6 °
MUMM
1.544 Mbps
0.00
Conventional
1.544 Mbps
0.00
HDTV
30 Mbps
0.0 °
FMM 256 kbps 11.4 ° 10- 40 3.0° 4"2° 2"1°
MUMM 1.544 Mbps 6.2 ° 5.70 2.3* 3.3 ° 1.6°
Conventional 1.544 Mbps 6.2 ° 5.70 2.3 ° 3.3 ° 1.6"
HDTV 30 Mbps 3.6* 3.3 ° 1.3 ° 1.9" 1.3 °
Table 4.
Victim
SUR 2.4 kbps 96.9 _ (1)
FMM 256 kbps 28.5 ° (10)
MUMM 1.544 Mbps 15.5 ° (10)
Conventional 1.544 Mbps 15.5 ° (10)
HDTV 30 Mbps 9.0 ° (10)
Note:
Downlink Separation Angles with Multiple Interferers
Interferer --- > SUR
2.4 kbps
Numbers in brackets refer to the number of assumed interferers.
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ABSTRACT
The rapid introduction of digital wireless net-
works is an important part of the emerging digital
communications scene. The introduction of Digital
Cellular, LEO and GEO Satellites, and Personal
Communications Services poses both a challenge and
an opportunity for the data user. On the one hand
wireless access will introduce significant new porta-
ble data services such as personal notebooks, paging,
E-mail, and fax that will put the information age in
the user's pocket. On the other hand the challenge of
creating a seamless and transparent environment for
the user in multiple access environments and across
multiple network connections is formidable.
This paper presents a summary of the issues
associated with developing techniques and standards
that can support transparent and seamless data ser-
vices. The introduction of data services into the radio
world represents a unique mix of RF channel prob-
lems, data protocol issues, and network issues. These
problems require that experts from each of these dis-
ciplines fuse the individual technologies to support
these services.
INTRODUCTION
Multimedia wirdess Data represents more than
just a combination of radio, network and data tech-
nologies of which it is composed. These disciplines
have evolved in largely independent communities
and their fusion is neither obvious nor direct. Each
has been spawned with separate technologies and in
separate markets. It is only recently that combina-
tions of these disciplines have been merged. Fig. l
shows how the overlaps of these areas have com-
bined in new techniques and markets.
Cellular telephones, for example, combine the
Network switching and Radio technologies for voice
applications, while ISDN combines Network switch-
ing and Data technologies. The integration of all
three disciplines into Multimedia Wireless Data
services combines the challenge of operating in the
harsh radio environment with the sophisticated
protocols required for data, and with the seamless
services, switching, and transparency required of
modern networks.
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Figure 1. Technologies and Applications
The fusion of these disciplines is particularly
challenging in light of the variety of access mecha-
nisms that are possible, as with Cellular, Satellite,
and Wireless LAN, each with a separate set of
strategies, standards, and problems. The successful
integration of these technologies have typically
been viewed under the umbrella of Personal Com-
munications Services and Networks (PCS & PCN).
While market forecasts for PCS are euphoric, the
technical coordination and management problems
facing PCS are formidable. Essential to real
progress in addressing these problems are first a
clear strategy for accomplishing these technical
challenges and, second, much greater cooperation
among the independent communities of interest.
The potential for PCS applications appears un-
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bounded. It offers the possibility for creating a new
infrastructure for the Information Age with im-
proved services, convenience, and productivity.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Besides the historical differences that divide
these communities, Cellular Radio, Land Mobile
Radio, Mobile Satellite, and Wireless LANs are
separated by the perception of a fractured market
which may lead in turn to a fractured solution. This
highly fractured approach persists today in spite of
a high degree of commonality in the arcttitectures,
services, and issues. Figure 2 shows an architectur-
al view of these mobile services served by a com-
mon public network. They differ in the radio
channel and associated protocol but share common
services, control, and network interworking fea-
tures.
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Figure 2 Strategic View of Wireless Networks
These networks and services evolved from in-
dependent markets. Their integration with the Pub-
lic Network has been as ad hoc extensions rather
than as part of integrated services. This is true for
voice services and is especially true for data servic-
es such as G3 Fax. The myriad of approaches tak-
en, for example, by Inmarsat, GSM European
Cellular, and TIA North American Digital Cellular
defines different mobile fax terminals for each net-
work. Clearly a better strategy and more coordination
is required.
STRATEGY
The hope for Future Interoperable Wireless Data
Services lies in creating a virtual open system within
the emerging wired and wireless networks. A strate-
gy for such an open system solution lies in use of a
layered strategy such as defined by ISO layering
model (OSI). While this structure applies in general,
its specific application to interoperable wireless data
leads to a natural strategy.
Media
Independent
Application
7. Application _ J L_
6. Presentation i
5. Session !
3.Network _: I I,. I ,-
2. Link I Io 1 I.
I I
. _ IJ.lI-
Iransparent
Network Service
Figure 3. Layered Strategy
If the OSI model is organized generally by the
application (layer 4-7) and the network (layer 1-3) as
shown in Figure 3 then a general strategy for interop-
erability can be organized as follows:
Develop common sets of user applications that
are media independent.
Develop network services that are application in-
dependent.
Develop Intelligent Network Services that in-
voke necessary network interworking to support
transparent, seamless connections.
The first strategy simply organizes the applica-
tions into a manageable set of standard protocols.The
PSTN G3 FAX, for example, is made media inde-
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pendent under TIA 592 by isolating the T4 compres-
sion protocol and a piece of the T30 wireline
controller. The US Government's secure telephone
(STU-III) has likewise been segmented into a media
independent protocol for multiple media applications.
The second strategy develops transparent and in-
teroperable networks services and signalling. This is
accomplished by access- independent call control,
identity validation, regislxation, and mobility manage-
ment. Such an approach is recommended by the Joint
Experts Meeting of ANSI T1 and TIA TR45 in refer-
enee 1 and summarized below in Table 1. Such an ap-
proach allows services to be independent of access
technologies such as CDMA and TDMA on a given
network. It also allows services to be independent of
the wireless access network such as satellite or cellu-
lar.
Table 1: Media Independence
Access Access
Independent Dependent
Application Protocol Multiplex Scheme
Call Control Radio Resource Mgmt
Identity Validation Radio Link Protocol
Regis tration/Location
Flow Control
Maintenance & Config
Inherent in such a strategy is transparency to
the user and the application by provision of com-
mon physical, link and network layers or by auto-
matic interworking capability. This strategy
isolates the application from the variety of access
RF technologies that will evolve due to competi-
tion within markets and the differences among
wireless channels.
Figure 4 shows how layering might be accom-
plished with a G3 Fax connection between the
PSTN and a Cellular network. A combination of
common applications, common services, network
interworking and intelligent networks create a vir-
tual open system for this service.
The Intelligent Network plays a potentially signifi-
cant role in making operation transparent. The
Intelligent Network can support a transparency
of service to the user across multiple wireless
networks by customizing the connection and
inserting the necessary interworking. Operation
within the Intelligent Network can incorporate
the following phases and functions.
Access Phase - Identify the User/Terminal
<User Identity Established>
<Terminal Identity Established>
<User Services Established>
<Terminal Services Established>
Connection Phase - Customize Network Service
<User Dialed Number>
<Examine User/Terminal Services>
7 -Application
6- Presentation
5- Session
4 - Transport
3 - Network
2- Link
T4 _ T4Compression Compression
i| Digital PSTN
T30 ::_ - Cellular T30 ,
_ Interworkin_ _
i
i
Radio Link _ Function _ T30
Protocol ,'
i
i
i
i
1-Physical IS-54 _ _ V.21,V.27,V.29
Figure 4" Example of Interoperable Fax Connection - Data Plane
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<ExamineDestinationNetworkServices>
<SelectServiceCompatibleOption>
TransmissionPhase- SupportTransparentService
<EstablishNecessaryInterworking>
<ClearToSend>
<DataTransmission>
Earlierpublications[4] havesuggesteduseof IN
servicesfor wirelessnetworkmobilitysubscribermo-
bility.Theabovesequenceexpandsthatroleto sup-
portservicecompatibility,serviceoptions,and
interworking.
EXAMPLE: TR45.3 DIGITAL CELLULAR
This is not the first paper to suggest strategies for
future wireless networks. Most network designers be-
gin with such goals. For this reason it is perhaps more
appropriate to search out good example to build upon.
The European GSM and North American Digital Cel-
lular TR45.3 are two such examples where this prob-
lem has been addressed [2]. Several significant
approaches have been demonstrated in TR45.3 in ref-
erence [3] and are summarized below.
Layered Approach
A layered network model has been developed in
TR45.3 to represent each network element needed to
support a specific service. The notion of segmenting
the network features into layers separates out the net-
work's unique protocols and identifies a means by
which compatibility can be obtained by different
manufacturers. The TR45.3 architecture defines the
necessary entities for connection to the PSTN using a
layered methodology as illustrated in Fig. 5. It repre-
sents the lower three layers of the Open Systems In-
terconnection model, the Physical, Link, and
Network Layers. The reference model was adopted at
the outset to clearly define the protocols to be sup-
ported by the different network elements. Where ap-
plicable common accepted data standards and
procedures were specified and adapted to the cellular
network environment. Figure 5 illustrates the Data
Plane protocols used for G3 interoperable Fax ser-
vice from a Cellular Mobile Terminal Equipment
(TE) through the Base Station (BS)/Mobile
Switch(MSC) and Interworking Function (IWF).
Note how the layering allows clear visibility of the
protocols and interfaces necessary at each element in
the connection. Note also that the only variation one
might expect between a cellular connection and a sat-
ellite connection would be in the Radio Link protocol
(RLP) unique to that network.
Standard Services
Standard sets of bearer services are necessary
across the variety of wireless access networks if
transparent teleservices are to be provided. Bearer
services would typically be synchronous, asynchro-
nous or packet services necessary to support a broad
base of teleservices across multiple networks. Rates
Network
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from2.4upto28.8kbpsfor traditionalwirelinedata,
andupto 64kbpsforISDNservicearebeingconsid-
ered.CustomservicesuchastheG3FaxandSTU-
III arealsoaccommodated.A minimumsubsetof
thesehowevercanclearlybeaccommodatedacross
allmedia.
NetworkInterworking
Consistent with supporting teleservices identified
above is the incorporation of necessary network in-
terworking. Transparent interworking is the most im-
portant, and perhaps the most difficult part of the
solution. It is at this point that all possible services
connect with all possible networks. In general there
are a common set of services and connections that
simplify this problem. Figure 5 shows a TR45.3 ex-
ample of Interworking for G3 Fax with the PSTN.
The IWF supports a translation of data on the radio
rink protocol into a V.27 wirdine modem with the
necessary T30 control signalling to generate G3 com-
patible service on the PSTN. Other examples of in-
terworking would be use of commonly available V
series modems for synchronous service or a Hayes
compatible control scheme for asynchronous data.
Connections to X.25 Packet networks would require
packet assembly-disassembly (PAD) functions.
ISDN connections would require V. 110 or V. 120 rate
adaption. The Government's STU-III can be accom-
modated with a 4.8 kbps synchronous bearer service
and an IWF that includes V.21, V.26 and V.32 echo
cancelling modems.
Standard Signaling Interfaces and Protocols
Uniformity of signaling, interfaces and protocols
across wireless data networks supports common
hardware, services and interoperability. This is per-
haps the biggest concern users have about the explo-
sion of wireless technologies. TR45.3 has made a
judicious selection of commonly used standards for
interfaces and signalling as shown in Fig. 5 and sum-
marized in Table 2.
Table 2:TR45.3 Interfaces & Protocols
Function Standard
Mobile Station _.m 5m (ISDN)
Signaling EIA/TIA 602 Q.931. V. 120
Rate
[nterface
IWF Modems
.3,2.4,4.8,..38.4
EIA/TIA 232E
64kbps B Chan
1.430
V.21,V.22,V.22bis, V.32,V.32bis
V.42, V.fast,Bell 103, Bell 212a
Radio Access Independence
The TR45.3 Data Services have accomplished a
large degree of access independence in their designs
to date. This is largely a result of a layered approach
and represents a major advantage for future applica-
tions. Figure 5 shows how the Radio Link Protocol
and the IS54 TDMA physical layer are isolated from
the other components in the network. This isolation
will enable support of the same architecture, protocol
and functional elements in the TR45 CDMA solution.
It can also be emulated for satellite and PCS networks
to support uniformity of products and user services.
I [,...-'1
Mobile
BS/MSC
BS/MSC
Interwork
Function
®
PSTN
Fig.6 Cellular/PSTN Data Configuration
©
©
V series
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Timing and Synchronization
Data service for the wireless user connected
across the Public Switched Telephone network pre-
sents several timing issues that must be resolved. The
two significant issues to be addressed are Frame Sync
and Bit Sync. Frame sync addresses the need to
accommodate timing operation across a handoff. Bit
sync addresses the need to accommodate clock mis-
matches across the network connection. Figure 6
highlights the different clocks in the system which
leads to the sync problem in the internetwork connec-
tion. The PSTN V series modem transmit clock is
shown as Tx and is the data rate of the PSTN source
based on that PSTN modem's internal clock. This
timing source is tracked by the Interworking Func-
tion modem which develops an estimate of this clock
using a phase lock loop. This clock is further promul-
gated across the Cellular channel and appears again
in the mobile as a reconstituted Tx. Figure 6 also
shows the Digital Cellular synthesized clock Mx.
This clock is generated at the MSC and is recon-
structed at the mobile station. In general for an
agreed upon data rate Mx and Tx are equal to the
nominal rate of the data service (E.G. 4.8 kHz). In
practice however the data rates of both clocks will
differ from the nominal rate and will have some drift.
Furthermore, the Mx clock cannot phase lock with
the PSTN modem clock as it is locked to the rest of
the cellular TDMA system. For PSTN modems the
worst case clock accuracy is lxl0 4 while the Digital
Cellular clock is assumed to be lxl0 "6 or better. The
differences in these clocks results in different trans-
mission rates across the network. This difference can
result in a slip in bit sync when there is either too
much or too little data at the interface. These differ-
ences must be accommodated by the network if the
service is to be usable. TR45.3 is currently consider-
ing the use of an elastic buffer at the IWF to address
this problem. This introduces a modest delay into the
connection but isolates the timing problem from the
radio link protocol, a clear advantage.
The case shown reflects the situation with the
transmission from the PTSN to the Cellular mobile
station. Transmission from the mobile station to the
PSTN modem represents a very different case. Here
the MSC/BS clock can be used to drive both the
mobile station and the Interworking function. Fur-
thermore the PTSN modem receiver will track the
MSC clock. Hence there is no real issue with bit syn-
chronization in this direction. The bit sync problem
as presented here will be common to all mobile net-
works independent of access scheme.
Frame Sync problems occur in Digital Cellular
Networks primarily during handoffs between cell
sites that have independent timing references. In gen-
eral a gap in transmission can occur and the signal
will reappear in some random phase alignment. Solu-
tions to the frame sync problem are limited for the
TDMA system as the overall timing of the Digital
Cellular system is performed independently by each
Base Station. The remaining practical solution under
consideration in TR45.3 is to maintain frame sync
across the handoff by inserting a frame counter in
each frame so that added and deleted frame can be
accounted for in the alignment of the data stream at
the BS/MSC or the Interworking function. A modulo
2n counter with n ranging from 4 to 8 can accomplish
this task. If this scheme is accomplished, the net
effect of handoff would be the insertion of burst
errors in that data stream when frames are lost but bit
sync is maintained.
Conclusions
The standardization of wireless data services rep-
resents significant challenges but the potential exists
for a smooth path for a broad range of services and
markets. Technical solutions lie in a fusion of exist-
ing network, radio, and data technologies. A strategy
for such a fusion across the multiple wireless net-
works will require a clear technical strategy as out-
lined in this paper and, perhaps more importantly,
cooperation among the currently insular cellular, sat-
ellite, network, and data communities.
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ABSTRACT
The demand for personal communications services has
shown unprecedented growth, and the next decade and
beyond promise an era in which the needs for
ubiquitous, transparent and personalized access to
information will continue to expand in both scale and
scope. The exchange of personalized information is
growing from two-way voice to include data
communications, electronic messaging and
information services, image transfer, video, and
interactive multimedia. The emergence of new land-
based and satellite-based wireless networks illustrates
the expanding scale and trend toward globalization
and the need to establish new local exchange and
exchange access services to meet the communications
needs of people on the move. An important issue is to
identify the roles that satellite networking can play in
meeting these new communications needs. The
unique capabilities of satellites, in providing coverage
to large geographic areas, reaching widely dispersed
users, for position location determination, and in
offering broadcast and multicast services, can
complement and extend the capabilities of terrestrial
networks. As an initial step in exploring the
opportunities afforded by the merger of satellite-based
and land-based networks, we are undertaking several
experiments, utilizing the NASA ACTS satellite and
the public switched local exchange network, to
demonstrate the use of satellites in the delivery of
personal communications services.
1. INTRODUCTION
The 90's and beyond will be an era of explosive
growth in the demand for nomadic, ubiquitous and
personal information exchange. This includes such
fields as voice communications, data communications,
image and video communications, multimedia,
information services, position location services, and
interactive communications to name but a fcw.
Today's terrestrial networks are well on their way to
supporting these applications. Currently, many
different, and in some cases conflicting, and non-
interoperable telecommunications networks are being
deployed or planned. This is the case for both satellite
networks as well as for terrestrial networks. Satellite
system providers are designing LEO and GEO
networks; terrestrial system providers are planning
micro-cellular PCNs using low-power hand-held
wireless "communicators"; wireless data network
providers are deploying wide-area high-power packet
radio networks; paging network providers are moving
toward nation-wide alphanumeric messaging
capabilities; cellular network providers are evolving
towards digital and integrated voice/data services.
The unique strengths of satellites, such as large
coverage areas, flexible network re-configuration,
one-to-many communications and line-of-sight global
networking, can be exploited to make satellites a
critical element in achieving world-wide personal
communications. Various satellite networks are now
emerging, and it is important to insure their
compatibility with each other and their interoperability
with terrestrial networks. This effort should include a
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widerangeof stakeholdersincludingsatelliteand
terrestrialwirelessnetworkproviders,localexchange
andinterexchangecarriers,terminal,computerand
satelliteequipmentmanufacturersand information
serviceproviders,andtheirassociatedresearchand
long rangeplanningorganizations.An important
issueis to identifythe rolesthatsatellitenetworking
canplayinmeetingthesenewcommunicationsneeds.
The uniquecapabilitiesof satellites,in providing
coverageto largegeographicareas,reachingwidely
dispersedusers,for positionlocationdetermination,
andinofferingbroadcastandmulticastervices,can
complementandextendthecapabilitiesof terrestrial
networks.
As an initial step in exploringthe opportunities
affordedby themergerof satellite-basedandland-
based networks,we are undertakingseveral
experimentsto demonstratethejointuseof satellites
andterrestrialnetworksin thedeliveryof personal
communicationsservices.Theseexperimentsutilize
thecomplementarycapabilitiesof thelocalexchange
networkandtheNASAACTSsatellite,andfall into
the following domains:satellite-basedtwo-way
messaging,satellite-baseddeliveryof personalized
informationservices,satellite-basedmessagingfor
call control and delivery, and satellite-based
subscriberlocationupdates.
In thesexperiments,heNASAJPLACTSMobile
Terminal(AMT)isbeingusedtoprovidethenomadic
enduserwithconnectivityotheACTS,andthelocal
exchangenetworkis beinginterfacedto theACTS
groundstationgateway.Theseexperimentswill
providea betterunderstandingof the interfaces
neededtoprovidea seamlessmergerof satelliteand
land-basednetworksandwill assistin identifying
exchangeandexchangeaccesservicesto meethe
emergingdemandfor personalcommunications.
Furthermore,waysinwhichsatellitetechnologycan
beutilizedby localexchangenetworkprovidersin
facilitatingthedeliveryof accesserviceswill be
explored.
2. EXPERIMENT DEFINITION
The experiments involve the integration of several
communications systems: the local exchange network,
including Bellcore prototype personal
communications applications software, the NASA
ACTS satellite, the NASA Acrs earth station, and the
JPL ACTS Mobile Terminal (AMT) interfaced to
commercial terminal equipment utilizing Bellcore
prototype application software. The following
subsections provide an overview of these systems.
2.1 Personal Communications Applications
Software
Bellcore has created prototype applications software
that enables personalized information delivery. Two
prototypes are being used in these experiments:
Personal Telephone Management [I] (PTM) and
Simple Information Filtering Tool [2] (SIFT).
The PTM prototype serves as an "intelligent agent" for
end users, or clients, and assists in the screening and
direction of telephone calls. With PTM, calls to a
client are first screened, using the client's preferenccs
contained in a personal profile, and then directed to
the current location of the client. The client can, in
real time, screen and re-direct calls, exchanging
messages with the PTM. The prototype software runs
on an experimental platform that interfaces to the local
exchange network and to the NASA ACTS gateway.
The SIFT prototype uses client preferences, together
with knowledge of the current location of the client, to
screen, prioritize, summarize and deliver computer
readable electronic messages. Designed to deliver
information to people on the move, SIFT can forward
a wide range of information in a form that can be read
on conventional computer monitors and on the liquid
crystal displays of portable or palm-top computers.
This information can include the telephone numbers of
callers, electronic mail, news summaries, weather
reports, stock prices, etc. An easily modifiable client
profile is used by SIFT to examine all incoming
messages and to establish the priority of the
information in relation to the current context of the
client. The SIFT" prototype can select from a variety
of options including storing messages in electronic
files, faxing them to preselected numbers, forwarding
them to client colleagues, and converting them into
speech for storage in an answering machine or voice
mailbox.
2.2 The ACTS Satellite
The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
(ACTS) is an experimental K/Ka-band satellite that is
being developed by GE under contract to NASA. It is
scheduled to be launched in early July 1993 and will
be placed in geostationary orbit at 100 degrees west
longitude. In addition to its K/Ka-band operation, the
ACTS has a multibeam antenna (MBA), a baseband
processor (BBP) and a microwave switch matrix
(MSM).
The MBA consists of an uplink receive antenna and a
downlink transmit antenna. Basic antenna design is an
offset-fed cassegrain configuration which has a
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subreflector in between the feed and the main
reflector. The receive antenna uses a 3.3 meter main
reflector to produce "spot" beams that are
approximately 110 miles in diameter. The MBA
produces three basic types of spot beams. First, there
are 3 pairs of "fixed" spot beams to provide coverage
for users in Cleveland, Atlanta, and Tampa. Second,
there are two pairs of "hopping" spot beams that can
be scanned "continuously" over two large sectors in
the United States. Third, there are two pairs of
"scanning" beams that can be moved continuously
over two large sectors in the United States.
The ACTS can be operated with either the BBP or the
MSM in the transponder path. In the BBP-mode, the
received uplink signal gets demodulated, decoded,
baseband-processed, coded, and modulated by the
BBP. In the MSM-mode, the received uplink signal
gets routed by the MSM at an intermediate frequency
and the signal experiences no baseband regeneration.
For these experiments, only the MSM mode will be
exercised. The MSM has four input ports and four
output ports in a cross-bar architecture. Its sole
mission is to dynamically connect any one of the four
receivers to any one of the four transmitters.
2.3 NASA and JPL Ground Station Equipment
The NASA ground station at Lewis Research Center
will be used as the satellite/terrestrial network
gateway (S/T NG) to the public switched telephone
network (PSTN) and the Bellcore equipment
described above. This ground station, termed the
HBR-LET, interfaces with the MSM mode of
operation of ACTS. On the uplink portion of the
HBR-LET, a two stage upconverter converts the
signal to the 29 GHz to 30 GHz range. The uplink
power is provided by a traveling wave tube amplifier
(TWTA) which has a saturated power output of 85
Watts. The receiver portion of the HBR-LET consists
of a four stage low noise amplifier at the front end.
This is followed by a MMIC mixer and amplifier that
converts the received signal from the 19 GHz to 20
GHz frequency range down to the 3 GHz to 4 GHz
frequency range, where it is converted to baseband.
The JPL-provided fixed terminal equipment will
interface at baseband with communications gateway
facilities that will exchange messages with the
Bellcore personal telephone management platform,
which will be located at Bellcore facilities in New
Jersey.
The JPL ACTS Terminal (AMT), including a global
positioning system (GPS) receiver, has been mounted
in an experiment van and will serve as the mobile
element for these experiments. The terminal
controller (TC) controls the operation of the AMT. It
contains the algorithms that translate the
communications protocol into the operational
procedures and interfaces among the terminal
subsystems. For example, it executes the timing and
handshake procedures for the interaction among the
speech coder, modem, user interface, and any external
device (i.e. data source or data sink) during link setup,
relinquishment, or data rate change. The TC also has
control over the operation of the IF and RF
electronics. The TC, in addition, is responsible for
providing the user with a system monitoring capability
and supports an interface to the Data Acquisition
System (DAS). Finally, the TC will support the test
functions required during experimentation, such as bit
stream generation, correlation, and bit error counting.
In this experiment, the audio interface will be used as
an "order wire" to support coordination and
management of the experiment activities. Real-time,
two-way voice over the satellite link is not part of the
personal applications being examined.
The DAS will perform continuous measurements and
recordings of a wide variety of propagation,
communications link, and terminal parameters (e.g.,
pilot and data signal conditions, noise levels, antenna
direction, etc.). The DAS will also provide real-time
displays of these parameters. For this experiment, the
DAS will be used to log and time stamp all messages
exchanged between the TC and the user baseband
terminal equipment.
2.4 User Terminal Fxluipment and Application
Software
The experiments will utilize end user terminal
baseband terminal equipment consisting of portable
personal computers, telephone hand sets, and display
and other input/output devices selected to emulate the
functionality of future end user personal application
appliances. This equipment will be designed to
interface to the AMT. The Bellcore user terminal has
been designed to interface with a GPS receiver located
in the AMT or attached directly to the user terminal.
The data collection capabilities and monitoring
functions of the DAS will be used in conjunction with
the Bellcore equipment to carry out the experiments.
Bellcore has created prototype application software
that runs in the user terminal baseband equipment to
provide user/network signaling and user information
transfer. The software makes use of standard IP
datagram protocols for communication with the
personal telephone management platform. This
software has been designed to interwork with the
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AMTandwiththeGPSreceiver.
3. EXPERIMENT PLANS
There are two different configurations for the
Satellite/PCS experiments. In configuration 1, the user
equipment is physically connected to the AMT
equipment in the experimental van. There are four
separate application scenarios for this configuration,
each of which is described further in the remainder of
this section. In configuration 2, the user equipment is
remotely connected to the AMT via a local area
terrestrial wireless network. The same four
application scenarios as with configuration 1 will be
tested. The attached figures provide high-level
overviews of the proposed experimental setup. Figures
1 and 2 show configurations 1 and 2, respectively.
3.1 Satellite-based Two-Way Messaging
The objective here is to use satellite connectivity to
send and receive electronic mail messages to nomadic
end users equipped with portable computers. These
computers would be capable of communicating
directly with the satellite for data services. Prototype
electronic mail sorting, filtering and routing software
(SIFT) will be used to route high priority messages to
a hybrid satellite terrestrial network gateway.
Prototype application software will be used for the end
user interface to the e-mail.
This experiment is shown in Figures 1 and 2 starting
with the e-mail icon on the lower left. E-mail is sent to
the nomadic user via the PSTN and the Bellcore
software. High-priority messages are then forwarded
to the satellite/terrestrial network gateway and
transmitted up to ACTS. ACTS then forwards the
message to the nomadic end user via the AMT (either
directly or via a local area terrestrial radio link).
The experiment is designed to support the following
application scenario. E-mail is sent to User A who is
not in the office. The e-mail goes through the SIFT
software which uses User A's personal profile to
discover that this is high priority mail and must be
forwarded to User A immediately. SIFT then checks
the location data base to determine how to route the
message to User A. If User A cannot be reached via a
terrestrial network, SIFT then sends the mail to the
S/T NG for transmission through the satellite to User
A. When User A tums on the satellite-equipped PC, it
identifies itself to the satellite and this information
(user name, location, etc.) is stored in a location
database at the S/T NG. Thus, when the mail for User
A comes into the gateway, the gateway consults the
location data base and determines where to send it. It
sends the message through the satellite directly to
User A who can now access the message.
If User A now wishes to originate a message the same
scenario occurs in reverse. The e-mail is sent via the
satellite to the S/T NG for routing to the PTM. The
message is then sent to SIFF for transmission to the
recipient.
3.2 Satellite-based Delivery of Personalized
Information Services
The objective here is to use satellite connectivity to
deliver personalized information (e.g., headline news,
financial data, weather reports, etc.) to nomadic end
users equipped with portable computers. These
computers would be capable of communicating
directly with the satellite for data services. Prototype
personal message summarizing, sorting and
prioritizing software will be used to interface between
information data bases and the hybrid satellite-
terrestrial delivery networks. Prototype application
software will be used for the end user interface to the
personalized messages.
This experimen t is shown in Figures 1 and 2 starting
with the database icon in the center (bottom).
Personalized database information is sent to the
nomadic user via the PSTN and the SIFT software. It
is then forwarded to the satellite/terrestrial network
gateway and transmitted up to ACTS. ACTS then
forwards the message to the nomadic end user via the
AMT (either directly or via a local terrestrial wireless
link).
The experiment is designed to support the following
application scenario. This is a one-way information
service initiated by User A. When the end user's
satellite-equipped PC is turned on, its identity and
location are sent (via satellite) to the location database
at the S/T NG. User A maintains a personal profile of
requests for the latest headline news, weather reports,
stock quotes, etc. The profile is used by the SIFT
software to filter and prioritize information received
from appropriate data bases. Personal messages
containing the data are then forwarded to the S/I" NG
for transmission to User A. The S/T NG consults the
location data base to find User A and then sends the
information to User A's satellite-equipped PC,
enabling the end user tO access the information.
3.3 Satellite-based Messaging For Call Delivery
The objective here is to use two-way satellite-based
messaging to alert nomadic end users of incoming
telephone calls. The message is received on a personal
computer capable of communicating directly with the
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satellite.Prototypecall managementandscreening
software,PTM,willbeusedtoscreenincomingcalls
totheenduser'shomelocationandsendmessagesto
thesatellitenetworkalertinga nomadicenduserof
incomingcalls(nameofcallerandnumber).Theend
userespondsviathesatellitebyreturningamessage
regardingpreferredcall disposition,whichis then
processedby thePTMsoftware.Calldispositions
includeroutingtheincomingcallovertheterrestrial
publicswitchednetworktothecurrentlocationof the
enduser,deflectingthe call to anothernumber,
sendinga textmessagetothecaller(PTMconvertso
voice),etc.
ThisexperimentisshowninFigures1and2starting
withthecallericononthelower ight.Acallcomesin
for thenomadicuservia thePSTNandthePTM
software.High-prioritymessagesarethenforwarded
to the satellite/terrestrialnetworkgatewayand
transmittedup to ACTS.ACTSthenforwardsthe
messagetothenomadicenduserviatheAMT(either
directlyorviaalocalareaterrestrialwirelesslink).
Theexperimentis designedtosupportthefollowing
applicationscenario.UserA iscalledwhenheisnot
athishomelocation.ThePTMsoftwaretakesthecall
andqueriesa personalprofileto findthatUserA is
currentlyreachableonlyviathesatellitenetwork(i.e.,
UserA isinaregionthatisnotservedbyaterrestrial
network).The PTM softwarethen forwards
informationaboutthecall(suchasnameofcallerand
number)to theS/TNGfor transmissiontoUserA.
TheS/TNGlocatestheuserbyconsultingthelocation
databaseandpassestheinformationalongtoUserA
intheformofabriefmessage.UserA canthendecide
howtohandlethecall.Thecallhandlinginformation
is thensent,viathesatellite,backto theS/TNGfor
transmissionto thePTM.ThePTMcanthentake
appropriateactiontocompletehecall.
3.4Satellite-basedUserLocating
Theobjectivehereistousesatelliteconnectivityplus
GPSlocationcapabilitytolocatenomadicendusers,
updatenetworkdatabases,androutecallsand/or
messagestotheircurrentlocation.
This applicationscenariois similar to several
describedabove.However,inthiscase,thelocationof
thenomadicenduserA isnotknowntotheterrestrial
network.When a message(call or electronic
message)is to be sentto UserA, theterrestrial
networkqueriestheS/TNGforlocationinformation.
A globalpagingmessageissentoutviathesatellite,
andUserA's terminalrespondswith locationdata
derivedfromtheGPSreceiver.Thisdataisreturnedto
the terrestrialnetworklocationdatabase,and the
scenariocontinuesasdescribedabove.Thisuseof the
GPS locationcapabilityhas greatpotentialin
complementingterrestrialnetworkfunctionality(e.g.,
subscriberregistration)necessaryto provide
ubiquitouspersonalcommunicationsservices.
4. SUMMARY
The ACTS satellite launch is scheduled for summer,
1993, and the user experiments, as described above,
are planned for summer, 1994. Effort is now under
way to interface the system elements and test the
applications software. Independent tests of the
subsystems have been carried out, including extensive
use of the SIFT and PTM prototypes in terrestrial
personal communications applications experiments.
These experiments will provide a better understanding
of the interfaces needed to provide a seamless merger
of satellite and land-based networks and will assist in
identifying exchange and exchange access services to
meet the emerging demand for personal
communications.
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ABSTRACT
A third generation mobile system intends to
support communications in all environments
(i.e., outdoors, indoors at home or office and
when moving). This system will integrate
services that are now available in architectures
such as cellular, cordless, mobile data
networks, paging, including satellite services
to rural areas. One way through which service
integration will be made possible is by
supporting a hierarchical cellular structure
based on umbrella cells, macro cells, micro
and pico cells. In this type of structure,
satellites are part of the giant umbrella cells
allowing continuous global coverage, the other
cells belong to cities, neighborhoods, and
buildings respectively. This does not
necessarily imply that network operation of
terrestrial and satellite segments interconnect
to enable roaming and spectrum sharing.
However, the cell concept does imply hand-off
between different cell types, which may
involve change of frequency. Within this
prospective, the present work uses power
attenuation characteristics to determine a
dynamic criterion that allows smooth
transition from space to terrestrial networks.
The analysis includes a hybrid channel that
combines Rician, Raleigh and Log Normal
fading characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Presently, when hand-off between
terrestrial and space networks is intended, the
satellite network must be part of the overall
network. This means that the satellite ground
infrastructure has to be interconnected withthe
mobile station centers and the public land
mobile networks. Such interconnection would
be rather complex and perhaps difficult to
coordinate due to limits of national
boundaries. Thus, an ideal alternative to
combined coverage is an automatic scheme
selection and re-selection of cells and beams
while the mobile terminal is idle. The criterion
is based on the fact that a mobile equipment
performs initial measurements of the radio
environment, then selects a network according
to a programmed list of allowed networks
before it indicates service availability. An
important limit used to classify the network
list is the power level at the receiver, which in
part depends on the transmission effects
influenced by shadowing and fading.
Signalization
The signal of the active link from or to the
mobile terminal (MT) in a land mobile satellite
system (LMSS) is continuously monitored.
Thus, whenever signal degradation occurs a
handover procedure is initiated towards a
stronger alternative link. For integrated mobile
systems, handover support would imply that
the fixed network has access to both the
terrestrial and satellite ground infrastructure
(i.e., the satellite fixed earth stations (FES)
must be directly linked to the terrestrial mobile
services switching center (MSC). Considering
the GSM 1 as an example, it implies that the
FESs and MSCS are connected at the same
level under the GSM Mobile application Part
of the CCITr Signaling System No. 7. This
type of connection requires close adaptation of
the FES to the GSM standard to behave like
the terrestrial MSC when performing
handover. Furthermore, if satellite
infrastructures with numerous FESs, are
distributed around many countries, the
interconnection of FESs with terrestrial MSCs
will overlap with some Public Land Mobile
Networks (PLMN) and introduce additional
complications. Thus, we believe that the close
internetworking of many different mobile
networks into a single system, will not only be
difficult to implement but will also be hard to
1 Group Space Mobil, European Terrestrial mobile system.
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administratedueto its complexity[1]. The
questionis then,howdo weoffer universal
mobilecommunicationswithout passing
throughacomplicateddesignandcomplex
systemmanagement.Thefollowing sections
attemptto bring into considerationsome
alternatives.
POWER CHARACTERIZATION
Received power in experimental channel
recordings was already illustrated in [2],
nonetheless for completeness we outline a
summary below. Signal attenuation in old
cities with narrow streets like Munich [3], has
high-frequency fading process superimposed
on a low-frequency shadowing process, where
relatively good and bad channel periods with
an approximated mean of 15 dB are clearly
distinguished. Similar observations could be
made from recordings [4] in Australia. Open
areas such as intercity highways, farm lands or
spread suburban areas with open fields,
essentially do not have obstacles on the direct
line-of-sight path. Hence the received signal
power has only small level variations due to
multipath fading. However, there may still be
total shadowing caused by bridges, trees or
sporadic high mountains. In regions with vast
open fields attenuation will depend primarily
on the type of frequency transmission, more
than on the shadowing obstacles. If
transmission frequency is high (> 10 GHz), the
received power level will have degradation
due to atmospheric effects (i.e., rain).
Nonetheless, the attenuation will not exceed
30 dB, and the mean (approximately 12 dB)
remains close to the values in urban areas.
Network Selection
The MT selects a PLMN while it is idle.
Hence real-time for fixed inter network
interaction is not critical. Once on, the MT
measures its ratio environment and indicates
the available service automatically from a
programmed list of allowed networks, (i.e., the
Home PLMN and the ones under roaming
agreements). As the MT operates over large
and mixed areas, the environmental properties
change and the received signal has varying
statistical character. This means that the
received power level cannot be represented by
a model with uniform or constant parameters.
Furthermore, this implies that the channel is
non stationary. Although statistical channel
characteristics vary significantly over
extended regions, propagation experiments
show that they remain constant when areas
have invariable environmental attributes.
Hence, an all purpose land mobile satellite
channel can be modeled as a non stationary
system represented by M stationary channel
models. A finite-state Markov model [4], [6]
can integrate the Rician, Rayleigh and Log
normal models.
Transmission Scenarios
In the context of universal personal
communications, a MT will cross different
environmental areas in random sequence but
with probable characterization as summarized
earlier. The signal propagation scenarios
during a transmission event could be then
classified in four independent states with the
following received signal distributions:
S 1 Sky-Path High Rician dist.
$2 Clear-Path Low ....
$3 Shadowed Path Log normal dist.
$4 Diffused Path Rayleigh dist.
Realistically, from the usage side, S 1
corresponds to conditions when the user is
traveling through the airspace, while $2 refers
to transmissions in flat rural or desert areas
and seas with almost uniform surfaces. $3
relates to suburban or semitropical regions
with scattered high-ways and spread trees.
Finally, $4 indicates communications in urban
areas. It should be realized that S 1 does not
necessary imply 100 % signal reception, since
the propagation phenomenon is subject to
atmospheric effect.
£tale..aaalrsis
Mathematically, the four states follow a
discrete Markov chain [5], where the process
has state transitions at times tn, n = 1,2,3..
(possible into the same state). The discrete
time {Xn} (i.e., Xn for x(t)) starts in a initial
state, say i when t = tl (Xl =i), and makes a
state transition at the next time step which is t
= t2 (x2 = j, etc). The one-step transition
probabilities are assumed to be independent of
n, thus Pij is the set of events for the transition
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probabilities. The transition probabilities of Pij
for the 4 states is then expressed by a square
matrix P,
1- 3P_ /'1 Pt Pt ]
p = /'2 1-3P2 /'2 P2
/'3 P3 1-3P3 P3
/'4 /'4 P4 1-3P4
where
e, = e12= e,3 = e,,; t'2 = = =
e3 = e,l = = t', = = t',2 = e,,
1
and E[i] = _ i= j = 1,2,3,4.
To calculate the four steady state conditions,
we define the probability that the Markov
chain {Xn } is in the state j at the nth step by
/1:_')= P[X,, = j],
then assume that the chain has stationary
probability distribution g = (_1, g2,..)
satisfying the matrix equation g = riP, where
each gi > 0 and _i gi = 1. The matrix equation
= gP_can then be expressed as the set of
equations by
_rj = _., 7r_P,j j = 1,2,...
From equation (2) _j is defined by
i-1
Rayleigh) depend very much on the
propagation conditions defined by a parameter
k, which is the ratio of power in the direct
component and power in the diffuse
component, k assumes that the propagation
medium can be characterized by the
combination of a direct path and a number of
(1) fading weak paths. The parameter k is referred
to as the Rice parameter. As k --> ** all power
is in the direct component, implying that
reception is via a direct carrier line-of-sight
(1.o.s) transmission from the satellite, and that
the diffuse component is negligible. This
condition would correspond to S 1 in our
model. As k --> 0, the received power is all
diffuse and the received signal distribution has
a Rayleigh density. Therefore, as the
parameter k increases, the mobile channel
(2) passes from Rayleigh channel to a Rice
channel and vice versa. This means it goes
from S 1 to $4.
Practically, the values for the Rice
parameter depend on the reflective terrain in
the vicinity of the MT, which is strongly
(3) influenced by the elevation angle of the MT-
satellite 1.o.s. Generally k increases
significantly as the satellite is observed at
higher angles, where more of the horizontal
multipath is rejected. In like manner a dense
collection of reflectors, as in metropolitan
areas tends to produce lower values of k. Rural
environment is more benign, while maritime
areas involve primarily long-range sea
(4) reflections whose severity is strongly
dependent on the ocean wave structure. During
periods of shadowing due to trees, foliage, and
terrain the Rice parameter is reduced by 3 to
10 decibels from average values and the
channel state passes to $3.
j = i = n = 1,2,3,4. (5)
(6)
The steady state probability vector is thus
=
State Probability boundaries
The environmental states identified
previously by the probability density
functions, p.d.f (i.e., Rician, Log normal, and
NETWORK SELECTION
The selection criterion, as discussed in the
introduction, is based on the power level of the
received signal. Such a faded signal at any
given time instant t is
R(t)= m(t)*{R,_(t)+ R,p,_(t)} + Rag(t ), (7)
where m(t) is the long-term signal fading with
Log normal distribution. For S 1 and S2 the
received power is
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Rs1(t)- = R,,,,(t), (8)
assuming m(t) = 1 and neglecting the specular
reflection Rsoec(t) since it is taken care by the
antenna. The- signal power for $3 is expressed
as
Rs3(t ) = ra(t)* R_,(t) + R4q(t ). (9)
Finally, for $4 the signal at the receiver comes
mainly from the diffused power, thus
Rs4(t)= R_(t ). (10)
The complex characteristics of the different
received signal patterns justdescribed and the
spectral analysis were already presented in :
detail in [3], [4], [7], therefore they will not be
repeated here. The fluctuation of the power
level signal over a given threshold is the level-
crossing rate (LCR), which influences directly
the performance of the overall system.
Whenever a signal goes below a threshold, the
transmission quality is not wan'anted because
there is a presence of fading implying errors
[7]. Thus, using the LCR of a received signal
we may calculate the BER and compare it to
an expected performance. If the BER does not
match a required level indicating an
preassigned region, network switching process
occurs. During this process the MT selects a
strong terrestrial signal, sends a log-in-request
and awaits log-in conf'mnation based on -:
roaming agreements. While under the
terrestrial coverage the MT receives periodical
acknowledge-requests, if the MT does not
reply, the terrestrial system sends a log-out
confirmation to logout the MT, which in turn
begins to listen to the satellite signal again
after leaving the terrestrial link.
Switching Process
The network switching occurrences is
obtained from the performance of the received
signal or the conditional bit error rate 03ER)
probability, Pi (i = S 1, $2...) which in the case
of a BPSK modulation is given by
Pi = _erfc = Q (11)
where Eb is the signal energy per bit and No is
the noise energy density. If we express Pi in
terms of signal-to-noise ratio, S may be
defined as the average power, R as the bit rate,
N as the product of No and the signal
bandwidth W; and the new Pi is
I:,,=Q 2s w (12)
To relate the LCR to the Pi probability we
f'LrSt obtain Nro as the number of times the
received signal crosses a given threshold over
a determined time period. We then calculate
the normalized LCR, which from [7] is
defined as
I //7N,(rb)= vf_ 20 +p)f'(r)' (13)
where rb is the fading threshold, v is the
vehicle speed, c is the speed of light, fc is the
transmission frequency, p is the correlation
coefficient and fr is the p.d.f of the signal
according to the environmental state. From the
ratio of Nro and Nr we determine the average
signal strength, S, as
= Sexp:S' .t_ (14)
u,
The channel bandwidth, W, required to pass a
M-ary PSK signal is given by
2R
W = _. (15)
log 2 M
Thus, when the Pi probability of the received
signal does not meet a service threshold
quality level, the MT begins a network
switching procedure (i.e., it will look a
stronger signal in an alternative network).
A more dynamic way to begin the network
switching process would be to measure the
fading time. Because it is well understood that
whenever long fading periods exist, the
transmission quality will decrease due to high
density of errors, originated by persisting
shadowing or blocking. Thus from the
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normalizedLCR on equation (13), The average
duration of a fade tf(rb) relative to rb, is equal
tO the probability that a transmitted signal
remains below rb divided by the number of
times per unit time the signal is below rb. That
is
1 ,, F,(rb) (16)
;,-__ f,(r)dr-
where
F,(rb) = _" f,(r)dr (17)
is the cumulative probability density function.
System Error Performance
The average bit error probability in the ith
receiver state mainly due to fading attenuation
as a result of shadowing or blockage is given
[4] by
= _:PJ,(r)dr, (18)
where fr (r) is the probability distribution of
fading attenuation in each ith state. The
average BER at the output of the demodulator
for the M state Markov channel model is then
M
PB_ = _ P,21r_ • (19)
i=l
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The received signal power from a channel
recording [3] in an area with narrow streets in
the old city of Munich, shows on Figure. 4a
relatively good and bad channel periods with a
mean power level of 15 dB, however the bad
periods are predominant for at least 34 s until a
crossroad permits an obstructed view of the
satellite from 928 - 932 s; but at 933 it falls
again to a bad period. By contrast the received
signal power from recordings on a highway,
shows in Figure 4b. only small variations due
to multipath fading. Although at 684 s there is
total shadowing due to the blocking of a
bridge, it does not last more than 2 s. All other
shadowing events in this figure remain within
acceptable fade margins. In the context of this
study, the observation of Figure 4 indicates
that the MT passes from state $3 to state $4 at
point 894, and it will probably remain in this
state until it changes of envtronment. This may
imply for example that network switching
would begin when the deep fade duration
exceeds 2 seconds. Of course the fade duration
time would no be the only criteria for network
switching, nevertheless it appears to be the
most visible and measurable factor.
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Figure 4. Received signal power level. 0 dB = mean
received power. (a) City, cylindrical slot toroidal
antenna with 6 dBi nominal gain, v = 10 km/h, 24
degree satellite elevation; (b) Highway, all conditions
the same but v = 60 km/h [3].
Other statistical observations on the same
recordings, show that in the city environments
the received signal power is more than 10 dB
below the unfaded satellite link at a 60 %
probability, while it is only 8.5 % in the
highways. This leads to deep fading periods
longer than 0.1 s with 26 % probability in the
city, and only 6 % in the highway [3]. Based
on these type of percentages of the received
power levels we can calculate the steady state
probabilities of the four state model described
in the preceding sections.
From preliminary simulations using the
fade average technique, we can see in Figure
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5a. that the average fading time in urban areas
is logically higher than in rural or highway
environments. The point to see in the plots is
the magnitude of the difference between the
fading periods once a link has lost the direct
l.o.s with the MT, which is the case in the
urban connection.
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Figure 5. Average Fading. (a) Urban: v = 10 km/h, rb = -15
dB, fc = 1.6 GHz, k = 0 dB, Date rate = 4.5 kb/s, Highway:
v = 60 km/h,k = I0 dB; (b)Rmal: v = 120 km/h.
From the fading time illustrated in Figure
5b, we can observe thresholds that would lead
to the initiation of the network switching
mechanism. Yet again, this would not be the
only factor to begin hand over; however it will
be the predominant one.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discussed the
complexity of an architectural level integration
on mobile systems. Therefore, we have
concluded that a service-level integration
could be more practical, cost effective and
more manageable if the MT selects a PLMN
while it is idle where real-time for fixed inter
network interaction is not critical. To support a
universal MT that facilitates the selection and
reselection of networks (i.e., the transition
from satellite to terrestrial services or vice
versa), we introduced a four state dual mode
receiver along with the most probable
mathematical analysis. In the study we also
illustrated that fade duration would be a good
dynamic alternative of network switching to
that of calculating the BER probability. Future
studies will include further characterization of
experimental data and more simulation
analysis to quantify state transition thresholds
to adequately predict network switching.
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ABSTRACT
By integrating the ground based infrastruc-
ture component of a mobile satellite system with
the infrastructure systems of terrestrial 800 MHz
cellular service providers, a seamless network of
universal coverage can be established. Users
equipped for both cellular and satellite service
can take advantage of a number of features made
possible by such integration, including seamless
handoff and universal roaming.
To provide maximum benefit at lowest pos-
sible cost, the means by which these systems are
integrated must be carefully considered. Mobile
satellite hub stations must be configured to effi-
ciently interface with cellular Mobile Telephone
Switching Offices 0VITSOs), and cost effective
mobile units that provide both cellular and satel-
lite capability must be developed.
INTRODUCTION
Commercial cellular systems have been in
operation in North America for over ten years.
Coverage has extended beyond urban centers to
rural areas, with more territory falling under
cellular coverage each year. Nonetheless, there
are still vast stretches of land without cellular
coverage in North America, and in many parts of
the world cellular is limited to the largest cities.
A number of satellite systems have been pro-
posed to provide mobile telephone service to
remote areas of land as well as to ocean and air-
borne traffic. Because each of these is to a cer-
tain extent limited in capacity, it makes sense to
use cellular, where it is available, for mobile
traffic and to limit the use of mobile satellites to
other locations. Current technology allows for
very small, lightweight, and inexpensive cellular
mobile terminals, so that adding cellular capabil-
ity to a mobile satellite terminal should not pose
a significant penalty. Integration of the cellular
and satellite infrastructure systems will provide
to the suitably equipped user the ability to oper-
ate without coverage boundaries, and to roam
anywhere while receiving and making calls in a
truly seamless network.
MOBILE TERMINAL ARCHITECTURE
To operate in both satellite and cellular sys-
tems, a mobile terminal must, of course, include
radio equipment compatible with both. While
some mobile unit baseband processing function-
ality, such as speech codecs, may be common for
the two systems, the antenna and radio frequen-
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cy (RF) portions will likely be so dissimilar as to
require separate mobile hardware. This re-
quirement suggests an architecture for dual
mode satellite/cellular mobile terminals as shown
in Figure 1.
A single handset/control unit, along with
suitable system operating protocols, allows for a
single user interface, both in terms of hardware
and functionality. From the user's standpoint,
operating procedures in satellite and cellular sys-
tems can be identical.
A common controller manages the interface
to both the satellite and cellular transceivers and
houses common functional components such as,
possibly, the crystal frequency standard, base-
band processing, repertory dialing memory, etc.
The cellular transceiver may operate using
one or more of the North American or interna-
tional analog or digital cellular standards. For
reasons examined below, the cellular transceiver
must be capable of operating in the cellular
"idle" mode even while the satellite transceiver is
in conversation mode.
The mobile satellite transceiver must be ca-
pable of "idle" mode operation even while the
cellular transceiver is in conversation mode. It
must also be capable of determining at any time
the presence or absence of suitable satellite cov-
erage.
INFRASTRUCTURE INTEGRATION
Calls to and from mobile satellite terminals
are interconnected to the public switched tele-
phone network (PSTN) at one or more satellite
hub stations (SHS). Calls to and from cellular
mobile terminals are interconnected to the PSTN
at a mobile telephone switching office (MTSO).
To support seamless handoffto and from cellu-
lar, the SHS must be connected to the MTSO by
dedicated voice trunks. This is because the
PSTN does not support rerouting of calls in
progress. A call that originates on cellular,
through an MTSO, will have to continue to be
interconnected to the PSTN through that MTSO
even after it is handed off to the satellite system.
To provide the connectivity required for
satellite/cellular handoff., the SHS may appear to
the cellular system either as an MTSO or as a
cell site.
Hub Station as MTSO
Figure 2 illustrates the connection of an SHS
as an MTSO. Connection to various MTSOs
serving areas subtended by the satellite service is
by IS-41 handofflinks. "IS-41" refers to the
industry standard that governs intersystem op-
eration, including MTSO-to-MTSO handoff, for
North American cellular systems.
Using this configuration, calls originated
through the SHS would be handed off.to cellular
through the use of a voice trunk on the dedi-
cated handoff link connecting the SHS to the
"target" MTSO. Similarly, calls originated
through an MTSO would be handed off.to satel-
lite service using a voice trunk on the handoff
link connecting that MTSO to the SHS.
Hub Station as Cell Site
Figure 3 suggests an alternative interconnec-
tion between SHS and MTSO. Here, the link is
the same used to connect cell sites to the MTSO
In North American systems, there is currently no
standardization for this link, so details of the
connection would be proprietary to the manufac-
turer of the cellular system.
While Figure 3 shows direct interconnection
between the SHS and the PSTN, the MTSO
could provide such interconnection for calls
originated on the satellite system, just as it does
for cellular calls. In addition, this configuration
would allow the MTSO to perform switching
and subscriber data base maintenance functions
for the SHS. Such an arrangement could signifi-
cantly reduce the cost of a hub station.
Hub Station Distribution
In cellular, intersystem handoffs generally occur
between MTSOs serving adjacent areas, since it
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is themovementof amobilebetweensuchareas
that precipitatesthehandoffin thefirst place.
Thus,to fully supportintersystemhandoff,each
MTSO needshandofflinksonlyto adjacent
MTSOs,typicallya manageablenumber.
If the mobilesatellitesystemto be integrated
with cellularmakesuseof a single,centrallylo-
catedhubstation,thenthis SHSwould require
handofflinks to eachof thepotentiallyhundreds
of participatingMTSOsin thenationalcellular
network,asillustratedin Figure4. Theimprac-
ticalityof thisarrangementcouldbemitigated
somewhathroughtandemswitchingof intersys-
temlinks. Howevernoprotocolscurrentlyexist
for suchtandeming,andtheadjacencylimitation
onMTSO-to-MTSOhandoffdescribedabove
limits its potentialeconomicadvantage.
Themobilesatellitesystemmayemploy
multiple,regionallydistributedhubstations,as
suggestedinFigure5. Suchdistributionmaybe
a requirementof the satellitesystemarchitecture
or maybeby designin orderto optimizeinte-
grationwith cellular. At anyrate,eachsuch
regionalSHSwould haveto maintainhandoff
links onlyto theMTSOsthat servicethesame
areasasthe SHS. While thenumberof such
linksmaystill belarge,especiallyif thenumber
of regionalSHSsis small,the averagelengthof
therequiredlink will begreatlyreducedcom-
paredwith thesingle,centrallylocatedSHS
configuration.
In somemobilesatellitesystemsit maybe
practicalto usealargenumberof small,low ca-
pacityhubstations,perhapsmodeledafter
VSAT terminals,for PSTNinterfaceandcellular
integration. In suchasystem,eachparticipating
MTSO couldbeequippedwith its own SHS,
mostlikely connectedto theMTSOasa cellsite.
Suchanarrangementis illustratedinFigure6.
Whilethe "SHSperMTSO" configurationis
architecturallyattractivefor handlinghandoffs
betweensatelliteandcellularsystems,it raisesa
numberof difficultiesaswell. Primaryamong
theseis positionalambiguity.A call originated
on thesatellitesystemmustbeinterconnected
throughoneof perhapsdozensof SHSswithin
theserviceareaof thegeostationarysatellite's
beamor thelow earthorbit satellite'scoverage
footprint. To allow for subsequenthandoffof
thecallto cellular,theSHSselectedfor the
point of interconnectmustbetheonenearesto
thepositionof themobileunit beingserved.
However,barfingtheadditionof positioningca-
pabilitysuchasGPSor LORAN, neitherthe
mobileunit or the infrastructureequipmentcan
makethisdetermination.
INTERSYSTEM CALL PROCESSING
Registration and Call Delivery
In the cellular system, seamless roaming re-
quires that incoming calls for a roaming mobile
be automatically forwarded, or "delivered" from
the mobile's home system to the system on which
it is currently operating. The call delivery sys-
tem relies on the mobile's manual or autonomous
registration upon entering a "foreign" system.
When a mobile so registers, its home system is
alerted through an administrative data network
to set up call forwarding to a temporary direc-
tory number that routes the mobile's incoming
calls, via the PSTN, to the appropriate MTSO.
Integration of mobile satellite service into the
cellular network creates some added complexity
for call delivery. A roaming mobile may be in-
termittently in cellular coverage while traveling
at the fringe of a system's service boundary, and
simultaneously be in continuous satellite cover-
age. It is in just such situations that integration
of satellite and cellular systems provides maxi-
mum advantage. However, frequent registra-
tion, and subsequent frequent changing of call
delivery target numbers as a mobile moves in
and out of cellular coverage, is impractical.
One possible approach to addressing this
problem is "hierarchical call delivery". In this
scheme, the roaming satellite/cellular mobile
registers as usual on the cellular system with the
exception that the registration message is ex-
panded to include identification of current satel-
lite coverage, if any, and an indication of
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whetherthe user wishes calls to be delivered to
the satellite system if the mobile is not currently
in cellular coverage. If the mobile is outside of
cellular coverage for a predetermined time, it
registers on the satellite system. When a call to
the satellite/cellular mobile is received by its
home system, it is forwarded first to the system
(cellular or satellite) on which it last registered.
If the target is a cellular system, and if the mo-
bile's registration included a satellite coverage
indication, then the call could be forwarded
again to the satellite service if it fails to respond
to a page on the cellular system.
Satellite/Cellular Handoff
Handoff of calls in progress between satellite
and cellular is required to extract maximum
benefit from integration of the two systems.
When a mobile operating on cellular reaches the
limit of coverage, the call is dropped - a situation
that need not occur if the call could be handed
off to a mobile satellite system. On the other
hand, when a mobile originates or receives a call
while momentarily in a cellular coverage "hole"
there is no need for the entire call to be con-
ducted over scarce and expensive satellite chan-
nels if a handoffto cellular could be initiated
upon leaving the coverage hole.
Coverage and propagation characteristics of
the satellite and cellular systems are quite dis-
similar. Therefore, handoff from cellular to
satellite will require a different protocol than
handoff from satellite to cellular, and both will
necessarily be different from conventional cellu-
lar handoff.
Protocols for satellite/cellular handoffs can
take advantage of the practical requirement for
separate cellular and satellite transceivers in the
mobile unit, as suggested in Figure 1. Thus,
while engaged in conversation mode on one sys-
tem, the mobile unit can scan for, monitor, and
communicate on the control channels of the
other.
Cellular to Satellite Handoff
In conventional cellular handoff, the system
must determine the location of the mobile rela-
tive to coverages of the surrounding cells in or-
der to determine the correct "target" cell. When
a mobile is to be handed off from cellular to the
mobile satellite system, no such location process
is required, because the coverage of even the
most tightly constrained satellite coverage beam
will be vastly larger than, and totally subtend,
even the largest cell. What is required, however,
is a determination that, at the time of the hand-
off, the mobile is within satellite coverage and
not, for instance, shadowed by overhead struc-
ture or terrain. A handofffrom poor cellular
coverage to satellite could substantially improve
the quality of a call. On the other hand, if the
mobile is parked under an overpass at that mo-
ment, such a handoff could result in an unneces-
sary dropped call.
One way to ensure that the mobile is receiv-
ing satellite coverage prior to a handoff is to
query the mobile using the data messaging
feature of cellular voice channels. The mobile
would then respond with a data message that
indicated the quality of its current reception of
the satellite's control channel. Based upon this
information, the cellular system could make a
determination as to whether a handoffto satellite
is warranted.
Satellite to Celhdar t/andoff
Two characteristics make satellite to cellular
handoffunique. First of all, to conserve scarce
satellite channels, such a handoffwill ideally oc-
cur when the mobile enters or reenters adequate
cellular coverage. Second, there is no practical
way that the satellite system can by itself deter-
mine which of potentially hundreds of sub-
tended cells should be the handofftarget. To
address these characteristics, satellite to cellular
handoffmost likely will be initiated by the mo-
bile unit, possibly as follows.
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While engagedin conversationon thesatel-
lite system,amobileunit will scanfor cellular
control channelsusingits cellulartransceiver.
Whena channelis receivedwith suitablesignal
levelasindicatedby apredeterminedformula,
themobileunitwill sendamessageon thatcellu-
lar controlchannelrequestingahandofffrom the
satellitesystem.Usinganadministrativedata
link, thecellularsystemwill forwardtherequest
to theservingsatellitesystem,whichwill, in
turn, setup thehandoffto theMTSO andcell
definedbythemobile'scontrolchanneltrans-
mission.
CONCLUSION
The integration of mobile satellite and cellular
systems appears to provide advantages to the
mobile user. Such integration will require ap-
propriate configuration of a dual mode mobile
unit, the integration of satellite and cellular infra-
structure systems, and the development of pro-
tocols to handle intersystem call processing.
This paper, in suggesting possible (but not nec-
essarily optimal) approaches to each require-
ment, indicates that full satellite/cellular integra-
tion is practical.
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Figure 1. Satellite/Cellular mobile architecture
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Figure4:IS-41 linksfrom single,centrallylocatedSHS
Figure5:IS-41 linksfrom regionalsatellitehubstations
Figure6: Satellitehubstationat eachMTSO
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ABSTRACT
There is considerable interest among mobile
satellite service providers in interworking with terrestrial
networks to provide a universal global network. With
such interworking, subscribers may be provided a
common set of services such as those planned for the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), and future
Intelligent Networks (IN's).
This paper first reviews issues in satellite
interworking. Next the status and interworking plans of
terrestrial mobile communications service providers are
examined with early examples of mobile satellite
interworking including a discussion of the anticipated
evolution towards full interworking between mobile
satellite and both fixed and mobile terrestrial networks.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile Satellite Services (MSS) were first
introduced in 1979 by Inmarsat and its member
signatories to provide communications to ships at sea.
These services have been systematically extended to
include land and air applications. Service is now
provided worldwide through satellites in each of four
ocean regions. Australia is the first to have a domestic
full service system with the launch of AUSSAT B1 in
1992. North America will be the first to have a regional
telecommunications system (MSAT) with deployment
scheduled for 1994 (messaging-only systems are now in
operation by TMI in Canada, and AMSC and
Qualcomm in the U.S.). These current generation
systems are all based on the use of conventional
geostationary satellites. Systems using a number of non-
geostationary satellites are being proposed (Inmarsat P,
Odyssey, Aries, Ellipsat, Iridium, Globalstar) that will
provide communications to hand-held terminals around
the turn of the century.
Fundamental to all of these systems is a desire to
interwork with the existing terrestrial fixed and (in some
cases) mobile networks. Interworking is the capability of
separate networks to provide transparency for a common
set of services and features. Of interest are those to be
made available in the PSTN, the ISDN and the IN e.g.
Universal Personal Telecommunications (UVF).
Furthermore, while the current focus in mobile
networks is on providing terminal mobility there is an
interest to eventually provide personal mobility as is
being proposed for the UPT service. Terminal mobility
refers to the capability of the network to keep track of
and communicate with the user's terminal while that
terminal is in motion. Personal mobility will remove the
association of the user and a specific piece of
equipment. The following discusses the evolution of the
terrestrial and satellite networks to provide an overview
of the trends towards global interworking. The focus in
this paper is on network structure, access and
management and service attributes, not on specific
transmission technologies used.
ISSUES IN INTERWORKING
Interworking requires that the networks recognize,
coordinate and route inter-network calls. In addition,
bilateral agreements are needed between terrestrial and
satellite service providers for billing and funds transfer.
A key issue in interworking a mobile satellite
system with a terrestrial system is mobility management.
A typical satellite system will consist of a single
coverage beam, a population of mobile terminals
(MT's), a Network Control Station (NCS) and a
gateway (GW). The NCS is responsible for intra-
satellite system control including satellite channel
allocation and network management. The GW is the
interface to the PSTN. The next level of system
complexity is one where the satellite has several spot
beams. Here the PSTN interface can be (1) one GW that
can communicate with the MT's in all the beams or (2)
a network of GW's distributed among the spot beams.
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The latter case serves to reduce the terrestrial backhaul
component of the overall connection when the GW
selected is the one closest to the PSTN subscriber. The
next level of complexity is a system that uses several
spot beam satellites to provide, at its fullest capability,
worldwide continuous coverage. Here, in each satellite's
coverage area GW's located in several countries will
provide access to the PSTN via international trunks.
The two inter-network call types, MT-originated
(MTO) and PSTN-originated (PSTN-O), differ in their
interworking requirements. For a MT-O call, the MT
will signal the NCS (or a desired GW if the NCS
function is devolved to GW's) to establish a call. While
the NCS performs mobility management within its
network, in this case there is no need for mobility
management between the satellite and terrestrial
systems. The GW will in turn coordinate call set-up
with the PSTN based on the destination subscriber's
phone number. For a PSTN-O call, it is necessary to (1)
indicate to the PSTN that the call is being made to the
satellite network and (2) to establish the location of the
MT in order to establish the appropriate GW access and
routing between the PSTN and that GW.
Subscriber mobility management between the
networks is facilitated by (1) a unique code that
identifies a database containing the mobile's location,
(2) inter-network signalling, and (3) subscriber
databases. In a mobile environment these databases will
include the subscriber's service profiles as well as
location registers. With a satellite network unique access
arrangement, the calling party need not know himself
the location of the mobile destination; the networks will
know that the call is to the satellite system and will
coordinate the appropriate routing.
While cellular and satellite mobile systems can
operate autonomously, there is considerable interest in
providing an inter-network roaming capability between
such networks. Mobile roaming permits a subscriber to
be serviced by one or more network providers. The
mobile network in which a subscriber is normally
registered is known as the "home" system whereas other
networks are the "visited" systems. Subscriber roaming
requires that a mobile network (1) detect the presence
and determine the current location in the network of a
roaming subscriber, (2) authenticate his identity, and (3)
obtain his home service feature set. These functions
require the deployment of location registers (databases)
and the use of inter-network common channel signalling.
Efforts are being directed towards providing inter-
cellular/MSS roaming by providing the subscriber with a
dual mode terminal. The normal mode of operation is
through the cellular system with access to the satellite
system when the subscriber is beyond cellular coverage.
Ultimately one terminal could provide universal
ubiquitous access to the networks as described below.
TERRESTRIAL NETWORK EVOLUTION
The evolution of the fixed public, mobile terrestrial
and mobile satellite networks is described in terms of
network architecture, services and access. Figure 1
depicts an overview of their evolution. Coarse time
frames are provided.
Fixed Network Evolution
The fixed public network has evolved from one
providing Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) to one
of sophisticated features, flexibility and bandwidth. The
ISDN is being implemented in many countries as an
architecture which will support integrated voice, data
and image services through standard interfaces over
twisted-pair telephone wire to a subscriber's wall jack.
Telephony enhancements include features such as call
forwarding, calling line identification, among others.
Two levels of service are planned: a Basic Rate (BRI)
Service will provide two 64 kbps and one 16 kbps
channels while Primary Rate (PRI) Service will provide
23 and 30 channels depending on the country. ISDN
planners are now developing broadband networks with
subscriber interfaces ranging from 32-138 Mbps.
The IN is an infrastructure that allows enhanced
services (e.g. 800, automatic calling card, and Private
Virtual Network services) to be deployed quickly and
widely without requiring modifications to be made to
every switch in the network. A typical IN structure is
shown in Figure 2. A subscriber's special call request is
intercepted by the IN switch which sends a query to the
database for the information needed by the switch to
complete the call. The operating support system
administers network and customer information residing
in the database. The Advanced IN (AIN) will allow
rapid and customized development of new sophisticated
services.
The UPT service will provide ubiquitous personal
mobility within and across multiple types of networks.
This is accomplished through the use of a unique
personal telecommunications (PT) number that identifies
a user rather than a piece of equipment. Prior
coordination is required between visited and home
service providers to extend UPT to roaming subscribers.
Terrestrial Mobile Evolution
First Generation Systems
First generation cellular radio systems are based on
analog radio transmission technology. As shown in
Figure 3 a typical analog system consists of four
elements : (1) the Mobile (or portable) Terminal (MT),
(2) the Base Station (BS), (3) Mobile Switching Centre
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(MSC) and (4) element connectivity. The MT provides
access to the BS via the radio interface. The BS under
MSC control manages all MT activity within its
assigned cell area. The BS allocates radio channels,
performs signalling and performs BS maintenance
functions.The MSC is the central switching and control
element for all calls between the PSTN and the BS's, as
well as for MT to MT calls. The MSC monitors MT
status as relayed by the BS's (e.g. on/off hook), controls
MT handoff between adjacent cells in conjunction with
BS's, reacts to network maintenance indications and
collects customer billing data.
Unlike the European analog systems which
employed differing standards, the Advanced Mobile
Phone Service (AMPS) was adopted as a single analog
standard in North America. A high market penetration
was achieved in North America to the point where
systems are now capacity-limited.
Second Generation Systems
The second generation cellular systems currently
being deployed employ digital technologies in the core
and radio access portions of the network (see Figure 3).
In addition to more efficient use of the spectrum based
on the use of digital voice compression, these new
systems are characterized by distributed network
intelligence, the implementation of databases, and the
standardisation of network interfaces. The strategic
location of intelligence (e.g. databases) allows for the
centralization of relevant subscriber information for
intra- and inter-network access supporting for example
national/international roaming. The deployment of
digital capabilities in the cellular core network together
with common channel signalling between MSC's in
different networks allows for the real time exchange of
routing information pertaining to the location of visiting
subscribers thereby providing an automatic roaming
feature based on the use of one directory number (DN)
without the need for a separate roamer number. An MT
is assigned a DN by a cellular service provider. Blocks
of DN's are allocated to an MSC and because the MSC
is associated with the PSTN exchange with which it
interfaces, the DN's are used by the PSTN for cellular
call routing. The digital MSC can also provide PSTN
services such as Call Waiting, Call Forwarding, and
Voice Messaging.
Second generation systems include location register
functions which provide (1) stable information on
subscribers normally registered in an area, (2) dynamic
information on subscribers visiting an area, and (3) data
for MT/subscriber authentication when service is
requested in an area. The MSC has access to the
location registers for information on the current location
of its own and visiting subscribers. Common channel
signalling techniques support call control and associated
service features.
Second generation systems will support both
telephony and data services. Out-of-band MT signalling
will facilitate (1) cell-to-cell handoff which assures non-
disruptive data service, and (2) ISDN-type features such
as Calling Line Identification, and Completion of Calls
to Busy Subscribers.
The evolution to digital is expected to be slow in
North America into the mid 90's as many analog
terminals are already in service. This will result in a
dual analog/digital mode service as a transition strategy
(per TIA specification IS.54).
In Europe and in some parts of Asia the diversity
of first generation standards is to be replaced by the
second generation Global System for Mobile (GSM)
telecommunications TDMA standard. In North America
similar systems are being implemented using the TIA
IS.41 series of specifications. A major area of
contention for digital cellular has been the method of air
access with TDMA endorsed and being tested by some
carders and CDMA by others.
Third Generation Systems
Research activities are underway to merge cellular,
cordless and paging technologies in a third generation
system which will be available about the year 2000
when second generation systems are expected to reach
full capacity. The intent will be to provide subscribers
with universal wireless access from most locations to all
current and advanced service features including POTS,
personal mobility, and in microcellular coverage areas,
data services up to PRI-ISDN.
Third generation systems are in the relatively early
stages of definition. Important areas to be addressed
include a network architecture with standard physical
and protocol interfaces, equipment specifications which
ensure interworking compatibility with different service
providers, a common spectrally efficient air interface to
support all types of wireless terminals and sophisticated
techniques for subscriber mobility management in pico,
micro and macro cell environments. The expected
substantial signalling and control traffic may necessitate
the development of higher capacity and faster packet
protocols and associated networks.
Personal Communications Services (PCS)
encompass wireless services including second generation
cordless telephone in personal communications networks
(PCN). The first generation cordless services were
restricted to telepoint public environment systems and in
the home. PCN's are systems based on the IN
architecture and permit two-way calling, handoff
between cells, and support of ubiquitous coverage. PCN
technology is broadly similar to that in cellular
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networks. However, the cells will operate in higher RF
bands and be smaller. This will improve
communications quality and increase network capacity.
Also, the handsets are expected to be smaller and less
expensive. PCS embodies the concept of a portable
telephone and a unique telephone number. On the road
the portable unit would operate like a cellular phone.
At home or at the office the unit would be a cordless
handset operating with the office PBX or the home
telephone connection.
The ITU-defined future public land mobile
telecommunications systems (FPLMTS) is a concept
incorporating terrestrial- and satellite-delivered PCS
services (see Figure 4). This will provide voice and non-
voice services including personal communications with
regional and international roaming. The World
Administrative Radio Conference (WARC92) identified
the spectral bands of 1885-2025 and 2110-2200 MHz
for worldwide implementation of FPLMTS. A co-
primary allocation of the bands 1980-2010 and 2170-
2200 MHz was made to MSS allowing for a possible
satellite component of FPLMTS. The latter provides a
unique opportunity for a common satellite/terrestrial
mobile radio.
In 1988 the Commission of the European
Communities launched its Research on Advanced
Communications for Europe (RACE) program focused
on creating the third generation Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) by the turn of the
century. UMTS will provide the functionality of cellular,
cordless and paging services ubiquitously with a smart
card ability which can be used to direct calls to a
message system, screen calls, or answer more than one
line. The UMTS recognizes the need for a unified
standard at least in Europe. This is a parallel activity to
that of the CCIR for FPLMTS. UMTS would include
voice, video, data services and support BRI-ISDN and
possibly higher rates in special environments. UMTS
would use IN concepts. System functions such as
location registration and handover could be handled by
service control functions which offer the flexibility of
service provisioning and tailoring. Elsewhere, the
Wireless Information Network Laboratory (WINLAB) at
Rutgers University is presently performing research into
switching architectures and transmission techniques for
third generation wireless networking. In Japan, NTr is
performing research into an infrastructure which will
support mobfle-ISDN, IN and UPT services. This
network is called the Intelligent Digital Mobile
Communications Network (IDMN).
MOBILE SATELLITE NETWORKS
The current generation of mobile satellite systems
include those presently in operation worldwide by
Inmarsat and domestically in Australia as well as the
regional MSAT to be launched in 1994 North America.
Inmarsat operates a number of systems including
Inmarsat A for high quality voice and data, Inmarsat C
for store and forward data and Aeronautical for
aeronautical voice and data. Inmarsat B is being phased
in as a digital replacement for the original A system.
Inmarsat M which will share a common access control
and signalling system with B but will provide a lower
cost alternative by using lower speed voice compression
and lower rate data (facsimile optional) to smaller
mobile and transportable earth stations. These systems
all interface to the public networks through GW's called
Land Earth Stations or Coast Earth Stations. The
Inmarsat 1 and (the more powerful) 2 satellites use
global beams whereas the Inmarsat 3 satellites (circa
1995) will operate through spot beams.
In Inmarsat M the MT may establish service by
requesting a channel from an LES in its current ocean
region. The selection of the LES and the implicit PSTN
connection are made by the MT operator. A call from
the fixed network is automatically routed to the
international gateway in the originating country, and
then routed to the LES supporting the dialled country
code. Mobility is provided within whole continental
regions, and global mobility is being studied. Inmarsat is
investigating the possible use of a single network access
code which would allow access from the public network
without prior knowledge of the MT's location. This
could require the establishment of location registers and
call routing procedures for the desired MT. Interworking
of M with cellular systems is being studied.
The Australian system which is called mobilsat is
the first domestic system to provide voice/fax/data and
packet switched messaging services. The AUSSAT B 1
satellite provides a single national beam. A full duplex
public telephony service provides connections to the
PSTN and the ISDN via a gateway. Private network
telephony, data and special services (e.g. emergency,
position reporting) will be offered through shared or
private base stations. A mobilsat Special Network will
also be able to be interconnected to other mobile radio
networks. This will be made using the customer's
PABX as a common connection between the networks.
An adaptor unit will be needed between the radio
network and the PABX.
A form of interworking will be implemented in the
MSAT system (US portion) where MT's will be
required to operate in a dual cellular/satellite mode
(referred to as Mobile Telephone Cellular Roaming
Service). A subscriber's MT will give first preference to
operation as a cellular radio, opting for operation within
the MSAT system only when out of cellular coverage.
Calls can originate either from the PSTN or the MT;
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MT to MT calls are also allowed.
Inmarsat is in the process of defining its Inmarsat P
system for hand-held terminals. P represents a natural
evolution from the M, C and satellite paging systems
being implemented worldwide.
With the capability of MSS systems to be
deployed more rapidly at the global level than
terrestrial systems, Inmarsat has adopted an interworking
philosophy that is independent of the specific satellite
network technology used. The intent is to have
Inmarsat P as compliant as possible with the applicable
CCIR FPLMTS interworking recommendations in the
timescale for introduction. Should these
recommendations accommodate from the outset the
different technologies and parameter ranges, e.g.
transmission delay, satellites with/without (i) on-board
processing, (ii) inter-satellite links, (iii) in-call satellite-
to-satellite hand-off, then the likelihood of a mutually
beneficial evolution of terrestrial and satellite networks
will be greatly enhanced.
SUMMARY
This paper has summarized the evolution of the
terrestrial fixed/mobile and satellite mobile networks.
Most significant is the trend towards a service
convergence whereby the subscriber will, through a
compact handset, be provided ubiquitous and universal
access to the fixed and mobile networks.
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The GSM System
The market demand on mobile tele-
phone communications has been increasing
since the introduction of the cellular mobile
telephone systems about twelve years ago.
In Europe, projections indicate a demand of
about 17 million subscribers for a fully
deployed Pan-European system. The
Pan-European GSM system is to harmonise
the growth of the terrestrial mobile system.
Studies conducted by the European Space
Agency (ESA) indicate that even with
60-70% of the area being covered by the
GSM, a significant traffic demand (voice
and data) will still exist for areas not cov-
ered by the terrestrial systems.
This demand could be satisfied by a land
mobile satellite system. The satellite system
is therefore seen in a complementary role
rather than in competition with the terrestrial
system in an integrated telecommunication
network. One possible scenario may be that
initially the satellite system provides ser-
vices to the rural areas together with areas
still not covered by the GSM system. This
service area is then gradually diminished as
the terrestrial system expands until an opti-
mum point is reached where the systems co-
exist optimally.
The objective of this paper is to investigate
the possibility of integration of a space
based system, in this case Inmarsat
Standard-M, with the GSM (Global System
for Mobile communication). One very im-
portant advantage of incorporating GSM ser-
vices in Standard-M is that it will be feasible
to extend the GSM services economically
worldwide, not only to land mobiles but also
to aeronautical and maritime mobiles.
The idea of a Pan-European mobile
communication system was originated in
1981 and it is to replace the many different
analogue mobile telephone networks which
exist throughout Europe. Roaming will be
permitted within all the countries deploying
the system.
The GSM offers digital voice channel to-
gether with several supplementary services
and will be ISDN compatible. Very
importantly the system has been structured
to permit evolving technology to be incorpo-
rated.
The system adopts a TDMA structure and
makes use of the CCITT Signalling System
Number 7. Extensive use is also made of the
other CCITT, CEPT and ISO (for layers 1,2
and 3 - the physical, data link and network
layers) standards.
The main building blocks of the GSM net-
work are shown in figure 1.
The Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) acts
mainly as an ISDN exchange and represents
the interface between the fixed network and
mobile network. Each MSC has many Base
Stations (BS) under its control, typically
three. The MSC also controls mobile spe-
cific functions such as handover. In general,
each MSC will have two associated location
registers. Home Location Register (HLR) is
used to store permanent and temporary in-
formation related to the mobile subscriber or
related to the position of the MSs in each
instant. Visitor Location Register (VLR)
contains all kinds of information both per-
manent and temporary needed to handle the
MSs in the area where it is roaming.
A Base Station provides radio coverage of
geographical zone containing one or several
cells. It provides the radio channels for both
subscriber services and associated network
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signalling. It is directly connected to the
MSC associated with its coverage area.
The Mobile Station enables subscribers to
access the GSM network at any point within
the service area. Various types are available
of different transmission power levels- the
higher powers being vehicle mounted rather
than handheld.
GSM services and subscribers access
In this section, services which are
supported in GSM and customer access to
them will be described.
Teie/Data and Supplementary_ Servieeslll
Teleservices
The teleservices provide complete
capability for two customers to communi-
cate with one another. The following generic
teleservices are offered.
a) Speech transmission
b) Emergency call
c) Short message transmission (telegrams up
to 256 characters)
d) Message handling service
e) Videotex
f) Teletex
g) Facsimile transmission group 3,4
Bearer Services
The bearer service provides a "trans-
port-service" which enables customers to in-
terchange data according to their specified
application. The GSM services are:
a)Audio restricted 3.1 KHz
b) Data circuit duplex asynchronous
300-9600 bits/sec
c) Data circuit duplex synchronous
1200-9600 bits/sec
d) PAD access circuit asynchronous
300-9600 bits/sec
e) Data packet duplex synchronous
2400-9600 bits/sec
f) Alternate speech/unrestricted digital
g) 12.6 kbits/sec unrestricted digital
h) ISDN terminal support
Supplementary Services
a) tall forwarding
b) Call barring
c) Call waiting
d) Call hold
e) Three party service
f) Advice of charge. This is intended to pro-
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vide sufficient information to a MS for an
estimate to be made of the call charge
incurred.
Customer access [1], [2]
Mobile stations with have different access
capabilities. For example, a small compact
handheld unit is unlikely to offer all services
in the early 1990s. Therefore, GSM has de-
veloped a structured approach which allows
for maximum evolution of products. This
process is shown in figure 2. The figure
shows that the MS consists of a Mobile
Termination (MT) unit and terminal equip-
ment. The function of the MT unit is to offer
standard interfaces to the customer and to
transfer the data on these interfaces over the
radio interface (Um). For example, cus-
tomers will be able to directly connect their
ISDN terminal via the standard ISDN "S"
interface to the MS. The ISDN terminal
presents a 64 kbps data stream to the mobile
termination and the composite effect of the
rate adaptation in the ISDN terminal and
mobile termination unit is to produce a flow
of controlled data stream compatible with
the capacity of the digital radio channel.
Figure 2 also indicates the alternative which
is being specified so that customers with
non-ISDN terminals can either directly con-
nect to the standard "S" interface or to a "R"
type interface.
There are three types of MT:
MT0: includes functions belonging to MT,
with support of no terminal interfaces.
MTI: includes functions belonging to MT,
with an interface that complies with the
GSM recommended subset of ISDN user-ne-
twork interface.
MT2: includes functions belonging to MT,
with an interface that complies with non-
ISDN interface eg., CCITF X or V series
interface.
The MT plus a TE/(TE+TA) constitutes the
mobile station.
Inmarsat Standard-M Land Mobile Sys-
tem [3]
The Inmarsat Standard-M which will
start commercial service by 1993, provides a
digital communications service between the
public switched terrestrial networks and mo-
bile users on land or sea. Standard-M sup-
ports medium quality telephony, facsimile
and 2400 bits/sec. Links to and from mobile
installations are established via Inmarsat
geostationarysatellitesandtheassociated
groundsegment.Nearglobalcoveragepro-
videdbetweenlatitudes75°northandsouth
of theEquator.
Themajorelementsof Standard-Msystem
areshownin figure 3 andaredescribed
briefly asfollows:
The_ capaci_ is providedby
Inmarsats first generation(i.e, intelsat-V
Maritime communicationssub-systemsatel-
lites)andsubsequentgenerationspaceseg-
ment(Inmarsat-3).
Standard-MMobile Earth Station (MES),
which interface with the space segments at
L-band (1.5/1.6 GHz) for communication
with LESs.
Land Earth Stations interface with the space
segment at C-band (4/6 GHz) and L-bands
and with the terrestrial networks for com-
munications with MESs.
Network Coordination Stations (NCS),
located at the designated (co-located) LESs,
which interface with the space segment at
C-band and L-band for the purpose of sig-
nalling with MESs and LESs, and for overall
network control and monitoring functions.
Standard-M services and customer access
This section describes the services
which are recommended for Standard-M
system. This, in no way, means that these
are the only services which Standard-M sys-
tem is capable of supporting.
Telephony Services are provided through
6.4 Kbits/sec full duplex.
ccrI'T Group-3 Facsimile Service is pro-
vided in accordance with the transmission
standard CCITT Rec.T4 regarding Group-3
facsimile service.
2.4 Kbits/sec full duplex baseband data ser-
vices (with optional fall back mode capabil-
ity of operating 1.2 Kbits/sec) are supported.
Figure 4 shows the customer access to data
services. The recommended interface re-
quirement between an MES (DCE) and its
data terminal equipment (DTE) is the
CCITT V.24, V.28 and ISO 2110 (equival-
ent to EIA specification RS-232C).
The recommended auto-calling and
auto-answering protocol at the MES V.24
interface is the CCITT Rec.V.25 bis.
Modem Interface Unit (MIU) is a logical
block allowing a fixed Hayes compatible
modem to interface with the LES and a DTE
to interface with the MES. MIUs are useful
on MESs to allow selection to off-the shelf
modems and DTEs by the end users (using
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"multi-numbering scheme").
The primary function of the MIU at the LES
is to interface with the terrestrial modems,
and to convert the analogue baseband voice
and data format originated from fixed-user
voice band modems to the Standard-M
2.4Kbits/sec SCPC satellite data channel
format. The recommended protocol between
the LES MIU and the terrestrial fixed-user's
data modem is the CCITT Rec. V.22 bis.
|nterworking between Inmarsat
Standard-M and GSM Systems
The main purpose of this section is to pre-
pare the ground for integration of GSM and
Standard-M systems which is to be the
subject of the next section. Before consider-
ing integration an understanding of the con-
cept of interworking and how it can be
achieved is necessary. The interworking in
this chapter is described on the ability of
GSM network to interwork with non-ISDN
networks.
The concept of Bearer services was devel-
oped for the ISDN and has been extended to
the GSM. Here an attempt will be made to
interwork GSM Bearer services and hence
its Teleservices with Inmarsat Standard-M
network within the limitations of the two
systems. Three areas of interworking were
identified and thoroughly investigated:
1. Service interworking
Service interworking is required
when the teleservices at the calling and
called terminals are different (e.g. Teletex
interworking with Facsimile).
2. Signalling interworking
For network interworking, signalling
requirements have to be defined. Existing
call control signalling procedures e.g SS#7,
is used in the GSM while a subset of SS#5 is
used in Standard-M.
3. Supplementary service interworking
From the network interworking, the follow-
ing can be deduced:
1. Additional signalling messages "bearer
capability" are required to be transmitted be-
tween MESs and LESs to support GSM ser-
vices. Such messages will be needed to
indicate things like service nature (i.e simple
or duplex), service type (i.e short message
service) etc. These signals can be accommo-
dated since both MESs and LESs will be
equipped with software expansion
capabilities to accommodate new signalling
codes for future Inmarsat service offer-
ings[3]. Hencethis canbeutilised to support
new signallingmessagesrequiredfor GSM
services.
2. Signallingconversionis requiredto con-
verttheforward andthebackwardsignalsof
SS#7(ISUP)messagesandinformation
elementsof Standard-Msignallingsystem
(subset of SS#5).
3. Appropriate interfaces at the MSSC are
required to support GSM services within
Standard-M network e.g X.30 and X.31 to
support packet data services.
4. The MSSC must support all of GSM
supplementary services.
5. Additional interworking functions (IWFs)
will be required to support various GSM
services. The IWFs will be in the following
form:
i) Echo control devices at the MSSCs
ii) Modem pools and network based rate
adaptation (i.eto allow for no more than
2400 bits/sec and no less than 1200 bits/sec
user data rate) at LESs.
iii) Functions to select the appropriate
modem and rate adaptation for each re-
quested service.
iv) Appropriate interfaces at the MSSC
(ISDN switch) to support data services with
other specialised networks e.g X.32 access,
to interface with packet networks including
GSM.
6. To support short message services, provi-
sion must be made for a use of service
centre, which acts as a store and forward
centre for short messages. This centre can
either be located at each LES or the GSM
PLMN centre can be shared with the home
LES.
Integration of Standard-M and GSM Ter-
miaah
In this section, the possibility of proposing a
single terminal to access both networks will
be looked at. The achievable level of inte-
gration will be determined by the amount of
similarities between the two systems.
The two systems are very different at all the
three lower layers of OSI model, thus there
is no point in trying to integrate the Mobile
Termination unit (MT) in GSM and the Mo-
bile Earth Station (MES) in Standard-M into
a single terminal. Hence customer interfaces
at both the MT and MES were examined in
order see how the GSM services can be sup-
ported in a dual-mode terminal. The dual- 134
mode terminals for both non-ISDN and
ISDN services are shown in figures 5 and 6
respectively. In ISDN compatible terminal,
the GSM Mobile Termination 1 (MT1) was
considered, as MT1 is designed to support
ISDN user interface, i.e "S" reference point,
allowing TEl to be connected directly to
MT1. As Standard-M MES is designed to
support non-ISDN terminals, some modifi-
cations were required to enable the MES to
support ISDN terminals.
Integration of Standard-M and GSM Net-
works
The important elements of the two
separate networks which monitor the mobile
position and thus allow calls to be forwarded
to the mobiles are the HLR in the GSM and
NCS in the Standard-M system. The gate-
way between the two networks must there-
fore be a link between these two elements so
that information can be exchanged as to the
mobile location within the whole network.
This is shown in figure 7. The GSM Direc-
tory Number (DN) is incorporated in the
Integrated Network for the following
reasons:
1. The GSM is designed to provide flexible
and economic call set up procedures by in-
corporating network elements such as HLR,
VLR and Mobile Network identity such as
MSRN.
2. The main purpose of this integration is to
allow Standard-M to complement the GSM
by providing similar services as the GSM in
the rural/maritime areas. Thus it is essential
to harmonise the user access methods by
adopting the GSM numbering scheme.
To reach this integrated scenario, careful
steps were also taken to minimise the propa-
gation delays due to satellite links and the
terrestrial tails, by extensive use of the
terrestrial elements. This also resulted in the
following advantages:
i) Avoided many changes in the space seg-
ment due to the need to transmit many sig-
nalling messages to support roaming in the
integrated network.
ii) Efficient utilization of the space segment
radio resources i.e roaming can be supported
with very little use of the satellite radio
channels.
Sllmmar'y_
In this paper two main areas were examined
in order to achieve maximum possible level
of synergy between the Inmarsat
Standard-M and the GSM systems.
In the interworking, signalling, supplemen-
tary services and network issues were ad-
dressed and many additional network
interfaces were proposed. These solutions
were aimed at incorporation of GSM ser-
vices in Standard-M system as much as
possible.
The network integration was obtained
through detailed comparisons of the two sys-
tems in accordance with OSI/RM model.
This resulted in the suggestion of a
dual-mode terminal with fully defined
user-machine interfaces to access both GSM
and the "enhanced" Standard-M services.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to depict some basic concepts
related to the definition of an integrated system for
mobile communications, consisting of a satellite
network and a terrestrial cellular network. In
particular three aspects are discussed:
- architecture definition for the satellite network;
- assignment strategy of the satellite channels;
- definition of"internetworking procedures"
between cellular and satellite network, according
to the selected architecture and the satellite channel
assignment strategy.
INTRODUCTION
Essentially, there are two ways to implement
an integrated satellite-terrestrial mobile system [1]:
1) considering the satellite network as a natural
extension and a completion of the terrestrial one,
reusing (as far as possible) in the satellite network
the same procedures and protocols defined for the
cellular one;
2) accepting that the satellite link may be based
on specific procedures and techniques, assuming
that the integration is obtained only by information
interchange at the network side.
In this paper the first viewpoint is considered
[2][3] and, to be concrete, architectures and
protocols for the satellite network are described
with reference to the cellular standard "Global
System for Mobile communications (GSM)". An
integrated system based on this standard seems
possible but problems related to the complete reuse
of the GSM protocols on the satellite network have
been found. These results could be taken into
account to define the future standards for mobile
communication systems.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The reference payload is a geostationary
satellite whose feeder link (i.e. the link from/to the
"Fixed Earth Stations (FESs)" to/from the
satellite) has a global coverage and whose mobile
link (i.e. the link from/to the "Mobile Stations
(MSs)" to/from the satellite) has a spot-beam
coverage.
Basic issues of the satellite system
configuration are the number of FESs, the FES-
spot connection (i.e. the spots each FES can
communicate with), the criteria for the FES-MS
association. On these subjects the following issues
must be considered:
- a static FES-MS association is proposed. The
FES-MS association specifies the FES a certain
MS is allowed to communicate with via satellite.
Static means that the MS is semipermanently
associated to the same FES as long as it roams in a
certain spot; conversely, dynamic means that this
association can be varied on a real time basis. As
it is hereinafter explained, a dynamic FES-MS
association permits the "selective landing" and the
"alternative routing", but it does not result GSM-
compatible.
Selective landing means that, in order to
shorten the terrestrial tails, the connection between
a MS and a fixed-user takes place through the FES
closest to the fixed-user (i.e. the FES is selected
on a call-by-call basis on the ground of the fixed-
user location).
Alternative routing means that a call routed
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throughacongestedFES(or "BaseStationSystem
(BSS)")canbereroutedthroughadifferentFES
(i.e. theFESis selectedonacall-by-callbasison
thegroundof thetraffic situation).
In orderto permittheselectivelandingin case
of fixed-useroriginatedcalls,astand-byMS
shouldbetunedon the"BroadcastControl
CHannel(BCCH)"carriertransmittedbytheFES
closesto thefixed-user,but,obviously,this is not
possiblesincetheMS cannotbeawareof the
fixed-userwhichisgoingto call it.
Likewise,in orderto permitthealternative
routingin caseof fixed-useroriginatedcalls,a
stand-byMS shouldbetunedon theBCCH
carriertransmittedbythe"alternative"FES,but,
obviously,this is notpossiblesincetheMScan
notbeawareeitherof thestatusof congestionof
theservingcell or of the identityof thealternative
FES.
SinceselectivelandingisnotGSM
compatible,in theory,increasingthenumberof
FESsdoesnotyieldanybenefitin termsof
reductionof theaveragelengthof theterrestrial
tails. In practice,suchtailscanberemarkably
reducedby planningto associateachMSto the
FESclosesto theareawherethefixed-users,
whichtheMS is expectedto communicatemore
frequentlywith, arelocated(e.g.theFESclosest
to theMS headquarter).
- Sincealternativeroutingis notGSM
compatible,by increasingthenumberof FESsper
spot,theoverallsystemefficiencydecreasesdueto
thepartitionof theGSMcarriersamongtheFESs.
Oncethesatellitecapacityisknown,theoffered
traffic in functionof thenumberof FESscanbe
easilycalculatedby applyingtheErlang-B
formula.In casetheabove-mentionedfficiency
decreasebecomesunacceptable,a properrealtime
reservationmechanismof thecarriersshouldbe
implemented(e.g.ademand-assignment
mechanismwith anetworkcontrolstationin
chargeof carrierassignment).Howeversucha
solutionentailsaremarkableincreasein the
satellitesystemcomplexity.
As far astheFES-to-spotconnectionis
concerned,thepossiblesolutionsrangefromthe
simpleconnection(eachFESisallowedto
communicateonlywith aspot,i.e., in general,the
spotwheretheFESisplaced),to thefull
connection(eachFESis allowedto communicate
withall thespots).Obviously,thefull connection
solutionismoreflexible.However,it imposes
morestringentrequirementson theon-board
processor(e.g.agreaternumberof filters)and/or
morecomplexfrequencyplans.Moreover,in the
full connectionsolution,eachFESmusttransmitat
leastaGSMcarrier(theBCCHcarrier)in every
spotandthiscouldbeinefficient.Thefull
connectionsolutioncanbeeither"static"or
"dynamic".DynamicmeansthateachFES, in the
frameworkof theGSMcarriersassignedto it, can
vary,onarealtimebasis,itscarriers-to-spot
assignment,in orderto copewith contingent
traffic situations;staticmeansthateachFEScan
varytheabove-mentionedassignmentonlyona
rearrangementbasis.Periodicor continuous
reconfigurationmightbeobtainedwith anon-
boardswitching(controlledvia telecomand)of
carriersfrom/totheglobalbeamto/fromspot
beams.Thedynamicsolutionis moreefficientbut
it requiresthattheon-boardprocessorand/orthe
frequencyplansarereconfigurableona realtime
basis.
It is morethanlikely thatadministrative
requirementsand/orpoliticalmattersimposethat
acertain"PublicLandMobileNetwork(PLMN)"
(and/oracertaincountry)isprovidedwith itsown
FES.If this is thecase,theMSsregisteredin a
certainPLMNcanbeconvenientlyassociatedto a
FESbelongingto thisPLMN(atleastincasethis
ispermittedby theFES-spotconnection);so
doing,in caseof infra-PLMNcalls,thepassage
throughexternalPLMNis avoided.
In conclusion,it isproposedasatellitesystem
configurationin whichthenumberof FESsiskept
to aminimumcompatiblewith theabove-
mentionedadministrative/politicalrequirements.In
thereasonablehypothesisthatthenumberof GSM
channelsupportedbythesatellitesystemis
remarkablyhigherthanthenumberof FESs,
statisticalconsiderationssuggestthattheefficiency
decreasecausedbythesemipermanentpartitionof
theGSMcarriersamongtheFESs,canbe
tolerated,thusavoidingtheimplementationof a
complexrealtimecarrierreservationmechanism.
ThemostconvenientFES-spotconnectioncanbe
decidedFESbyFESdependingon thepayload
characteristicsandon theexpectedtrafficbetween
theFESandthespots.Asto thestaticFES-MS
association,a suitablecriterionis to associatea
certainMSto aFESbelongingto thePLMN
wheretheMS is registered.In theframeworkof
theFESsbelongingto theabovePLMN, it is
convenientto associatetheMSto theFESclosest
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to theMSheadquarter.Finally,in casethe PLMN
where the MS is registered has no FESs (or is not
connected with one or more spots), the MS can be
profitably associated to the FES (belonging to a
different PLMN) closest to the MS headquarter.
CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT STRATEGY
Basically, in an integrated system, the
assignment of satellite channels for a
communication can be of two types:
1) at the same priority level as terrestrial cellular
ones; in that case the choice between satellite and
terrestrial resources can be based on link quality
parameters (e.g. received signal power);
2) at a lower priority level, recognizing the
specific features of the satellite resources (more
limited, more costly but able to serve a wide area);
in that case the choice between satellite and
terrestrial channels should be based on traffic
management criteria (e.g. satellite resources are
chosen only if the terrestrial ones are not available
for whatever reason).
The first approach considers the satellite
system as an extension of the GSM network and
satellite beams as GSM cells, not only from the
architectural viewpoint but also from the operative
one: this means that traffic channels, disregarding
cellular or satellite, are allocated according to level
and quality of the received signal. It has been
already shown [4] that this choice leads to a poor
network efficiency.
The second choice recognizes that it is unfair
to compare satellite and GSM channels on the
ground of signal quality and dangerous to allocate
a satellite channel when free GSM channels exist
in the terrestrial network. This straightforward
selective call set-up procedure is suggested:
always try to allocate first GSM traffic channels;
in case of a blocking state, switch to a satellite
channel.
The proposed strategy discriminates channel
types on the base of network criteria (the
occupancy state), not simply radio, so that satellite
channels represent an overflow for the GSM ones,
that remain the primary channels.
Application scenarios
An integrated traffic management strategy
overcomes the classical satellite roles of:
complementing the GSM network in
uncovered areas;
supplying purely additional channels in
common areas;
The fixed traffic channel capacity scheme of
the GSM system is a severe limitation when the
nominal average traffic figures are variable; this
may occur on a periodical basis (traffic overloads
in specific cells) or because of the customers
growth. Cellular networks, are highly vulnerable
to such changes while satellite channels, used as
overflow resources, can easily absorb the cellular
traffic peaks. This feature allows a looser GSM
channel dimensioning and avoids periodic
reconfigurations.
The customers growth increases the average
offered traffic. In this evolutionary process, the
satellite can become a powerful planning support
for the GSM network, since investments can be
postponed. The advantages will be more
consistent, if appropriate traffic handling
procedures are developed.
An application example
A quantitative comparison between the GSM
channel assignment strategy and that proposed in
the previous section has been performed on a
limited size example where urban, suburban and
rural propagation conditions for the GSM network
have been reproduced. Marginal traffic due to
mobile customers roaming outside the GSM
coverage but still in the satellite spot beam has
been assumed too so that some customers can
access only and directly the satellite channels with
the same GSM service quality. The "wrong"
selection of a satellite channel in the common
coverage areas, due to a better received signal, is
taken into account in a probabilistic way.
The limited available space suggests to
summarize verbally the results. The System
Blocking Probability, (i.e. the probability that a
call is rejected because no traffc channel can be
allocated) has been recognized as the most suitable
parameter to quantify how the user perceives the
quality of service. If overflow to the pool of
satellite channels is allowed, local blocking states
on GSM cells do not necessarily mean call
rejection, as would be for a traffic handling
strategy with no overflow. In the simulated
example, overflow ensured a reduction of the
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blockingprobabilityof about30%with respecto
thenominalvalue.
A secondperformancefigure,theGSM
Network blocking probability, represents the
probability that a call, originating in the GSM
network, is rejected. As expected, the nominal
blocking probability on GSM cells is reduced by
the presence of a supporting satellite system;
furthermore, it has been noted that with the
overflow capability an increase of the satellite
capacity produces, in percentage, a higher
decrease of the GSM network blocking probability.
The benefits achieved on both System and
GSM Network blocking probabilities are
compensated by an increase of the Satellite
Blocking Probability: this is perceived by mobile
customers roaming in marginal areas and th0se
that are better Served by a satellite channel in
common areas. Such probability is Simpiy
expressed by the fraction of calls that access
directly the satellite network and are blocked. A
partition of the satellite channels that only allows a
preassigned amount of channels to host overflow
traffic should mitigate this drawback.
Dimensioning can be such to optimize the traffic
globally handled by the network.
Handover
In cellular networks, handover prevents from
forced call disconnections due to signal
degradation in the passage between adjacent cells.
In the integrated satellite/GSM environment,
handover can be extended to the passage from
different networks. Two possibilities (GSM-to-
satellite and satellite-to-GSM) exist.
GSM-to-satellite handovers can occur when a
mobile is leaving the GSM coverage and a satellite
traffic channel offers an acceptable quality; hence,
they are an extension of GSM handovers. Call
continuity is maintained and service quality is
increased but they are not traffic management
tools.
Satellite-to-GSM handovers, on the contrary,
aim at enhancing the overall network efficiency by
maximizing satellite channels availability. The
function is closely related to the selective call set-
up procedure and consists in:
checking the occupancy state of the GSM channels
that could be allocated to a satellite conversation;
if at least one free channel exists in a suitable
GSM cell, the satellite call is handed over to the
GSM network.
INTERNETWORKING PROCEDURES
As described in the previous section, traffic
interchange between satellite and cellular network
may be obtained with the selective call set-up or
with the handovers. To define these procedures, it
is to be noted that the GSM is already in the
development phase and therefore solutions for an
integrated system requiring any modification to the
existing protocols of the terrestrial network are not
reasonable. Modifications, if required, should be
confined in the mobile terminal and/or in the
ground infrastructure of the satellite subsystem.
Selective call set-up procedure
This definition refers to the MS possibility of
establishing a communication through the satellite
link when a traffic overload arises in the terrestrial
network.
In a cellular network, a set-up procedure
to/from a mobile terminal requires some
preliminary operations, carried out by the terminal
and the network. When an integrated system is
considered and a selective call set-up is needed the
following aspects have to be pointed out:
when an MS is not engaged in any type of
communication it selects the most suitable cell for
communicating over the radio path. In all the
considered architectures the spot beams are
considered as "macrocelIs" and the cell search
should concern even the satellite band. The
frequency band distinction can be exploited to
implement the priority selection criterion between
terrestrial and satellite network: first the MS
searches for a suitable cell in terrestrial PLMNs;
in the areas covered only by the satellite system,
the selection of terrestrial cells fails due to link
quality measurements and the MS switches
automatically to the satellite band. If a particular
FES-MS association is preferred, it is necessary
for the mobile terminal to check first the BCCH of
"its own" FES, when it switches to the satellite
band: this means that it must keep information
about these carriers in its memory.
The smallest area unit used in GSM for
locating the MS is the "location area (LA)": it is
composed by one or more "Base Station (BA)"
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areas and is identified in a PLMN by a LA
identification, which is a parameter broadcasted on
the BCCH. A location updating procedure is
performed by the MS when it selects a cell with a
LA identification different from the one previously
received. In an integrated system, we can assign a
LA identification to every spot beam, to every
FES or to the whole satellite network, according to
the adopted architecture. In any case when an MS
selects the satellite resources it must perform a
location updating.
When a mobile terminal communicates with
the network it has to synchronize its burst
transmissions so that they are properly received by
the base station in the reserved slots. The
synchronization problem of an MS has two
aspects:
- initial synchronization, at the access phase
to the network;
- adaptive correction of the synchronization,
during a communication.
The latter aspect may have in the satellite
system the same solution as in the GSM. On the
contrary, a notably different solution must be used
in the first case. In the GSM the access burst is
received by the BS within the assigned timeslot
even if the MS is at the cell boundary. A different
situation occurs in the satellite network because of
the long propagation delay and the quite large
delay variation coming from the position of the
MS within the spot beam: due to uncertainty of the
receiving instant of an access burst, it is necessary
to reserve a carrier to the access in every spot
beam. Moreover, to allow FES to evaluate the
propagation delay, the MS must send the access
burst only at the beginning of specified timeslots.
On the satellite link, as a consequence of the
synchronization, the MS performs the transmission
of a burst, in a frame, at an instant which does not
depend on the instant of reception: then, the
timeslot of transmission may overlap to the
timeslot of reception. Therefore, unlike a GSM
terminal, the MS for the integrated system must
have a duplexer.
After these considerations, we can define a
procedure for a selective call set-up. We suppose
that the MS has selected a GSM cell and that the
set-up is not completed owing to a blocking state
in this cell. It is suitable to distinguish two cases:
1) mobile terminating call: the mobile is the
called MS, that is the traffic overload occurs in the
"call destination" cell. A procedure for trying an
alternative routing through the satellite network is
not advisable as, to implement it, modifications
should be taken into account in the terrestrial
network. As a matter of fact:
- the "Mobile Switching Centre (MSC" that
receives the message of assignment failure is a
GSM MSC and in this system an alternative
routing is not provided;
- as previously reported, the MS waits for the
paging message only on the proper channel of the
selected cell. A procedure for a second set-up
requires that the MS is registred as located in two
LAs, one of which belonging to the satellite
network. So, the mobile should perform a location
updating for each network and listen to two paging
channels. This integrated system should work in
such a way that the call is first routed through the
terrestrial network. A procedure for implementing
this set-up type should be more complex than one
of the GSM and, in any case, different.
2) mobile originating call: the MS has selected a
GSM cell and it is the calling terminal, that is the
traffic overload arises in the "originating call" cell.
When the MS infers that it is not possible to
establish the call in the GSM, it tries selecting a
beam and, if this attempt is successful, it performs
a location updating. Now it can repeat the set-up.
The long time required to complete the procedure
might be reduced if the MS avoids the first useless
attempt. Unfortunately in the GSM, no parameter
can be broadcasted on the BCCH to communicate
to the MSs the traffic overflow.
GSM-to-satellite handover
Handover from cell to spot beam is a feature
not simple to be implemented with GSM
contraints.
In the GSM, the mobile, when performing the
handover tunes to the "new" BS and transmits an
access burst, at the beginning of a slot indicated by
the "old" BS. This burst is sufficiently short, so
that it is received in the assigned timeslot, even if
the MS is at the boundary of the new cell. In a
GSM-to-satellite handover, owing to the notable
delay involved on the satellite link, it is necesssary
for the mobile to have an additional timing
indicator, in order that the burst is received by the
FES in the assigned timeslot: the MS must know
the precise delay, from a defined instant, of the
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transmissionof theaccessburst.This information
shouldbecommunicatedbytheBSandtherefore
modificationto theGSMnetworkwouldbe
necessary.
Satellite-to-GSMhandover
Satellite-to-GSMhandoverisone of the most
interesting traffic management tool for the
integrated system, as it permits to reduce
occupancy of the satellite resources.
The criteria that are possible to adopt to start a
satellite-to-GSM handover procedure may be
different: for example it may be established that
this procedure has to be carried out only when the
satellite occupancy degree is over a certain fixed
value.
To hand over a call from the satellite to the
cellular network, it is up to the mobile to allow the
satellite network to identify its position inside the
beam: this may be achieved with the message
measurement report, sent periodically by the MS.
In it the identity of at least one cell, among those
reported by the mobile, must be indicated with its
complete identifier, that is broadcasted on the
BCCH and allows to distinguish the cell inside the
whole network. Obviously, it is suitable that cell
specified by the MS is the one from which the
received signal strength is the highest, since,
presumably, the mobile is there.
Recall that, in the GSM, the neighboring cell
BCCH frequencies to be monitored are
communicated to the mobile through a well
defined list, transmitted by the serving celt.
Analogously, when the mobile communicates
through the satellite, in this list the FES should
indicate the frequencies that are BCCH carriers in
the area where the MS is at this time. In other
words, the FES should adapt the transmitted list
according to the position of the mobile in the
beam. This requires the mobile knows the GSM
cell where it is immediately before the set-up. This
condition excludes a handover from satellite to
GSM, when the set-up occurs outside the GSM
coverage. Instead the mobile may precise the cell
when it accesses the satellite owing to the traffic
overload in the terrestrial network.
Other problems may be due to the MSCs of
the terrestrial network. Note that a "terrestrial"
MSC overlaps to the neighboring MSC areas only
with the boundary ceils of its coverage area. So an
inter-MSC handover should occurs only between
boundary cells of two MSCs. This fact might be
taken into account in the implementation of the
terrestrial network. Instead, in order to hand over
the calls from the satellite to the GSM, all the cells
inside a terrestrial MSC area should be considered
boundary cells with respect to the area covered by
the satellite MSC. The exploitation of this feature
depends on the national implementation of the
GSM.
CONCLUSIONS
An integrated system based on the GSM
procedures allows to increase the efficiency of the
cellular network and seems actually feasible. Some
drawbacks related to the reuse of the GSM
protocols have been highlighted. The design of a
fully integrated system, for the next generation of
a Personal Communication System, should take
into account these drawbacks and define the
architecture and protocols in such a way that the
satellite network more naturally fits into the
overall network.
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ABSTRACT
The integration of satellite and terrestrial mobile
systems is investigated in terms of the strategies for
handover across the integrated cellular coverage. The
handover procedure is subdivided into an inizialization
phase, where the need for issuing a handover request
must be identified, and an execution phase, where the
request must be satisfied, if possible, according to a
certain channel assignment strategy. A modeling
approach that allows the design of the parameters that
influence the performance of the overall handover
procedure is presented, along with a few numerical
results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Future mobile telecommunication networks
should provide the user with the highest possible
degree of mobility and service quality. This objective
implies, in particular, the development of a seamless
coverage achieved through the combination of
different systems fully transparent to the user. In fact,
no single system can be the optimal solution to a
global coverage.
A promising configuration for future mobile
network architectures is the integration of terrestrial
cellular with satellite multispot systems [1-3]. The
satellite system provides an overlay of large cells on
the terrestrial cellular layout, and would be mostly
utilized when users are in open areas (rural or
suburban), while the terrestrial system would serve
most of the large traffic generated in urban areas. In
order for this architecture to be attractive from the
user point of view, a single terminal with dual-mode
capability is needed for a transparent connection to
either system.
The peculiarity of an integrated system is the
need to efficiently select the access medium (terrestrial
or satellite) offering the best performance at any
instant for every user. Therefore, an increase in
network intelligence is the price paid for the agility
provided to the user. In particular, a procedure for
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active user handling (handover) during the transition
between cells belonging to the two systems must be
added to the ones required in conventional cellular
systems. In terrestrial cellular systems, in fact,
handovers are needed when the channel quality
belonging to a mobile user active call becomes
unacceptably low, and the active call should be
entrusted to a new base station (intercell handover) or
simply to a new channel (intracell handover) [4-8]. In
satellite cellular systems, intercell handover may
happen between two spots belonging to the same
satellite, or even to different satellites in the case of a
multi-satellite system. In addition, in an integrated
satellite and terrestrial mobile system the necessity
for inter-system handover arises, for example, when
the active user approaches the borders of the area
serviced by the terrestrial system.
Reliability of handover procedures impacts
heavily on the successful exploitation of an integrated
system. A crucial point in the assessment of the
procedure is the role played by the user terminal in
handover decisions. In Network Controlled ttandOver
strategies (NCHO), for instance, the choice of the
handover starting time and the target Base Station
(BS) is performed by the Mobile Switching Center
(MSC). When the decisions are taken at BS/MSC
level, but the user terminal cooperates in the research
of alternative base stations to the present one, it is a
Mobile Assisted HandOver (MAHO). The maximum
decentralization degree is reached when the mobile
terminal itself takes the handover decision (Mobile
Controlled HandOver, MCHO) [5]. The mentioned
strategies result in different handover duration and
features. Some key characteristics related to the above
strategies are summarized in Table 1.
Given a handover strategy, the procedure for
handing over the active call from one server to the
other can be subdivided into two distinct steps:
- handover initialization: channel monitoring and
recognition of handover necessity;
- handover execution: new resource assignment,
if available.
HANDOVER
STRATEGY
||lal Hi
NCHO
MAHO
INTER-SYSTEM
HANDOVER
critical
allowed
MCHO allowed
INTERCELL
HANDOVER
allowed
allowed
allowed
Table I
INTRACELL TERMINAL
HANDOVER COMPLEXITY
critical low
allowed fair
allowed high
NETWORK
SIGNALING
usual
usual
heavier
The initialization phase must prevent an
unnecessary request from being flagged, while, at the
same time, be prompt in issuing the necessary ones.
The time spent in trying to take the proper decision
has a fundamental impact on the probability of
successful handover. The handover execution phase
depends on channel assignment strategies and on
techniques aimed at reducing the probability of forced
termination. In the present study, a procedure for
inter-system handover inizialization and execution is
analyzed.
2. INTER-SYSTEM HO INIZIALIZATION
Suppose the chosen strategy for handover is
MAHO. The most appropriate quantity to be
measured should be identified. The Bit Error Rate
(BER) experienced in the demodulation of the received
digital signals is the most reliable measure of quality,
particularly in the presence of interference, when
power level measurements may lead to misleading
results. Therefore, it would be desirable that the
Mobile Station (MS) periodically monitored the
BER's pertaining to the signals coming from the
serving Base Station (BS) and from all other adjacent
or overlaying BS's. Unfortunately, BER
measurements are not always feasible: due to the
statistical nature of errors, a sufficient number of
them must be detected before an estimate of
reasonable accuracy can be made. This fact may
introduce a significant delay in the measurement,
especially in the case of low bit rates.
An istantaneous estimate of quality can be
extracted by measuring the received signal-to-
(interference plus noise) power ratio, SINR. However,
in deciding in favor of an inter-system HO, the
measured SINR's in the two channels cannot be
directly compared unless both systems employ
identical modulation and coding formats (which is
often unreasonable due to the extremely different
channel characteristics). A possible solution would be
to set a minimum acceptable value for SINR in the
two systems, and then compare the relative difference
of the measured values to the respective minimum
values. The comparison is meaningful only when the
slopes of the BER vs. Eb/N0 curves in the two
systems are, at least, similar.
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The simplest approach is to rely solely on power
level measurements performed by the MS
periodically, even though it should be evident that the
lack of important information may lead to incorrect
handover requests. As before, the comparison between
the measured levels in the two systems should be
carried out on the basis of the distance from a
minimum acceptable level, assuming similar
performance curves slopes.
2.1 The Modeling Approach
The model for an inter-system HO can be
formalized as follows: suppose, for simplicity, that
the MS sees only one BS in the terrestrial system,
TBS (Terrestrial Base Station), and one in the satellite
system, SBS (Satellite Base Station). If the MS is
logged onto the terrestrial system, assume it is
moving out of the serving cell following a straight
line at a constant velocity. The terrestrial cell is
overlaid by a ceil in the satellite system controlled by
the SBS. If the MS is logged onto the satellite
system, assume it is moving toward a cell in the
terrestrial system following a straight line at a
constant velocity. Let YT(i) and Ys(0 be the current
estimate at t = t_ of measured levels of the signals
received from TBS and from SBS, respectively.
Ignoring any co-channel interference, these estimates
can be written as:
(1) Yx (i) = Px - L_ (i) - A, (i), • = T, S ,
where PT is the power transmitted from TBS, LT (i)
and A T (i) are the free-space loss and shadowing
contribution in the terrestrial path at t = h, Ps is the
power transmitted from the satellite, L s (i) and As (i)
are the free-space loss and shadowing contribution in
the down-link path at t = t_. All quantities are
expressed in dB. AT (dB) and A s (dB) are supp0s_ed to
be quasi-stationary zero-mean Gaussian random
processes. The stationarity is maintained as long as
the environment in which the MS is moving does not
change significantly. In (1) the effects of Rayleigh
and Rice fading are neglected, assuming that the level
estimates are obtained through proper filtering.
However, the same filtering is not able to eliminate
the effects of AT and As, due to the much lower pitch
of shadowfading.Thereforeit is advisablenot to
compareinstantaneousquantitiesbutratheraveraged
quantities:
N-I
(2) yz(i) = LN_ yT(i-")
n=0
M-1
(3) ys(i) = _ _ ys(i'm)
m=0
The number of averaging intervals can be different in
the two systems since channel propagation conditions
are usually different. Let _r and _s be the minimum
acceptable levels for the power received from TBS and
SBS respectively. Assuming the BER vs. Eb/N 0
curves in the two systems have similar slopes, the
decision statistics can be based on the relative average
levels:
(4) _x(i) =y,(i) - _, , ,°T,S
The autocorrelation function of the two shadowing
processes is supposed to be exponentially distributed
[4]:
(5) E{Ax (i)Ax (i+,)} = G_, yx1"I, x = T. S ,
where O'_Tand o_ are the variances ot the shadowing
processes in the terrestrial and satellite links, while
YT < 1, and Ys < 1, are the parameters which
determine the decaying rate of the correlation. The
variance of the estimated relative level from TBS is:
n=|
and a similar expression for cr_ = Var {ts}. The
variance in the estimates is usually large enough for
an unnecessary handover to occur, that is a handover
followed by a handover back to the former system. In
order to decrease the probability of unnecessary
handovers, Pu, a hysteresis cycle is introduced in the
handover inizialization procedure. Letting A(i) = q_T (i)
- 8s (i), the rules for issuing a handover request can
be expressed as:
(7) HO(i) {TBS -> SBS} : A(i) <- H T
(8) HO(i) {SBS -> TBS} : A(i) > Hs
where HT and Hs are the hysteresis margins. The
decision statistics is given by the distribution of the
variable A(i) -N [It(i), G2], where It(i) = E{_r (i)} -
E{Ss(i)} andG2= c_ + o'_ .
An approximate evaluation of the probability of
unnecessary HO can be obtained as:
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(9)
pu(a_as->sBs)= Prob{A(0 < -HT, A(i+k) > Hs}
Q (HT _l'(i)) • Q (Hs -G,_(i+k) ) ,
An expression similar to (9) holds for Pu(sBs -> TBS).
The larger the values for HT and Hs, the longer will
be the delay in issuing a handover request, D, which
is comprised of two contributions [8]: the first is due
to the averaging of measured levels, while the second
is the effect of the hysteresis cycle. For a given MS
speed, evaluation of D depends on the slope of
E{ST(i)} andE{_Ss (i)} as a function of i. As far as the
terrestrial link is concerned, the slope can be derived
from [9]. In the case of the satellite link, a distinction
must be made between systems employing
geostationary (GEO) satellites and those with
constellation of small satellites on low-Earth orbits
(LEO). In the first case, for all practical purposes the
path loss slope can be assumed to be almost zero.
The situation changes drastically when the satellite is
on a LEO: the relative angular velocity of the
spacecraft w.r.t. Earth renders the slope much steeper.
Only the case of a GEO orbit is considered here. The
delay in issuing the handover request TBS -> SBS can
be estimated through the following equation:
(10) Dr = T__ty_+ R(10HT/K _ 1)
2 V
where T,_ is the averaging time, v is the MS
velocity, R is the distance of the MS from the TBS at
the overlay borderline, K = 45 - 6.6 log (hB), hB is
the TBS antenna height. A similar expression holds
for SBS -> TBS handover.
3. INTER-SYSTEM HO EXECUTION
In order to analyze inter-system handover
execution, some assumptions are needed about
network architecture. The satellite system is supposed
to be integrated with a GSM-like (or DCS-like)
terrestrial system [10]. The satellite system shares the
fixed facilities of the terrestrial network. Since the
switching facilities are located on ground, transparent
satellites are considered. The Home Location Register
(HLR) can be unique for both systems in the service
area. The home of a user is located in the satellite
system if and only if it belongs to an area not covered
by the terrestrial system. On the other hand, a
dedicated Visitor Location Register (VLR) is assumed
for each system.
Suppose, as before, a simplified situation with
only one TBS and one SBS in visibility. A flow
diagram of the TBS->SBS handover procedure
(includinginitializationandexcecution)isshownin
Fig.l, whilethemainsignalingflow is shownin
Fig.2.Whileit is connectedto a TBSduringan
activecall,thedual-modeMSmonitorstheBroadcast
ControlChannels(BCCH)comingfrombothTBS
andSBS.If MAHOis adopted,themeasurements
resultsaresenttotheTBSontheSlowAssociated
ControlChannel(SACCH)to assisthehandover
decisionprocessperformedat TBS/MSClevel.
Monitoringcontinuesuntil the necessityfor a
handoverisrecognized.Thehandoverrequestisissued
totheSatelliteMSC(S-MSC),whichgrantsoneof
its availablechannels.The handoverexecution
messageis forwarded,througha FastAssociated
ControlChannel(FACCH),totheMS,whichstarts
transmittingon the assignedsatellitechannel.
Handoverindication to the T-MSC includes
characteristicsof thegrantedchannelandtherelative
commands.It isevidentthatthedelayintroducedby
thesatellitehopmustbeproperlytakenintoaccount,
sinceit maygenerateatimeintervalduringwhichno
messageblocksarereceivedfromboththeMSand
thefixednetworkside.
Aspointedoutin theintroduction,thehandover
failurerateisaffectedbythedelayin thehandover
inizializationprocess.However,it alsodependson
theavailabilityof freechannelsto beassignedto
handoverrequestswhich,in turn,is tightlyrelatedto
theselectedchannelassignmentstrategy.Fixed and
dynamic criteria refer to the free channel selection
among a pre-assigned permanent channel set of each
cell or among all the available channels, respectively.
An intermediate solution (flexible) adds to the pre-
assigned permanent channels a set of emergency
channels, which are distributed to the cells on either a
scheduled or a predictive basis. Further, borrowing
strategies are possible where the free channel can be
also searched in the neighbouring cells, provided it
does not interfere with the active calls [6].
In the present study the channel assignment
strategy is supposed to be basic fixed, as this choice
seems reasonable in an integrated satellite and
terrestrial environment. However, the fixed
assignment could be effectively modified in the cells
where inter-system handovers more often take place.
In particular, a subset of the pre-assigned permanent
channels of each satellite and terrestrial cell covering
the border area could be permanently devoted to
satisfying inter-system handover requests.
Guard channels or queueing of handover requests
have been proposed to keep the probability of
handover failure low [6,7]. In particular, queueing of
handover requests seems an interesting method of
giving priority to handover requests with respect to
new call attempts. The MS, after recognizing the need
for handover, is usually able to communicate on the
old channel with acceptable quality for a certain time
interval, waiting for the new channel. Note that in
Fig. 1 the queueing alternative is considered.
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Fig. 1 - Terrestrial-to-satellite inter-
sysiem handover procedure flow-diagram
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
On the basis of the previously developed model,
a numerical analysis is carried out. Fig.3 shows the
standard deviations fit (continuous line) and O's(dotted
line) as a function of the number of averaging
intervals. The following values are assumed for the
shadowing model parameters: CrAr= 6.5 dB, _ = 0.8,
_As = 5.5 dB, Ys = 0.7. Choosing N = 37 and M =
16, it turns out _T-=CrS--= 3 dB. In this case,
hysteresis margins can be equal.
The probability of unnecessary handover is
plotted in Fig.4 versus the common value of
hysteresis margin, assuming It(i)--I.t(i +k). The
benefit of inserting the hysteresis cycle is evident.
The delay in issuing the handover request is
shown as a function of the hysteresis margin in
Fig.5, supposing the sampling interval is 250 msec,
R = 3000 m, v = 13 m/s, and for two values of the
number of averaging intervals in the terrestrial link
measurement N (N = 40, continuous line; N = 200,
dotted line).
As far as the execution of inter-system handover
is concerned, a queueing algorithm based on FIFO
(First In First Out) discipline has been simulated for a
satellite cell provided with 200 channels (110 s mean
occupancy time), for a 15% handover traffic over the
total offered traffic. The simulation results are
reported in Fig.6, in terms of probability of handover
failure versus the residual handover margin, here
defined as the difference between the signal level at
the time instant when the handover request is issued
and _T. As the advantages of queueing increase with
this margin, it clearly results that the optimization of
the handover procedure must involve both the
inizialization and the execution processes.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A key aspect in the integration of satellite and
terrestrial mobile systems is the effectiveness and the
reliability of inter-system handover procedures.
Difficulty arises in trying to estimate the relative
quality of two systems employing different
modulation and coding formats. The criticity of the
comparison and the user terminal complexity could be
lowered if the satellite and the terrestrial systems were
as similar as possible.
The optimum handover procedure should
minimize the probability of unnecessary handover, on
one side, and the probability of handover failure, on
the other. The compromise between these two
contrasting objectives must be carried out on the
basis of a model that includes the overall handover
procedure. The paper has proposed and analyzed a
complete inter-system handover model, consisting of
both the inizialization and execution phases.
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ABSTRACT
Westinghouse Electric Corporation is developing both
the Communications Ground Segment and the Series
1000 Mobile Phone for American Mobile Satellite
Corporation's (AMSC's) Mobile Satellite (MSAT)
system. The success of the voice services portion of
this system depends, to some extent, upon the
interoperability of the cellular network and the satellite
communication circuit switched communication
channels. This paper will describe the set of user-
selectable cellular interoperable modes (cellular
first/satellite second, etc.) provided by the Mobile
Phone and described how they are implemented with the
ground segment. Topics including roaming registration
and cellular-to-satellite "seamless" call handoff will be
discussed, along with the relevant Interim Standard IS-
41 Revision B Cellular Radiotelecommunications
Intersystem Operations and IS-553 Mobile Station -
Land Station Compatibility Specification.
INTRODUCTION
According to Frost and Sullivan International,
in 1996 terminal sales for mobile satellite
communications are expected to increase to $1 billion,
with annual service revenues surpassing more than $472
million [1]. This will occur because we live in an
information starved society that needs a means of
seamless communications for land, sea, and air. Our
current terrestrial cellular network covers significant
portions of the United States and, although Inmarsat
covers most of the planet, cost for terminals and service
are excessive for many applications. For example, the
least expensive Inmarsat voice terminal is the $15
thousand Standard M terminal with a $5.50 per minute
phone rate [2].
The solution to this dilemma is a system that
will provide both cellular and satellite coverage with
user-selectable priority modes to determine which
system has communications priority and under what
circumstances, if any, a handoff to the backup system
will occur. This is accomplished with a mobile phone
tranceiver that contains both MSAT and cellular
interactive equipment. The mobile must allow mode
programming from the user handset and be capable of
monitoring the status of either network. Then, the
mobile phone can process status to generate
registrations on the appropriate network or seamless call
handoffs between networks.
This paper will discuss the details of MSAT
and cellular interoperability by describing the five
Series 1000 Mobile Phone modes of operation. The
cellular only and MSAT only modes first must be
described in enough detail to be referenced by the three
hybrid modes. The hybrid modes, including MSAT
Priority with Cellular Backup, Cellular Priority with
MSAT Backup, and Cellular Home Location Register
(HLR) Priority with MSAT Backup, will explain how
similarity and flexibility between the MSAT and cellular
networks allow an intricate scheme of priority allocation
and handoff.
CELLULAR ONLY MODE
For day to day mobile voice communications in
urban or suburban environments, cellular
communications may be the network of choice.
Cellular coverage is complete in most metropolitan
areas and offers the most cost effective interface to the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). In
addition, a terrestrial network such as cellular
eliminates the propagation delay associated with satellite
communication (.25 seconds for a geostationary
satellite). Thus, an individual confined to a
metropolitan environment and performing voice
communications may chance the dropped calls
associated with cell to cell handoff and select the
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Figure 1: Cellular Network
cellular only mode.
The cellular network consists of a network of
switches connected to the PSTN. These switches mimic
the operation of PSTN End Office (EO) switches where
calls routed throughout the PSTN are terminated and
connected to the users. In the cellular network, all calls
between a PSTN subscriber and a cellular mobile phone
are still routed through the PSTN. The added feature is
that the call terminates at a cellular Mobile Switching
Center (MSC) which controls and connects directly to a
network of cells encompassing and defining the MSC's
regionof coverage (Figure I). Adjacent regionsof
cells are controlled by different MSC's. These cells
contain base stations that provide the microwave links
to the cellular mobile phone and T-1 trunks to shuttle
this information to the MSC.
Upon mobile power-up, the cellular phone
scans the preassigned control channels and locks onto
the strongest channel which connects to the MSC
through the control channel's base station. If the
mobile phone is registered in the MSC's Home
Location Register (HLR) database, all necessary
information is already present to allow subscribed
features like call waiting or conference calling to be
implemented. If the mobile phone registersas a roamer
in a visiting MSC, the visiting MSC requests
permission for registration from the home MSC. Then,
the mobile's status will be containedin the visiting
MSC's Visitor Location Register (VLR) database. All
PSTN calls, which are automatically routed to the home
MSC, now willbe forwarded tothisvisitingMSC.
Upon reply to a paging requestor inresponse
to a call initiation, the Serving MSC will allocate a free
voice channel from the mobile phone's resident cell.
The forward and reverse voice channels contain enough
bandwidth (20 kHz each) to allow transmission of voice
and either status control data or Supervisory Audio
Tones (SAT) and signalling tones.
As a mobile phone engaged in a conversation
travels between cells, a seamless handoff process is
required (Figure 2). Once the SAT tones transponded
by the mobile phone are received by the MSC with less
power than a predetermined handoff threshold, the
MSC sends a Measurement_Request_Invoke message to
the target (neighboring) MSC using an IS-41 data link.
Tlds command includesinformation regardingthe
serving cell and channel of the mobile phone. The
target MSC then commands all cells within proximity to
the mobile's cell to read and report the received SAT
power level. The target MSC assimilates the readings
and respondswith a
Measurement_Request_Return_Result message to submit
the signal quality of a potential target cell. The serving
MSC then determines that the target MSC contained the
cell with the strongest reception, so it sends the target
MSC a Facilities_Directive_Invoke message to indicate
the source and destination cells and the mobile phone's
identification. The serving MSC also uses this
opportunity to allocate the specific voice trunk channel
between the two MSC's to establish a connection
between the PSTN and target MSC through the serving
MSC. The target MSC responds with a
FacHities,Directive_Retum_Resu|t _ge which
includes an allocated voice channel for the mobile
phone and requests SAT. The serving MSC relays this
status information to the mobile on the control portion
of its voice channel. The mobile then acknowledges
with a signalling tone and retuaes to the new channel.
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The target cell began sending SAT on the new voice
channel after transmission of the
Facilities Directive_Return_Result message, so the
mobile phone tunes to this SAT and transponds it back
to the target cell to indicate a successful handoff. This
causes the target MSC to send a
Mobile On Channel_Invoke message over the IS-41
link to the serving MSC. Upon reception of this
message, the serving MSC switches the PSTN
connection from the serving cell to the target MSC.
The target MSC then allows full voice communication
through the target cell to the mobile phone.
Communications will occur on this cellular voice
channel until the next handoff or until an on hook is
noticed by a loss of SAT.
Taraet $ervinq
MSC Mobile MSC
SAT
SAT
voice, SAT, command
Meas_Req_Invoke
if
Meas_Req_RR
FacilitiesDirective
Facil_Direc_RR ...._
Handoff Order
Signalling Tone
Mobile_On_Channel
voice, SAT, command
Figure 2: Cellular Call Handoff
MSAT ONLY MODE
Many applications for MSAT, including
marine, airborne, rural, fax, and data communications,
are difficult for cellular communications. In these
cireumstamces, MSAT is the most consistent and
possibly the only means of mobile communications to
the PSTN. To avoid the added processing of hybrid
modes, a user may choose to use the MSAT, only. He
or she may not even purchase the optional cellular
hardware.
The MSAT network consists of a Feederlink
Earth Station (FES) that supplies all communication
channels to the mobile phones via a geostationary
satellite and allows communications to the PSTN
through a Gateway Switch (GWS) that operates similar
to an MSC. All allocations are controlled by a
Network Control Center (NCC) that performs all
processing and maintains all control channels (Figure
3). As the system expands, more satellites and FES's
may be added.
Network Control Center ]
_¢ _lk Out-of-Band
Interstation / X Si n-'lin
Signalling / N_tg_ aJ ,.g,
ytelllte)
fAccess Control _ /¢_ccess Control_
and Signalling __and Signalling [
.... . l_o_le
FES In-BandSignalling [ Terminal I
.... andCommunicationsi--- -- .-- I
Communications __ _.___C_mmunicatio_/
GWS [ (Satellite) ,
I OperatorPSTN Interface
Figure 3. MSAT System Architecture
Upon power-up the mobile phone must find a
control channel by first checking its previously assigned
satellite beam, and if inaccessible, checking other
beams. Before the mobile may access the system, it
must read and update all system information from the
control channel which includes congestion and
configuration information. The mobile phone stores
control channel and beam information in its non-volatile
memory, and if a new channel is required, the mobile
must perform a log-on procedure which tells the NCC
who the mobile phone's identity and configuration.
At this point, the mobile phone is ready to
make or receive phone calls. The structure of the
MSAT system is similar to the cellular system because
both contain separate control and voice channels with
roaming information passed over the control channels
and in-call information multiplexed over the voice
channels. The main difference is that MSAT's voice
channels cover thousands of square miles with beam
overlap eliminating the need for a live-call handoff.
Also, voice channels use Time Division Multiplexing
(TDM) for control data and replace the SAT tone with
a periodically required TDM unique word.
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Figure 4: Mobile to PSTN Call Setup
When the mobile phone initiates • call (Figure
4), the called digits are sent with the mobile's
identification to the NCC to request • voice channel.
The NCC validates the identification number and
assigns the voice channel for the mobile phone and the
FES completes the call set up. The mobile phone then
sends its security key and scrambling vector to the FES
to verify database continuity and •void fraudulent
acee_. The FES and mobile then exchange voice
frames containing off hook supervisory information
causing the mobile to switch to voice mode. At this
point, the FES dials the number through the PSTN and
receives • response from the PSTN including ringing,
busy, or operator recordings. The FES sends the
response to the mobile phone which is passed to the
user since the mobile phone is in voice mode. An off
hook response from the PSTN to the FES causes the
FES to change state to 'In Conversation' and requests •
similar response from the mobile by sending an
'answer' unique word on the command portion of the
voice frame. Conversation continues between the
mobile phone and FES to the PSTN until • call release
is issued by either party.
When • PSTN call is muted to the FES (Figure
5), the FES rings back the caller and requests • channel
from the NCC which validates the mobile phones's
identification number and determines its control
channel. The NCC then verifies the mobile phone's
availability by sending • caLl announcement to the
mobile phone. The NCC validates the mobile based on
its response and assigns the voice channel to both the
mobile phone and the FES. The mobile phone retunes
to the voice channel and sends its scrambling vector and
access security key to the FES to be verified and allow
secure, non-fraudulent communications. The mobile
phone then switches to voice mode and conveys the
ringing tone from the FES voice frames to the user.
The mobile phone acknowledges the receipt of ringing
to the FES, and once the user answers the phone, voice
frames ate sent to the FES with an 'off hook' unique
word causing the FES to establish • voice connection
between the two users. Conversation continues until •
call release is issued by either party.
Mobile NCC FES PSTN
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Figure 5: PSTN to Mobile Call Setup
When either the mobile phone determines that
the user has hung up or the FES determines that the
PSTN user has hung up, an 'on hook' unique word is
sent on the voice control channel to request • call
termination.
MSAT PRIORITY, CELLULAR BACKUP MODE
If • user is predominantly in • rural
enviromzent but _.asionally visits urban areas, MSAT
would be the preferred means of coverage but cellular
would provide • potential redundancy. A user also may
prefer the consistency of satellite coverage and only
want cellular coverage as • backup to assure continuous
communications availability. Every cell to cell handoff
in the cellular network introduces • slight risk of
dropping the call, so • user may prefer the consistency
of • single satellite beam spanning thousands of square
miles. If the user travels through • city where large
buildings block the mobile phone's view of the satellite,
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satellite coverage may temporarily wane and the cellular
backup can be used.
Once the mobile phone is powered up, it
attempts to operate in MSAT as described earlier. If all
attempts to obtain a control channel fail or the MSAT
refuses service based on the mobile's status or
erroneous operation, the mobile phone automatically
switches to cellular operation. If the mobile phone
attempts to make a phone call and cannot obtain a voice
channel, it will automatically switch to cellular mode
and attempt the same phone call over the cellular
network. Finally, if the mobile phone is roaming and
notices loss of access to the control channel, it will
attempt to find a new control channel, and if none exist,
it will register on the cellular network. Once in the
cellular system, the mobile phone will continually
monitor the MSAT control signals and will periodically
attempt to re-register on MSAT if a control channel is
present.
Registration and re-registration is possible
between these two systems because the GWS appears to
be another MSC to the cellular network. When using
MSAT, the HLR thinks that the mobile phone is in a
VLR. When communications is lost with the satellite,
the cellular transceiver attempts an autonomous
registration which is received by the resident MSC and
sent to the HLR. The HLR previously registered the
mobile phone with the VLR in the GWS. Then, the
HLR updates the database with the location of the
resident MSC to allow all phone calls to be routed to
this MSC rather than the GWS. The HLR treats the
whole operation as if a cellular mobile just traveled
from the coverage of one MSC to another. When the
satellite coverage returns, the cellular portion of the
mobile phone stops operating and the mobile phone
registers with MSAT. This causes the GWS to send a
registration notification to the HLR to re-register the
mobile phone with the VLR of the GWS. This process
also appears to be a cellular autonomous registration to
the HLR. At this point all calls will be rerouted to the
GWS from the HLR.
If a mobile phone roams into cellular coverage
and then initiates a phone call, the MSC will determine
network coverage. If the cellular call begins to fade, a
seamless in-call handoff back to MSAT may be
initiated. The details and occurrences of this seamless
handoff are covered in the next mode and in figure 6.
While the satellite portion of the mobile phone
is registered on the MSAT, the cellular portion of the
mobile phone cannot independently register on an
available MSC. This would cause the HLR to believe a
mobile phone is fraudulently accessing the cellular
network. From the HLR's point of view, the mobile
phone is registered in one VLR (the GWS) and another
mobile phone is trying to use the same mobile
identification to register on another MSC. At this
point, the home MSC would cancel both registrations.
Without being able to register in the cellular network
while being registered on MSAT, handoff from MSAT
to cellular is impossible because the cellular network
has no idea where the mobile phone is located or with
which cell to establish registration. Consequently,
MSAT to cellular in-call seamless handoffs are
impossible without significantly changing the operation
of the cellular network. To avoid this, once a call is in
progress on the satellite, no seamless handoffs to the
cellular network will be allowed. Instead, if satellite
coverage wanes during a phone call, the call will be
dropped and then the mobile phone will autonomously
register on the cellular network.
CELLULAR PRIORITY, MSAT BACKUP MODE
Of the three hybrid modes, this mode should
be the most common. This mode allows a cellular user
to fortify communications capabilities by allowing
regular cellular operation with a satellite fall-back if
cellular coverage degrades. This mode allows roaming
analysis and registration similar to the methods of
MSAT Priority with Cellular Backup, but this mode
also allows seamless call handoff from cellular to
MSAT durin_ a phone call as cellular coverage wanes.
Thus, the user, who is typically covered by cellular
coverage but wants redundancy to patch the gaps in the
cellular network, can maintain continuous
communications coverage.
As mentioned previously, this mode allows a
roaming mobile phone to analyze its coverage, and
when the coverage degrades, switch to the other
system. This uses the same principles as the satellite
priority mode except the cellular service has priority, so
if cellular coverage wanes and the mobile phone reverts
to MSAT, the cellular coverage must be periodically
tested to determine the ability to re-register. The
process of registering on cellular is the same as with the
satellite priority mode. The only difference is that the
mobile phone will attempt registration on an MSC
before resorting to a GWS.
The new concept introduced by this mode is
the seamless call handoff. Since internal MSC cells
have coverage overlap, any situation extensive enough
to cause a cellular call to be dropped would not allow a
seamless handoff to MSAT; whereas, the MSC's border
cells present a situation where a mobile phone gradually
leaves coverage. Consequently, the MSC is equipped
with provisions, including inert cellular handoff
channels, to provide seamless handoff from these
border ceils when cellular coverage is waning and
another cell cannot receive the handoff. These inert
channels are cross referenced with each border cell such
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that the channels are considered acceptable by the MSC
but are used by cells distant enough from the serving
cell to avoid any possible contention during the handoff
process.
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Figure 6: Cellular to MSAT Handoff
The ladder diagram (Figure 6) indicates that
the cellular to MSAT handoff is a combination of MSC
to MSC handoff (Figure 2) and PSTN to mobile call
setup (Figure 5). This process meceeds in convincing
the mobile that it is receiving a new phone call on the
MSAT while convincing the serving MSC that it is
handing off to a stronger target MSC. All can be
accompfished with a single phone number shared
between the cellular and MSAT networks.
Consistent with IS-41, the serving MSC begins
searching other cells and neighboring MSC's whenever
SAT degrades below a threshold. All MSC's will be
fitted with software to petition the GWS whenever the
border cells attempt handoff. The GWS will return the
minimum value allowed by an MSC without deeming a
call as lost, thus giving the adjacent MSC's top priority.
If this nominal value is strongest, the mobile phone and
MSAT perform call setup to assign a satellite voice
channel. When the FES receives its channel, it sends a
Facilities_Directive_Return_Result to the serving MSC
to request the cellular portion of the mobile to change
channels. This new cellular channel is inert but
accommodates transparency with the MSC. Upon
verifying the scrambling vector information, the FES
requests activation of the voice trunk from the serving
MSC to the GWS to allow connectivity from the MSAT
voice channel to the PSTN through the MSC. After the
FES and mobile phone exchange voice frames, they
both switch to voice mode and allow conversation. The
handoff is complete.
CELLULAR HLR PRIORITY, MSAT BACKUP
MODE
This mode is similar to Cellular Priority with
MSAT Backup except roaming in a visiting MSC is
avoided. The mobile phone will monitor its location,
and if it is roaming and notices a pending registration
on a visiting MSC, the mobile phone will cease cellular
activity and register on the MSAT. Consequently, the
user will minimize cellular roaming charges and still
enjoy continuous coverage. The mobile phone will
periodically sample the cellular network to determine
whether it has returned to the home MSC. If so,
cellular registration will be reinitiated.
If the mobile phone leaves the HLR during a
phone call, the HLR will petition to handoff to a VLR
as well as MSAT. This is similar to the regular
cellular priority mode to minimize call disruption. If
registered in the VLR upon completion of the call,
service immediately will be transferred to MSAT.
Thus, this mode has unique roaming functions, but
operates similar to the standard cellular priority mode
during a call.
CONCLUSIONS
The current communications market has
dynamic needs which are satisfied only partially by any
given communication, system. To better match
society's communications needs with networks of
varying cost, topology, features, and performance,
hybrid networking is the obvious solution. By
introducing interoperability to networking, the users
will reap the benefits of diversity. MSAT was
developed with cellular interoperability considerations
lending toward an integrated system of national
connectivity, inexpensive urban voice communications,
and high speed data communications.
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ABSTRACT
Ever since the U.S. Federal Communication
Commission opened the discussion on spectrum
usage for personal handheld communication, the
community of satellite manufacturers has been
searching for an economically viable and
technically feasible satellite mobile
communication system. Hughes Aircraft
Company and others have joined in providing
proposals for such systems, ranging from low to
medium to geosynchronous orbits. These
proposals make it clear that the trend in mobile
satellite communication is toward more
sophisticated satellites with a large number of spot
beams and onboard processing, providing
worldwide interconnectivity. Recent Hughes
studies indicate that from a cost standpoint the
geosynchronous satellite (GEOS) is most
economical, followed by the medium earth orbit
satellite (MEOS) and then by the low earth orbit
satellite (LEOS). From a system performance
standpoint, this evaluation may be in reverse
order, depending on how the public will react to
speech delay and collision.
This paper discusses the trends and various
mobile satellite constellations in satellite
communication under investigation. It considers
the effect of orbital altitude and
modulation/multiple access on the link and
spacecraft design.
MOBILE SATELLITE ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of a mobile satellite is
complex and its design varies strongly with orbit
altitude. In general, it consists of
1) Multibeam mobile band antennas
2) Feeder link antennas
3) Crosslink antennas
4) Transponder, including processor for
a) Signal routing
b) Regeneration
c) Storage and reformatting
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The complexity is partly due to the large
number of beams and the associated frequency
translation and power amplification equipment,
and, partly, to signal routing and dynamic
bandwidth and power allocation. As traffic varies
and power has to be appropriately allocated, beam
bandwidth and beam power limitations have to be
overcome by special techniques. Because of the
complexity of the mobile satellites, new
technologies have to be applied to save power and
weight. These technologies are mostly in
existence. However, a great deal of design effort
still has to be spent on the realization. This is
particularly true for onboard processors, active
arrays, and the associated beamforming networks
(BFNs). Active arrays are ideally suited for
mobile applications because of their built-in
redundancy and power sharing features. The
problem of diplexing and passive intermodulation
generation has to be addressed and the question of
whether to use one or two mobile link antennas
must be answered.
The choice for a mobile satellite system
cannot be made without considering connectivity
and circuit establishment. Worldwide connectivity
can be accomplished by satellite crosslinks or
ten'estrial links between gateway stations. The
circuit connection should be chosen to minimize
path delay. For most connections, it seems that the
GEOS has an advantage over LEOS and MEOS in
that circuits need not be rapidly handed over from
one beam to the next or one satellite to the other.
However, studies indicate that even though
MEOS and LEOS require more feeder link
stations for identical total channel capacity, the
total ground system cost for all scenarios remains
the same because the money is in the ground
circuit switching equipment, which remains
constant.
SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
Orbit Altitude
The choice of altitude or the size of the
spacecraft antenna is greatly influenced by the
fact that uplink power levels of the mobile
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handheldunit shouldbelow, only afractionof a
watt,to avoid anyhealthhazardandto keep
batterypackssmall.If thegroundcoverageareais
keptconstant,then,with increasingaltitude,the
satelliteantennabeamwidthmustbereducedor
thesatelliteantennagainandsizemustbe
increased.Undertheseconditions,theratioof
gainoverspacelossis constantandreceived
signallevelsandtransmittedpowerlevelsremain
thesamefor all altitudes. Thechoiceof altitudeis
alsoinfluencedby thefact thattheearthis
surroundedby two radiationbelts,oneelectron
belt at around2,000km andoneprotonbelt
stretchingfrom about1,000to 30,000km with a
maximumat 6,000km andsaddledip minimumat
13,000km. A LEO hastheadvantageof low
intensityradiationandsmallsignaldelay,but the
disadvantageof frequenteclipsecyclesanda
largenumberof satellites.Also, theground
acquisitionis morecomplexbecausebeam
coveragesarequickly changing.
A MEOS,duringa6 to 8 hourorbit, seesa
greatpartof theearth;therefore,only 8to 12
satellitesarerequired,andthealtitudeis pretty
muchon thedecliningradiationintensityversus
altitudeslopeof theprotonradiationbelt.Still,
becausethesatellitesneedashieldagainstproton
radiation,theywill be relativelyheavier.Also,
becausethesatellitesaremoving,eachsatellite
beamhasto bedesignedfor maximumbeam
traffic.
In thecaseof GEO, threesatellitesare
sufficient.However,for small levelsof uplink
powerandfor a sufficiently highnumberof
channelsanddownlink carriereffective isotropic
radiatedpower(EIRP),big satelliteantennaswith
narrow(andthereforemany)spotbeamsare
required.Formobile to mobile traffic it is
necessaryto demodulateandroutethesignal
insidethesatellite.Thelargedelaydoesnot
permit adualhopoperation.
Number of SatellitesVersusAltitude
Table 1givesthenumberof satellitesasa
functionof altitudeandorbit inclinationat
10°groundstationelevationangle.Thetotal
numberiscoarselycalculatedfor thenumberof
satellitesrequiredin oneorbitalplane,which
dependsonuserelevation.Fromtheresulting
geocentricearthangle2L, onecanobtainthe
minimumnumberof requiredspacecraftperorbit
plane(n/L) andtheminimumnumberof total
satellitesfor idealareacoverage.
Theapproximatetotalnumberof satellitesfor
giveninclination is
2(1 + O. 57 sin i)
N,---l,
Traffic
Traffic is routed from gateway to the mobile
user or from the mobile user to another mobile
user. Connections are worldwide, i.e., a mobile
user should be able to communicate with another
mobile user half way around the earth. For LEOS,
this feature requires satellite to satellite links; for
MEOS, this requires a tolerable double hop; and
for GEOS, a satellite crosslink or a double hop,
the delay of which may be objectionable.
Signal Delay
Figure 1 shows the expected signal delay for
LEO, MEO, and GEO. The signal delay consists
of coding, path, and processing delay. For LEOS,
the processing delay may exceed the path delay,
because the signal is routed through several
satellites. In case of GEO, the path delay is
significant, and, for global interconnectivity, the
path delay is equivalent to a dual hop delay,
whether the signal is routed by terrestrial or
intersatellite interconnections. Figure 2 shows the
effect of signal delay on the user. There it seems
that global interconnectivity from mobile to
mobile user (LEOS and MEOS) is admissible; In
the case of GEOS for 80% of the population, it is
intolerable.Therefore, for GEOS, global
interconnectivity is admissible only from mobile
to fixed user, i.e., by satellite/terrestrial
connection.But mobile to mobile connections
within a single satellite coverage are still possible.
Frequency Spectrum
There are several frequency spectra in L-band
and S-band designated to mobile communication.
In addition, for communication to and from
gateway stations, there are feeder link frequency
bands of the fixed satellite services required. The
available LMSS bandwidth at 1.5/1.6 GHz must
be shared among all the mobile satellite operators.
This need can be met by allocating sections of the
band to each operator, where the allocation may
change from region to region. Mobile satellites
require a dynamic allocation of bandwidth to each
beam. For GEOS, the allocation of bandwidth per
system can be geographically fixed but may
change with time of day or just with time.
Because of necessary frequency coordination, the
multiple access method for mobile to mobile band
traffic is most conveniently chosen to be
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frequencydivisionmultiple access(FDMA) or
time division multipleaccess(TDMA/FDMA) as
it permitsallocationof small lumpsof bandwidth.
Becauseof thespectraldensityrequirement,the
L-S-bandwith 1.6GHz upand2.4GHz downis
reservedfor multiple access/modulationsystems,
which havelow spectraldensitieslike TDMA or
codedivision multiple access(CDMA).
Modulation and Multiple Access
Severaltypesof voicecoding,forwarderror
correction,modulation,andmultipleaccess
systemsareunderinvestigation.Thespectral
channelpackingdensityfor FDMA is 5 kHz and
for TDMA is 30 to 80kHz perchannel.With
CDMA, thepackingdensityis about40channels
perMHz, i.e. ,40CDMA channelscanbe
superimposedin a 1MHz band.While thenormal
modeof satelliteoperationusesadual frequency
bandfor upanddownlink transmission,anovel
approachusestime divisionduplexing(TDD),
wherethetransmissionto andfromthemobile
userstakesplacein asinglefrequencyband
(Iridium). It meansthatall networkuplink
transmissionpacketshaveto arriveat the
spacecraftat thesametime andthatthetotal
networkmustbesynchronized.
With TDMA, wherethetransmissionsare
alreadysynchronized,this isjust anothertime
constraint.It mayrequireadditionalstorageat the
mobileearthstationbeyondwhat is requiredfor
TDMA bursttransmission.If thetransmission
formatis maintained,TDD will doublespacecraft
andgroundterminalpeakpowerandsignal
bandwidth,althoughaveragepowerwill remain
constant.Thebenefitof TDD is thatonly asingle
mobilesatelliteantennamaybeusedfor both
transmissionandreceptionandthatany
intermodulationwill not getinto thesatellite
receiveband.
FrequencyReuse
To havelow power levelsat themobile
transmitterminal, to providemanysimultaneous
transmissionsto manydistributedusers,andto
enablereuseof themobilefrequencyspectrum,
themobilesatellitesareequippedwith multibeam
antennas.Theantennagainandnumberof beams
is dictatedby thelink, i.e., uplinkEIRP,number
of channels,signalprocessinggain,andrequired
E/No for given error rate. Frequency reuse makes
it possible to use the narrow mobile bandwidth
many times over. For FDMA, four or seven
separate frequencies are generally considered
practical, i.e., the operating frequency can be
repeated in the fifth or eighth beam. For CDMA,
depending on spectrum bandwidth, every third
beam or, ultimately, every beam may reuse the
same frequency. If every beam uses the same
frequency, the mobile unit at the third beam 3 dB
crossover point will witness a threefold
interference.
The frequency reuse factor with optimum
beam stacking determines how far two beams,
carrying the same frequencies, must be apart.
With four distinctive frequencies, the beams of
equal frequency are two beamwidths apart; with
seven different frequency bands, corresponding
beams are 2.5 beamwidth apart. The more
frequency bands, the farther beams of the same
frequency will be separated and the higher the
beam isolation will be (Figure 3).
Bandwidth per Beam
To take advantage of frequency reuse, the
available bandwidth must be divided by the
number of frequencies. Assuming an antenna with
K beams, frequency reuse 1/4, the L-band
bandwidth can be reused K/4 times, i.e., each
beam will carry one-fourth of the bandwidth.
Assuming that out of the total 12 MHz land
mobile band only 4 MHz is allocated for a given
satellite, each beam will have 1 MHz, and the
total L-band bandwidth will be K x 4/4 = K MHz.
Assuming 5 kHz carrier spacing, each beam could
provide room for 10 6/5 x 103= 200 channels.
From a power point of view, only N carriers can
be supported. Therefore, for FDMA only, a feeder
link and downlink bandwidth in excess of N x 5
kHz has to be made available. Because several
feeder link stations are uplinking simultaneously,
there must be a packaging of carrier spectrum
from C- or Ku-band to the mobile band and vice
versa. However, the large amount of mobile
bandwidth, made available by frequency reuse,
can be put to advantage for stagger tuned
transmissions and for easing coordination with
other operators.
Assuming enough power is available, the
beam capacity is 200 channels due to bandwidth
limit. For beams with heavy traffic, however,
bandwidth can be bon'owed from adjacent beams
and therefore the traffic of the congested beams
can be increased, provided that traffic in the ad-
jacent beams and available beam power permits it.
In other mobile bands, e.g. 1.610 to 1.6265 GHz
up, 2.4835 to 2.5 GHz down, more bandwidth
may be available for LMSS bandwidth usage.
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Flexible Power Allocation
Ideally, all beam amplifiers should amplify all
signals. This process is automatically achieved in
a phased array. If a reflector antenna is used, the
beam amplifiers can be embraced by a hybrid
matrix, or a selected number of beams may be
embraced by partial matrices. Another approach is
to use constant efficiency amplifiers. It can be
shown that with a dynamic range of 6 dB most
beam power requirements can be satisfied before
bandwidth limitations occur.
Antenna Types and Sizes
The antenna size depends on the spacecraft
altitude. For GEOS and 100 beams, the antenna
diameter is about 5 to 7 meters; for MEOS and 60
beams, the diameter is about 2 meters; and for
LEOS, the antenna can still be smaller. The
antennas may be active arrays or passive
reflectors. The active arrays, which have antenna
elements and associated active elements in excess
of the number of beams, have two distinct
advantages, namely, they do not require redundant
units or redundancy switches;rather, they are able
to distribute power and provide it where needed.
Signals are amplified by all the amplifiers, not
only by a single devoted amplifier. If there is high
traffic in a particular beam, as many carriers can
be made available to this beam as the traffic
necessitates and as bandwidth permits. Figure 4
shows various antenna concepts like dual
reflector, active array, and single transmit/receive
Cassegrain. The active array antenna, when
evaluated on a system basis, proves to be most
promising, provided it can be realized and
deployed.
Satellite Crosslinks and Feeder Links
Satellite crosslinks simplify signal routing and
reduce path delay. Crosslinks for LEOS and
MEOS must be in the forward/aft direction and
sideways to satellites in other orbit planes.
Satellite crosslink frequency will be in Ka-band.
The beamwidth of the crosslink antenna should be
wide enough to hit the target satellite with some
pointing uncertainty. To communicate with
satellites that travel in the same direction,
(seamless transmission), the number of orbital
planes must be 3, 5, 7, etc. and connections are
between alternating planes. While the GEOS
feeder link requires only a fixed antenna, MEOS
and GEOS may need tracking antennas to point at
other gateway stations. Signals connected via
crosslinks to other target areas or to a gateway
station are routed within the satellite by the
onboard processor.
Satellite Processor
A processor is necessary for feeder link to
mobile beam routing, feeder link spectrum
compaction and deeompaction, and
demodulation/remodulation for TDD. For very
low mobile EIRP of 0.5 watt, the GEO mobile to
mobile link cannot be closed because of uplink
noise limitation, unless the uplink noise is
removed from the transmission by regeneration.
The processor can be of transparent or
regenerative type and may take over the
beamforming functions for matfixed amplifier
antennas or phased arrays. A transparent
processor would perform variable bandwidth
switching and routing and, if necessary, mobile to
mobile signal switching. A regenerative processor
would also demodulate, remodulate, and store
information for TDD operations and reformat up
and downlink modulation. The processor makeup
depends on the modulation/multiple access
method used and on whether FDD or TDD is
used, transmission is transparent or regenerative,
beam to beam signal routing is done aboard the
satellite or on the ground, or the processor has
beamforming capability.
Mobile Signal Path
The workings of the mobile link become clear
when following the signal path. In case of a
TDMA/FDMA feeder link, the voice channel is
sampled, A/D converted, and combined with other
TDMA carriers in an FDM format. A particular
gateway station may transmit a certain portion, a
multitude of TDMA carriers out of the total
number of carriers. Other gateway stations will
occupy their share of the available feeder link
spectrum. At the mobile satellite, the feeder link
band, consisting of M interleaved carrier sub-
bands, which go to a particular beam (bn), where
M is the number of contributing gateway stations,
is received, filtered, and translated by the
processor. The total feeder link spectrum is
decompacted to a muhilayered spectrum. For
easy processing, it is advantageous if the feeder
link provides grouping of carriers for the beam
spectra, in which case, a single variable
bandwidth filter can filter out the group of
ca_xiers addressed to a certain beam.
The beam spectrum is translated to the mobile
link frequency (bn), after which the signal
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undergoesbeamformingandamplificationandis
fedto theantennafeednetwork.Beamforming
may,however,beperformedat anypoint in the
signalpath,providedphasetrackingismaintained
throughto thetransmitantenna.Finally, thesignal
is transmittedin theform of TDMA/FDM andis
receivedby themobileuser. Themobile receiver
automaticallylocksup to thecorrectcartier
frequencyandto thecorrectburst timeslot.
On return,thesignalemanatingfrom the
mobileuseris atimeburst,which,when
combinedwith timeburstsof otherstations,forms
theTDMA datastream.Thereceivenarrowbeam
antennareceivestheTDMA carrierandother
TDMA carriersoriginatingfrom thesamebeam
areaanddownconvertsthesignalto theIF
frequency,wheretheyarefiltered andprocessed.
Theonboardprocessorfrequencyshifts the
signalsandfits theminto afeederlink spectrum,
which is thesumof all beamspectra,for downlink
transmission.Thereceivinggatewaystation
retrievesthesignal.By regenerativeprocessing,a
singleTDM carriermaybeusedin thedownlink.
A certainnumberof frequenciesand/ortime
slotscanbemadeavailablefor mobileto mobile
traffic, beamto beamswitching,and
demodulation/remodulation.Therouterprovides
feederlink spectrumdecompaction,mobileto
mobilerouting,de/remodulation,andreturn
feederlink spectrumcompaction.
For MEOS,theprocessorwill only provide
spectrumcompaction/decompaction.Signal
aboardthesatelliterouting is optional.
Link Performance
Thetransmissionsystememploysvoice
activationandpowercontrol.Theuplink noise
claimspartof thedownlinkEIRP. Its additionto
thedownlink noisehasminimal effecton the
mobile to feederlink traffic becausethefeeder
link goesinto a largeearthstationantenna,but it
maybringtheC/N link below thresholdin the
mobile to mobiletraffic case,requitingeitherthe
G/T ratio to beincreasedor themobileto mobile
carriersto bedemodulated.
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
MEOS and GEOS configurations are three
axis stabilized. The orientation of the spacecraft
depends on the angle of the orbit toward the sun.
When the sun is less than 23 ° from the orbit plane,
the spacecraft flies orbit normal, i.e., the roll axis
is in direction of flight, the yaw axis is in line with
the earth center, and the pitch axis is
perpendicular to the orbit plane. The solar wings
are in line with the pitch axis. In case of inclined
orbiting MEOS, when the sun is more than 23 °
from the orbit, the spacecraft flies in the nadir
orientation. While the earth goes around the sun
and the seasons change, the yaw axis must rotate
(which is another good reason why mobile
satellites are circularly polarized).
The considered payload power is in the 2 to
4 kW range. For eclipse operation, it is assumed
that the traffic is reduced to a fraction of daylight
traffic. The payload mass, depending on
configuration, is up to 1000 kg. Spacecraft
designed for geosynchronous operation require
some changes when they are applied to medium
earth orbit:
1) Provide reaction wheel control (instead of
momentum wheel control)
2) Provide yaw altitude reference
3) Modify earth sensor for MEO operation
4) Provide storage for telemetry and
command
5) Increase electronic unit shielding
6) Provide thicker solar cell covers
7) Reduce allowable battery depth of
discharge
CONCLUSION
The trend in mobile satellite communication at
this time appears to go towards more sophisticated
satellites with a large number of beams and
onboard processing providing worldwide
interconnectivity. The economic factor will play
an important part in choosing between the LEO,
MEO and GEO future mobile satellite system
solutions. Ulitmately the best service provider at a
reasonable system cost may win this competition.
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Table 1. Number of Satellites Versus Altitude at 10 ° Elevation
Altitude. km
5OO
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6371 (1 RE)
10,360 (6 hr)
12,742 (2 RE)
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75 7_8 [24 hr'J
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deg
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R, km
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L, deg
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No. of Satellites
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2
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ABSTRACT
Designing a mobile satellite system entails
many complex trade-offs between a great number
of parameters including: capacity, complexity of
the payload, constellation geometry, number of
satellites, quality of coverage ...
This paper aims at defining a methodology
which tries to split the variables to give rapidly
some first results.
The major input considered is the traffic
assumption which would be offered by the system.
A first key step is the choice of the best
Rider or Walker constellation geometries - with
different numbers of satellites - to insure a good
quality of coverage over a selected service area.
Another aspect to be addressed is the
possible "altitude location of the constellation, since
it is limited by many constraints. The altitude
ranges that seem appropriate considering the
spatial environment, the launch and orbit keeping
policy and the feasibility of the antenna allowing
sufficient frequency reuse are briefly analysed.
To support these first considerations, some
"reference constellations" with similar coverage
quality are chosen. The in-orbit capacity needed to
support the assumed traffic is computed versus
altitude.
Finally, the exact number of satellite is
determined. It comes as an optimum between a
small number of satellites offering a high (and
costly) power margin in bad propagation situation
and a great number of less powerful satellites
granting the same quality of service.
INTRODUCTION
The market recorded a few years ago a
large increase of interest in mobile
communications.
The first systems were analogic terrestrial
systems with low capacity and low coverage ,area.
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Maritime mobile communications provided
by Inmarsat satellites on geostationnary orbits
offered global coverage but with low capacity
requiring powerful terminals.
Today, with the progress of technologies
and the expansion of cellular digital systems, the
terrestrial systems can provide large capacity with
real handset terminals but the problem of large
coverage is still remaining. A solution could be to
use satellites to complete the cellular coverage for
large regions having a low traffic density. The
geostationnary orbit shows some limitations for
such missions (big antennas, large propagation
delays ...); others solutions based on low earth
orbit (LEO) or intermediate circular orbit (ICO)
are proposed.
However, the choice of such constellation
parameters (number of satellites, altitude,
inclination angle ...) is difficult because depending
on a lot of interleaved variables.
The scope of our study is to propose a
simple first optimization method which takes into
account the major constraints for a dccoupled
choice of each of the constellation parameters.
TRAFFIC ASSUMPTION
Several hypothesis sustain the analysis:
- The service is a mobile satellite voice
telecommunication service compatible with
handset terminals.
- The quality shall be nearly the same than for
cellular voice systems in term of availability, the
terminal will weight less than 600g, and have an
autonomy of approximatively 1 hour in active
mode and around 10 hours in sleeping mode.
- The bandwith available is nearly 10 MHz in L
band for the mobile retun_ link and nearly 10 MHz
in S band for the mobile forward link.
The number of subscriber and their
repartition has an important impact on this
optimization. As an example, the calculation is
conducted here on the basis of the inputs stated in
the FCC filings [1].
SATELLITE CONSTELLATIONS
The technical litterature describes a great
number of satellite constellations, with elliptical or
circular orbits, polar or inclined, different ways to
dispose the satellites into planes ...
In term of quality of coverage, the studies
The method leads to an optimization of
each of these 3 points separately in order to
minimise the cost of the mission for the service
required. For a first approach of this problem, only
the most important constraints are taken into
account for the optimization of each parameter
(figure 1). Further comparisons around these
solutions would of course be needed to validate
and refine the results.
The first study is on the constellation
geomelry which is chosen to provide the best
TRAFRCASSUMPRON
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figure 1: Constellation optimization methodology
of Rider [2], Beste, Walker [3], Luders or
Ballard [4] show different kinds of polar or
inclinated circular orbits which give the best
results for a worldwide coverage. The satellites
are homogeneously distributed between several
planes equally inclinated.
The High Inclinated Orbit (HIt) with
elliptical orbit is a good solution for regional
coverage, the satellite stay during long periods on
the provided region, however in our case, the
problem of such orbit is the same than for
geostationnary orbit, the distance between the
mobile and the satellite beeing too important.
A constellation can be described with a few
parameters. These parameters have been regrouped
in 3 major points:
- The number of satellites.
- The orbit altitude (or the period).
- The geometry of the constellation which
correspond to the repartition of the satellites into
planes, the location of this planes around the
world, inclination angle and the phasing angle
between 2 satellites belonging to adjacent planes.
quality of coverage for the desired regions. Then,
the altitude and number of satellites are analysed.
OPTIMIZATION
Geometry of the Constellation
The constellations which are taken into
account are the polar Rider constellations and the
Walker or Ballard constellations.
Polar Rider Constellations
The best polar constellations for a large
range of number of satellites, global
or zonal coverage and for single or multiple
visibility have already been identified by Rider.
For such constellations the coverage
becomes better as latitude increase. There is no
way to favour some medium latitude.
For single visibility and global coverage the
Rider constellations are the best ones already
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identified for a number of satellites greater than
15.
Walker Constellations
The other kind of constellations studied are
the inclinated regular Walker [3] or Ballard [4]
constellations. They are identified to provide
worldwide coverage with single or multiple
visibility levels.
For single visibility, the Walker
constellations are better than Rider ones when the
number of satellites is equal or less than 15.
However, this is not the only interest for
Walker constellations. In fact the coverage of the
entire world is not always a priority for a mobile
telecommunication system. The coverage of high
populated land masses could be sufficient. In such
acase, "Walker-like" constellations can favour the
of satellites per planes shall not exceed 4 times the
number of planes and vice versa: too many planes
will be very costly to be launched and too many
satellites per plane create overlaps incompatible
with the optimization.
Several thousand of constellations have
been analysed.
Optimized Geometry
In accordance with the service area, we will
focused on "Walker-like" constellations inclined
around 50 °. Four quality criterias are defined to
perform the best constellations in relation with the
assumed traffic distribution:
- The maximum and average values of D - the
distance between a location on the earth and the
nearest sub-satellite point - for latitudes between
0° and 25 °.
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figure 2:40 satellites geometry quality comparison for 45 ° , 50° and 55 ° inclination angles
latitude where the majority of the subscriber occur.
To analyse the quality of coverage for
these constellations, large computations have been
initiated. The time and space distribution of
D, the distance between a location on the earth and
the nearest sub-satellite point is calculated for each
latitude and for a number of satellites varying from
5 to 99 (for a given altitude, this distribution
directly corresponds to the elevation angle
distribution).
For a number of satellite lower than 13, all
the factorisation of the number of planes versus the
number of satellite per planes with every possible
phase number [3] and every inclination angle
between 30 ° and 90 ° are computed.
For larger number of satellites, the number
- The maximum and the 95% values - over time
and space - of D for latitudes between 25 ° and 70 °
weighted by the percentage of the traffic density
on these latitudes.
In accordance with these coefficient values,
for some different numbers of satellites, the best
constellation geometries are identified.
An exemple of 40 satellites comparison is
given in figure 2
Altitude
The choice of the altitude is the result of a
very difficult trade-off due to the number of
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constraints and implications. But several options
can be put aside.
First, the ranges of altitude acceptable for
spatial environment and orbit keeping policy
reasons must be identified.
Then, the in-orbit capacity is compared for
several constellations at different altitudes on the
basis of similar coverage quality.
A further point must be assessed: the
feasability of the satellite antennas, having the size
and the number of beams needed for the capacity
estimation.
The best "altitude are identified and the
launch policy is later approached for these
different altitudes.
Spatial environment & orbit keeping
Electronics and solar arrays are affected by
the ionizing radiations.
Different kind of radiations occur with
more or less intensity depending on altitude and
inclination angle [5]. Solar radiations correspond
to proton or heavy ions radiations. Galactic
radiations are composed of heavy ions.
The terrestrial magnetic field interfere with
the magnetic field created by these radiations and
trap the particle around the earth. These regions of
trapped particle are defined as the Van Allen belts.
The location of these belts fluctuate with time
depending on solar activity.
3 kinds of phenomena occur in the presense
of ionizing radiations:
- Background noise proportional to the radiation
flow in the equipments
- Defaults on the material structure due to the
quantities of radiations received for a long time.
The solars array performances decrease with these
quantities. If a maximum loss of a 25% of the
capacity is accepted over 10 years, Si cell
utilisation exclude altitude ranging between 1500
and 10.000 km on 50 ° incIinated orbits.
- Single event (SE) which are aleatory
phenomena appearing sometimes during the
crossing of only one high ionizing particle.
The SE can be destructive (SEL) or can only
involve a temporary loss of informations (SEU).
The occurence of SE on electronics depend on
their level of integration and their technologies.
The Linear Energy Transfert (LET) depending on
the material (1Mev/mm for Si) and the critical
value L s of the LET define the component
sensibility to SE. No SE occur when the LET is
lower than L s but this lead to low integration
levels; in the opposite, high integrated component
levels with low L s lead to SE occurence when the
particles encountered are sufficiently energetic. A
lot of studies have been made on several 166
components by CNES and ESA laboratories using
CREME or NOVICE softwares to compute the LET
and Ls values. On 50" inclinated orbits it is
recommended to avoid the range of altitude between
2000 and 3200 km and above 12.000 kin.
Another problem must be assessed: the orbit
keeping policy, since the constellation net tends to
get distorted with time.
The satellite trajectory is affected by
several factors. The principal one is the earth
gravitation, then the flattening of the earth at the
poles, the atmospheric rubbing, the moon and solar
attraction and the solar radiation pressure [7].
These constraints lead to change the orbit
parameters. There is a decrease in altitude,
fluctuations on inclination angle, an orbit
ascension node drift and fluctuations on the true
anomaly.
In the case of satellites constellations only
the relative location between satellites is
important. The ascension node drift and the
inclination angle fluctuations are the same for all
the satellites in the first order of magnitude. On the
contrary, the true anomaly fluctuate differently for
different satellites. However this correction doesn't
depend much on the orbit altitude.
The decrease of altitude is related to
atmospheric rubbing and solar radiation pressure.
It depends on the initial altitude orbit, and in a
second order of the inclination angle.
h(km) 770 860 1300 1600
Dh 0an) atmos, rubbing 140 37 2 1
Dh (km) solar radiation 4.6 4.7 5.2 5.4
ergol consnm. (kg) 9.2 4.2 0.7 0.8
figure 3
Figure 3 shows the altitude decrease for a 320 kg
satellite with 7 m 2 section on 6 years life.
In term of orbit keeping, the altitude will be
kept above 750 km with preference for altitudes
greater than 1000 km.
These first studies on the altitude
determination identify two ranges of altitude:
- Between 750 km and 2000 km (or 1000 km and
1500 km prefered).
- Between 10.000 and 12.000 km.
In orbit capacity
In the ranges of altitudes already identified,
some of the best constellations found with the
criteria defined in the" traffic assumption"
paragraph, are considered in order to provide equal
quality coverage. This leads to select:
A - 99 satellites, 770 km altitude (99111/1153).
B - 63 satellites, 1000 km altitude (631911153).
C - 40 satellites, 1400 km altitude (40/8/2/52).
D - 27 satellites, 2000 km altitude (271915150).
E - 8 satellites, 10.000 km altitude (814/2150).
These results display an important decrease of the
required capacity as the altitude increases.
The choice of the higher altitudes should be the
better one; however, for altitude near 10.000 km
the number of channels required on a single
satellite can be critical.
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figure 5: Relative capacity in orbit to carry 90% of the traffic
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figure4: Satellitecapacity (in numberof channels)versus thepercentageof traffic carried
An Iridium-like constellation (which
provides lower quality of coverage) a Globalstar-
like and an Odyssey-like constellation (which both
provide better quality coverage) are also
considered.
A model computes the satellites load versus
time. For a mobile, the usefull satellite is the
satellite which is in view with the highest
elevation angle. The model takes into account the
subscriber breakdown into several earth regions. A
daily variation traffic curve is considered in the
model. The satellite capacities needed to carry x%
of the traffic are shown for the different
constellations in figure 4.
The capacity required to be launched for
each constellation is computed and compared to
the reference constellation E. Results are shown in
figure 5 for 90% of the call request provided. 167
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The choise of the altitude depends also on
the satellite feasability.
The mobile system makes the coverage
with several spot beams. The number of spot
beams needed depends on the maximum capacity
that a beam should be able to support and on the
total bandwith available. The size of these spot
beams needs to be small enough to increase the
satellite gain and then minimise the power
consumption at both the satellite and the mobile
terminal. A 1000 km diameter is assumed.
Circular beams allow a 7 cell frequency
reuse pattern over an hexagonal structure.
The antenna size is calculated versus the
altitude for the 1000 km diameter spot beams.
Calculation are carried to comfirm that the traffic
can be supported by these values.
The antenna diameters found for the various
altitudes are given in figure 6. These results point
out that a 10.000 km altitude is related with an
achievable antenna size and complexity.
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Altitude Conclusions
Two ranges of adequate altitudes are
identified; between 750 and 2000 km and between
10.000 and 12.000 kin.
As far as the LEts are concerned, the
prefered altitudes are the higher ones: they
minimise the number of satellites to be launched
and the in-orbit capacity. In fact, if the required
number of channels were much larger, the choice
of lower altitudes could be jpreferable. In the case
studied here, an altitude around 1500 km is
selected to minimise the radiation effect problems:
constellation C is a good candidate.
A further study would be required to refine
the launch strategy. Considering the launchers
available in the late 90ies (including Atlas, Ariane
4 and 5) multiple launches could be used for the
LEO C constellation targetting 1 or 2 planes per
launch. Dual launches could be used for the ICO E
constellation. The satellite design will have to
comply with the fairing of volume and the mass
performances of the launchers.
Number of satellites
The number of satellites, for a given
altitude, influences the quality of the coverage.
Using a simulation model, the average
propagation margins necessary on the satellite and
on the mobile terminal is computed for some
different qualities of coverage through the
combination of the elevation angle distribution
between the mobiles and the satellite and the
differents margins corresponding to these elevation
angles.
The different margins are evaluated for
each elevation angles through a Lutz propagation 168
model [7]. They are computed for different
availability, different Bit Error Rate (BER),
different surroundings, different interleaving and
different coding rates assumption.
The choice of the number of satellites
correspond to a quality of coverage optimizing the
average power margin versus the satellite sizing.
CONCLUSION
This paper describes a method to select
satellite constellations responding to particular
traffic assumption and service quality. Many
elements like multiple access, modulation, hand-
over technique .... influence the final
performances. However, they mostly s_d as
possible ways to improve the first approach based
on traffic distribution over latitudes, constellation
geometry, altitude, capacity and propagation
margins.
In the case studied here, Walker
constellations inclinated at 50 ° are prefered. Two
altitudes are favorable: around 1500 km or around
10.000 km. The number of satellites will depend of
the optimization between the average power
margin and the satellite sizing.
A final choice between these 2 alternatives
will be based on the comparison of their cost
implied to manufacture and launch the 2 systems.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews candidate satellite payload ar-
chitectures for systems providing world-wide comlnuni-
cation services to mobile users equipped with hmld-held
lenninals based on large geoslationary satellites
There are a number of problems related to the pay-
load architecture, on-board routing and be_unfonning,
and the design of the S-band Tx and L-band Rx antenna
•"u_dfront ends. A number of solutions are outlined, based
on trade-offs with respecl to the most significant per-
formance paranleters such as capacity. G/T. flexibility of
routing traffic to beams and re-configuration of the spot-
beam coverage, and payload mass and power.
Candidate anlcnna and front-end configurations
were studied, in parlicul,'u direct radiating ,arrays. ,arrays
magnified by a reflector ,'rod active focused reflectors
with overlapping feed clusters for both transmit
(muitimatrix) ,'rod receive (be,'un synthesis).
Regarding the on-board routing and beamfonning
sub-systems, analogue techniques based on banks of
SAW filters, FET or CMOS switches and cross-bar fixed
,and variable beam forming are compared with a hybrid
analogue/digital approach based on Chirp Fourier Trans-
form (CFT) dcmultiplcxcr combined with digital be,'un-
forming or a fully digital processor implementation, also
based on CFT demulliplexing.
INTRODUCTION
Land-mobile satellite communications is evolving
towards providing compatibility with the services offered
by terrestrial cellular personal communication syslcms,
and complementing them in low population density meas
where terrestrial coverage cannol be provided economi-
cally.
Offering the user world-wide roarnino capabilily (as
is intended in an FPLMTS context) requires integrating
terrestrial and satellite networks mad a user terminal ca-
pable of operating within both of them (frequently
referred to as "dual-mode tenninal"). This requires the
development of satellite user terminals adapted to each
application, such as vehicle-mounted terminals (VH),
portable laptop terminals (PT), and pocket size hand-held
telephones (HH). Existing L-band VH and PT terminals
(for inst,'mce INMARSAT-M) ,are compatible with the
current INMARSAT-II spacecraft and other satellites
now in construction such as MSAT, INMARSAT-III, the
EMS payload on ITALSAT-F2 and the LLM payload on-
board ESA's satellite ARTEMIS. Satellite HH tenninals
have not been developed so far.
At ils last conference (WARC'92) the ITU allocated
new fiequency b,'mds to the mobile satellite service, from
1613.8-1626.SMHz (E,--uth-to-space) and 2483.5-
2500MHz (space-to-Earth). These new allocations were
primarily implemented for future satellite systems for HH
voice communication, based on non-GSO satellites (so-
called big LEOs) like the IRIDIUM, GLOBALSTAR,
ODYSSEY, ELLIPSO aud CONSTELLATION systems.
The technical choice (non-GSO satellites) made for those
systems is based on the belief that providing good quality
voice and data communication services to HH terminals
is far beyond the easy reach of GSO satellites. Neverthe-
less, some studies [1] have shown that although GSO
satellites for HH communications ,are very l,-u'ge and
complex, they could be implemented before the end of
this century.
ESA is actively pursuing system studies and tech-
nology developments by different technical solutions
based on GSO, Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) [2], Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) and Highly inclined Elliptical Orbits
(HEO) 13].
This paper SUmlnarises the results of i.'tlernal
studies pcrfonned to size a GSO payload for HH co_mnu-
nicalion. Section 1 outlines the system background, sec-
tioil 2 describes the payload tu'chitectures studied ,'rod as-
socialcd technologies, section 3 describes satellite mobile
link antennas based on large unfurlable reflectors ,and
deployable phased arrays and section 4 gives the overall
payload configuration and system budgets for the selected
option.
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1. SYSTEM BACKGROUND
The satellite system considered here is for land-mo-
bile personal communication, in particular to users
equipped with HH terminals, using the recently allocated
frequency bands in the L and S-bands.
Table 1. User categories and services
USER
Traveller
MOBILITY
open/shadow
TERMINAL
HH dual mode
CO-OPE
RATION
Hi£h
LowMobile mobile chn. VH dual mode
Government mob./outdoor HH, VH High
Remote outdt_r HH, portable High
Telephony PT or VH
Recreational land/sea HH Low
Data out&_r semi-fixed High
Collection
A definition of the user categories and telecommu-
nication services to be provided is given in Table 1. A va-
riety of user terminals have been conceived (Table 2) to
match the different user needs for mobility and transport-
ability. Two par,'uneters ,are of par,'unount importance
when designing the mobile terminal for a given user
application: the antenna (gain ,and profile) and the
transmitted RF power. The antenna radiation pattern
(and gain) has to be adapted to the problems of user mo-
bility and hence possible degree of co-operation in point-
ing towards the satellite. The antenna profile and size is
cn_cial to the terminal integration in a vehicle, suitcase,
or for an ergonomic hand-held design. The transmitted
RF power will have an effect on the DC power demand
and therefore the size of the batteries required
(transportability). In addition to that are the short and
long term safety aspects for the user related to the bio-
logical effects of the radiated fields, especially for a HH-
type terminal.
Table 2. User tenninal types
size
antenna gain
Tx RF power
EIRP [dnW|
G/T [dB/K]
hand-held
pocket
0 - 3dBi
< 500roW
-3-0
-24 - -21
porlable
laptop
+7dBi
vehicle
antenna + set
+4dBi
1W 2W
+7
-17
+7
-2O
The most relevant system parameters are sumina-
rised in Table 3. The satellite has been sized to provide
the equivalenl of 5000 voice (2.4Kb/s coding rate) cir-
cuits to HH terminals over the land masses and coaslal
waters of the geographic,'d ,areas from which the satellite
is seen with more than 10 ° of elevation angle.
Table,3. ' System p.aram., eters
Orbital position
Coverage of land masses only
Min. elevation for coverage
Launch date
Lifetime (with 85% reliability)
Mobile frequencies, downlink
Mobile frequencies, uplink
Frequency re-use
Satellite throughput
Voice activation
Access
Required link quality, C/No
Reference Terminal G/T (HH)
Reference Terminal EIRP (HH)
Satellite EIRP (S-band)
Satellite G/I" _L-band)
GSO, 20 ° East
100
year 1998 - 2000
10 years
2483.5MHz - 2500.0MHz
1613.8MHz - 1626.5MHz
2.5 (average)
5000 voice circuits
40%, both ways
I::DMA, 4KHz channels
39dBHz
-24dB/K
-3dBW
62.6dBW
+6.1dB/K
The forward and return lit_ budgets are summa-
rised in Table 4. The antenna coverages have been opti-
mised for a satellite located at 20 ° East (over the Euro-
pe,'m/African region). The margins in the link with the
mobile users assume line-of-sight communication with
C/M better than 5dB (Ricean channel).
Table 4. Mobile link budgets
Forward down link (2.5GHz)
EIRP/channel 29.6dBW
Satellite Tx antenna gain (*) 33.0dBi
Satellite power/channel -4.4dBW
Number of activated channels 2000
Satellite EIRP (total) 62.6dBW
Path loss -192.5dB
Atmospheric loss 4). 15dB
CCI interference loss -1.0dB
C/M loss - 1.0dB
HH terminal G/T -24.0dB/K
Received C/No 39.5dBHz
Overall forward link C/No 39.0dBHz
Margin (ref. 39dBHz) 0.0dB
Return up link (I.6265GHz)
HH terminal EIRP -3.0dBW
Path loss -188.8dB
Atmospheric loss -0. ldB
C/M loss -1.0dB
CCI interference loss -1.(MB
Satellite Rx antenna gain (*) 34.0dBi
Satellite system temperature 27.9dBK
Satellite G/I" (at L-band) +6. IdB/K
Received C/No at satellite 40.7dBHz
Overall return link C/No 40.2dBHz
Margin (ref. 39dBHz) +l.2dB
I.*) inchMes Tx and Rx losses
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2. REPEATER ARCHITECTURES
The repeater includes the feeder link interface sub-
system, the payload processor and the Tx ,'rod Rx mobile
link sub-systems. The payload processor perfonns
routing, switching ,and be,'unfonning. The primary driver
for the processor is the large number of beams for the re-
quired coverage. This has a major impact on both
channelisation and bcamfonning, but the advantages in
on-board power saving, incre,xsed frequency re-use
potential ,and i,nproved satellite G/T ,are significant for
this application. Other design drivers which have to be
considered ,are: I) large number of fecds (having an
impact on switching and beamfonning); 2) frequency re-
use flexibility (e,'tsily implemented in a digital processor.
but requires local oscillalor tunability in an analogue
one); 3) total capacity; 4) fraMe routing flexibility;
5) fine chmmelisalion for granularily, to reduce bemn
blocking probability; 6) possibility to reammgc the fre-
quency plan in orbit: and last. but not least, 7) reliability
(be_u'ing in mind the fact thai massive and complex
processors lead to massive redundancy requirements).
Three generic types of payload processors were con-
sidered m_d a detailed trade-off between then] was per-
fonned.
SAW + Analogue BFN
This is a fully Irm_sparent processor based on group
dcmultiplcxing by SAW filter banks. The bemnforming
enables a limited number of spot beams to be generated
giving contiguous coverage. This is a well known design
used in many cxisting systems e.g. INMARSAT II1. EMS
and LLM payload on ARTEMIS. The main advantages
of such a design are. besides thc mentioned transparenl
group demultiplexing, f)owcr and bandwidlh flexibility
[uld the ability to ha,idle any type of nlodulatiol_, wllcreas
the limitations ,are on matching traflic to beams (duc to
filtering granularity) and frequency re-rise.
CFT+ Analogue BFN
This payload processor is characterised by lime do-
main analogue dc,nuhiplexing (which is enablcd by thc
Chirp Fourier Transform ), possibly cnh_mced by addi-
tional fine digital channelisation (if very narrow band-
widths, below 100KHz, are required), followed by an
analogue be,'unfonning network. The main features of all
CFT based repeaters arc low granularity, which can go
down to very small channel groups (in case of FDMA) or
to individual carriers (in case of a TDMA access
scheme), simple ,'rod flexible L and S-band in-orbit fre-
quency plan re-arrangement and the possibility to have a
compressed feeder spcctruln without the need to II'laf) lhe
feeder to mobile spectrum.
CFT + Digital BFN
This processor is b,'tsed on SS-FDMA concept of
transponder ch,'mnel switching, but is easily adapted for
use with TDMA or CDMA access schemes, due to its
transparent nature. The routing function is performed in
principal on a channel-by-channel or carrier-by-carrier
basis, using a demultiplexer implemented in hybrid CFT
technology enhanced by digit,'d demultiplexing [4]. In
mar_y cases, however, the ultimate channelisation down
to single user circuit is not needed and significant reduc-
tions in processing load can be achieved by demuhiplex-
ing down to small groups of charmels (typically 20 to 30
circuits), without noticeably degrading the overall per-
fonn,'mce. The coverage is achieved by a large number of
narrowband relx3sitionable overlapped beams. Beam-
forming is digital narrowband i.e. perfonned on a limited
number of channels or carriers. There is a possibilily to
pcrfo,'m individual channel processing including on-
t,,o_u'd level cont,'ol to save downlink RF power ,and active
interfc,'ence suppression to maximise frequency re-use.
Total control of feed element signals enables beam re-
configuration in case of failure or misalignmenl.
Accurate user location for be,'un pointing is a neces-
sily, if the advantages of be,'un repositioning are to be
utilised. Digittd beamforming lends itself well to direc-
lion finding algorithms, which can be i,nplemented in
the return processor for this purpose. Other networking
implications following from this design approach are
mobile to ,nobile link service, adaptability to v,'u'iations of
traffic distribution and transparency for introduction of
new services.
In summ,'u'y, the main advantages are maximised
routing flexibility, best frequency re-use capability, high
RF power efficiency (due to near-peak ,'mtenna gain and
lw_ssiblc power cont,'ol), compact feeder link arid, of
n_:Ljor importance for service to haud-held terminals,
peak satcllitc G/T. The single most significant disadvan-
lil[2e is thai a processor of this type has not been flown
before whilst il is based on technology which still needs
to bc developed to space sland,'u'd.
Mobile and Feeder IAnk Subsystems
Due to the high incidence of components involved
in mobile antenna feed element chains, significant
adwmlages in payload mass and DC power consumption
can be expected fi'om their improvements. In particular
integration and minialurisalion is needed for low-loss
otflpul combiners (semi-active antenna) ,and bandpass
fihers, very low noise figure L-band LNAs integrated
with bandpass fillers, and high efficiency medium-power
S-hand SSPAs.
The feeder link sub-system is not described in de-
tail, because of its commonalty with previous designs. An
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estimateofmassandDCpowerequirementforthissub-
systemis,nevertheless,presentedinTable5.
3. S/C ANTENNA DESIGN
The spacecraft mullibeam ,antennas are required to
provide reconfigurable coverage of land masses from sev-
eral positions on the geosynchronous orbit and to ac-
commodate changes in traffic to beams, with maximum
DC to RF efficiency. Over 33dB gain is required in both
the forward and return links, with 20dB sidelobe isola-
tion for frequency re-use. It is further assumed that the
same beam footprints are used for the up and down links.
Direct Radiating Arrays
Active arrays can provide the required flexibility.
The use of separate transmit and receive antennas is con-
ceptually simpler than the re-use of the same aperture,
but implies complex deployment. For the same aperture,
either interleaved or co-located (dual frequency) elements
are possible. A configuration with separate antennas,
8mx2.7m at L-band for receive and 51 imxi,?in at S-
band for transmit, each with 192 subarrays of electro-
magnetically coupled annular slots, has been evaluated.
The beams are elliptical and, even with optimum sub-,'u-
raying, sidelobe control requires a power inefficient exci-
tation taper or use of different amplifiers. Be,'unfonning
is complex since all elelnents are involved for each beam.
Reflector Antennas
Multifeed reflector antennas are the other _dtcrna-
five. In the receive mode, where amplitude control at feed
level has no power efficiency impact, focusing reflector
antennas using beam synthesis [5] lead Io the smallesl
feed and reflector sizes. Each be,-un is formed by optimal
weighting of pre-,'unplified signals from only some of the
feeds.
For transmit, ,amplifiers must operate close to nomi-
nal power for optimum DC to RF efficiency.
Active focusing reflector antennas, with overlapping
feed clusters, and one power ,'unplifier at each feed re-
quire complex power switching to cope with changes in
beam loading, hnaging antennas [6] where a feed ,array is
magnified by one or two reflectors, suffer from reflector
oversizing and require inefficient feed ilhmination taper-
ing for sideiobe control.
One preferred option is semi-active multimatrix ,an-
tennas [7,8], as used for the INMARSAT III series,
which provide the required performance with optimum
power efficiency, together with minimum reflector and
feed sizes. The same feeds ,are s'hated between ._eveml
beams and are powered from identical amplifiers via
Butler-like matrices, which direct the power towards the
selected outputs depending on their input phase law.
A design with 357_ by 49_ (4.2mx5.8m at S-band)
offset reflector (F/D=0.5) and a 128 element feed array
I
Ill,.
Rgu_ 1. Reflector Antennas on Spacecraft
placed on the satellite wall (Figure 1) fed via 16 8x8
hybrid matrices (Figure 2) has been analysed for global
coverage. As only land mass and 10 ° elevation coverage
is required, the number of feeds and matrices is reduced
accordingly, but not shown.
128 Feeds
Sixtoen
8x8 Hybrids
128 Amplifiers
CENTRAL OLDER
BEAM BEAM
ABCD - - OPABC - - OPABC - * OP_ - - - OP
g'y
[ Low Uovo' Beamforrning_]) i ) i ) i i
l_am Inputs
Rgu_ 2. Multimatrix Principle
Since thousands of channels are transmitted into
around 85 beams for land coverage, optimised complex
excitations (with a limited dynamic range to simplify
be,'unforming) can be used, as each amplifier contributes
to many be,'uns and, therefore, its power is averag _.
Wiih a i0d-B i'ange, central beams use 3 to 7 feeds and
outer ones up to 16. The cross-over levels between beams
v_u'y liom -3dB (centre) to -1.3dB (edge). Computed con-
Iours of typical beams over the Earth's surface with these
excitations ,are shown in Figure 3 for the antennas of
Figure !. A scaled version of this antenna (6.5mx9m),
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operatinginthebeamsynthesismode,is proposed for the
receive function.
Figu_ 3. Selected Optimised 35dBi Directivity
Contours
With digital beamforming it is envisaged to gener-
ate a large nurnber of repositionablc beams crossing over
•"u'ou nd ldB.
4. CANDIDATE PAYLOAD
Previously performed trade-offs led to the conclu-
sion that in the case of payloads with a large number of
beams (as is inevitably the case for global personal com-
munications) in conjunction with the requirement to use
many feeds per beam. narrowband digital bcmnforming
combined with CFT or all-digital muhiplexing has a
significant mass advantage over other techniques based
on a SAW filter banks and amdogue beamfonning.
Therefore, the candidate payload is based on the repealer
design with digital beam fanning and CFT processing.
The preferred ,'mtenna option is beam synthesis on re-
ceive and the semi-active mullimatrix on transmit, be-
cause it avoids the use of different amplifiers in lhc
transmit mode ,and implies a minimum number of feeds
per beam.
Figure 4 shows a basic block diagram of the
candidate payload, while the main payload budgets are
shown in Table 5. It should be noled that the RF power
has been calculated for the most disadvantaged users -
those in the bemns with lowest l_ak gain at the edge of
coverage. For users closer to the centre of the satellite
coverage (i.e. near the sub-satellite point) there is a
power advantage resulting fiom the lower path loss
(approximalcly ldB) and higher peak antenna gain. The
actual benefit in total RF power requirement is directly
dependant o,i the distribution of the users within the
satellile coverage and has not been evah.ated in this
paper.
Table 5. Payload bud_,ets
Mass
[Kal
12.2
Power
[W]
306.0C-band sub-system
receiver 1.6 6.0
HPA 5.9 300.0
outlmt.MUX 1.8
receive antenna 1.1
transmit antenna 1.8
25.0p,ower supply unit
FWD and RTN processors
250.0
107.1 381.0
S-band SSPA (r1=33%) 84.0 2744.0
33.4low noise amplifiers (L-band)
S-band Tx antenna 95.0
211.0
L-band Rx antenna 120.0
"I+FCinterface unit 4.0
cables 43.8
hanlcSS 30.0
T t) I a I 554 3890
It has been assumed for the mass budgets that most
of the critical elements (all feeder link components, mo-
bile link SSPAs and LNAs, ,and digital circuitry) are 2
for 1 redundant, the notable exception being the feed
element chains within the processors (DACs ,and the ,ana-
logue output components, including the CFTs). As the
antennas are essentially focus fed, graceful degradation is
not acceptable. A satisfactory reliability estimate was
obtalncd by securing 3 additional rcdund,'mt chains for
every group of 11 chains (14 for 11 redundancy).
The assumed digital technology is radiation hard-
ened CMOS (0.8_tm), which is the selected option for a
1998-2000 launch.
Although FDMA access scheme has been taken for
this example, this type of payload design is well suited
for narrowband TDMA and would lead to similar, if not
lower, mass and power figures, due to the fact that the
processing load would be slightly lower in this c_e.
C()NCLUSIONS
ESA is actively pursuing different space segment
oplions for the provision of voice ,'rod data communica-
tions to users equipped with mobile, portable and hand-
held terminals, at L and S-bands.
In p,'u'ticular a Geostationary (GSO) satellite option
is attractive (compared to MEO or LEO satellite constel-
lations), because of the low (3 to 4) number of satellites
involved, the technological heritage ,'rod the relative
simplicity of the ground segment and network manage-
ille111.
This paper has described possible GSO payload ar-
chilecturcs, including L and S-b,'md ,'mtemms mid re-
pealer sub-systems. For the mobile link antennas, direct
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LNA D/c
C/S-band (2:1 red ) IF
SSPA U/c
CFT + DBFN
FWD
Proces,_r
(14:11 red.
on mobile)
T
C_ + DBR_I
RIN
Processor
( 14:11 red
on mobile)
t
2
112
S-band
8W SSPAs ' : : /
,-_ (2:1) _ " : ' /
- _ / 4.2x5.8m
................. '. ............. S-band Tx
L-band : ....... .
LNAs
' (2: I)
' " ............ ' L-band Rx
Figure 4. Basic payload block diagraln (redundancy not shown)
radiating arrays and focusing muhifeed reflector _mten-
n,'ts have been evaluated. Concerning the payload proces-
sor, which performs the routing, switching and beam-
forming functions, ,analogue and digital implementations
involving SAW filters, CFTs and digital be,'unforming
technologies have been ev;duated and comp,'ued.
Finally, a candidate payload is described and its to-
lad mass and DC power consumption ,are calculated for a
total capacity of 5000 duplex voice circuits.
Key technologies that ,are required to be developed
to space qualification ,are CFT-based channel lranslnul-
tiplexing, digital be,'unfonning, high efficiency medium-
power S-band SSPAs, highly h_tegmted very low-noise
L-band LNAs and large (6 to 10 inelrcs) unfurlable L and
S-band antennas.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the system architecture for an
advanced Canadian ka-band geostationary mobile
satellite system is described, utilizing hopping spot
beams to support a 256 kbps wideband service for both
N-ISDN and packet-switched interconnectivity to small
briefcase-size portable and mobile terminals.
An assessment is given of the technical feasibility of
the satellite payload and terminal design in the post year
2000 timeframe. The satellite payload includes
regeneration and on-board switching to permit single
hop interconnectivity between mobile terminals. The
mobile terminal requires antenna tracking and platform
stabilization to ensure acquisition of the satellite signal.
The potential user applications targeted for this
wideband service includes: home-office, multimedia,
desk-top (PC) videoconferencing, digital audio
broadcasting, single and multi-user personal
co_mnunications.
INTRODUCTION
Both the development of experimental ka band
satellite systems, such as Olympus and ACTS [1], and
the conceptual studies of advanced future systems [2]
has produced designs that offer satellite services to
support a variety of user applications. These range
from narrowband (handheld) personal communications
to wideband B-ISDN trunking and supercomputer
linkup. Coupled with this is the study of new payload
and terminal technologies such as on-board processing,
multiple spot beam antennas, and intelligent terminals to
enhance the utilization of the ka-band.
Copyright c 1993 by Spar Aerospace Limited.
Published by the IMSC'93 with permission.
The successfull application of all this technology is
however critically dependent on the market forces for
the various different communications services that will,
or perhaps more correctly, that are foreseen to exist in
the post 2000 timeframe. Consideration must be given
to the implementation, by that time, of both the LEO
type narrowband personal systems, and the possible
widespread deployment of the terrestrial B-ISDN fibre
optic network. It is perceived that a commercial
opportunity may exist, in between these two
applications, for an advanced wideband mobile satellite
communications service, although the expansion of
cellular bandwidths cannot be dismissed. The use of
the ka-band, however, is in any case an advantage to
satellite systems for "above the clouds" applications
such as an aeronautical service.
In this paper, one possible conceptual approach to
the design of such a wideband mobile satellite system is
presented. It begins with a discussion of the overall
system architecture followed by sections on both
payload and terminal design. Some aspects of these
designs, in particular the mobile terminal are currently
only at a preliminary stage. The concepts reported here
are part of a continuing overall study effort for the
Canadian Department of Communications, carried out
by a Spar led team of Canadian aerospace industry to
develop an advanced ka band satellite mission.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of the advanced mobile
satcom system comprises ka band service links and a ku
band backhaul and private business network. The
services supported on the ka band system include the
single-user land mobile, fixed or portable USAT, and
an aeronautical service. The performance and key link
parameters for these are given in Table 1. The ka band
system utilizes a 0.5 degree and a 2.3 degree hopping
spot beam coverage for the land mobile and
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aeronautical services respectively, while the ku band
backhaul/business network operates with four fixed
beams. The land mobile and fixed services are
contrained to Canadian coverage only, and the
aeronautical service is extended to all of North America
including Mexico for continuity of transborder service.
Table 1. Service Parameters
Services Avail BER Into # DL #
% Rates TX Beams
(kbps)
Single-User Mobile 99 10 L 16-256 7 84
Fixed/Portable USAT 99.5 10 e 16-E1
Aeronautical 99.9 10 i 16-E 1 1 12
Fixed ku VSAT 99.9 107 E1 4 4
The payload is a baseband regenerative type, providing
the advantages of signal regeneration and full single-hop
interworking of services and interconnectivity of
terminals. An MF-TDMA primary uplink access
supports information rates in increments of 16 kbps
upto to the maximum carrier transmission rates. In
addition, a key objective of this on-board processing
design is to permit the greatest flexibility of bandwidth
usage approaching that of a bent-pipe transponder in
some respects. As such, the system will allow
operation of various terminal sizes with different
transmission rates required to support narrow (16 kbps)
to wideband (TI, El) source traffic.
The sizing of the conceptual design presented here, is
based on market studies for the post 2000 timeframe
previously carried out by others. The terminal
populations for each service is given in Table 2 below.
The aeronautical population is by user, and essentially
only considers Canadian air traffic. The trunk rate
indicated represents the average information rate
utilized by a terminal with a 5% grade of service and a
traffic intensity of .01 Erlangs/user.
Table 2.
Services
Single-User Mobile
Fixed/Portable USAT
Aeronautical
Fixed ku VSAT
(@ 0.02 Erlangs/T
and Pb =.01%1
Service Populations
Trunk #Trunks/ Pop./hop Tot
Rate hop(fix) (fix) Pop.
(kbps) beam beam
64 t 6 1154 8078
64 16 1154 1154
E1 8 156 624
Single-User Mobile Service
This service, as its name indicates, is envisaged to
support a single land mobile user with information rates
upto 256 kbps. It also supports fixed/portable (but
stationary during use) USAT applications that can
operate at higher rates with larger terminals than is
possible with mobiles which require antenna tracking
and mobile power supplies.
The coverage for this service, comprising 84 spot
beams which are organized in groups of 12 and served
by 7 hopping TDM downlink carriers, is shown in
Figure 1. The link budgets are given in Table 3 with
notes regarding link parameters and assumptions. The
budget also includes a 1 dB allowance for an adjacent
satellite interference case produced by a "same satellite
system" spaced about 8 degrees away. The system
supports both mobile-to-base and mobile-to-mobile
communications.
Table 3.
Link Parameters
Description
Frequency
TX Antenna Diameter
TX Antenna Gain _
Transmit Power
No. of Spoilt z
EIRP
Space Loll {39_DO km)
RX Antenna OlernJrer
RX Antenna Gain
G/T
Trenen_tlsion Rate =
C/No Thermal
Off-axle angle 4
Adjacenr Sat Interference
C/No Unfaded
Sat Pointing Loss
Atrno= Lois
Ground Pointing Loll
Multlpath Loll w
A reliability
Ottawa Rein Fade I
Polarization Losl
Syztem Margin
Faded C/No
Faded Eb/No
Damod Irnpl. Mer_n
Non-linearity degr_l 7
Ideal Eb/No 0
BER faded
Ma_tmum BER faded
Overeli Availability
Notes:
Land Mobile Link Budget
Forward: Return:
Base-to-Mobile Mobile-to-Base
Units Upllnk Downllnk Upllnk DownHnk
GHz 14,0 20,0 30.0 12.0
m I .e 2.4 0.3x0,I 1.0
d_ 48.2 43.3 34.0 29.S
dBVV 7.9 15,0 9,9 14.2
Spots 4 84 84 4
dBW 54.1 58.3 43.6 43.7
dB 207.3 210,4 213.9 208.0
m t.O 0.3x0.I 1.6 1.8
dBi 31 .O 32.O 44.7 44.9
dB/K 2.2 6.2 16.e 20,7
kbpl 1970.0 1500,0 364.0 13900.0
dB-Hz 77.6 81.2 74.9 84.9
deg. 2.0 9.0 9.0 2.0
d8 83.4 87.0 80.8 91.2
dB*Hz 76.9 a0.2 739 84.0
dB 0.2 0.9 0.8 O.2
dB 0.2 l ,O O.a 0.2
de 0.2 1.0 1,0 0.2
dB O.0 310 3.O 0,O
% 99.95 99.5 99.5 a9.as
dB 5.1 3.1 3.O 3.8
dB 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.1
dB 1.0 1.0 1.0 1,0
dB-Hz 69,7 70.0 64,1 78.5
de-l_z 7,0 8.3 8.5 7.0
dB I .S 1.5 1.9 1.8
dB 0.0 I O.0 0.2 0,0
L dB-Hz 5.5 8.8 6.8 5.5
8'3xlO_ 6.4xI04 6,4x10"* 9.ax10 _
6.4 x 104 6_4xlO 4
99.45 99.48
Two-way: Mobile-to-Mobile
6.4x10 •
99,0
1. Mobile TX gmn Ii reduced by 1 ,O dB for redome lind rotary coupler and satellite gain is
redtJcad by 1.5 d6 for RF filter/coupling. Mobile entann4 ill 90 x 10¢m microfltrtp patch
arrlv. Ka band llatellite antenna is focus fed reflector with aingte horn par spot bairn.
2. For ku band, 4 fixed beernl end for ka band, 84 llpofl in hoppin 8 beam groupl of 12.
3. RF transmlll01on rile for a four phue modulation with rate 1/2 FEC convolutional
codin 0 and overhead for burst lynchror_zatlon, llyrnbol tirmng, end routing headerll.
4. Gift-axis angle ill the adjacent llatellite capitation,
_i Multipath lolls includell fading lind shadowing in a mobile anvlronxnent
6. Rain fading for the Ottawa location, with o 3 d9 upJink countermeasure gain using
a_liaptive forward error ¢o.eclion (AFECt and 1/2 information rate reduction.
7. Non-linearit¥ degradation for mobile uptink using an offset continuous phase modulation
(OQPSK, MSK) ope,etnd with a ClalS C llarurated Impart de_Ice.
8. Idea/Eb/No include_ Vitecb) soft decision decodmg and differanltial delection for mobile
terrninall, and coherent for fixed base station terminalG.
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Figure 1. Land Mobile Coverage Figure 2. Aeronautical Coverage
The terminal is envisaged as essentially a vehicular
unit that can either be directly used inside the vehicle or
serve as a relay unit by being remotely accessed via a
user to terminal air interface. The terminal consists of
a 30 cm x 10 cm microstrip patch that mechanically
tracks the satellite in azimuth, and transmits 10 w of RF
power. Further details are discussed in the terminal
design section below.
Aeronautical Service
The aeronautical service is essentially an airborne
version of the land mobile service with some key
differences as follows. The terminal requires doppler
compensation due to aircraft motion and greater
tracking capability in both elevation and azimuth. Since
this service is offered to an inherently multi-user form
of transportation, a higher time multipled multi-user
source information rate is expected.
The coverage for this service, comprising 12 spot
beams, served as a group of 12 by one hopping TDM
downlink carrier, is shown in Figure 2. As noted
previously, an all North American coverage is assumed.
The link budgets are given in Table 4 along with notes
regarding additional or different items to the land
mobile service. The key differences include no
allowances for rain fade, multipath, or atmospheric
losses. This effectively permits the use of an
aeronautical terminal, similar in size to the land mobile,
but operating with 12 larger spot beams compared to
the 84 spots required to support land mobile.
Table 4. Aeronautical Link Budget
Link Parameters Forward: Return:
Base-to-Mobile Mobile-to-Base
Description Units Uplink Downlink Uplink Downlink
Frequency GHz 14.0 20.0 30.0 12 O
TX Antenna Diameter m 1.9 I 0 03 1.0
TX Antenna Gem 1 dgi 462 329 37.3 295
Transmit Power dBYV 7,9 15 0 10.6 14.2
No. of Spots 2 Spoil 4 12 12 4
EIRP dBW 54.1 47.9 47.8 43.7
Space Lost 139500 kin) dB 2073 210.4 213.9 205.0
RX Antenna Diamete¢ m 1.0 0.3 1,0 1.8
RX Antenna Gain dB_ 31.0 33.7 34.4 44.9
G/T dB/K 2.2 7.8 5.6 20.7
Transmission Rate kbps 1870.0 1900.0 364.0 13900.0
C/No Thermal dB-Hz 77.6 74.0 68.1 84.9
Off a_$ angle dog. 2.0 9.0 8.0 2.0
Adiacent Sat Interference dB 83.4 79.8 73.9 91.2
C/No Unfaded dB-Hz 76.6 73.0 67.1 84.0
Set Pointing Loss dB 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Alines Loll dB 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2
Ground Pointing Loll dB 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2
[V_Jltipath LOlll _ dB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Availability % 99.95 100.0 100.0 99.95
Ottawa Rain Fade 4 dB 5.1 0.0 O.O 3.9
Polarization Loss dB 0.1 0.9 0,6 O. I
Systew'_ Margin dB 1.0 ! .0 1.0 1.0
Faded C/No dB-Hz 69,7 70.8 54.9 78.9
Faded Eb/No dg-Hz 7.0 9.0 9.0 7,0
Darned Impl. Margin d9 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.6
Non-finearity deg¢_KI d8 0.0 O0 0 2 0.0
Ideal Eb/No dB-Hz 5.5 7.6 7.6 65
BER faded 8.8x10 _ 6.1x104 8.9x10.7 9.8_10 m
Maximum 9ER faded 8.9 x 10 _= 6,9x10 7
• Gve relI Avelfobili W % 99.95 99.99
Notes:
1. Mobile TX gain i0 reduced by 1.0 d9 for redome and rotary coupler and satellite gelrl is
reduced by 1.5 dB for RF filter/coupling. Mobile intenna is 30 cm rNcrostdp patch
array. Ka bend latellite antenna is focus fed reflector wffh lingle horn par spot beam.
2. For ku band, 4 fixed beams end few ke band, 12 spot= in one hopping beam group of 12.
3. Muhipath los8 Jl a¢aumed zero for eeronaulJcai 8aPAce due to antenna directivity .
4. Raln fading 8sl;urned zero for operation above clouds at c¢_Jiling altitude,
. , ,,
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PAYLOAD DESIGN
The overall payload design consists of four main
subsystems: the 84 and 12 beam ka band, the 4 beam
ku band, and the On-Board Processing (OBP) systems.
The OBP ties all subsystems together through a TST
type of switch fabric that provides packet-switched
interconnectivity of user traffic segmented into satellite
data packets with self-routing headers.
As shown in the block diagram of the ka band
payload in Figure 3, the other elements of the payload
include single horn per spot beam antennas with a low
noise receiver per horn. The uplink is, however, not
hopped, so a filter/switch matrix maps the uplink
carrier usage of a group of 12 spots corresponding to a
hopping downlink group. In this way the uplink MF-
TDMA bandwidth is shared over 12 spot beams to
match the equivalent TDM downlink capacity which is
hopped over 12 spot beam positions comprising the
downlink group. The signal received from a group is
bulk demultiplexed, demodulated and decoded by a
Multi-Carrier Demodulator (MCD). This output enters
the space switch through a T (Time or memory) stage
port. The overall switch is a 6 x 6, which includes 2
ka band ports, one for each system, and four ku band
ports.
The RF power subsystem approach selected for this
conceptual design utilizes saturated TWTAs feeding
dedicated downlink carriers per hopping beam group.
An alternate approach, which is the subject of on-going
studies, utilizes a hybrid matrix power system with
linear SSPAs.
Table 5. Payload Mass and Power Estimate
Subsystem
84 Beam Ka Band
12 Beam Ka Band
4 Beam Ku Band
OBP Switch
Total
Mess (kg)
143
40
75
29
287
Power (Watts)
1250
185
130
213
1778
The key determining system-level factor in the
evaluation of these two approaches is the degree of
flexibility that is likely to be required in matching the
satellite RF power to the instantaneous traffic
distribution. The latter approach is inherently flexible
in achieving this but currently has the significant
technological disadvantage of the low DC power
efficiency (10 %) of linear ka band SSPAs.
For the TWTA approach a DC power efficiency of
about 40 % is achievable [3]. The critical aspect for
this approach, however, is the selection of the spot
beams comprising a hopping downlink group. The
selection of the spots for a particular group are not
necessarily physically contiguous, in fact the main
criteria for spot selection is to ensure that the overall
network traffic is as evenly distributed over the
downlink TDM carriers, thereby maximizing the power
utilization of the satellite. Mass and power estimates
for this payload approach are given in Table 5 above.
This payload size can be accomodated on a GE5000 bus
for example.
84 SEAM
CANADA
COVERAGE
OBP
SW
N AMERICA
COVERAGE
Figure 3. Ka-band OBP Payload
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TERMINAL DESIGN
Earth Terminal Types
The focus of terminal design has been on mobile
types, both vehicular and aeronautical. However the
mobile satellite can support services to fixed terminals
such as home office, multimedia and larger terminals
for business applications. The former type are
downgradable to the latter in terms of antenna tracking
and acquisition capabilities and upgradable in terms of
antenna size and terrestrial interface capabilities.
The key areas in the terminal design are:
• selection of antenna types
• selection of acquisition and tracking approach
• frequency control
• flexibility of terrestrial interface
• low cost approach
Antenna Design
The use of reflector type or microstrip patches are
most attractive for mobile and small fixed terminals,
although other approaches are possible - such as the use
of dielectric lenses and slot arrays. Reflector types are
compact and have high efficiency but have high cost.
Microstrip arrays are adopted for the mobile application
because of low cost and tolerable efficiency.
The best approach to signal acquisition and tracking
is to employ patches with a relatively large beamwidth
in elevation so that only the azimuth need be scanned
and tracked [4].
A patch with dimensions 30 cm. by 10 cm. produces
sufficient gain (about 34 dB) and elevation beamwidth
(10 deg.) for the mobile application. A 10 deg.
beamwidth in elevation is sufficient to allow for vehicle
pitch, but a manually-adjustable elevation setting
is used to adapt the antenna orientation to a particular
geographical area. Separate patches are required for 30
GHz transmit and 20 GHz receive signals.
For azimuth signal acquisition a DC stepping motor
is used to slowly scan until the FFT in the electronics
package has detected a downlink signal. A dither
approach to antenna tracking combined with vehicle
motion sensors is then employed. In the probe approach
to beam scanning, each spot is visited every 24 msec.,
equivalent to less than a meter distance travelled by the
vehicle. The dither applied to the antenna moves it
alternatively to either side of the estimated line of sight
to the satellite and measures the signal strength of the
probe signal, thus determining the pointing error's size
and polarity. The 3.5 degree beamwidth at 20 Ghz
imposes a tight requirement for pointing accuracy and
tracking which may limit the degree of motion
instability which can be tolerated. This is being further
studied. A completely electronic approach to scanning
using phased arrays is judged to be cost ineffective - a
complete transmit/receive array may cost up to $4000.0
if the cost of phase shiflers is included [5].
Terminal Architecture
The block diagram of the terminal is shown in
Figure 4. This depicts the mobile version; for the fixed
version the antenna controller and motion sensors are
not present. The terrestrial interfaces are modular and
__ TERRESTRIAL
XNTERFACES
.... L-B_
MICRDPROCESS.
CONTR(ILER _'E-N-S-_ S
VI][CE I/I]
FRAME RELAY
DSI
Figure 4. Terminal Architecture
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adaptable to a variety of traffic types; voice and modest
rate video for multimedia applications (up to 256 kbps),
up to 2.048 Mbps for larger fixed antennas.
The transmit data stream is rate-l/2 encoded (this
coding is removed in the satellite and the downlink is
re-coded. A continuous phase modulation (MSK
,OQPSIC) is used to reduce sidelobe regeneration and
distortion due to saturation non-linearities. The uplink is
transported in a TDMA frame. The transmitter is a
maximum I0 watt Impatt device operated as a class C
amplifier to maximize the DC power efficiency.
Should the quality of the downlink signal degrade
due to a rain fade which is larger that the allocated
margin, the receiver can decide to signal the
corresponding transmitter to reduce itsdata rate by a
factor of 1/2, and add an extra level of coding. This
level of coding passes through the regenerating
transponder without processing.
The downlink signal is in TDM form and is received
with a G/T of approximately 7.9 dB (in the absence of
rain). A two stage downconverter is used to process the
signal to the IF level. Since the downlink signal is not
continuous, but may consist only of a probe that is brief
in duration, a special frequency estimator is used to
minimize acquisition time. This consists of a FFT
spectral estimator package. The estimator continually
acquires multipoint DFT representations of the signal. It
includes software to assess the DFT data and to
estimate frequency errors. Frequency changes are
expected to occur at a slow rate compared to that of the
software execution.
All elements of the terminal are expected to be
amenable to year 2000 volume production techniques.
For example 1 watt 30 GHz SSPAs (11% efficiency)
were available 5 years ago and it is expected that low
cost 10 watt units will be available in less that 10 years.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an overview description of
conceptual studies focusing on a particular approach to
the system architecture of an advanced ka band mobile
satellite system. The motivation for this approach is to
suggest an architecture that 1) might reasonably be
achieved in the immediate post 2000 timeframe
involving a minimum of new development items, and 2)
provides a satellite service that could effectively handle
user applications requiring wideband mobile services.
The utilization of a saturated TWTA power system
onboard the satellite and mechanical tracking of the
terminal antennas are considered less challenging and
costly, at least in the immediate future, than the hybrid
matrix approach and electronic steering of the terminal
antenna. Significant development items, including the
OBP switch and antenna systems, however, do remain
to be fully achieved and demonstrated.
The overall feasibility of such a system that provides
a wideband mobile service, particulary land mobile,
does in general critically depend on the technical
requirements for the aquisition and tracking of a
relatively high gain terminal antenna. Through
experiments such as the ACTS land mobile terminal,
the feasibility and development of these type of
terminals in a ka band propagation environment can be
tested and demonstrated.
However, in addition to the significant technical
work that needs to be done, further effort is required to
identify and estimate the market potential for one or a
range of user applications that could be commercially
successfull using an advanced ka band satellite system.
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ABSTRACT
The paper summarises a study contract
recently undertaken for ESA [i]. The
study compared the effectiveness of
several processing architectures
applied to multiple beam, geostationary
global and European regional missions.
The paper discusses architectures based
on transparent SS-FDMA analogue, trans-
parent DSP and regenerative processing.
Quantitative comparisons are presented
and general conclusions are given with
respect to suitability of the
architectures to different mission
requirements.
INTRODUCTION
As mobile systems develop towards a
mass market with smaller mobile Earth
stations (MES) a key requirement is for
high gain spot beams to limit onboard
and MES power and to provide scope for
frequency reuse (FR). Associated with
this is a need for channel to beam
routing to acc_ate a non-uniform
and variable traffic distribution. The
objective was to compare onboard
processing and routing architectures,
based on different approaches for
future multibeam GEO missions and to
identify regimes where the different
approaches are most applicable.
In a generic sense all architectures
comprise the Feeder Link (FL) antenna
and Rx/Tx system, the Mobile Link
(ML) antenna and Rx/Tx system (L-band)
J Benedicto
European Space Technology Centre
Postbus 299
2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands
Tel: (31)-1719-86555
Fax: (31)-1719-17400
and the forward link (FWL) and return
link (RTL) processors. The following
options were studied:
A. Transparent SS-FDMA with processing
of transponder channels comprising
groups of user accesses. Implementa-
tion is analogue and divides between
filter plus switch and Chirp Fourier
Transform (CFT) options.
B. Transparent digital signal
processing (DSP) characterised by
channelisation to individual or small
groups of FDMA user accesses with
routing by either beam switching or
beam steering.
C. Regenerative with channel
demodulation and independent
optimisation of FL and ML access and
transmission characteristics.
Comparisons were made for integral
Land-Aero-Maritime Global (I2LMG) and
I_nd Mobile Regional (LMR) missions.
Candidate architectures were
defined for each option. An internal
tradeoff for each option was based on
a range of performance and
implementation parameters leading to a
number of preferred architectures.
The preferred architectures were then
compared using spread sheet models
based on key system budgets and
parametric implementation models.
The tradeoff is complex involving
many criteria which will have different
importance for different missions.
These include payload mass and power,
spectral efficiency, erlang efficiency
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and flexibility to changing traffic,
flexibility to vary channel character-
istics (data rate, modulation), and to
change frequency plan, flexibility to
exchange channel power and bandwidth,
system security against unauthorised
access, associated ground segment and
control requirements and development
risks and timescales. The options
display strengths and weakness with
respect to these criteria; a key
objective was to define regimes where
the different options are preferred.
ASSUMPTIONS AND COMMON FEATURES
Various coverage concepts may be
considered for the ML. A global beam
has a simple antenna and good traffic
flexibility but gain is low and there
is no FR. Fixed contiguous spot beams
provide high gain and FR but require a
large antenna and routing capability.
Alternatively larger numbers of over-
lapped spot beams (fixed or agile) may
be used each supporting a single or
limited group of users close to the
beam peak; such an approach also
provides higher spatial FR because of
the localisation of users to the beam
peak allows closer co-frequency beams.
Antenna models were defined based on
a focus fed multimatrix approach for
contiguous beams and phased array
(direct or imaging) for highly
overlapped beams.
The I2tMGmission assumes a global
public service with a limited number of
gateway stations within a single FL
beam and 9 contiguous beams (or
equivalent sized overlapped beams) on
the ML (MES G/T = -12dBK).
FDMA/FDM access is assumed with
9.6kbit/s channels taken as
representative but with emphasis on
service flexibility. Traffic distribution
is assumed to be highly non-uniform.
The LMR mission combines public and
private (VSAT) European services with a
single beam FL and an ML with up to 12
contiguous beams (or equivalent size
overlapped beams) (MES G/T = -12dB/K).
Access is FDMA or CDMA.
Propagation characteristics on the
ML are important particularly for land
mobile services with shadowing and
multipath losses which are dependent on
environment, elevation and MES antenna
pattern. Shadowing effectively excludes
an urban service at European latitudes.
For _ shadowing and multipathmargins
of 5dB and 2dB were assumed. An average
environmental link margin of 2.5dB was
assumed for the 12LMG mission (due to
mixture of services).
Channel Level Control (LC) emerged
as a key issue with respect to system
optimisation in view of the large
variations in link performance (in
particular for land mobile). Without
LC, margins must cover worst case
conditions leading to excessive power
requirements. Ideally individual
channels would be dynamically
controlled according to instantaneous
link conditions. Various schemes
involving ground or onboard LC were
studied including those using the
correlation between mobile uplink and
downlink in order to save power on
the critical mobile downlink.
Spectral efficiency is a key issue
for the ML. Factors affecting it are
channel and erlang efficiency and FR.
FR is limited by antenna isolation,
traffic distribution and control issues.
The overlapped beam approach offers an
advantage in this respect. Onboard
Active Interference Suppression (AIS)
aimed at nulling specific interferers
is possible within some architectures.
Erlang efficiency drops if fixed
channels are used in fixed spot beams.
Methods of recovering erlang efficiency
and traffic flexibility involve the use
of beam overlaps, frequency addressing
with multiple FLbands mapping to a
common ML band in different beams,
channel to beam switching, Variable
Bandwidth and Centre Frequency (VBVCF)
filters and agile beam steering.
OPTION A. ANALOGUE SS-FDMA
A transparent transponder is assumed
with channels wide compared to indivi-
dual accesses but narrow compared to
the total bandwidth. Routing to beams
is by analogue means (as Inmarsat 3).
Filter and Switch Matrix Architectures
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Key requirements are for sufficient
granularity in channelisation and beam
switching and to maintain spectral
efficiency on the ML.
Orthogonal FLpolarisations may be
used to give contiguous usage of the ML
by feeding SAW filters adjacent in
frequency from opposite FLpolarisa-
tions. All signals have the same
frequency translation. A disadvantage
is the i00 percent overhead needed in
FL bandwidth. Architectures were
considered with typically 8 switchable
filters (for each service in the case
of LAMG) covering a band of typically
7MHz. If all filters have the same
bandwidth a high level of granularity
is implied which will limit traffic
flexibility. A finer granularity and
more flexibility is obtained if the
filters are made different (for example
with a binary relationship between
bandwidths); this however implies that
the traffic to a beam may be split
between disjoint bands.
Alternatively FL bands, separated
by guard bands, may be translated by
different frequencies to provide
contiguous bands on the ML maintaining
ML spectral efficiency without the
overhead in FLbandwidth. The
disadvantage is in the number of
synthesisers required to provide the
translations.
VBVCF Architectures
A VBVCF filter makes it possible to
reallocate the spectrum by filter tuning
instead of switching. The bandwidth
and centre frequencies are set by
synthesisers. The maximum flexibility
occurs when the VBVCF filters are
considered to have 3 free variables,
namely FL frequency, ML frequency
and bandwidth. It is possible to have
guardbands only for the FL with
contiguous band usage for the ML to
minimise spectrum. ESA sponsors SAW
filter, VBVCF SAW filter bank and
miniaturised switch development.
Fourier Transform Architectures
The architecture uses CFT technology
and its inverse (ICFT). The 2 trans-
form devices combine to provide an
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identity transform. The transform
domain signal maybe manipulated in the
time domain by gating (multiplication
by a periodic function) to shape the
effective filter function between the
input and output. The multiplier
waveformmay be read from a digital
memory and changed by telecommand
providing a high degree of traffic
flexibility. Developments on CFT
technology have been supported by ESA
[2]. Expected performance is a
guardband width of 100kHz over a
processed band of 30MHz.
All the above options can be
implemented with technology that exists
or is in an advanced stage of
development. The CFT architecture was
selected for comparison with Options B
and C following an internal tradeoff
for Option A was based on performance,
mass and power and technology risk.
The approach offers a fine level of
granularity and avoids mobile bandwidth
fragmentation. Developments are
required with respect to high precision
SAW devices, chirp generators and
mounting technology but no technical
barrier to their implen_ntation is
known. The CFT approach showed
comparable mass and power to filter
based alternatives LMR but showed an
advantage LAMG where one CFT processor
provides flexibility and bandwidth for
all 3 services. Figure i shows the FWL
processor configuration applied to
LAMG; the time domain processor (TDP)
provides the gating waveforms.
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Figure I.
Option A CFT forward link configuration.
OPTIONB. TRANSPARENTDSP
The architecture features digital
processing of FDMA channels based on
either contiguous or highly overlapped
beams.
The contiguous beam case assumes a
small number of beams formed by a
multimatrix antenna (traffic
independent power handling). The
processor interfaces at a beam port
level giving relatively low processor
mass and power due to the small number
of ports. Total channelisation gives
full routing flexibility. Individual
channels have LC applied. This may be
used to maintain FWL and RTL HPA drive,
compensate for static downlink
variations and for dynamic variation on
the mobile downlink on the basis of
observation of the return uplink power.
Dynamic LC can in principle com_ensate
for MES shadowing and gain variations
but is limited by delay and multipath
errors. Small numbers of channels are
multiplexed intobeam switching groups.
The overlapped beam case assumes
a large number of beams (up to one
per channel). Each beam is steerable
(generated by a Phased Array (PA) using
digital beamforming) providing near to
peak gain to individual MESs thereby
reducing power requirements both on-
beard and at the MES. The processor
interfaces on a PA element basis.
Individual channels may have LC and AIS
applied. Routing of individual or
small groups of channels is bybeam
steering; a tradeoff exists between the
number of independently steered beams
and edge of coverage gain loss between
beams. Overlapped beams allow higher
FR because the use of beam peaks allows
co-frequency beams to be closer whilst
meeting isolation requirements. Figure
2 shows an example of a FWL architec-
ture for the overlappedbeam case.
The processor utilises a mixture of
analogue and digital technology. A
coarse level of channel demultiplexing
and multiplexing involves a bank of
fixed filters or a SAW CFT (or ICFT)
device. The CFT approach is
particularly advantageous when the
total MLbandwidth is large and/or the
spectrum is fragmented. Where small
bandwidths are envisaged demultiplexing
and multiplexing maybe performed
entirely digitally. The key digital
processing functions are fine channel
demultiplexing and multiplexing,
beamforming, LC and AIS.
hIS is based on complex weighting
and addition of co-frequencybeam
outputs; weighting control may come
from an onboard directional based
adaptive algorithm. An additional DSP
function which lends itself to inclusion
in such architectures is source location
using super-resolution processing of
the array covariance matrix. Mobile
terminal location is required prior to
beam steering.
The processors have been assessed
assuming projected parameters for rad
hard 0.8_m CMOS technology (typically
80000 useable gates with 3_W/gate/MHz
dissipation). The mass and power has
been estimated based on optimised
partitioning between ASICs, realistic
constraints on individual ASICs and
PCBs and on realistic packaging
assumptions.
The major potential advantages of
Option B are reduced onboard power due
to onboard channel LC, the use of near
peak gain (overlapped case), increased
G/T, increased FR using overlapped
beams and AIS and high traffic
flexibility from agile beams. These
must be traded against complexity, mass
and power of the processing.
The RFpower savings canbe balanced
against the power and mass of the
processor. Where the RF power is
large, as in LAMG, RF power savings are
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Figure 2. Option B overlapped beam
forward link architecture.
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large justifying the increased
processor mass and power. Where RF
power is modest, as in LMR, the RF
power savings are accordingly smaller
for the overlapped beam approach; in
this case the contiguous beam
architecture is preferred because of a
reduced processor overhead.
OPTION C. REGENERATIVE
Architectures are characterised by
baseband processing and feature onboard
regeneration, baseband channel to beam
routing/switching, signal reformatting,
onboard network control functions, etc.
The architectures considered for the
LMRmission were a fixed beam CDMA and
a hybrid FDMA approach based on agile
overlappedbeams (as Option B) with a
regenerative front end. An FDMA
approach was considered for the LAMG
mission.
LMR CDMA Architecture
This architecture is described in a
companion paper at this conference [3]
and will only be outlined here. The
FWL is characterised by TDMA access and
regeneration of synchronous CDMA by
onboard multi-carrier modulators (MCM)
for the mobile downlink. Synchronous
CDMA has nominal zero self noise,
advantages in terms of spectral
efficiency on both FL and ML, onboard
power and FES complexity. The less
critical RTL is assumed to adopt a
transparent approach as in Option A or
B.
LMR FDMA Architecture
The FWL is characterised by TDMA,
onboard regeneration, buffering and
reformatting, FDM MCMs and digital
beamforming to provide multiple agile
beams to routing flexibility. The
architecture is therefore as a hybrid
between a regenerative and overlapped
beam Option B architecture. The RTL
assumes a non-regenerative Option B
approach. Performance is comparable
despite the cross noise generated by
non-synchronous codes operating in
adjacent beams. The approach has
to the overlappedbeam Option B
architecture with the benefit of peak
gain and high ML spectral efficiency.
The essential difference is that the FL
demux/mux section of Option B is
replaced by the regenerative section in
Option C.
LAMG FDMA Architecture
The LAMG mission is characterised by
the requirement to flexibly accommodate
a range of services characterised by
different transmission parameters. A
regenerative architecture which
provides such flexibility was studied
characterised by a dual C-band and
Ku-band TDMA FL with onboard
regeneration, baseband processing and
FDMA ML. Both FWL and RTL are
regenerative in this case.
OVERALL TRADEOFF
Preferred architectures have been
defined for each mission within each of
the options. Quantitative comparisons
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were then made using spread sheet
models. The minimisation of payload
mass and power represents a complex
tradeoff between antenna, power and
processor subsystems depending
strongly on RF power requirement.
Quantitative results showing payload
mass and power versus channel capacity
are shown in Figure 3 for IJLMG
(constrained to 9 beams). Option B
(overlapped) provides the minimum mass
and power; this is due to the large RF
power savings resulting from the high
ML gain. Option C has similar mass and
power because it also assumes
overlapped beams. The contiguous beam
options are less efficient. Option A
depends strongly on LC strategy.
The L MR mission has 2 major
variables, namely capacity and antenna
diameter (determining size and number
of beams for the contiguous options).
Figure 4 shows mass and power versus
diameter (in the range up to 12
contiguous beams) for 2000 channels.
The contiguous beam options are
preferred because they involve lower
processor mass and power and the RF
power advantage of overlapped beams
is low because total RF power is low.
Figure 4 also shows total payload
equivalent mass (10W/kg equivalence);
the minimum for the contiguous beam
cases as at approximately 3.5m
representing a tradeoff between the
effects of decreasing RFpower and
increasing processor and antenna
equivalent mass. Also shown in Figure
4 is a comparison between spectral
efficiency where overlappedbeam
approaches are preferred.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a novel Land Mobile
Satellite System (LMSS) concept applicable to
networks allowing access to a large number of
gateway stations ("Hubs"), utilising low-cost
Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs).
Efficient operation of the Forward-Link
(FL) repeater can be achieved by adopting a syn-
chronous Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) technique, whereby inter-code interfer-
ence (self-noise) is virtually eliminated by syn-
chronizing orthogonal codes. However, with a
transparent FL repeater, the requirements im-
posed by the highly decentralized ground seg-
ment can lead to significant efficiency losses.
The adoption of a FL On-Board Processing
(OBP) repeater is proposed as a means of
largely recovering this efficiency impairment.
The paper describes the network architec-
ture, the system design and performance, the
OBP functions and impact on implementation.
The proposed concept, applicable to a fu-
ture generation of the European LMSS, was de-
veloped in the context of a European Space
Agency (ESA) study contract.
INTRODUCTION
Among the LMSS concepts currently being
evaluated by European space communications
organizations, considerable interest is being
paid to the possibility of sharing a Ku-band
VSAT as the Hub of a private mobile-service
network and as the Hub or User Terminal of a
business-service network (use of multi-purpose
or colocated satellites is assumed). The mobile-
service sub-network will also allow access to
public Hubs, interfaced to the terrestrial net-
work, for which the low-cost constraint could
be somewhat relaxed.
As widely discussed in the literature [1] [2]
[3] [4], CDMA can improve the LMSS spectral
efficiency; in particular the so called synchro-
nous version of CDMA can result in even
higher efficiency. The actual CDMA system ca-
pacity advantage is larger when the number of
mobile-link beams is high and if voice activa-
tion and low-rate FEC encoding are adopted.
In contrast to the FL, the adoption of syn-
chronous CDMA for the Return-Link (RL) is
considered to be questionable, due to the diffi-
culty of maintaining mobile terminal synchroni-
zation in the harsh LMSS propagation environ-
ment, and recourse is likely to be made to the
more traditional asynchronous version.
Although the expected symmetrical FL /
RL capacity requirements may lead to question-
ing of the utilization of different techniques for
the two links, for a non band-limited system the
higher synchronous CDMA spectral efficiency
can be easily translated into a reduction of the
RF power-per-channel requirement for the FL
repeater. This is evident from fig. 1, showing a
comparison between asynchronous and synchro-
nous CDMA for the network configuration
which will be illustrated later. For a nominal re-
peater capacity of 3,200 channels, correspond-
ing to the power-limited capacity of the RL re-
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Fig. 1 EIRP requirements comparison
peater operated with asynchronous CDMA, a
power saving of about 3 dB can be gained.
The above led to the definition of a LMSS
concept, consistent with a highly decentralized
ground segment, and making use of synchro-
nous CDMA on FL and asynchronous CDMA
on RL as a means to combine high spectral effi-
ciency with savings in FL on-board RF power.
The concept was developed with reference
to a geostationary satellite featuring a 6-beam L-
band mobile link and a single Euro-beam Ku-
band feeder link. This configuration is repre-
sentative of a possible LLM follow-on payload,
LLM being the LMSS subsystem to be flown
aboard the European ARTEMIS satellite. A
bandwidth of 7 MHz and an L-band EIRP of 49
dBW were assumed to be available. The peak
antenna gain is in excess of 36 dB.
The available 7-MHz bandwidth is subdi-
vided into 1-MHz segments, thus supporting 7
distinct CDMA accesses. The same 7-MHz
band is re-used in each of the 6 beams, exploit-
ing the CDMA interference rejection properties,
thus leading to a total of 42 "CDMA modules".
This approach was selected to provide compati-
bility with the first-generation European LMSS
payload (EMS) and for gradual bandwidth utili-
sation, proportionally to traffic demand.
RATIONALE FOR USE OF OBP
Synchronous CDMA implies that Hubs
should be designed to support both a clock and
a carrier frequency loop so as to not impair the
codes cross-correlation properties. The transmit
chip phase has to be controlled within a fraction
of a chip (typically less than 100 ns), while the
transmit carrier frequency must be maintained
within a fraction of a symbol period (roughly
+500 Hz for a Ku-band up-link)
Another and more important problem con-
cerns overhead, in terms of RF power, deriving
from the need for FL Pilot Carriers (PCs). With
CDMA, the Hub has to transmit a spread, al-
though unmodulated, PC synchronous, at both
clock and carrier phase level, with its traffic
codes. The PC must be transmitted at a level at
least 5 dB higher than the traffic codes, in order
to allow dependable carrier recovery at the co-
herent mobile terminal demodulator and to
maintain robust receive code synchronization.
Each Hub has to transmit its own PC, due
to the practical impossibility for Hubs to syn-
chronize their traffic codes, at carrier phase
level, to a unique PC which could conceivably
be transmitted by a Network Coordinating Sta-
tion (NCS). If the number of Hubs is large, the
PCs overhead also becomes large, thus signifi-
cantly impairing the overall system efficiency.
This problem becomes particularly impor-
tant for the system under consideration, featur-
ing multiple L-band beams and bandwidth seg-
mentation into CDMA modules, as the total
number of PCs needs to be further multiplied
by 42.
Fig. 2 shows how the PC overhead de-
grades capacity, for a variable number of Hubs.
Fig. 2 also includes the extra overhead due to
the need for each Hub to transmit a Signalling
Carrier (SC) per CDMA module.
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As afinal issue,thehighCDMA capacityis
achievedat theexpenseof a largefeeder-link
bandwidth.It canbeeasilyseenthat,to beable
to independentlyaddressthe7 1-MHzCDMA
modulesin eachof the6 beams,atotal feeder-
link of 42MHz is required(32MHz wouldbe
requiredwith FDMA to accommodate3,200
channelswith 10KHz spacing).
An OBP repeater, featuring on-board gen-
eration of CDMA codes, offers an attractive so-
lution to all the above problems, in that:
- the Hub access technique can be selected such
as to simplify Hubs;
-a single PC for each CDMA module can be
generated on-board, this clearly being coherent
with the on-board generated traffic codes;
-the feeder-link bandwidth can be reduced by
using a band-efficient access technique.
With OBP on the FL, the overall PC over-
head becomes virtually independent of the num-
ber of Hubs and equal to a well affordable 5.3%
(minimum), corresponding to a 0.23 dB loss.
In addition, the FL OBP repeater allows the
efficient call routing (in Erlang terms) to spots,
as on-board resources form a pool common to
all spots, with sharing on a call-by-call basis.
The RL repeater was instead assumed to be
transparent for the following main reasons:
-the RL topology (many-to-one) offers little
room for gaining Erlang advantages;
- the complexity of implementing a large bank of
on-board CDMA demodulators;
- moderate advantages to be gained, in terms of
absolute power, e.g. by routing all up-link traf-
fic in a single TDM down-link stream.
Nevertheless, RL OBP could still be con-
sidered attractive for reducing the down-link
bandwidth requirement, for simplifying the Hub
receive side, for allowing direct mobile-to-mo-
bile calls (no double-hop via hub station) and to
achieve some link performance improvements.
L-BAND DOWN-LINK DESIGN
The 7 CDMA modules of a spot beam all
utilize the same family of preferentially-phased
Gold codes; this configuration results in virtu-
ally no self-noise both because the selected
codes are nearly orthogonal and because of the
frequency-staggering arrangement. However,
because the same codes are also used on the co-
frequency CDMA modules of the other spots,
some interference is generated (cross-noise).
Should the "other" spots codes be in phase
with the "wanted" beam codes, cross-noise
would be only limited by antenna discrimina-
tion, reducing to an unacceptable 0 dB at spot
beam cross-overs. For this reason, it is proposed
that codes operating on the other beams be
shifted with respect to each other by 1/6m of the
code length, thus taking advantage of an addi-
tional isolation factor.
This is feasible because of the good Gold
codes self-correlation properties, resulting in a
cross-noise nearly equivalent to that of random
codes. This would have not been the case if
Walsh functions had been selected, because
these require an additional level of spreading to
avoid interference peaks among codes operating
in different spots.
The selected CDMA access operating pa-
rameters are shown in tab. 1.
Tab. 1 L-band down-link parameters
Vocoder rate
FEC
Coded rate
ChiI_ rate
Processing gain
Modulation
Spreading
Number of codes
4,800 bps
convolutional, rate 2/3
7,200 sps
914.4 Kchip/s
127 apparent, 190.5 effective
BPSK with coherent
demodulation
BPSK
127 per CDMA module
The use of a power-flexible antenna design
(e.g. MultiMatrix Amplifier or Imaging Phased
Array), allowing dynamic sharing of available
on-board RF power among spots to match the
current traffic level in each spot, is required to
support the inherent system tolerance to traffic
imbalance across spots. The availability of 7
CDMA modules gives a spot the capability of
supporting a peak of 889 channels, i.e. 67%
more than the average capacity in balanced traf-
fic conditions.
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Ku-BAND UP-LINK DESIGN
The preferred choice for Hub access is dual-
rate TDMA (separate access channels for each
rate). This results in the:
- minimization in number of modems both on-
board and at Hubs;
-possibility of tailoring the access rate on the
total Hub traffic and cost constraints (low-rate
for private Hubs and high-rate for public Hubs);
- possibility of still supporting an adequate total
private traffic level, by means a frequency-stag-
gered multi-channel TDMA arrangement;
-fairly high flexibility to reassign capacity to
Hubs. In particular, the proposed modular frame
allows the reallocation of capacity blocks with-
out having to upset the burst time plan.
The main TDMA access parameters are pre-
sented in tab. 2.
Tab. 2 Ku-band up-link parameters
TDM access rate
Number of up-link
carriers
Total access capacity
Max. Hub capacity
_er TDMA carrier)
Frame elementary
module
Frame efficiency
Antenna diameter
RF Dower
Private Hubs'
3.072 Mbps
16
2,304 channels
144 channels
4 channeb
Public Hubs
24576Mbps
2f104channeb
2,304 channels
6 channe_
33.8 % 67.5 %
2.5 m
13 W I1 carrier}
3.5 m
5O W
The following is noted:
-the capacity of each access (2,304 channels)
exceeds by 44% half of the repeater capacity
thus leaving flexibility in accepting different
private / public traffic sharings;
-re-allocations of capacity blocks need not be
performed on a call-by-call basis, because of
the fairy small block size;
- the fairly low frame efficiency results from the
simple burst synchronization schemes; for pri-
vate Hubs it was assumed that the TX start-of-
frame (SOF) will be derived by adding a fixed
delay to the RX SOF, while for public Hubs the
delay will be adjusted on the basis of the current
satellite position (open-loop control);
- interleaving and FEC coding are performed on
a per-channel basis by Hubs, thus relieving the
OBP from this task. A coding gain close to the
soft-decision one can__, attained, the up-link
BER performance (10 @ 99.5% of time) be-
ing much better than that of the down-link;
- scrambling is performed at bundle level, assum-
ing the presence of a de-scrambler following the
on-board demodulator;
- voice activity will be detected at Hubs, inserting
appropriate flags in their bursts, to allow OBP
to suppress idle CDMA codes. Also a signalling
channel is embedded in up-link bursts;
- no Reference Burst (RB) shall be transmitted
from ground, due to the availability of a RB
transmitted by the OBP into the RL down-link.
THE FL OBP REPEATER
Fig. 3 shows a payload functional diagram,
with the FL OBP section being shown in more
detail than that of the transparent RL.
A single TDMA demodulator is used for
the 24.576 Mbps stream, while a Multi-Carrier
Demodulator operates on the 16 3.072 Mbps
streams. Frame Processors perform frame and
clock alignment and multiplexing, thus generat-
ing two identical 17.023 Mbps streams.
An inherently non-blocking T-stage switch
routes, on a call-by-call basis, incoming time
slots to any of the 42 914.4 kbps output
streams. The T-stage effectively performs space
switching and concentration functions, by termi-
nating unused up-link slots.
Each of the 42 streams, supporting 127
channels, is fed to a distinct CDMA Multi-Car-
der Modulator, which modulates and spreads
127 channels and generates a PC and a Signal-
ling Carrier, all with common hardware.
The 42 CDMA bundles are then associated
in 6 groups of 7 bundles, each group being fed
to a different spot via IF and RF devices.
The RL is basically transparent apart from
the on-board signalling and RB carrier gener-
ator. Signalling information is generated by the
On-board Network Controller (ONC). This car-
der is frequency multiplexed with up-link sig-
nals converted at IF.
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The ONC manages call handling protocols,
by exchanging signalling with Hubs and mobile
terminals (mobile signalling is processed at
Hubs, the RL repeater being transparent).
SYSTEM ASSESSMENT
With the available 49 dBW EIRP, the over-
all L-band spectral efficiency of the proposed
system is about 2.2 bps/Hz when the traffic is
uniformly distributed over the 6 spots. This is
considerably higher than that achievable with
asynchronous CDMA (1.8 bps/Hz) or with con-
ventional FDMA (0.95 bps/Hz) under the same
network, payload and traffic assumptions.
The FDMA system capacity would be band-
limited, so that a higher code rate (3/4) has been
assumed for this comparison case. In this way
the FDMA and the synchronous CDMA ap-
proaches would both have the same on-board
FL RF power-per-channel requirement of about
19 mW (the cross-noise degradation in CDMA
almost equals the lower coding gain in FDMA).
The effect of uneven traffic distributions
was assessed by means of event-driven com-
puter simulations, the main results of which are
summarized in fig. 4. It is evident how synchro-
L..b=_
Fig. 3 Payload functional diagram
nous CDMA possesses an inherently higher tol-
erance of traffic imbalance across spots than
asynchronous CDMA, up to the point where all
the available 127 codes are used (this condition
is indicated by a dashed curve). If desired, this
limit could be pushed further by selecting a dif-
ferent code length and modulation / coding pa-
rameters.
It is important to remark that the proposed
CDMA system shows an inherent flexibility
with regard to traffic patterns, in that uneven
distributions can be accommodated without hav-
ing to reconfigure the FL payload, as would be
the case with a traditional FDMA repeater.
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As far as implementation aspects are con-
cerned, a detailed payload modeling activity
was performed to derive mass & power esti-
mates and to determine the most suitable imple-
mentation technology.
The results of this analysis are shown in
tab. 3, which indicates the mass and power of
the FL and RL processors as percentage of the
overall payload.
Tab. 3 Relative processors mass and power
Mass (%) Power (%)
Forward processor 9.7 10.8
Return processor 4.1 2.0
Total 1_,_ 12,8
It is evident that the FL OBP processor
takes about 10% of the overall mass & power
resources. In judging this figure, one has to also
take into account that, even if OBP is not en-
dorsed, an analogue processor would anyway
be required to route channels to spots, thus re-
ducing the proper OBP overhead to a few per-
cent of the overall payload.
From the technology standpoint, a total
count of 202 ICs was estimated, assuming the
use of a 0.8 t.tm rad-hard CMOS fabrication
process.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates that the capacity of
a regional Land Mobile Satellite System can be
significantly improved by adopting a synchro-
nous CDMA technique in the Forward Link, as-
suming that the system operates in the power-
limited region, this being a typical condition for
LMSSs.
The use of an On-Board Processor generat-
ing the CDMA codes on-board was shown to be
able to further enhance the capacity of a system
operating in conjunction with a highly de-cen-
tralized ground segment, featuring a large num-
ber of gateway stations (Hubs). OBP also yields
the remarkable advantage of simplifying the
Hub design and hence of limiting their cost.
The proposed system has been designed
with particular care as to its adaptability to sup-
port uneven traffic distributions across the L-
band spots, such as to make it able to operate ef-
ficiently under different traffic distribution pat-
terns. The main technique used to achieve this
is that of oversizing the internal payload paths,
taking care to not cause adverse impacts on
processor mass and power budgets.
As a result the FL processor only takes
about 10% of the overall payload resources, a
fraction of which would anyway have been
used if an analogue processor were to be se-
lected, in conjunction with a transparent re-
peater, to be able to route the up-link channels
to the six down-link spots.
The implementation of the processor was
assessed and considered to be well within the to-
day's technology status.
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INTRODUCTION
In the field of mobile satellite
communications, a system based on
low-earth-orbit satellites (LEO-SATs)
such as the Iridium system has been
proposed[i]-[3]. The LEO-SAT system
is able to offer mobile
telecommunication services in high-
latitude areas. Rain degradation,
fading and shadowing are also
expected to be decreased when the
system is operated at a high elevation
angle. Furthermore, the propagation
delay generated in the LEO-SAT
system is less pronounced than that in
the geostationary orbit satellite (GEO-
SAT) system and, in voice services, the
effect of the delay is almost negligible.
We proposed a concept of a broad-band
mobile satellite communication system
with LEO-SATs and Optical ISL[4]. In
that system, a fixed L-band
(1.6/1.5GHz) multibeam is used to offer
narrow band service to the mobile
terminals in the entire area covered by
a LEO-SAT and steerable Ka-band
(30/20GHz) spot beams are used for the
wide band service.
In this paper, we present results of
a study of LEO-SAT microwave link
between a satellite and a mobile
terminal for a broad-band mobile
satellite communication system. First,
the results of link budget calculations
are presented and, the antennas
mounted on satellites are shown.
For a future mobile antenna
technology, we also show digital
beamforming (DBF) techniques. DBF,
together with modulation and/or
demodulation, is becoming a key
technique for mobile antennas with
advanced functions such as antenna
pattern calibration, correction, and
radio interference suppression[5]. In
this paper, efficient DBF techniques
for transmitting and receiving are
presented. Furthermore, an adaptive
array antenna system suitable for this
LEO-SAT is presented[6].
SYSTEM CONCEPT AND LINK
BUDGET
Table 1 outlines the system. The
transmission quality of each link is
expressed in terms of the bit error rate.
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When the satellite altitude is 765
km and the minimum elevation angle
is 30 degrees, the number of satellites
in this system is 200, because 10
orbital planes are required to cover the
entire earth. In this system, it is
assumed that the aperture diameter of
the mobile antenna is 50 mm and the
transmission power of the mobile
antenna is 1W for both L-band and Ka-
band system.
Table 2 and Table 3 show the
results of link budget calculations. In
the calculations, the QPSK modulation
scheme where BT=I.0 and half-rate
punctured coding/Viterbi decoding
FEC whose constraint length is 7 are
assumed. As for the transmission
quality, a bit error rate (BER) of better
than 1 × 10-7 and the average annual
time of 1% are also assumed. In this
calculation, the user terminal antenna
size for L-band and Ka-band links are
set 50 ram.
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
L-band Multibeam Antenna
In our proposed system[4], a fixed
L-band (1.6/1.5 GHz) multibeam is
used to offer N-ISDN (64kbit/s) service
to the mobile terminals in the entire
area covered by a LEO-SAT. Two
types of active array antennas are
proposed for this system.
aperture array antenna, and the others
are rectangular aperture array
antennas. The constitution of them are
presented in Fig.1 and Fig.2. This
antenna system radiates 37 beams. In
this system, the number of users is
assumed to be 185. The beam
coverages of each array antenna are
shown in Fig.3. Because this
multibeam antenna radiates low
sidelobe pattern, then frequency is
reusable. When the isolation level is
above 30dB, the relation between
allocated frequencies and beams is
shown in Fig.4. In this system, 13
frequencies are needed.
B. Small size conformal-array antenna
In this LEO-SAT system, some tens
satellites are needed. As the antenna
size must be as small as possible, so a
small size conformal-array antenna is
proposed. Fig.5 shows the constitution
of the conformal-array antenna fit into
this LEO-SAT system. In this system,
the number of users is assumed to be 9.
The beam coverages of this conformal-
array antenna are presented in Fig.6.
The weight of this conformal-array is
about 30% of the low sidelobe planar-
array antenna. But the more
frequencies are needed in this antenna
than the low sidelobe planar-array
antenna.
Ka-band Antenna
A. Low sidelobe multiple planar-array
antennas
First, low sidelobe multiple planar-
array antennas are presented. The
antenna system is composed of 5
planar-array antennas with different
broadside directions. One is a circular
For a high bit rate users, the Ka-
band(30.0/20.0 GHz) beams are used.
In the present technology, due to the
limitation of power consumptions and
the efficiency of the high power
amplifier or low noise amplifier, the
expected maximum bit-rate of Ka-band
is 15.5 Mbit/s. For this frequency
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band, a reflector antenna is proposed.
The antenna configuration is
presented in Fig.7.
The antennas mounted on the
satellite is shown in Fig.8.
FUTURE MOBILE ANTENNA
Digital Beam Forming Technique
For a future mobile antenna
technology, we show the digital beam
forming (DBF) techniques[5]. The
DBF can be applied to both L-band and
Ka-band system. In this paper, the L-
band DBF system is presented.
The basic block diagram of a digital
beamformer for transmitting is shown
in Fig.9, where digital PSK
modulation is assumed. The
configuration of the transmitting DBF
antenna implemented by using multi-
DSPs is shown in Fig.10.
The block diagram of a digital
beamformer for receiving is shown in
Fig.ll, where digital PSK
demodulation is assumed. The
configuration of the receiving DBF
antenna implemented by using multi-
DSPs is shown in Fig.12.
Adaptive array antenna system
In a LEO-SAT system, the main
beam should be directed to the
direction of desired signal and nulls
should be formed in the direction of
interference signals. Then, the
adaptive array antenna is useful as the
mobile antenna. We propose a beam
space CMA (BSCMA) adaptive array
antenna. The constitution of the
BSCMA is shown in Fig.13. In the
BSCMA adaptive array, first, multiple
beams are formed in the multibeam
former, then the beams with receiving
signals over a sufficient power are
selected. The weights for these
selected beams are optimized in an
adaptive loop. The BSCMA is useful
for a mobile satellite communication
array antenna that consists of more
than ten element antennas, because
the number of interferences that need
to be considered is smaller than the
number of elements.
CONCLUSION
We have calculated the
transmission parameters for
mobile/satellite links in a mobile
satellite communication system that
offers not only narrow band service but
also broad band service to users. Then,
we have shown two types of satellite
on-board phased array antennas for L-
band fixed multibeam and we have
also mentioned a reflector antenna for
Ka-band steerable spot beam.
Furthermore, we have discussed the
digital beam forming and adaptive
array for the mobile users antenna.
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Table 1 Features of the LEO-SAT system
Service Capability Low-rate Channel (-64kbit/s)
High-rate Channel (-15Mbit/s)
Demand Assignment
Transmizsion Quality (BER) ! x 10 .7 (99% of the Year)
Minimum Elevation Angle 30"
User Type
Small-class
Large-class
Car, Boat, Handheld Terminal, etc.
Bus, Large Ship, Airplane, etc.
Low Earth Orbit C/65km in Height)Satellite Orbit
Number of _tellites 20lOrbit Plane x 10 Orbital Planes
Link Configurations
-Mobile/g-tellite
Low-rate Channel L-band Fixed Multi-beam
High-rate Channel Ks-band Steerable Multi-spot Beam
-Inter-satellite _cal Link
-Feeder Link
Table 2 Mobile/satellite link budget (uplink)
Frequency 1.64G 1lz 30.OGllz
Transmission Rate 64kbps 15.0Mbps
Required Eb/No
Uplink C/No
7.5dB
Rain Degradation
55.6dB-llz
7.5dB
89.4dB-Itz
EIRP of Mobile Antenna 0.0dBW 20,gdBW
Free-space Path Loss ! 59.3dB 184.5dB
0.0dB 5.3dB
Boltzman Coefficient -22g.6BW/K-IIz -228.6dBW/K-tlz
Satellite Gfl" - ! 3.7dB]K 19.6dB/K
Table 3 Mobile/satellite link bud :et (downlink)
Frequency 1.54G11z 20.OGllz
-Transm-isdoa Rate - - - 6_bps 15Mbps
-Required Eb/No
Downlink C/No
G/T of Mobile Antenna
Free-space Path Loss
Rain Degradation
Bohz, man Coefficient
Satellite EIRP/ch
7.5dB
55.6dB-llz
-26.5 dB/K
158.7dB
0.0dB
-228.6dBW/K-Hz
12.2dBW
7.5dB
89.4dB-Ilz
-8.5dB/K
181.0dB
2.gdB
-228.6dBW/K-Hz
43.0dBW
1 2 8 m m
400mm_(_
128mm
Figurel. Constitution of the low sidelobe
planar-array antenna (Circular aperture
array).
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Figure2. Constitution of the low sidelobe
planar-array antenna (rectangular
aperture array).
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Figure3.Beam coverageofthelow
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Figure5.Constitutionofthesmallsize
conforma]arrayantenna.
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Figure7.ConstitutionoftheKa-band
antenna.
Figure4.The relationbetweenfrequencies
and beams.
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Figure6. Beam coverage of the conformal
array antenna.
t: 3000
Figure8. Configuration of the antennas
mounted on the LEO-SAT.
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Figure9. Basic block diagram of
a transmitting DBF processor.
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Figure 11.Block diagram of
a receiving DBF processor.
Bemm Selector I
Output
Figurel3. Consitution of
the BSCMA.
Array
PC
Bus
•
Tx Digital 1 x 16bit
Data
JDSP:Digital Signal Processor board
P-I/O: 16.bit Parallel I/O board
CLK:Timlng Clock board
D/A: 14-bit Digital to Analog Converter board
U/C : Up-Converter
Figurel0. Configuration of
a transmitting DBF antenna.
Rx Digital
Data
DSP: Digltal Sign a! Processor bostd
P-I/O: 16-bit Parallel I/O board
CLK :Timing Clock board
AtO: 12-bit Analog to Digital Converter board
D/C : Down-Converter
Figurel2. Configuration of
a receivingDBF antenna.
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Abstract
This paper addresses a telecommunication pay-
load project approved by the R.O.C. NSPO's
ROCSAT-1 space program. This project will en-
able several innovative experiments via the low-
earth-orbit satellite ROCSAT-1, including multi-
path fading channel characterization, ionospheric
scintillation measurement, real-time voice com-
munications, and CDMA data communications.
A unified L/S-band transponder payload is pro-
posed for conducting these experiments in an effi-
cient way. The results of these experiments would
provide the evolving mobile communication com-
nmnities with fruitful information.
1 Introduction
Due to the increasing demands of universal
personal communications services, there has re-
cently emerged the idea of using multiple low-
earth-orbiting (LEO) satellites to provide ad-
ditional mobile voice and data communications
services, supplementing the evolving terrestrial
mobile communication services. To carry out
this idea, several projects, for examples, Iridium,
Odysseys, and Globalstar, have been proposed by
Motorola, TRW, and Lora] ([1], [2]), respectively.
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The operating quality of these proposed com-
munication systems will be the primary subject
for communications through highly dynamic en-
vironments, precisely the multipath fading chan-
nel resulting from the surface scattering effect.
Since the relative speed between LEO satellites
and ground terminals is extremely high and fast
time-varying, a highly nonstationary fading chan-
nel that is fairly different from any existing mul-
tipath fading channel model, is expected. Due to
the unique environment in Taiwan, fade charac-
teristics can be quite different from that of other
major cities in the world (for example, Chicago).
Recently, a long range space program, pro-
posed by the National Space Program Office
(NSPO) of the Republic of China (R.O.C.), has
been approved by the Executive Yuan of the
R.O.C. government. Within the program, the
NSPO schedules to launch in 1997 her first (low-
earth-orbiting) satellite, ROCSAT-1, with a de-
signed life of about four years to perform several
science and telecommunications experiments. A
mixture of circular and elliptic orbits at 35 ° in-
clination have been suggested to accomplish the
mission. On board ROCSAT-1, a telecommu-
nication payload has been allocated to perform
several ROCSAT-1 Telecommunication Experi-
ments ([3], [4]). The major intent of this telecom-
munication payload is to evaluate the aforemen-
tioned cellular LEO satellite projects and to ac-
quire adequate channel characteristic informa-
tion for a better system design in Taiwan. To-
ward these ends, we have proposed four ex-
periments, namely Fading Channel Character-
ization, Ionospheric Scintillation Measurement,
Real-Time Voice Communications, and CDMA
Data Communications. The purposes of the pro-
posed experiments are:
1. To characterize the multipath fading chan-
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nels of the L- and S- band LEO-satellite-
basedcellularvoiceanddatacommunication
systems. The fadecharacteristicsmay be
uniquefor variousspecificenvironmentsin
Taiwan.
, To measure the L- and S- band ionospheric
scintillation in Taiwan area simultaneously,
and to further define the density and size
distributions of the irregularities that are re-
sponsible for the scintillation.
. To evaluate the end-to-end LEO personal
CDMA space communication system perfor-
mance by measuring the bit error rate (BER)
and voice quality. Various vocoder tech-
niques and rates will be employed for the
experiments. Compatibility with terrestrial
cellular CDMA systems will also be evalu-
ated.
. To perform the LEO CDMA space telecom-
munication using on-board store and for-
ward processor. Global data collection, pag-
ing, and message broadcasting experiments
will be conducted.
This payload project is currently under feasi-
bility study. We shall give more details on the
proposed experiments and the conceptual design
of the proposed payload in what follow.
2 Experiment Description
2.1 Fading Channel Characterization
The measurement system is based on a spread
spectrum communication technique. The ap-
proach is to transmit pseudo-noise (PN) sequence
modulated S- and L- band carriers from a LEO
satellite and observe channels' complex impulse
response by despreading the received signals with
a local PN replica. Basically, this system follows
the approach proposed by [5] for cellular land mo-
bile channel measurement. The high dynamics
LEO environment, however, calls for extra efforts
to remove the Doppler frequency and differen-
tial Doppler that are embedded in the received
signal but undesirable to the channel character-
ization. For this reason a dual-channel archi-
tecture (synchronous and measurement channels)
for the ground measurement system is necessi-
tated. The synchronous channel receives down-
link beacon signal by use of a L-band tracking
antenna with 26 dBi gain. It is responsible for
tracking the variations of those variables induced
by the satellite orbit dynamic (i.e., Doppler, dif-
ferential Doppler, jerk, code Doppler) and acquir-
ing the transmitted test signal (i.e., carrier fre-
quency and PN code phase). This information is
needed so that the "clean" channel responses free
of orbit dynamic effects at desired delays can be
obtained at the measurement channel.
Experiments will be conducted for various
ground environment modes, including (1) sub-
urban and rural, (2) vegetation, (3) marine, (4)
hilly, and (5) metropolitan. These selected envi-
ronments contain both typical mobile communi-
cation environments and special geographic fea-
tures and terrains in Taiwan. The PN code rate
will be 10 Mcps which yields a multipath resolu-
tion of 100 us. For a code length of 8191 chips, the
duration of the measured delay profiles is equal
to 0.8191 ms. Table 1 gives the S-band power
budget for the multipath resolution, in which the
fade margin is fixed at least 15 dB. The EIRP
at 10 degree elevation angle on the ground is
l0 dBW for both S- and L- band measurement
signals. The expected outputs of the whole ex-
periment will include (i) an exhaustive collection
of power delay profiles as well as delay Doppler
power profiles for typical geographical features
and terrains, (ii) the corresponding statistical de-
scription of path delays, amplitudes, and phases
for all the significant paths, and (iii) relevant sta-
tistical quantities, such as rms delay and Doppler
spreads, -3 dB and -7 dB profile widths, etc.. The
outputs will provide communication system engi-
neers with a thorough statistical description of a
typical mobile LEO-satellite multipath channel.
2.2 Ionospheric Scintillation Measure-
ment
Taiwan is in the equatorial anomaly crest re-
gion where the ionosphere quite often exhibits
rather irregular behavior and GHz scintillation
has been observed. Since the LEO satellite can
scan a large area of about several thousands of
kilometers wide and provide more spatial infor-
mation than the geostationary satellite, our ex-
periment is meaningful and will contribute signif-
icantly to the global morphology of ionospheric
2OO
scintillations.
L- and S- band beacon signals with EIRP of 3
dBW at EOL will be transmitted downlink simul-
taneously. Both amplitudes and phases will be
sampled with a rate of 1000 samples/second, and
recorded at the receiver. This is accomplished by
using the S-band beacon as a reference to cali-
brate the phase of the L-band beacon. In order
to maximize the link availability, circular polar-
ization with axial rate lower than 5 dB is uti-
lized. Dynamic range for amplitude is 16 dB with
a resolution of 0.5 dB. The resolution for phase
measurement is 5° . With the recorded data,
we shall obtain useful physical quantities, such
as correlation at the different frequencies, time
instants, and positions, scintillation index, fre-
quency power spectra for the log-amplitude and
the phase, etc.. By using the Rytov solution of
scintillation theory, several physical parameters
of the ionospheric irregularities, such as turbu-
lence strength, spectral index, etc., can then be
derived. These results will be of much importance
in understanding the structure and dynamics of
the F-region nighttime irregularities. Moreover,
they can also be correlatively compared with the
VHF radar data, the total electron content data,
in-situ measurements on board ROCSAT-1, and
the spread-F data, to give us a deeper under-
standing of the ionosphere in Taiwan area.
2.3 Real-Time Voice Communications
The experiment system consists of a L-band
transmitter, bentpipe transponder, and S-band
receiver (as shown in Fig. 1). The programmable
data pattern is used for BER measurement and
error statistics analysis, while the voice input is
also allowed for demonstration and evaluation
of voice quality. Both standard and improved
CELP (Code Exited Linear Predict Code) tech-
niques at data rates of 9600, 4800, and 2400 bps
are adopted in vocoder realization. A (2,1,7) con-
volutional code and corresponding soft-decision
Viterbi decoder are employed for a 5 dB of BER
improvement. The encoded symbol rate is fixed
by 19.2 Kbps; henceforth, repetition codes of
different code rates are employed prior to con-
volutional encoding. To reduce burst error ef-
fect, a block interleaver is used to span the en-
coded sequence over 30 ms. The interleaved se-
quence is then modulated by the DS/BPSK mod-
ulator. The PN period is programmable (rang-
ing from R6 to R13) at two chip rates 1.23
and 4.92 Mcps for evaluation of the underlined
multipath fading effect. In order to resolve se-
vere Doppler effects due to ROCSAT-1 motion,
a pre-compensation/post-correction approach is
adopted, which requires a tracking antenna of
gain 26 dB at the receiver. The power budget for
this experiment is given in Table 2. It is shown
that 13 dBW of transmission power is needed to
maintain a BER of 10 -4.
2.4 CDMA Data Communications
Three sub-experiments will be conducted,
namely global data collection, global paging, and
store-and-forward message transmission. CDMA
scheme will be adopted as the access scheme.
The data collection experiment consists of a
small number (8 to 12) of transmit only re-
mote terminals and a receive only Hub termi-
nal, for the collection of meteorological, oceano-
graphic, hydrological, flood control, and seismic
data. Though the basic packet data rate of 4.8
Kbps is assumed and the sampling rate will be no
more than 20 Hz, a wide range of channel, data
formatting and burst architecture, burst ranges,
and access techniques will be possible for testing.
The global paging is a receive only experi-
ment. It is intended to answer several impor-
tant unsolved issues for future satellite handheld
personal communications, such as phase noise
effects, polarization effects, polarization or an-
tenna diversity (inside buildings), interleaving,
and FEC coding for low bit-rate transmission and
reception. Since the paging signal is expected to
be low bit rate to provide additional link margin
for building penetration, this experiment will use
S band small antenna to verify the reception phe-
nomena at various floor levels and depths within
a building, inside a moving vehicle, with the re-
ceiver carried on the person or inside a briefcase.
Since a LEO satellite is in a view for only a few
minutes, store-and-forward message transmission
will exercise an important feature for LEO satel-
lite commuincations. A remote terminal may
send a non-real-time message to the satellite
stored and re-transmitted when the satellite pass-
ing through the receiving terminal. CDMA tech-
nology will be used for message transmission
and acquisition. The proposed store-and-forward
message experiment will be used to evaluate the
feasibility and integrity of such a communication
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system. Statisticson the message integrity, in
terms of bit error rate, packet error rate and
miss and false acquisition probabilities, will be
obtained for various reception conditions.
3 Payload Description
A unified L/S-band transponder payload with
components that have been flown on other satel-
lite programs or are available in flight qualifi-
able form is proposed for this project. This
payload consists of L/S-band antennas, an L/S-
band bentpipe transponder, an L-band transmit-
ter, and a baseband store-and-forward CDMA
processor. Since ROCSAT-1 is a 1000 lbs class
satellite with only about 400 W of total elec-
trical power available for six different payloads,
this payload will utilize a compact L- to S- band
transponder with about 43 W of DC power con-
sumption within Taiwan area, and about 8 kg of
weight. The nominal DC voltage from satellite
bus is 28 V. In order to minimize payload weight
and power, mechanical tracking antenna is not
recommended. Shaped antenna pattern to com-
pensate for the free path loss difference within [1]
the coverage area is used instead. The spacecraft
antenna will have beamwidth of about 120 °.
The proposed payload is a space-qualified
solid-state transmitter/receiver with L-band up- [2]
link and L- and S- band downlink, whose concep-
tual design is illustrated in Fig. 2. This payload
is designed to provide the flexibility of dual mode
operation at L- and S- bands. In one mode, the
bypass switches may be exercised to make the [3]
payload as a transponder for transmission of real-
time voice. In the other mode, it serves as either a
store-and-forward CDMA regenerative transpon-
der or a PN sequence transmitter. In both modes,
the L- and S- band coherent beacon signals are [4]
always transmitted for scintillation measurement
experiment. The payload is operated by an on-
board computer unit interfaced to the satellite
command and data handling subsystem, which
also records the payload housekeeping data. [5]
4 Conclusion
A L/S-band transponder payload has been pro-
posed for the R.O.C. NSPO's ROCSAT-1 pro-
gram, and will enable the following innovative
experiments via the LEO satellite:
i Multipath fading channel characterization
• Ionospheric scintillation measurement
• Reed-time voice communications
• CDMA data communications (store-and-
forward message transmission, global data
collection, and global paging)
These proposed experiments would promote a
broad based participations by the scientific and
technica] communities as well as local industries
in the R.O.C.. They would also stimulate and en-
hance the earth terminal technology readiness in
Taiwan for competition in the emerging market
place of digital wireless and personal communi-
cations. In particular, the measured LEO multi-
path fading channel characteristic and evaluation
of the LEO personal CDMA space systems would
provide the evolving mobile communication com-
munities with fruitful information.
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16 C/ko AT GROUND, DB-HZ _7.67
"19 TOL DgELL TINE, DE [(2"'13 -I)'Tc] -30.B7
20 MATCHED FILTER OUTPiJI C/_, DD 16.80 D.O0
.......................................................................
21 NEOUIRED C/_, DB 15,00
"22 IHPLEHERTATIOW LOSS, OB 2.00
*23 OTHER SYSTEM LOSSES. DR O.OO
24 TOTAL REOUIRED C/_, OB 17.00
25 MARCTN AGAINST PEQUTEEHENT, DB -0.20
26 NARGIN TOLEkANCE, %- -O.lO
Table 1. Power budget for channel characterization experiment.
UP-LINK
Transmit power (20 -_) 13 dBW
Antenna Gain O dB
EIRP 13 dBW
Range 2000
Frequency 1.6 GHZ
Free Space Loss -162.5 d5
Atmospheric Attenuation -0.5 dB
Total Propagation Loss -163.0 dB
Receiver's Antenna Gain 3 dBi
PolarizatLon Loss -1 dB
RF Loss -i dR
Received Carrier Po_er -149 dB
Receiver's Noise Te=p (400 K) 26 d_K
Noise Density (No) -202.6 dB
Received C/No 53.6 dB
Bandwidth (5 MHZ) 67 dB
Received C/N -13.4 dB
DOWN-LINK
Transmit Power (0.1 w, Signal only) -10 dBW
*** Assume 5W full power output ***
Antenna Gain 3 dBi
EIRP -7 dBW
Range 2000 Km
Frequency 2.5 GHz
Free Space Loss -166.4 dB
AtmOspherlc Attenuation -O.5 dB
Total Propagation Loss -166.9 dB
Neceiver's Antenna Gain (im dish) 26 dBi
Polari_ation Loss -I dB
RF Loss -I dB
Received Carrler Power -149.9 dB
Receiver's Noise Temp (I00 K) 20 dBK
Noise Density (No) -208.6 dE
Received C/No (Downlink) 58.7 dB
........................................................................
Total recelved C/No (uplink + downl_nk] 52.4 dB
Data rate (9.6K) 40 dB
Receiver's Eb/No _2.4 dB
Requlre_ Eb/No (fOE-4) 8.5 dB
coding Gain 5 IB
Imp!ementatlon loss 2 d_
Nargln 6.9 !5
..................... _=.==.=.._ ...... ..... ...=_...==--=== .............
Table 2. Power budget for read-time voice communications.
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ABSTRACT
In the last decade, the demand for reliable data,
voice, and video satellite communication links
between aircraft and ground to improve air traffic
control, airline management, and to meet the
growing demand for passenger communications has
increased significantly. It is expected that in the near
future, the spectrum required for aeronautical
communication services will grow significantly
beyond that currently available at L-band. In
anticipation of this, JPL is developing an
experimental broadband aeronautical satellite
communications system that will utilize NASA's
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
(ACTS) as a satellite of opportunity and the
technology developed under JPL's ACTS Mobile
Terminal (AMT) Task to evaluate the feasibility of
using K/Ka-band for these applications. The
application of K/Ka-band for aeronautical satellite
communications at cruise altitudes is particularly
promising for several reasons: (1) the minimal
amount of signal attenuation due to rain; (2) the
reduced drag due to the smaller K/Ka-band
antennas (as compared to the current L-band
systems); and (3) the large amount of available
bandwidth. The increased bandwidth available at
these frequencies is expected to lead to significantly
improved passenger communications - including full-
duplex compressed video and multiple channel
voice. A description of the proposed broadband
experimental system will be presented including: (1)
applications of K/Ka-band aeronautical satellite
technology to U.S. industry; (2) the experiment
objectives; (3) the experiment set-up; (4)
experimental equipment description; and (5)
industrial participation in the experiment and the
benefits.
APPLICATIONS
There is presently a demand for high quality, reliable,
voice and data satellite communication links between
aircraft and ground to improve air traffic management
services and to meet the growing demand for
passenger communication services. The former are
of importance as they should result in increased
passenger and crew safety and should reduce flight
time and operational costs by optimizing the aircraft's
flight path. The latter are likely to be of concern to
the airline companies in order to maintain customer
satisfaction and allegiance.
Since 1991, Inmarsat has provided a single channel
packet data link at 600 bps, nominally, and a single
channel voice, data, or FAX link at 9.6 kbps using
several antenna designs. Both channels are
established at L-band using Inmarsat I and II
satellites. The American Mobile Satellite Corporation
(AMSC) will also be providing these services as well.
Furthermore, both Inmarsat and AMSC have recently
begun offering or plan to offer multiple voice and
data channel services.
As these systems become implemented and more
widely used at L-band, and the benefits provided by
their operation are realized, it is likely that the
communication role envisaged for aeronautical
satellite communications will grow. Concepts such
as providing passengers with an "office in the sky,"
e.g., voice, data, FAX, and compressed video
teleconferencing, or real-time news and sports
broadcast will expand. Air crew services such as real-
time transmission of weather maps or compressed
video transmission from the cockpit or cabin for
security may become attainable. Additional demand
for the planned telecommunication services
mentioned above as well as for these new services
will motivate a need for more spectrum than is likely
to be available at L-band. The application of K/Ka-
band for aeronautical satellite communications could
be used to enhance the mobile satellite capabilities
at L-band as these demands increase [1].
In addition to these commercially oriented needs,
recent events in the Middle East (Persian Gulf War)
and other potential hotspots around the world have
suggested that the development of this type of
technology would be extremely beneficial to our
nation's military efforts. For these needs, the
emphasis would be on providing compressed video
imaging from an aircraft back to a fixed terminal, as
opposed to the commercial emphasis of a broadcast
application (compressed video imaging from a fixed
terminal to the aircraft).
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EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION
The ACTS Broadband Aeronautical Experiment has
been designed to not only prove the feasibility of
K/Ka-band aeronautical mobile satellite
communications, but to design the overall system in
a manner that would allow for easy technology
transfer to U.S. industry. The aeronautical system
configuration consists of a fixed (ground-based)
terminal, ACTS, and an aircraft terminal as shown in
Figure 1. The fixed terminal consists of a
communications terminal mated to the High Burst
Rate Link Evaluation Terminal (HBR-LET) RF
hardware including the 4.7 m antenna. The aircraft
terminal's architecture will be similar to that of the
ACTS Mobile Terminal [2]. In the forward direction
(fixed station-to-aircraft) the fixed terminal will transmit
a data and a pilot signal to ACTS. ACTS will then
transmit these signals to the aircraft terminal while
operating in the Microwave Switch Matrix (MSM)
mode of operation (a bent pipe mode). The signal in
the forward link will be at a maximum data rate of 384
kbps. On the return link (aircraft-to-fixed station) the
signal transmitted from the aircraft terminal will consist
of a data signal with a maximum data rate of 112 kbps.
Two transponders will be utilized on ACTS for this
experiment. One transponder will be used to
support the fixed station-to-aircraft forward link
signals and the other the aircraft-to-fixed station
return link. The first transponder will be configured
with the 30 GHz Cleveland fixed beam for the uplink
and a 20 GHz spot or steerable beam for the
downlink to the aircraft. The second transponder will
be configured with a 30 GHz spot or steerable beam
for the uplink and the 20 GHz Cleveland fixed beam
for the downlink.
EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives for the ACTS Broadband
Aeronautical Experiment are to:
(1) Characterize and demonstrate the performance
ot the aircraft/ACTS/AMT K/Ka-band
communications link for high data rate aeronautical
applications. This includes the characterization of
full-duplex compressed video, and multiple channel
voice and data links.
(2) Evaluate and assess the performance of current
video compression algorithms in an aeronautical
satellite communications link.
(3) Characterize the propagation effects of the K/Ka-
band channel for aeronautical communications
during take-off, cruise, and landing phases of aircraft
flight.
(4) Evaluate and analyze aeronautical satellite
communication system concepts common to both L-
band and K/Ka-band communication systems.
(5) Provide the systems groundwork for an eventual
commercial K/Ka-band aeronautical satellite
communication system.
The experimental system performance will be
evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Qualitatively, the principal criterion will be the ability
to maintain a full-duplex video, or multiple channel
voice or data link while the aircraft is in the cruise
phase of flight, as well as during take-off and landing.
Quantitatively, the link performance is a direct
function of the bit error rate (BER). The BER in turn
is a function of the recelved signal to noise ratio and
its stability, frequency offsets including Doppler and
Doppler rate, and other effects on the link such as
phase noise, aircraft shadowing, and possibly
multipath. The quantitative evaluation of system
performance will therefore be presented in terms of
two criteria: (1) the abilffy to maintain a minimum
given received signal level, which is dependent on
the performance o_he air_:raft an[e_na sys|_m_ih the
aeronautical environment as well as the scanning (or
steerable) beam characteristics of ACTS, and (2) the
BER performance versus received bit signal energy
to noise density ratio, Eb/N o with the different
channel disturbances as parameters. The
quantitative assessment will include a comparison
between theoretical results (analysis and simulation),
laboratory measured results, and experimental
results for various channel conditions encountered.
The required BER for video codecs is typically
between 10s and 10.6, higher than is normally
required for voice communications (BER of
approximately 103). When operating at higher
BER's, most video codecs will have serious audio
distortion and intermittent video "tiling" effects.
Therefore, in order to select a suitable video codec,
a tradeoff between required BER for distortionless
operation and data rate versus the available link
margin will be performed. Currently, there are many
commercial video compression products available.
These products employ a variety of video
compression techniques, implemented in a
combination of hardware and software. Ideally,
several video codecs will be tested in this
experiment, as none have been designed for
transmission over a channel with time-varying
characteristics such as the aeronautical satellite
channel.
The aeronautical environment is characterized by:
(1) large variations in the elevation angle to the
satellite in the aircraft frame of reference; and (2)
blockage of the line-of-sight to the satellite by the
2O6
aircraft structure. Both effects are due to aircraft
banking and changes in attitude angle during flight.
An in-depth study of these effects will help in future
designs of aeronautical satellite communication
systems. Among the system parameters that will be
most directly affected by these characterizations are
the antenna scanning angle, the antenna
beamwidth, and the antenna placement on the
aircraft. Measurements will be made to characterize
the propagation effects due to clouds, possible
aircraft blockage, rain attenuation on beth the uplink
and the downlink, and other environmental
conditions during take-off, cruise, and landing
phases of flight. These measurements will be based
on various transmitted and received beacon and pilot
signals. An attempt will be made to categorize and
separate the sources of channel degradation (cloud
effects, aircraft obstruction, rain effects, etc.).
Cumulative fade distributions will be computed for
the different channel conditions encountered, and
the associated terminal performance identified.
Several general aeronautical system (common to
both L-band and K/Ka-band aeronautical satellite
communications systems) concepts will be studied
during this experiment including: (1) compressed
video transmission and reception techniques; (2)
multiple cabin and cockpit channels with call priority
assignments; and (3) the aeronautical satellite link
connection with the aeronautical
telecommunications network. A thorough study of
these system parameters will greatly enhance future
aeronautical satellite system design and
performance. A study of the compressed video
transmission and reception techniques will assess
the performance of the video compression units
over the K/Ka-band mobile satellite communications
channel. These units will further be categorized by
the subject of the video transmission (Can the video
compression unit handle video teleconferencing?
How does the unit handle rapid motion?, etc.).
Another system concept that will be looked at is the
multiple channel system with priority assignment.
For this set-up, several data or voice link lines will be
established, with the highest priority being given to
the aircraft cockpit, and the lesser priority being
given to passenger communications. Finally,
recommendations for the design of the aeronautical
satellite communications equipment will be
accomplished in a manner such as to ease the
integration of the equipment with the Aeronautical
Telecommunications Network (ATN).
From the data collected from this experiment, and
the ensuing analysis, recommendations about the
design of a practical and cost efficient commercial
K/Ka-band aeronautical satellite communications
system will be developed. These recommendations
will not only include specifications for the
aeronautical and ground communications terminal,
but also for the satellite design. Specifications for
the performance of the terminal subsystems (e.g.,
modem and video compression unit) will also be
included in the recommendations. Some of the
system specifications will include typical Doppler
offsets that a commercial system should be
expected to handle, typical scanning angles of the
antenna subsystem due to the banking motion of
the aircraft, as well as the overall performance of the
various video compression units in the presence of a
K/Ka-band mobile satellite communications channel.
EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT
The necessary equipment for this experiment
includes an aeronautical mobile terminal, a fixed
terminal, an aircraft, and ACTS. The aeronautical
terminal and fixed terminal architectures are similar to
that of the AMT for the land-mobile experiments as
described in [3]. There are, however, several distinct
differences between the two terminal
developments: (1) the development of an
aeronautical antenna that can track in elevation, as
well as in azimuth; (2) the development of a higher
rate modem (up to 384 kbps as opposed to up to 64
kbps) than for the land-mobile experiments; and (3)
the use of a (several) video compression unit(s) in
addition to a speech codec. A more complete
description of this equipment can be found in [2]. A
detailed description of ACTS can be found in [4].
LINK BUDGETS
The forward (data only) and return link budgets for
the experimental configuration are presented in
Table 1. ACTS' west scan sector beam is used to link
to the aircraft; the EIRP and G/T of the edge of beam
contours are taken to be 59.00 dBW and 15.00
dB/°K, respectively. The accuracy of these values is
+/-1.00 dB. ACTS' Cleveland fixed beam is used for
communications with the fixed terminal. The EIRP
and G/T at the center of the beam are 69.50 dBW
and 21.25 dB/°K, respectively. The aeronautical
terminal G/T assumed is -5.00 dB/°K. The
modulation scheme assumed is BPSK with a rate
1/2, constraint length 7, convolutional code, with
soft-decision Viterbi decoding. A BER of 10.6 is
assumed to be achieved at an Eb/N o of 4.5 dB. A
loss of 3.00 dB due to modem implementation,
phase noise, and frequency offset effects are
assumed. On the forward link both data and pilot
signals (equal power) are transmitted (the link budget
is shown strictly for the data channel). The total fixed
terminal EIRP is 68.00 dBW. The resulting forward
(at 384 kbps) and return link performance margins (at
112 kbps) are 3.29 dB and 2.89 dB, respectively.
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EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND BENEFITS
The development and execution of this experiment
will be accomplished in conjunction with U.S.
industrial participation. A broadband aeronautical
working group is being formed to assist with this
effort. Members of this working group will come from
a wide variety of interests in U.S. industry including:
(1) aircraft manufacturers, (2) airline carriers, (3)
satellite service providers, (4) aeronautical avionics
manufacturers, (5) video compression companies,
(6) broadcasters, (7) other government agencies,
and (8) government regulators. Input from these
groups during the development of the experiment
will shape the experiment in a way that will provide for
an efficient transfer of the technology and system
concepts to a commercial venture. Their input will
include: assistance with the experiment conceptual
development, equipment development, use and
operation of an aircraft, and overall experiment
execution. Active participation by U.S. industry in
this experiment will help to stimulate the
commercialization of this service. It is anticipated that
a commercially operated system that would provide
compressed video broadcasts for passengers could
be in service as early as the turn of the century.
SUMMARY
The ACTS Broadband Aeronautical Experiment will
help verify that K/Ka-band mobile satellite
technology could be useful in meeting increased
demands for aeronautical mobile satellite
communication services. The minimal amount of
signal attenuation due to rain during the cruise
phase of flight, the reduced drag due to the smaller
K/Ka-band antennas (as compared to the current L-
band systems), and the large amount of available
bandwidth make the development of a K/Ka-band
aeronautical mobile satellite system a logical choice
for such non-critical passenger services as live video
broadcasts of news and sports events, voice, FAX,
data, etc. and other needs. Planned active industrial
participation in this experiment will allow for the
conclusions, technology, and system concepts to
be easily transferred to U.S. industry to develop a
commercial K/Ka-band aeronautical mobile satellite
communications system.
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Figure 1 ACTS Broadband Aeronautical Experiment Set-Up
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Table 1 Broadband Aeronautical Experiment Link Budgets
FORWARD LINK RETURN LINK
PARAMETER
Transmitter Parameters
65.000 34.000
-0.800 -0.500
EIRP_ dBW
Pointing Loss r dB
Radome Loss 1dB
Path Ppr_mgter_
Space Lossl dB
Frequency, GHz
Range, km
Atmospheric Attenuatio G dB
Receiver Parameters
Polarization Loss_ dB
G/T r dB/K
Pointing Loss, dB
0.000
Transponder SNRIN , dB
Effective Hard Limiter Suppression_ dB
Effective Hard Limiter SNRouT, dB
-213.48O
-0.200
-213.340
29.634 29.634
38000.000 37408.000
-0.36O -0.360
-0.850-0.130
21.250 15.7OO
-0.220 -0.320
Bandwidth r MHz 900.000 900.000
Received C/N o, dB-Hz 99.860 62.780
10.320 -26.770
-5.000 -1.050
5.320
-27.820
Transmitter Parameters
55.200EIRP= dBW
Pointing Loss, dB
Path Parameters
24.180
-0.320 -0.220
Space Loss, dB -209.890 -210.030
Frequency r G Hz 19.914 19.914
Ra.,nge t km 37408.000 38000.000
Atmospheric Attenuation, dB -0.500 -0.500
Receiver Parameters
Polarization Loss r dB -0.850 -0.130
Radome Loss_ dB -0.100
Gfr_ dB/K -5.000 27.000
Pointing Loss, dB -0.500 -0.500
Downlink C/No, dB-Hz 66.640 68.400
Overall C/N o, dB-Hz 66.640 60.880
Required _/N o (AWGN), dB 4.500 4.500
Modem Implementation Loss r dB
Loss Due to Frequency Offsetsz.dB
Required E ,/No, dB
Loss Due to ACTS Phase Noise r dB
1.000
1.000
6.500
1.000
384.00
3.290
Data Rate r kbps
Performance Margln_ dB
1.000
1.000
6.500
1.000
112.000
2.890
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ABSTRACT
The Federal Aviation Administration
is developing satellite communications
capabilities to enhance air traffic ser-
vices, first in oceanic and remote
regions, and later for United States
domestic services. The program
includes four projects which develop
technical standards, assure adequate
system performance, support implemen-
tation, and provide for research and
development for selected areas of U.S.
domestic satellite communications.
The continuing focus is the applica-
tion of automated data communications,
which is already permitting enhanced
and regular position reporting. Voice
developments, necessary for non-
routine communications, are also
included among the necessary activities
to improve ATC communications.
AMS(R)S standards, ensuring adequate
system performance, supporting imple-
mentation, and providing research and
development for U.S. domestic satellite
communications. The general connectiv-
ity of the system is illustrated in
Figure 1.
PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTIONS
There are four defined projects in
the FAA Satellite Communications Pro-
gram. The first three develop satcom
capabilities and provide for operations
in oceanic and remote regions where
the FAA has current responsibility: the
first developing data, the second
developing voice, and the third sup-
porting operations; and the fourth area
will develop selected U.S. domestic
applications.
Project 1: Oceanic/Remote Data
OBJECTIVES
The FAA Satellite Communications
Program Plan objective is to provide
for and facilitate operational use of
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (Route)
Service (AMS(R)S) communications,
where (R) stands for "Route" denoting
the safety service, to meet civil avi-
ation needs in oceanic and offshore
areas, and possibly in U.S. domestic
airspace as well. The FAA Plan concen-
trates on implementing the concept
developed by the International Civil
Aviation Organization's "Future Air
Navigation Systems" (FANS) committee
during recent years, at first for
oceanic regions.
In the interest of improved air
traffic management, the Program assists
in developing national/international
The development of satellite data
communications for aircraft entails the
generation of agreed-upon standards
that permit aircraft flightworthiness
and operational certification, and bring
assured interoperability between air-
craft and controllers by means of
various service providers.
Minimum Operational Performance
Standards (MOPS) are developed jointly
by the supplier/user industry and the
FAA in an AMSS Special Committee
(SC-165) provided for by RTCA, Inc.
(formerly the Radio Technical Commis-
sion on Aeronautics). This independent
body reacts to needs to define
architectures, standards for signals
and interfaces, and recommended tests
that will bring uniformity and
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Figure 1. FAA Oceanic Air Traffic Control Operational Concept
interoperability for avionics used in
aeronautical safety services.
While the MOPS focuses on describ-
ing only the Aeronautical Earth Station
(AES) and its air-ground protocols, the
committee also has developed a System
Guidance document which permits
understanding of end-to-end, pilot-to-
controller service performance.
While not mandatory, the MOPS
serves several purposes. It provides a
published guide for manufacturers,
operators, and users to implement the
AMSS system in a coordinated way.
Based on signal-in-space rather than
on equipment design, the MOPS gives
considerable freedom to design and
innovation, while the standardization of
signal characteristics provides for com-
petitiveness and coordinated opera-
tions.
The MOPS also is a basis for man-
ufacturers' acquisition of an FAA Tech-
nical Standards Order {TSO), which
constitutes an FAA technical approval
for equipment installation. It can assist
as a basis for the installing facility's
acquisition of Type Certification, which
authorizes actual air traffic service
applications.
The AMSS MOPS recently has been
completed and is available through the
RTCA. The next stage--modifications
from knowledge gained during man-
ufacturing, installation, and operation-
-is under way. The next MOPS edition
is expected to be available early in
1994. FAA Program Plan support to this
effort is focused within the Satellite
Communications Program on oceanic and
remote regions.
Needs of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to assure efficient
and effective use of the radio spectrum
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and non-interference were also sup-
ported by SC-165 in developing neces-
sary changes to the Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 87.
SARPs_
Standards and Recommended Prac-
tices (SARPs), developed by member
states' Civil Aviation Authorities within
the International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation (ICAO), ultimately become treaty-
level agreements among the member
states that assure universal inter-
operability for international flight
safety services. They define generally
the AMS(R)S signal-in-space character-
istics and protocols necessary for AES
operation with its Ground Earth Station
(GES).
Since 1989, the FAA has been a
principal participant and architect in
the development and validation of the
AMSS SARPs. Similarly to the MOPS,
these standards closely follow the sys-
tem architecture defined in the Inmar-
sat System Definition Manual (SDM), but
focus on describing signal character-
istics rather than the specifics of
design.
Under the International Telecommuni-
cations Union (ITU) Radio Regulations,
the AMS(R)S designation denotes
services which are afforded additional
protection against interference. Simi-
larly to the need to adapt FCC Rules to
properly include aeronautical mobile
satellite communications, the SARPs
Working Group is supporting the
efforts to establish non-interference
and other performance standards for
mobile satellite communications within
the ITU's International Radio Consulta-
tive Committee (CCIR).
The AMSS SARPs are in the final
stages of completion. They are expected
to be validated through tests and
modelling presently under way, and are
scheduled to be presented to the ICAO
Air Navigation Council for approval in
mid-1994.
Following a circulation and agree-
ment period to permit member-nation
acceptance and aircraft implement-
ations, the SARPs will facilitate world-
wide AMSS operations. They should
enable the realization of concepts held
for many years, wherein air traffic
operations would reap the full benefits
of the integrity and timeliness of satel-
lite services.
OCeanic performance Analysi_s
Simulations are being developed and
validated using projected AMSS traffic
to ascertain effects on system perform-
ance and responsiveness. The outcome
should permit estimates of operational
capability, and should uncover areas
where specific approaches could be
implemented to enhance AMSS safety
services. When complete in October
1993, the simulation model will be coor-
dinated with developments in the
Oceanic Development Facility (discussed
below).
Develop SARPs-Compliant Capability
This project activity will acquire an
AES and install and test it in an
FAA-owned Boeing 727 aircraft at the
FAA Technical Center (FAATC) near
Atlantic City, NJ.
The AES interface with aircraft
avionics, and through the satellite
through the GES to end users, will
employ the ISO 8208 standard as
defined in both MOPS and SARPs.
"Data-3," an Inmarsat definition,
describes such an AES that can oper-
ate within the full Open Systems Inter-
connect (OSI) protocols. Use of this
standardized protocol enables
end-to-end interconnectivity advan-
tages of the Aeronautical Telecommuni-
cations Network (ATN), now under
design.
The principal objective of this proj-
ect element is to validate the SARPs
requirements by demonstrating and
testing an in-flight AES using the
SARPs-defined, ISO 8208 data protocol
as the avionics interface. However,
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because no Data-3 or SARPs-compliant
AES will be available to meet the ICAO
approval schedule, the present AES will
be augmented by external software to
emulate the additional SARPs-defined
capabilities.
The AES installation on the FAA
aircraft will then be able to operate as
a complete ATN- and SARPs-compliant
user terminal. The tests are scheduled
for late 1993.
Optimize for Periodi¢ Reportinff
In the late '80s, ICAO Future Air
Navigation Systems (FANS} study
reports defined the need for an inte-
grated Communications, Navigation, and
Surveillance (CNS) capability to
enhance safety services using satel-
lites.
Within this capability is the require-
ment for periodic position reporting to
controllers using aircraft-derived
information, called Automatic Dependent
Surveillance (ADS}. Over oceanic and
remote areas where conventional com-
munications means are unreliable, satel-
lite communications can be used instead
for this purpose.
The use of existing signal architec-
tures for regularly-spaced, short data
messages is inefficient. Over the past
few years, several schemes have been
proposed for more efficient use of the
communications channel to improve
spectrum effectiveness and reporting
timeliness.
Presently, simulations are being
developed; and now, proceeding in
coordination with Inmarsat, the comple-
tion of new reporting protocols for
inclusion in the SARPs and
implementations is scheduled for Sep-
tember 1993.
In its ultimate form, the Global Navi-
gation Satellite System (GNSS), which
will include both the US Global
Positioning System (GPS) and the CIS
Global Orbital Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem (GLONASS), will supply aircraft
position information that is relayed
from the aircraft through AMSS satel-
lites, and through the ground network
to air traffic controllers.
Equiv FAA Aircraft for Trials
Development of worldwide standards
for safety services expected to be
useful for decades requires thorough
testing in order to be assured that the
requirements are correct, thorough,
and unambiguous. The FAATC Boeing
727, now equipped for tests using a
low-gain antenna and an early AES,
will have installed a high-gain antenna
and other capabilities to provide an
effective AMS(R)S testbed.
A direct interface from the Comsat
earth station at Southbury, CT, to the
FAATC will be in operation to permit
the real-time interaction necessary for
these tests.
Project 2: Oceanic/Remote Voice
While ordinary and routine informa-
tion is transmitted by voice in today's
aeronautical communications, the use of
data message services is becoming more
pervasive. Although this trend will
continue for AMS(R)S routine services,
voice communications will still be very
important. There are non-routine and
emergency situations when controller
and aircraft crew need direct and
rapid access. The FAA is now develop-
ing a policy that will clarify the user
selection of data or voice transmissions
under various circumstances.
The Program Plan focus in this
project area is on development of
satellite voice capability for oceanic
and remote regions. Aircraft that are
fitted for AMS(R)S voice will enjoy the
benefits of greatly improved reliability
and connectivity with controllers any-
where in the satellite coverage areas.
Three activities are relevant, as fol-
lows.
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Revis_ MOPS for Voice
The current MOPS (RTCA/DO-210)
covers very minimally the voice
circuit-mode services, relying on the
Inmarsat SDM to support call setup and
release definition of protocols and
interfaces. The specific standards for
these are now under accelerated devel-
opment in SC-165, with the goal for
completion early in 1994.
Controller Voice Architecture
Requirements are under development
to provide the necessary interfaces for
air traffic controllers to integrate
AMS(R)S voice, to be used for non-
routine needs, with routine data ser-
vices.
Conduct voice Trials
Northwest Airlines has installed an
AES in a Boeing 747-400 equipped for
aircrew and passenger use of satellite
voice services. The airline, with Aero-
nautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC), and the
FAA have drawn a joint test plan for
using the system for AMS(R)S during
Northwest's regular service in the
Pacific area.
This trial of end-to-end AMS(R)S
voice will be conducted first through
connections from the aircraft's flight
deck to the ARINC Comm Center, and
patched through to the FAATC; and
later, with direct connection from the
aircraft to the FAATC. The trials are
expected to begin in the second quar-
ter of 1993 and will extend for six
months.
Project 3: Oceanic/Remote Operations
This part of the Program Plan sup-
ports FAA elements that comprise a
Satellite Operational Implementation
Team. The Team was formed to treat
several interrelated satellite programs
that are in various stages of develop-
ment. Its mission is to assure imple-
mentation of AMS(R)S for improved air
traffic services according to a
coordinated and scheduled plan. The
target for completion of implementation
for the oceanic area is late 1996.
Define Requirements
Initial activities in this project area
include definition of requirements in
support of an overall Satellite Opera-
tional Implementation Plan, now in draft
form and scheduled to be completed by
late 1993.
Conduct _neineering Trials
The FAA aircraft will continue to be
used to collect data on AMS(R)S trials
in the North Atlantic area. For a period
from 1993 through 1995, trials will be
run in coordination with the United
Kingdom's Civil Aviation Authority.
Starting in 1994, the trials will
operate with a full end-to-end ATN
capability using AMS(R)S to handle
Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS,
or periodic position reports) and other
messages. This will be the first exer-
cise of the fully SARPs-compliant capa-
bilities of these three systems.
Results will be integrated for analy-
sis with data resulting from the con-
tinuing Pacific Engineering Trials. This
activity, which began in 1992 prior to
an ATN capability, provided ADS
reports using an interim AES-equipped
United Airlines aircraft in commercial
service.
Integrate Oc _e_nic Systems End-To-End
The next step in this project area
will be to integrate AMS(R)S into the
FAA's Oceanic Development Facility
(ODF). This facility is under construc-
tion at the FAATC, and will serve as a
principal test bed for all FAA oceanic
communications and surveillance opera-
tions. Discussions have begun on
schedule and goals, working with the
oceanic program to ensure end-to-end
function and performance. The final
step will include the passage of
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AMS(R)S directly between the Air Route
Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs)and
the aircraft.
Project 4: Domestic Service Applications
The U.S. domestic applications proj-
ect for AMS(R)S communications will
focus first on the use of satellite
communications in selected areas where
it now is difficult to contact aircraft.
Also within this area are investigations
of satellite alternatives that could
bring service advantages to the FAA
such as reduced cost and improved
availability.
Domestic/Offshore Helicovter Test
This project area will provide for
the conduct of U.S. domestic area tests
using an FAA helicopter with a loaned,
interim AMSC AES and Marisat satellite
capacity currently under lease to the
American Mobile Satellite Corporation
(AMSC). The test's three phases,
scheduled from late 1992 through mid-
1995, will move from Loran-C position
reports to the use of the Global
Positioning Satellite (GPS) capabilities
reported through the AMSC's spot-beam
satellite. Analyses of the results should
support further developments in the
FAA's domestic and offshore services,
In a second part of this project, the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is
under contract to the FAA to develop
and test a low-cost, light-weight AES
for helicopter use. The terminal should
also be adaptable for use by fixed-
wing aircraft.
Develov Applications and Equipment
This future planning project will
investigate low-cost satellite communi-
cations alternatives for future domestic
use, and will identify candidate
systems for research. Coordinated work
with the FA_A's System Engineering
service will identify where future
needs are not yet being actively
planned for.
Investigations will include use of the
AMSC/TMI and next-generation Inmarsat
satellite systems, possibilities for using
future Low-Earth Orbit (LEO} and
Medium-Earth Orbit (MEO), and store-
and-forward terminals such as the
"Aero-C" Inmarsat terminal.
Futur_ R&_D.;
This project area will support selec-
tion, analyses, and testing of candidate
systems; and provide for engineering
trials and necessary revisions of the
RTCA MOPS and ICAO SARPs. After
surveying :potential improvements to
AMS(R)S, viable candidate architectures
will be identified for further investiga-
tion and inclusion in planning.
CONCLUSION
The FAA Program Plan for satellite
communications provides a basis for
developing operational services to
enhance air traffic control. It is an
integral part of many ongoing improve-
ments to the air traffic control system.
Moving first from today's high-
frequency radio to use of satellite
communications through a service pro-
vider, the final step is envisioned to
be direct AMS(R)S between flight deck
and controller.
The Plan supports standards devel-
opment; provides for coordinated
domestic and international plans, tests
and trials leading to integration with
other automated FAA systems; and sur-
veys and prepares for future improve-
ment possibilities.
Availability of benefits should be
accelerated by this activity for aircraft
users equipped to these standards and
interfacing with the ATN. The FAA R&D
and operational activities to complete
standards and integrate satellite com-
munications will enable users to enjoy
a level of communications integrity and
availability not available by any other
means.
_z
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a series of aeronautical
mobile data trials conducted on small aircraft
(helicopters and fixed wing) utilizing a low-
speed store-and-forward mobile data service.
The paper outlines the user requirements for
aeronautical mobile satellite communications.
"Flight following" and improved wide-area
dispatch communications were identified as high
priority requirements.
A "proof-of-concept" trial in a Cessna Skymaster
aircraft is described. This trial identified certain
development work as essential to the
introduction of commercial service including
antenna development, power supply
modifications and doppler software
modifications. Other improvements were also
proposed.
The initial aeronautical mobile data service
available for pre-operational (Beta) trials is
outlined. Pre-operational field trials commenced
in October 1992 and consisted of installations on
a Gralen Communications Inc. Cessna 177 and
an Aerospatiale Astar 350 series light single
engine helicopter.
The paper concludes with a discussion of
desirable near term mobile data service
developments, commercial benefits, current
safety benefits and potential future applications
for improved safety.
INTRODUCTION
Wide-area mobile communications services will
improve significantly in North America with the
introduction of MSAT services in late 1994 or
early 1995. ul In advance of the launch of
MSAT; Telesat Mobile Inc. (TMI), with support
from the Canadian Department of
Communications Research Centre (CRC), has
been introducing mobile satellite services using
leased satellite capacity.
The initial service offering is a low-speed store-
and-forward packet-switched mobile data service
(MDS) via leased capacity through the
INMARSAT II Atlantic Ocean Region West
satellite and the Teleglobe Canada ground
station located in Weir Quebec. m_ For more than
2 years the mobile data service has been used
for Wide Area Fleet Management (WAFM) by
various trucking companies, other land mobile
fleets, marine fleets and portable users with
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battery-poweredbriefcases. The MDS also
servesSCADA (SupervisoryControl and Data
Acquisition) applicationssuchas monitoringof
remote natural gas compressorstations. The
development of an aeronauticalmobile data
service known as AeroKITTM was of
considerable interest to prospective commercial
and government users.
USER REQUIREMENTS
The user requirements for aeronautical mobile
satellite communications were first discussed
with potential MSAT aeronautical end-users in
a series of meetings initiated by CRC in
1983/84. Although there is interest in the full
range of MSAT voice, data and fax services;
"flight following" and improved wide-area
dispatch communications were identified as high
priority requirements by Canadian aircraft
operators.
While most commercial passenger flights in
Canada are served by existing terrestrial VHF
radio services, a significant number of aircraft
operate in rural, remote and rugged areas well
beyond coverage of terrestrial VHF radio
dispatch systems and also beyond Transport
Canada radar and VHF air traffic control
coverage. HF systems are used to the extent
possible but congestion, interference and varying
propagation conditions may preclude any use of
HF in the Canadian North for several weeks at
a time.
There is therefore an urgent requirement for
reliable, wide-area, cost-effective, truly mobile
communications for small general aviation
aircraft including helicopters. In the simplest
terms the aviation community wants reliable
communications for conventional dispatch
purposes and "flight following". The Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources requires pilots to
maintain a "flight watch" by having aircraft
communicate their positions once every 30
minutes to their regional dispatcher.
The potential end-user community for this
aeronautical mobile data service includes aircraft
involved in search and rescue, forest-fire
fighting, wildlife surveys, power line monitoring,
air ambulance medevacs, resource development,
airborne fishery surveillance and policing.
The Canadian market could include civilian and
military aircraft, commercial passenger jets
operating on routes in northern Canada, charter
aircraft and various other general aviation
aircraft.
PROOF OF CONCEPT TRIAL
Under the MSAT Field Trials Program, CRC
provided a CAL Corp. land mobile data terminal
to avionics specialists Gralen Communications
Inc. and TMI for a "proof-of-concept" trial.
Working with Telesat Mobile, Gralen
Communications installed the 12V land-mobile
data terminal and a prototype aeronautical
mobile antenna in a Cessna 337 Skymaster.
The aeronautical mobile data trial was relatively
straightforward to implement with end-to-end
commercial services already in place for land,
marine and SCADA applications. Successful 2-
way mobile data communications, including
GPS position reporting, were demonstrated as
illustrated in the system concept (figure 1). The
dispatch centre for the proof-of-concept trial was
co-located in Ottawa at the TMI hub.
This proof-of-concept trial, while very
successful, resulted in certain work being
identified as essential to the introduction of
commercial service. The proposed work plan
included antenna development, power supply
modifications, doppler software modifications,
appropriate physical packaging for the
transceiver and work on the existing land mobile
dispatch centre. Other improvements also
proposed included a cockpit dash-mounted
emergency message switch and a dash-mounted
"message waiting lamp".
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TMI AEROKIT SERVICE-BETA TRIALS
The proof-of-concept trial and subsequent
development effort resulted in a pre-operational
AeroKIT TM service appropriate for Beta trial
customers. While still under development the
service already offers an effective wide-area
aeronautical fleet management service that
consists of 2-way store-and-forward messaging
and flight following with the ability to
constantly monitor aircraft position.
CAL Aeronautical Data Radio
As shown in Figure 2, the mobile installation
includes a CAL Corp. ADT 200-A aeronautical
transceiver, antenna, and LNA (Low Noise
Amplifier); a Gandalf keyboard display temlinal
and a GPS antenna. The overall weight is 9.0
kg. The transceiver contains a GPS receiver
card, operates from 28 V and is mounted in a
standard ATR box that is 19 cm wide, 32 cm
deep and 21 cm high. A doppler software
modification allows the radio to be used on
aircraft operating at speeds up to 1400 kin/hr.
The data terminal consists of a standard
QWERTY keyboard, numeric keypad and
several special function keys for sending an
emergency message or selecting menu items
from the backlit 4X40 character liquid crystal
display. The data terminal, which can be stored
when not in use, is supplemented with a dash-
mounted emergency message button and a dash-
mounted "message waiting" lamp. An optional
dash-mounted switch can be used to manually
send takeoff/landing messages when they are not
sent as a keyboard-entered coded message or
when they cannot automatically be transmitted
as they are in aircraft with retractable gear,
TheLNA (13cmWX 15cmDX4cmH) is
mounted inside near the transceiver antenna (16
cm diameter X 4 cm high). The transceiver
antenna can also act as a GPS antenna although
it has a null at the zenith. The GPS antenna is
9 cm in diameter and 1 cm high.
AeroKIT FLAG Dispatch Centre
The AeroKIT TM FLAG TM (Fleet Location and
Graphics) dispatch centre (Figure 3) consists of
an IBM-compatible PC, Unix operating system,
messaging monitor, colour graphics monitor,
keyboard, mouse, uninterruptible power supply
and 2400 bps modem. The modem provides a
permanent virtual circuit between the dispatch
centre and the TMI hub via the datapac public
packet-switched network. The FLAG TM dispatch
centre developed by Ultimateast Data
Communications of St. John's Newfoundland
was already in use for various INMARSAT,
AMSC and TMI mobile customers including the
Canadian Coast Guard and Department of
Fisheries and Oceans.
While the FLAG TM dispatch centre can display
geographical maps of any dispatch area of
interest in the world, a geographic display of
North America is being used for the aeronautical
data trials. The graphics screen displays on the
map overlay the geographical position of all
aircraft based on GPS position reports
transmitted automatically from aircraft in the
end-users own fleet. GPS worst-case accuracies
are 100 metres horizontally and 156 metres
vertically. The FLAG TM dispatch centre allows
a dispatcher the capability to increase map detail
by zooming in on any rectangular area chosen.
Other standard overlays include reference points
such as city names, boundaries, roadways and
road names and latitude/longitude grids (1 or 5
degree increments). A screen draw function
allows the dispatcher to use the mouse as a
white pencil to enter temporary information on
the screen. Many other hardware and software
options are available with FLAG TM dispatch
centres.
End-to-end AeroKIT TM Service
The AeroKIT TM Beta trial service provides a 2-
way dispatch and flight-following capability
between a dispatch centre and a fleet of aircraft.
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As with other mobiles using the TMI mobile
dataservice,pilots canmanuallysend/receive3
types of messagesto/from a dispatch centre
using 3 different priorities. Messagescanalso
be saved,retrievedand revisedas requiredby
either the pilot or dispatcher.
Flight Following
A very important feature of the service is that
the mobile radio logs on to the satellite system
automatically when the aircraft is powered up
without any action by the pilot. Aircraft
position reports are automatically transmitted at
intervals prescribed by the dispatcher which can
be as frequent as once every 3.75 minutes as
configured for the Beta trials. A takeoff
message, comprising all the infomaation in the
position report, can also be transmitted
automatically for aircraft with an interface to the
squat switch (wheels up/down indicator). For
helicopters, float planes and other aircraft
without retractable gear the automatic
takeoff/landing messages can be sent manually
using a dash-mounted switch, the keyboard or
automatically using another interface such as a
torque sensor to trigger the message. The
foregoing embodies a reliable, automatic, highly
accurate flight following capability that allows a
pilot to concentrate on flying.
Cockpit Messaging
The Gandalf terminal can be used by the cockpit
crew to send pre-programmed coded messages.
With only 3 or 4 keystrokes a pilot can scroll
through a list of coded messages, choose the
appropriate message, and then transmit it. By
default the message is sent as a routine message
although the coded message can be sent priority
or sent as an emergency coded message.
Emergency messages overwrite the status line on
the dispatch screen with a flashing message.
Sample coded messages being used in the Beta
trials include:
-out of chocks
-in chocks
-send destination weather
-send alternate weather
-arrived at destination
-15 (30, or 60) minutes to arrival
In a similar manner, crew can also select a
variety of fill-in-the-blanks form messages such
as the following; flight plan, freight information
and revised ETA. Free-form text messages, up
to 128 characters in length, can also be sent to
the dispatch centre.
Position Reports
Regularly scheduled GPS position reports, and
supplementary GPS position reports
automatically sent along with the chocks
messages, takeoff/landing messages and
emergency messages all contain the following
infomaation:
-date and time (UTC)
-latitude/longitude
-horizontal velocity
-vertical velocity
-ahitude
-bearing relative to true North
-GPS reliability report
Emergency Messaging
Transmission of an emergency message, by
pressing the dash-mounted emergency button or
the "E" and "TX" keys, receives special
treatment. The emergency message is broken
into 2 messages. Emergency message 1, which
is transmitted twice for increased reliability,
provides the position in latitude/longitude,
reliability of position report, and heading. After
emergency message 1 is re-transmitted,
emergency message number 2 is sent containing
horizontal speed, altitude, vertical speed and
date/time.
Dispatch Messaging/Monitoring
The dispatcher also has the capability to send
coded and form messages as well as free-form
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text messagesup to 121characterspermessage.
Dispatchers can also retrieve the detailed
position report of an aircraft by placing the
mousecursor over the desiredaircraft on the
screen. The most recentposition report,along
with its date/time, is displayedas well as the
distanceanddirectionfrom thenearestreference
locationbasedon auser-detemfinedlist of place
namesandassociatedcoordinates.
The "Aircraft Proximity" featuredisplays the
identification of all aircraft within a specified
radius of a selectedlocation in order of the
closestaircraft. The "Fleet Stats" featurelists
the location of all aircraft in the fleet. "View
Trips" allows the dispatcherto display,on the
geographic overlay, the historical position
reports for any aircraft for a time period
specifiedin hours,days,weeksor months. The
"View Trips" function provides important
informationaboutanyoverdueaircraft.
BETA TRIALS
The first Beta trial involved the installation of
the CAL ADT 200 in a 4-place high
performance single engine Cessna 177 RG
(Retractable Gear) for test and demo purposes.
The aircraft, owned by Gralen Communications
and used for travel to customer sites,
successfully demonstrated the full range of
services including automatic takeoff/landing
messages. This Beta trial indicated more EMI
work was required resulting in the subsequent
use of improved cable shielding and connectors.
This trial led to Transport Canada (DO 160C)
and Communications Canada approvals for the
implementation of end-user trials commencing in
March '93.
A second temporary installation in an
Aerospatiale Astar 350 series light single engine
helicopter demonstrated no communications
problems from the antenna rotor.
Gralen Communications Inc. will be installing
the CAL ADT in an Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources DeHavilland Twin Otter used for
resource management and occasionally by the
Ontario Provincial Police. Hydro Quebec is
participating in the Beta trial with an installation
in an AS 350 helicopter used for high voltage
power line distribution surveillance. (The results
of these trials, implemented after submission of
the paper, will be reported at the conference).
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT WORK
Future work will focus on the development of a
more appropriate keyboard/display for cockpit
applications. The requirement for additional
graphics overlays for specific end-user
applications is under discussion. Ontario MNR
dispatchers would benefit from an overlay
displaying Ontario lakes suitable for Canadair
CL-215 water bomber access. Overlays
displaying remote airstrips and fuel caches may
also be desirable features for the MNR dispatch
computer. Implementation of a dispatch
software feature to initiate a dispatch centre
alarm after a prescribed number of regularly
scheduled position reports were missed would be
desirable. This would be an important safety
improvement for accidents where ELT
(emergency locator transmitter) signals may not
be detected for up to 2 hours, where ELTs
don't operate at all because of extensive ELT
damage or the ELT antenna is damaged or
upside down.
CONCLUSIONS AND BENEFITS
A reliable wide-area fleet management and
flight-following system has been demonstrated
in small general aviation fixed and rotary wing
aircraft. The system Offers automatic position
reporting and takeoff/landing messages.
Service benefits include more reliable flight
following, improved safety, capability for
realtime re-routing, more efficient cockpit and
dispatch communications and more timely
infomaation for better management decisions and
customer invoicing.
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ABSTRACT
Over the last decade, the demand for reliable mobile
satellite communications (satcom) for voice, data,
and video applications has increased dramatically.
As consumer demand grows, the current spectrum
allocation at L-band could become saturated. For
this reason, NASA and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory are developing the Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS)
mobile terminal (AMT) and are evaluating the
feasibility of K/Ka-band (20/30 GHz) mobile satcom
to meet these growing needs. U.S. industry and
government, acting as co-partners, will evaluate
K/Ka-band mobile satcom and develop new
technologies by conducting a series of applications-
oriented experiments. The ACTS and the AMT
testbed will be used to conduct these mobile satcom
experiments. The goals of the ACTS Mobile
Experiments Program and the individual experiment
configurations and objectives are further presented.
ACTS MOBILE EXPERIMENTS PROGRAM =
The ACTS Mobile Experiments Program focusses
on just one part of the ACTS Experiments Program.
Included in the latter of these two, are fixed terminal
K/Ka-band experiments at T1 data rates (LBR-2
terminal experiments), fixed terminal K/Ka-band
experiments at supercomputer data rates (600-800
Mbps, High Data Rate terminal experiments), mobile
terminal experiments (2.4-384 kbps, AMT), and
supervisory and control data application (SCADA)
experiments (2.4 kbps, USAT's). The remainder of
this paper will focus on the mobile terminal
experiments. The goals o! the AMT Experiments
Program are as follows: (1) to prove the
technologies and system concepts associated with
the development of the AMT and ACTS for mobile
satcom applications; (2) to characterize the K/Ka-
band mobile satcom propagation channel for land-
mobile and aeronautical-mobile purposes; (3) to
seek out new applications for K/Ka-band mobile
satcom; (4) to have U.S. industry and government
participation in these experiments; and (5) to
stimulate the commercialization of similar
technological advances and satellite services.
Approximately one dozen different experiments are
being developed between JPL and a variety of
industrial/government partners to help the program
to meet all of these goals. The basic ideas of some
of these experiments are provided in Figure 1.
While the development of mobile satcom technology
at L-band has reached a mature stage, there are
many challenges that need to be overcome to allow
K/Ka-band mobile satcom to become a reality. A
detailed description of the terminal development is
provided in [1], however, the main technological
challenges of the AMT are: (1) to develop small,
tracking, high-gain K/Ka-band vehicular antennas;
(2) to overcome the large Doppler shifts and
frequency uncertainties associated with K/Ka-band
mobile satcom; (3) to design power efficient and
robust modulation/demodulation techniques; and
(4) to compensate for the high attenuation effects
experienced with rain and other environmental
conditions at K/Ka-band. The development of the
AMT, and its use in these experiments will help to
expedite solutions to these technical challenges.
Volumes of data characterizing the satellite
propagation channel at L-, C o, X-, and even Ku-
bands have been collected and thoroughly
analyzed, however, very little information exists
about the K/Ka-band satellite propagation channel.
A limited amount of fixed site ground-based terminal
propagation data exists from several propagation
experiments that have been performed by Virginia
Polytechnic Institute using the Olympus satellite.
This data includes signal propagation and rain
attenuation information for a fixed terminal in the
immediate Blacksburg, Virginia area. No mobile
satcom propagation data, or data that has rain
attenuation statistics for any other part of the U.S.
exists at this time. Performance of the AMT
experiments throughout the country will go a long
way toward characterizing the mobile satcom K/Ka-
band channel, as well as to establish attenuation
statistics throughout the U.S.
Some of the most exciting and potentially lucrative
applications for K/Ka-band mobile satcom are in the
satellite news gathering (SNG) and aeronautical
broadcast areas. Mobile communications capabilities
for SNG are often limited. In locations where a
cellular system is available, mobile voice
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communications are possible. In remote locations
not covered by the cellular network, truly mobile
communications are not always feasible. Typically,
the SNG van will have to stop and set up fixed
communications equipment to communicate with the
broadcast station. This limits the response time for
real-time and rapidly changing news events. For this
type of application, mobile satcom would allow a
quicker response to news events and the potential
to provide a compressed video network feed to the
SNG van while it is en route to these events.
Aeronautical point-to-multipoint mobile satcom
capabilities, first proposed in late 1992, are limited to
audio broadcasts of news and sporting events, and
are not yet widely available on commercial aircraft. As
this service is initiated and expands, it can be
expected to include broadcast video transmissions
as well. The bandwidths available and the small
antenna sizes required to transmit and receive
reasonably high data rates make K/Ka-band very
suitable for this type of applications as well [2].
Another exciting new area for this technology is
disaster and emergency medical service. More lives
and property can be saved by providing rapidly
deployed voice, data, and video communications to
an area struck by a natural disaster such as an
earthquake or forest fire.
In meeting all of the goals of this program, and
developing new applications for mobile satcom
technology, NASA and JPL have been actively
seeking industrial and government participation in
the development of these experiments. By
conducting the program in this manner, JPL
achieves several goals inherent to the program. U.S.
industry decides what technologies are important,
and the program provides the R&D to prove the
high-risk technologies. The U.S. economy benefits
with the development of new industrial capabilities
and services. Approximately one dozen different
experiments are being developed under the ACTS
Mobile Experiments Program. A description of these
experiments is provided in the following section.
ACTS MOBILE EXPERIMENTS
The ACTS Mobile experiments fall into two broad
categories, land-mobile experiments and
aeronautical-mobile experiments. The following
sections provide a brief description of the
experiments and the potential influence of the
experiments on the U.S. marketplace.
Land-Mobile Experiments
The initial land-mobile experiment will be an internal
NASNJPL experiment during which the terminal and
satellite technology are verified, and the land-mobile
satcom propagation channel is characterized. The
experiment set-up is presented in Figure 2. The
main objective of this experiment is to provide full-
duplex voice, data, and low rate video
communications at 2.414.8/9.6/64 kbps between a
fixed terminal and a mobile terminal. For the first
experiment, a small, mechanically-steered reflector
antenna will be used. A second, follow-on land-
mobile technology verification experiment has the
same basic set-up and objectives, but, uses a small,
mechanically-steered active array antenna. Such a
system could provide additional capacity
augmentation for current L-band satellite systems, as
well as open up a whole new service with the video
communications.
Following this experiment, a secure land-mobile
experiment will be conducted in conjunction with the
National Communications System (NCS). This
experiment set-up is basically identical to the initial
land-mobile experiments, however, to provide
secure communications, a secure telephone unit
(STU-III) is interfaced to the AMT. The main objective
of this experiment is to provide secure full-duplex
voice and data communications for national security
and emergency disaster applications. A second
follow-on secure experiment will involve an identical
scenario, but substituting the small, mechanically-
steered active array antenna for the reflector
antenna.
Another of the land-mobile experiments involving
disaster/emergency preparedness communications
is the Emergency Medical Experiment. This
experiment is being performed in conjunction with
the EMSAT Corporation. During a typical paramedic
call, communication is lost when the paramedic
enters a building to handle a situation. For this
experiment, the AMT will be interfaced to the base
station of a portable transceiver. The paramedic will
have the portable transceiver with him when he
enters the building. The communications link will be
initiated by the paramedic, to the AMT located
outside, to the fixed station via ACTS, and finally
through a land-line back to the hospital.
An experiment with a similar application to the
Emergency Medical Experiment is the Telemedicine
Experiment, to be performed in conjunction with the
University of Washington Medical Center, located in
Seattle, Washington. Many areas in rural America
have extremely limited access to proper medical care
and facilities. This experiment will provide medical
imaging capabilities such as X-ray transmission from
remote locations via ACTS and the AMT to the
University of Washington Medical Center for
diagnoses. The experiment set-up is provided in
Figure 3. The operational data rates for this
experiment are 2.4/4.8/9.6/64 kbps.
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Currently on the ACTS/AMT Experiments docket are
two separate SNG related experiments. The first
experiment, performed in conjunction with IDB
Communications, involves transmitting a remote live
radio signal back to the broadcast station for
retransmission. The second SNG experiment,
performed in conjunction with NBC, involves a similar
terminal configuration. Both of the experiments will
improve current communications capabilities for
remote, mobile SNG broadcasting, and will
demonstrate low rate network video return feed.
Another experiment, performed in conjunction with
CBS Radio, involves the transmission of high quality
audio and music using a MUSICAM Perceptual
Coder interfaced to the AMT. The initial experiment
set-up tests the transmission of high quality mono
audio at 64 kbps. Upon completion of this
experiment, a second, more sophisticated
experiment is performed that tests the transmission
of high quality stereo audio at 128 kbps. The audio
codec utilized in this experiment monitors the
received signal quality, and varies the "degree of
coding" necessary to maintain the link. In addition to
code variation, the audio codec also adjusts the
audio quality as required to maintain the link. The
audio codec varies the bandwidth of the coded
signal from 5 kHz to 20 kHz, and switches between
stereo and mono audio, depending upon the link
conditions.
A military experiment for the AMT is performed in
conjunction with the Army-CECOM. This "Comm-on-
the-Move" experiment outfits a HMMWV with the RF
portion of the AMT, interfaced with a SINCGARS
radio to provide mobile satcom, on the move, back to
a fixed terminal. This experiment improves the
current military communications capabilities.
A satellite/terrestrial personal communications
network (PCN) experiment will be performed in
conjunction with Bellcore. This experiment defines
practical limitations of present personal satellite
communications technology and develops hard data
to direct the future course of technology
development. Merging the current terrestrial-based
equipment with the satellite-based equipment will
further enhance the systems' capabilities. This
experiment has two different configurations. The
first set-up interfaces a hand-held personal computer
to the AMT for the transmission and retrieval of data
and E-Mail messages. The second configuration
interfaces the AMT to a modified cellular radio system
for wireless remote paging.
Aeronautical-Mobile Experiments
The initial aeronautical-mobile experiment is a
NASA/JPL effort that verifies the terminal and
satellite technologies. The aeronautical-mobile
satcom propagation channel is characterized during
the cruise phase of flight. The aeronautical mobile
terminal equipment incorporates the land-mobile
AMT equipment, with the exception of the land-
mobile antennas. For this experiment, three
separate electronically-steered phased array
antennas are used. Due to the limited EIRP and G/T
specifications on these antennas, the experiment is
limited to voice and data transmission at a rate of 4.8
kbps.
The experiments with the most visibility and most
potential profit are the broadband aeronautical
experiments. A full description of these experiments
is found in [2]. Two distinct groups are interested in
applications of this type. Military organizations, such
as the U.S. Air Force will transmit imaging from an
aircraft back to a fixed station terminal for analysis.
Commercial organizations, such as U.S. airlines, will
provide passenger cabin broadcast video and return
line "office-in-the-sky" capabilities such as voice and
FAX transmissions. Initial link budget analyses show
that terminal development for these experiments can
support data rates up to 384 kbps on the forward link
(fixed terminal to mobile terminal), and up to 112
kbps on the return link (mobile terminal to fixed
terminal). The experiments set-up are shown in
Figure 4.
For the commercial applications experiment, a
broadband aeronautical working group is being
formed to assist with the experiment and terminal
development. The members of this working group
come from a variety of interests in U.S. industry
including aircraft manufacturers, airline carriers,
satellite service providers, aeronautical avionics
manufacturers, video compression companies,
broadcasters. Active participation by U.S. industry in
this experiment will help stimulate the
commercialization of the service. A commercially
operated system providing compressed video
broadcasts for passengers could be in service as
early as the turn of the century.
ACTS/AMT EXPERIMENTS SCHEDULE
The experiment period begins at the start of
October, 1993, and is scheduled to run a two year
period through the end of September, 1995. With
the exception of the initial land-mobile experiment,
two experiments will be in operation continuously for
this two year period.
SUMMARY
The ACTS Mobile Experiments Program includes
development of several mobile satcom
technologies. The various experiments are joint
efforts between U.S. industry and government. The
experiments facilitate technological verification of the
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terminal and satellite, the development of new
satcom applications and commercial ventures,
participation in the experiments by U.S. industry and
government, and ultimately will stimulate the U.S.
economy through the development of new
industries.
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ABSTRACT
Many new companies are pushing state-
of-the-art technology to bring a revolution in the
cockpits of General Aviation (GA) aircraft. The
vision, according to Dr. Bruce Holmes - the
Assistant Director for Aeronautics at National
Aeronautics and Space Adminstration's (NASA)
Langley Research Center, is to provide such an
advanced flight control system that the motor and
cognitive skills you use to drive a car would be
very similar to the ones you would use to fly an
airplane. We at ViGYAN, Inc., are currently
developing a system called the Pilot Weather
Advisor (PWxA), which would be a part of
such an advanced technology flight management
system. The PWxA provides graphical
depictions of weather information in the cockpit
of aircraft in near real-time, through the use of
broadcast satellite communications. The purpose
of this system is to improve the safety and utility
of GA aircraft operations. Considerable effort is
being expended for research in the design of
graphical weather systems, notably the works of
Scanlon[1], and Dash [2]. The concept of
providing pilots with graphical depictions of
weather conditions, overlaid on geographical and
navigational maps, is extremely powerful.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The PWxA works in three broad steps:
• Ground Processing System
• Satellite Communications System
• Airborne Processing System
Ground Processing System
To begin with the weather data is
collected and analyzed at a central location. The
analysis of the data includes extraction of relevant
portions of the data, data compression, and
encoding. This step is known as the Ground
Processing. Next, the data are automatically
transmitted to an earth station of a satellite
communication system. These systems are
illustrated in figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. The Pilot Weather Advisor System
Concept
Satellite Communications System
Data is received by the antenna and
satellite communications receiver on board the
aircraft, and transferred via a RS-232 interface to
the airborne processing system on the aircraft.
During Phase I [3] of this project, we used an
Quallcom's OmniTRACS Mobile
Communications System. This system consists
of a mechanically steered antenna, and an
OmniTRACS Communications Unit. The data
was received using a Comstream Modem at 9600
bits per second (bps). We are currently working
on an aerodynamic Ku-band microstrip antenna.
The communication system has a low level of
fault tolerance built into it, to detect and correct
any faulty operations.
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Airborne Processing System
The airborne system processes it into the
required display formats, and stores these
formats into a database on the airborne computer
for later use. The control system allows the pilot
to graphically display the information in a user
friendly manner so that it does not distract him
from his primary functions. The airborne system
needs minimal interaction from the user, and is
fairly fault tolerant. The PWxA is a broadcast
receive-only system. All the information for the
entire Continental United States (CONUS) is
broadcast over the satellite system and received
by all aircraft within the satellite's footprint. The
on board processor selects the data needed to be
displayed based on the pilots actions described
below. No two-way interaction between the
aircraft and the ground system is required.
The initial map that shows up on the
screen is a CONUS map with about 60 surface
sites. Surface Weather, Ground Based Weather
Radar, and other products described below, are
shown on this map at the pilots discretion. The
pilot then inputs the following information:
1,
2.
3.
The departure airport
The destination airport, and
An alternate airport
With these inputs, a suitably scaled trip
map, just accommodating the route, can be
displayed North-up with again about sixty (60)
sites. The Global Positioning System (GPS) or
LORAN interface supplies the position of the
aircraft. The system utilizes this positional
information to display the aircraft position on the
CONUS, TRIP, or LOCAL map, whichever is
selected. These maps are updated every minute
to display the map in accordance with the current
aircraft position.
Currently the plan is to update weather
data at least four (4) times every hour, although
the system does have the capability of updates
every seven minutes. A looping function
provides the historical vend of the weather on the
map-type depictions in a forward time direction
using a fast display technique. The display is
always north-up, and a history of the aircraft
track information is an option. All the maps are
displayed using a map projection which renders
great circles as nearly straight lines, and very
nearly shows areas in their true relative sizes.
The control system of the PWxA system
is mostly menu driven with user control
provided by function keys. Currently it is
planned to provide for the display of three data
sets:
Data Set 1 - Airport Category + Ground
Weather Radar + Lightning +
Alert Severe Weather Watch
"Boxes"
Data Set 2 - Airport Weather + Ground
Weather Radar + Lightning +
Alert Severe Weather Watch
"Boxes"
Data Set 3 The TREND depiction of anyone
of the 550 sites for which surface
observations are available.
The Airport Category symbol depicts the
five Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) ceiling and
visibility combinations which are representative
of the VFR, MVFR, IFR, LIFR, or less than
Category I IFR conditions.The Airport Weather
symbol gives information about existing weather
conditions such as liquid precipitation, or any
obstructions to vision ( eg. fog, haze, blowing
snow), hazardous weather such as
thunderstorms, tornado, hurricane, or any solid
precipitation, or winds greater than 20 knots.
The TREND depiction compares the
surface observations with the terminal forecast,
hour by hour. This should be useful in
determining whether the actual weather is
developing according to the forecast.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The PWxA System as described here is
designed to provide basic weather information to
the enroute pilot for strategic planning purposes.
The system could also be used pre-flight, to
quickly obtain an overall view of the weather
without having to read pages of alphanumerics.
In the future, the depictions could be displayed
directly on navigation moving maps to provide a
powerful integrated weather/navigation flight
management tool. As the NWS modernization
program unfolds, we will be able to provide near
real-time data such as winds and temperatures
aloft, 3D radar products, automated pireps on
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turbulenceandicing etc.With slightlymore
computationpower,wemayevenbeableto
providetrip profiles,by showingcross-sections
of thetrip with thewinds,temperatures,and
radar.Oursatellitecommunicationslink coaldbe
stretchedto updatedata10(ten)timesanhour
insteadof 4 (four) timesanhour. Thelimiting
factoris not thePWxA system,but theweather
acquisitionanddisseminationsystems.
We havealsobegunconsideringhowto
usethis informationwith anexpertsystemto
provideacontinuousrecommendationto thepilot
for thecourseandaltitudesheshouldfly, based
onboththecurrentobservationsandtheforecast.
Webelievetheforecastshaveto getconsiderably
better,andtheExpertSystemformulationwill
haveto getmuchmorecomplexbeforesucha
systemcanprovidereliableanswers.
We havedemonstratedthePWxAconcept
in flight in 1991[4], onaPiperMalibuaircraft,
aspartof ourPhaseI work onaNASA Small
BusinessInnovativeResearch(SBIR)contract.
We areatpresentin PhaseII of thatcontract,
developingtheoperationalprototype.
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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
are providing technical assistance to the
AGRHYMET program in West Africa. AGRHYMET
staff use remote sensing technology to produce sat-
ellite image maps of the Sahel region of West Af-
rica. These image maps may show vegetation
greenness, sea surface temperatures, or processed
weather satellite imagery. The image maps must be
distributed from the AGRHYMET Regional Center in
Niger to national AGRHYMET centers in the mem-
ber countries of Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Chad,
Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Mall, Mauritania, Niger,
and Senegal. After consideration of a number of
land- and space-based solutions for image map
distribution, the best solution was determined to be
use of International Maritime Satellite Organization
(INMARSAT) land-based terminals. In April 1992, a
field test and proof-of-concept demonstration using
land-mobile terminals produced favorable results.
The USGS and USAID are setting up a wide
area network using INMARSAT terminals to link the
AGRHYMET sites for image data transfer. The sys-
tem is in the procurement and installation phase and
initial operating capability may be operational for the
1993 growing season, starting in May 1993.
INTRODUCTION
In the middle 1970's, the World Meteorological
Organization, in cooperation with nine member na-
tions in the Sahel region of western Africa, organ-
ized the AGRHYMET program to help the member
nations increase agricultural crop production. [1]
The role of AGRHYMET has since expanded to in-
clude supplying food production advice to govern-
ment ministries, locust plague prediction and con-
trol, and assistance to the Famine Early Warning
System program. To accomplish its mission the
AGRHYMET program has set up the AGRHYMET
regional center (ARC) in Niamey, Niger, and na-
tional AGRHYMET centers (NAC) in each of the
member nations. A receiving station for satellite im-
ages from NOAA's Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) instrument was installed at
the ARC by the French Government as part of its
foreign aid program. The U.S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development (USAID), in cooperation with the
U.S, Geological Survey's EROS Data Center (EDC),
have set up a system to process the AVHRR data to
make image maps that indicate the relative "green-
ness" of the area. Greenness maps are derived from
the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
computed from AVHRR data. [2] They are distrib-
uted in hard copy format from the ARC to the NAC's
via the mail system on 10-day intervals throughout
the growing season. At present, the delivery of the
greenness maps does not occur in a timely manner
to support near-realtime assessment of crop pro-
duction for policy decisions. It was proposed that a
telecommunications system be installed to transfer
the greenness maps electronically, in near-realtime.
REQUIREMENTS
The telecommunications system is required to
provide a computer-to--computer communications
link to transfer the greenness map data from the
ARC to the NAC's and for the NAC's to transfer
weather data back to the ARC. The system will op-
erate primarily during the growing season and trans-
fer data on 10-day intervals (decadal) between the
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ARCandtheNAC's.The system technical require-
ments are summarized as follows:
1. The system shall provide operational data
transfer of greenness map image files rang-
ing up to 4 MB from the ARC to a NAC.
Other data sets and files may be added in
the future as required.
2. Weather data ranging up to 500 KB shall
be transferred from a NAC to the ARC.
3. The system shall be operational for the
1993 growing season and remain opera-
tional for 5 years.
4. Equipment installed at the ARC or a NAC
shall be supported by ARC personnel for
hardware and software maintenance and
repair. The vendor will provide warranty
service for the system's operational life of
5 years.
5. The transmission channel [or "telephone"]
service shall be an operational system, us-
ing the same provider or service for the full
5 years of operation.
6. The system shall minimize the annual
recurring costs of operation.
7. The system shall provide moderate
growth capability to accommodate changing
AGRHYMET requirements and services.
8. The system shall not require any special
licensing or permits.
9. The system shall provide 99% availability
during the growing season (i.e. - unaffected
by storms, power outages, or fluctuations in
local telephone service quality).
CANDIDATE SOLUTIONS
A number of techniques were examined, rang-
ing from point-to-point digital radios to satellite
communications systems, with a satellite system
being the optimum choice. All ground-based sys-
tems were eliminated from consideration because of
line-of-sight requirements or low data rate capacity.
A diagram of a typical satellite-based system is
shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. A Satellite-Based System
Among the satellite systems, most privately
owned syslems were eliminated due to lack of cov-
erage over the Sahel or the uncertainty of continuing
service for the 5 year project lifetime. This narrowed
candidate systems to satellites operated by two in-
ternational consortiums, INTELSAT (the Interna-
tional Telecommunications Satellite Consortium)
and INMARSAT (the International Maritime Satellite
Organization). Between the two systems, the IN-
MARSAT approach was selected on the basis of
being appropriate for AGRHYMET requirements,
initial cost, recurring costs, and ease of operation
and maintenance. A summary of the requirements
criteria is shown in table t.
INMARSAT System
The INMARSAT system consists of four satel-
lites in geostationary orbits providing global cover-
age (figure 2). INMARSAT provides voice, fax, and
data communications services between land-mo-
bile, maritime, and fixed users. The proposed sys-
tem will use land-based fixed terminals.
The system was originally set up to provide
ship-to-shore radiotelephone service, but has since
expanded to encompass large numbers of land-mo-
bile users also. The system operates in a manner
analogous to a long distance carrier, connecting to
either a local phone system or an INMARSAT termi-
nal. Access to the system is similar to a telephone
system. A user dials the desired destination (phone
number), and the system connects them.
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System Configuration
Each site (both ARC and NAC) will use a fixed
INMARSAT terminal with an external fixed dish an-
tenna (1 to 2 m in diameter). The terminals will be
linked to a dedicated personal computer (provided
as part of the system) through FAX/modem. The
terminal electronics unit, the personal computer, and
an uninterruptible power supply will be located in the
site computer room; while the antenna will be lo-
cated outside the building (typically installed on the
roof). The external antenna must be located within
15 m of the terminal electronics unit.
Table 1. Summary of Requirements Analysis
Requirement INMARSAT
Operational System Yes
Duplex Link
Minimize Interaction Between
Local P'!"-1"and System
Minimize Licensing
Supportable by ARC Personnel
System Life of 5 to 7 Years
Sahel Environmental Conditions
Initial Operation for 1993
Growing Season
Expandability/G rowth
Yes
COMSAT/Common Carrier
pays fees
License to enter country and
possibly operator's permit,
considered to be
minimal requirements
Vendor will train ARC personnel,
provide spares and extended
warranty, easily maintained
Yes
Terminals designed for operation
in hostile environments
Terminals available from stock
Yes, add terminals, add high
data option for 56/64 KBPS link
Yes, interface looks like phone line
Yes, satellite links transparent
to user
Pay only 'phone' bill ($20k/yr)
Easily Interface to Existing
ARC/NAC Hardware
Satellite Link Available for
5 to 7 Years
Minimize Recurring Costs
INTELSAT
Yes, some terminal
customization may
be required
Yes
Transponder rental
requires fees to each PTI',
use of existing INTELSAT
terminal in Niamey requires
leased lines and
coordination with P'IT(s)
Requires coordination with
each country's PTT
Vendor will train ARC
personnel, provide spares
and extended warranty,
special skills required for
maintenance and repair
Yes
Can be modified to operate
in Sahel environment
System development at
vendor would take
3 to 6 months
Yes, add terminals, can
increase data rate to width
of channel, rent wider
channel bandwidth to
increase data rate
Some specialized
connection equipment may
be required
Yes, may be moved to
another satellite as current
satellite ages
Transponder rental, plus
PI-I" fees
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Figure 2. Global INMARSAT Satellite System Coverage
FIELD TEST DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS
A field test with two INMARSAT land-mobile
satellite terminals was performed inApril 1992. Data
was relayed between the ARC in Niamey, Niger,
and the NAC in Ougadougou, Burkina Faso, using
an INMARSAT coast earthstation to turn the link
around (double-bounce through the spacecraft).
Transfer rates between 4.8 KBPS and 19.2 KBPS
were measured, with the typical rate of 8 KBPS for a
large file transfer. A greenness map test file of the
West African coast was used, with a typical trans-
mission time of 10 minutes (at an 8 KBPS data
rate). Telebit modems were used, along with the
MTEZ and Procomm Plus modem control software
packages. Although both packages transferred data
at acceptable rates, using the KERMIT utility in
Procomm Plus yielded the highest sustained data
transfer rates.
The system was also used to remotely log into
EDC computer systems in the U.S. In most cases
the system connected at rates between 2.4 KBPS
and 19.2 KBPS, although some of the lower connec-
tion rates were imposed by the remote connection,
not the INMARSAT link. Voice communication was
also used extensively between both the West Afri-
can sites and the U.S., although the main goal of
the test was data transfers. The ARC site is shown
in figure 3, and the NAC site is shown in figure 4.
Figure 3. ARC Site in Niamey
Figure 4. NAC Site in Ougadougou
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As a proof of concept test, the INMARSAT sys-
tem met all requirements. Further optimization of the
selection of modems and software may yield higher
sustained data rates than the 8 KBPS experienced.
Moreover, the use of modems designed specifically
for noisy links (i.e. - cellular telephony) may in-
crease the total system throughput.
._Mo INMARSAT Terminal _ated PC
dem Link ra
lFAX/modem _ RS-232__/,_ _ Ethernet
High Speed Data Link
RS-232
_.ji_iiiiii,_ei_iiiiiii_iil.L or Ethernet
_j_" Regional Center Only
Figure 5. System Configuration
PHYSICAL CONFIGURATIONS
The configuration of the system is shown in
figure 5. At the regional center the configuration
consists of a INMARSAT terminal, a dedicated per-
sonal computer, a FAX/modem, a router/bridge, and
an uninterruptible power supply for all the equip-
ment. The national center sites consist of an IN-
MARSAT terminal, a dedicated personal computer,
a FAX/modem, and an uninterruptible power supply.
Each computer will interface to the INMARSAT ter-
minal through the FAX/modem using modem control
(communications) software. The computers will also
be equipped with an ethernet adapter to connect to
the existing site local area network (LAN) using the
LANtastic network operating system. Additionally,
the computer at the regional center will have high-
speed (DS0, X.25) capabilities using the bridge/
router and the high-speed data option on the IN-
MARSAT terminal.
OPERATIONAL AND SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS
Operational considerations fall into two catego-
des: security and operational procedures. Physical
security is required at each site. Physical separation
of the terminal into two fixed sections will aid in se-
curity, but access to the external antenna, the termi-
nal electronics unit, and the dedicated computer
must be restricted to authorized users. Operational
procedures will be established to limit the number of
people with access to the system, to require the use
of a password to log onto the computer, and to set
up the system in a manner that inhibits use in an
undesired fashion (i.e. - use of voice capability from
a data only installation).
Each site will require two or three people who
are trained in routine operation of the system and
simple troubleshooting procedures. Moreover, the
ARC will require two to three people who are trained
in operations, maintenance, and repair of the equip-
ment. Training of ARC personnel will occur at the
vendor's facility, and training of NAC personnel will
occur at the NAC.
The skills required at the ARC will encompass
two areas: operators and engineers. Operators will
require training and expertise in using the equip-
ment and in operational procedures. Engineers will
require both knowledge of operations and equip-
ment maintenance. A typical scenario at the ARC
will have one operator per shift, with a backup per-
son available as an alternate operator, and one en-
gineer (possibly only on--call) per shift. The skills at
the NAC's will be somewhat different. The operators
will be trained in some of the routine equipment
maintenance procedures as well as training to inter-
face with ARC engineers for troubleshooting.
Since AGRHYMET is primarily supported by
donor contributions, low recurring costs are impor-
tant. An analysis of typical operating expenses is
shown in table 2. The figures listed are based on
nominal file sizes for each country and a 9.6 KBPS
transfer rate.
CONCLUSIONS
USAID has funding to install a system of IN-
MARSAT terminals to connect the ARC and the
NAC's. The procurement process is underway, and
initial operating capability is planned to support the
1993 growing season. Further uses of the system
include remote diagnostics of the ARC computer
systems from the EDC using the high-speed data
link and support of field work using land-mobile ter-
minals. Disaster relief efforts may also use land-
mobile terminals as part of the AGRHYMET net-
work.
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Table 2. Recurring Cost Analysis
Transfer Weather Transfer
Country NDVI Flle Time Data Tlme
MB rain MB rain
Burkina Faso 0.40 5.56 0.20 2.78
Cape Verde n/a n/a 0.20 2.78
Chad 1.30 18.06 0.20 2.78
Gambia 0.03 0.42 0.20 2.78
Guinea Bissau 0.70 9.72 0.20 2.78
Mall 1.70 23.61 0.20 2.78
Mauritania 1.10 15.28 0.20 2.78
Niger f .30 n/a 0.20 n/a
Senegal 0.20 2.78 0.20 2.78
Totals 6.73 75.42 1.80 22.22
Sea Surface
Temp
MB
n/a
1.20
n/a
1.20
1.20
n/a
1.20
n/a
1,20
6,00
Transfer
Time
rain
n/a
16.67
n/a
16.67
16.67
rYa
16,67
n/a
16.67
83.34
Cost at $10/rain 1508.45 444.48 1666.80
Cost at $6/min 905.07 266.69 1000.08
Notes -
Total cost per decade (NDVI, weather, sea temp) =
Total cost per decade (NDVI, weather only) =
Total annual cost (13 decades, NDVI, weather data only) =
Total annual cost (13 decades, NDVI, weather, sea temp) =
3619.73
2171.84
1952.93
1171.76
25388.I4
15232.89
47056.54
28233.93
($10#nin)
($6/rnin)
($10/rain)
($6/min)
($10/rain )
($6/rnin)
($10/min)
($6/rnin)
All links are double bounce ($101min or $6/min in each direction)
Times are for compressed files (approximately 50% size reducUon) at 9.6 KBPS
Sea surface temperature map is 8 bit pixels, 640x480 (VGA) resolution
Sea surface temperature maps are distributed weekly (twice per decade)
Sea surface temperature maps are shown as candidate new product
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Patrol Car Automation
Law enforcement agencies are recognizing
the requirement for Patrol Car Automation
systems. Most currently available
commercial systems for Patrol Car
Automation are mobile data terminal
systems that limit agencies to specific
manufacturers of equipment. The currently
available systems do not easily allow links to
disparate information systems nor is the
implementation of new processes or
functions easily accommodated.
Mobile Computer Network
The Washington State Patrol (W.S.P.), in
response to this need for Patrol Car
Automation has developed a prototype
Mobile Computer Network (MCN). The
network uses "off the shelf' hardware to
provide a file passing network environment
for notebook computers in vehicles. This
network links the officers with the W.S.P.'s
information system, other Washington state
agencies and the National Law Enforcement
Telecommunications System. The system
can provide direct links for messaging and
inquiry between the Patrol cars, all other
states and the Canadian Provinces.
Network Requirements
The W.S.P. troopers are responsible for a
variety of administrative reports. There are
also a number of software programs that
assist the trooper in their tasks. This
dictated the need for a system that
incorporated a removable notebook
computer. The current voice radio system
has been at capacity for years; see Figure 1.
Figure 1 Trooper Airtime
The system will have to enhance the
officer's effectiveness by reducing the
amount of information the voice radio
network is required to pass. The W.S.P.
needs a system based on the existing
microwave and UHF radio system for data
communications but portions of the mobile
network must be immune from terrestrial
disasters due to the state's location on the
Pacific earthquake zone and the threat of
volcanic disturbance.
Network Design Overview
The Patrol's solution is the design of a
Mobile Computer Network (MCN)
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including Mobile Satellite Communications;
see Figure 2.
W.S.P. Mobile Computer Network
Figure 2MCN Network .....
The network is designed around
Imbedded Process Servers (IPS) which are
single board I.B.M. compatible 80X86
computers linked on a token ring LAN.
Each IPS operates in a client/server mode
serving both network users and other IPS's.
The mobile nodes on the network use
background software that transfers all files
deposited on the "network" directory back to
the hub. These files carry a header
designating destination, originator and other
necessary information. The media location
of the destination is transparent to the
users. That destination can be on the UHF
system, the physical LAN, the Patrol's SNA
WAN or the satellite system.
MCN Mobile Network Software
The officer initializes the network
software by loading two (2) background
resident programs. The first is a short
hardware specific program (HSP) that
handles the placement on and retrieval from
the communications media of the individual
packets. This program has an Application
Process Interface (API) that allows
communication with other software. The
second program loaded, called Radio
Transfer (RXFER), is not hardware specific.
It handles the presentation to the user and
the operating system interface. RXFER is
assigned a disk storage area as a network
"drive". It can be any drive or subdirectory.
All files placed on this drive or directory are
queued for transmission to the network hub.
All files from the hub are placed in an
inbox directory below the "network"
directory. On initialization, RXFER insures
the user is authorized network access and
negotiates with the hardware program's API
to establish packet sizes and inter-program
communications areas of memory.
MCN Hub Operation
All IPS's have a network directory
assigned in a table of directories. Each IPS
monitors its directory for the presence of
files. When a file is placed on its directory,
an IPS will process the file in a manner
prescribed by that IPS's process type and
then delete the file. The file and directory
method of process command permits
sessionless server operation. The IPS
controlling the UHF links to the officer
monitors the radio data link. When data
packets arrive, the system acknowledges
each packet and, if necessary, reassembles
packets into the complete transferred file.
The completed file header is then examined
for the destination address. The logical
address is compared with a table of physical
addresses. The file then is written to the
directory indicated by the physical address.
The individual packet acknowledgement
synchronizes communication and insures
completion and accuracy of file
transmission.
Mobile Satellite Software
The integration of Mobile Satellite
Communications into this network has both
problems and benefits. The synchronous
packet communications of the UHF system
requires 2 messages for each packet. The
near instantaneous transfer makes the
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handshakinginvisible to the user. The
network software has timeout parameters
for retransmission. The variable delaysin
transferring data packetsover the mobile
satellite make this method impractical. On
the UHF system,the software hasonly the
acknowledgementpacket to guaranteethat
the packet transmitted hasbeen received.
In the mobile satellite system,once a packet
is transferred from the mobile software to
the satellite radio, accuratetransmissionis
guaranteedby the satellite radio's firmware.
this eliminates the need for an
acknowledgementpacket from the hub.
One of our requirements is to have no
hardware specific code in the RXFER
program. This requires that the satellite
specific HSP generate false
acknowledgementpackets. Since the
addressingand modulation schemeof the
mobile satellite radio systemis inherently
secure,the passingof sign-onpacketswith
passwordingand acknowledgementis
unnecessary.The mobile satellite radio also
offers a number of useful diagnostic
functions. The HSP software examines
packet requestsand intercepts the specially
encodedrequestsfor diagnosticpacketsand
returns packetswith this information. It
also mimics the sign on packet transfer
sequencesand all of the packet handshakes
which the RXFER program requires for
acceptanceof this as normal network traffic.
Hub Satellite Software
At the hub, the use of the mobile satellite
communications gives the added benefit of
regular positioning information. The
network's bindery of mobile node
information is designed to make use of this
information. At the hub end, a message
accepted by the mobile satellite company's
network operations center (NOC) may not
be transmitted immediately to the mobile.
Parameters are set at the NOC to allow
sufficient time for the mobile to be
illuminated by the satellite, then to lock on
and receive the packet. The NOC sets
parameters for the amount of time to hold
messages in queue before returning them as
undelivered. Storage of messages at the
MCN hub for extended periods awaiting
either acknowledgement of receipt or an
undeliverable message notice is required.
Also required is a different method of
triggering the mail store and forward
function. In the UHF system, any loss of
contact will transfer the mobile user's hub
address into a mail directory. This is done
because the user might have merely moved
into an adjoining transmitter's coverage
area. The user requires all undelivered
messages to be immediately available to the
new transmitter's IPC. The satellite system
has only the one IPC and the timing of
status transfer to mail depends on the size
of the satellite IPC's message storage area
and tables of message delivery status. On
the UHF system, the HSP software is
identical at each end. On the satellite
mobile radio, the protocols required in the
MCN hub to NOC communications are
entirely different. The characteristics of
mobile satellite radio required design
changes from the traditional methods of
mobile data transfer and modification in the
expectations of the line trooper. These
changes are not difficult and are eclipsed by
the benefits of mobile satellite
communications.
The Benefits of Patrol Car Automation
Currently, the W.S.P. prototype system
offers the troopers all routine law
enforcement query functions, a store and
forward E-Mail function and outbound FAX
from the car. Planned additions include
image transmission, voice interface, heads-
up display, ticket processing, driver's license
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scanning,mobile docking ports and direct
car to car interagency data communications.
The benefits to the citizens of the state
include the increase of stolen recoveries,
quicker apprehension of wanted persons,
reducing the delay for violators, greater
recovery of fines and crime deterrence.
The Benefits of Satellite Mobile Computing
Incorporating satellite radio
communications into the Mobile Computer
Network has the benefit of providing a
communications link that is virtually
immune to terrestrial disaster. The
Washington State Patrol intends to allocate
sufficient satellite based mobiles to provide
disaster backup links for the major public
safety communications centers in the state.
In the event that a disaster of any sort were
to disable one or more of the public safety
communications centers in the state, the
assigned mobile would provide a link, for
the communications center, to the National
Law Enforcement Communications System
(NLETS) and links to all units on the
Mobile Computer Network. This backup
would be provided not for the W.S.P. only,
but for all public safety agencies in the
state. The per officer cost of the terrestrial
communications infrastructure makes mobile
satellite communications the medium of
choice for data communications in sparsely
populated areas of the state.
National Law Enforcement Satellite
The Washington State Patrol has taken
one of their MCN equipped cars to display
at national conferences of law enforcement
agencies. The use of satellite
communications has sparked a great deal of
interest in the national law enforcement
community. The expense of establishing
and maintaining a terrestrial
communications infrastructure for the
disparate law enforcement agencies in the
U.S.A. is sufficiently towering to inspire
consideration of a mobile satellite
communications network shared by law
enforcement agencies nationwide; a system
optimized for and dedicated to law
enforcement.
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ABSTRACT
The Mobile Data System, which is intended
to provide for packet switched data services
is currently under development. The
system is based on a star network topology
consisting of a centralized Data Hub (DH)
serving a large number of mobile terminals.
Through the Data Hub, end-to-end
connections can be established between
terrestrial users on public or private data
networks and mobile users. The MDS
network will be capable of offering a
variety of services some of which are based
on the standard X.25 network interface
protocol, and others optimized for short
messages and broadcast messages. A
description of these services and the trade-
offs in the DH design are presented in this
paper.
1. INTRODUCTION
The mobile data services which are
provided by TMI consist of two types :The
basic services which are based on the
standard X.25 network interface protocol,
and the Reliable Transaction and the
Unacknowledged data delivery services.
These will be described briefly in Section 2
while Section 3 deals with presenting the
logical and functional architecture of the
Data Hub. This includes the protocol
processing and associated interfaces, and
the MDS network management which
handles configuration, fault, accounting,
performance and statistics.
During the initial stages of the
development, several design trade studies
were undertaken to establish the
architecture of the central Data Hub.
Results from these studies are presented in
Section 4. The advantages of implementing
the Data Hub as a number of distributed
processors rather than a single processor are
outlined. This paper also discusses how the
chosen architecture provides for flexibility
in system growth while meeting the overall
availability and performance requirements.
In order to meet performance and system
availability requirements, decisions had to
be made with respect to computing
platforms. As it will be demonstrated, fault
tolerant computers are deployed for
network and system management, while the
real-time processing functions are handled
by high throughput multi-processing
systems operating in a real-time fashion.
Several failover and failure recovery
scenarios will be analyzed and described in
Section 5 of this paper. As it will be seen,
the system designers ensured that
equipment failure shall not cause an overall
network failure.
2. OVERVIEW OF MOBILE DATA
SERVICES
The Mobile Data System (MDS) provides
for packet data transmission to mobile
users. High efficiency and cost
effectiveness are achieved by a large
number of mobile users dynamically
sharing the space segment. Data services
provided by MDS fall into two categories:
Basic, and Specialized. The basic service
category within the MDS provides for the
establishment of end-to-end virtual circuits
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betweenDTEsattachedto Mobile
Terminals (MTs) and DTEs attached to the
Data Hub (DH). The basic service category
is composed of two distinct services: X.25
and asynchronous. The X.25 service is
compliant with the 1988 version of the
CCITT recommendation. The
asynchronous service is based on CCITT
recommendation X.3, X.28, and X.29.
Figure 1 below shows the MDS basic
services architecture.
2.1 Protocols and Their Characteristics
The motivation to support the Basic
and the Specialized Services in a very
efficient manner in order to minimize the
utilization of the available L-band spectrum
has led to the development of a number of
protocols designed specifically for this
purpose. The satellite protocols were
designed to take advantage of the packet
data transmission capability of the system.
Whenever possible, MTs are assigned
channel capacity by the Data Hub. This
reduces the need for MTs to compete for
capacity on a slotted Aloha random access
channel and results in a more efficient use
of spectrum. For instance, for any data
transfer from the DH requiring an
acknowledgement, the DH will allocate the
necessary channel capacity, on a TDMA
channel, to the MT in question. The system
attempts to maximize the use of TDMA
rather than slotted Aloha channels since
these are much more efficient.
2.2 The MDS Satellite Protocols
A number of system requirements,
that affected the choice and design of the
satellite protocol architecture, are identified
below; these are:
°
2.
.
.
5.
Support for a large number of MTs
Optimization of the satellite
resources
Support for various types of user
traffic varying from short messages
to large file transfers
Flow and congestion control
The support of a priority scheme
. Satellite protocol modularity and
flexibility to allow for future
growth.
2.3 Satellite Protocols Stack
The Basic and Specialized services
are supported via internal MDS protocols
operating between the DH and MTs. Figure
2 outlines the architecture for these
protocols. The MDS Packet Layer Protocol
(MPLP) provides procedures for the setup,
maintenance and tear-down of virtual
circuits between the DH and MTs. It is
responsible for supporting the basic MDS
services. The MDS Data Link Protocol
(MDLP) provides for the reliable sequenced
delivery of packets to the MPLP.
Functionally, it is similar to LAP-B Multi-
Link Procedure (MLP). The MDS
Specialized Services Protocol (MSSP)
provides for the multiplexing of application
messages over the Reliable Transaction
Service (RTS) and the Unacknowledged
Data Service (UDS) supported by the MDS
Transaction Protocol (MTP) and the MDS
Unacknowledged Link Protocol (MULP)
respectively. The MTP is used for
transaction type data exchange, while the
MULP provides for the transmission and
reception of unacknowledged data packets
to and from MTs.
The Channel Access and Control
(CAC) defines a set of procedures for
accessing the physical layer. The CAC is
mainly responsible for allocating TDMA
capacity as well as frame assembly and
disassembly of data segments at the DH and
the MT. The Bulletin Board (BB) provides
for the dissemination of system information
from the DH to all MTs. These are: channel
definition, protocol parameters, and
congestion avoidance indication.
Only the satellite protocols pertinent
to user data transmission are discussed.
2.3.1 MDS Channel Acces_ and Contrql
The MDS CAC specifies a set of
procedures to access various MDS
channels. The channel types supported in
MDS are: (1)the outbound DH-D, TDM
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channelwith fixed framesize,eachframe
containsvariablesizedCACsegments,(2)
InboundMT-DT TDMA channelthat
carriesvariablesizedbursts,eachcarrying
variablesizedsegmentsonareservation
basis,(3) InboundSlottedAloharandom
accessMT-DRr channelthatcarriesfixed
sizedbursts,eachcontainingfixed sized
TDMA requestsegments,and(4) Inbound
SlottedAloharandomaccessMT-Drd
channelthatcarriesfixed sizedbursts,each
containingonevariablesizedsmalldata
segment.
TheCAC ishighly efficient in use
of the satellite capacity. It implements an
eight-level priority scheme, a congestion
control algorithm, as well as a load
balancing algorithm over the outbound
channels.
2.3.2 MDS Packet Layer Protocol (MPLP)
The MPLP functions as the network
layer of the seven layer OSI stack. It is
modelled after the ISO 8208 standard. The
key features of MPLP are summarized
below:
MPLP supports the X.25 and
Asynchronous data services. It also
supports various X.25 features like
the D, Q, and M bits, the negotiation
of flow control parameters, the Fast
Select and MDS User Identifier
(MUI). All other X.25 optional
facilities which are not acted upon
by MPLP are conveyed
transparently through the network
for further treatment at the user side.
MPLP supports the priority selection
on an individual circuit basis. The
MPLP user is able to signal one of
eight priority level at call setup
using the throughput class facility.
MPLP conveys this information to
the lower layers which will guaranty
the corresponding priority of access
for the duration of the call.
MPLP is optimized over a satellite
channel by modifying the use of
layer 3 Receiver Ready (RR). A
specific procedure to deal with layer
3 RR generation is implemented in
MPLP.
MPLP provides for the
authentication of every switched
virtual circuit that is established
between an MT and the DH; the
MUI is used for this purpose.
The MPLP does not support the
Restart procedure. However, if a
restart request is received from the
user, MPLP clears all virtual circuits
and resets all permanent
connections.
2.3.3 MDS Data Link Protocol (MDLP)
MDLP is a highly efficient link
layer protocol which optimizes the use of
the satellite resources. The features of
MDLP are summarized below:
The MDLP, in contrast with LAP-B
does not support layer 2 RR or
RNR as a flow control mechanism.
The protocol uses six Protocol Data
Units (PDUs).
MDLP does not require a link layer
acknowledgement as in LAP-B.
Acknowledgements are withheld
until the window is closed or a link
layer timer expiry occurs. An
MDLP task at the DH or MT can
request a selective repeat from its
counterpart by forwarding, in a
STAT_PDU frame, a bit map of the
frames received and thus
minimizing the activity over the
spacelink.
In order to satisfy the requirements
of the CAC layer, MDLP supports
the fragmentation and reassembly of
MPLP packets. MDLP uses the
"More" bit for this purpose.
The maximum window size
supported by MDLP is 15, allowing
up to 15 outstanding frames to be
unacknowledged.
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TheMDLP at theDH makesuseof
theMDSTDMA capability. When
theDH MDLP is expectingalink
layeracknowledgementfrom the
MT MDLP, the latteris explicitly
solicitedusingthePoll bit. In such
acase,TDMA requestis madeon
behalfof theMT MDLP andthe
TDMA allocationis piggybackedon
theMDLP frame.
2.3.4MDS Transaction Protocgl (MTP)
The MTP is optimized to support
transaction type applications, and a single
segment unacknowledged messaging
capability. That is, when the data to be
exchanged takes the form of a command-
response, then MTP is the choice. The
MTP is ideal for applications whose
message data size does not exceed the
maximum CAC segment size (max. 64
bytes).
The MTP is a highly efficient
satellite protocol. The MTP user has the
ability to specify the response length, the
response delay, the number of message
repeats to increase the probability of
success over a noisy channel, and the delay
between repeats.
2.3.5 MDS Unacknowledged Link .Protocol
(MULP)
MULP is primarily designed for use
in applications such as broadcast or
multicast of news, weather reports, and
financial market information. The major
features of the MULP are outlined below:
MULP supports multiple
simultaneous applications.
MULP supports the fragmentation
and reassembly of user messages
which can be significantly large (up
to 64 CAC data segments).
Data integrity is guaranteed by
MULP. Corrupted user messages
are deleted and discarded.
A MULP user is capable of
specifying the number of times, his
message is to be repeated. This
parameter is highly important, to
overcome link errors and guaranty
message delivery to the destination.
3. DH LOGICAL ARCHITECTURE
The Data Hub logical architecture is
presented in Figure 3. It consists of four
functional sub-systems:
• MDS Network Management Sub-system
(MNMS)
° Satellite Network Access Controller Sub-
system (SNACS)
• Data Channel Unit Sub-system (DCUS)
• Terrestrial Interface Sub-system (TIS)
The MNMS consists of an MNMS
controller which provides the management
functions of the system namely: MT,
configuration, fault, performance, security, and
accounting. Databases are stored and
maintained locally by the MNMS. Also, a Man-
Machine Interface (MMI) in the MNMS
provides operator command and display
facilities for control and monitoring of MDS
operation.
The SNACS consists of a number of
Satellite Protocol Processors (SPP) and a
number of Network Access Processors (NAP-
D). The SPP supports all the satellite protocols
except MDLP, while the NAP performs the
CAC and MDLP functions. It also supports the
BB function used for the dissemination of
system information to the MTs.
The DCUS consists of satellite interface
channel equipment for MDS data channels. The
following functions are provided: encoding,
interleaving, scrambling and modulation of DH-
D frames, and demodulation, descrambling, de-
interleaving, and decoding of received IF signal
into the inbound frames.
The TIS provides interface lines to
public and private data networks. It also
generates call records for basic services and
forward them to the MNMS.
4.0 DH HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
A number of trade studies were
undertaken to define and develop a DH
architecture. The studies examined trade-offs so
thetargetarchitecturemeetsthetiming and
sizing,reliability, availability,maintainability,
andexpansibilitysystemrequirements.
In orderto evaluatedifferenttypesof
processorsto performtheSNACSfunctions,a
modelto estimateCPUutilization wascreated.
Themodelincludedsystemthreadswhich
representbasicandspecializedprotocol
transactionsbetweentheMT andthePDN.
Thesethreadswerethenlinked intoMDS
protocoltransactionsanda totalCPUutilization
wasestimated.
Thefollowing architectureswere
evaluatedaspossiblecandidatesfor theMDS.
(1)fault tolerantswitchingprocessors,(2)packet
switcheswith openarchitecture,(3)VAX
clusters,and(4)VMEBUS SPPandNAP-D. In
this sectionthearchitectureof choiceis
presented.All otherswererejectedsincethey
did notmeettheacceptancecriteria.
Figure4 belowshowstheDH hardware
architecture.TheMNMS is basedonafault
tolerantcomputingplatform,while theTIS from
NorthernTelecomDPN-100packetswitch
providesredundancyatvariouslevels. Eachof
theSPPandNAP-Dconsistsof two redundant
VME chassishousinga numberof SingleBoard
Computers(SBC),whicharebasedon the
MotorolaMC68040microprocessor.TheNAP-
D andSPPcommunicatevia adual rail Ethernet
LANs. TheMNMS usesthesameLANs to
interfacewith theSNACS. TheLAN protocolis
TCP/IP. OneLAN is designatedfor inbound ....
traffic (MT toDH) andtheotherfor outbound
traffic (DH to MT). TheTIS interfaceswith the
SNACSvia anumberof high speedX.25 V.35
circuitsat256kbpseach.TheNAP-D
communicateswith theDCUSby meansof
redundantRS485/RS530multidroplinks
runningat 800kbps.
5.0 SYSTEM FAILURE RECOVERY
The design goal for redundancy is to
allow for a single component failure and to
recover from the failure in a minimum time
period by using the redundant component. The
MNMS implements a redundancy manager
which collects health information from DH
components. This information is processed by a
rules based knowledge system in order to choose
the appropriate action for a given set of detected
faults or errors. When the rules have indicated a
failed component is required to be switched out
of the system and a healthy standby component
is available, the following actions are taken:
the failed component is commanded to
go OFF-LINE
the standby component is updated with
configuration data if required
the standby component is commanded to
go ON-LINE
diagnostics are performed on the failed
component
equipment failures are replaced with
Line Replaceable Units (LRUs)
the failed component is placed in a
STANDBY mode of operation.
The NAP-D cages will send health
information to the MNMS on a periodic basis.
Each NAP-D cage pair is configured in a warm
standby mode of operation. Failure to report
status to the MNMS, or receiving an unhealthy
cage status, will cause a switchover to the
standby NAP-D cage. This switchover will not
cause active virtual circuits to clear.
The MDS channel units are full duplex
units connected to the NAP-D by redundant
multi-drop links. Each channel unit may be in
the on-line, stand-by or off-line state as
determined by the MNMS and the health of each
unit. Standby DCUs have their operational code
and are waiting for configuration and state
transition data.
All SPP cages are in the on-line state.
They "usually" carry user traffic on a full time
basis. A processor card failure will cause all
calls to be re-routed to another operational SPP
card by virtue of the loadsharing feature
implemented in the SPP software. The SPPs are
sized to operate at 50% of their ultimate full
load to allow for redundancy.
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ABSTRACT
Inmarsat has provided mobile satellite
communication services for land mobile applications for
well over a decade. Having started with the Inmarsat-A
voice and telex system, Inmarsat is committed to the
evolution of services towards a global personal,
handheld satellite communicator. Over the years, users
have benefited from the evolution of technologies,
increased user friendliness and portability of terminals
and ever decreasing cost of operations. This paper
describes the various present systems, their
characteristics and applications, and outlines their
contributions in the evolution towards the personal
global communicator.
INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in 1979, Inmarsat has beeen a
major force in mobile communications. Inmarsat
provides mobile satellite communications via
geostationary satellites which, by virtue of their large
area coverage and rapid interconnections via public
switched networks, have played an important role in
international communications. Inmarsat is the leading
provider of emergency and disaster communications and
of a variety of other mobile and transportable
applications. Inmarsat land mobile services can thus be
characterised as either providing an extension to
public networks, or providing communications users
with mobility. Table 1 provides the characteristics of the
various systems.
Extending The Public Networks
can serve the communication needs of international
companies locating in areas of poor communications
availability until the terrestrial networks catch up with
demand. The alternative would be to postpone the
decision to locate there - with the consequent loss of
business opportunity, possibly millions of dollars worth
of economic activity, and forgone job creation and
contribution to the local economy. Inmarsat is today
helping to develop the oil fields of Nigeria and Siberia,
provide communications support for export control in
southern Africa, and helps CIS and China in their
transition to market economies, to mention only a few
typical uses.
With the liberalization of the regulatory
environment in many less developed countries,
established businesses increasingly turn to lnmarsat as
the means of securing a reliable telephone, fax or data
link, essential to the conduct of their business,
particularly outside the capital cities. In this way
Inmarsat enables them to have the same high quality
international communications that their competitors
might enjoy elsewhere, contributing significantly to the
expansion of global trade.
Over the past fifteen years, business demand for
communications, particularly international direct dial
access, has risen dramatically. The temporary or a
transient use of Inmarsat-A system is serving to fill a
void in countries such as smaller island communities in
the Pacific or the Caribbean, or remote areas of Asia,
Africa and Latin America.
Inmarsat has always been prominent in providing
the UN and other international and national
development organisations with means to manage their
field operations and logistics in areas without terrestrial
communications facilities. Inmarsat allows these
agencies a more cost effective deployment of their
resources in all parts of the world.
Despite increasing investment in
telecommunications infrastructure, there are many
areas where Inmarsat is the only feasible solution for
geographic, demographic or economic reasons. Inmarsat
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Mobility
Mobility in terms of mobile satcoms can mean a
vehiclemobileapplications(i.e.terminals mounted on
trucks, trailers, trains and utility vehicles), a transient,
short-term temporary use by field teams operating away
from base, or a transportable or portable use by
individual users such as journalists or medical
emergency or rescue personnel.
As the Inmarsat-A portable terminals decreased
in size and cost, they have become the virtual backbone
of the world emergency and disaster communications.
They have been used by teams belonging not only to
the UN agencies; but also to the Red Cross and other
national and international organizations. They use
Inmarsat for coordination or operations, supplies
distribution management and they particularly appreciate
the rapid deployment capability and reliability, often
under extremely difficult circumstances. Their use has
speeded up disaster relief to stricken areas and helped
alleviate human suffering both in disasters and also in
situations producing flows of refugees The current
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction
(IDNDR) will likely increase demand for mobile
satcoms even further.
Similarly, the portability and simplicity of use
has made Inmarsat-A communications tool of choice to
hundreds of media teams all over the world to cover
summits, scenes of natural disasters and wars. The
Inmarsat-A portable terminal is an icon representing the
mobile satellite industry that is recognisable to millions
over the world.
and operated by Signatories, who are also responsible
for land line connections to the PSTN. Each LES has a
parabolic antenna with a diameter in the range of 10-
13m for transmission to and from the satellites. The
uplink is at C-band and includes Automatic Frequency
Compensation (AFC) System. lnmarsat-A NCS
Services are provided at a designated Land Earth
Station in each of the four satellite network regions.
Each network co-ordination station is connected via
terrestrial links to the Inmarsat Network Control Centre
(NCC) in London. The NCS plays a key role in the
network and is responsible for co-ordinating the access
to communications channels between all LESs and
MESs within the network, thereby ensuring full
connectivity. The major NCS functions include SCPC
call processing, monitoring of proper operation of
signalling channels, database management and
housekeeping, etc.
Inmarsat-A has been in service for more than 10
years and during these past years it has evolved both in
the service it provides and the terminal design. In
addition to the two primary services, voice and telex, a
number of enhanced services have been added. The
data and facsimile are two of the early services using
the telephone channel. Full CCIT/" Group III operation
is supported - the line speed (2400/4800/9600 bits/sec)
being determined by the terrestrial connection.
High Speed Data
INMARSAT-A
Inmarsat-A is an analog telephone and telex
system. It operates on a single channel per carrier basis
using frequency modulation and hence provides a linear
channel supporting full duplex operation. In normal
operation voice compandors are switched in to improve
the subjective quality of the link. The summary of the
technical characteristics are given in Table I.
Network Configuration
The Inmarsat-A system comprises four
independent communications networks (Satellite Ocean
Regions), each network containing an opertional and
spare satellite, mobile earth stations (MESs), a network
coordination station (NCS) and land earth stations
(LESs).
Land earth stations act as gateway between the
PSTN and Inmarsat space segment. These are owned
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Recently, two new services were introduced -
56kbits/s - 64 kbit/s High Speed Data (HSD) and
Duplex High Speed Data (DHSD). Currently available
from several MES manufacturers are 56 or 64 kbit/s
option kits, consisting of an additional digital encoder
and modulator; the typical electrical interfaces for HSD
are CCITI' V.35 and RS-422. The HSD signal is sent
to one of several LES that provide for automatic or
semi-automatic interconnection to terrestrial switched
digital networks, e.g. COMSAT, Eik or Goonhilly.
For Duplex High Speed Data (DHSD) operation,
fully automatic, single number dialling has been
adopted. The DHSD call starts as a duplex voice grade
circuit, until the MES is switched to data mode. The
development of HSD and DHSD services has provided
the media community and oil/gas industry users with a
means to transmit voluminous data files as well as still
video pictures in more effective manner.
Another typical application is transmission of
high quality voice (7.5 kHz), for example to provide
real time broadcast quality to a news bureau. A G.722
audio codec and a transportable Inmarsat-A MES
(available from several manufacturers or rental
agencies)areusedbyanewsreportertoanews
organizationrbureau.It shouldbebenotedthatinthe
directionfromthe bureautothereporter,aregular
analoguevoicechannelisusedaswell.
standard:it cansupportup to 8 simultaneous telephone
or up to 20 data channels. The summary of the
technical characteristics is given in Table 1.
For DHSD, typical additional real-time
applications may be video-teleconferencing, or use the
capacity for the provision of a multiplexed channel,
offering a number of digitized voice, fax and data
channels.
Terminal Evolution
Along with the service evolution, the land
transportable terminal design have also evolved to
provide smaller, lighter and easy to use terminals. At
the start of service, the terminals were bulky, several
hundred of thousands cubic centimetres, weighing more
than 75 kg and consuming about 400 watts during the
transmit. These terminals provided only voice and/or
telex capability. In contrast, the contemporary
transportable terminal could weigh as little as 23 kg
including the foldable antenna. Inmarsat-As can be
assembled in a few minutes and use simple antenna
pointing system to enable correct orientation to the
selected satellite. It would consume only about 280
watts during transmit.
1NMARSAT-B
Inmarsat-B, which will start commercial service
during this year, is the digital version of the lnmarsat-A
system. It is also capable of operating with the spot
beams of Inmarsat-3 satellites. Being an advanced
digital system, there is scope for reduction in the space
segment resource requirement, and therefore for a
reduction in the end user charges. This fact will be
particularly welcome by high volume users, as well as
by new ones who will now see the economic hurdle to
becoming an lnmarsat user considerably lowered. This,
in turn, should give a renewed impetus to the use of
satcoms by both the business community and by the
international emergency and aid organisations.
INMARSAT-C
The Inmarsat-C system was designed as a low
cost, compact data messaging system for operation at
sea and in a wide range of land mobile applications.
The system has been in commercial operation since
January 1991. The system operates on a packet
transmission basis over the Inmarsat satellite which is
able to interface to a range of terrestrial messaging
systems including telex, X.25, voice band data and
various electronic mailbox services. The summary of
the system characteristics are given in Table 1.
The Inmarsat-C system provides Store and
Forward Messaging, Data and Position Reporting,
Polling and Enhanced Group Call services. The Store
and Forward mode provides the user a reliable means
of sending data or text messages between the mobile
terminal and the fixed network subscriber via the
satellite and either the public or private terrestrial
services.
The data reporting protocol permits the user to
send short messages of up to 32 bytes via a special
channel. This service can operate on a "reserved" basis
where the terminal sends a data report at pre-
determined times or on an unreserved basis when it is
sent at random. An acknowledgement of delivery is
always provided. The polling service is used to initiate
transmission of a data report from a mobile terminal.
The polling signal defines how and when the terminal
should respond and can address single or multiple
terminals and optionally, it can also be limited to a
defined geographical area. The Enhanced Group Call
(EGC) service is a fundamental part of the Inmarsat-C
system and provides the ability to broadcast messages
to mobiles in a very flexible manner. The Land Mobile
Alerting function is a special type of data reporting
packet, used for alerting the LES and/or other service
providers about an emergency (or a high priority
message) via an Inmarsat-C terminal.
The system provides voice, data, fax group calls
and telex. Near toll quality voice is provided using 16
kbits/s voice codec algorithm. The G/T requirement of
the terminal is the same as of Inmarsat-A (-4 dBK),
hence the antenna requirements remain the same. One
compact Inmarsat-B MES already available weighs 18
kg including a fiat panel antenna. Its polymer
packaging case is watertight when packed, and rain-
proof when deployed, and can withstand a 30-inch drop
on concrete. A DHSD facility is designed to be
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Inmarsat-C terminals for mobile applications are
compact in size (4500 cm 3) weighing 3.5 kg, with a
detachable antenna unit including HPA/LNA weighing
about 2 kg. The antenna is omnidirectional and hence
pointing to the satellite is not required.
The briefcase or portable terminals are lighter (4
kg) and smaller in size, with an integrated antenna.
These terminals have directive high gain antennas to
reduce the power consumption, hence it could operate
with batteries. No assembly is required, only simple
antenna pointing to ensure correct orientation to the
selected satellite. These terminals are the first
generation of Inmarsat personal communication
products.
The chief attractions of Inmarsat-C are its low
cost terminals and the inexpensive communications
charges, particularly for very short messages. Other very
useful attributes are the public network interconnection
and the ability to work with a variety of peripheral
equipment via a digital interface. This powerful
combination of user economics and engineering
flexibility enables a virtually limitless range of
applications.
Road Transport
improving the emergency response capability. Other
humanitarian agencies have used Inmarsat-C in support
of their activities in food distribution in Russia and
Africa.
Tracking of vehicles, trailers or cargo containers
is another very good prospect for Inmarsat-C. It
requires development of a securely mounted 'package'
with a low-profile antenna and a reliable stand-alone
power supply. The market for such device is estimated
at several hundreds of thousands of units worldwide.
Similarly to road transport, rail transport requires
reliable data reporting and polling system, available
over long distances and vast areas. Particularly in case
of accidents in remote areas, satcoms are indispensable,
Countries like China, Russia, Australia and others on all
continents have tested Inmarsat-C for this purpose. The
results are very encouraging and may lead to significant
implementation schemes in the near future.
One of the main successes for Inmarsat-C has
been in the support of fleet management for the road
transport industry. With this system, it is possible to set
up closed user networks with any number of vehicles,
as well as one or any number of individual users in an
open network configuration. Fleet management is
possible by continuous contact between the driver
(and/or vehicle computer) and the dispatcher. Short data
reports from vehicles, containing the position
information determined by the integral GPS receiver,
can be received and temporarily stored at the LES for
delivery by a terrestrial link. They could be transmitted
directly to a lnmarsat-C at the dispatcher's office, using
a 'double hop'. This method, obviating the need for a
terrestrial line altogether, can be very useful in cases
where the terrestrial link is unavailable or unreliable.
Regular position reports can be displayed on a
digital map in a dispatcher's office, together with a
possible accompanying message. The ability to poll
individual vehicles or entire fleets is seen by trucking
operators as a most exciting feature - one that cannot be
obtained over very large areas by terrestrial means. The
satcom-based method of fleet management and control
has saved many trucking companies thousands of
dollars annually, making the investment in Inmarsat-C
pay for itself in a very short time. There are several
end-to-end solutions already on the market and 'one-
stop-shops' for system implementation are now
established on both sides of the Atlantic, e.g. in the
Netherlands, the UK, Brazil and elsewhere.
Even simple two-way messaging can provide
substantial benefits in the mobile environment. A very
good example of this is the use of Inmarsat-C by a
number of UN agencies, particularly by the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees in Bosnia and elsewhere,
substantially improving the logistics control and 254
Electronic Office On The Move
Because of its worldwide reach and easy
portability, Inmarsat-C is becoming a favourite with
print journalists, aid workers and even the general
business traveller. The most alluring feature of the
system is the ability to send text files, even fairly large
(up to 32 kbytes), composed on a PC attached to the
Inmarsat-C transceiver, directly to a fax number, to
another PC via PSTN or PSDN, and to send and
retrieve messages from a mailbox set up at the LES or
at any other appropriate point along the network.
Recent advances in applications development also allow
a direct connection to e-mail networks, enabling the
Inmarsat-C user to become a remote or mobile X.400
user!
Rural, Remote and Backup Communications
Low investment cost as well as the ever
expanding array of access modes and applications make
Inmarsat-C an ideal system for all sorts of situations
where voice contact is not required or is not necessary.
Entry or retrieval of information in remote locations,
whether by rural hospitals or by educational institutions
or businesses, is a fast developing Inmarsat-C market.
Several specific software applications are now under
development in various parts of the world, for example
to address rural banking requirements. An attractive
applications area for Inmarsat-C networking is
establishment of communications networks for
dispersed communities, for example in Latin America,
Africa and Asia.
SCADA
Remote sensors and control devices coupled
with an Inmarsat-C transceiver allow Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). Large 'fleets'
of SCADA terminals are envisaged for water
management, pipeline and power lines monitoring, and
remote industrial process control. In addition,
applications for earthquake monitoring, hurricane or
tropical storm warning, and flood reporting are being
developed.
INMARSAT-M: A BREAKTHROUGH IN LOW
COST MOBILE SATCOMS
In response to demand for smaller, lighter and
cheaper mobile satcoms, Inmarsat has developed
Inmarsat-M, the world's smallest, lightest and cheapest
satcom voice terminal. This new digital standard, being
made commercially available at this time, offers voice,
fax group 3 and 2400 bits/s data facility. It will likely
become a system of choice for tens of thousands of new
users.
Inmarsat-M shares a common access control and
signalling subsystem with the Inmarsat B system,
thereby allowing significant economies of scale to be
achieved in all ground segment components of the
system.
The Inmarsat-M system provides duplex
telephony employing an SCPC channel supporting a
speech codec rate of 6.4 kb/sec (including FEC) in both
forward and return directions, using an overall channel
rate of 8 kbits/sec. Speech quality is adequate to allow
connection to the public switched telephone network
(PSTN).
For land application, there are primarily two
types of terminals - one to serve the vehicle market and
the other to the portable market. The vehicle mounted
terminals have two units. The outdoor unit consists of
the directional antenna, the HPA, the LNA and the
diplexer(s). The indoor unit consists of the rest of the
electronics. The high gain required to achieve the G/T
of -12 dBK warrants a directional antenna with about
14 dBi gain, hence tracking is required. A 5-element
cavity-backed spiral one dimensional array antenna with
wide elevation and narrow azimuth beam was the first
generation of antennas. These type of antennas are high
profile and rather heavy. The evolution and
technological development of antennas have produced
an attractive low profile phased array antenna which can
be mounted in place of the sun-roof of a car. Both of
plane to track the satellite. An electronically steered
adaptive monopole antenna would also achieve the
required G/T with a reasonable profile and acceptable
appearance for the vehicle mounted market.
'Portable' Users
The portable terminals are usually packaged in a
briefcase type enclosure, with dimensions about
450x300x80mm. These have either detachable antenna
or built-in antenna, under the cover of the case. In
either case, patch arrays are used to obtain the gain
required. Some design have folded antenna to achieve
higher gain (about 18 dBi), in order to reduce the
power consumption. This enables the terminal to
operate with batteries for up to an hour without
recharging.
This means that an independent satellite phone
phone with an unlimited reach, is now available to the
businessmen, explorers, surveyors, engineers, reporters,
medical staff, security and government officials, with
even greater ease than that offered by Inmarsat-A. As
is the case with the existing Inmarsat-A and Inmarsat-C
communications, productivity of people operating
satcoms outside the available public networks is
dramatically improved, reaping benefits many times in
excess of the investment or operating costs of satcoms.
Thin Route Operations: Extension of Pubfic
Networks
Isolated land-locked or island communities can
use Inmarsat-M as a cost-effective means of
establishing a direct-dial telephone and fax service. The
benefit of immediate and reliable communications is
surely going to be felt not only in case of emergencies,
but also in the conduct of business hitherto impossible
due to lack of communications. In rural areas,
communications availability is not always keeping up
with demand. This is especially true for many farming
regions, as well as for remote mining operations,
logging, explorations and other temporary or transient
activities.
Mobile Users
In Inmarsat-M, the mobile users - in trucks, cars,
trains - can for the first time enjoy the benefits of
satellite voice service. A low profile antenna enables
Inmarsat-M installation not only on trucks, but also on
these antennas require mechanical steering in the zimuth a complete range of utility and even personal vehicles.
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This creates a tremendous market opportunity even
before further planned miniaturisation takes place.
Similarly to Inmarsat-C, Inmarsat-M has been already
trialled for the use by the railways, both on moving
trains - for passenger use as well as the crew - and for
the track maintenance teams and in case of
emergencies. Inmarsat-M proved a very viable and cost-
effective solution.
PAGING
Satellite paging is designed to complete the
family of Inmarsat services, responding to several
important user requirements: very low cost (around five
hundred dollars); ability to work in the urban
environment; offering a limited coverage even inside
buildings (i.e. without the direct sight of a satellite);
and, being receive only device, not requiring special
licences or regulatory considerations. The messages can
be broadcast in one or more ocean regions
simultaneously, depending on the level of service
subscribed to.
The service, with its pocket-sized alphanumeric
receivers, will be a boon to international travellers, and
is expected to be taken up by a whole range of
vehicular users. Additionally, both lnmarsat-M and
lnmarsat-C briefcase terminals can have an integrated
pager for receiving alerts or short messages
independently of whether actually turned on or logged
in. The user can then call back when convenient.
WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
Inmarsat is continually striving towards goals of
user friendliness, easy portability and lower cost. For
Inmarsat-C, the work on the Applications
Programming Interface (API) should go a long way
towards complete modularity of various elements from
LES to the MES and peripherals.
Inmarsat-M services and terminals may change
further with introduction of more powerful Inmarsat-3
satellites in the 1995/6 timeframe. The spot beam
capability of these satellites has opened up a wide range
of possibilities of evolution of Inmarsat products such
as smaller terminals (notebook size), and smaller,
cheaper and more attractive antennas (e.g. vertical rod,
disc and small horn) for vehicle mounted applications.
On the service side, higher rate data and fax service,
secure voice service, credit card facility and ISDN
functions will all evolve in the coming years.
lnmarsat-C and Inmarsat-M are significant contributions
towards small, easy to use personal satellite
communications. But the ultimate goal to reach is a
hand portable personal global communicator, so called
Inmarsat-P. Development work on it is well underway
for introduction around the end of the decade.
Characteristics
Table 1: lnmarsat systems technical characteristics
Inmarsat-A lnmarsat-B Inmarsat-C lnmarsat-M
Typical antenna gain (dBi) 20 20 2
Typical antenna example Parabolic Reflector Dish/flat Quadr. helix
Typical antenna size 1.2 m dia 1 m dia 100 x 25 mm cyl
MES figure of merit (dBK) -4 -4 -23
MES EIRP (dBW) 36 33 13
Voice coding rate (biffs) N/A 16k APC NA
User data rate (bit/s) 9.6k 9.6k 600
Comm. channel
rate/modulation FM 24k/OQPSK 1200/BPSK
Interleaving time (s) N/A N/A 8.64
Forward link satellite
EIRP (dBW) 18 16 21.4
Channel spacing (kHz) 50 20 5
HSD/DHSD option 56/64 kbit/s 64 kbit/s N/A
Scheduled service date 1982 1993 1991
14
Spiral/Lin. arr.
0.4m dia_ength
-12
22
4.2 IMBE
2.4k
8k/OQPSK
N/A
17
10
N/A
1993
Z
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Abstract (full paper will be provided at the Conference)
Over the course of the first two years of experimentation with the Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS), many different K/Ka-band applications-oriented
experiments will be conducted and evaluated for their commercial viability. In addition, the
technological developments and advanced systems concepts associated with the various terminals
and the satellite itself will also be examined. Beyond these existing experiments and the current
terminal developments, many other new and exciting experiment ideas and advanced system
concepts exist. With the additional use of ACTS for the last two years of its lifetime, many of
these ideas could be explored.
In the mobile satellite communications arena, a particular applications-oriented concept that
has yet to be developed is a maritime-mobile experiment. Applications of K/Ka-band mobile
satcom technologies to the pleasure cruise industry could provide similar communications services
as those that are being developed for the broadband aeronautical experiments. A second
applications-oriented experiment that could be of interest is the development of a hybrid satellite-
cellular system experiment. In such an experimental system, a mobile K/Ka-band satellite service
would extend the coverage of the already existing cellular network.
Many new system concepts and terminal developments could also be accomplished. The
initial characterization of the K/Ka-band mobile satellite communications propagation channel and
evaluation of the cun'ently existing rain compensation algorithms (RCAs) could lead to a second
generation RCA development that would improve the overall ACTS Mobile Terminal (AMT)
performance. In addition, the development of an enhanced modem to be used with the AMT that
utilizes CDMA spread spectrum would also improve the overall terminal efficiency and provide a
greater commercial potential for K/Ka-band applications. Other techniques worthy of further
exploration and evaluation include the development of new Doppler estimation algorithms and
demodulation techniques such as pseudo-coherent demodulation. The possibility of exploring
these new and exciting experiment and conceptual ideas, as well as many others, with an extended
ACTS satellite lifetime, will be examined in this paper.
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ABSTRACT
EUTELTRACS is Europe's first commercially operated
Mobile Satellite Service. Under the overall network opera-
tion of EUTELSAT, the European Telecommunications
Satellite Organisation, EUTELTRACS provides an inte-
grated message exchange and position reporting service.
This paper describes the EUTELTRACS system archi-
tecture, the message exchange and the position reporting
services, including the result of recent analysis of message
delivery time and positioning accuracy.
It also provides an overview of the commercial deploy-
ment, the regulatory situation for its operation within
Europe and new applications outside its target market, the
international road transportation.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The EUTELTRACS system is a mobile satellite sys-
tem which provides customers in Europe with two-way
data communications as well as vehicle position-fixing,
such services being offered within the coverage of the
EUq_LSAT satellites (Figure 1).
Figure 1 - EUTELTRACS Service Coverage
It is based on the same design as the OmniTRACS sys-
tem [1] which has been operated by QUALCOMM on a
commercial basis in the USA since November 1988.
Figure 2 highlights the components of the EUTEL-
TRACS system. One can distinguish five basic elements
in the system:
• the customer's terminal or dispatch centre, and its link
to a Service Provider's Network Management Centre
(SNMC), with which the customer is able to send and
receive messages and also to access position informa-
tion about his fleet of mobiles;
the SNMC and its link to the Hub Station which pro-
cesses and keeps a record of all transactions with the
customers;
Data Satellite Ranging Satellite
7/
/ /
RF Front End
Mobile Terminal
Equipment
Customer Termin_
Hub Terminal
Facility
Figure 2 - EUTELTRACS Network Architecture
the Hub Station, consisting of two antennas and asso-
ciated RF frontends, and the Hub Terminal Facilities
(HTF), whose main functions are to process, control
and monitor the traffic flow (messages and position in-
formation) between SNMC's and the mobiles. In par-
ticular, the Hub Terminal Facilities provide all neces-
sary functions in order to control satellite access in
both directions (base to mobile and mobile to base);
the EUTELSAT satellites, which are used to transmit
the Forward Link carrier (transmitted by the primary
Hub antenna to the mobiles), the Return Link carriers
(transmitted by the mobiles to the Hub station) and the
Ranging beacon (transmitted by the secondary Hub an-
tenna to the mobiles).The Ranging signal is to support
the localisation function (the signal is for localisation
timing information only and contains no data modula-
tion).
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the Mobile Communication Terminal (MCT), mounted
on the vehicle, with which the vehicle driver can re-
ceive messages from his base and transmit messages
back to it. The same Mobile Communications Termi-
nal is used to perform the necessary measurements for
the position reporting service.
MESSAGE EXCHANGE SERVICE
Satellite Transponders
The EUTELTRACS messaging system operates on the
Data Satellite through two transponders on orthogonal po-
larisation.
The Forward Link is a "power" link, typically requiring
a saturated transponder in order to maximise the power
flux density on the earth's surface.
The Return Link is a bandwidth link requiring 36 MHz
of bandwidth (to accommodate the messages generated by
45,000 MCT's), but little power due to the low EIRP ra-
diated by the MCT's.
Forward Link
The Forward Link is composed by a Time Division
Multiplex (TDM) stream transmitted by the Hub Station
and received by the MCT's, on a single carrier communi-
cation link [2]. The Forward Link wave form is mixed
with a chirp wave form to mitigate potential interference
from nearby satellites and muhipath fading. The Forward
Link signal occupies a 2 MHz bandwidth due to the
spreading wave form.
The data information is sent out at data rates of 4,960
bits/second (BPSK, rate 1/2 Golay encoded) called the IX
data rate or 14,880 bits/second (QPSK, rate 3/4 coded)
called the 3X data rate. This results in a constant 9.92
ksymbol/s PSK wave form occupying 9.92 kHz of band-
width. The choice in the actual data rate used for each in-
dividual MCT is done dynamically and depends on the
reception environment of the mobile.
Return Link
The Return link (mobile to hub), is a low information
data rate stream using a rate 1/3 convolutional encoder
(K=9) in conjunction with Viterbi decoding. A powerful
interleaving scheme reduces interference effects such as
those FM/TV could create.
As shown in Figure 3, a combination of techniques [2]
is involved to generate the MCT Return Link wave form.
It combines a 32-ary FSK scheme, which encodes 5 coded
symbols onto one FSK symbol, to a DSS (Direct Spread-
ing Sequence) MSK modulation at I MHz rate. The re-
sulting signal is then randomly frequency hopped over the
whole Return link bandwidth to increase the resistance of
the transmission to potential interference. The transmit-
ting MCT and the receivers at the Hub use the same fre-
quency hopping pseudorandom sequence, enabling the re-
ception and demodulation of the data.
During message transmission on the Return Link, the
MCT transmitter amplifier operates at half duty cycle so
that antenna tracking maintains lock on the Forward Link
downlink signal. Transmission is enabled 50% of the time
at 15.12 millisecond intervals. During the next 15.12 ms,
the amplifier is disabled to perform antenna tracking on
the Forward Link down link to maintain pointing, fre-
quency tracking and time tracking tasks.
Each transmission interval contains either one 32-ary FSK
symbol at 1X data rate (55 bit/s) or three 32-ary FSK
symbols at 3X data rate (165 bit/s). The choice on the
actual data rate used for each individual MCT is done
dynamically depending on the transmit environment of the
mobile. That choice is under control of the Hub Network
Management Computer (HNMC) which monitors all
Return Link signal levels, thus instructing the MCT's.
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Figure 3 - Return Link Transmit Signal Generation
Acquisition of the Forward Link and set-up of the MCT
through reception of special system packets is required be-
fore the MCT will attempt any transmit tasks. These
packets are periodically broadcast for using the proper re-
turn frequency channel.
Data integrity
The messaging function uses a fully acknowledged
store and forward protocol.
On the Forward Link, the mobile is required to ac-
knowledge the successful reception of the packets by
transmitting an acknowledgement packet on the Return
Link. If no acknowledgement is received, the packet is re-
transmitted up to 12 times in one hour before being de-
clared as not acknowledged. No new messages are trans-
mitted to an MCT before completion of the previous mes-
sage.
On the Return Link the packets transmitted from the
MCTs are acknowledged by the HNMC. If no acknowl-
edgement is received by the mobile the message is retrans-
mitted for up to 50 times before aborting it.
On both links the acknowledgements are sent only if
the FEC is able to reconstruct the packets without any er-
ror. This procedure ensures that the messages delivered to
the mobiles or to the dispatch centre are completed and er-
ror free.
Messages Delivery Time
The performance of the system can be estimated mea-
suring the delay time, including the queuing time before
transmission, necessary to establish a full data exchange
from the first transmission of a packets to the reception of
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theacknowledgement. The distribution of the delay time
can be interpreted in terms of number of attempts to estab-
lish a full transaction.
Four categories have been defined for the purpose of the
analysis:
• data exchange which only needed 1 try (delay time be-
tween 20 to 30 sec);
• data exchange which only needed 2 or 3 tries (delay
time between 2 min to 3 min);
• data exchange which needed up to 8 tries (delay time be-
tween 12 rain to 20 min);
• data exchange which needed up to 12 tries (delay time <
1 hour);
• packets which never go through and are not delivered.
The distribution within the above categories depends
upon the mobile environment. Three kinds of different en-
vironments were defined:
• environment without any blockage (i.e. fixed site, mar-
itime or aeronautical applications, etc.);
• environment as encountered by a land mobile in motion
in flat or hilly country, suburban area, etc. refered to as
the nominal environment for land mobile applications;
• marginal environment (i.e. edge of coverage, elevation
angle to the satellite lower than 10°, mountainous area,
large city with skyscrapers, etc.).
Table 1 presents the performance as measured during
test campaigns [3] performed with mobiles in motion:
20 to 2 to 3 12 to < 1 not
30 sec min 20 min hour deliver
No block. 99.2% 0.6% 0.2% 0% 0%
Nominal 85.6% 9.9% 4.5% 0% 0%
Marginal 73.3% 14.9% 8.1% 2.9% 0.8%
Table 1 - Message delivery time distribution
These results show that for land mobile applications
more than 95% of the messages are delivered within three
minutes. For other applications as fixed sites, aeronautical
or maritime applications, a percentage of 99% of the mes-
sages is reached within a delivery time of half a minute.
In addition they prove that the communication is still
possible in extreme cases such as urban areas or edge of
coverage and low elevation angle to the satellite with only
less than 1% of the messages which could not get through
the system with the normal procedure. In that case, the
customer gets an information of no delivery of his mes-
sage and can require a further try via the Hub if so desired.
MOBILE POSITIONING SYSTEM
Method
The method calls for two separate satellites in geosta-
tionary orbit in order to derive timing information from
the signals transmitted through the two satellites. A pre-
cise timing measurement of the round trip delay and the
time difference between the two wave forms transmitted
by the Hub station as measured at the MCT provide all
the necessary information for the determination of the ve-
hicle position by muitilateration [4]. This method was
chosen for the positioning system because of its consis-
tency, reliability, economy and accuracy.
Normal messaging is performed through the primary
satellite with Forward and Return Links. Round trip delay
is measured for all message packets as part of the demodu-
lation process. When a Return signal is detected, time
alignment must be adjusted and maintained otherwise de-
modulation of the message will not occur and a retrans-
mission will ensue.
The secondary Hub station uplinks a low power signal
identical to the forward message signal (though not carry-
ing any information) through the Ranging satellite. The
period of the triangular spreading signal in this copy of
the message wave forms is long enough in time so that
position ambiguities do not arise through the coverage
when the MCT antenna acquires and tracks alternately the
two forward link signals from two different pointing direc-
tions. The antenna stops tracking the Primary down link
signal, acquires and tracks the Ranger signal, and then re-
turns to the Primary.After acquisition of the ranging sig-
nal, the MCT reports the derived time difference with any
return message or acknowledgements of forward messages.
This Position Report packet in this system contains time
difference information rather than a true position.
Satellite positioning
In order for the Position Reporting System to locate
vehicles on the earth, a reliable means of supporting that
function with current and accurate satellite positions is
necessary. Rather than obtain ephemerides from satellite
controllers, satellite position determination is obtained
through the reverse process of multilaterating the satellite
from fixed terminals.
The ability to pinpoint the satellite in real time pro-
vides a robust positioning system which immediately fol-
lows any stationkeeping manoeuvres and quickly adjusts
to backup satellite configuration in the unlikely event of a
satellite failure. There is complete identity in hardware and
software used by the Fixed Units and the mobile units.
The main difference between them within the system is
how the Hub Terminal views them.
Fixed unit geographical locations are important for the
positioning accuracy, both for the satellite location and
hence the MCT location. Fixed Units must be spread as
far as possible within the service coverage and yet have an
antenna gain high enough to satisfy the link budget re-
quirements.
Altitude Model Data Base
The distance values from the MCT to the two satellites
derived from the time measurements must be combined
with the altitude information to estimate the MCT loca-
tion. This altitude model is included in a numerical
database of the Earth's shape which resides in the HTF
computer. The distance from the centre of the earth based
on the WGS84 ellipsoid. Altitudes above this are based on
the USGS (United States Geological Survey) world data
base, which includes recent satellite survey data. The grid
spacing currently implemented for simplicity and memory
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considerationsistenarc minutes, with a model height
precision of 100 feet. Mobile positions within the grid
spacing use linear interpolation to derive the mobile's alti-
tude. Hence, in rough currently terrain, the altitude model
will be in error by 1/2 the peak-to-peak roughness if mo-
biles travel typically in the valley floor.
Positioning Accuracy
The position error have been analysed in terms of two
components:
• a position bias error between the measured average
value given by the Position Reporting system and the
real coordinates (estimated using high accuracy maps
or, when not available, using a GPS receiver) mainly
due to the inaccuracy of the altitude model database.
This error express itself as a North / South bias in the
position solution;
• a random error between the measurements for a given
location, which can be described in terms of average er-
ror and maximum error with a given confidence level
(usually 95%) and will depend on the angular separation
between the two satellites, the timing accuracy of the
different signals and the positioning accuracy of the 2
satellites used. As the angular separation along the geo-
stationary orbital arc between two EUTELSAT satel-
lites can at present range from 3° to 14.5 °, this error
express itself mainly as a East / West random error in
the position solution. Figure 4 presents the random ac-
curacy variation versus the satellites angular separation.
These performances induced an operational limit of 6°.
Accuracy (meters)
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Figure 4 - Random Accuracy vs. Satellite Angular
Separation
It should be noted that in the case of land mobile appli-
cations the Root Sum Square (RSS) applies with the two
above errors, while in the case of maritime applications,
only the random error has to be considered.
Tables 2 and 3 show the positioning performances of
EUTELTRACS as recorded during recent field trials.
Maritime Flat Hilly Mount.
Aver. n.a. 10m 40m 200m
Guar. n.a. 20m 120m 420m
Table 2 - Bias Error versus Environment
3* 6° 9* 14.5"
Aver. 460m 170m 120m 80m
Guar. 1150m 440m 320m 240m
Table 3 - Random Accuracy vs. Satellite angular
Separation
To conclude, we can state that for instance using two
satellites having 14.5 ° of angular separation, the position-
ing error of a maritime mobile is of around 80m as aver-
age value and 240m as guaranteed limit in 95% of the
cases, and the position error of a land mobile travelling in
hilly country is found equal to:
= 90m as average;
_/1202+2402= 270m limit in 95% of the cases.
COMMERCIAL DEPLOYMENT
The Service Provision
In terms of commercial deployment, EUTELTRACS
operates via national or regional Service Providers, each
connectexl to the central Hub station operated by EUTEL-
SAT from a base just outside Paris. The enduser therefore
has the dual advantage of being able to exploit pan-Euro-
pean products and services while at the same time dealing
directly for everyday needs with a local and immediately
accessible service management.
Overall responsibility for the EUTELTRACS service is
consequently divided between three key parties: as network
provider, EUTELSAT makes available the space segment,
the satellite capacity, and the central hub facility. It also
takes responsibility for monitoring and controlling the
network during EUTELTRACS operations.
All aspects concerning system hardware and software and
the mobile terminals themselves are handled by ALCA-
TEL QUALCOMM, which also takes overall responsibil-
ity for marketing.
Finally, the individual regional Service Providers deal
with the endusers and act as an interface between their cus-
tomers and the network provider. Service Providers operate
individual Service Network Management Centres
(SNMC's) in their own region, from where they channel
their customers' traffic to the Hub station; consequently, it
is the Service Providers who invoice the endusers for the
transactions, the equipment and software, and the installa-
tion, maintenance and training.
Advantages for the Road Transportation
For the vehicle fleet operator, EUTELTRACS is a
valuable tool in the drive for increased efficiency, reduced
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overheads, a sharper competitive edge, approved quality
assurance, maximum security and tighter, Just-In-Time
deliveries.
By coordinating fleet vehicle activities using the EU-
TELTRACS system, less time is lost on the road, there is
a significant decrease in empty kilometres and forward
planning becomes more effective. Fuel and maintenance
overheads have been shown to be reduced, delivery dates
can be guaranteed with a far higher degree of accuracy and
fleet flexibility is significantly increased.
The benefits of the system for the monitoring of criti-
cal deliveries and the provision of realtime information on
the status of perishable loads are considerable, as are the
facilities for tracking and relaying emergency alerts on
hazardous goods and valuable loads.
Finally, as the manufacturing industry continues to strive
for tighter margins and streamlined productivity by using
the latest Just-In-Time production methods, transportation
companies can use EUTELTRACS to redirect shipments
or change pickup points at a moment's notice, thereby
reducing delays and increasing transport flexibility.
Specific Benefits of Euteltracs
Unlike any existing or projected competitors in the land
mobile communications field, EUTELTRACS offers en-
dusers specific benefits that are tailormade to the needs of
the European transportation industry:
• Fully integrated message exchange and position report-
ing system: There is no additional equipment or cost
burden for position reporting;
• Low entry cost system: The development of a proven
communications technology that can exploit capacity
on non-dedicated satellites, accurate even when in in-
clined orbit, has resulted in a system that offers guar-
anteed availability, long-term reliability and a low cost-
toefficiency ratio;
• A "one stop shopping" service: The enduser obtains the
entire service from a single point of sale for subscrip-
tion, transactions, terminals, software, installation,
maintenance and financing;
• Full territorial coverage: The EUTELSAT satellites as-
sure permanent Europeanwide access to the system even
in mountain ranges and areas of low traffic density;
• It is designed for regional applications: Only a single
Hub station is necessary, leading to optimised and rapid
response network management;
• A proven system: The EUTELTRACS technology is
well established and large numbers of terminals are al-
ready installed worldwide;
• Integrated computer communication: Messages are
transmitted as computer-compatible data, enabling fur-
ther processing at both ends of the data link;
• Fully harmonised system for land mobile applications:
The modulation, coding and satellite access scheme, as
well as all protocols used, are adapted to cope with the
land mobile radioelectric and topographic environment
conditions;
• Secure, closed-user-group system: There can be no "in-
truders" in the system.
Present Commercial Situation
At the present time nine Service Providers are offering
the service to ten European countries. They will soon be
joined by a Service Provider in Hungary, first country in
central Europe to offer EUTELTRACS. Trials in Russia
already started and a Service Provision in the course of
1993 is expected.
Nearly 2,000 EUTELTRACS terminals have been de-
livered to Service Providers for installation on vehicles.
Present projections indicate that over 4,500 terminals will
be operational by year end 1993. A similar uptake than
the one of the US OnniTRACS service can be expected,
where after 3 years nearly 40,000 terminals are in opera-
tion.
REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS
Regulatory Overview
Each of the countries in Europe that comes within the
EU'I_LTRACS service coverage area, has its own
national regulations for the operation of radio equipment
within its jurisdiction. In most cases, such regulations
require the Mobile Service Operator to obtain an indi-
vidual license for the use of the equipment concerned, on
each and every occasion that he enters any country.
Clearly, such a requirement is not compatible with the
concept of a European wide mobile Satellite Communica-
tions Service.
CEPT Recommendation
As a first step towards resolving this situation, the
CEPT, in October 1988, issued a recommendation that in-
troduced the concept of the CEPT circulation card. This
circulation card is intended to be accepted in lieu of a li-
cense for use of the designated equipment within any of
the participating countries. In order to become a partici-
pant in the circulation card procedure, the Administrations
of the countries concerned are required to provide a written
"declaration", identifying the type of equipment involved
and confirming that it may enter and/or operate within that
country without the need to acquire a separate license of
any kind.
To avoid the need for such a circulation card procedure
in the longer term and particularly to eliminate the need
for the mobile terminal operator to have to carry the asso-
ciated documentation, the CEPT issued in February 1991
a further recommendation on transborder operation of EU-
TELTRACS terminals within Europe. This recommenda-
tion introduced a procedure that envisages unobstructed
transborder operation on the basis of a European wide
recognition of a properly authorised terminal carrying the
appropriate logo and type approval certification number.
Ultimately, this type approval will meet the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) standard.
Implementation of the requirements of this recommenda-
tion will require major changes in the regulatory regimes
in most European countries and will therefore take time to
achieve. In the meantime, the circulation card procedure is
available as an interim solution.
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EUTELSAT Regulatory Activities
In order to increase awareness of these CEPT Recom-
mendations and to promote a speedy action in their im-
plementation among the EUTELSAT member Adminis-
trations, the Eutelsat Executive Organ initiated a program
of bilateral discussions with the respective administra-
tions. Depending upon the circumstances of the individual
administrations, these discussions were conducted by cor-
respondence (letter / telex / facsimile), by telephone or by
personal visits and meetings. Since the beginning of these
efforts in April 1991, nearly 30 Administrations have
signed the declaration to validate the circulation card for
their countries. Some of these declarations were valid only
until a specified date, while others had no time limitation.
In some cases when the declarations expired they were
renewed or extended; in other cases they have not been
renewed.
Based on these declarations and the expiries, extensions
and renewals, there are currently nearly 30 Administra-
tions, including some in Eastern Europe, that are entitled
to participate in the CEPT circulation card procedure. In
all cases, the declarations authorise both the carriage and
operation of the Euteltracs terminals within the countries
concerned. In addition to the circulation card procedures,
over 10 Administrations have so far implemented the nec-
essary legislation, directives or instructions to permit
transborder operation without the need for individual
licences. In several cases this has been effected through a
form of Administrative or Ministerial licence exemption
under existing legislation. In other cases it has been
achieved with new legislation that either grants licence
exemption or establishes a General Class licence for oper-
ation of EUTELTRACS.
MOBILE SATELLITE DATA APPLICATIONS
EUTELTRACS is now also being introduced as a mo-
bile satellite data service on a number of nonroad transport
applications presented below.
Mobile Data Broadcasting
One of the main advantages of satellite communica-
tions is the ability to broadcast information to an infinite
number of receivers on a large coverage zone in a very ef-
ficient manner. Thus, the EUTELTRACS network can he
used to broadcast messages to a large group of vehicles.
Due to its very fast forward link messaging feature, EU-
TELTRACS started early 1993 to broadcast every couple
of seconds Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS) correction data, to achieve a positioning accuracy
of approx. 3 meters. It should be noted that for this appli-
cation the messages are sent through the network in prior-
ity mode, enabling the delivery to the mobiles within less
than five seconds. Other messages like weather or road sta-
tus information messages could be also broadcast.
Monitoring of Fishing Activities
In order to improve the control of fishing activities in
European waters, the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC) is in the process of discussing with
the Member States the introduction of a Directive request-
ing that all major fishing boats be fitted with satellite
communications terminals.
In the framework of this activity, the CEC is testing
EUTELTRACS, a system that perfectly meets the need
for position reporting of mobiles. In addition to the con-
trol function, the fishing companies could use EUTEL-
TRACS to improve their fleet management.
Aeronautical Communications
Even if the position reporting service of EUTEL-
TRACS cannot be used for aircraft (only mobiles on the
surface of the earth can he located), the messaging service
can become a valuable additional mean of communications
on a frequency band different to the exhaustively used air-
craft communications links. Due to the high speed of air-
craft, communication means like EUTELTRACS are sub-
ject to a significant Doppler effect. This effect can be
compensated by improving the stability of the local oscil-
lator. In addition to this modification, a suitable antenna
has to be mounted on aircraft.
Modified mobile units for aeronautical purposes are al-
ready being put into commercial operation.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA)
EUTELTRACS solar powered terminals can be used on
remote or isolated sites for monitoring and control of net-
works, for example pipelines. Terminals can report period-
ically, send alerts at special events, be interrogated by the
base or used for remote control. The reliability of
EUTELTRACS for SCADA applications is very high due
to the fact that all terminals are fully controlled by the
Hub facility (they can therefore be fully operated without
attendance) and that in case of satellite failure, the termi-
nals automatically search for the alternate satellite. Further
advantages of EUTELTRACS terminals are their small
size, easy installation and low cost.
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ABSTRACT
The ORBCOMM system is designed to
provide low-cost, two-way data
communications for mobile and remote
users. The communications system is
ideally configured for low data rate
applications where communicating
devices are geographically dispersed and
two-way communications through
terrestrial means is cumbersome and not
cost effective.
The remote terminals use VHF
frequencies which allow for the use of
very small, low-cost terminals.
ORBCOMM has entered into joint
development agreements with several
large manufacturers of both consumer
and industrial electronics to design and
build the remote terminals. Based on
prototype work, the estimated retail cost
of these units will range from $50 to $400
depending on the complexity of the
design.
Starting in the fall of 1993,
ORBCOMM will begin service with a
demonstration network consisting of two
operating satellites. By the end of 1994,
a full operating network of 26 satellites,
four Gateway Earth Stations, and a
Network Control Center will be in place.
The full constellation will provide full
coverage of the entire world with greater
than 95% communications availability for
the continental U.S.
This paper describes the ORBCOMM
system, the technology used in its
implementation, and its applications.
INTRODUCTION
There is a multitude of
communications options open to industry
and government organizations. However,
most are either expensive or lack
sufficient coverage of remote areas to be
cost effectively used for low density
communications needs in geographically
remote locations. Industrial investments
of billions of dollars have been made in
VSATs, microwave communications
systems and leased line services to
provide the appropriate communications
network for their Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems.
These systems are cost effective for the
high data rate, high volume
communications needs of SCADA where
continuous communications is required
for legal and/or operational efficiency
reasons.
Although the requirement for high
data rate, high reliability
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communications in many operations is
unquestionable, there is also a need for
cost effective communications for low
data rate information. These
communications requirements are
characterized by short messagesof
approximately 100-200 bytes in length,
sent on an infrequent basis. These
communications are primarily non-time-
critical messageswhich either increase
the efficiency of the operation, enhance
the overall safety and reliability of the
operation, or improve the business
functions within the operation. The
communications link is usually to and
from remote and geographically dispersed
locations, where no existing
infrastructure such as cleared land,
power, etc. exists.
A good example of such a
communications requirement is data
collection and fail-safe control at
interstitial points on a pipeline. The
major control points along the pipeline,
such as feed points, pump stations, and
major valve outs, for the most part are
under the control of SCADA or manual
systems. However, there is a need for
collecting data, such as pressures and
temperatures, at intermediate locations.
This type of information is important in
implementing a fail-safe system for
remote stretches of pipeline. In this
application, data is monitored
continuously and alarms are triggered if
limits are exceeded. The communication
requirement is small, roughly 100 bytes
of data every half hour with very
infrequent alarms sent to the dispatcher.
Action is taken to isolate the problem by
remotely or automatically commanding a
gas actuated valve. Communications
with these locations are critical to
identify the problem area and take the
appropriate action to correct the problem.
Low data throughput applications such
as these make the cost of existing
communications systems prohibitive to
the implementation of distributed
controls in remote areas. Microwave
systems can cost as much as $300,000 to
install in a single site. VSAT terminals
at a remote location can cost $50,000.
Ku-Band mobile satellite terminals could
possibly be installed as fixed terminals at
the cost of about $3,000 to $4,000. Such
capital intensive investments make the
cost per byte too high to justify the
incremental benefit of fault isolation.
Finally, a very large application of
remote communications is personal
messaging to personnel in remote
locations. The geographic extent of the
many industries forces field crews to
roam outside of the coverage of existing
terrestrial based radio and cellular
systems. Such lack of coverage results in
poor communications with the crew and a
reduction in operational efficiency. The
existence of a low-cost messaging system
for mobile users can help alleviate this
specific problem.
This is only one example of an
industrial requirements for low data
throughput communications. Until
recently these problems have been
identified, but there has not been a
solution which adequately and cost
effectively satisfies these needs. The
remainder of this paper will introduce
and describe the ORBCOMM
communications service based on low
Earth orbiting (LEO) satellite technology
and VHF operating frequencies. The
unique combination of a dispersed
network of LEO satellites and
communications equipment operating at
VHF frequencies will, for the first-time,
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provide a low cost communications
system with 100% geographic coverage of
the Earth. With these two powerful
attributes, the ORBCOMM data
communications network promises to
provide many operational benefits to
mobile and remote users.
IMPLEMENTATION
The ORBCOMM system is being
implemented specifically to provide a
communication channel for short
messages from vehicles or equipment
which travel over wide areas or which are
located in remote areas which cannot be
economically served by existing
technologies. The ORBCOMM system is
being engineered to provide this service
at low cost. All of the other existing or
proposed systems lack one or more of the
three key characteristics of the
ORBCOMM system:
a) Ubiquity -- 100% geographic
coverage is not planned by any terrestrial
system;
b) Low Cost -- Until ORBCOMM,
ubiquity required high first and recurring
costs;
c) Messaging Proficiency -- Other
systems provide messaging as an adjunct
to their primary voice or positioning
services.
As with other data communication
systems, ORBCOMM consists of a set of
message processors interconnected by
digitally modulated radios. The
ORBCOMM network consists of
subscriber terminals (STs), the network
control center (NCC), satellites and
gateway earth stations (GES). The
subscriber terminals are the point of
origination and/or destination for all
messages in the system. The NCC, via
the Gateway stations, serves as the
interconnection point between the fixed
data networks and the population of
subscriber terminals.
Subscriber terminals are very small
message processing devices with integral
RF modems used to access the
ORBCOMM system. These devices are
typically handheld or integrated into
another communications or computing
device. ORBCOMM subscriber terminals
are the smallest, lightest and least
expensive commercial satellite
transceivers available. Subscriber
terminals can be configured to support a
variety of applications.
The most basic service is a low data
rate (2400 bps uplink, 4800 bps
downlink, low latency) data collection
service for applications in monitoring
remote equipment. Since the system has
two-way communications capability, more
sophisticated supervisory control
applications are possible for monitoring
remote systems and taking action when
required. The full ORBCOMM service
can provide personal and data messaging
and position determination, allowing for
inexpensive E-mail type communications
with the home office or between mobile
user terminals.
The Network Control Center (NCC) is
the connection point between public and
private data networks and the
ORBCOMM network. The NCC serves as
the message processing center,
performing message switching for the
entire U.S. ORBCOMM network. Remote
equipment or personnel anywhere in the
U.S. is accessed through a single
connection to the NCC. The NCC sits at
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the center of a star network of gateway
earth stations. Collocated at this site are
the additional service functions required
for providing certain value added
services, the satellite control center and
the customer service and billing
functions.
The ORBCOMM satellites are
essentially message routing and queuing
computers in low-Earth orbit, accessed by
various radio links. The ground based
elements of the ORBCOMM Network are
interconnected by a constellation of
low-Earth orbiting satellites. The
satellites to be used to provide the initial
service weight less then 100 pounds each
and can be launched, eight at a time, on
Pegasus XL launch vehicles. Despite the
relatively low weight, each satellite:
contains eight receivers and three
transmitters; uses three axis, gravity-
gradient assisted, magnetic attitude
control system and has a capability of
about 70 watts of orbit-average power.
The satellites also contain GPS receivers,
used to assist in the determination of the
spacecraft orbit for the attitude control
system and to provide satellite position
and velocity information to subscriber
terminals with position determination
capability.
Service introduction plans envision
various classes of satellites launched in a
phased approach. The initial phases use
very small lightweight satellites. Follow-
on phases will use larger, more capable
spacecraft, tailored in capacity as the size
of the emerging market becomes more
predictable.
The Gateway Earth Stations (GESs)
interconnect the network control center
computer to a satellite's computer so that
messages can be passed between the STs
visible to that satellite and the NCC.
Gateway Earth Stations pass data
packets to and from the satellite
computers to the message handling
systems of the network control center.
The initial ground segment configuration
includes four GESs in the contiguous
United States, located so as to maximize
the amount of mutual visibility between
the gateway sites and the subscriber
terminal population. Each GES will be
required to track only one spacecraft at a
time. Multiple spacecraft coverage will
be obtained through the diversity of sites.
The GES consist of medium gain (14 -
17 dBi) tracking antennas, RF and
modem equipment, and communications
hardware to send and receive packets to
and from the Network Control Center.
The gateways are fully redundant and
designed for unattended operation.
ORBCOMM does not provide
international service through it's satellite
network. However, NCCs in other
countries can be interconnected, via the
public switched network, in order to
provide international service.
VHF SPECTRUM CONSIDERATIONS
The VHF spectrum used by
ORBCOMM was allocated at WARC-92 to
the "Little LEO" systems.
The 137.0-138.0 MHz band, used for
satellite to ST and GES communications,
was identified as the most suitable
downlink because it is allocated only to
space services. Use of this band by space
research and space operations has been
declining in recent years because it is a
relatively narrow allocation, unable to
support the high data rate down links
found on most modern spacecraft.
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The use of relatively narrow band
carriers for the ORBCOMM 137 MHz
services suggests that sharing between
LEO MSS systems would be quite
practical. The required technique has
been to coordinate access between the
various narrow-band carriers of separate
systems.
The 148.0-149.9 MHz band, used for
ST and GES to satellite communications,
was identified as the most suitable uplink
because it had an existing allocation to
space operations, was close enough in
frequency to the downlink to allow a
common antenna and did not appear to
have any intractable coordination issues.
Current users of this band include a
relative large number of terrestrial
mobile systems. In order to operate in
this band, the ORBCOMM satellites use a
technique called the Dynamic Channel
Activity Assignment System (DCAAS) to
allow the subscriber terminals to
communicate effectively in the presence
of nearly co-channel uplink interference.
This system allows uplink channel
frequencies to be reassigned in response
to measured and predicted statistical
time variation of channel use by the
interfering services.
The entire uplink band is scanned in 2.5
kHz intervals using a measurement filter
identical to the modulation matched filter
once per 5 seconds. The instantaneous
power level in each slot is recorded. This
power level is included in a weighted time
average for that slot. The slots are then
ranked from the lowest to highest power
levels. In addition, the spacecraft
receivers keep a record of the packet error
rate on each channel in use in order that
the dynamic channel allocation algorithm
can measure the quality of channels in
use.
The DCAAS process, onboard each
satellite, keeps a continuous rank
ordering of channel slots from 'best' to
'worst'. The top 'N' channels on the list,
with 'N' equal to the number of spacecraft
subscriber receivers, are the ones used in
current communication. This set of
satellite receive frequencies is
continuously relayed to the STs via an
order wire channel.
COST INFORMATION
The ORBCOMM system is being
engineered to allow subscriber terminal
prices to range from $100 to $400
depending on the level of features
included in the unit. Operation in the
VHF frequency bands providing message
communication only allows these price
levels to be attained. Electronic
components, subsystems and units
designed and produced in volume for the
VHF frequency band are already
produces in high volume for a variety of
other applications, such as push-to-talk
radios and television sets. As a result,
many of the components and the large
scale integration processes required in
the fabrication of ORBCOMM subscriber
units are in use today in high volume
manufacturing plants around the world.
This will bring the benefits of economies
of scale allowing consumer level pricing.
This is not the case for the L-Band or Ku-
Band components required for other
satellite based systems. The many high
quality, push-to-talk VHF radios
available at prices ranging from $150 to
$500 validate the low-price potential of
the ORBCOMM equipment.
Service price will incorporate a
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recurring monthly accesscharge and
usage charges based on the level of
messaging activity. Retail prices will
typically be the equivalent of $0.25 to
$1.00 per 100 byte message. Pricing
alternatives will be offered including:
peak and non-peak pricing, volume
discounts, and sliding scale pricing.
IMPLEMNTATION SCHEDULE AND
REGULATORY STATUS
The ORBCOMM system is being
constructed according to a phased
implementation schedule. Two spacecraft
are to be launched in October 1993,
providing "intermittent" service. At the
time of the launch of these spacecraft, the
full ground system will be in place.
Intermittent service will be used to
conduct "beta" tests and to serve markets
for which 6-10 communications
opportunities per day are a suitable first
step. Throughout 1994, ORBCOMM will
be launching additional spacecraft.
Service with minimal delays will be
available at the beginning of 1995.
ORBCOMM expects final regulatory
approval by August of 1993. The first two
spacecraft are being constructed and
launched under authority of an
experimental license, which also grants
permission to conduct market trials for
up to 1000 terminals. The FCC has given
ORBCOMM permission to begin
construction of the complete constellation
prior to the granting of the full license.
BETA TESTING PROGRAM
With less than a year to go to start
commercial service, active measures are
being taken to obtain the input of the
various industries in the development of
the communications network through a
series of beta test programs. ORBCOMM
is currently planning several beta tests
with pipeline operators, marine
equipment suppliers and other potential
market leaders. The purpose of these
tests is to develop and test the remote
communications equipment as well as
gain critical operating experience with
the network. ORBCOMM is also
developing a beta test program for a
meter reading service for remote
locations.
ORBCOMM is relying on industry
participants to provide significant value
added services to the industry.
ORBCOMM realizes the crucial benefit of
user input to the development of the
network and is promoting active user
involvement in every step of the
development cycle.
SUMMARY
By focusing on low density
communications between remote and
mobile users in geographically dispersed
locations, ORBCOMM will fill a
communications need that is currently
not met in any cost effective way. The
combination of low Earth orbiting
satellites and VHF operating frequencies
provides a low cost communications
service with 100% geographic coverage of
the Earth. The low cost of the
communications service will for the first
time make access to remote locations for
lower volume data communications
economically feasible. ORBCOMM will
begin service in 1994 with applications
directly targeted at communications
needs which until now have not been
adequately addressed.
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ABSTRACT/INTRODUCTION
Mobilesat will be the worlds's first truly
mobile satellite telephony service to be offered
in the land mobile market. Essentially a car
phone which will be offered as a fixed service at
a later date, mobilesat will bring circuit switched
voice communications to remote and rural areas
of Australia. This paper will outline where
mobilesat fits as part of Optus, Australia's new
telecommunications carrier, and briefly discuss
the mobilesat system, its market and the future
of mobile communications in Australia.
OPTUS COMMUNICATIONS - The
new telecommunications carrier in
Australia.
Optus Communications is the new
telecommunications carrier in Australia. Our
business mission is to be a customer-focused
leader in long distance and mobile
communications services.
The name, Optus, is derived from the latin
verb 'optare', meaning 'to choose'. This new
competitive environment will change forever the
range and price of communications services
available to Australia.
Optus is 51% owned by Australian
shareholders, and 49% by the intemational
telecommunications companies: Cable and
Wireless PLC and Bell South Inc. Optus is
building a dynamic and innovative service-
based company using leading edge technology
and talented people resources.
Optus has a policy of stimulating local
technology development and communications
equipment manufacturing through strategic
alliances and joint ventures. This will see new
export opportunities arise for Australia's
information technology and telecommunications
industries.
The Optus network has three main
components - fixed, mobile and satellite based.
Mobilesat will provide mobile and fixed
telephone services to rural and remote areas,
enabling Optus to provide complete national
mobile coverage and total network facilities to
the Australian telecommunications market.
mobilesat® - THE SYSTEM
The mobilesat range of services will be
deployed using the L-band capacity on the
Optus B series satellites. These satellites are
HS601 satellites built by the Hughes Aircraft
Company and launched by the China Great Wall
Corporation. The first satellite was launched
successfully last August. The second is due to
be launched in March 1994.
The KU band payload on the Optus B satellites
will provide for the continuity of service for the
broadcasting industry, business data services
and remote direct-to-home TV services. Each
satellite carries a single 150 watt L-Band
transponder. This gives coverage over the
Australian continent and 200 kilometres out to
sea.
The ground segments of the system will consist
of two Network Management Stations (NMS)
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locatedoneithersideof thecontinentgiving
completeredundancy;publicaccessgateway
stationsto provideaccessto thepublic switched
telephonenetwork,andmobileterminals
(telephones).
(see fig 1)
Generic Service Features
The mobilesat service will provide full duplex
high quality voice with a robust digital
architecture to give toll quality performance in
the mobile environment. Connection to an an
auxiliary interface unit will provide circuit-
switched data at 2400 bps, facsimile, packet-
switched messaging and interconnect to Global
Positioning System (GPS) information for
position reporting.
Suppliers
The mobilesat system has been totally designed
and developed in Australia. NEC Australia are
providing the telephone terminals and the
hardware component of the Network
Management Stations; Computer Sciences of
Australia are providing the software component
of the ground segment NMS. The factory
acceptance process will continue into the second
half of 1993.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation has signed a
memorandum of understanding with Optus
regarding supply of mobilesat terminals in
1994.
Prototype mobilesat terminals are also being
supplied by NEC Australia. These will be
trialled by selected companies from our target
market later this year, ensuring a smooth
transition to the launch of commercial service in
December.
MARKET ANALYSIS
The Australian continent covers an area of 7.6
million square kilometres with a small
population (17.5 million at June 1992). This
population is concentrated in urban areas around
the coastal fringe. Despite the population
concentration in the urban areas the Australian
export economy revolves in the main, around
industries such as agriculture, mining, and
tourism which are mostly located in the more
remote regions of the country. Cellular services
will provide coverage of up to 85% of the
population but only 5% of the land area.This
leaves many communities with little or no
access to a reliable communications network.
Mobilesat will fill this gap: it is targetted at
providing services for the rural and remote areas
of Australia, providing services similar to those
enjoyed by their urban counterparts.
The system capacity in Australia for mobilesat
telephones is expected to be about 50,000
users.This market has been segmented
according to industry type and application into
the following broad areas:
mining
utilities
emergency services
local government
state government
road transport
rail transport
the public market.
Market analysis forecasts show that the largest
users of mobilesat will be the public sector,
which includes small business in rural areas;
together with Emergency Services and Public
Utilities such as gas, water and electricity. This
is closely followed by the Mining Industry.
(see fig 2)
Typical applications for mobilesat
Mining companies in Australia operate in a
harsh environment. Field exploration crews
operating in remote areas require a
communications network which is reliable and
secure. Market research indicates that mining
companies would use mobilesat for control of
operations, safety and simply to keep field
crews in touch with head office or friends and
family back home.
Data can be entered into a personal computer
attached to a mobilesat terminal and transmitted
to Head Office in a major town or city. Analysis
time can be cut down considerably this way.
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Safetyis amajorconcernthroughouthe
AustralianMining industry.In theeventof
accidentor injury, aneffective
telecommunicationssystemcanmeanthe
differencebetweenlife or death.Mobilesathas
theaddedcapabilityof call memoryatthepress
of abutton.Thisone-touchnumbercanbe
programmedtocall anemergencynumberor the
miningbaseoffice.
Transportcompaniesarealsointerestedin using
mobilesato enhance fficiencyof their
operations.Mobilesathasbeenworkingwith
majortransportorganisationsto developthe
hardwareandsoftwarecomponentsof the
systemandtestthemin thetough,longdistance
workingconditionsof thetargetmarkets.This
involvesanintegrationof thevoicecomponent
of mobilesatwith dataandGPS.Theintegrated
systemis knownasTranstracs.Forexample,in
thelatesttrial two vehicleswereequippedwitha
mobilesatellitedataterminal,GPSreceiverand
roof-topantennato providelocationandstatus
reportsto fleetheadoffice.
At headofficeamapdisplayedtextwhich
includedinformationsuchasvehicleID and
location,speedanddirection.Thetextappeared
in a 'window' againsta mapbackground
showingthevehicle'sgeographiclocation.
Operationaldataandall ingoingandoutgoing
messageswereautomaticallystoredina
relationaldatabasewhichwasthenavailablefor
laterreferenceto resolvedeliverydiscrepancies
or assistin reportwriting.
Connectedto themobilesatsystemto provide
Australia-widevoicecommunications,
Transtracswill supportthirdpartyequipmentin
fleetvehiclessuchaselectronicin-vehicle
monitoringsystems,driverinput unitsand
barcodereaders,mobilefax andprinters,and
loadmonitoringfor refrigeratedor hazardous
goods.This meansthatroad,rail or coastal
shippingfleetserviceswill enjoyimproved
efficiency,timelinessandsafetyof their
operations.
Themostubiquitoususerof themobilesat
service,however,will be theaverageperson
who needsa phoneon theroad,for either
pleasureor business.Thesecustomerswill use
mobilesatin thewaytheir city cousinsuse
cellularcarphones,for communication
convenience.Addingafax or dataportwill
makethemobileofficeachievable.
Pricing
Approximate pricing expectations for mobilesat
are as follows: (prices in Australian dollars
unless otherwise specified.)
Mobilesat telephony terminal $7000.00
Auxiliary Interface Unit $ 800.00
One time connection fee $ 100.00
Monthly system access fee $ 30.00
Voice charge per minute
(distance independent)
$ 1.50
mobile to mobile calls per
minute $ 2.40
messaging service per month $ 100.00
These figures compare to $1000 for a cellular
telephone, $3000 for a hand-held cellular
telephone, $3000-5000 for a HF radio and
cellular call charges of $40.00 per month and
long distance cellular charges at 60c per minute.
Prices for mobilesat equipment and airtime are
also considerably less than our satellite
competitors. For example, A$35-40,000 for an
Inmarsat M terminal with airtime at US$5.40
per minute.
Competitive threats
Mobilesat enjoys the distinct advantages of
satellite delivered systems over terrestrial two-
way communications - voice quality, reliablity
and coverage area. No repeater towers are
necessary for coverage, and the cost of
communicating over 500 or 5,000 kilometres is
the same. Mobilesat also competes extremely
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favourablyonacostbasiswith otherproposed
satellitesystemsandhasanaddedadvantage-
thetruemobility of anin-vehicletelephone.
Thesesuperioraspectsof theserviceposition
mobilesatasaworld leaderin landmobile
communicationsfrom aneconomicand
technologicalviewpoint.
THE FUTURE
Mobilesat, the Australian designed and soon to
be implemented service, will be the first
domestic mobile satellite service in the Pacific,
as well as the world. This will provide to
Australians a service capability currently not
available and will provide rural and remote
Australia with the advantages that cellular
services have provided to the urban areas.
Optus, via the mobilesat service and its other
terrestrial and satellite infrastructure, looks
forward to providing a level of customer service
and total network coverage that will position it
as the dominant telecommunications cartier in
the Pacific region.
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ABSTRACT The Net Radio variant of the MT will support network
broadcast and dispatch services in private systems.
This paper describes the implementation of the ground
network to support Mobile Satellite Services (MSS). The The Mobile Data variant will provide packet-switched
system is designed to take advantage of a powerful new data service at 2250 to 5000 b/s interconnected with
satellite series and provides significant improvements in public (PSDN) and private data network applications.
capacity and throughput over systems in service today.
The system is described in terms of the services provided Network Architecture
and the system architecture being implemented to deliver
those services. The system opemtion]s described Overall System Architecture
including examples of a circuit switched and packet
switched call placement. Thephysical architecture is
presented showing the major hardware components and
software functionality placement within the hardware.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Services Provided
The MSS System is comprised of five principal
components:
• The MSS Satellite
• The Network Operations Center/Network
Communications Controller (NOC/NCC)
The technically compatible systems which AMSC and
TMI are implementing, and which will enter service in
mid-1994, will provide a full range of user services to
subscribers throughout the continental United States and
Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, the Caribbean Basin, plus
offshore territorial waters to at least 200 n. miles. These
services will be provided primarily to land vehicular
mobile terminals (MTs), but the system will also
accommodate transportable, maritime and aeronautical
terminals.
The mobile telephone service terminal will support:
Basic voice service interconnected to either public
(PSTN) or private networks. Services will include a
variety of advanced calling features. _.......
Circuit switched asynchronous data service at rates of
1200, 2400 and 4800 b/s.
• CCITT Group 3 facsimile service.
• The Feederlink Earth Station (FES)
• The Mobile Terminal (MT)
• The Data Hub (DH)
The identical large geostationary MSS satellites [1] [2],
one each owned by AMSC and TMI, will be described
only briefly in this paper. The satellites provide the radio
links between MTs which operate exclusively in the L-
band, and the various fixed control and gateway stations,
which utilize Ku-band. The satellite transponders provide
the_n_ecessary frequency translation. The coverage area is
served by six L-band beams and a single Ku-band beam.
The current frequency plan supports division of the
available L-band spectrum into approximately 1800 full
duplex 6 KHz channels. The channels are aggregated in
circuit pools from which they are demand assigned to
support communication to individual subscribers.
Frequency reuse is possible between the east and west
beams.
Multi-mode variants of mobile terminals will provide full
interoperability with terrestrial cellular networks.
The Communications Ground Segment [3], which is being
developed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation under
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joint contract to AMSC and TMI, is logically divided into
two primary parts: the Network Control System (NCS)
and the Communications System (CS). This is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Logical Structure of the CGS
The NCS is comprised of the NOC/NCC, and parts of the
FES(s) and MT(s), and performs the functions of system
management and control. This includes commissioning
and authentication of MTs, paging, call setup/teardown,
initial signaling between system elements, channel
assignment and congestion control. The NCS utilizes less
than five percent of the satellite bandwidth for
conlrol/signaling channels, which function in a
combination of random access, TDM and TDMA formats.
The NCS span is designed to include all ground segment
elements, all beams, and, in the future, multiple satellites.
The CS is comprised of elements of the FES(s) and
MT(s), and provides connections between the MTs and
other MTs or destinations in private networks or the
PSTN/PSDN.
The signaling and communications links are digital, and
the voice communications links employ voice activation.
NcWork Elements
The NOC provides the principal interfaces to the CGS for
operators. It is designed to perform the functions of fault,
accounting, configuration, performance and security
management for the CGS. It accumulates information
related to individual calls from other network elements to
generate call billing and performance records for each
call. The NOC has important interfaces with providers of
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (Route) Services (who have
priority use of some portions of the L-band spectrum),
with other independent users of the satellite, with AMSC
and TMI counterpart NOCs, with Customer Management
Information Systems, and with the Satellite Operations
Center. Its operations are largely non-real-time.
The NCC provides real-time control of the CGS system
for circuit switched operations. It manages the access of
users to the CGS and assigns satellite channels on a
demand basis to provide communications links between
FESs and MTs. The NCC manages out-of-band signaling
channels which the MTs access to request
communications channels and is capable of performing
periodic performance verification tests of MTs using the
CGS. The NCC is designed to establish a call connection
within approximately three seconds and to support a
maximum call establishment rate of 70 call attempts per
second.
The FESs provide the interface between the CGS and
terrestrial communications networks to permit
communication between MTs and the PSTN, private
networks and cellular systems. A FES consists of a
number (up to 1500) of frequency agile channel units
which are interconnected to a Ku-band earth station to
support two-way communications with individual MTs.
The FES interfaces to the PSTN through a Mobile
Telephone Switch which implements various calling
features and provides the capability to support roaming
between the CGS and cellular systems by multi-mode
MTs. Individual FESs will support up to 20 call attempts
per second.
The CGS design supports inclusion of the NOC/NCC and
FES function in a single integrated installation. Multiple
FESs are also possible and may be remotely located.
The Mobile Terminals, which operate at L-band
frequencies, are small, low cost units which can be easily
installed on land vehicles. The MTs may also be adapted
for the maritime and aeronautical environment. They are
capable of accessing the signaling channels to the NCC
and support single channel two-way communications with
the FESs. MTs have an antenna with a gain of
approximately 8 dB to provide a G/T of -16 dB/K and an
EIRP of 12.5 dBW.
The Data Hub provides packet switched data services to
mobile terminals by managing a number of packet data
channels in each beam and the allocation of capacity to
individual data MTs. The DH supports interactive data
sessions, efficient query-response sessions, and data
broadcast. The interface to the DH from terrestrial
networks uses the X.25 protocol via a commercial packet
switch. The user interface at the MT may be either via the
X.25 or an asynchronous protocol. The DH supports a
maximum data throughput rate of 6,000 32-byte packets
per second and a call placement rate of up to 130
calls/second. A MT operating in the packet data network
may interrupt the packet service to receive or place circuit
switched calls.
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Remote Monitoring Stations in each beam of the CGS
monitor the use of the L-band spectrum and the quality
and performance of the signaling channels. A System
Test Station, located at the NOC/NCC, provides for
testing of FES channel unit performance.
A simplified block diagram of the CGS system, including
a non-collocated FES, is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. CGS System Architecture
SYSTEM OPERATION
Provision of Services
At the time of commissioning (the time at which a MT
electronically "enters" the system) the MT is assigned a
"set" of control channels [4]. These channels comprise
the primary outbound (NCC or DH to MT) TDM channel,
one or more inbound random access channels, and one or
more inbound TDMA channels.
Following commissioning, all idle MTs continuously
monitor the outbound TDM channel. This channel carries
commands, pages, and responses to signals from
individual mobiles by specific address, plus "bulletin
board" information, which may be of significance to all
mobiles.
The bulletin board consists of several numbered and time-
stamped pages. A MT cannot operate within the system
until it has acquired the latest update of the complete
bulletin board.
The inbound random access (slotted aloha) channels are
used only for MT initiated functions, such as requests for
call placement, or network specific functions such as
control channel changes. All subsequent MT signaling is
transmitted on one of the inbound TDMA channels.
A variety of error detection and retransmission schemes
are used to insure the integrity of signaling.
Circuit Switched Call Placement Scenarios
To place a mobile to land circuit switched call, the MT
subscriber will enter the destination telephone number at
his terminal and push a SEND key, in a manner similar to
that used in cellular telephony today.
The MT will then transmit its electronic serial number
(ESN) and the first 10 digits of the destination in a
Signaling Unit in a single burst on a random access
channel. On receipt, the NCC will check the validity of
the information, and will respond to the MT with transmit
and receive frequency channel assignments. The same
information will also be sent to the serving FES. Both the
MT and the FES will tune to these channels, and, through
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an exchange of protocol, establish communication.
Concurrent with this process, the FES will instruct the
Gateway Switch to establish the necessary terrestrial
connection. The call will then be cut through to the
switch, which will provide standard call progress tones.
Subsequent signaling (for example that required to
perform tandem dialing or to activate advanced calling
features) will be handled by 96-bit Signaling Units
inserted into the communication stream.
Land-to-mobile calls are established in essentially the
same manner. When the FES receives the MT bound call
from the terrestrial network, it signals the NCC with the
MT identification, and the NCC subsequently pages the
mobile to establish the radio link.
Packet Switched Call Placement Scenarios
To place a mobile-to-land packet switched call, the MT
subscriber will generate an X.25 call request using a PC
functional areas: System Engineering (SE), Network
Engineering (NE), and the Customer Management
Information System (CMIS). SE is responsible for long
range planning functions. Traffic analysis techniques are
used to predict when the network should be expanded or
reconfigured to meet long term growth requirements or
changes in system utilization. NE is responsible for
carrying out the decisions made within the SE
organization and as such formulates tactical plans for
meeting the daily needs of the Network. These tactical
plans, such as the definition of circuit pools, satellite
resource planning, frequency allocation usage, and
network configuration, are electronically communicated
to the NOC and the MNMS for implementation. The
CMIS is the interface to the users of the communications
services, the mobile terminal subscribers. Through this
system, new customers are entered into the network or
their user profiles are updated. It is also through the CMIS
interface that the NOC and MNMS provide the billing
data for call placed by subscribers.
or specialized interface imit.
containing the X.121 address of the called party is
transmitted to the DH via a random access data channel.
The DH then attempts to complete the call via the
interconnected Public Switched Data Network (PSDN).
When the host on the PSDN responds with a call accept
message, this is transmitted to the calling MT via TDM
data channels. When a block of data is to be sent from the
MT, the MT formulates a capacity request message and
transmits this to the DH via a random access data channel.
The DH responds by allocating a unit of capacity on the
TDMA channel which can be extended by requests form
the MT, piggy-backed on the data message, until the
transmission of the block of data is completed. A block of
data sent from the host on the PSDN is transferred to the
MT by the DH in packets via the TDM channel. Reliable
information transmission over the mobile satellite link
takes place in packets of up to 64 data bytes under an
ARQ protocol.
The call request message
Land-to-mobile calls are placed as a result of a call
request received by the DH from a host on the PSDN.
The DH sends an X.25 call request to the MT and
allocates capacity on the TDMA channels for its response.
Once a connection is established, data messages are
exchanged as described above.
Network Management
Architecture
Figure 2 shows the overall Network Architecture. The
components that form the Network Management
Architecture are primarily the Network Management
System (NMS), the NOC, and the MDS Network
Management System (MNMS). The NMS is the
administrative system management function that is
responsible for setting management policy and
procedures. The NMS consists of three separate
The NOC is the heart of the network management process
for circuit switched operations as is the MNMS for packet
switched operations. The NOC and MNMS each have a
director which controls and keeps status on the remainder
of the elements. The director obtains status and alarms
and provides control through the use of agents. An agent
is located at each physically separate site and provides
local control for all of the managed objects at that site.
Each agent is responsible to the director for all alarming,
event recognition, and the execution of network control or
configuration commands. Standard network management
protocols are used, although all objects are not required to
use the same protocol. An example would be the
concurrent use of Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) and Common Management Information Protocol
(CMIP) at the same site to manage different objets. The
NOC and MNMS provide centralized network
management for Configuration, Accounting, Security,
Faults, and Performance.
Each network element involved in processing real time
call information collects information about that call. Two
types of information are collected: billing information and
performance information. Billing information is
transferred to the NOC after each circuit switched call
completion and to the MNMS after each packet switched
call completion. The NOC and MNMS will hold that
information in local storage until requested by CMIS. The
data will then be transferred in batch mode. The CMIS
may request individual call records at any time from the
NOC or MNMS. That data is transferred immediately.
Performance data is also transferred to the NOC or
MNMS after each call. This data is transferred daily for
analysis by the NE and SE functions. The results of this
analysis are used to plan future operations, short term or
long term.
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Resource Mana_,ement SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The NOC and MNMS are responsible for the overall
management of network resources. However, these
elements do not manage the most important resources,
satellite bandwidth and power, on a real time basis. That
task is accomplished by the NCC for circuit switched calls
and by the Data Hub for packet switched calls. These
elements manage the real time assignment of satellite
channels at the appropriate power to or between Mobile
Terminals and from the terrestrial networks. Other
network resources, not required for call assignment on a
real time basis, are managed by the NOC and MNMS.
Physical Architecture
A simplified block diagram of the physical
implementation of the Communications Ground Segment
Architecture is shown in Figure 3. This is a generalized
architecture that would accomplish all system functions.
At this time, the implementations for the initial TMI and
AMSC sites are different in that they do not both support
all of the possible system functions. The differences
between the two site configurations will be explained after
the general architecture is described.
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Figure 3. Hardware Implementation Diagram
The typical site may be divided into a circuit switched
configuration comprising a NOC, NCC, and FES and a
packet switched configuration containing a Data Hub. At
a typical combined site installation, a single Radio
Frequency (RF) subsystem, provided by Satellite
Transmission Systems, is used.
The NOC, NCC, and FES functions are combined into a
single fault tolerant computer platform, a Digital
Equipment Corporation VAXft 810, plus several
peripherals and communications devices. All functions
utilize operator terminals and mass storage. In addition,
the NCC and FES make use of channel units from EF
Data Corporation, that provide the conversion to/from
digital baseband signals to modulated Intermediate
Frequency (IF) signals. These signals are used to
communicate to Mobile Terminals via the RF equipment
which provides the conversion from IF to Ku-band. The
FES element contains a switching element, a Northern
Telecom DMS-MTX cellular switch. This switch provides
the connection between the Mobile terminals and the
terrestrial network for all circuit switched calls.
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Communication between the VAX and its peripherals is
via dual rail Ethernets while communications traffic to the
terrestrial network is carded via T-1 telecommunication
links.
The data hub architecture is implemented using a number
of computing technologies. The Terrestrial interface is
accomplished utilizing a Northern Telecom DPN-100
packet switch carrying X.25 traffic. The Satellite Protocol
Processor and Network Access Processor are
implemented via redundant VME based processing
elements. The channel units and RF equipment are the
same as in the circuit switched architecture (the channel
units being defined for packet operation via a different
software load). The MNMS function is implemented
using a VAXft 810 as in the circuit switched architecture
allowing both hardware and software commonality for the
MNMS and NOC functions.
Non-collocated system elements and external interfaces
are connected via the MSS Intemetwork. This network
employs various communications technologies depending
on the amount and frequency of data traffic. Connectivity
spans from low speed dialup modems to high speed
dedicated circuits. As the system is expanded, the most
time critical data transmissions will be to keep the off-line
elements in hot standby mode, ready to take over
operations in case of on-line element failure. Other
Internetwork transactions include the addition of new
customers, the resulting billing data, and transfer or
control of resource information.
The AMSC site incorporates full capability for Cellular
Interoperability as well as Networked Radio operations.
The installation will not initially include a data hub, so
that support of packet data services will be a future
capability.
TMI Site
The TMI site will contain a data hub and thus will directly
support packet data services, as well as integrated
voice/data services to Mobile Terminals capable of both
packet and circuit switched operations. The TMI Site will
also support Networked Radio Operations. Cellular
Interoperability will be incorporated at a future time.
Mobile Terminal
Ooerational Modes and Confi_,urations
MTs can be configured as circuit switched, packet
switched, or both for integrated voice/data operation.
When packet switched operation is one of the selections,
all communications will be initiated through the data hub.
Circuit switched calls will then be processed to the
selected FES for termination to the terrestrial network.
Cellular Interoperability may be added as an option to
circuit switched MTs. In addition, Networked Radio
operation may be added. MTs that are required to provide
position location information may be outfitted with a GPS
option. Facsimile and circuit switched data
communications may also be configured.
In addition to the mode selection available, various
configurations may be provided depending on the vehicle
type. Land Mobile, Fixed Site, Maritime, and
Aeronautical configurations are available.
Cost and Availability
The initial production Mobile Terminals are scheduled to
be available by mid-1994 in time for planned service
introduction which is in late 1994 for AMSC and early
1995 for TMI. Two MT providers are planning on
introducing MTs, Westinghouse and Mitsubishi.
The retail price for a circuit switched, land mobile,
cellular interoperable MT with voice and circuit switched
data capability is expected to be under US$2,000. A
similar price is anticipated for a land mobile, packet
switched MT with Global Positioning System position
location capability.
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ABSTRACT
The Iridium system is designed to provide
handheld personal communications between diverse
locations around the world at any time and without
prior knowledge of the location of the personal
units. This paper will provide an overview of the
system, the services it provides, its operation, and
an overview of the commercial practices and
relatively high volume satellite production
techniques which will make the system cost
effective.
A constellation of 66 satellites will provide an
orbiting, spherical-shell, infrastructure for this
global calling capability. The satellites act as tall
cellular towers and allow convenient operation for
portable handheld telephones.Ill The system will
provide a full range of services including voice,
paging, data, geolocation, and fax capabilities.
Motorola is a world leader in the production of
high volume, high quality, reliable,
telecommunications hardware.J2] One of Iridium's
goals is to apply these production techniques to
high reliability space hardware. Concurrent
engineering, high performance work teams,
advanced manufacturing technologies, and
improved assembly and test methods are some of
the techniques that will keep the Iridium system
cost effective.
Mobile, global, flexible personal
communications are coming that will allow anyone
to call or receive a call from/to anyplace at
anytime. The Iridium system will provide
communications where none exist today. This
connectivity will allow increased information
transfer, open new markets for various business
endeavors, and in general increase productivity and
development.
OVERVIEW
Motorola is leveraging its expertise as the
leading U.S. manufacturer of cellular equipment
............ world manufacturer of mobile
communications radios in the design of the Iridium
system. The system will provide a digitally
switched telephone network and a global dial tone
allowing the user to place a call to or be called by
any other telephone in the world. A user will have
the convenience to call a portable telephone
number and talk directly to an individual--global
roaming is designed into the system and you call
the handheld phone of a person, not just the place
where a fixed phone is located.J3]
IRIDIUM is a trademark and service mark of Motorola Inc. and is licensed for use by Iridium, Inc.
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A keyfeatureof thesystemis theuseof a
constellationof low altitudesatelliteswhichwill
nothaveannoyingvoicedelay.Thelow altitude
satellitesallowtheuseof low power,handheld
telephonesin thispersonalcommunicationsystem.
Earthgatewaysprovidetheinterfaceto thepublic
switchedtelephonenetworksanddeterminethe
routingasacall is placed.Thesystemwill haveits
ownoperationalcontrolsystemfor commandand
controlof thecommunicationssystemandthe
constellationof satellites.
TheIridiumsystemwill providethefull range
of communicationservicesthatareexpectedin a
modemsystem.Highqualityvoiceusinga
pocketablehandheldtelephoneis thedriving
requirement.Thesystemwill alsohaveprovisions
for paging,data,messaging,fax,andgeolocation.
Systemoperationis similarto existingground-
basedcellular.In factthedualmodehandsetwill
havethecapabilityto operateonbothcellularand
Iridiumfrequenciesandwithbothcommunication
architecture-s.-'_'henacall is dialedandsent,the
systemwill first try to usea cellularchannelfrom
thelocalterrestrialsystem.Iridiumwill transmito
a satelliteonanIridiumchannelonlyif ground-
basedcellularisnotavailable.Thegatewayswill
routethecallsthroughtheconstellationin themost
economicalfashionandwill useexistingterrestrial
infrastructurewhennecessary.As suchtheIridium
systemwill complementexistingsystems,not
replacethem.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Iridium system provides global, handheld
personal communications. It is based on a cellular
telephone concept and will use pocketable
telephones for communications to or from anyplace
at anytime without prior knowledge of the portable
telephone's location. The three major system
elements are the pocket size handset, the
constellation of 66 spacecraft, and the ground
infrastructure--the gateways and the system control
facility, see Figure 1. The following sections
provide additional detail.
Handset
The pocket size handset, see Figure 2, is
designed with a dual mode capability--both
ground-based cellular and Iridium calls can be
placed. The user will specify when the phone is
purchased which terrestrial capability is desired.
The phone will have both modes built in and will
attempt a call through ground-based cellular first.
If a cellular circuit is available, it will be used.
When cellular is not available, the call is routed
through the satellites.
In addition to this voice capability, the handset
will also be capable of sending or receiving
paging, fax, and data messages. A standard port on
the side of the unit will provide the data interface
to a fax, printer, or other data unit. In addition, the
system will continuously monitor the location and
status of all subscriber units.
Not all users require a handheld unit. Other
subscriber units will be available including solar
powered telephone kiosks and pager-only units.
The advantage of the solar powered kiosk is use in
lesser developed areas without a hardwired
telephone or power grid. The phone booth can
connect anywhere, anytime even without terrestrial
telephone or power lines. A basic level of
telephone service could be provided in this fashion
where service had never before been available or
for emergency restoration of service after a
disaster.
Spacecraft
Iridium spacecraft are another key element in
the system's ability to provide handheld personal
communications. They will create beams of
coverage similar to the cells of a ground-based
cellular system. In ground-based cellular, the
ground antennas are at fixed locations and create
fixed cells of coverage that a mobile user randomly
moves through. The Iridium satellites act as
antenna towers several hundred miles tall and
create cells of coverage that move as a result of the
orbital satellite's motion. Even a mobile Iridium
user is relatively fixed with respect to satellite
motion and cell to cell handoff of a user is
deterministic based on the uniform motion of the
satellites in their low earth orbits.
The satellites will also have cross links to route
calls between satellites. Each satellite will support
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upto foursimultaneouscrosslinks--oneto eachof
thesatellitesimmediatelyaheadof or behindit in
its ownorbitalplaneandalsooneto satellitesto
theleft or rightin adjacentorbitalplanes.
Ground Infrastructure
The ground infrastructure for the Iridium
system include gateways and the system control
facility. Gateways are in key locations worldwide
as they contain the Iridium databases for billing
purposes and will be used as the interconnect point
into the public switched telephone network.
Since each satellite has crosslinks, a gateway
does not have to be in view of every satellite. Yet,
gateways will be involved in every call. They will
first determine if the user of an Iridium handset is
a valid user. Given that a valid user is attempting
to make a call, gateways will also have the
databases to determine the location of the called
telephone. The gateway will then determine the
call routing and will format a header with the
information needed by the satellite switch to route
the call. After the completion of the call, the
gateway will develop billing information.
The system control facility will control the
communication system and will also command and
control the spacecraft. The configuration of the
constellation of satellites will be controlled to
provide the most efficient full-earth coverage. The
system control facility will also read the state of
health and configuration of the satellites and
associated systems and subsystems. Anomalies
will be detected and resolved in the control facility.
SERVICES
The Iridium system is designed to provide a
quality personal communications service to users
anywhere in the world. Digital transmissions will
provide a full range of communication services
including voice, paging, data, facsimile, and
geolocation.
Voice
Ubiquitous, handheld, personal voice
communications are the hallmark of the system. A
user anywhere on the surface of the earth is
assured that at least one satellite will always be in
view and will be available to provide high quality
voice service. Iridium satellites in low earth orbit
are designed to allow high quality transmissions
without the time delay of geosynchronous
communication satellites. The system is designed
with 16 dB link margin which allows
communication in a variety of routine fading
situations including from inside a vehicle and
through foliage. [4]
Paging
Global paging is another quality service offered
by the Iridium system. The handheld telephone can
receive a page and separate pager-only units will
be available for those users needing just paging.
Data
Transparent data service (at 2400 bits per
second) is offered in the Iridium system. Different
length messages are possible with one option being
a short message to provide location and user status.
Fax
The system will communicate facsimile
messages. The pocket size handset will have a data
port built into it that will provide the interface to
an external fax unit. The handset will be able to
receive and store faxes in memory. The user can
review the fax by scrolling through the information
using a display screen on the handset. A hard copy
of a fax can be printed by using the data port to
connect to a fax or printer.
Geolocation
For the Iridium system to work, it must locate
the user unit. The geometry of the system can
provide location during routine standby operation.
A Global Positioning System (GPS) chip can be
built into special user units if more precise location
is required.
OPERATION
The users of this system want a system that
operates efficiently and provides high quality,
reliable, personal communications. The Iridium
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systemis designedto providejust that--quality
personalcommunicationsat anytime,anywherein
theworld,with thesystemnotneedingprior
knowledgeof theuser'slocation.Thesystemhasa
robustdesignwithglobalcoveragethatprovides
theconvenienceandcapabilitythatusersdemand.
Coverage
A global personal communication system
requires continuous worldwide coverage. The
Iridium system, with its constellation of 66 low
altitude satellites, uses circular polar orbits of 420
nautical miles altitude. There will be six orbital
planes with 11 satellites per plane. The
constellation is designed to have at least one
satellite in view of all locations on the surface of
the earth at all times.
The system control facility will schedule cells
to turn off as the satellites move through the
northern and southern latitudes where the greatest
overlap occurs. Each of the 66 satellites project a
pattern of 48 cells--or a system total of 3168 cells.
Only 2150 active cells are needed to cover the
earth so at any given time about 70 percent of the
cells are active.J4]
Convenience
The customer expects convenience in a
personal communication system. Experience in the
worldwide cellular industry has clearly shown the
trend to small, light weight, handheld telephones.
This subscriber unit driven system was designed
having learned from those experiences. The Iridium
system will diminish a lot of the limitations to
personal communications by providing readily
available, easily used, high quality communications
where they have not existed before.
Capability
The Iridium system is the next logical step in
personal wireless communications. Ground-based
cellular systems have steadily grown as their
convenience and capability have been accepted.
Yet there are substantial geographic and financial
problems in building a global ground-based system.
A range of options were studied before the low
altitude constellation option was picked for
Iridium. This option provides global coverage and
allows robust connectivity to pocket size handsets.
Higher altitude satellites, including
geosynchronous, were considered but were not
accepted since closing the link to a small handset
is difficult in many situations and the round trip
voice delay is a concern.
PRODUCTION EFFICIENCIES
The Iridium program must be a commercial
success with a profit for the investors. Future
revenues must cover the cost of operating the
system and provide a retum on the initial
investment for system development. Motorola is
studying the ways that this personal
communications program can benefit from high
volume commercial production techniques, not
only in the subscriber units but also in the
satellites, to make it more cost effective. Some of
the areas for cost efficiencies include emphasis on
high quality, statistical process control, advanced
technologies, improved design and manufacturing
methods, and also improvements in assembly and
test.J2]
Motorola was one of the first winners of the
Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award.
Emphasis on excellence is continuing through a
quality program that strives for six sigma quality in
all aspects of work--this equates to no more than
3.4 defects per million operations. All of the
partners and suppliers must also meet these high
quality standards.
Motorola is a world leader in the design and
production of electronic components and wireless
communication equipment. This lead is the result
of working to stay up to date in producing
electronic components as the technology continues
to reduce the size of components. Motorola
engineers can design and produce Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and Multi
Chip Modules (MCMs) approaching the limits of
the state of the art. Proven techniques will be
applied as appropriate to reduce the cost, size,
weight, or risk of developing the necessary
hardware.
Electronic circuit density has increased as the
technology has progressed from components with
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...... long leads to MCMs. Even MCMs transitioned to
fine pitch leads with very close spacing, while the
newer technology has now advanced to direct
attachment without leads. These improvements
have come with challenges in design and
manufacturing. One approach is the use of
advanced robotic assembly lines for the assembly
and test of these devices. In addition, advanced
simulation tools are needed for the design and
analysis of these components. Motorola is using
these capabilities in several existing programs
including Space Station Freedom communication
system work. Technology improvements continues
to yield parts that are lighter, smaller, more
reliable, and more repeatable in performance from
unit to unit even directly off the assembly line.
Technology reuse from adapting a previous design
is used to speed production and improve reliability.
Reuse is emphasized throughout the design and
production process. One area that has paid off is
improvements in software that allow a design
engineer to enter parameters in a data base and that
data is tied to all of the design, analysis, and even
production steps. This one time entry of data
reduces the chance of a data entry error. This
reduces errors and speeds up the equipment set up
for the production process.
Concurrent engineering is being used to reduce
total acquisition costs and improve reliability. The
goal of concurrent engineering is to get all
disciplines involvcd carly in the design process to
reduce future design changes by insuring that all
considerations for manufacturing and testing the
product are factored into the initial design. In this
way a more complete design is developed that can
be built with few changes and satisfy all
requirements.
SUMMARY
Global handheld personal communication will
greatly improve our ability to place or receive a
call anywhere in the world at anytime. The Iridium
system will provide this portable telephone
capability with pocket size handsets. A
constellation of low altitude satellites allows
quality service with low power, handheld
telephones. Global personal communications are
coming with one person, one number service at
anytime, anywhere in the world--the Iridium
system is leading the way.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Loral Aerospace Corporation along with
Qualcomm Inc. have developed a satellite
system which offers global mobile voice
and data services to and from handheld
and mobile user terminals with omni-
directional antennas. By combining the
use of low-earth orbit (LEO) satellites
with existing terrestrial communications
systems and innovative, highly efficient
spread spectrum techniques, the Globalstar
system provides users with low-cost,
reliable communications throughout the
world. The Globalstar space segment
consists of a constellation of 48 LEO
satellites in circular orbits with 750 NM
(1389 km) altitude. Figure 1 shows the
global coverage. Each satellite
communicates with the mobile users via
the satellite-user links and with gateway
stations.
The gateway stations handle the interface
between the Globalstar network and the
PSTN/PLMN systems. Globalstar
transceivers are similar to currently
proposed digital cellular telephones in size
and have a serial number that will allow
the end user to make and receive calls
from or to that device anywhere in the
world.
The Globalstar system is designed to
operate as a complement to existing local,
long-distance, public, private and
specialized telecommunications networks.
Service is primarily designed to serve the
rural and thin route communications needs
of consumers, government users, and
private networks.
Due to the orbit selection and the use of
CDMA spread spectrum technology the
number of circuits over a region is
increased due to multiple satellite
coverage. Each satellite operates as a
repeater in space, eliminating complex call
setup procedures and on-board processing.
Globalstar has been configured to link the
mobile user to a terrestrial gateway
through a single satellite so that the
system requires no satellite crosslinks.
Globalstar offers services which are not
currently available, such as world wide
cellular roaming. Globalstar service
offerings will meet the needs of the
general public both domestically and
globally where it is not cost effective to
provide terrestrial based cellular services.
Signal availability and quality to the user
is the most important factor in choosing a
technology for MSS services. The user
signal availability is determined by a large
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number of factors which are statistically
developed to determine what the user
experiences during a MSS call. For
example, a user which is stationary in a
clear area will experience a certain
propagation effect while another user using
a hand held device while in a vehicle
traveling under a heavily leafed tree
canopy may experience a different value.
The Globalstar user receive signal level
and transmit power is adjusted to account
for impairments. Rural and suburban
propagation models have been developed
by Vogel of the University of Texas 111
which show the probability of needing
margin in certain conditions. These
models when combined with multiple
satellite availability (path diversity) and
elevation angle statistics from the satellite
constellation determine signal availability.
2.0 CDMA IS OPTIMUM FOR THIS
SERVICE
Frequency Division Spread Spectrum
CDMA (FD/SS/CDMA) provides
optimum and flexible service quality to the
end user. The FD/SS/CDMA modulation
choice allows multiple signal paths from
more than one satellite which mitigates
fading and blocking.
The user is provided signals which are
optimized for the subscriber's environment.
Link margin is provided to each user
independently as the gateway senses that
it needs margin. User margin is provided
in three independent ways. First, there is
thermal margin built into each link to
account for the inherent thermal noise
from all sources. Second, a power control
ability is built into the hardware which
when activated boosts the power amplifier
output by up to 10 dB in 0.5 dB steps
both under the direction of sensing circuits
in the user equipment and under control
of the gateway that is handling the call.
This provides a total "link by link margin"
of 11 dB. Third, the Globalstar system
constellation provides additional mitigation
of shadowing and blocking using path
diversity. This path diversity is equivalent
to having more margin on a link by link
basis. When these margins are used with
the suburban/rural model for fading,
shadowing and blocking, the resulting
availability is shown in Figure 2. The
results show that significant improvement
in availability is provided with path
diversity.
For example, the user equipment in a
rural/suburban environment which is
experiencing a fade will first sense a
degradation of the receive frame error
rate. The unit will open loop increase its
power to maintain quality and send a
request to the gateway which increases the
forward link power. On the return link
the gateway measures the frame error rate
and Eb/No and sends up/down power
control commands to the user unit closed
loop. At the same time the uplink signals
are being received by a second or third
satellite, since the Globalstar system
provides multiple satellites in view of the
user's omni-directional antenna. The
signal level of these alternate paths is
measured by the same gateway serving the
user. The gateway software controls both
the power sent to and transmitted by the
user as well as the usage of the alternate
signal paths. At a predetermined point,
depending on the system loading, the
alternate signal paths are combined by the
gateway receivers improving the received
signal from the user. The alternate paths
are monitored for level and stability and
according to preset thresholds the user is
commanded to the best alternate path.
Link performance is assured by power
control which maintains the service quality
constant over a wide range of fading,
shadowlng and blocking environments.
For satellite systems fading is Rician in
nature and not typified by the Rayleigh
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model. Globalstar link budgets provide
adequate margins for Rician fading
conditions while shadowingand blocking is
provided by satellite diversity.
Users in severely degraded situations will
obtain service in excessof that available
from FDMA/TDMA systems. For
example, a user may be in a situation
where the power control and thermal
margin of 11 dB has been exhaustedand
the user is in need of even more margin.
Globalstar's systemwill sensethis situation
and the user transferred to another
satellite which has a less degradedpath.
With CDMA there is no "brick wall" in
capacity or signal quality. The system
operator has control of the user signals
which are requesting services. The
Globalstar system has been designed to
provide maximum capacityunder modeled
conditions which represent average
conditions expectedfor the market served.
When circuit demand begins to peak the
system control facilities adjusts the power
distribution to maintain overall signal
quality, individual signal links continue to
power control as discussedabove. When
the system reaches maximum capacity at
a certain quality, several options are
available to the system operator. As
examples, two of these options are
discussedhere. Unlike FDMA or TDMA
systems where the capacity reaches the
"brick wall" and no further users may be
added to the system, the CDMA systems
utilize graceful degradation to maintain
flexibility. The operator may allow more
subscribers to occupy the bandwidth,
slightly degrading the overall signalquality
from a Mean Opinion Score of 3.5 to 3
or less. Alternatively, the systemoperator
can redistribute a portion or all of the
users over more of the satellites in view,
thus reducing the blocking and shadowing
path diversity for the users which may
need it. During these traffic peaking
conditions some users may experience
some higher levels of noisy transmission
and loss of signal quality for short periods
of time.
The Globalstar system offers the system
operator maximum flexibility in channel
assignment. Since all frequencies are
reused in all of the beams, the interaction
betweengatewaysis minimized. Since the
frequency reuse factor is maximized and
the traffic load is averaged over several
satellites, the utilization of the satellite is
maximized and systemloading as discussed
above can exceed 100%. The system, in
addition, has excesscircuits available for
handoff and path diversity situations. By
comparison, in FDMA and TDMA the
frequencies must be assignedin blocks to
certain beams and since there cannot be
100% frequency reuse, systemefficiency is
therefore reduced. Since the system
efficiency is 100%, the maximum capacity
to a region may be realized and the
capacity to each country can be
maximized.
With CDMA the ability to concentrate
circuits in a small region is important for
emergency and disaster communications.
For these conditions only CDMA has the
flexibility to allow maximum capacity in a
small region. Combinations of demand
assignment, decreased quality, and other
CDMA techniques, can make thousands
of circuits available compared to the "brick
wall" limitation of FDMA/TDMA.
The spectrum utilization with CDMA
systems is maximized. Multiple systems
can share the bandwidth with few
coordination factors. International sharing
with other CDMA operators requires
similar sharing coordinating. Since the
system downlink Power Flux Density
(PFD) around the world is limited and
since operation of uplinks are limited by
EIRP density and health hazard reasons,
these parameters can be coordinated
within reasonably small limits.
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Considering the downlink sharing, the
capacity of the spectrum is the addition of
all systems operating with CDMA, less the
inter-system interference. Essentially, this
means that there are many more power
sources (satellites) in view of the region
that is being served. The degradation to
each system is a percentage of its capacity
due to sharing of the interference power
between the systems. However, the
coordinated result is greater than any
single system alone. The usage of the
spectrum by several CDMA systems is
over twice that of a TDMA system.
The advantage of CDMA to various
administrations around the world is the
freedom from spectrum segmentation
required for operation of a FDMA or
TDMA system. Spectrum segmentation,
if implemented, results in warehousing of
spectrum. This means that if country A
and country B are attempting to
coordinate systems and one of these is an
FDMA or TDMA system and the beams
cover both countries, either all or in part,
the portion segmented for the FDMA or
TDMA system is unusable for the second
country even if the first country doesn't
bring its system into use. CDMA on the
other hand prevents this warehousing.
The full bandwidth is available to both
countries. If one doesn't deploy, the other
just experiences less interference in its
system.
need to have hot spare satellites on orbit,
nor the need to launch individual
replacement satellites on a crash schedule.
FDMA and TDMA systems, since they
must only have single satellite coverage of
a user, must replace their failed satellites
as they fail.
Globalstar has high elevation angles in the
temperate zones of the world, for example
the average elevation angle in CONUS is
up to 55 degrees. The minimum elevation
angle, occurring only infrequently and for
a very short duration of time is 20 to 32
degrees depending on location. These
high elevation angles and path diversity
mitigate shadowing and blocking. Reliable
path diversity is provided by 100% two
satellite coverage in CONUS, three
satellite coverage up to 90% of the time
and four-satellite coverage up to 35% of
the time.
Globalstar has the lowest path delay of
any of the proposed LEO systems with the
maximum path delay, including vocoder
processing, of less than 100 ms. The
maximum propagation path delay is 18 ms
for the user-satellite-gateway link; the
remainder is processing. Since there is no
onboard processing or inter-satellite links,
the processing is minimized and the
overall path delay is reduced, providing
excellent quality without the need for echo
cancelers, etc.
3.0 SYSTEM DESIGN FOR
GLOBALSTAR OPTIMIZES THE USE
OF CDMA
The advantage of Globalstar is that it uses
simple and reliable satellites. Forty eight
satellites are launched to provide
maximum path diversity in the temperate
zones and to handle peak traffic. If there
are random failures of several satellites,
the coverage of the system is not affected
most of the time. Therefore, there is no
The implementation method chosen by
LQSS allows an easy extension of
terrestrial cellular developments underway.
Qualcomm Incorporated has developed a
CDMA cellular telephone system which
improves the spectrum efficiency over
analog by a factor of about 15. This
system is being deployed currently in
several wireline cellular systems in the
USA. LQSS plans to modify this system
slightly, to account for increased path
delay and effects of doppler, and utilize it
for satellite delivered cellular telephony.
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As such, this is the only LEO system
proposed which has a heritage for its
gatewayand user equipment.
A key element in Qualcomm's terrestrial
system implementation is the use of a
Rake receiver which makes use of all
available signal paths to insure that a
quality signal is delivered to the user and
the gateway. A Rake receiver makesuse
of the CDMA modulation to receivemany
signal paths simultaneouslyand coherently
combine them to develop the highest
signal input to the decoder. A multiple
finger receiver is operated, with each
receiver assigned to a particular signal
path to decode. A separate receiver
continuously searchesfor signalpaths with
the user's code. Once a path is found it
is assigned to a receiver finger. Logic
within the receiver reviews the signal
levels emerging from these receivers and
performs decisions on combining. It is
unimportant whether theseare direct paths
or multipath signals, all signals received
are available to be combined.
The benefits of the usageof two satellite
coverage and the Qualcomm unique
RAKE receiver design, combined with
mitigation of fading and blocking of the
hand held user equipment, are very
important. Consider the case of a user
which is shadowed by a propagation
impairment. At the onset of shadowing
the user would normally be utilizing a
single satellite path to a gateway. The
second and third satellite paths, although
present would not be in use. As the
shadowing increases the unit senses an
increasedframe error rate, makesan open
loop power increase and requests power
control, the gateway respondsand begins
closed loop control. The signal level
remains constantat the shadowedsatellite.
The increased power level will be
transmitted by the second and third
satellites to the gateway and, depending
on system operation be utilized (closed-
loop) to optimize the user's power
requirements. The need for excessivelink
margin is thus avoided.
4.0 SUMMARY
Globalstar will use a constellation of 48
satellites to provide continuous coverage
of the areasof the world requiring mobile
connectivity. The Globalstar system is
designed to operate as a complement to
existing local, long-distance,public, private
and specialized telecommunications
networks. Service is primarily designedto
serve the rural and thin route
communications needs of consumers,
government users, and private networks.
Frequency Division Spread Spectrum
CDMA (FD/SS/CDMA) provides
optimum and flexible service quality to the
end user allowing multiple signal paths
from more than one satellite which
mitigates fading and blocking. Link
margin is provided to each user
independently as the gateway sensesthat
it needs margin. Path diversity,
guaranteed by multiple satellite coverage
is equivalent to having more margin on a
link by link basis. When these margins
are used for mitigating fading, shadowing
and blocking, the resulting availability is
better than a TDMA system with higher
margin but with no path diversity.
The Globalstar system offers the system
operator maximum flexibility without the
need for difficult synchronization, thereby
allowing many gateways. Since CDMA
maximizesfrequency reuse,the traffic load
is averaged over several satellites, the
utilization of the satellite is maximized and
system loading can exceed 100%. The
spectrumutilization with CDMA systemsis
maximized. Multiple systems can share
the bandwidth with few coordinating
factors. International sharing with other
CDMA operators requires similar sharing
coordination. The advantageof CDMA to
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various administrations around the world
is the freedom from spectrum
segmentation required for operation of a
FDMA or TDMA system which reduces
operational efficiency.
Reference [11
NASA Reference Publication 1274, February 1992; Propagation
Effects for Land Mobile Satellite System; Overview of
Experimental and Modeling Results, Julius Goldhirsh and
Woifhard J. Vogel
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Odyssey Personal Communications Satellite System
Christopher J. Spitzer, Odyssey Systems Engineer HH_WW
TRW Space and Defense, Space & Electronics Group
3 rd International Mobile Satellite Conference and Exhibition
Abstract
The spectacular growth of cellular telephone networks has proved the demand for personal communications. Large
regions of the world are too sparsely populated to be economically served by terrestrial cellular communications. Since
satellites are well suited to this application, TRW filed with the FCC on May 31, 1991 for the Odyssey construction permit.
Odyssey will proidde high quality wireless communication services worldwide from satellites. These services will include:
voice, data, paging, and messaging. Odyssey will be an economical approach to providing communications. A constellation
of 12 satellites will be orbited in three, 55 ° inclined planes at an altitude of 10,354 km to provide continuous coverage of
designated regions. Two satellites will be visible anywhere in the world at all times. This dual visibility leads to high line-
of-sight elevation angles, minimizing obstructions by terrain, trees and buildings. Each satellite generates a multibeam
antenna pattern that divides its coverage area into a set of contiguous cells. The communications system employs spread
spectrum CDMA on both the uplinks and downlinks. This signaling method permits band sharing with other systems and
applications. Signal processing is accomplished on the ground at the satellite's "Gateway" stations. The "bent pipe"
transponders accommodates different regional standards, as well as signaling changes over time. The low power Odyssey
handset will be cellular compatible. Multipath fade protection is provided in the handset.
New OpDortuoity for Mobile Comm
Terrestrial-based mobile (cellular) communications
have grown explosively over the past decade. There are
nearly ten million cellular telephones in service within the
United States in 1992. The use of radio-telephones is just the
first stage in a move to wireless personal communications.
Because part of the population is widely disbursed, it cannot
be economically served by terrestrial wireless systems.
Satellites are more ideally suited to provide service to the
population in more remote regions. This includes potential
subscribers who cannot be served at all and terrestrial users
who have temporarily moved into regions where no service
is provided. A new generation of satellites can provide
economical access to individuals without the need for
heavy, costly satellite Earth terminals. Decisions at the 1992
WARC have opened the way for worldwide satellite based
mobile communications using designated frequencies in
the S and L Bands.
For nearly 30 years satellites have been used to
provide communications to broad areas of the world.
Nearly all these satellites have been maintained in geosta-
tionary orbit so that the ground antennas could point to a
fixed location. User terminals were either fixed ground
stations with large disk antennas or large portable (=lugable')
terminals which required a disk type antenna with the
capability to point at GEt satellites.
The logical extension of satellite services to per-
sonal communications is the use of hand-held telephones.
Improvements in microcircuits over the past decade have
made possible the packaging of an entire satellite earth
station into a hand-held telephone, with an onmidirectional
antenna. The satellites no longer need to provide the
stationary ground track of the GEt satellite. There are
several difficulties related to the 35,860 km GEt altitude and
equatorial orbit. The orbit is located so far from the earth
that 270 milliseconds is required for a signal to propagate to
the satellite and return. This causes confusion and ineffi-
ciency with interactive communications like voice transmis-
sion. Many voice users find the GEt-delay annoying, even
when echo cancelers are employed. This great distance also
results in signal attenuation. At high latitudes, geostationary
satellites are observed at low elevation angles due to the
zero-degree inclination of the orbit. Subscribers may
experience signal blockage by terrain, vegetation, or build-
ings.
The new microcircuitry permits consideration of
orbits nearer the Earth, reducing path loss and propagation
delay, simplifying satellite design and reducing space seg-
ment cost. Careful orbit design will keep the elevation
angles to the satellites can be kept well above the horizon
at all latitudes. The question is: Which orbit is best to take
advantage of this frequencies designated by the 1992 WARC
for personal mobile communications?
Satellite Altitude & Constellation Selection
Selection of the orbit is a trade-off among the
following among the following factors: number of satellites
& launch flexibility; system reliability; spacecraft antenna
size; spacecraft power; cost of each satellite and life cycle
cost; satellite lifetime; terrestrial view angles / line-of-sight
elevation'angle; degree of Earth coverage; effect of Van
Allen belt radiation; handset power; and propagation delay
These factors are interrelated and can only be
assessed by synthesizing a fully optimized design (see
figure 1). A trade offbetween design cases for two low Earth
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Fi_,ure 1: Satellite Cost Trades
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orbits (LEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), and GEO satellites
was made. For each case the communications mission was
to provide a comparable number of personal communica-
tions drcuits to 0.5-Watt handsets. Each constellation was
designed to provide continuous worldwide service with a
terrestrial view angle of not less than 10 degrees. Each case
was then assessed for total cost.
Geostationary satellite designs require only three or
four satellites to provide service to the entire world, how-
ever require more th;*n one hundred very narrow beams
(produced by very large apertures), complex transponders,
and large amounts of power to provide personal communi-
cations.
Since propagation losses drop with square of the
distance, at lower altitudes satellite antennas can be smaller
and transmission power can be reduced. Satellites can be
smaller and less expensive in lower orbits since less power
is required to close a communications link. The launching
cost drops with altitude since the satellites are smaller and
less energy is required. However the number of satellites
increases rapidly as the orbit altitude drops as shown by the
diagonal line in Figure 1. Very close to the Earth the slant
range for transmission becomes the governing factor there-
fore the relative savings are mitigated by the need for a large
number ofsatellites. For Low Earth Orbits heady 70 satellites
are required to provide continuous service. Close to the
earth the satellite cost is dominated by slant range more than
altitude.
The most significant feature of this trade is that the
minimum total cost falls between geosynchronous and low
earth orbit as shown by the curve at the top of this graph.
The medium altitude orbit requires only twelve satellites to
provide continuous global visibility.
Odyssey Orbit
The selected Odyssey constellation contains 12
satellites at an altitude of 10,354 km with four satellites in
each of three orbit planes inclined at 55° (see figure 2). The
indicated constellation provides continuous, global cover-
age with dual satellite visibility in some major regions. The
Odyssey MEO provides several advantages beyond low
Figure 2: Odyssey Constellation
cost: the propagation time delay is reduced to only 68 to 83
milliseconds which is imperceptible in human conversa-
tions. The satellites in this constellation are designed for a
10 year on-orbit lifetime. LEO satellites have a typical
lifetime of 5 to 7 years. Only nine satellites are required to
ensure that one satellite is visible at all times. Consequently,
continuous service to several regions can be started with
only nine satellites. By adding only three satellites two or
three satellites are visible at all times and service can be
provided to most of the world's land mass. This relatively
small constellation can be developed and launched in a
short time. This will ensure that service can be provided in
a short time to market.
Odyssey System Architecture
The Odyssey System is designed to fulfill the
following requirements and criteria: minimum life cycle
capital cost & low cost to end user; maximum time delay of
100 ms; minimum number of satellites; access to a low
power handset; flexible Worldwide land mobile service; no
satellite on-board processing; no satellite-to-satellite cross-
links; frequency sharing by CDMA; reliable continuity of
service; low risk of call dropout; clear, high quality voice
circuits
The Odyssey system will provide economical, high
quality, personal communication services from medium
altitude orbit (MEO) satellites. Services include voice, data,
and messaging/paging. Odyssey will provide a link be-
tween mobile subscribers and the public switched tele-
phone network (PSTN) via dedicated ground stations (Figure
3). The satellite shall illuminate its assign region with a 19
Figure 3: Odyssey System Overview
beam, 5-degree-beamwidth multibeam arrangement. A 37
beam arrangement is currendy under study to improve the
link margin to the user. Figure 4 shows this pattern covering
CONUS. For intercontinental calls, the terrestrial toll net-
work will be used.
Economical design is important so that the sub-
scriber service charge can be priced in line with terrestrial
service charges. Economy is achieved through low invest-
ment cost, a major consideration for all satellite programs
because the production and launch of reliable satellite
networks is a very expensive business. TRW achieves this
with a small constellation of MEO satellites that provides
continuous global coverage.
Call Setup with Odyssey
Priority is given to use of the terrestrial cellular
services. When a call isplaced the HPT first senses the
presence or absence of cellular frequencies and attempts to
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place a call through the local cellular network. If cellular
service is not available or the call is blocked, then the call
is routed through Odyssey. User circuits established through
a particular satellite enter the PSTN at a ground station
located within the region served by the satellite. Odyssey
call setup is conducted via order wire to a master control
station. A separate order wire channel is assigned to each
satellite antenna beam. In making a circuit request, a user
terminal transmits requests to overhead satellites. The user
is assigned to the.beam which provides the strongest signal
to the base station, and is instructed to use a suitable power
level and a particular spread spectrum code appropriate to
that beam. The entire call setup procedure is transparent to
the user.
In most cases, a user will remain within a given cell
for the duration of a call, thus precluding the need for
handover. There are two reasons for this. First, the cells
are relatively large; the cell diameter is typically 800 km (497
mi). Second, the cell pattern will remain relatively fixed,
since a satellite is continuously reoriented to maintain
coverage of its assigned region. Consequendy, the need to
reassign frequency subbands and spread spectrum codes
will occur quite infrequently. But capability will be pro-
vided to reassign a user to a different beam if necessary. In
Fi$'ure 4: Od_lsse_f Beam Pattern
the case of very long callers, circuit transfer to another
satellite can be performed at the base station without the
participation of the subscriber.
Satellite Lifetime
The "total cost of ownership" depends on all capital
and operating expenditures over a fixed period. Cellular
facilities are typically depreciated over a 7-year period, for
example. Geostationary satellites are currently designed for
lifetimes of ten to fourteen years. Experience has shown that
the electronics designs and backup techniques support
these durations. Lower altitude satellites, however, have
experienced shorter lifetimes due to degradation by atmo-
spheric deterioration such as exposure to ionized oxygen.
Due to the "South Atlantic Anomaly", low altitude satellites
are also exposed to high levels of radiation from the Van
Allen Belts. In some cases, less redundancy has been built
into lower altitude satellites. Odyssey will be designed with
full redundancy for 10 years on-orbit lifetime to reduce the
cost of ownership.
Communications System Desi_an Driver_
The Odyssey communication system design is
driven by several key requirements of personal telephone
users. Other driving requirements are manufacturability
and reliability of the key system component form the user's
point of view - the Handheld Personal Telephone (HPT).
Cost effectiveness and capability to generate revenue are
also drivers. These key requirements are:
- Full duplex voice communication
- High quality voice encoding: a mean average
score (MOS) of 3.5 or better
- 24 hours communication system availability
Communication capability covering all of the
global land masses
Low cost HPTs
Dual mode compatibility with terrestrial cellular
systems
Battery capacity for 90 minute talk time duration
Battery capacity for 24 hour standby mode
HPT operation similar to terrestrial cellular
Alphanumeric paging capability
Meets health and safety standards
Data transmission capability
Frea.uencv Plan
Frequencies for satellite based personal mobile
communications were designated at the 1992 WARC. Up-
link transmissions from user to satellite are conducted at L-
band (1610 to 1626.5 MHz), while downlink transmissions
are at S-band (2483.5 to 2500 MHz). The Odyssey" signaling
method will be spread spectrum (CDMA), which has been
proven in numerous government applications. Spread
spectrum permits sharing of the frequency spectrum by
multiple service operators. In contrast, FDMA or TDMA
signaling requires extensive frequency coordination be-
tween multiple operators. Spread spectrum also reduces the
data rates and power for signal transmission compared to
TDMA.
Transmissions between the ground station(s) and
the satellites take place at Ka-band. Distinct subbands are
reserved for the transmissions to and from each cell. In the
return direction, for example, the composite signals re-
ceived from the different cells are frequency-division-
multiplexed (FDM) prior to translation from L-band to
Ka-band. Conversely, in the forward direction, the satellite
demultiplexes the FDM uplink transmission into its compo-
nent subband signals following translation from Ka-band to
S-band. The composite subband signals are then routed to
the various downlink antenna feeds. The required Ka-band
bandwidth in either direction is the product of the subband
bandwidth and the number of cells in the satellite antenna
pattern.
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Handheld Personal Telephone (HPT) Desion
The major Odyssey HPT design driver is simplicity
and low cost. A user will perceive no apparent difference
between HPT usage in the Odyssey system and today's
terrestrial cellular system HPTs. The Odyssey user terminal
will be a modified version of a cellular HPT, which can
operate at either cellular or satellite frequencies. Odyssey
HPTs will use antennas of a quadrifilar helix design.
The Odyssey HPT will transmit approximately 0.5
Watt average power. This transmit power level will be
adequate for both voice and digital data transmission. The
transmit power level provides an appropriate margin against
loss due to rain, vegetation, path distance, etc. It is important
to point out that since the Odyssey system operates with
high elevation angles of greater than 30 degree, less margin
is required for path loss parameters than with LEO systems
which must operate at shallow elevation angles.
Odyssey HPTs will be compatible with terrestrial
cellular signal formats. This will be achieved by the addition
of microelectronic chips to existing HPT designs to produce
interoperability with both cellular and Odyssey. The chip
sets will be matched to the standards of various regions of
the world. In Europe, the HPTs will be interoperable with
GSM. In the U.S., the HPTs will work with the American
Digital Standard (ADS), Advanced Mobile Phone Service
(AMPS), or Odyssey. The Odyssey HPT will meet all of the
communication system design driver requirements listed in
the previous section.
Gateway Stations
The Gateway station shall provide the connection
between the Odyssey satellite link and the PSTNs in each
region. Most calls will be directed to the local PSTN. Long
distance calls will be directed to the designated long
distance PSTN in the Gateways region. The rare Odyssey
to Odyssey calls will be routed to the appropriated Odyssey
Gateway station through dedicated inter-Gateway leased
lines.
The gateway also provides all of the signal process-
ing for the Odyssey system.
Each gateway station will be equipped with four lO-
ft tracking antennas which are separated by 30 kin. Three
of the antennas may be simultaneously communicating with
as many satellites.
The fourth antenna will be available to acquire an
additional satellite, so that handover of responsibility from
one satellite to another can take place without a gap in
communications. The fourth antenna can also serve a
diversity function in the event of heavy rainfall, since rain
cells are typically much less than 30 km in diameter.
Payload Design
Odyssey incorporates a conventional 19 channel
architecture for both the forward and return links. Redun-
dancy paths are not shown. In the return link each of the
19 receive beams will be fed to low noise amplifiers (LNA),
upconverted to Ka-band, amplified by a high power ampli-
fier or TWTA, and then directed to the Ka-band base station
antenna.
The forward link will be the complement of the
return link. The Ka-band signal will be received from the
base station antenna, down converted, filtered, amplified
and directed to the S-band antenna. No feed networks are
required for antenna beam shaping. Each transmit channel
will be connected to a power amplifier hybrid network to
allow for maximum loading of beams in high traffic areas.
A simplified block diagram of the transponder is shown in
Figure 5.
Fi_,ure 5: Odyssey Payload Block Diasram
All communication processing is performed on the
ground, simplifying the design of the payload on the
satellite. This "bent pipe" system also has the advantage of
allowing different communication formats to be routed
through the Odyssey satellite to accommodate various
regional demands. The "bent pipe" design also gives the
Odyssey system the capability of updating the communica-
tion formats with future developments in communication
technology.
Spacecraft Deslgn
The spacecraft platform will be derived from the
TRW Advanced Bus development program (see figure 6).
TRW has constructed a test bed to demonstrate the Ad-
vanced bus design. This new TRW Advanced Bus concept
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Fi_,ure 6: Odyssey Satellite
is successfully being used on several newsatellite programs,
including NASA's Total Ozone Mapping Satellite (TOMS).
TRW is also drawing on its experience from building fleet
spacecraft systems such as the U.S. Navy's FLTSATCOM
(provides worldwide mobile fleet communications) and
NASA's Tracking and Data Relay System (TDRS). Also TRW
has been performing studies for NASA on upgrading the
TDRS Satellites.
The L-band reflector is approximately 2.25 meters
and the S-band reflector is 1.4 meters in diameter. Two Ka-
band antennas are gimbal mounted on the Earth-facing
panel. The spacecraft points the S and L-band antennas by
body steering. Solar Arrays are kept pointed toward the sun
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by use of single axis solar array drives. The satellites are
launched two at a time on an Atlas II and Ariane 4.
The effects of the radiation environment have been
analyzed for the Odyssey satellite. The Van Allen belts the
major source of potentially damaging ionizing radiation.
The selected Odyssey orbit puts the satellites between the
outer and inner Van Allen Belts (Figure 7). Solar flares are
another source of radiation. Flares are relatively more
hazardous to geostationary satellites because the flares are
deflected by the Earth's magnetic field. The Odyssey solar
arrays, electronic components, and shielding have been
Figure 7: Orbit Position Relative to Van Allen Belts
selected and sized to tolerate the radiation environment for
a 10 year mission. New TRW designs in solar arrays and
electronic component assemblies has kept the weight of
these components to a minimum.
Odyssey Constellation Landmass Coverage
Each satellite's multibeam antenna pattern divides
its assigned coverage re#on into a set of contiguous cells.
The total area visible to a satellite will have regions of
significant population density, and regions with few sub-
scribers. Consequendy, the satellite antennas are designed
to provide coverage to only a portion of the total area visible
to the satellite. The antennas are fixed mounted to the
satellite body. During the period that a satellite is assigned
to a particular region, the satellite attitude is controlled so
that the antennas remain pointed in the desired direction.
Steering the antennas is a key feature of Odyssey which
provides a unique benefit: telephone calls are never handed
over from satellite to satellite and circuits are seldom passed
from beam to beam. This avoids what can be a major
communications synchronization problem for LEO satellites
which frequendy handover telephone calls from satellite to
satellite.
Considerable study has been applied to the defini-
tion of the 9 service areas to cover the Earth (figure 8). At
any time most of the satellites provide primary service to
these regions. Additional satellites are used for the transi-
Fisure 8: Od_tsse_t Landmass coverage Areas
tion before a satellite moves on to the next assigned region.
Traffic builds up on the approaching satellite while traffic
wanes on the receding satellite. Cellular telephone calls
typically last for only two to three minutes. Therefore, with
coverage overlap of approximately 10 minutes, most calls
will be completed before satellite coverage will be removed.
Each satellite will be visible over any region for almost two
hours, but will be onlyused during intervals that provide the
highest elevation angles (typically 60 to 70 minutes). If
responsibility for a region is shared among two or more
satellites, multiple ground stations will be required. With
the full constellation of 12 satellites, a minimum line-of-sight
elevation angle of 30 degrees can be guaranteed to at least
one of the satellites visible in every location more than 95%
of the time. The satellite body steering of the S and L-band
antennas provides considerable flexibility for defining ser-
vice areas to match demand.
Capacity
The capacity of an individual satellite beam is
governed by both thermal noise and "self noise" of the
spread spectrum system. The capacity of each satellite is
approximately 2300 voice circuits. Since the 12-satellite
Odyssey constellation can provide dual satellite coverage of
any region, the system capacity relative to a region like
CONUS will be 4600 voice circuits.
With the basic constellation of 12 satellites, Odys-
sey will support 2.3 million subscribers worldwide. At least
one voice circuit must be provided for each 100 subscribers
to avoid call blockage during times of peak demand.
Coverage could be expanded by increasing the number of
satellites. Use of a synchronous waveform and otl.hogonal
codes could further extend the number of voice channels.
A combination of these methods could multiply the capacity
by a factor of eight. These techniques could increase the
theoretical Odyssey subscriber population to 18.4 million.
Elevation Anoles
Perhaps the most important advantage of the Od-
yssey orbits is high view angles. Two Odyssey satellites will
be visible anywhere in the world at all times. This dual
coverage leads to high line-of-sight elevation angles, thereby
minimizing obstructions by terrain, trees and buildings.
Figure 9 shows the elevation angles for GEt, LEO, and
Odyssey (MEt) satellites. Geostationary satellites provide
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attractive view angles at latitudes near the equator, but very
low view angles at high latitudes. This is illustrated at the
top of Figure 9 for GEO. LEO satellites the influence of
latitude and longitude is continuously varying since the
satellites are moving relative to the Earth. Therefore LEO
satellites would provide relatively low view angles most of
the time as shown for the LEO system on the left side of
Figure 9. But for the Medium Earth Orbit Odyssey the view
angles average 45 to 55 degrees at all latitudes. With the
full constellation, a minimum line-of-sight elevation angle of
30 (depending on user latitude) can be guaranteed to at
least one satellite more than 95% of the time. This is a major
benent to the user since obstructions from trees, buildings
and terrain can be avoided and less link margin is required
in the communications link budget.
Demand for Mobile Comm Service
We also remember that communications is a service
business. Provision of economical and quality service is
essential. Service rates are an important factor which
determines the success of any mobile satellite business. We
get some insight into the economic elasticity of mobile
communications service by looking at two segments: Cellu-
lar and INMARSAT. After 16 years INMARSAT has 18,000
subscribers paying an average rate of $7.50 per minute.
Cellular, after 8 years, has 17.6 million subscribers paying an
average service rate of $0.83 per minute. This suggests that
decreasing prices by a factor of 10 increases demand by a
factor of 1000. TRW has performed market surveys with
4300 participants. The data from this survey confirms the
shape of this elasticity in the vicinity of the cellular prices.
The survey also shows strong demand for a universal
satellite based service. The Odyssey service cost is based on
$0.65 per minute and a subscriber base of one to two million
subscribers. At higher service rates we would expect a sharp
drop in the number of subscribers, which may not suffi-
ciently support a business of this magnitude
Basic Market Areas
TRW has defined four segments which we are
continuing to examine for the Odyssey service. We are also
in the process of quantifying the demand for each group.
These groups are:
Corporate and government users who have a compel-
ling need for continuous service over wide regions
- The second group is business travelers, both national
and international roamers who lack service because of
technical or "political" incompatibilities
- Residents of sparsely populated regions who will never
receive cellular service because there are not enough
subscribers to pay for the infrastructure
- Citizens of nations which lack communications infra-
structure and would benefit from wireless communica-
tions.
Odyssey would provide high priority service for
premium customers who require reliable mobile communi-
cations via a small HPT. Subscribers can have a single
telephone which roves with them and doesn't require SIMM
cards or special access codes. Odyssey provides the
advantage over cellular of access at any location within the
Odyssey service regions, almost anywhere in the world.
Cellular wireless service is only available in metropolitan
regions. Areas where the population is less than 40 to 50
people per square mile cannot be economically supported
by Cellular systems. Many different standards prevent use
of a cellular telephone outside of the country of origin. In
many parts of the world even wire line service is not
available. Odyssey would provide communications service
without concern for cellular incompatibility or lack of
corresponding agreements. Odyssey is designed to provide
high quality service. Odyssey employs large cells, up to 800
km (500 miles in diameter) over regions 4000 km across.
Furthermore, calls are not switched or handed offto another
satellite, minimizing the risk of call dropout. Odyssey
requires virtually no handovers and subscribers will not
experience processing delays or cease to function. Other
systems may need to desynchronize frequendy.
The best news for the subscriber is that the service
rates would be competitive with cellular. From an commu-
nications operators perspective one of the strengths of the
Odyssey system is the extraordinary flexibility for adjusting
service regions. Odyssey can provide expanded capacity in
areas where the demand is greatest.
Odyssey's Relationship With Telecoms
Odyssey will establish strategic service partner-
ships with several telephone companies in order to cooper-
ate with operators in every country. Odyssey would be a
natural extension of the existing infrastructure. Odyssey
would provide access to many potential customers who are
currendy out of reach. Odysseywould expand the customer
base and reduce total investment cost in many cases. The
Odyssey business plan presumes that many telephone
companies around the world would participate in the
service, distribution, operations and investment. We antici-
pate that a private prospectus will be offered later this year.
Odyssey Schedule
The Odyssey program has been fashioned to be the
"first to market" with personal communications by satellite.
The pacing element is regulatory approvals from the FCC.
All business arrangements will be contingent on the U.S.
regulatory approval since the U.S. is potentially the largest
market for mobile communications. The conventional
Odysseysatellites are designed for a three year development
time after FCC approval. The relatively small number of
satellites would be dual launched in one year using two
different launch vehicles for diversity.
Concludin_o Remarks
New frequency allocations for Mobile Satellite
Service (MSS) were approved at WARC'92. Regulatory
approval will open the way for a new era of universal
personal communications by satellite. Economic viability of
MSS, however, will depend on the most cost effective
solutions to satellite architecture. The most notable benefits
of Odyssey system will be:
- Low life cycle capital cost:fewer, simpler, longer life
satelht'es & feux.'r base stations
- Flexible, reconfigurable worldwide coverage
- Continuous, reliable, uninterrupted service: higher view
angles, no cell-to-ceU handover
- High quality voice transmission: digital spread spectrum
with imperceptible delay
- Subscriber convenience: inexpensive, easy to use, cellular
compatible handset
- Competitive service rates: spectrum sharing
- Low space segment risk: Straightfomoard bent pipe
transponder _th proven hardware
- Manageablesatelliteoperations:fewermovingparts.
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Abstract (full paper will be provided at the Conference)
Inmarsat has been providing near global mobile satellite communications since 1982 and
Inmarsat terminals are currently being used in more than 130 countries. The terminals have been
reduced in size and cost over the years and new technology has enabled the recent introduction of
briefcase sized personal telephony terminals (Inmarsat-M). This trend continues and we are likely
to see Inmarsat handheld terminals by the end of the decade. These terminals are called Inmarsat-P
and this paper focuses on the various elements required to support a high quality service to
handheld terminals. The main system elements are:
The handheld terminals
The space segment with the associated orbits
The gateways to terrestrial networks.
It is both likely and desirable that personal handheld satellite communications will be
offered by more than one system provider and this competition will ensure strong emphasis on
service quality and cost of ownership.
The handheld terminals also have to be attractive to a large number of potential users, and
this means that the terminals must be small enough to fit in a pocket. Battery lifetime is another
important consideration, and this coupled with radiation safety requirements limits the maximum
radiated EIRP. The terminal G/T is mainly constrained by the gain of the omnidirectional antenna
and the noise figure of the RF front end (including input losses).
Inmarsat has examined, with the support of industry, a number of Geosynchronous
(GSO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite options for the provision
of a handheld mobile satellite service. This paper describes the key satellite and orbit parameters
and tradeoffs which affect the overall quality of service and the space segment costing. The paper
also stresses not only the importance of using and sharing the available mobile frequency band
allocations efficiently, but also the key considerations affecting the choice of feeder link bands.
The design of the gateways and the terrestrial network is critical to the overall viability of
the service, and this paper also examines the key technical parameters associated with the Land
Earth Stations (LES), which act as gateways into the Public Switched Telephone Network
(PSTN). These not only include the design tradeoffs associated with the LES, but also the
different terrestrial network interface options.
The paper concludes with a brief description of the satellite propagation conditions
associated with the use of handheld terminals. It describes how the handheld results in a number
of propagation impairments which are not common to the previous measurements associated with
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vehiclemountedantennas.Thesemeasurementsindicatethatthereisacomplextradeoffbetween
link marginandtheelevationangleto thesatellitewhichhasasignificantimpacton thespace
segmentrequirementsandcosting.
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Abstract : The European Space Agency is presently procuring an L band payload in order to
promote a regional European L band system coping with the specific needs of the European market.
The payload, and the two comnulnications systems to be supported, are described below. The
potential nmrket fi)r EMS in Europe is discussed.
1 - INTRODUCTION.
The European Space Agency has developed and
launched elements of the first generation of Global
L-band satellites in the early 80's (MARECS-A
launched in 1981 and MARECS-B2 in 1984). From
1983 onwards, in the framework of the PROSAT
programme, extensive theoretical and experimental
work in the field of mobile satellite comnmnications
was carried out, resulting in the design of two Land
Mobile Satellite Conmmnication sytems and in the
development of the EMS payload to be embarked on
the ITALSAT-2 satellite due for launch by mid-1995.
2 - EMS PAYLOAD
The optimisation of the space segment is a key issue
for a competitive land mobile voice service as the space
segment cost is predominant.This leads to the
requirement for efficient use of the radiated power
from the correct orbital position over the useful
coverage only. For Europe, an edge of coverage gain
of about 26 dB can be achieved with a _i,lgle beam
from a 13 deg east orbital position. Another key
element is the possibility to reuse the L-Band
spectrum from this orbital position through the use of
CDMA techniques. A Eurobeam for the feeder link
at Ku band offers the possibility of having a VSAT
station as Hub. The EMS payload consists of two
transponders connecting the Fixed Earth Stations
(FESs) at Ku-band with the Mobile Earth Stations
(MESs) at L-band and vice versa. The main
clmracteristics of the EMS payload are summarised
below:
Feederlink : Ku-band
Mobile link : L-band
L-band : 42.5 dBW
L-band G/T : -2 dB/K
Ku-band G/T : -1.4 dB/K
Usehd bandwidth : 12 MHz
Payload DC power : 400 W
Payload Mass : 60 kg
EMS characteristics
In order to facilitate coordination with other L-band
satellite networks and to allow flexible handling of
the payload capacity, the total useful bandwith has
been divided into independent sub-bands. In the
fl)rward link the total useful bandwidth consists of
three 4 Mliz bands.lu the return link, where the
interference problems are most acute, each of the
above three bands has been further divided into four
ch'mnels each, of I Mhz, referred to as "virtual
transponders". Each virtual transponder can be
remotely and independently switched on or off and its
gain adjusted. Channel filtering is achieved by using
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SAW technology at an IF frequency of about 140
MHz.
Two separate offset L-band antennas are used for
transmit and receive, reusing the ITALSAT F-2
Ka-band elliptical reflectors ( projected aperture
diameter: 2m ) and dedicated L-band four "cup" feeds.
RHC and LHC circular polarisations are provided.
The typical coverage is shown in Figure 1. Assuming a
nominal voice channel E1RP of 19 dBW, 600
channels can be served simultaneously (including voice
activation factor).
3 - PROPOSED MOBILE SYSTEMs
(see Refs. 1 and 2)
Two baseline systems are foreseen to be operated via
EMS:
A-The Low-data-rate PRODAT-2 system.
The PRODAT-2 system is the operationnal evolution of
the experimental PRODAT system which has been
successfully tested and demonstrated in Europe under
the responsibility of the European Space Agency
between mid-1987 and end 1992 (Ref l).The main
characteristics are very similar and the experience
gained during the trial phase together with the
evolution of the market has provided scope for
optimisation of the system. The system is an open,
centralised and modular system in which the fixed user
is connected to the Hub via the public net_vork, either
directly or via national or regional concentrators (see
Fig. 2). Link characteristics are given below:
-Store and forward
-Forward link:BPSK/TDM 1500 bit/s
-Return link: CDMA/OQPSK 600bit/s
-Adaptatlve block coding with ARQ
-Omnidirectiomml mobile antenna
-10 W RF power
PRODAT-2 main characteristics
-The basic communication functions are retained (Bi-
directional messaging, broadcast, request/reply and
polling). The public network access to the Hub is
compatible with CCITI" X400 recommendations in
addition to conventlonnal fax/telex links. Several other
improvements have been implemented to cope better
with users requirements. The PRODAT-2 system is
now ready for demonstration, for which a pre-series of
fully industrialised MES's (including a GPS card for
position determination) are available. The two
manufacturers (liAR-Italy and PESA-Spain) are
ready to produce MES's at competitive prices.
B- The Mobile Satellite Business Network _ISBN)
voice and data system
The present MSBN definition is the result of many
detailed studies including market surveys, and
in-depth technical evaluation. The basic MSBN
concept represented in figure 3. shows that a fixed
user has direct access to his fleet of mobiles through
his own VSAT station installed on his premises and
pointed towards EMS. The VSAT station operates at
Ku-band and the mobile station at L-band. The
MSBN system uses quasi-synchronised CDMA access
techniques in both directions over the satellite
link.(see Ref 3). The choice of CDMA eases the
coordination with other satellite systems and is
particularly suited to the PMR (Private Mobile Radio)
concept where all the independant networks share a
common bandwidth resource without the need for
network coordination. The synchronisation of the
transmissions in both directions allows a greater
munber of sinndtaneous users due to the drastic
reduction in the self-noise level. Also,the mobile
receiver acquisition is eased as a synchronisation
signal is continuously tran_smitted providing chip, code
and carrier synchronisation. In the basic
configuration, a pair of channels (codes) are allocated
to each business network in a star configuration, and
those channels are shared between the MES's under
the VSAT station control to handle up to about 125
trucks under average traffic conditions. It should be
noted that the system allows for a modular growth of
the communication capabilities of the VSAT station
according to the growing needs of the transport
company. On the other hand, a VSAT station may be
shared by more than one company to reduce costs to
smaller companies. The link characteristics of MSBN
are given below:
-L-band mobile link
-Both link uses CDMA Quasi Synchronised
-QPSK at 867 KChip/s
-Voice at 6.4 Kbit/s
-Data at 2.4 Kbit/s
-Couvolutional and block coding
-Steered mobile antenna with 11 dB
gain (see refs. 4 and 5)
-10 W RF in transmit
MSBN main characteristics.
An experimental MSBN network is presently under
procurement by the Agency, and one FES
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manufactured by SAlT (Belgium) and 14 MES's from
Fiar (Italy) and PESA (Spain) will be avaih, ble for
tests and demonstration by the end of 1993, using the
Marecs-A satellite.
4-SERVICES AND COMPETITION
Market surveys have revealed an urgent need in
Europe for specialised mobile services for the business
world, as distinct from public services offered by
Public Telecommunications Operators (PTO's). Ill the
international road-transport sector, for instance, the
needs are particularly pressing. Companies that
operate fleets of vehicles transporting goods across
Europe are very anxious to maintain instant
communications with their vehicles wherever they are.
With the opening of borders towards Central and
Eastern Europe, the satellite now appears as the only
practical way to provide mobile services to those
countries on a significant scale.
The poor telecommunication infrastructure of eastern
European countries also justifies the need for portable
terminals either for data and/or voice services to help
interactive businesses.
The actual mobile satellite services being introduced
mainly by the PTO's in Europe are I,mmrsat's
standard-C and Eutelsat's Euteltracs. It is clear that
even if the trans-border communication services
offered are unique in Europe, their market
penetration rate is rather slow. The reasons for this
might be marketing, too high tarifs, inadequacy of
performances vis-a-vis user requirements or simply an
hnmature market.Both systems have a centralised
approach imposing the use of public networks to
connect the fixed user to the satellite system. The start
of these services ahead of EMS is not considered as a
handicap but rather a preparation of the market for
satellite services. Other competition will come t'rom tile
digital European cellular system GSM which is
presently being introduced. The prices of mobile
terminals will certainly be lower than satellite
terminals due to the economies of scale, but the
flexibility and the service prices can easily be
challenged by a well-designed regional satellite system.
5 - ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL
SUBSCRIBERS
Awareness of the addressable market and definition of
the potential user profiles are fl, ndamental if _,
successful and profitable Land Mohile Satellite System
is to be implemented. A correct market segmentation
allows both the definition of
systems/products/services that suit the various user
requirements and the formulation of appropriate
marketing messages directed to the various segments,
aiming at differentiating the system/service/product
with respect to the various competitors. A study
performed by Telespazio for the Agency (see Ref. 6)
has evaluated the potential subscribers to EMS,
lhniting the analysis to the addressable potential
terrestrial user. The methodology persued included
the following steps:
(a) Assessment of present population of the
various user segments.
(b) Assessment of the future population
(1995 to 2005)
(c) Assessment of the potential users
(interested in mobile communication
services irrespective of the telecommunication
system, terrestrial or satellite).
(d) Assesment of the addressable users
(interested in LMSS communication
services).
(e) Assessment of the potential
subscribers for EMS specifically.
Estimates of potential users interested in mobile
communications services in Europe in 1995 and 2005
are given below:
Pot,r_iai _em (zlO00)
Year 1995 2006
Trucks 2000 2687
I_llway=
=.u,m0,,=,,=h,* 69 76
a,=d-_,,, 962 1231
Profoulonal 9000 9460
Travels
Data collection
& 840 1023
Monitoring Appl.
Csr Rental 34 46
12!
Rescue Users tbd tbd
Buses 92 107
12/
Total 12997 14630
[1] Tn_:ks >3t
[21 Only #al/sn users
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The potential truck user include only those having
capacities greater than 3 tons. For the other user
groups, the entire future population of users has been
assumed (data regarding rescue users were not
available). It is worth noting that the end-user prices
assumed in the baseline forecast for the voice and data
service on EMS, have been determined oil the basis of
the end-user prices of terrestrial celhdar systems with
the addition of a price for the satellite services. The
prices considered have beet) :
Terminal Prices ($) :
data :2200
voice :3500
End-User Prices ($)
Subscription charege :32
Data charge :0.285kbit
Voice charge :1S/rain.
Finally, the potential EMS subscribers have heen
determined on the basis of service introduction time in
the market and competition from other LMSS system.
The figure below shows the growth curves for EMS
potential subscribers per basic service.
POTENTIAL SUBSCRIBERS OF EMS
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6-IMPLEMENTATION SCENARIO
The deployment of any telecommunication system
generally invoh'es answering at least two major
questions:
-How will the system be hnplemented ?
-How will the system be operated ?
Key points of the physical hnplementation of any
LMSS are :
Space segment. Identification of its
characteristics and availability of the in-orbit
capacity and backup capacity.
Network deployment. Determination of various
phases to make the system operative.
In order to prepare the market,an interim PRODAT-2
low data rate service will be provided using Marecs-A
residual capacity. Then, the EMS payload embarked
on Italsat F-2 will be available in orbit by mid-1995.
Backup capacity will be provided by the LLM
(L-band Land Mobile) payload to be embarked on
ARTEMIS, with a launch in 1996.
As far as network deployment is concerned, it
depends primarily on constraints dictated by the
technical and marketing/commercial analysis. In
particul.ar, three main stages have been highlighted
with reference to technical and operational
considerations:
a) Test and demonstration of the
system. This is aimed at validating the
system from the both performance and
operational capability standpoints.
b) Pilot project (Pre-operational phase).
This is aimed at refining the system. In
addition, it is directed primarily at
promotiug the system and validating it
from an operational viewpoint.
c) Operalional Phase. This phase is
divided into two steps :
(lst) Private Network
(2nd) Public Network
The rationale for this choice is based on to both
market analysis and Operational considerations. A
reasonable date for Public Service introduction might
be 1996.
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7 - CONCLUSIONS REFERENCES
The future European Mobile system making use of a
piggy-backed payload on a f'Lxedcommunication
satellite has been presented and the various inherent
elements described. The design selected has been
carefuly matched to the requirements of the main
potential user groups that have been identified. The
chosen options allow problems related to the
coordination with other satellite systems to be
overcome from an interference point of view.
Moreover, the regional system described can compete
with other mobile telecommunication services and can
be profitable for the system operator. Even if modest
in size, EMS also will open a new market for the
European mobile and VSAT stations manufacturers
and the associated value-added service providers.
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ABSTRACT
Propagation characteristics of land
mobile satellite communications chan-
nels have been investigated actively in
recent years [1], [2], [3]. Information of
propagation characteristics associated
with multipath fading and shadowing is
required to design commercial land
mobile satellite communications sys-
tems, including protocol and error cor-
rection method. CRL (Communications
Research Laboratory) has carried out
propagation measurements using the
Engineering Test Satellite-V (ETS-V) at
L band (1.5 GHz) through main roads in
Japan by a medium gain antenna with
an autotracking capability. This paper
presents the propagation statistics ob-
tained in this campaign.
INTRODUCTION
Expressways, by which almost all
main cities are connected, play a very
important role for land transportation in
Japan. Since vegetative shadowing and
blockage due to buildings are rare along
expressways, satellite communication
services such as voice, video and mes-
sage transmission are suitable over wide
areas in Japan. CRL carried out propa-
gation measurements through main ex-
pressways and several ordinary roads,
which totaled more than 4,000 km. This
paper presents the propagation charac-
teristics in this campaign, especially, sta-
tistical characteristics of receiving signal
power and non-fade/fade durations.
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
A continuous wave (1.5 GHz band)
transmitted from the geostationary ETS-
V satellite was received by an electroni-
cally steerable 19-element phased array
antenna with about 12 dBi antenna gain.
This antenna is controlled by two vehi-
cle's directional sensors: an optical fiber
gyroscope and a geomagnetic sensor
[4]. Since receiving signal power is sam-
pled every 6.28 cm by pulses that are
generated at the wheel axle of a test van,
propagation characteristics are meas-
ured independently of the van's speed.
Satellite elevation angles along these
roads are about 40 to 50 degrees.
Figure 1 shows experimental routes in
this campaign and Table 1 shows typical
examples of environmental conditions.
Figure 2 shows the measurement van
running on an expressway.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Based on a given threshold of a sig-
nal level, it can be determined whether a
propagation channel is on a fade state
(below the threshold) or a non-fade state
(above the threshold). When the thresh-
old is less than -5 dB, fade states are
mainly caused by obstacles such as
overpasses and guideposts along roads.
Figure 3 shows examples of distributions
313of obstacles in expressways.
Receiving Signal Power
Figure 4 shows cumulative distribu-
tions of receiving signal power with re-
spect to the line-of-sight level. Since ev-
ery curves are straight in the range of
about -2 to 2 dB, probability density dis-
tributions are Gaussian distributions in
this range. This distribution corresponds
to Rician distribution with high SN ratio
(large Rice factor). Between about -4 dB
and system noise level (about -25 dB),
every curves have moderate inclinations
and are fixed, especially in expressways
data. In this range, the fades are mainly
caused by shadowing and blockage.
The propagation channel in express-
ways has a stronger tendency to be
classified into two states (available or
unavailable for communication) than in
ordinary roads. Two states correspond
to a line-of-sight condition and a block-
age condition due to man-made struc-
tures such as overpasses and tunnels.
Since most satellite links are power-
limited, a large fade margin above 5 dB
to combat shadowing and blockage is
ineffective for providing acceptable
services. When the fade margin is 5 dB,
satellite communication services are
available at least about 90 % of the total
distance in expressways, even though
including tunnels.
resented by a combination of two log-
normal distributions with different mean
values and deviations [3], [5], as follows.
P.D.F.(In(x))
1 1 r (In(x)-In(m°)) 2
=wo._._expl 2G°2
1 { (In(x)-In(m'))2 _+wl._exp - 2 G12
for x > 6.28(cm) (1)
where w0 and Wl are weight factors
(w0+wl=l), m0 and ml are mean val-
ues, and G0 and _1 are standard devia-
tions of each log-normal distribution
term. The factor nf is normalizing factor
for truncated log-normal distribution.
In ordinary roads, the probability of
non-fade duration longer than 100 m is
less than 10 % within all non-fade states,
but in expressways, it exhibits 10~50 %
probability, as shown in Figure 5 (b).
Moreover, expressways data show that
durations longer than 1 km exhibit 5 %
probability on an average.
Fade Duration Distribution
Non-fade/Fade DuraUon DisbibutJon
Non-fade Duration Distribution
In Figure 5, cumulative distributions
of non-fade durations for different thresh-
old levels and measuring conditions are
presented, respectively. The ordinate is
Gaussian scale and shows the proba-
bility of non-fade duration exceeding the
abscissa value. Characteristics of these
measured curves are almost independ-
ent of the threshold level except the
threshold of -3 dB, which include level
fluctuation due to thermal noise and
antenna tracking error under a line-of-
sight condition, as shown in Figure 5 (a),
and the probability density function
(PDF) of non-fade durations in both ordi-
Figure 6 shows cumulative distribu-
tions of fade durations for different
threshold levels and measuring condi-
tions. Characteristics of these curves are
almost independent of the threshold
level except -3 dB threshold level as
shown in the non-fade duration case.
Since expressways have obstacles
of two specific lengths in overpasses and
tunnels, these curves have large inclina-
tion at durations of both about 10 m and
1 km, as shown in Figure 6 (a), (c).
Therefore, the curves do not fit such
simple model as that in non-fade dura-
tions. In ordinary roads, however, the
PDF of fade durations can be approxi-
mated very well with the model of
equation (1). Especially in rural and
nary roads and expressways can be rep- suburban areas that are mainly shad-
3]4
owed by trees, the PDF are almost
straight lines in log-log scale, as shown
in Figure 6 (b). Therefore, the PDF can
be also represented by an exponential
function,
P.D.F.(x) =a.x -° (2)
where a and D are constant values. To
study complex structures in nature, the
terminology '°fractal" is recently used in
many aspects of physical phenomena.
This characteristics of fade duration
correspond to fractal dimension of D.
Non-fade/Fade State Transition
Frequency
For designing of communications
protocol or error correction method, it is
useful to know how frequently commu-
nications channels are interrupted.
Table 2 shows frequency of transition
from non-fade state to fade state per
kilometer and a ratio of total durations of
fade states to the total measuring dis-
tance. The transition frequencies on ex-
pressways are less than that on ordinary
roads by about five times. Even if vehi-
cle's speed on expressways is twice
larger than that on ordinary roads, transi-
tion frequency per minute is less than
that on ordinary roads by twice on an av-
erage.
CONCLUSIONS
Measured data show that propaga-
tion channels in expressways can be
classified into two states. Two states cor-
respond to a line-of-sight condition and a
blockage condition due to overpasses
and tunnels. When the fade margin is 5
dB, satellite communication services are
available at least about 90 % of the total
distance. Distributions of non-fade dura-
tions can be approximated by the combi-
nation of two log-normal distributions,
and distributions of fade durations can
be approximated by a simple exponen-
tial function, especially in rural areas.
Expressways data also show that non-
fade states exhibit durations of longer
age. This value is larger than that on
ordinary roads by about ten times.
Moreover, non-fade/fade states transition
frequency is about five times less than
that on ordinary roads. Therefore, ex-
pressways in Japan are more suitable
for land mobile satellite communications
services.
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Total measuring distance
about 4,000 km
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Figure 1. Experimental routes in this campaign.
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Table 1. Typical examples of environmental conditions.
Data Route Total General Environmental
Name* Name Dislance (kin) Conditions
EWl Toumei 400.7 Hilly terrain, infrequent shadowing
by overpasses and guideposts.
EW2 Hokuriku 495.2 Mountainous terrain, infrequent
shadowing by overpasses and tunnels.
EW3 Kan-etsu 254.3 Hilly terrain, infrequent shadowing
by overpasses and tunnels.
EW4 Chugoku 566.1 Mountainous terrain, shadowing by
overpasses, tunnels and trees.
EW5 Kyushu 331.2 Mountainous terrain, shadowing by
.. overpasses, tunnels and trees.
EW6 Tohoku 681.0 Hilly terrain, infrequent shadowing
by overpasses and g_uideposts.
OR1 Chiba City 25.7 Urban roads, frequent shadowing
by buildings and overpasses.
OR2 Route 356 101.5 Suburban roads, infrequent shadowing
& 16 by utility poles, guideposts and trees.
OR3 Route 106 108.7 Rural roads through hilly terrain,
shadowing by trees and tunnels.
OR4 Route 5, 243.5 Rural roads including hilly terrain,
37 & 230 shadowin_ by trees and tunnels.
i
Note: * "EW" is an expressway and "OR" is an ordinary road.
3]6
Figure 2. Measurement van running on an expressway.
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Figure 3. Distributions of obstacles in expressway.
Table 2. Ratio of total duration of fade states to the total measuring distance and
transition frequency from non-fade state to fade state with -5 dB threshold level.
Data Fade States
Name Ratio (%)
Non-fade/Fade States
Tran_on Frequency
(counts/km)
EWl 3.35 3.33
EW2 13.60 0.97
EW3 8.82 1"186
EW4 8.76 18110
EW5 10.02 10.74
EW6 " 2.88 .......2'.37
OR1 21.46 62.01
OR2 1.70 23.34
OR3
OR4
11.48
5.14
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ABSTRACT
An experiment is described in which
measurements are made on the satellite-mobile
channel at L and S bands. A light aircraft
carrying a c.w. beacon is flown at elevation
angles of 40, 60 & 80 degrees to a mobile
receiver. The signal strength at the mobile is
recorded in open, urban, suburban & tree
shadowed environments. This data is then
analyzed to produce statistics for the channel
with respect to frequency, elevation angle and
environment. Results are presented together
with a brief discussion, suggested
interpretation and conclusion.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade in both Europe and the
USA, interest in the development of a Land
Mobile Satellite Service (LMSS) and in
providing CD quality radio broadcasts from
satellites, has given rise to a requirement for
information on the satellite mobile channel at
low microwave frequencies. In Europe, the
use of satellites in Highly Elliptical Orbits
(HEO's) has been proposed for these systems
[1,2], as in these regions due to the low
elevation angle of geostationary satellites,
large margins are required to compensate for
signal fluctuations caused by natural or
man-made obstacles. It is assumed that a HEO
satellite system will require much lower
propagation margins, thus making a practical
system possible. WARC'92 has allocated
frequencies at about 1.5GHz (L-band) and
2.5GHz (S-band) for these services. The
University of Bradford (UoB), the United
Kingdom Radiocommunications Agency (UK-
RA) and the European Space Agency (ESA),
have for the last three years been collaborating
on an comprehensive narrowband channel
characterisation, involving measurement
campaigns at 1.556GHz and 2.619GHz, in
different physical environments using beacons
at a range of elevation angles to the mobile.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A light aircraft fitted with a suitable c.w.
beacon simulates the signal from the satellite.
Since the propagation statistics are both
elevation and environment dependent, the
aircraft is flown over selected terrains at
elevation angles to a ground mobile of 40, 60
and 80 degrees. The mobile receiver records
the varying signal strength at the vehicles
antenna in time synchronism with a vehicle
speed signal and position/altitude information.
The terrains were as follows:
Open rural
No obstructions to a line of sight path at any
elevation angle, open flat countryside for a
several hundred metres on each side of the
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road.
Urban
The city of Bradford, UK. Many buildings
close to the roadside of several stories. Short
section of urban freeway.
Suburban
Buildings of one or two storeys, set back
between 10 and 20 metres from the side of the
road.
Tree shadowed
Mature deciduous trees of varying density and
distance from the road. The statistics given
are for a typical mix or "composite" cover.
EQUIPMENT
A c.w. transmitter was located in a Rallye
235E light aircraft. At L-band this unit
consisted of a synthesiser operating at
1.556GHz and amplification to 0dBW. At S-
band a 1.309GHz synthesiser was used
together with a frequency doubler and again,
amplification to 0dBW. An antenna having a
gain of 2.8dB and a beamwidth of +45 ° of
boresight Was mounted under the tail of the
aircraft pointing directly down.
....r _,_',_..
15_uHz
_$732
I |
Figure l- Mobile receiver system
The mobile receiver system was as shown in
figure 1, it was identical for both frequencies
except for the frequency downconverter unit
which was appropriately configured to provide
an intermediate frequency suitable for input
into the commercial signal strength
measurement receiver (Anritsu ML518A). The
output from the receiver was a unipolar
voltage related to the received signal power,
which was recorded on an FM tape recorder.
The antenna on the mobile was identical to
that on the aircraft but pointing vertically
upwards. A unit was fitted to the mobile's
transmission so that the vehicle speed could be
recorded along with the signal envelope. Both
the aircraft and the mobile were fitted with
"DATATRAK" locator units, giving an output
of position every 1.6s accurate to +35m.
ANALYSIS
In the laboratory, the aircraft altimeter
recordings and navigational information from
the aircraft and the mobile is used to
determine areas in the signal strength
recordings at which the required elevation
angles occur. These portions of the tape are
digitised (both signal strength and vehicle
speed), and a statistical analysis is performed.
The amplitude of the recorded signal is
processed, generating a probability density
function (pdf)lerom Which a Cumulative
Density Function (CDF) is produced (first
order statistics). For the same data, the
duration of fades occurring at various levels
below the reference is determined, producing
information on level crossing rates, average
duration and distribution of fades (second
order statistics). However, before the first
and second order statistics are calculated a 20
wavelength sliding window is applied to the
data (due to experimental conditions), and a
0dB reference for the data of 1. ldB below the
99% level of the CDF is chosen. For in depth
documentation of the experimental system,
errors, referencing and analysis, [3] should be
consulted.
RESULTS
Only the CDF's for the four environments
at both L and S-bands will be presented here
in figures 2-5. An anticipated level of error
for the curves is __+0.7dB with an error in the
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determination of elevation angle at a
maximum of 2 degrees. Consideration of the
curves leads to the following comments.
Open rural (figure 2)
In an open environment, received signal
statistics show a general independence from
elevation angle and frequency, indeed, the
statistics say more about the characterisation
experiment than the channel. It is thought that
the small differences in the curves are due to
residual multipath generated by the varying
traffic density on each run.
Urban (figure 3)
The general form of the curves is as might be
expected, in that they show that larger
margins are required for a given availability at
S-band than for L-band. The CDF for an
angle of 80 degrees however, shows that for
availabilities in excess of 80% - 90% larger
margins are required at S-band, than might
have been anticipated. It is thought that this is
largely due to terrain culture close to the
vehicle. During the measurements it was
noticed that more significant signal
perturbation occurred when passing under
overhead road signs or utility poles at S-band
than at L-band. Certainly for S-band, the first
order statistics in urban areas do not present a
favourable margin for any system, it is almost
certain that in a practical system some form of
repeater would be needed. The margin
required at L-band is significantly smaller and
it may be that this alone would justify the
choice of a frequency of _ 1.5GHz as
opposed to _. 2.6GHz for these systems.
Suburban (figure 4)
In the suburban areas results which are
different in nature occur at L and S band, in
that at S band the curves are similar for all
elevation angles, indeed, the CDF's show
agreement within the limits of experimental
error up to 90% availability. The L band
curves show a difference for each elevation
angle. At present no explanation is offered for
this behaviour.
Tree shadowed (figure 5)
If it is borne in mind that the L-band
measurements were made with full dense
foliage and the S-band with no foliage, the
statistics show a significant worsening from L
to S band. Outside of urban areas, tree
shadowed routes pose a significant problem to
these systems. Much difficulty was
experienced in producing a set of curves
which may be said to form representative
statistics.
Open rural area data as "calibration"
It would be reasonable to expect that a back to
back test on an ideal transmit/receive
experimental system would result the
generation of a "brick wall" CDF, ie. a
change from no values occurring, to all values
occurring, at point which was related to the
signal level (ie. a dynamic range of fades of
0dB). In the case of the open rural area the
actual dynamic range of the measurement was
--2.6dB (1% of CDF to 99% of CDF) for
most cases. It is therefore suggested that as a
"first approximation" the S-band, 80 degree
curve on figure 2 be used to calibrate all
others. That is, for any given curve, in any
given environment, at any given % of the cdf,
the fade level to be considered is the fade
level obtained from the relevant graph minus
the equivalent fade level (for that given % of
the CDF) from the 80 degree open rural area
CDF. Table 1 of margins v availabilities has
been developed using this idea and is therefore
suggested as a guide for systems planning
purposes. It should be noted however that
these "margins v availability" apply strictly to
the curves presented here and are not intended
to be applied to cover all propagation effects.
CONCLUSIONS
In general, at both L and S bands, for a
given environment, an increase in satellite to
mobile elevation angle from 40 to 80 degrees
is accompanied by an improvement in primary
statistics. For a given elevation angle, as the
environment in which the mobile finds itself
changes from urban to suburban to open, so
here too the improvements in received signal
statistics mentioned above are also seen.
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The resultsindicate that, for NorthernEurope,
propagationproblemsassociatedwith
geostationarysatellitescould be significantly
reducedby usinga satellitesin a suitablehigh
elevationorbit. The maximumbenefitwould
beobtainedby usingL-band frequenciesfor
the mobile links, with a satelliteelevation
angle from the mobile asnear90° aspossible.
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Table 1 - Suggested Margins v Availability
AREA
URBAN
SUBURBAN
TREE SHADOWED
AVAIL
(_)
99
L-BAND
40 60
13.1 10.7
95 8.2
90 5.5
85 4.5
80 4.0
70 3.4
99 7.2
95 4.5
90 3.5
85 3.0
80 2.7
70 2.3
99 11.3
95 7.9
90 5,9
85 4.8
80 4.0
70 3.3
5.9
3.8
3.1
2.7
2.4
4.4
2.5
1.9
i.7
!.6
1.4
7.7
4.9
3.4
2.8
2.5
2.2
MARGIN (dB)
II
ELEVATION ((leg)
S-BAND
II 40 o I
8,1 17.3 15.4
1,3 12.5 11,0
80
13.0
6.7
0.9 10.1 8.7 4.3
5.8 4.8 2.40,7
2.2 12.5 10.8 9.2
1.4 6.7 6.0 6.3
!.1 5.1 4.5 5.2
1.0 4.4 3.9 4.7
0.9 3.9 3.5 4.2
0.8 3.3 3.0 3.6
4.1 9.0
2.0 5.2
1.5 3.8
1.4 3.2
1.3 2.8
2.51.2
12.6 10.5
6.3 5.7
4.7 4.2
4,0 3.6
3.6 3.3
3.1 2.8
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ABSTRACT
An overview of two planned propagation
campaigns employing land-mobile scenarios
with ACTS is presented. The campaigns will
be undertaken through a joint effort
involving The Johns Hopkins University,
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), The
University of Texas at Austin, Electrical
Engineering Research Laboratory (EERL),
and the NASA Lewis Research Center
(NASA LeRC). Propagation campaigns are
planned in Central Maryland in November
1993 (elevation angle _ 40 °) and in
Fairbanks, Alaska in June 1994 (elevation
angle ._ 8 °) employing a computer controlled
antenna tracking system located atop a van
containing a receiver/data acquisition
system. The antenna will track (in azimuth)
downlink transmissions at 19.914 GHz from
ACTS during the mobile propagation
measurements. The major objectives of the
campaigns are to measure the fade and
multipath effects of trees and terrain at 20
GHz for rural and suburban scenarios and to
extend existing models which were previously
validated at UHF to S-Band.
BACKGROUND
Since 1983, EERL and APL have undertaken
13 land-mobile propagation campaigns
involving transmitter platforms located on
stratospheric balloon, remotely piloted
aircraft, helicopters, and geostationary
satellites. An overview of the first eleven
experiments and other results are presented
in NASA Reference Publication 1274 [1]. The
earlier experiments were performed at UHF
(870 MHz) and the latter ones at UHF
and/or L-Band (1.5 GHz). In particular,
fading and multipath effects due to trees and
terrain were determined for rural and
suburban areas. These effects were examined
in open fields, along tree lined highways, and
in mountainous terrain. The results were
expressed in terms of distributions of fading,
fade and non-fade durations, and space
diversity. The fade distributions, for example,
provide information as to tile percentage of
distance travelled such that different
attenuation margin levels are exceeded. Such
information provides criteria for establishing
design fade margins for different driving
scenarios. Empirical models were developed
from which one is able to calculate the fade
distributions for roadside tree scenarios for
elevation angles ranging from 20 o to 60 ° and
frequencies ranging from UHF to S-Band.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF
PLANNED TESTS
The objective of the planned tests is to
execute systematic propagation
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measurementsat 20 GHz employingACTS in
Central Maryland and Fairbanks,Alaska. In
Central Maryland the elevation angleis 39°
and in Fairbanks,it is 8°. The rationale for
making measurementsin Central Maryland
employingACTS is to build on previous
LMSS measurementexperienceand
propagation resultsat UHF and L-Band
[2, 3]. Measurementswill be madealong the
samesystemof roads aspreviously examined.
The Alaska campaignwill enableexploration
of fading effectsfor low anglemeasurements
which include possiblescintillations. Results
at K-Band will representa natural extension
of previousonesat UHF and L-Band, where
frequencyscalingcriteria will be explored at
this new frequencyand elevation angle.
Empirical modelsdevelopedand validated for
UHF to S-Bandwill also be testedat
K-Band [4].
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL
CONFIGURATION
We plan to provide a tone generator at 3.373
GHz at the input the High Burst Rate, Link
Evaluation Terminal (HBR/LET)
upconverter located at NASA LeRC. This
will ultimately result in CW radiation at an
uplink frequency of 29.634 GHz and downlink
transmissions at frequency of 19.914 GHz.
Transmissions at this latter frequency will be
received by the mobile van located either in
Central Maryland or Fairbanks Alaska. In
Central Maryland, the east scan sector "Spot
Beam 10" should provide a peak EIRP of at
least 65 dBW. In Alaska we plan to use the
steerable antenna which will provide an
EIRP of approximately 55 dBW.
LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE
LMSS CONFIGURATION
The link parameters are listed in Table 1 for
both the Maryland and Alaska locations. A
15 cm diameter (_7 ° beamwidth) receiving
antenna is planned for use on the van.
Assuming a 400 Hz receiver bandwidth, the
carrier to noise ratios should be 58 dB in
Maryland and 47 dB in Alaska. For an 10 dB
carrier to noise ratio margin, fading effects
covering 48 and 37 dB dynamic ranges are
possible, respectively.
ANTENNA TRACKER SYSTEM
Shown in Figure 1 is a block diagram of the
antenna tracker system. The antenna and the
angular rate sensor (Block #1) rest on a
rotary table driven by a step-motor system
(Blocks #5-#7). When the vehicle under the
rotary table turns, the rate sensor develops
an output voltage proportional to the angular
turn rate (i.e., d0/dt). This voltage is
integrated (Block #2) giving another voltage
signal proportional to the turning angle 0.
This voltage signal is fed into a
voltage-to-frequency converter (Block #4)
(via a summing network (Block #3) to be
described shortly) whose output gives a series
of pulses at a frequency proportional to the
turning angle. These pulses and a direction
signal are, in turn, fed to the stepping motor
driver (Block #5) such that the rotary table
is driven in such a direction as to reduce the
turning angle 0. When the error angle
reduces to zero, no further pulses are injected
into the stepping motor driver. If the rate
sensor experienced no drift, the above
tracking loop would keep the rotary table
platform pointed in an approximate constant
azimuth direction maintaining zero error
angle.
Because the rate sensor has a slowly drifting
offset voltage, the table would slowly rotate
after about 30 seconds if no further controls
were applied. An up/down counter (Block
#8) and PC (Block #9) are used to derive
the absolute table position with respect to a
known reference position on the rotary table
(employing a home-switch). The above
mentioned drift offset is corrected
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approximately once per second by comparing
the average table direction with the average
direction from a flux-gate compass mounted
to the vehicle (Block #10) creating an offset
voltage which is interfaced with the PC
(Block #9). The resultant offset angle signal
established by the PC (Block #9) is fed via a
D/A interface to the summing circuitry
(Block #3). The offset compensates for the
rate sensor drift and when added to the
"apparent turning angle" (Block #2) gives
the "true turning angle," 0. The PC will also
contain software which mitigate fluxgate
compass errors caused by magnetic anomalies
due to the vehicle and roadside structures.
The elevation of the antenna is established by
locating the vehicle on a horizontal surface
and peaking the received signal radiated from
the satellite. It is expected that for the
planned roads to be traveled, the elevation
angle changes should be within 4-2 ° of the
nominal pointing angle. Since the beamwidth
is approximately 4-3.5 ° relative to the
pointing axis, a deviation of 4-2 ° in elevation
results in a received power loss of 4-1 dB
assuming a Gaussian beam pattern.
MOBILE RECEIVER SYSTEM
The mobile receiver system is depicted in
Figure 2 and shows a microwave spectrum
analyzer and frequency synthesizer at the
heart of the RF system. Other main
functional components are the
aforementioned antenna tracker system, a low
noise frequency downconverter, an
intermediate frequency stage with automatic
frequency control (AFC), and a PC based
data acquisition system. Ancillary sensors
give vehicle speed and direction.
The 19.914 GHz vertically polarized ACTS
pilot signal is focused by the antenna into the
waveguide feed of the RF front end. There
the 19.7-20.2 GHz low noise amplifier (LNA)
determines the noise temperature of the
receiver (430 K). After amplification, the
pilot signal is fed to the first mixer through a
bandpass filter, which eliminates image
sideband noise. The local oscillator is locked
to the same high-stability frequency reference
as the spectrum analyzer. The mixer output
(1.7-2.2 GHz) is again amplified and fed to
the IF system in the mobile van's interior.
There the Tektronix 2756P spectrum
analyzer in its non-sweeping mode is used as
a tunable receiver with a l0 MHz IF output.
Having a spectrum analyzer built into the
receiver also affords convenient trouble
shooting and signal acquisition. The 10 MHz
signal is first converted to 455 kHz and
finally to 10 kHz. At that frequency, a filter
bank of 11 analog filters with 100 Hz spacing
is used for AFC and keeps the satellite pilot
signal centered in the receiver. The AFC has
a 0.1 sec time constant. The 10 kHz signal is
also fed to a quadrature detector, converted
to base band, and low-pass filtered with a
200 Hz cutoff frequency. This results in a
receiver noise bandwidth of 400 Hz. The
in-phase and quadrature phase voltages are
amplified and sampled by the PC based data
acquisition system at a 1000 Hz rate. The
resulting data are stored on the computer's
hard disk, which has the capacity to hold
over four hours of continuous data. The time,
vehicle speed, and direction are stored once
every second. The antenna pointing
parameters are stored at a 5 Hz rate.
DOPPLER SHIFT CORRECTION
At a low elevation angle, the maximum
Doppler shift will be about 4- v/)_, where v is
the vehicle speed and )_ is the wavelength. At
20 GHz, a maximum shift of 4- 2000 Hz is
expected assuming a top speed of about 65
mph. The AFC voltage will be corrected by
an amount depending on the vehicle speed,
direction, and the satellite elevation angle.
The correction signal will be calculated by
the computer. This will ensure that the pilot
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signalalwaysreappearswithin the 4- 1000 Hz
AFC capture range.
SAMPLING RATE AND
BANDWIDTH
For L-Band measurements with azimuthally
omni-directional antennas and low gain on
the horizon, a signal bandwidth of 200 Hz
was found to be sufficient to capture the
dynamic behavior of the received signal
amplitude and phase variations and provide
enough fade margin while observing low
power satellite beacons. As a rule of thumb,
one should sample the standing wave field set
up by the interference between the direct
line-of-sight signal and the multipath
components at an interval of about A/8. This
condition was satisfied at L-Band (A = 20
cm) by the present system which achieved a
spatial sampling interval of 2.5 cm at a speed
of 55 mph. A similar argument can be made
about signal variations due to shadowing by
tree branches or utility poles. At 20 GHz (A
= 1.5 cm), an azimuthally omni-direction
antenna should mandate proportionally wider
bandwidths and higher sampling rates.
Considering that the beamwidth of the
antenna is relatively narrow (,,_ 7 °) however,
the main Doppler effect is just a shift in
frequency with limited spread. The AFC will
compensate for the frequency shift. The
current signal bandwidth of the receiver is
about 200 Hz, but can easily be increased to
500 Hz if that proves necessary.
PLANNED CAMPAIGNS
As of this writing, the ACTS satellite is
expected to become operational in October,
1993. The key periods and locations in which
the campaigns will be executed are as follows:
.
,
November, 1993 (Central
Maryland):
Field measurements are planned in
Central Maryland in November 1993.
These measurements will be executed
along a system of roads previously
examined at UHF and L-Band where
previous driving scenarios will be
replicated [2, 3]. The system tests
encompass fours hours per day during
five contiguous days.
June, 1994 (Fairbanks, Alaska):
Field measurements are planned in
Fairbanks, Alaska during the early part
of June. This month represents the
most benign period for Alaska when
trees are in full bloom. Four hours per
day of measurements are planned
during five contiguous days.
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Table 1: Link parameters for the land-mobile ACTS configuration employing the microwave
switch matrix mode and the steerable antenna.
PARAMETER
Satellite:
Longitude (°W)
Downlink Frequency (GHz)
Uplink Frequency (GHz)
Polarization
Receiver Site Locations:
Latitude (°)N
Longitude (°)W
Elevation (0)
Azimuth (°)
Receiver System Parameters
Polarization
Antenna Efficiency
Antenna Diameter (cm)
Antenna Gain (dB)
Beamwidth (°)
System Temperature K (Nominal)
Link Budget:
EIRP (dBW)
Free Space Loss (dB)
Atmospheric Gas Loss (dB)
Radome Loss (dB)
Mobile G/T (de/K)
Signal Power Received (dBW)
Noise Power (dBW/Hz)
Carrier/Noise (dB per Hz)
Carrier/Noise (dB; 400 Hz)
BOTH SITES
100
19.914
29.634
Vertical
Vertical
0.6
15
28
6.8
430
0.5
1.7
-202.2
MARYLAND
(Central)
39.25
77.0
38.7
213.9
65
-210.0
0.5
-118.0
84.2
58.2
ALASKA
(Fairbanks)
65.0
147.7
7.9
129.5
56
-210.6
2.2
-129.3
72.9
46.9
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ABSTRACT
Mobile satellite communication
channel has been evaluated mainly
with fading statistics of signal.
When bandwidth of transmitting sig-
nal becomes wider, frequency se-
lectivity of fading becomes signifi-
cant factor of the channel. Channel
characteristics, not only signal
variation but multipath delay spread
should be evaluated. A multipath
measurement system is proposed
and developed for mobile satellite
applications. With this system and
ETS-V satellite, multipath delay
profiles are measured in various
environments including Tokyo
metropolis and Sapporo city at 1.5
GHz. Results show that the maxi-
mum excess delay is within l#s and
the maximum delay spread is 0.2t.ts
at elevation angles of 40 to 47 de-
grees. In wideband signal trans-
mission of about 1MHz and more,
designers should consider the effect
of selective fading due to the multi-
path of land mobile satellite chan-
nel.
INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of mobile
satellite communication channels
has focused on the fading statistics
of level fluctuation. In the near fu- 331
ture, the wideband signal will be
used in CDMA, TDMA or mobile
sound broadcasting systems. In
the evaluation of wideband trans-
mission, delay profile of channel
should be measured, because mul-
tipath due to reflection off the
structure around mobile earth sta-
tion induces a frequency selectivity
of the link, which results in wave
form distortion or inter-symbol inter-
ference on the transmitting signal.
In order to measure the multipath,
we propose measuring system for
mobile satellite channel and develop
a prototype. This paper shows the
proposed system and reports a pre-
liminary results of measurement in
Tokyo metropolis and Sapporo city.
BACKGROUND
There are some methods of
multipath measurement in radio
communication links(l)(2): the recep-
tion of a response to a transmitted
narrow pulse signal, referred to as
pulse method, the correlation of the
transmitted PN-PSK-SS signal to
reference PN sequence, which re-
sults in a similar response as in the
pulse method, referred to as PN
method.
In the pulse method, trans-
mitting peak power must be high
enough to obtain sufficient signal to
noise ratio, however transponders
are generally operating at power-
limited mode and link margin is
usually not enough to use the pulse
method. The PN method is
popular in terrestrial land mobile
channels, however high precision
local oscillator must be used at both
transmitter and receiver as a refer-
ence carrier to achieve quasi-co-
herent detection, because carrier
recovery function does not work well
in a typical Rayleigh fading condi-
tion.
As the satellite communica-
tion link has a frequency conversion
function in an onboard transponder,
the use of high precision local oscil-
lator in earth station cannot com-
pensate frequency difference be-
tween the transmitting and receiving
earth stations. Therefore another
method should be used in mobile
satellite channels.
In mobile satellite communi-
cations, line-of-sight links are mainly
used and a receiver can easily track
the phase of a direct wave.
Therefore it is sufficient to measure
the level of multipath delay profile
and phase fluctuations of the de-
layed multipath components relative
to the direct wave. The proposed
measuring system receives the
transmitted PN-SS signal through a
satellite, achieves quadrature co-
herent detection while synchronizing
to the direct wave and gives the
delay profile as complex correlation
outputs.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this system the earth sta-
tion transmits a PN-SS signal to a
satellite, then a coherent matched
filter (CMF) receiver(3) of a receiving
earth station detects quadrature
multipath delay profiles as complex
correlation outputs while a carrier
recovery loop tracks the direct wave
from the satellite. The CMF is a
kind of Costas loop coherent detec-
tor for the PN-SS signal and con- 332
tains two correlators for PN code as
arm filters of the Costas loop.
Figure 1 shows the principle
of the measurement system. The
received PN-SS signal is converted
to complex baseband signals with
the recovered carrier. Digital corre-
lators correlate the baseband sig-
nals with the reference PN code and
give a complex delay profile for one
frame of PN code. The carrier re-
covery loop tracks the largest corre-
lation peak which comes from the
direct wave. Therefore correlators
produce delay profiles having infor-
mation of the phase relative to the
direct wave even if there are fre-
quency conversions in satellite links.
Signal to noise ratio at the correlator
output can be improved by recursive
integrators which consist of adders,
frame memories and weighting cir-
cuits.
The measurement system is
developed based on a communica-
tion equipment(4)(5). The system
description and block diagram are
shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, re-
spectively. Digital correlators in
both I and Q arms operate asyn-
chronous with PN clock at twice the
PN clock to avoid the use of clock
recovery circuit. The bandwidth of
the transmitting signal is limited to 3
MHz which corresponds to the
bandwidth of a transponder.
RESULTS
Measurements are performed
at urban, suburban and mountain-
ous areas using ETS-V(Engineering
Test Satellite five) located at 150
degrees East(e). The elevation an-
gles to the satellite are relatively
high and range from 40 to 47 de-
grees. This report shows the pre-
liminary data of Shinjuku Tokyo
where many tall buildings of up to
250 m in heights are risen, and
Sapporo which is a typical large city
in northern part of Japan.
As in Figure 3, Kashima base
earth station transmits a PN-SS sig-
nal and the mobile earth station on-
board a measuring van receive the
left-handed circular polarized signal
from the ETS-V at 1.5GHz. A re-
ceiving antenna used in the mea-
surement is a quadrifilar helix an-
tenna which has a gain 3 dBi and an
omnidirectional beam. The re-
ceived data are recorded on a digi-
tal data recorder.
Figure 4 and 5 show some
examples of measured delay pro-
files at Shinjuku. In each figure, a
broken line shows the reference
profile where only direct wave ex-
ists. There are no output in Q-
channel in principle if the received
signal contains a direct wave only,
whereas there are some level in Q-
channels in Figure 4 and 5. This
fact explains that the received signal
consists of some delayed multipath
components.
The mean excess delay d
and the delay spread S which are
the measure of multipath, are ex-
pressed in the following equa-
tions(2),
d = I{7zE(z)dr (1)
S2 = I_ r2E(r)dr- d2 (2)
where E(t)is normalized power de-
lay profile.
The delay spread is calcu-
lated in Equation (2) with the mea-
sured delay profiles, in these calcu-
lations the effect of band limitation
to correlation function is considered.
Table 2 and 3 summarize the mea-
surements of the received signal
level relative to the line-of-sight level
and the delay spread in Shinjuku
and Sapporo. Figure 6 and 7 are
maps of the measuring points. So
far, an excess delay of more than
1its is not observed and maximum
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delay spread is on the order of 0.2
gs.
The coherent bandwidth,
which is a measure of frequency
selectivity, is defined as the fre-
quency separation at which correla-
tion of two signals is 0.5. If the dis-
tribution of multipath delay follows
exponential distribution, the coher-
ence bandwidth Bc can be ex-
pressed with delay spread S as(2)
l
B,. = -- (3).2aS
For reference, the coherent band-
widths Bc are calculated with Eq.
(3), which may not express the ex-
act value of Bc of the channels.
Calculated Bc are from 0.8 MHz to
4.0 MHz. More detailed analyses
must be done on this point, how-
ever, design of wide band trans-
mission link of approximately 1 MHz
and more should consider the effect
of multipath delay carefully.
CONCLUSION
A multipath measuring sys-
tem for mobile satellite links is pro-
posed and a prototype is developed.
Field test measurements are per-
formed using ETS-V satellite at 1.5
GHz. In land mobile satellite links
at moderate elevation angles of
around 45 degrees, there are no
multipath components with an ex-
cess delay of more than 1 ItS which
is typical in terrestrial land mobile
links. However, owing to the fact
that the delay spread of around 0.2
Its is observed, it can be concluded
that frequency selectivity should be
considered in wide band system on
the order of more than 1 MHz.
Detailed analyses such as statistical
properties of delay spread or coher-
ence bandwidth are left as further
study.
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Table 1 Major specification of equipment
PN Code
PN Chlp Rate
Modulation
Demodulation
Matched Filter
AFC Range
M-sequence, Length 1023
2.4552MHz
BPSK
CMF, Coherent Detection
8bits Dlgital Correlator, 2046stages
&10kHz
.__]- CORRELATOR
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_ co..Ec..o. ._CU..,VE1
INTEGRATOR I - _' Q ch
AFC 4._1O4.H=
E
10.7MHz
Fig. 2 Block diagram of receiver
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Table.2. Shinjuku multipath data
Point Delay spread
[_ sec]
#l
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#tl
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
o IOO _o 3oo 4oo seem W'¢_ N
' _ ' ' I I _'_,.....,, E
s/i
Satellite El : 39.54°f
/
Fig.? Point of measurement
(Sapporo Hokkaido) E 141•35" N 43.07"
Received
level [dB]
-2.6 0
-3.2 0
-1.9 0
- 0 4 0
- 1 6 0
- 2 3 0
0 0
- 2 l 0
- 2 0 0
- 8 3 0
- 1 9 0
- 4 9 0
- I 7 0
- 1.4 0
- 2 0 0
- 0 7 0
- I 7 0
- 0 7 0
- 2 7 0
0 6
0 4
0 7
0 8
0 4
0 5
0 5
0 4
0 5
1 8
0 5
1 6
1 0
0 6
0 6
0 7
0 4
0 5
1 1
Table.B Sapporo multipath data
Point Received Delay spread
level[dB] [_ sec]
#I
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#I0
#11
#12
#13
#14
- 0
- 1
- 1
- 2
- 4
- 3
- 5
- 3
- 4
-1 1
- 7
+0
- 3
- 4
. 6
.3
.9
.3
•6
• 2
.8
• 9
.3
.0
.3
.3
.6
• 9
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.19
0.15
0.15
O. 11
0,19
0.09
0.12
0.13
0.07
0.16
0.05
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Abstract
Experiments have been undertaken at
COMSAT Laboratories to determine some of the
propagation effects likely to be encountered by
handheld satellite communications devices. L-band
pilot tones aboard geosynchronous satellites at 15°
and 40° elevations were used to examine diurnal
signal variations measured by using a hemispherical
antenna. It was found that the receiver with a
hemispherical antenna suffered daily peak-to-peak
signal level variations of up to 12 dB compared to
only 2 to 3 dB for a receiver equipped with a
directional antenna. These results were highly
repeatable, and extensive tests were conducted to
confirm the accuracy of the data. The results suggest
that the diurnal variations were due to muttipath
effects caused by the motion of the satellite with
respect to the receive antenna. Noting that the orbit
inclinations of the satellites used in the experiment
were only on the order of 2 to 3°, the results also
suggest a potentially serious signal variation problem
for low-gain antenna-based communications
systems using low earth orbit satellites, since the
satellite elevation angles relative to earth change far
more rapidly.
Introduction
With the current and projected rise in the
use of mobile communications systems, significant
efforts are being invested in propagation studies at
the frequencies concerned, particularly L-band.
Many of these studies have involved taking signal
propagation data from fast moving vehicles [1],[2].
However, little consideration has been given to
signal propagation for stationary or slow-moving
communications systems, principally the handheld
variety. Handheld personal communications systems
will be power-limited and restricted to small operating
margins. Only limited blockage and multipath
experiments have been used to develop preliminary
fade margins and performance specifications. So far,
effects induced by the satellite movement have
been ignored. A few experiments have been
conducted at COMSAT Laboratories to identify
propagation phenomena that handheld satellite
communications systems are likely to encounter.
This paper discusses one particular set of
experiments which involved the diurnal variation of
an L-band satellite signal received by an
omnidirectional antenna. The results reported herein
indicate that diurnal motion of the satellite, or its
corollary, physical movement of the antenna, can
cause signal variations in excess of 9 dB peak-to-
peak for low-gain antennas under certain conditions.
A preliminary finding is that close-in multipath effects
may be the cause of the variations.
System Description
Two receivers were set up, one employing a
16-dB-gain dish antenna with a 25 ° half power
beamwidth, and the other using a 3-dB-gain
hemispherical Global Positioning System (GPS)
antenna. A computer-controlled frequency tracking
system was used to keep the receivers locked on
the signal. The GPS-based receiver was slaved to
the frequency of the dish-based system to avoid
potential discrepancies during frequency tracking.
The receivers were coupled to a 10-MHz crystal
reference source for coherency, and their down-
converters shared a common local oscillator to
further maintain system coherency. The signal power
was measured by a detector within a 65-Hz
bandwidth to allow sufficient measurement range.
The high resolution and linear outputs of the
receivers were sampled at 100 Hz, but since storage
space was limited, the data were recorded at a rate of
10 Hz. The receivers were automatically calibrated
and re-centered on the signal after each minute of
recording, as the signal center frequency drifted
diurnally due to the Doppler effect. Concurrently,1
second averaging of the noise level at a frequency
1-kHz below the pilot's center frequency was made,
and a record of the noise level was stored to allow
accurate assesment of potential gain fluctuations
along the receive chains. For more information on
the receivers, see Reference 3.
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Long-Term Signal Variations
The two antennas were positioned on a flat
roof at the Laboratories, with the rest of the
equipment in an air-conditioned room directly below
the antennas. The signal source was a 1.537525-
GHz pilot tone re-broadcast via a global coverage
antenna on the INMARSAT-II F-4 satellite in
geosynchronous orbit at 55.5 ° west with an elevation
angle of 40°. The pilot EIRP at the satellite was about
10 dBW.
Figure 1 shows the variation in signal power over 24
hours obtained with the GPS antenna directed at
zenith, and with the high-gain antenna lined up on
the satellite. Both antennas had clear paths to the
satellite, as they were mounted on a flat rooftop,
about 2.5 m apart and 1.5 m above the surface.
There are significant differences in the signatures of
the two signal levels shown in Figure 1. The peak-to-
peak signal variation experienced by the GPS-based
receiver is nearly twice that observed for the high-
gain antenna system. To obtain the results shown in
in Figure. 2, the GPS antenna was lined up along the
satellite look angle; the high-gain antenna was left
unchanged. In this case the GPS antenna system
experienced as much as 4 times greater peak-to-
peak variations. Of equal significance is the rapidity
signal variation measured by the GPS antenna; the
signal changed by up to 7 dB within 1.5 hr,
compared to less than 1 dB of change over the same
time interval when measured by the high-gain
antenna.
Measurements made over several days
indicated that the signal level variations obtained
were highly repeatable from day to day. Figure 3
shows data from 4 consecutive days. The time series
for each day of data is progressively shifted by the
difference between a sidereal day and a calendar day
(approximately 4 min.). The correlation over 4 days
on a sidereal basis is evident in the figure.
Extensive receiver checks were performed
to eliminate the possibility of equipment effects
which could contaminate the results. A stable signal
source, offset a few Kilohertz from the satellite's pilot
tone, was set up on the roof, and the response of
the GPS-based system was tested over 12hours.
The received signal remained within 0.5 Hz of the
transmit frequency and experienced less than 0.1
dB power level variation. Noise level checks that
were conducted over many days indicated the same
order of stability. Investigations into weather patterns
showed that even though there had been significant
changes in the daily temperature cycles, no such
changes were detected in the received signal levels
from either antenna. It was also determined that
there were no extraneous interfering signals. It
became clear from these intensive investigations
that the major variations in the observed signal-to-
noise ratios were soley the result of changes in the
received carrier level.
After ruling out all local effects, interfering
signals, and equipment problems, the signal level
variations were determined to be due to diurnal
variations in the satellite position, satellite mutation
effects and, to a lesser extent, changes in Doppler
frequency. In an attempt to settle the location
dependency of the effects, the GPS antenna was
moved to atop a 10-ft pole at the very edge of the
roof and directed toward the satellite. Figure 4
presents almost 24 hr. of measurement data. From
this figure, it is evident that the signal variations are
different from the previous ones and also greatly
reduced; the total daily peak- to-peak variation
recorded from the dish antenna and the GPS
antenna are similar. Also, the effects were not
diurnally repetitive. This could be attributed to the
fact that there was a large car parking lot 40 ft directly
below the GPS antenna. Some of the data were
recorded over a weekend, when there were
comparatively few cars were moving around. On
regular working days the distribution and number of
cars varies. This indicates that a constant reflective
surface may not have existed during the
measurement period, which could explain the
dissimilarity in the daily signal traces. Therefore, it can
be argued that the recorded signal level was fairly
dependent on the reflective quality of its
surrounding; hence, the signal level is probably
location-dependent. This suggests that the daily
observable variations in signal level recorded by the
hemispherical antenna are due to multipath effects,
which change over the course of a day because of
the motion of the satellite with respect to the receive
antenna.
To support the above argument, a similar
experiment was conducted at yet another location.
The receivers were moved to a flat, open grassy area
on COMSAT grounds bordering a highway. Data
could only be recorded during working hours, since
the equipment could not be left unattended outside
overnight. Approximately 6 hours of data were taken
and as can be seen in Figure 5, the recorded data
bears little resemblance to that measured on the
roof. The changes in signal level at the GPS antenna
were much smaller and smoother at the new location,
but as before, the peak-to-peak variations were
always greater than those measured by the dish
antenna.
To independently confirm the validity of the
results obtained using the INMARSAT-II F-4,
another pilot tone from a different satellite
(INMARSAT-II at 15°W) was tested. The tone
frequency was at 1.537528- GHz, with an elevation
of approximately 15° and an azimuth of 110°.
Measurements were made on the roof, and data
were taken over several days (see Figure 6). While
the long-term tre of the signal traces recorded by the
dish and GPS antenna receivers were very similar,
the peak-to-peak variations over the course of a day
were significantly different; 4 dB for the dish and
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over 10 dB for the GPS antenna. As noted before,
changes in signal levels were again highly repeatable
from day to day. Having almost identical signal
behavior when using a second satellite source may
again suggest that the signal level variations are due
to changes in multipath characteristics caused by
motion of the satellite relative to the earth stations. It
was evident that the dish receiver was more affected
than in previous measurement campaigns, possibly
because of a partial interception of its lobe with the
roof surface. This might suggest that the multipath
was produced from an area directly in front of the
antennas, probably the roof surface.
These independent sets of measurements,
bearing remarkable similarity in terms of diurnal
variation to the data sets made using the INMARSAT-
II F-4 satellite, seem to support that there is a much
larger diurnal variation in signal level received by a
hemispherical antenna than by a narrowbeam
antenna. It also could imply that the variation may be
the result of closein multipath effects.
Another pilot tone at 1.5415 GHz aboard the
MARECS B-2 at 15° west has also been measured,
and showed variations similar in shape to those for
the 15° elevation satellite discussed previously.
Preliminary investigations of diurnal signal variations
measured through a glass window from inside an
office at COMSAT Laboratories have also shown
similar results.
Conclusions
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The satellite used for the measurements
wasgeosynchronous orbit with an inclination of 2.2 °.
The elevation angle changes by less than +2.2 ° over
a sidereal day. The movement of the satellite with
respect to earth is therefore slow, leading to
correspondingly slow changes in multipath effects.
By inference, if the signal had emanated from a low
earth orbiting satellite, similar changes (but at a
higher rate) would be experienced by the user,
particularly when employing a low-gain antenna.
Increases in signal variations observed when
a low-gain antenna was lined up along the satellite
look angle suggest an increased contribution from
reflected signal components of the antenna's
surroundings, as a large part of the antenna pattern
intercepted multipath-producing surfaces. The
results from the measurements indicate a strong
relationship between the physical orientation of the
antenna, and the profile/texture of the surrounding
surfaces, whether they were walls, flat areas,
cement, or foliage.
It appears that the user of a handheld
satellite communications terminal would have to be
aware of its limitations in order to use it satisfactorily.
Also, further propagation studies of the phenomena,
including an investigation into the nature of the
suspected multipath components, is prudent.
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l_'gure 1. A Comparison of Received Satellite Signal Strength at 1.5 GHz
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Figure 2. A Comparison of Received Satellite Signal Strength at 1.5 GHz
Between Directional (Dish) and Hemispherical (GPS) antenna; 24 October 1992
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a model for the prediction of the
electromagnetic field strength in an urban environment
is presented. The ray model, that is based on the
Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD), includes effects
of the non-perfect conductivity of the obstacles and
their surface roughness. The urban environment is
transformed into a list of standardized obstacles that
have various shapes and material properties. The model
is capable of accurately predicting the field strength in
the urban environment by calculating different types of
wave contributions such as reflected, edge and corner
diffracted waves, and combinations hereof. Also
antenna weight functions are introduced to simulate the
spatial filtering by the mobile antenna. Communication
channel parameters such as signal fading, time delay
profiles, Doppler shifts and delay-Doppler spectra can
be derived from the ray-tracing procedure using
post-processing routines. The model has been tested
against results from scaled measurements at 50 GHz
and proves to be accurate.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the market for personal
telecommunications is growing rapidly. Therefore,
paging channels, mobile, broadcast and portable
services have more and more the interest of the
planners of modern telecommunications systems.
Especially Land Mobile Satellite Systems (LMSS) have
a large and continuously increasing interest of system
designers and radio wave propagation engineers. It is
obvious that, for planning purposes, it is necessary to
investigate whether a certain system will meet the
required performance criteria before the system is
actually installed. Therefore, a prediction tool from
which information regarding the performance of the
communications channel can be deduced, is required.
Nowadays, most of the LMSS field prediction models
are based on empirical regression fits to numerical
measurement results [1, 2, 3] and fail for some
particular urban environments. Further, the theoretical
models available are often based on crude
predictive procedure should use a detailed description of
the urban environment in order to analyse the channel
characteristics for a number of well defined locations
and configurations of the mobile receiver site.
In this paper we describe a deterministic model for
field strength prediction in an urban environment,
which facilitates the calculation of communication
channel parameters such as fading, Doppler shift, and
time delay spread. Different types of multipath
wave-propagation phenomena, such as reflection,
diffraction, and higher order combinations of reflection
and/or diffraction, are considered. The model is based
on the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) and
includes the effects of the non-perfect conductivity of
the obstacles and their surface roughness. Moreover, it
permits the antenna characteristics of both the
transmitter and receiver to be taken into account. Also,
the problem of an object in the near-field of the
antennas is addressed and predicted and measured
results are compared. Objects with complex shapes are
modelled by a number of standardized objects with
suitable dimensions and material properties. Particular
problems present in conventional prediction methods,
such as shadowing and strong specular reflection, are
solved by the new model. In this way, our model
extends the region of validity of existing models, and
improves the physical insight into the wave propagation
processes. The major part of this research has been
financed by the European Space agency (ESA).
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE MODELLING
The model useclto describethe interactionofthe
incidentelectromagnetic(EM) wave with the objectsin
the urban environment isUTD [4],heuristically
extended to includeeffectsofnon-perfectconductivity
and surfaceroughness [5,6,7,8].UTD isa
high-frequencyasymptotic technique that assumes the
differentwaves to propagate along straightlines(rays).
This propagation can be mathematically describedby:
_o = _,.C A(s) e -jk" (1)
where j_o,i indicates the outgoing or incident field, t7 is
approximations and assumptions. So a more accurate a dyadic coefficient describing the physical interaction
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of the wave and the object, A is a factor depicting the
divergence of the outgoing wave, k is the wavenumber
for free space and s is the distance from the observation
point to the point on the object at which the
interaction took place. The factor C depends on the
material properties of the obstacle, the direction of
propagation of the incident and outgoing wave, the
wavelength and the shape of the obstacle edges and
surfaces. Well-known dyadics (7 are those for LOS
(direct) propagation, reflection and diffraction [4] and
corner diffraction [9]. Some forms of the divergence
factor A are:
1 , for a plane wave
A(s) = s -1/2 , for a cylindrical wave
s-1 , for a spherical wave
In our field strength prediction model the following
types of waves can be included:
* direct (LOS) wave;
• reflected wave;
• edge diffracted wave;
• reflected-diffracted wave;
• diffracted-reflected wave;
• corner-diffracted wave;
• double-diffracted wave (dd).
Some of the wave contributions are visualized in
figure 1. If necessary, contributions of higher order can
be taken into account.
Note that the reflection may take place at both the
ground and at the obstacle. The reflection and
diffraction points can be found using Fermats principle
of stationary optical path length [4], yielding reflection
points on some face of the obstacle and edge diffraction
points at its edges.
Given the coordinates of the source (the satellite) and
the observation point (the mobile receiver) and the
description of the urban environment, the total field at
the observation point can be described by:
EobS O( ELOS6LOS
+ E, feI%;e1'
-5 other types of rays
EddEdd
-5 Z-_m m m
where the functions ¢ account for possible blockage of
the wave contributions by obstacles in the urban
environment.
The received field at the observation point is obtained
by first calculating the field strength relative to the free
space value (i.e. the case where the field strength is 344
proportional to the distance between transmitter and
receiver). Afterwards the absolute level of the free space
value is determined using the well-known radio
equation. According to this procedure, the ray-tracing
analysis is used to calculate the explicit attenuation of
the radio signal induced by the urban environment.
This attenuation factor is called site shielding factor
(SSF) and is also of interest for other applications
[10, 11].
Some of the parameters of interest for the design of a
LMSS are the field strength along a trajectory through
the urban environment, the mean excess delay time and
delay spread, the Doppler spectrum and the
delay-Doppler spectrum [12]. These characteristics can
(2) be derived by performing a ray-tracing procedure for
the environment under consideration and storing the
following parameters for each ray and each observation
point:
1. the type of ray (LOS, reflected, diffracted, etc.);
2. (complex) E vector;
3. direction of propagation;
4. absolute path length measured from source to
observation point via the point of stationary
phase, or a corner point of the obstacle.
The influence of the antenna receiving pattern of the
mobile is simulated by introducing antenna weight
functions (in amplitude, phase and polarization). This
can be performed after the ray tracing for the
individual wave contributions has been finished. So,
this post-processing feature facilitates the analysis of for
instance the antenna type and antenna orientation
dependence. The received signal by the antenna is now
given by:
EObS _LOS_LOS_LOS ;.LOS
__ _.. _ z_ " Cpo I
V'_ . reyl[-, reJl_ re]l ;. reyl
+ z.,t _l '-'s "t "_po_ (4)
-5 other types of rays
-5 _-_m _ddr'dd L_dd ^ddt'rn '-lm _rn " epol
where the value of the (complex) antenna voltage
patterns G are calculated using the angle between the
direction of arrival of the particular ray and boresight
direction, while the scalar product with @poSaccounts
(3) for the polarization discrimination.
The post-processor also permits the use of measured
antenna patterns by reading the amplitude and phase of
a measured antenna voltage pattern from a table. So,
different post-processors can provide information on the
field strength (co- and cross-polarization), the mean
excess delay and delay spread (LOS and obstructed
case), and the delay-Doppler spectrum from one and the
same ray-tracing file. In this way, the time-consuming
ray-tracinganalysisneedsto beperformedonlyoncefor
agivenobservationlineandenvironment.
Notethat insomecasesanobstaclewillbelocatedin
thenear-fieldoftheantennaorvice-versa.In this
particularcaseit isnecessaryto considerthecombined
problemof obstacleandantennascattering[13].For
groundstationreflectorantennasthisproblemhasbeen
studiedquiteextensivelyandsomeoftheresultsof this
workdemonstratehat (theoretically)thecombined,
near-fieldmethodis theonlycorrectapproach.Forthe
presentapplication,however,it isdecided,bothfroma
computationalndapracticalpointof view,to perform
afar-fieldanalysisimplyingthattheinteractionsofthe
EMwavewith theobstacleandantennaretreated
independently.
A timedelayanalysisiseasilyperformedusingthe
computedatasavedforeachrayandeachobservation
point.Sinceeachraywillhaveadifferentpathlength
fromsourceto observationpoint,thearrivalof the
individualwavescausesatrainof pulseswithdifferent
amplitudesin thetimedomain.Thesameis truein the
frequencydomainfor theDopplerspectrum:eachwave
willhavea differentdirectionof arrivalanddifferent
amplitude,therebygivingriseto a trainofspectral
linesin theDopplerspectrumaroundthecarrier
frequency.A classificationof thearrivingwaveswith
respectto thedelaytimeandtheDopplershiftwill
resultin thedelay-Dopplerspectrum[12].
MODELLING OF URBAN ENVIRONMENT
Sincein anurbanenvironmentagreatvarietyof
obstacleshapesandmaterialsusedmayoccur,thereis
aneedfor aflexible,standardizedtypeofobstacleto
modeltheenvironment.
It wasfoundthat thereforetheso-calledblock-shaped
obstacle,shownin figure2,caneffectivelybeused[13].
Thisobstacleis numericallyspecifiedbythe(x,y,z)
coordinatesof its eightcornerpoints.Figure2also
showsomespecificformsoftheblock-shapedobstacle.
Sinceit is allowedthat someofthecornerpoints
(nearly)coalesce,theblock-shapedobstaclecan
effectivelybeusedasanelementof aboxof
building-bricks.Becauseof thispropertyit issuitedto
modelmodernbuildingsin urbanenvironments(]laving
rectangularshapes)aswellastraditionalhousesin
ruralenvironments(havingwedgetyperoofshapes).
Alsoothershapesuchaspyramidscaneasilybe
modelledandanalysed.All combinationsofblocksare
permitted,andin thiswayverycomplexshapescanbe
builtup. Eachobstaclehasits ownmaterialproperties
andsurfaceroughness.Becauseof thisstandardization
ofobstacletypes,onlyoneray-tracingalgorithmis
sufficientfortheanalysis.
Themainadvantageoftheuseoftheblock-type
in thecalculationsof, forexample,thereflectedand
diffractedfieldparameters.Theblock-typeobstaclehas
thepropertythat all itssidesarestraightandall its
facesareplane.Thisimpliesthat phasefrontof the
wavereflectedfieldfromoneoftheseplaneshasthe
sameradiiofcurvatureasthat of theincidentwave.
Becauseof thestraightedgesthereisnoneedforthe
calculationof thecausticdistanceusedin UTD[4].
Themodellingproposedhasonemaindisadvantage:
cylindricalshapesuchaslamppostsandgrain
warehousesarelessaccuratelymodelled.Thisdrawback
canbecircumventedbyapproximatinga circular
cylindricalshapebya combinationoftwo(ormore)
polygonalcylindersasshownin figure3. If this
approximationappearsto betoocrude,asecond
standardizedobstaclecouldbeintroduced,which
possessesaellipticcylindricalshape.Alsothiskindof
obstaclecanbeanalysedusingaUTDtheoryfor
convexshapes[14].It canbeshown,however,that the
replacementofa cylindricalobstaclebyablock-shaped
obstacleintroducesonlyconsiderablechangesin the
receivedfieldbehind the obstacle. In practice, where a
large number of contributions will be received, an error
in one of them will lead to just a small error in the
whole.
The relevant parameters for the block-type obstacle
can be derived semi-automatically from high-accuracy
digital databases of rural and urban environments. Also
an interface with a CAD package may be developed.
PRACTICAL VERIFICATION
Recently the model proposed has been experimentally
verified for some scaled obstacles at a frequency of
50 GHz [10, 11, 15]. In all comparisons of measurements
with theoretical predictions very good agreement has
been obtained. Not only the field strength, but also the
arrival times of the individual wave contributions were
measured and compared to results predicted by the
model [10]. From this comparison it was found that the
individual rays propagate independently (as assumed in
UTD) and that a strong polarization dependence of the
signal amplitude exists for conductive block-shaped
obstacles ill]. This polarization dependence appears to
be due to slope diffraction at the side faces of the
obstacle [13] and more or less disappears for less
conductive materials [15]. Further, it was found that
the corner diffraction contribution can, in some cases,
not be neglected in the analysis, especially for
low-elevation LMSS.
ANALYSIS OF TEST CASE
As an illustrative example, we have analysed the
'urban' environment shown in figure 4. The rectangular
obstacles have dimensions 86m x 20m x 68rn (width x
obstacle is the fact that simplifications are introduced thickness x height), and the pyramid is obtained from
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the rectangular block-shaped obstacle by placing the
corner points from the top face very close together.
Therefore the base of the pyramid is also 86m x 20m
and its height is 68m. The rectangular building
corresponds to the dimensions of the building of
Electrical Engineering at the campus of Eindhoven
University of Technology. The left rectangular obstacle
is assumed to be perfectly conductive and has a surface
roughness of 0, the right rectangular obstacle has a
relative permittivity er of 2 - 0.1i and a surface
roughness of 0.1m, while the pyramid has er = 3 - 0.2i
and a surface roughness of 0.1m. An observation line is
defined by the starting point with coordinates
(100m, 75m, 5m) and the end point (-25m, 75m, 5m).
A total number of 1000 observation points on this line
has been used. The satellite position is specified by the
azimuth and elevation angles, each having a value of
250 . The contributions included in the analysis were the
direct, reflected, edge diffracted and corner diffracted
waves and waves that encounter a combination of
reflection and diffraction.
For this geometry we have deduced the field strength
on the observation line defined for vertical polarisation
at a frequency of 1 GHz and for isotropic transmitting
and receiving antennas. This result is shown in figure 5.
In this figure the regions of LOS propagation and of
strong specular reflection are indicated.
Also the Doppler spectrum around the
carrier-frequency of 1 GHz has been calculated for a
speed of the mobile of 50 km/h along the trajectory
indicated in figure 4. This result is shown in figure 6,
where the maximum Doppler shift is 40 Hz. A total of
11500 spectral components are found along the
trajectory defined, of which only 10% is plotted in
figure 6.
The 3-dimensional delay-Doppler spectrum is shown
in figure 7. From this spectrum information on the time
delay profile and the Doppler spectrum can be found by
using a projection of the data derived onto the
time-axis and the Doppler frequency axis, respectively.
From a separate time delay analysis it was found that
in the LOS regions the mean excess delay time is
0.004/_s, while the delay spread is 0.014ps Further, the
mean excess delay time in the obstructed regions is
0.08#s, and the delay spread in these regions is 0.058#s.
These results illustrate the potential of the model
developed. The calculations were performed on a 486
computer taking 3 hours of CPU time, resulting in an
average of 10s per observation point.
CONCLUSIONS
A deterministic model for the prediction of the field
strength in urban environments has been described.
The model, that is based on the Uniform Theory of
Diffraction (UTD), includes effects of the non-perfect
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Figure 2: General block-shaped obMacle and some specific
obstacles.
Figure 3: Approzimation of a circular cylinder by a com-
bination of polygonal cylinders (a cross section
of both shapes is shown).
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Figure 4: Geometrical setup of the teslcase.
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Figure 6: Calculated Doppler spectrum for observation line indicated in figure 4 at a speed of 50 km/h.
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Figure 7: Calculated delay-Doppler spectrum for observation line indicated in figure 4 at a speed of 50 km/h.
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1 Abstract
This paper presents the major characteristics of
a simulation package capable of performing a
complete narrow and wideband analysis of the
mobile satellite communication channel in ur-
ban environments, for any given orbital config-
uration. For the RF frequency range the model
has been designed to be applicable (1 up to 60
GHz), the wavelength-to-average urban geomet-
rical dimension ratio has required the use of the
Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [1],
extended to include effects of non-perfect con-
ductivity and surface roughness. Taking ad-
vantage of the inherent capabilities of such a
high frequency method, we are able to provide a
complete description of the electromagnetic field
at the mobile terminal. Using the information
made available at the ray-tracer and GTD solver
outputs, the Land Mobile Satellite (LMS) ur-
ban model can also give a detailed description
of the communication channel in terms of power
delay profiles, Doppler spectra, channel scatter-
ing functions and so forth. Statistical data, e.g.
cumulative distribution functions, level crossing
rates or distributions of fades are provided too.
The user can access the simulation tool through
a Design-CAD user-friendly interface by means
of which he can effectively design his own urban
layout and run consequently all the envisaged
routines. The software is optimised in its execu-
tion time so that numerous runs can be achieved
in a considerable short time.
2 Introduction
Urban areas will likely represent a significant
market for the conventional mobile communi-
cation services and for the new concepts of per-
sonal communications through hand-held termi-
nals. The propagation of an electromagnetic
field in such environments is, on the other hand,
a very complex phenomenon to simulate. To
date the analyses of the link impairments and
the estimation of their impact on the LMS sys-
tem performance have been mainly based upon
experimental data and empirical models, [2]-[4].
The development of a deterministic model not
directly related to specific environmental urban
scenarios and designed on canonical electromag-
netic laws is therefore strongly needed.
Based on this sort of considerations and hav-
ing in mind to develop a user-friendly predic-
tion tool to be used not only by propagation
engineers but also by LMS system planners, the
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European Space Agency (ESA) decided to place
a study contract with two Italian companies,
Space Engineering and Ingegneria dei Sistemi
(IDS), in 1992, [5]. The main features of the
LMS prediction tool developed under this con-
tract are hereafter described.
3 The LMS urban predic-
tion tool
The GTD-based prediction tool for LMS sys-
tems in urban environments can be considered
as the result of the interaction of several func-
tional blocks, each of them properly designed in
order to save computational time and increase
modularity and transportability. The core of
the simulation package is represented by the Ray
Tracer and the GTD Solver codes. In addition
we also have an Urban Area Modeler, an Elec-
tromagnetic (E.M.) Mesher and a Post Proces-
sor Unit. A functional block diagram of the
package is reported in Fig. 1 while a detailed
description at subsystem level is given in the
following sections.
The input parameters for the Ray Tracer are:
the satellite position, the urban area model, the
vehicle speed and path and the number of elec-
tromagnetic interactions to be considered. The
model has in-built the opportunity to gener-
ate orbital configurations other than the con-
ventional geostationary one; this feature is ex-
tremely important to simulate a large variety of
LMS constellations, from Low to Medium and
Helliptical Earth Orbiting multisatellite systems
(LEO, MEO, HEO). The urban geometry of the
vehicle path is given through a set of straight
lines with a user-assigned speed for each of them.
As for the number of the electromagnetic inter-
actions, the LMS urban prediction tool has been
to date designed to include up to the second or-
der, i.e. double reflected or diffracted and all
the different combinations with the direct and
single scattered rays.
I I I I
Roulme
3.1 The Ray Tracer
In most of the existing GTD prediction pack-
ages (e.g. NEC-BSC) ray tracing and electro-
magnetic field computation are performed in
the same logical step; the ray tracing parame-
ters calculated at any observation point are not
saved for further processing (e.g. at a differ-
ent RF frequency) and this inevitably results in
a great computational inefficiency particularly
in complex environments such as urban areas.
In our LMS prediction tool, the two operations
are kept separate and are performed by two dis-
tinct modules. All the ray tracing parameters
are saved in a file before actually starting the
e.m. calculation. This software architecture im-
plies a sensible reduction of the CPU time and is
naturally suitable for optimization and upgrad-
ability.
MMt I
Fig. 1 LMS prediction tool block diagram
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The software architecture has been anyhow
conceived to be easily upgradable for any higher
order of contributions.
In order to reduce the computational time,
the Ray Tracer considers as active part of the
user-defined urban layout the boolean combina-
tion of the portions contemporarily seen by the
satellite and the mobile terminal. Once all the
ray paths relevant to a certain observation point
are computed, they are stored on a high capac-
ity hard disk and the mobile position is updated.
In Fig. 2 a sketch of the Ray Tracer active area
for a typical urban area is reported where all
the relevant rays (reflected, diffracted, etc.) are
clearly visible.
the user introducing weight functions or empir-
ical relations.
The input parameters for the GTD Solver
are, for any given satellite position and obser-
vation point: the ray path history file, the e.m.
urban model and auxiliary information, e.g. RF
frequency. The direct, reflected, diffracted and
refracted field components are then computed in
amplitude and phase. This information is stored
in a file and handed over to the Post Processor
Unit.
3.3 The Urban Area Modeler
and E.M. Mesher
The urban layout is characterised by a set of
large and small objects representing urban pa-
rameters, such as buildings, tunnels, overpasses,
trees, street lamps, phone booths, parked cars,
etc. Through the Urban Area Modeler imple-
mented in Design-CAD, the user is able to cre-
ate a fully controlled urban environment placing
building by building; it is envisaged, for future
developments, also an automatic generation pro-
cedure based on a set of statistical parameters
(urbanization factors). The urban layout pre-
viously considered for the computation of the
active Ray Tracer area is reported in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2 Typical Ray Tracer output
3.2 The GTD solver
This unit performs the actual electromagnetic
computations according to the uniform theory
of diffraction and using, where applicable, the
geometrical optics and the Fresnel coefficients
for the reflection ray paths. The extension to
non perfectly conductive materials and surface
roughness is achieved through heuristic formu-
lations and user-defined look-up tables for the
complex reflection coefficients. The effect of
leafage absorl)tlon is also modeled directly by Fig. 3 Urban Modeler output
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Tile Urban Modeler has also the possibility of
accepting as input file the layouts of actual cities
(Paris, London, Rome, etc.) if given in forms of
digital terrain data bases.
Large objects are defined mainly by boxes
and cylinders of predefined dimensions; more
complex urban objects can be built using flat
panels. Trees are characterised by a spheri-
cal leafage and a cylindrical trunk while other
small objects (nearby vehicles, dust bins, phone
booths, etc.) are accounted for with spheres of
given radius, scattering isotropically. All the ob-
jects materials are defined with their complex
permeability and permittivity.
The E.M. Mesher is the unit interfacing the
urban layout modeler with the electromagnetic
solver. It performs all tile required verifications
and manipulations on the CAD file, in ASCII
format, and translates it into a solver accept-
able input format. The objects' electromagnetic
properties are included at this stage.
3.4 The Post Processor Unit
Under the supervision of a managing module in-
terfacing the solver output database with the
user control screen, the Post Processor Unit per-
forms the following tasks: extraction of the time
series of the received e.m. field, field weighting
by the preselected mobile terminal antenna pat-
tern, computation of the narrowband statistical
functions and wideband channel parameters. It
is important to stress that the user has tile op-
portunity to select his mobile receive antenna
within a large set of predefined radiation pat-
terns; a computed weight function can also be
user defined to take into account the effect of
the vehicle roof. In Fig. 4, the time series for
the test case presented in Fig. 3 is reported.
The set of statistical narrowband analyses
available to the user includes Probability and
Cumulative Distribution Functions (PDF and
CDF), Average Fade Durations (AFD), Level
Crossing Rates (LCR), Distribution of Fades
and Connections, Time-share of Fades and Con-
nections.
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Fig. 4 Time series (segment A-B of the
trajectory)
The list of wideband channel parameters is also
quite exhaustive: Doppler and power delay pro-
files, channel scattering function, delay spread
and coherence bandwidth. Through the use of
these routines the LMS system engineer can ef-
fectively achieve a very detailed characterisation
of the narrow and wideband channel, ([6]-[7]).
Fig. 5 reports, on the base of the previous ur-
ban layout, tile corresponding PDF and CDF;
it is clearly visible the multipath effect due to
the strong reflecting buildings (perfect conduc-
tivity) along the trajectory considered.
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Fig. 5 PDF and CDF
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In Fig. 6, the scattering profile of the urban
channel computed in several observation points
along the selected trajectory is presented. It is
very interesting to observe the mutual interac-
tion between different ray contributions gener-
ated by the urban area elements.
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Fig. 6 The Scattering Channel Profile
Finally, the cumulative distribution functions of
the average delay and delay spread are given in
Fig. 7. The segmented shape of the curves is due
to the limited number of observation points con-
sidered in our test case. It is fairly easy to notice
that the maximum average delay is around 76 ns
while the delay spread is always less than 40 ns.
4 The hardware and soft-
ware platforms
The LMS prediction tool for urban environ-
ments has been presently designed to run on
PCs with MS-DOS operating system. The re-
quirements for the hardware platform are an
80486 processor, 8 Mbyte of memory and 200
Mbyte of hard disk, a VGA or better EGA
graphic card. FORTRAN has been used to de-
velop all the model units but the Man Machine
Interface running under Windows environment
through Microsoft Visual Basic. The user can
visualize and interact with the Urban Modeler
via a DesignCAD-3D tool, incorporating a large
set of commands and macros.
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5 Conclusions
A brief summary and description of the main
features of a GTD-based LMS prediction tool
for urban environments has been presented in
this paper. The model can be effectively used to
simulate and estimate the behaviour of the nar-
row and wideband channel for any given mobile
satellite system in built-up areas. The user can
define his own urban layout through a Design-
CAD tool inserting buildings, tunnels, phone
booths, parked vehicles and many other typi-
cal urban items. The model itself is suitable
for simulating moving vehicles at given speed as
well as personal conmmnication network users
equipped with hand-held terminals. The set of
wideband parameters and statistical functions
available to the user, being a propagation engi-
neer or an LMS system planner, is fairly con>
prehensive.
In the next future, the LMS prediction tool
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will beupgradedinsofar ashigherordersof elec-
tromagnetic contributions and the transmitter
located inside the urban layout will be taken
into account and implemented. With proper
but minor modifications of the Ray Tracer and
the GTD solver and with the consequentup-
date of the MMI, the model itself will be then
able to estimatechannelparametersalsofor in-
building and cellular radio communicationnet-
works. In addition to the afore mentionedim-
provements,the LMS prediction tool will also
undergofairly extensiveand comprehensivevali-
dation campaignsin the ESA CompactAntenna
TestRange,on a scaledmodelof urban environ-
ment, and using actual experimental data.
neering, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
1982.
[7] W.C. Jakes, Microwave mobile communica-
tions, John Wiley, New York, 1974.
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ABSTRACT
A prediction model of signal degradation in
LMSS for urban areas is proposed. This model
treats shadowing effects caused by buildings
statistically and can predict a Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of signal diffraction
losses in urban areas as a function of system
parameters such as frequency and elevation
angle, and environmental parameters such as
number of building stories and so on. In order
to examine the validity of the model, we
compared the percentage of locations where
diffraction losses were smaller than 6dB
obtained by the CDF with satellite visibility
measured by a radiometer. As a result, it was
found that this proposed model is useful for
estimating the feasibility of providing LMSS in
urban areas.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, proposals for a Land Mobile
Satellite Service (LMSS) using handheld
terminals have been advanced. In urban areas,
signal degradation in LMSS is anticipated to be
very large because of heavy shadowing effects
caused by buildings. However, quality of
service is still expected to be good even if users
with handheld terminals are in urban areas.
Some propagation models for LMSS have
been proposed [1],[2], however, it has become
ambiguous to define environmental parameters in
these models. It is therefore difficult to apply the
models to areas where the urban structure is
different.
In Japan, prediction methods for visibility in
urban areas have been developed [3],[4]. These
methods have used urban structure statistics such
as a Probability Density Function (PDF) of
building stories and building width as a function
of the number of building stories, but they can
not estimate signal fading.
In this paper, we propose a new type of
prediction model of signal degradation in LMSS
for urban areas. The proposed model treats
shadowing effects caused by buildings
statistically and can predict the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of signal diffraction
losses in urban areas as a function of system
parameters such as frequency and elevation
angle, environmental (urban structure)
parameters such as number of building stories
and width, and average road width.
LMSS PROPAGATION MODEL
APPLICABLE TO URBAN AREAS
Basic Concept of Proposed Model
In general, the following propagation
phenomena should be taken into account for
propagation model in LMSS.
(1) Visibility of a direct wave from a satellite.
(2) Diffraction losses of a direct wave near and in
shadow regions.
(3) Effects of multipath fading due to reflection
from buildings and ground.
However, it seemed too complicated to
consider the correlation between direct wave
power affected by shadowing and average power
of reflected waves, so the model proposed in this
paper only takes the above items (1) and (2) into
account as the first step in the development of the
propagation model.
Generally, signal degradation caused by a
single building can be calculated with fairly good
accuracy by a knife-edge diffraction model [5].
In our proposed model, we apply this single
knife-edge diffraction model to a number of
buildings randomly distributed along a road.
The condition of buildings in an urban area is
treated statistically as environmental parameters
in our model. The parameters consist of the
distribution of the number of building stories,
building width as a function of building stories,
and average number of buildings per km along a
road. These parameters incorporated into the
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modelareeasilyobtainedfromapublicdata
base.
Theimportantcharacterof ourmodelis to be
ableto relatesignaldiffractionlossesindB
causedbybuildingswith theenvironmental
parameters.By usingthismodel,wecan
calculatetheCDFof signaldiffractionlossesin
urbanareas.
Proposed Model and Calculation of CDF
Table l shows environmental parameters used
in this propagation model. These parameters can
be obtained easily from a public data base.
To develop the LMSS propagation model for
urban areas, it becomes important to decide how
to deal with the conditions of buildings. In our
model, we assume that a building of height z
[story] has a width W(z)[m], and that the depth
is the same as the width.
The PDF of building stories B(z) and the
building width W(z) of height z [ story] are given
in the following equations [3],[4], respectively,:
B(z) =
z-G
0 (z<G)
(1)
W(z):55{1.0- 1.1exp{-0.1z)} [m] (2)
where F and G represent an average building
height in stories and a mininlum building height
in stories, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the model of a building used
in our propagation model. We assume that an
antenna is located at a distance x [m] from the
building and that the antenna height is ha [m].
The antenna receives a satellite signal diffiacted
by the building edge. Further, we assume that
the shadow length L(z) exists at the antenna
position x along a road.
At first, we will estimate the diffraction loss at
the antenna position x and the shadow length
L(z) as in Fig.l.
A diffi'action loss caused by a building can be
evaluated from a knife-edge model with fairly
good accuracy, and a diffraction loss J(v) in dB
is calculated by the following equations [5],:
J(v)=6.9+Z01og{5/(v- 0.1) 2+ 1 +v- 0.1}
(v > - 0.7 for J(V) > 0) [dBl (3)
_/_- !+d- _) ---h_d2v=h (dl
(4)
d2 : '_(hs'z - ha) 2 + (x'cosec(qb)) 2 [m] (5)
where:
h = height of the building edge above the
straight line joining the antenna position to
the satellite [m]
dl = distance from the satellite to the building
edge [m]
d2 = distance from the antenna position to the
building edge [m]
),. = signal wavelength [m]
hs = building height per story Ira/story]
= azimuth angle [degree].
The relation between the edge height h and the
number of building stories z can be expressed by
the following equations,:
h:{(hs.z - ha)- x.cosec(,).tan(0)} cos(0)
[m] (6)
where:
0 = elevation angle [degree].
As is evident from Eq.(3) and (4), a
diffraction loss J is defined as a function of the
edge height h. By using Eq.(3)-(6), we can
solve the edge height h at which a diffraction loss
gives J [dB]. Once we calculate h as a function
of J, we can obtain the edge length Le [m] as in
Fig. 1. At any position on the Le, a diffraction
loss is equal to J(h).
To be exact, the edge length Le is not equal to
the shadow length L(z) as in Fig. 1, but we
assume that both lengths are equal in order to
simplify the calculation of the CDF of signal
diffraction losses. This assumption may result in
overestimation of the edge length when the
azimuth angle 6' is near 0 ° or 180 °.
Then the shadow length L(z), in which the
diffraction loss due to a building of z [story] is
equal to J(h), is given by the following
equations,:
W(z)(1 + cot(qb)) [m] (x< Hs)
L(z)= W(z) + cot(qb) {(hs'z-ha)cOt(O) sin(¢) - x}
[m] (Hs_<x<_He)
W(z) [rnl (He<x)
(7)
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whereHs[m] andHe[m] arethedistances
betweenabuildingandshadowboundariesin a
shadowcastby a buildingasshownin Fig.1.
In Eq.(7),if He<x,theantennapositionx is
locatedoutof theshadowcastbyabuilding.
However,thediffraction lossesarecausedby the
edgeat thetopof abuilding,soweassumethat
L(z) is equalto W(z) in He<x.
Fromtheabovediscussion,it isevidentthat
to calculatetheCDFof signaldiffractionlosses
isequivalentto summinguptheshadowlength
L(z) alongaroadonwhichdiffractionlossesare
largerthanagiventhresholdvalueJthr[dB].
Therefore,thetotalshadowlengthT perkm
onwhichdiffraction lossesarelargerthanJthr
canbeestimatedbyintegratingL(z) fromZthrto
infinity asin Eq.(8),:
T= D.B(z).L(z) dz
thr
[m] (8)
where:
Zthr = numberof storiesof buildingswhich
causeadiffractionlossJthr at an antenna
position x [story]
D = average number of buildings per km
shown in Table l [/km]. This is easily
obtained from a public data base.
Finally, the CDF of signal diffraction losses
J[dB] which are larger than a given threshold
value Jthr[dB] can be obtained by Eq.(9),:
P(J>Jthr) = 100. T [%].
1000 (9)
Here we summarize the procedure for
estimating the CDF of signal diffraction losses.
Stepl: Give the diffraction loss (threshold
value) Jthr in dB.
Step2: Calculate the building height Zthr
[story] at which the diffraction loss is
Jthr [dB] (Eq.(3)-(6)).
Step3: Estimate shadow length L [m] as a
function of height z [story] (Eq.(7)).
Step4: Estimate the total shadow length T
[m] per km over which the diffraction
losses are larger than Jthr [dB]
(Eq.(1), (2), (8)).
Step5: Calculate CDF; P(J>Jthr) [%]
(Eq.(9)).
Figure 2 shows one example of the
cumulative distribution of signal fading
calculated by the model presented here. A
person with a handheld L-band terminal for
LMSS is assumed to be on a sidewalk in an
urban area. The environmental parameters are
set at values for a typical urban area in Tokyo,
Japan, and hs is assumed to be 4 [m/story] [4].
Since buildings registered in original public data
bases are higher than 4 stories or more (i.e.
height >16m), a minimum number of stories G
in Eq.(1) is set at 4 in the calculation. The
definition of azimuth angles Az is shown in
Fig.3. For example, L90 means 90° to the left of
the direction of Iravel and R90 means 90 ° to the
right of the direction of travel.
COMPARISON BETWEEN
CALCULATED VALUES AND
MEASURED DATA
An Outline of a Field Experiment
In order to examine the validity of this model,
we carried out a field experiment in an urban
area. In the experiment, satellite visibility (Line-
Of-Sight(LOS) condition) was measured by
measuring sky noise temperature Tn [K] with a
radiometer as a function of azimuth and elevation
angles.
If Tn is higher than a given threshold value
Tthr [K], we understand that the LOS condition
is lost. Since the boundary of the LOS condition
gives a signal diffraction loss of 6dB, we
compared satellite visibility measured by the
radiometer with the percentage of locations
where diffraction losses were smaller than 6dB
estimated by this model.
The center frequency of the radiometer was
12GHz (bandwidth: 100MHz, time constant:
0.1 sec) and a horn antenna (half-power
beamwidth: about10 °) was used. All
experimental equipment was installed aboard a
van.
Calibration of the measurement system for the
determination of Tthr toward the direction of the
shadow boundary was carried out at a site where
there was only one building. As a result of the
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measurement,anoisetemperatureof 176.6K
wasassignedto Tthr•
Theexperimentwascarriedout inoneof the
mostbuilt-upareas(ShinjyukuareainTokyo) in
Japan.Thevaluesof theenvironmental
parametersarethesameastheonesshownin
Fig.2 exceptfor x=10m ha=3mandR=29.1m.
Thevanwasdrivenroundacourse,thelength
of onecircuit beingabout6.5km. Theantenna
directionrelativetothetraveldirectionof the
vehiclewasmaintainedconstantfor theperiodof
eachexperiment.Thedefinitionof azimuth
anglesAz in thisexperimentis shownin Fig.3.
Results
Figure 4 shows examples of measured noise
temperatures for elevation angles El = 20 °, 40 °
and 60° at Az=R90. Each dashed line means a
noise temperature of Tthr. From this figure, we
can clearly recognize that the visibility depends
on elevation angles.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between
calculated values expressed as lines and
measured data expressed by symbols. For
example, the line R90 means calculated values
for Az=R90 in Fig.3, and the symbol MR90
means measured data for the same Az. The
calculated values represent the percentage of
locations where signal diffraction losses are
smaller than 6dB estimated by the model
presented here. The measured visibility is
defined as the percentage ratio of the distance for
which Tn_<Tthr to the length of one circuit (6.5
km).
As seen from this figure, the agreement
between calculated values and measured data is
excellent in predictions for cases having
visibilities more than 50%. However, we can
recognize some discrepancies between the
calculated values and the measured data for cases
having a measured visibility smaller than 50%.
This discrepancy may be caused because
buildings with a height of lower than 4 stories
(i.e. height < 16m) are completely omitted in the
calculation.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new type of prediction model
of signal degradation in LMSS for urban areas.
Good agreement was confimaed between satellite
visibility estimated by this model and that
measured by experiments. Since we use
environmental parameters easily obtained from a
public data base, this model can be expected to
be useful for estimating the feasibility of
providing LMSS in urban areas in many
countries.
In future, the effects of both direct wave
degradation and multipath fading should be
related to environmental parameters.
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Table 1. Environnaental parameters used in the propagation model
parameters notation unit
building stories
building height per story
average nmnber of buildings per kln
PDF of building stories
building width ( as a function of z )
average road width
Z
hs
D
B(z)
W(z)
R
[story]
[m/story]
I/kin]
[m]
[m]
_ Satellite O: Azimuth angle [degree]
O: Elevation angle [degree]
\ _ x: Position of antenna [m]
\\ _ d,! \\ ha: Height of antenna [m]
\ A,,
t ,,_ __ _ ,,
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Figure 1. Model of a building for estimating signal diffraction losses.
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Figure 2. One example of cumulative
distribution of signal fading calculated
by the proposed model.
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1 Abstract
Mobile Satellite Systems (MSS) in Highly Ellipti-
cal (HEO) and circular Earth orbits at Medium
(MEO) and Low (LEO) altitudes have been in-
tensively studied in the last few years as an effec-
tive means of providing global communication ser-
vices. Such global coverage MSS networks are also
expected to lnitigate typical channel impairments
usually encountered in geostationary Land Mobile
Satellite (LMS) systems. In the design stages of
these satellite networks, information regarding the
mobile propagation channel is needed to assess the
overall link availability versus elevation angle and
environmental scenarios. For multisatellite LMS
configurations, the mobile user on the Earth surface
sees at any given time more than one satellite of the
constellation. In our paper, it is shown that, under
c,rtain working assumptions regarding the statistics
of the propagation channel, an improvement of the
link availability may be achieved through the use
of a multisatellite constellation. The analyses have
been carried out using the European Space Agency
(ESA) LMS propagation data base which presently
covers a wide range of elevation angles and environ-
mental scenarios.
2 Introduction
For a geostationary (GEO) LMS system, large im-
plementation margins are usually required to com-
pensate for signal blockage due to man-made or nat-
ural obstacles and for multipath effects. Unfortu-
nately a consistent part of the potential users re-
sides in locations around the world (Europe, North
America, Commonwealth of Independent States,
Australia and Japan) where the elevation angle is
ahnost always below 30-40 degrees; under these con-
ditions, as a satellite is power limited, we must ac-
cept a degradation in the quality of the commu-
nication link. Alternative satellite constellations
in HEO and MEO configurations (MAGSS-14, M-
HEO, [1]-[2]) have been recently studied, at the
Europe£n Space Research and Technology Centre
(ESTEC); these systems can provide a very large
coverage (global for MAGSS-14), enhanced in the
regions between 30 o and 60 ° . An additional fea-
ture of MAGSS-14 and M-HEO is the multivisi-
bility, i.e. the intrinsic possibility for the mobile
(or hand-held) terminal to have in sight more than
one satellite of the constellation; the user equipped
with a smart receiver may therefore be able to select
the one presenting the best propagation conditions.
The number of the satellites simultaneously seen by
the receive terminal depends on the location and
varies within the day. For each of these satellite-
mobile communication links we have different el-
evation angles and certainly different propagation
statistics, these varying in a uniform environment
only with the elevation angle. The objective of this
paper is to estimate whether, statistically-wise, an
improvement of the overall link availability can be
achieved with respect to a GEO system. The analy-
sis has been performed making use of a comprehen-
sive propagation data base, owned by ESA. These
experimental data and the corresponding empiri-
cal model currently cover a wide range of elevation
angles and environments. In this paper, we have
limited our effort to the analysis of tree-shadowed
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environmentsonly.
3 The channel model
Several experimental campaigns have been carried
out in the last decade to collect narrowband data
for the characterisation of the LMS propagation
channel, ([3]). The European Space Agency has
embarked in a number of projects to investigate
these propagation impairments as a function of fre-
quency (L- and S-bands), elevation angle and envi-
ronments, ([4]-[6]). Recently ([7]), a modified ver-
sion of the Empirical Roadside Shadowing model,
originally developed by Vogel and Goldhirsh ([3]),
has been elaborated and validated with the ESA
LMS propagation data base. In our Modified ERS
(MERS) model, the range of elevation angles spans
from 20 ° to 80 ° and the Percentage of Optical Shad-
owing (POS) from 35% to 85%; the roadside trees
were also of deciduous variety, as in the ERS model.
The empirical expression, obtained in two different
forms by curve fitting the measured cumulative fade
distributions, is given, in dB, by:
F(Pr, O)=-A(O)ln(Pr)+ B(O) (1)
F(Pr, O) = a(Pr)O 2 + fl(Pr)O + 7(Pr) (2)
where Pr is the percentage of the distance (and
time, with a vehicle at constant speed) over which
the fade is exceeded and 0 is the elevation angle.
With respect to the ERS model, we have extended
and validated the equations (1) and (2) for values
of Pr up to 30%. In terms more familiar to system
engineers, Pr is an indication of the outage expe-
rienced in the channel given a certain fade margin
on the rink. The parameters A and B, in dB, only
depend on the elevation angle:
A(0) = a102 + a20 + a3 (3)
with al = 1.117- 10-4, a_ = -0.0701,a3 = 6.1304
B(O) = blO 2 + b.zO+ b3 (4)
with bl = 0.0032, b2 = -0.6612, b3 = 37.8581.
The coefficients c_,fl and 7 in equation (2) depend
only on the outage probability PT, they are reported
in Table 1.
[[ Pr (%)
10
,,(Pr)
0.0038
0.0021
0.0026
3(Pr)
-0.7147
-0.4605
-0.4603
7(Pr)
38.7381
26.4910
23.1121
15 0.0030 -0.4815 21.4773
20 0.0033 -0.4851 20.0729
30 0.0032 -0.4533 17.4575
Table I. MERS parameters, as in equation (2).
In Fig. 1,
the MERS
the actual
error is in
best fit to
the parametrical curves obtained from
model, equation (1), are plotted with
experimental data; the computed rms
this case 0.5 dB. For equation (2) the
the experimental data was found to be
practically the same. Equation (1) will be used for
the computation of Pr for any of the satellites of
the constellation visible to the mobile terminal at
any given time, within a period of 24 hours.
L-band. elevation angle: 20-80 (deg)
25 ................... , ......................... ,................................................ _........................ i...................... _. • .
2O
10 ..........
5 ........ -
0 5 IO 15 20 25 30
ProbabiLity of exceedance (%)
Fig. 1 MERS model vs. experimental data
4 Multivisibility
We will now apply the MERS model presented in
the previous section to estimate whether an im-
provement in the overall link availability can be ex-
pected in a multisatellite LMS system with respect
to a geostationary one. It has to be stressed that
we are not considering here multivisibirity as a true
diversity scheme; we have limited our work only to
optical and geometrical considerations. A true di-
versity technique would have a strong impact on
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the coverageachievableby the multisatelliteLMS,
on its frequencyplan and numberof satellites,on
the receiverdesignand so forth. The MAGSS-14
([l]) mobilesatelliteconstellationishereaftertaken
into account;threeEuropeanlocationshavebeen
selectedto test the applicability of the multivisi-
bility concept, namely Rome, Noordwjik (ESTEC)
and Stockhohn. The mobile or hand-held terminals
are assumed to roam, during the duration of a call
(we have not considered for the time-being broad-
casting services) in uniform wooded areas in the
outskirts of the cities previously mentioned, where
the MERS model is expected to be applicable. A
short description of the main features of the LMS
system under consideration will be now given.
MAGSS-14
Within the framework of its ARCHIMEDES
project, ESA is examining the possibility of ex-
ploiting the potential advantages of multiregional or
global coverage LMS systems for mobile, portable
and hand-held terminals. The communication ser-
vices currently investigated span from voice and
data channels (up to 4.8 kbit/s) to high quality
broadcasting. The orbital parameters of relevance
for our application are reported in the following ta-
ble. For other details on the MAGSS-14 overall ob-
jectives at system level, see references [1].
II MAGSS-'14
No. of satellites 14
Orbital period (hours) 6
Apogee altitude (kin) 10354
Perigee altitude (kin) 10354
Inclination (degrees) 56
Table 2. MA G,5'S-1_ orbital parameters
4.1 Overall link availability
The following assumptions on the channel statistics
have been taken into account to estimate the overall
link availability in case of multivisibility:
• the MERS channel model, within its range of
applicability, is herein considered to compute
fade margins and outage probabilities, (eq. 1);
• due to the intrinsic limitations of our empirical
channel model, satellites seen from the termi-
hal location at elevation angles below 20 ° are
disregarded;
• satellites at elevation angles higher than 80 °
present channel statistics identical to those at
800;
• the wooded environments for the locations un-
der test have all the same general physical char-
acteristics;
• these physical characteristics and the associ-
ated channel statistics do not change in az-
imuth and during the day;
• longitude and latitude of the receive terminal
remain constant during the duration of the call
(3 minutes, as working assumption).
In figures 2 and 3 we have reported, as an exmnple,
the number of visible satellites and the elevation
angles of the 14 satellites of the constellation during
a 24 hours period at ESTEC, respectively.
ESTEC, Noordwijk: [.at= 52.2N. Long =44E
u m
12 ..................................................................................... O ......................... ! D .....
._ _ u .-.
_- ,0 ..............................i ................ i................--. ...................
6 _ -- ......................... _...................... ".......
}
i .i
5 10 15 20
Tune 0ao_s)
Fig. 2 Visible satellites at ESTEC
A sampling interval of 3 minutes has been used in
the simulation. The maximum elevation angle dur-
ing the day is instead presented in figure 4; it is
fairly easy to recognise that the latter is tile en-
velope of the curves in Fig. 3. The computa-
tion of the overall link availability in a situation
of optical multivisibility requires further assump-
tions in addition to tile ones previously quoted.
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Fig. _ Maximum elevation angle
With more than one visible satellite to the mobile or
hand-held terminal at any given time, we can apply
the MERS model to compute, for each of them, the
probability of outage Pr, the elevation angle being
the only changing parameter. From a probabilistic
point of view, we might consider the multivisibility
as the combination of events all characterised by
the same distribution function. These events are,
in the real world, correlated due to the environ-
ment surrounding the receive terminal and to the
particular satellite constellation. We should there-
fore consider the joint probabilities to estimate the
overaJl link av_lability. This implies, for any i-th
sampling interval, that the multivisibility event can
be characterised as:
S,,.,,.,= {S_,.S_,...,S_,i,.)
= {SI,i('1S2,i...I"1Sk,i...) (5)
where S_,i is the event associated to the k-th satel-
lite visible (k changes with location and time) to
the terminal, during the i-th sampling interval.
The computation of the probability of the event
Smulti, requires, unless additional hypotheses are
made, the knowledge of the conditional probabili-
ties Pr{S_,i I $2,_,..., S_,_,...} and so forth. These
are usually not available. We have then decided
to estimate boundary conditions assuming, on one
hand, uncorrelated events and, on the other, totally
correlated; in the attempt to obtaining results as
close as possible to actual operational situations, we
have also calculated intermediate conditions making
quite general working assumptions on the diversity
philosophy, at system and receiver levels.
Case 1: channels uncorrelated
In practical terms, this means that the presence
of vegetation does not play any effective role,
probabilistically-wise, on the channel statistics of
any visible satellite within a sampling interval. In
such a case, we then have:
er{Smulti,} = H Pr{S_,i} (6)
k
This is clearly the best overall propagation channel
we can consider in terms of highest link availability.
Case 2: channels totally correlated
However low the occurrence of such situation might
be (e.g. a receive terminal completely surrounded
by uniform vegetation with two satellites in visi-
bility on the same orbital plane, during the sam-
pling interval) we must consider it to determine the
other boundary condition. In this case, the selec-
tion of one of the visible satellites during the call is
assumed absolutely random:
1
P,(,s,,,,._.,}= _ e,'{_k,_} (7)
k
Case 3: channels partly correlated
This is certainly a likely situation and the one which
has probably a more direct impact in the implemen-
tation of a true diversity scheme. We will assume
that the mobile or hand-held terminal is equipped
with a receiver capable of selecting at call set-up
and for its entire duration (3 minutes) the satellite
at the highest elevation angle. In a way, we are try-
ing to find a more realistic estimator possibly closer
to an actual system implementation.
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The average availability levels are summarised in
Table 2 for the three margin figures considered, i.e.
3, 5 and 7 dB. In Figures 5, the overall link availabil-
ities are reported for ESTEC, assuming a fixed mar-
gin of 7 riB; the call set-up is uniformly distributed
during the 24 hours period. For the figures given in
Table 2, the maximum rms error is 9%; such lim-
ited fluctuation of the availability figure around its
average value confirms that the assumption of a call
set-up randomly distributed in the 24 hours period
is reasonable.
Overall link availability: margin = 7dB. (ESTEC)
90 ''" " "*'_''' t |?'*' ' I." -,, I _, ; ' _ li_"_
.......i'iiiiii'i it ......
_oL_ .........!'. ..............i_ .................i ...........
........................................................! i
! ....c:=3!
70 L i _ __
0 10 15 20
Time (hours)
Fig. 5 Link availability for MAGSS-I_, ESTEC
[ Location
Stockhohn, 3 dB
Stockhohn, 5 dB
' CSto khohn, 7 dB
ESTEC, 3 dB
ESTEC, 5 dB
Link availability (_)
[ Case 1 Case2
95
98
99
79
88
9O
81
89
96
98
Case 3
79
89
94
81
91
ESTEC, 7 dB 99 91 96
Rome, 3 dB 96 81 81
Rome, 5 dB 98 89 91
Rome, 7 dB 99 91 96
Table 2 Overall link availabilities, MA GS,% I4
As expected, the case of channels totally uncorre-
lated and correlated provide the boundary condi-
tions for the analysis whereas the intermediate sit-
uation of partial correlation (Case 3) well represents
a possible operational scenario. In many sampling
intervals, the latter overlaps with the bottom curve
and this happens more frequently with low fade
margins; this can be explained considering that in
some cases only two satellites are optically visible
to the receive terminal. If for one of them, this
depending upon the elevation angle, the available
margin is not enough then Case 2 and 3 present the
same availability figures. A direct comparison with
a geostationary system has been attempted consid-
ering the same locations and a satellite at 10E. The
results are plotted in the figures 6, 7 and 8.
Stockholm: Lat = 594N. Long = ISE
100 _ ! ! ..... .I ........ .'-....... _. ._ !
i i" i i , .._............i --_case l
90 ....................i..............i ...._ _ C_"2" ',......
8o...........i .........I.. ..._ ...........! .....!_e -_--::........
70 .....................
7__ i iiiI_ 4050 .......... i............................................ i _ ...............i!i!!i
20
lO
0
0 I 3 4 5 6 7 9 l0
Fade margin (dB)
Fig. 6 Link availability (MA GSS-I/_ vs.GEO)
The results reported in the last three figures must
be carefully interpreted. For the locations under
investigation given a fixed margin on the satellite-
mobile link, a multisatellite LMS system provides in
general a much better link availability than a con-
ventional geostationary. This improvement varies
with the location considered and the available fade
margin; the higher the latitude of the place the
hand-held or mobile terminal dwells in, the higher
the benefit introduced by a multisatellite constella-
ESTEC, Noordwijlc [.at = 522N, Long =4.4E
1013 _ ! : ....... a ........!-....... t !
.......... i ! ...... : i
---_ Case I
90 ................................................... __;_--_-,, ..............
• ._C_e ._
7{] ...........................................! i ! i i i
i 6_. i ...... i..........i ..........i ..... i i i ..... i............! .....
_o.............i ........i ...................... i...............i ....
_°...............! .......................? i ..................i i i ......................
l 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10
Fade margin (dB)
Fig. 7 Link availability (MAGSS-14 vs. GEO)
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Rome: Lat =41,9N, Long = 125E
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Fig. 8 Link availability (MAGSS-14 vs. GEO)
tion (in Stockholm we move from a 53% figure up to
a minimum of 90% at 7 dB in multivisibility con-
ditions). On the other hand, the higher the fade
margin made available on the link, the lower the
gap between multivisibility and geostationary sys-
tems.
It is instead debatable whether we can trade-offlink
availability with maximum allocated fade margin,
that is RF power. Unless specific hypotheses on
the system frequency plan and on the diversity tech-
nique implemented at receiver level are made, mul-
tivlsibifity in general deteriorates the interference
environment in that it lowers the average C/M. Un-
der this sort of considerations, we can not straight-
forwardly conclude from the previous curves that
we can save power, having fixed a minimum goal
for the link availability.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have estimated, under certain as-
sumptions on the channel statistics, that a non
negligible improvement in the rink availability can
be expected for a multisatellite LMS constellation
with respect to a conventional geostationary sys-
tem. This improvement depends on the available
fade margin and varies with the geographical lo-
cation. The higher the latitude and the lower the
available system fade margin, the higher the bene-
fit coming from the use of a multisatellite constel-
laXion. It must be finally reminded that we have
only considered geometrical not true multivisibility
hence these results should be interpreted in terms
of probabilistic boundary conditions.
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Abstract
This paper examines and analyzes research data
on the role of foliage attenuation in signal
fading between a satellite transmitter and a
terrestrial vehicle-mounted receiver. The
frequency band of measurement, called L-
Band, includes the region 1610.0 to 1626.5
MHz. Data from tests involving various
combinations of foliage and vehicle movement
conditions clearly show evidence of fast fading
(in excess of 0.5 dB per millisecond) and fade
depths as great or greater than 16 dB. As a
result, the design of communications link
power control that provides the level of
accuracy necessary for power sensitive systems
could be significantly impacted. Specific
examples of this include the communicatiohs
links that employ Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) as a modulation technique.
INTRODUCTION
The research discussed in this paper focuses on
the propagation of L-Band communication
signals from satellites to ground-based, mobile
receivers. More specifically, the test involved
the collection and measurement of RF time-
series data. The receiver was mounted on a
vehicle traveling through wooded terrain. An
aircraft-mounted transmitter provided a signal
representative of a Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
satellite for a portion of the test, while a
geosynchronous satellite was used as a second
signal source. Two runs were selected from
the collected data as representative of the test
results; Run 769: Moderately wooded area
(vehicle receiver), simulated LEO satellite
transmitter (airerat_). Run 343: Heavily
wooded area (vehicle receiver), geostationary
satellite transmitter. During run 769, the speed
of the test vehicle varied between 10 and 20
miles per hour. In run 343, the test vehicle's
speed was held constant at 25 miles per hour.
Figures 1 through 5 show run 769 data, and
Figures 6 through 10 show run 343 data.
Measurements were performed by Dr. W.
Vogel of the University of Texas.
Review of Fade Data
The fade data (figures 1, 2, 6, and 7) illustrates
a slowly varying mean value of fade and a more
rapidly varying deep fade component (10 to 20
dB). The figures also reveal a very fast
component, which is generally accepted to be
caused by scattering. Some researchers model
this as a Rayleigh process whose mean is a
Lognormal distribution. Other models have
also been developed (references 1, 2 and
3).The timeseries of figures 1, 2, 6, and 7
provide a measure of fade rate (their rise and
decay times), which is a function of vehicle
speed as well as shadowing. This test
measures rates of change that exceeded 0.5 dB
per millisecond.
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Fade Duration and Level Crossing Rate
Fade duration is the length of time that a
received signal is under a specified threshold
(i.e., a fade margin value -- relative to
unobslructed line-of-sight). Thresholds of 4,
10, and 16 dB have been considered. Level
Crossing Rate (LCR) is defined as the rate at
which a fading waveform crosses a specified
threshold (4, 10, or 16 dB) in one direction.
The LCR is calculated as a distribution for the
selected thresholds. Fade dgrations and LCRs
are shown in figures 3, 5, 8, and 10,
respectively.
CDMA CONSIDERATIONS
Power control is the single most important
system requirement for Direct-Sequence Code
Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA). The
power of each user accessing a cell must be
controlled to ensure that resources are shared
equitably among users and that the capacity is
maximized (reference 4, page 305). Recent
studies (5) indicate that CDMA capacity could
be quite sensitive to power control accuracy. In
fact, accuracy of 1 dB or better would be
needed. System user capacity must be reduced
to maintain the voice quality objective, for a
given power control accuracy. The reverse
link to a satellite receiver suffers a time varying
attenuation when the line-of-sight from a
mobile user transmitter is shadowed by tree
foliage. The same applies in the forward
direction (from the satellite to a ground-based
mobile receiver). In both cases, the signal's
rate of change is primarily related to the speed
of the vehicle and the density of foliage.
Satellite motion is of less significance. During
a shadow period, the signal level reaching a
receiver can easily vary 5 to 20 dB, thus
decreasing the received Eb/(No+Io) with
deleterious effects on voice quality. The
following procedure can be used to
compensate for shadowing. Transmit power
could be adjusted dynamically with a closed-
loop power control to compensate more
precisely for a time varying fading due to
foliage. Considering the up-link, ira user is
traveling through a forested area, the received
power level would be measured at the ground
station gateway. A command signal would be
sent to the subscriber unit in order to adjust its
power to compensate for the up-link fade.
Unfortunately, there is a time delay as a result
of the round trip (user-satellite-user). In the
case of a LEO satellite at 400 nautical miles
altitude, the user-satellite-user delay is about
10 milliseconds for high grazing angles and 30
milliseconds for low grazing angles. The delay
with a LEO at 800 nm altitude is 20 to 60
milliseconds. Medium earth orbit satellite
(MEO) systems have higher delays (120
milliseconds) but less variation over the field-
of-view. During the propagation delay time,
the differential between the fade level and the
corrective signal can reach several dB (perhaps
5 to 10), rendering power control ineffective.
A fade event could even disappear entirely,
leading to overcorrection. The above closed
loop power control has to be used especially
when the downlink frequency is different from
the uplink (for example, L-band up/S-band
down) because the fades tend to be
uncorrelated. If L-band is used on both the
uplink and downlink, time-division duplexing
(TDD) has to be used. Measurement of
downlink fade can in principle be used to
control uplink power. Suppose a fade
measurement is made at time (tl). For a
typical 60 millisecond TDD frame, the next
uplink transmit burst will occur 30 milliseconds
later. By that time the fading channel would
have changed considerably. In any of these
two cases the time delay will cause a power
control error of several dB.
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TEST RESULTS, RUN 769
Time-series Waveforms and Differential
Variation of Fade Depths
Two fade regions were examined to obtain a
more complete statistical description of fade
variations for the recorded time-series. The
first fade region was in the vicinity of the 5.0
dB absolute fade area, and the second was in
the 10.0 dB area. The objective was to
evaluate fade variation over an interval of (t)
milliseconds for each of the regions. In figure
3, the results are presented as the probability
that the fade variation over the interval exceeds
a specified amount (dB). For example, the
fade in the 5.0 dB area during an interval of 32
milliseconds varies by more than 2 dB for 50%
of the time. At the 30% probability level, the
fade variation is about 3.5 dB.
Fade Duration Statistics and Level
Crossing Rates
Figure 4 illustrates the cumulative probability
of exceeding a given fade duration. Typical
durations of 10 to 30 milliseconds, 50% of the
time are observed. This is consistent with deep
short duration fades as exhibited by the parent
time-series data waveforms. The level crossing
rate is the number of times the fade time-series
waveform crosses a stated threshold in a
positive direction. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of level crossings per second. At
the 50% point, the LCR is about 2 per second
for a 16 dB threshold, 6 per second for a 10 dB
threshold, and 4 per second for a 4 dB
threshold.
TEST RESULTS RUN 343
Samples of the time-series data for run 343 are
illustrated in figures 6, 7. It should be noted
that the fade slopes are greater than those of
rtm 769, which is primarily due to the
somewhat higher test vehicle speed used in run
343, as well as higher density foliage. Figure 8
shows the statistical fade changes for run 343.
The differential fade variation is typically
greater than 4.0 dB over a time interval of 32
milliseconds about 50% of the time. Likewise,
it is about 8.0 dB for the same time interval, for
10% of the time. Fade duration statistics in
figure 9 show durations typically between 5
and 7 milliseconds. Figure 10 illustrates the
level crossing rates for run 343. At the 50%
point, the LCR is 12 per second for a 16 dB
threshold, 16 per second for a 10 dB threshold,
and 18 per second for a 4 dB threshold.
CONCLUSIONS
The test results reveal it is highly unlikely that a
1 dB power control accuracy can be
maintained when communicating in a tree-
shadowed environment even using a closed-
loop power control system. The fade situation
is nominally severe for heavily wooded areas
and degrades further as vehicle speed increases.
Tree shadowing produces fast-varying
shadowing. Any system design based on a
slow-varying shadow model is grossly
inadequate in self-interference-limited satellite
CDMA systems. Further analysis and
simulation is recommended to evaluate CDMA
capacity and voice quality over a mobile LEO
satellite link.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile satellite communications will be popular-
ized by the North American MSAT system. The success
of the overall system is dependent upon the quality of
the mobile units. Westinghouse is designing our unit,
the Series 1000 Mobile Phone, with the user in mind.
The architecture and technology aim at providing opti-
mum performance at a low per unit cost. The features
and functions of the Series 1000 Mobile Phone have
been defined by potential MSA T users. The latter por-
tion of this paper deals with who those users may be.
I. INTRODUCTION
Westinghouse is designing a mobile satellite tele-
phone, the Series 1000, for use with American Mobile
Satellite Corporation's and Telesat Mobile Inc. 's mobile
satellite (MSAT) service. The phone supports voice
with a built in handset, facsimile with a standard tele-
phone port, and data with an RS-232 port.
The Series 1000 Mobile Phone is the first genera-
tion of a line of Westinghouse mobile satellite commu-
nications products, and will be available in late 1994.
Industry has been eagerly anticipating the MSAT sys-
tem on which it is intended to operate, which is well
documented in current literature [I-2].
H. THE WESTINGHOUSE APPROACH
Westinghouse has combined proprietary tech-
niques with advanced technology to create a design that
will render outstanding performance at a low per unit
cost. Westinghouse is leveraging its capabilities in digi-
tal signal processing, microwave design, and software
development to assure a mobile phone that is completely
compatible with the MSAT ground network.
One of the major design challenges of the Series
1000 Mobile Phone is overcoming the stringent link
margin requirements (Table I). The system does enjoy
an unusually high satellite EIRP, but the Ricean fading
characteristic of satellite channels presents complex
design issues. Without a proper design, a prolonged
fade can cause the satellite position to be lost, informa-
tion to be dropped, fax machines to timeout, or the call
to be disconnected. As such, the Series 1000 Mobile
Phone design must incorporate fade mitigation and com-
pensation techniques. At very low look angles, the
problem is made more challenging by an increased
number of obstructions. Look angles for a few repre-
sentative cities are:
Acapulco 69"
Miami 52"
Los Angeles 46"
Chicago 39"
Boston 32"
Vancouver 29"
Quebec 28"
Honolulu 23"
Anchorage 9"
The most common obstruction will be trees. Because
Table I Series 1000Mobile Phone Characteristics
TransmitFrequency 1626.5 - 1660.5 MHz
Receive Frequency 1525.0 - 1559.0 MHz
Modulation QPSK
ChannelRate (Inbound) 6750 bpa
ChannelRate (Outbound) 6750 bps
Voice Codex Rate 4200 bps
Antenna Polarization RHCP
Channel Spacing 6.0 KHz
Channel Increments 0.5 KHz
FEC Encoding
at 2400 bps informationrate Rate 1/2
at 4800 bps information rate Rate 3/4
in packet-switched mode Rate 1/3
Link Budget Uplink Downlink
Satellite EIRP 30.8 dBW
Satellite G/I" 2.7 dB/K
MP EIRP 12.5 dBW
MP G/T -16.0 dB/K
PathLoss 187.2dB 187.7dB
OtherLoues 3.4dB 4.8dB
(C/No) 53.2 dBHz 50.9 dBHz
(C/No) threshold 47.3 dBHz 47.3 dBHz
Link Margin 5.9 dB 3.6 dB
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the Series 1000 Mobile Phone offers interoperability
with the existing cellular network, more populous areas
with building obstructions will be covered by the cellu-
lar system.
L-band propagation statistics have received some
attention in recent years [9]. Most notably, the Applied
Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University has
performed detailed measurements, at the MSAT fre-
quencies, of fade statistics from roadside trees and
mountainous terrain. An example of the kind of fade
distribution with which the Series 1000 Mobile Phone
must contend is shown in Figure 1. This data was
collected from the Baltimore-Washington parkway in
central Maryland during summer; thus the deciduous
trees were in full bloom with maximum moisture. The
elevation angle is 45". The Series 1000 Mobile Phone
is designed to handle fade depths of this magnitude.
The duration of the fades is another important statistic
when considering the effects of signal propagation.
The major system functions of the Series 1000
Mobile Phone are shown in Figure 2. The configura-
tion will change somewhat depending upon the applica-
tion, but the basic building blocks remain the same.
Digital Signal Processing
The digital signal processing (DSP) subsystem
performs the physical layer protocols of the Series
1000 Mobile Phone. Perhaps the most innovative de-
sign area, the DSP subsystem houses the following
critical functions:
Demodulator - Implemented on a single chip, it em-
ploys a proprietary optimization method to obtain soft
decision bits from a QPSK modulated signal. It also
performs carrier acquisition and tracking, symbol tim-
ing acquisition and tracking, and signal strength calcula-
tions used by the beam steering controller.
Coding Sequence - This refers to a series of bit-ma-
nipulation techniques used for forward error correction
and channel encryption. Convolutional encoding and
Viterbi decoding are used. The signal is interleaved to
prevent bursty errors, and it is scrambled for security.
Voice Codec - An improved multi-band excitation
0MBE) algorithm developed by DVSI is used. It oper-
ates at 6400 bps with an information rate of 4200 bps.
As this code(: is also being used on the lnmarsat and
Optus systems, it is quickly becoming an international
defacto standard.
(3
Data
Voice/fax
: i Contro IProcess ing
Data Messaging
f
_[ Digital SignalProcess i ng
t
Xmit/l=k:v
Control
r_
3
2 Functional Block Diagram of the Series 1000 Mobile Phone
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• Noise Cancellation - Many applications, such as use
inside trucks or hands-free operation, will require some
form of noise cancellation. This is either an analog or
digital process in which background noise is cancelled
while the user is speaking. Additionally, noise may be
suppressed while the user is silent. Noise suppression
affords no increase in signal-to-noise ratio, but there is
a perceived performance improvement.
• Fax Protocol - The MSAT system is unique in that it
uses real time facsimile (fax) transmission over the
satellite link with automatic repeat request (ARQ) func-
tionality. The LAP-B ARQ adds the ability for error-
free communications over the satellite link. The user
may select whether or not they wish to use ARQ, in
case they would prefer a shorter phone call with more
errors in transmission. Real-time transmission offers
some distinct advantages, including billing procedures
identical to a regular voice call and confirmation of
message delivery.
Control Processing
The control processing (CP) subsystem will per-
form all the upper layer, byte-level protocol functions.
The link layer signalling protocol is used to communi-
cate with the Group Controller (GC) for call manage-
ment. Another set of protocols is used for network
management and signalling. For the data mode, this in-
cludes X.25 and several MSAT-specific data communi-
cation protocols. Call setup and release protocols de-
fine the procedures for establishment and takedown of
voice, data, and fax calls.
When the Series 1000 Mobile Phone is not en-
gaged in a call, the CP subsystem will continuously
monitor the GC bulletin board channel. This will pro-
vide network status information updates, incoming call
indications, congestion control parameters, and other
control messages. The CP will also respond to GC
commands.
The algorithm to detect the crossover of beams is
performed in the CP subsystem. Packet error rates are
calculated for the beam the Series 1000 Mobile Phone
is using and the signalling channels in other beams.
Depending on the quality of the channels, the Series
1000 Mobile Phone decides when a switch of beams
should occur and notifies the GC appropriately.
Antenna Unit
Several types of antennas are available for use
with the Series 1000 Mobile Phone. For land vehicle
applications, a phased array will be offered. This
antenna is a fiat plate about a foot in diameter. The
gain of the antenna in the direction of the signal will not
drop below 9 dB. Because the phased array is aestheti-
cally pleasing on smaller vehicles, it is expected to be
the most popular antenna type.
The mechanical antenna configuration is less
rugged, but in some ways preferred. Acquisition time
for this antenna will be slower, about 6 seconds. But
the mechanical antenna can dither at small intervals,
and thus can maintain extremely accurate satellite track-
ing when used in conjunction with an angular position
determinant.
A third alternative is an omni-directional mast
antenna. In order to meet performance specifications
the size of the mast needs to be about 3 feet. Neverthe-
less it will meet the needs of certain niche applications.
The frame formats on the MSAT voice channels
call for large periods of time, as long as 0.48 seconds,
with no signal being transmitted. For the directional
antennas, this makes it extremely difficult to track the
satellite based solely on signal strength. In half a sec-
ond, a vehicle could potentially change its orientation
by as much as 25-30 degrees. As such, it is desirable
to use an angular position determinant to steer the
antenna. Accelerometers and gyros may be used, but
they are expensive and not well suited to a rugged
environment. A compass or magnetometer would do
the job more cost effectively, but they are subject to
local magnetic perturbations. An angular rate sensor is
another potential solution, with the drawback of long-
term drift.
User Interface
The Series 1000 Mobile Phone is capable of more
than just simple voice and data satellite transmission. It
is also equipped with convenient user features and en-
hanced functionality.
The Westinghouse Series 1000 Mobile Phone
offers complete interoperability with the existing cellu-
lar network, including the ability for live call hand-off.
Thus, the MSAT system should be understood as com-
plementary to the cellular industry. Cellular inter-
operability involves complex billing and licensing issues
as well as intricate call hand-off procedures. A more
thorough examination of this issue is detailed in [3].
Another feature available from Westinghouse
Series phones is satellite trunked radio operation. Satel-
lite trunked radio service provides a communication net
that allows all suitably equipped mobile phones in a
closed user group (CUG) to receive voice transmissions
from all other mobile phones in the same CUG, and
from the base station. Communications originate from
mobile phones on a push-to-talk basis, and are re-trans-
mitted at the base station so that other mobile phones in
the net will be able to hear both sides of the conver-
sation. The service is implemented on a single circuit-
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switch channel shared by the all the CUG members.
Satellite trunked radio will be particularly useful for
small rural fleets.
For position location, a global positioning system
(GPS) option can be added to the Series 1000 Mobile
Phone. Position determination is necessary in fleet
management, maritime, and aeronautical applications.
The position determination system may also be located
external to the Series 1000 Mobile Phone, as in the case
of a vehicle already equipped with a position determi-
nant.
Table II Features of theSeries 1000 MobilePhone
Alphanumeric Handset Display
PC Connectivity
Programmable from Keypad
Hands-Free Operation
Speed Dialling
Call Waiting
Call Hold
Call Transfer
Call Barring
Conference Calling
Call Forwarding
Voice Mail
Handheld Option
Horn Alert
Other features of the Series 1000 Mobile Phone
pattern those already common in cellular and landline
operation. The conveniences that the user has become
familiar with at home will not have to be compromised
with the Series 1000 Mobile Phone. A brief list of
some of the important features is shown in Table II.
HI. APPLICATIONS
The discriminating factor for the MSAT system
lies in the ubiquitous nature of satellite coverage. As
such, the MSAT market is concentrated in non-urban
areas where cellular coverage is not available. Approx-
imately 15 million people are in these areas, unserved
by the cellular network. Satellite extension service will
target government and business arenas, as well as the
cellular consumer that is frequently moving in and out
of coverage.
Seamless Voice
Many businesses require communications across a
wide area not completely covered by cellular [5-7].
Building and construction crews, for example, require
constant communications with a relatively transient team
of people and machinery. These crews move in and out
of cellular coverage based on the job, but a single
Series 1000 Mobile Phone communications system
would always meet their requirements.
Law enforcement and fire-fighting personnel in
rural areas would find use for a Series 1000 Mobile
Phone, and would have the added benefit of a secure
link because of the scrambling inherent in the MSAT
system. And when a search-and-rescue operation is re-
quired, or for disaster management, they have the
advantage of instant connectivity at remote sites. Res-
cue teams will also be able to make use of the aeronau-
tical capability of the Series 1000 Mobile Phone. Em-
ergency medical personnel are able to obtain remote
professional support, report breakdowns, and alert
destination hospitals of their status.
Geological surveys are becoming increasingly im-
portant, especially if precious natural resources are
involved. A satellite mobile system is useful in this
scenario for monitoring the survey workers and coordi-
nating supplies and assistance. Mining is another activ-
ity that requires coordination of men, materials, and
machinery over vast areas. Efficiency and safety in
mining and excavation are improved a great deal with
constant reporting to a home facility.
The cellular network is growing at an astounding
rate. But over long driving distances cellular commu-
nications can be sparse and inadequate. The MSAT
system will always have a niche market because it of-
fers not only unlimited range, but communication that is
reliable and secure, as well as fax and data services.
Transportation and Fleet Management
Perhaps the most significant market demand for
MSAT services is that of wide-area trucking. A Series
1000-based fleet management system may be used for:
• real-time schedule and routing updates,
• reporting cargo status for refrigeration units,
high-value goods, or toxic materials,
• reporting vehicle performance for maintenance
and spares planning,
• locating vehicles in distress,
• monitoring vehicle travel patterns for many
vehicles over a large area,
• optimizing pickup strategy in order to maximize
load capability and minimize fuel and mileage,
• and allowing two-way communication with driv-
ers.
Larger fleets may wish to adapt their system with a
specialized interface unit or software so that drivers
would have an automated menu-driven system. If
several fleet management centers are involved, the
MSAT system may be combined with a VSAT system
to yield a single consolidated network [8].
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Fleet management, however, is not limited to the
trucking industry. Oil companies have the added re-
quirement of marine fleets and on- and off-shore drill-
hag rigs. Also their pipelines, which require remote
monitoring and control, are well suited to mobile data
transmission.
The existing North American system for railcar
location allows updates on a daily basis and is consid-
ered by most to be unsatisfactory. Improved terrestrial
systems have been proposed, but are costly and ineffi-
cient. Satellite mobile services would provide a single
system for passenger and freight applications.
Marine
The AMSC/TMI system will operate up to 200
nautical miles (370 kin) off coastal waters. Inmarsat,
an international mobile satellite system, currently oper-
ates in this region but is restricted from operating in-
land. Inmarsat data shows that 75 % of all shipboard
communications occur within the 200 nautical mile
perimeter. Furthermore, there is significant commer-
cial activity along the major rivers and Great Lakes
involving cargo ships, tug boats, and barges.
Ships at sea are usually equipped with sophisticat-
ed navigation and position location tools, but shore-
based fleet managers are divorced from this information
because of inadequate communications links. Two-way
communications is preferred in order to send a wide
range of data to and from the ships. For example,
charts and maps could be updated in real-time, weather
and ice reconnaissance information could be relayed,
and fishing productivity could be increased through
coordinated tracking.
IV. CONCLUSION
The basic design of the Westinghouse Series 1000
Mobile Phone has been explained. The Series 1000 is a
sophisticated design which affords a wide variety of
interface options including voice, fax, data, GPS, cellu-
lar, and satellite trunked radio services. The market
demand for this product is high, and several potential
market areas have been discussed.
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Abstract
In this paper, technical results obtained in the first MS-
BN Land mobile technical trial are reported. MSB-
N (Mobile Satellite Business Network) is a new pro-
gramme undertaken by the European Space Agency
(ESA), to promote mobile satellitecommunication in
Europe, includingin particularvoice capability.The
firstphase of the MSBN system implementation plan
isan experimental phase. Its purpose isto evaluate
through fieldexperiments the performance of the MS-
BN system,priorto the finalisationofitsspecifications.
Particularly,the objectiveisto verifyin the fieldand
possiblyimprove the performance ofthe novel satellite
accesstechnique BLQS-CDMA (Band Limited Quasi-
Synchronous-Code DivisionMultipleAccess) ([I]),pro-
posed as baselinefor the MSBN.
1. INTRODUCTION:
The firstseriesof MSBN Land Mobile trialswere
successfullyconducted in June/July 1992, and fol-
lowed up by some additional testsin January 1993.
The tests were carried out using the Marecs-A
satellite,existing infrastructure (ESA Villafranca
C-band station) and BLQS-CDMA prototype ter-
minals (one mobile and one fixed),developed with-
in the European Space Agency's Advanced System
Technology Programme (ASTP) by SAIT Systems
(B).
The objectives of the trial were the testing of
the technical performance of the system (with par-
ticular reference to the new access scheme BLQS-
CDMA described in [1]), and the implementation
of user oriented tests and demonstrations.
Overall, this first Land mobile trial has been
very successful. It has not only enabled the ac-
quisition of a large amount of important technical
information, but it has also raised the confidence
of ESA in the general system performance, and
proved the viability of the new system in provid-
ing good quality communications.
The paper is divided into six sections (this is
Section 1):
Section 2 includes a general description of the
MSBN system concept ([4]). In Section 3, the main
trim objectives are outlined. The overall test set-
up is described in Section 4, together with the d-
ifferent facilities/equipment involved in the trial.
In Section 5, the technical results are reported, of
particular importance is the return link synchro-
nization. Overall conclusions are drawn in Section
6.
2. DEFINITION OF THE MSBN CON-
CEPT:
The basic MSBN concept represented in Figure
1 shows that a fixed user has direct access to his
own mobile fleet through the satellite transponder.
The FES (Fixed Earth Station) is a VSAT station
which operates in the Ku-band frequencies, and
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the MES (MobileEarth Station)operatesin the
1.5/1.6Ghzfrequencyband(or L-band).
In thebasicscenario,apairof channels(oneFor-
ward CommonChannel(FCC), and one Return
CommonChannel(RCC))is permanentlyallocat-
ed to eachnetwork:a networkconsistsof anFES
andasetofMES'sorganizedin aclosedusergroup
asa star network. The overall system is controlled
by a Network Management Station (NMS) which
has the capability to transmit and receive in both
frequency bands (Ku and L-band).
The access technique is based on Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access (CDMA). Therefore, sever-
al networks operate over the same frequency band
(typically 1 Mhz), the various networks using a
different set of codes. With the newly develope-
d BLQS-CDMA scheme, both network terminal
synchronization t and carrier frequency control 2 are
required for optimum performance ([1]). This re-
duces intra-system interference (self-noise) with re-
spect to conventional CDMA and simplifies the
MES receiver design.
To achieve more easily synchronization, a common
clock and frequency reference is broadcast by a
master station (the NMS or alternatively one of
the FES's) on a dedicated pilot signal, produced
by direct sequence modulating a precise frequency
reference. All signals transmitted by the FES's or
MES's are synchronized with respect to this com-
mon reference signal.
Bandlimitation is achieved with Nyquist chip
pulse shaping with no degradation compared to
the unfiltered case.
In practice, BLQS-CDMA possesses all the in-
trinsic advantages of CDMA, but has an efficien-
cy comparable to orthogonal transmission systems
like FDMA and TDMA.
3. TRIAL OBJECTIVES:
As pointed out above, BLQS-CDMA relies on
chip clock and carrier frequency synchronization
for optimum performance. Chip clock synchro-
nization is straightforward in the forward link (ie
from the fixed station (FES) to the mobile one
t By synchronization event, we mean that all the trans-
mitter code epochs and frequencies are quasi-aligned at the
satellite transponder input. The error shall be less than +
0.3 chips
2within a range of say + 6.10-TRb, R_ being the uncoded
bit rate.
(MES)) while it is more problematic in the return
link (ie from the MES to the FES). Due to this,
one of the main objectives of the trial has been the
verification of the return link synchronization.
In general, the key objectives of this first trial
can be summarized as follows:
, the verification of the return link synchro-
nization algorithms of which two, one called
"Dzung algorithm" ([3]) and the other called
"Salt algorithm" ([2]), were implemented.
. the verification of the global system perfor-
mance in different environments (voice qual-
ity of the various vocoders, antenna tracking
capability..)
3. the implementation of user oriented tests and
demonstrations.
4. TRIAL CONFIGURATION:
4.1. Experiment Scenario:
A block diagram showing the configuration dur-
ing the experiment is given in Figure 2.
The MSBN system is planned to be operational
early 1995 and will use EMS (European Mobile
Satellite). Due to the unavailability of EMS, the
Marecs A-satellite was used instead, although the
feeder links are at C-band (instead of Ku-band).
As shown in Figure 1, the following signals were
transmitted/received:
• The C-Band uplink signal, transmitted from
Villafranca (FES) to the MES terminal, was
composed of two signals:
1) the Spread Spectrum (SS) pilot
signal or FRC (Forward Reference
Channel) and,
2) the Spread Spectrum (SS) traffic
signal or FCC (Forward Common
Channel).
The baseband data entering the FES SS mod-
ulator can be selected between the vocoder
output (voice mode), or a random data gener-
ator (data mode). All the satellite tests were
performed in voice mode, as these provided
the greatest feedback of system performance.
The C-band received signal or RCC (Re-
turn Common Channel), transmitted from the
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MES terminal to Villafranca (FES), consist-
ed of the MES Spread Spectrum (SS) signal,
which after down conversion was acquired and
demodulated via the FES (SS) demodulator.
Recovered baseband data was routed to the
vocoder (voice mode), since, as already men-
tioned, all the satellite tests were performed
in voice mode.
The maximum signal bandwidth was 1.2 Mhz.
4.2 Description of facilitles/equipment in-
volved in the experiment:
4.2.1 The Marecs-A satellite:
The Marecs-A is a geostationary satellite located
22.3 degrees East; its present inclination is i_ 5°.
In general, the geostationary orbit inaccuracies
(ie satellite's inclination) induce a doppler shift on
both the carrier and chip frequencies of the MES
signal received by the FES. This doppler has to be
accounted for within the return link synchroniza-
tion process.
4.2.2 The Agency's Payload Monitoring
Station at Villafranca:
Situated close to Madrid (Spain), this station
is the dedicated Marecs-A TT&C and payload-
monitoring station. The station is fully equipped
for payload testing with sophisticated computer-
driven test equipment, 12 m C-Band dish, 4 m
L-band dish and L-band standard gain horn for
precise EIRP measurements. The main parame-
ters of the C-band facilities are:
• Max C-Band EIRP: <= 80 dBW (6.4 Ghz).
• C-Band G/T: 32.4 dB/K
As shown in Figure 1, the interface between the
fixed terminal (FES) and the C-Band station in
Villafranca (S) was at IF (70 Mhz).
4.2.3 Description of FES & MES equip-
ment:
4.2.3.1 Main characteristics:
The newly developed (MES & FES) prototype
terminals include fully digital multirate modems
using the BLQS-CDMA access technique. BLQS-
CDMA is a direct sequence modulated CDMA (D-
S/QPSK) that makes use of quasi-synchronized
signature sequences (preferentially phased Gold
codes :_) belonging to an almost orthogonal se-
a Gold codes all having mutual cross-correlation R_u= -1
for A= two-sided maximum timing offset= 0.
quence set.
The modem flexibility permits operation in sev-
eral modes, depending on the selected chip rate
(from 150 Kchip/s to 1.2 Mchip/s), bit rate (from
2.4 Kbit/s to 19.2 Kbit/s) and, spreading factor
(from 31 to 511). Convolutional coding (r=l/2,
K=7) may be applied to further enhance the sys-
tein efficiency.
Both voice and data transfer are possible. Nev-
ertheless, as mentioned above, only the voice mode
was tested during the satellite trial. The voice is
digitized using the SVQ (Spectral Vector Quan-
tization) voice coding technique. Three different
speech coders (operating i at 6.4 Kbit/s (Inmarsat-
compatible), 3.0 Kbit/s & 1.8 Kbit/s respectively)
are implemented.
4.2.3.2 MES equipment in Trial Vehicle:
The mobile set-up can be described as follows:
the antenna was mounted on the roof of the tri-
al vehicle (Renault Espace), whilst the HPA/LNA
(High power amplifier/Low noise amplifier) mod-
ule, MES terminal (developed by SAIT and inter-
facing at IF= 70 Mhz with the HPA/LNA mod-
ule), and other supporting equipment were in-
stalled inside the vehicle and powered by a 12 V
battery module.
The antenna used for the trial was a mechanical-
ly steerable prototype, developed within the Euro-
pean Space Agency's Advanced System Technolo-
gy Programme (ASTP). It has a tracking capabili-
ty and a gain of about 10 dBi. An omnidirectional
antenna was also used to perform some tests at
the lowest bit rates. Finally, a GPS antenna was
mounted on the roof rack of the vehicle to allow
GPS data recording during the mobile trials.
All relevant information regarding the state of
both the mobile and static terminals could be vi-
sualized in real time graphically during the exper-
iment and/or recorded in a capture file on the PC
for further post-processing (MMI facility).
5. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS:
5.1 Test routes:
Tests were first carried out in a fixed set up be-
tween Villafranca and Brussels to ensure the sys-
tem was functioning correctly; following this, the
vehicle was fitted with the mobile terminal and
verification of the system was again undertaken.
The system was then ready for satellite testing in
_llncluding error protection.
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X
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(Mode
1)
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(1) Mode 1 is the nominal mode.
(2) X indicates the possible modes of operations.
(3) (*) indicates the modes tested during the trial.
(4) During the satellite tests, the highest vocoder rate
was always used for any given symbol rate.
Table 1: Modes of Operation.
earnest.
Most of the mobile tests were carried out on a sec-
tion of the Brussels/Paris motorway to the south
of Brussels, the surroundings were much the same
for the entire length of motorway used. That is
to say the sides of the motorway were lined with
a mixture of high trees and bushes with the occa-
sional open area while the central reservation was
mainly clear of obstructions.
5.2 Modes of Operation:
As already pointed out, different modes of oper-
ation are possible, depending on the selected chip
rate (from 150 Kchip/s to 1.2 Mchip/s), bit rate
(from 2.4 Kbit/s to 19.2 Kbit/s) and, spreading
factor (from 31 to 511). Table 1 shows all the
possible combinations (indicated by X in Table
1). The majority of tests were carried out using
mode 1 (from now on called the "nominal mod-
e"). However to establish correct operation of the
other modes, additional tests were also performed
(indicated by (*) in Table 1).
5.3 Result Discussions:
For each mode of operation, a set of parameters
were recorded at both fixed & mobile sites. Since it
is not practical to present all the analyzed results
from the trial, only some representative statistics
covering the main parameters are presented in this
paper. All of them refer to the nominal mode.
5.3.1 Acquisition/Reacquisition times:
During the mobile tests, it was not possible to
measure accurately the acquisition/reacquisition
times, however they were observed to be very fast
and proved to be crucial in maintaining communi-
cations in a land mobile environment. Under Lab
conditions, acquisiton was typically accomplished
in less than 1 sec at Eb/No= 0.5 dB, whilst reac-
quisition times of less than 0.2 sec were achieved
at Eb/No= 2dB and after a coasting time of 1
minute.
Generally, the tracking of the antenna performed
extremely well even when the vehicle was turning
at 30 deg/s. The angular sensor (added to the
antenna during the January 93 tests) helped to a
large extent to maintain correct antenna pointing
during periods of blockage.
5.3.2 Performance of the RTN Link
synchronizat ion:
5.3.2.1 Definition of the RTN Link
synchronization concept:
The goal of the RTN Link synchronization is to
synchronize the code phase of the Return Com-
mon Channel (RCC) with the one of the locally
generated reference at the FES (FRC). The RTN
Link synchronization is accomplished in two phas-
es: during the acquisition phase, both code phase
and chip frequency errors are estimated by the
FES and transmitted to the MES which adjusts
its transmit code phase and chip frequency accord-
ingly. During the tracking phase, the FES tracks
the return link code phase error by comparing the
code phase of the mobile terminal (RCC) with the
code phase of the pilot (FRC) and commanding
the necessary corrections in the MES. This oper-
ation is repeated at regular time intervals (To= 1
second).
Two different tracking algorithms, called
"Dzung algorithm" and "Sait algorithm" respec-
tively, were tested during the trial. The "Dzung
algorithm" ([3]) can be described as "a phase cor-
rection based method", since the corrections sent
by the FES to the MES represent code phase cor-
rection values. In contrast, the "SAIT algorith-
m" ([2])is a "frequency correction based method".
The FES compares now the chip frequency of the
mobile terminal (MES) with the chip frequency of
the pilot and uses the forward link to command
the chip frequency corrections within the MES.
Both algorithms were tested during the satel-
lite trials in both static and mobile conditions; all
the mobile tests were carried out on the same sec-
tion of the Brussels/Paris motorway to the south
of Brussels, the surroundings were much the same
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for the entire length of the motorway used. In al-
l cases, speeds of up to 120 Km/h were reached
and both hard acceleration and breaking condi-
tions were tested. Each recording session lasted
for a duration of 10 minutes. The results are pre-
sented below.
5.3.2.2 Results on RTN Link synchroni-
zation:
The results on the RTN Link synchronization
are shown in Figure 3. Both "Dzung" and "Sait"
algorithms show similar performances in a mo-
bile environment: in both cases, the mean of the
steady-state code phase error is < 0.02, and the s-
tandard deviation is not greater than + 0.08 chips.
Concerning the D-DLL's jitter s, the values are s-
lightly worse for the "Dzung algorithm" than for
the "Salt algorithm"; this difference in perfor-
mance may be due to the different code phase con-
trol procedures (discrete or continuous) each algo-
rithm applies. The "Dzung algorithm" is based on
code phase corrections: the D-DLL has to accept
every second code phase jumps of f(t).To, where
f(t) is the residual 6 chip frequency deviation (in
chips/s), and To (=1 sec) is the time correction
interval. The D-DLL reacts to these jumps within
a transient time that decreases with the D-DLL
bandwidth.
On the contrary, the "Salt algorithm" is a method
based on chip frequency corrections; this means
that the code phase is updated continuously (ie R-
b code phase corrections per second at the MES,
where Rb is the bit rate), and the D-DLL smoothly
tracks the code phase evolution without any tran-
sient.
5.3.3 Subjective voice quality:
The voice quality provided by each of the three
vocoders implemented in the terminals (6.4, 3.0 &
1.8 Kbit/s) was evaluated during the trial. For all
of them, both continuous transmission and voice
activation were tested. The speech quality of the
vocoder was, under favourable conditions, felt to
be good at 6.4 Kbit/s and 3 Kbit/s, while at 1.8
Kbit/s, the quality degraded somewhat.
A demonstration was organized at ESTEC the
last day of the trial, when more than 20 people at-
tended experiencing with satisfaction the new sys-
tem. People appreciated the fact that the voices
SDigital Delay Lock Loop of the FES traffic demodulator
6ie after the acquisition phase
of individuals could be recognized.
6. CONCLUSIONS:
During this first series of MSBN Land Mobile
trials, the use of BLQS-CDMA for mobile appli-
cations has been positively demonstrated. The
results obtained were very encouraging and will
allow further enhancements of the system perfor-
mance.
Main achievements can be summarized as follows:
both 6.4 Kbit/s & 3.0 Kbit/s speech coders pro-
vided good voice quality (for the 1.8 Kbit/s, the
quality was somewhat degraded), and was found
to be insensitive to the vehicle speed. The ini-
tial acquisition and reacquisition after blockages
was very fast (an estimation of the latter being in
the order of those measured under lab conditions).
Generally, the tracking of the antenna performed
extremely well even when the vehicle was turning
at 30 deg/s. The angular sensor (added to the
antenna during the January 93 tests) helped to a
large extent to maintain correct antenna pointing
during periods of blockage. The return link syn-
chronization was tested with a variety of doppler
shifts and doppler rates and found to work quite
well; in mobile conditions, code phase errors < 0.02
+ 0.08 chips were achieved.
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ABSTRACT
The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
(ACTS) Mobile Terminal (AMT) is a proof-of-concept
K/Ka-band mobile satellite communications terminal
under development by NASA at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Currently the AMT is undergoing system
integration and test in preparation for a July 1993 ACTS
launch and the subsequent commencement of mobile
experiments in the fall of 1993. The AMT objectives are
presented, followed by a discussion of the AMT
communications channel, and mobile terminal design and
performance.
AMT OBJECTIVES
The AMT is a part of a larger ACTS program which has
as its goal to pave the way for the next generation of
communications satellite technology and services. The
ACTS program is developing high risk technologies so as
to reduce risk and thus stimulate commercial use by U.S.
companies. The AMT is a mobile digital
communications terminal that is being developed by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for NASA in an effort to
advance the technology and system concepts necessary for
a commercially viable mobile satellite communications
system at K/Ka-band frequencies.
The AMT, as depicted in Figure 1, will demonstrate
speech and data transmissions in the Ka-band mobile
satellite communications channel. Ka-band is particularly
promising for mobile communications because of the
large amount of available spectrum and the amenability to
small high gain antennas. The AMT is being developed
as a mobile satellite communications platform by NASA
to aid the development of aeronautical mobile, maritime
mobile, land mobile, micro-terminal, and personal
communications. Additionally, the AMT will be used to
characterize the Ka-band mobile communications channel
through a series of propagation experiments.
AMT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The AMT will utilize the geosynchronous ACTS satellite
in bent-pipe mode. The key ACTS technologies that the
* Visiting member of JPL technical staff from
ESA-ESOC
AMT will exploit include high gain spot-beam antennas
and a 30 GHz uplink and a 20 GHz downlink. ACTS is
scheduled to be launched into geosynchronous equatorial
orbit at 100° W in July 1993. It will carry a four year
supply of expendables, and has been approved for a two-
year experiment cycle starting in September 1993.
Funding for two additional years of experiments is
pending.
The AMT uses a frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) architecture. The fixed station transmits an
unmodulated pilot which is used by the mobile terminal
for antenna tracking, as a frequency reference for Doppler
precompensation and in measuring rain attenuation. The
system can run at data rates of 2.4, 4.8, 9.6 and 64 kbps.
AMT COMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL
Rain Attenuation
One of the challenges of operating at 20 and 30 GHz is
that these frequencies are susceptible to rain attenuation.
In preparation for ACTS launch some propagation
experiments at these frequencies have been performed by
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI)
using the European Space Agency's (ESA) Olympus
satellite. The experience gained with Olympus has
resulted in a valuable data base of 20/30 GHz propagation
data.
VPI built fLxed site ground-based terminals to receive the
12, 20 and 30 GHz Olympus beacons. Due to the
respective locations of Olympus (19 ° West) and the
ground-based receivers (VA), the beacons were visible at a
14" path elevation angle. VPI conducted measurement
campaigns in 1990, 1991, and 1992, and has established
statistics on signal attenuation, including rain attenuation.
The statistics published to date are for the period Januaw-
May 1991 [2]. Yearly statistics are not available yet.
A comparison of the VPI empirical rain attenuation data
has been made with the rain attenuation predicted by
theory [3]. A statistical rain attenuation model
(Manning's model) using the parameters of the Olympus
satellite and the Blacksburg ground location was used to
generate the theoretical attenuation statistics. The
predicted statistics based on Manning's model are for an
average year.
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Although the comparison of both the predicted and
empirical data sets can only be indicative, mainly because
the statistics have been established for different lengths of
time, the comparison is still a valuable attempt to
validate Manning's model with actual data, as it is the
only experimental data available to date.
Both sets of data, predicted and empirical data sets, are
analyzed in detail in [2] and [3]. The worst month ease
statistics derived by VPI were obtained for March and
May 1991. The data demonstrates that for 94% of a
month time (worst month case), the rain attenuation did
not exceed 3 dB at 30 GHz and ldB at 20 GHz. 97% of
the time the rain attenuation did not exceed 5 dB at 30
GHz and 2.5 dB at 20 GHz. 98% of the time the rain
attenuation did not exceed 8 dB at 30 GHz and 3.6 dB at
20 GHz. These data points indicate how rapidly the
attenuation level increases with the link availability.
Manning's yearly model predicts attenuations that are
lower by 3.5 dB and 1.6 dB respectively, for a link
availability of 98%.
The empirical VPI data obtained for the five month
period, January-May 1991, which intuitively shows less
attenuation than the worst-month data, matches the yearly
Manning model better. At lower attenuation levels (less
than 5 dB) the empirically derived rain attenuation is
mote severe than predicted, and at larger attenuation
levels, it is less severe.
ACTS is located at 100° West longitude; its ground-based
terminals will operate at an elevation angle of at least 30°.
Rain attenuation will therefore be less severe than for
Olympus, due to the shorter propagation path through the
atmosphere. The simulation based on Manning's model
has been run for ACTS, at various locations representing
the different climates and rain conditions in the US. The
data demonstrates that, for a link availability of 98% of
an average year, the attenuation will theoretically not
exceed i.2 dB at 30 GHz, and 1 dB at 20 GHz.
Shadowing
A mobile satellite system like the AMT is affected by
shadowing and multipath propagation due to roadside
obstacles and terrain conditions. The degree of shadowing
depends on the intersecting path length with roadside
obstacles. Many parameters affect the intersecting path,
like path elevation angle, azimuth direction to the
satellite, nature and geometry of the obstacle (tree, utility
pole), obstacles set back from the road, lane and direction
driven, size and type of road driven (rolling/flat,
straighffroad bends), etc. Also, the antenna pattern, the
environment, rural/suburban, the season, and the
frequency, affect the degree of shadowing.
No data is currently available on Ka-band shadowing
effects. However, research and experiments on shadowing
have been conducted at UHF(870 GHz) and L-band (1.5
GHz)[4]. These measurements have been used to quantify
the influence of the system variables on the degree of
shadowing and to assess the statistics of shadowing as a
function of these variables.
Although the measurements have not been carried out at
Ka-band, a few important conclusions can be drawn from
the L-band data that are of importance for the AMT
experiment. The statistics presented here were obtained at
L-band, and as such, define the lower shadowing limit at
Ka-band.
1) An increase/decrease of 20 ° in the path elevation angle
(40° - 60°), will significantly reduce/increase respectively
the degree of shadowing, by 7.5 dB at the 2% link outage
probability level [4].
2) Driving on the lane which is the farther away from the
roadside obstacle can reduce shadowing significantly.
The farther away the vehicle is from the obstacle, the
shorter will be the intersecting path with the obstacle,
thereby reducing the degree of shadowing. Also, the
wider the road is, the larger will be the improvement. The
data analyzed here demonstrated at the 1% probability
level, a 2.5 dB reduction on a wide road with trees, and a
4 dB reduction on a narrow road with utility poles [3].
3) Fades were calculated up to 10 to 15 dB and 1 to 8 dB
at the 1% and 10% probabilities, respectively [4]. These
results were obtained with a low-gain antenna system
using ETS-V (elevation angle 51 °). Fades for the "high
gain antenna mode", were calculated up to 25 dB at the
1% probability level.
Doppler, frequency offset, and Doppler rate
A significant impairment to AMT communications is the
frequency offset introduced by the various oscillator
instabilities throughout the link and the Doppler and
Doppler rate introduced by vehicle motion. Typical
vehicular induced Doppler frequency offsets and Doppler
rates can approach 3 kHz and 370 Hz/sec respectively if
they are not compensated for. Oscillator instabilities can
raise the total frequency offset to 10 kHz or greater
depending on how often the system oscillators are
calibrated.
Phase Noise
The phase noise of the AMT communications channel,
though not an inherent problem of Ka-band
communications, is a serious impairment that the AMT
must overcome. The ACTS communication payload,
having been designed for high rate transmissions,
possesses very low phase noise (-108 dBc/Hz) at
frequency offsets of 1 MHz. It has, however, a high
phase noise specification closer to the carrier (-52 dBc/Hz
at 1 kHz) which is problematic for low bit rate
communications like the AMT. The AMT modulation
scheme must be designed such to minimize the
degradation due to this phase noise.
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AMT DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
A block diagram of the AMT is presented in Figure 2.
Descriptions of each of the subsystems follow. A key
feature of the AMT that is interwoven among several of
the subsystems is the rain compensation algorithm (RCA)
[6]. The basic premise of the RCA is that by lowering
the data rate from 9.6 kbps to 4.8 or 2.4 kbps in the
advent of a rain event, the link margin can be increased by
approximately 3 dB and 6 riB, respectively. The RCA is
a novel algorithm by which the AMT is able to
dynamically adjust the data rate to help mitigate the
effects of rain attenuation. The RCA utilizes pilot power
measurements at the mobile terminal and satellite beacon
power measurements at the fixed terminal to determine
rain attenuation. The rain attenuation information is
communicated to both terminals through the AMT
communications protocol [7] and a conflict free decision
as to whether the data rate should be lowered or raised is
made.
The link budgets for both the forward and return links are
presented in Table 1, and include actual measured
subsystem performance to the extent possible. A
photograph of the mobile terminal is shown in Figure 3.
Speech Codec
The speech codec converts input analog speech signals to
a compressed digital representation at data rates of 2.4,
4.8 and 9.6 kbps, with monotonically improving voice
quality. The 2.4 kbps compression algorithm is the
government standard LPC-10, the 4.8 kbps algorithm is
the proposed CELP government standard, and at 9.6 kbps
an MRELP algorithm is adopted. Data rate switches are
performed upon command from the TC based on RCA
information or upon user command. Data rate switching
is performed with no user intervention and "on-the-fly" to
have minimal impact on the continuity of the link.
Finally, the codec is capable of interfacing to the Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTh0. For example, the
user at the mobile terminal can place a call to a telephone
anywhere in CONUS.
Terminal Controller
The terminal controller is the brain of the terminal. It
contains the algorithms that translate the communications
protocol into the operational procedures and interfaces
among the terminal subsystems. For example, it executes
the timing and handshake procedures for the interaction
among the speech coder, modem, user interface, and any
external device (data source or sink) during link setup,
relinquishment, or data rate change. The TC also contains
the RCA routines and is responsible for executing them.
The TC also has control over the operation of the IF and
RF electronics and maintains high-level control over the
antenna platform. The TC in addition is responsible for
providing the user with a system monitoring capability
and supports an interface to the data acquisition system
(DAS). Finally, the TC will support the test functions
required during experimentation, such as bit stream
generation, correlation and bit errorcounting.
Modem
The baseline AMT modem will implement a simple but
robust DPSK scheme with rate 1/2 convolutional coding
and interleaving. The driver here is to minimize the
impact of the phase noise of ACTS on the performance of
the modulation scheme. The performance of the modem
at a data rate of 9.6 kbps is a bit error rate (BER) of 10.3
at an EjNo of 6.6 dB in AWGN with frequency offsets
and including modem implementation losses. The
modem has been designed to handle frequency offsets of
+/- 10.0 kHz without additional degradation. Simulations
have determined that up to 1.0 dB of degradation due to
ACTS phase noise could be experienced. Alternate
pseudo-coherent BPSK modulation schemes wherein link
synchronization information is imbedded into the data
channel were explored for possible Eb/No performance
gains, but the performance was found to be seriously
degraded in the presence of phase noise. In addition to the
2.4, 4.8 and 9.6 kbps rates the modem will be designed
to handle up to 64 kbps for the demonstration of high
quality digital audio and slow scan compressed video on
the forward link. Essential to the modem design is a
built-in robustness to deep, short-term shadowing. The
modem will "free-wheel", i.e., not lose synchronization
through a signal outage caused by road-side trees and will
reacquire the data rapidly after such a drop-out.
IF Converter
The IF up/down converter translates between 3.373 and a
lower 70 MHz IF at the output/input of the modem. A
key function of the IF converter is pilot tracking and
Doppler pre-compensation. The down-converted pilot is
tracked in a phase-locked loop and used as a frequency
reference in the mobile terminal. The tracked pilot is also
processed in analog hardware and mixed with the up-
converted data signal from the modem to pre-shift it to
offset the Doppler on the return link. The IF converter
provides the TC and antenna subsystem with pilot signal
strength for RCA and antenna pointing operation
respectively. Finally the pilot in-phase and quadrature
components are provided to the DAS for link
characterization.
RF Converter
Preceding (or following) the antenna the RF up (down)
converter will convert an IF around 3.373 GHz to (from)
30 (20) GHz for transmit (receive) purposes. The choice of
the 3.373 GHz IF band is dictated by compatibility with
the fixed station RF hardware to be used at NASA LeRC
during demonstration. For the passive reflector antenna,
the RF up-converter will also provide the antenna with
sufficient power on the transmit signal through the use of
a TWTA.
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Antennas
The vehicle antenna is a critical Ka-band technology item
in the AMT. Two types of antennas are being developed.
The first is a "passive" elliptical reflector-type antenna to
be used in conjunction with a separate TWTA or a solid
state power amplifier (SSPA), and the second is an
"active" array antenna with MMIC HPA's and LNA's
integrated onto the array. Both antennas have their
distinct advantages. The reflector is simpler and less
risky and when a transmit power of 1.5 W or less is
required does not need the somewhat bulky TWTA. For
higher data rote applications when a higher transmit power
is required the reflector can be used with the TWTA. The
active array, despite being more complex and risky to
develop, exploits MMIC technology to overcome some of
the losses in the Ka-band hardware. The integration of
the amplifiers also leads to a smaller more conformal
antenna assembly. The antenna will have a minimum
EIRP of 22 dBW, Gfl" of -8 dB/K, and bandwidth of 300
MHz. Testing of the reflector antenna has found the
actual minimum G/T to be -6 dB/K. The reflector will
reside inside an eilipsoidal water-repelling radome of
outside diameter 9" (at the base) and maximum height
3.5".
The antenna pointing system enables the antenna to track
the satellite for all practical vehicle maneuvers. Either of
the two antennas will be mated to a simple yet robust
mechanical steering system. A scheme wherein the
antenna will be smoothly dithered about its boresight by
about a degree at a rate of 2 Hz will be used. The pilot
signal strength measured through this dithering process
will be used to compliment the inertial information
derived from a simple turn rate sensor. The combination
will maintain the antenna aimed at the satellite even if the
satellite is shadowed for up to ten seconds. This
mechanical pointing scheme is one of the benefits of
migration to Ka-band. The considerably smaller mass and
higher gain achievable relative to L-band make the
mechanical dithering scheme feasible and obviate the need
for additional RF components to support electronic
pointing. The necessary processing will reside in the
antenna controller.
Data Acquisition System
The DAS performs continuous measurement and
recording of a wide array of propagation, communication
link, and terminal parameters (e.g., pilot and data signal
conditions, noise levels, antenna direction, vehicle
velocity and heading, etc.). The DAS also provides real-
time displays of these parameters to aid the experimenters
in the field.
CONCLUSIONS
The ACTS mobile terminal is a proof-of-concept K/Ka-
band mobile satellite communications terminal that has
been developed by JPL for NASA. The terminal has been
designed and the technology developed to explore the
potential of a future commercial satellite system at these
frequencies. They key technical challenges are to: 1)
develop tracking, high-gain vehicular antennas, 2) design
power efficient communications schemes, 3) compensate
for high rain attenuation, 4) overcome high Doppler shifts
and frequency uw,ettainties.
The AMT is currently undergoing system integration and
test in preparation for a two year experimentation period
starting in September 1993. U.S. industry has expressed
significant interest in experimenting with the AMT as
evidenced by the many planned experiments which are
detailed in [8]. In addition a smaller derivative system is
planned for broadband aeronautical experiments [9]. The
goal of stimulating commercial use of K/Ka-band for
mobile satellite communications is being achieved and
hopefully the end result will be a commercial satellite
system at these frequencies.
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Figure 1 The AMT Experimental Setup
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Table 1
RE'RIRN (AMT-TO-ACTS-TO-HUB) LINK BUDGET
UPLIRK: AMT-TO-ACTS
TRANSMWFER PARAMETERS
EIRP, DBW (NOMINAL) 22.00
POINTING LOSS r DB -0.50
RADOME LOSS_ DB -0.40
PATH PARAMEIERS
SPACE LOSS, DB -213.34
(FREO., G_/MHZ 29.63
RANGF_ KM) 37408.00
ATMOSPHERIC ATI'N, DB -0.44
RECEIVER PARAMETERS
POIARIZATION LOSS, DB -0.5C
G/T, DB/K 19.56
POINrriNG LOSS, DB -0.3_
BANDWIDTI-_ MHZ 900.0@
RECVD C/NO, DB.HZ 54.66
TRANSPONDER SNR IN, DB -34.88
LIM. SUPPRESSION -1.05
TRANSPONDER SNR IN, DB -35.93
DOWNLINK: ACTS-TO- HUB
TIL_SM1TIER PARAMETERS
EIRE DBW
POINTING LOSS, pI3
PATH PARAMETERS
30.06
-0.22
-210.03
19.91
38000.00
-0.5C
SPACE LOSS rDB
(FRE9.,G_UHZ
RAS_ _)
ATMOSPHERIC ATrNr DB
RECEIVER PARAMETERS
POLARIZATION LOSS rDB
ANT, DIRECTIVrI'Y (MIN.)tDBI
SYSTEM TEMP. t K
G/'l"t DB/K
POINTING LOSS., DB
DOWNLINK C/N0, DB.HZ
OVERALL C/N0 rDB.HZ
RE_D EB/N0 (AWGN-SIMULATION_ DB
MODEM IMPLEMENT. LOSS rDB
REQUIRED EB/N0 rDB
LOSS DUE TO Acrs PHASE NOISE, DB
FADE ALLOWANCE (OVERAI/,) DB
DATA RATF_ BIaS
REQ'D EFFE ,C'HVE C/N0, DBHZ
-0.13
27.0C
-0.50!
74.78
53.58
6.00
0.60
6.60
! .00
3.00
9600.00
50.42
HARDWARE PERFORMANCE MARGIN, DB 3.16
AMT Link Budgets
FORWARD (HUB-TO-ACT_TO-AMT) LINK BUDGET
UPLINK: HUB-TO-ACTS
I'RANSMITI'ER PARAMETERS
EIRP, DBW
POIN'IING LOSS, DB
PATH PARAMETERS
SPACE LOSS, DB
37.00
-0.80
-213.48
(FREQ1 GHZ/MHZ
RANGE,r_
29.63
38000.00
ATMOSPHERIC ATIN, DB
RECEIVER PARAMETERS
POLARIZATION LOSS, DB
G/T r DB/K
POINTING LOSS, DB
BANDWIDTH, MHZ
RECV'D C/NO, DB.HZ
TRANSPONDER SNR IN, DB
rl
EFF. LIM. S_ESSION, DB
HARD LIM. EFF. SNR OUT, DB
DOWNLINK: ACTS-TO-AMT
I'RANSMITI'ER PARAMETERS
-0.36
-0.13
21.25
-0.22
900.0(1
71.86
-17.68
-1.0_
-18.68
EIRP, DBW
POINTING LQSS, DB
PATH P_F,s
SPACE LOSS r DB
(FREQ.G_
RASGE,r._
ATMOSPHERIC ATI'N r DB
RECEIVER PARAMETERS
POLARIZATION LOSS, DB
RADOME LOSS_ DB
ANT. DIRFL"ITVITY _dIN.), DBI
SYS. TEMP. {REF TO REFLECrOR_ K @_
G:r_ DB/K
POINTING LOSSv DB
DOWNLINK C/N0, DB.HZ
OVERbtLL C/N0 rDBHZ
RE_D EB/N0 {AWGN-SIMULATION_, DB
MODEM IMPLEMENT. LOSS_,DB
REQUIRED EB/N0 r DB
LOSS DUE TO ACTS PHASE NOISF 7 OB
FADE ALLOWANCE (OVERALL_ DB
DATA RATE, BPS
RE(_D EFFECTIVE C/N0,DBHZ
HARDWARE PERFORMANCE MARGIN, DB [
4_.04
-0.32
-209.89
19.91
37408.00
-0.32
-0.50
-0.20
18.90
320.00
-6.15
-0.5C
55.76
55.63
6.0(
0.6(
6.60
1.00
3.00
9600.00
50.42
5.21
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes some low cost approaches to
coherent BPSK demodulation for mobile satellite re-
ceivers. The specific application is an lnmarsat-C Land
Mobile Earth Station (LMES), but the techniques are
applicable to any PSK demodulator. The techniques
discussed include combined sampling and quadrature
downconversion with a single A/D, and novel DSP al-
gorithms for carrier acquisition offering both superior
performance and economy of DSP resources. The DSP
algorithms run at 5.7 MIPS and the entire DSP subsys-
tem, built with commercially available parts, costs un-
der $60 at quantity-10,000.
INTRODUCTION
Low cost mobile terminals are essential to the com-
mercial success of many of the mobile satellite services
(.MSS) being launched today. This is because the ser-
wces are based on the premise of a mass market, whose
penetration will be critically dependent on the terminal
cost. Driven by the desire to also minimize the space
segment cost, some mobile satellite service providers,
such as Inmarsat in its "C" standard, have opted for co-
herent rather than differential PSK modulation. Co-
herent demodulation is more complex than differential
detection, the more popular approach, and tends to in-
crease the terminal cost.
Modern PSK demodulators are almost invariably
implemented by DSP. However, it is not widely recog-
uized that, per today's pricing of programmable DSP
chips, the cost of the DSP solution goes up quite rapidly
with the processing speed (millions of instructions per
second, or MIPS) and the on-chip memory. Floating
point chips also extract a premium over fred point de-
vices. Table 1 shows the MIPS, internal memory and
unit cost at quantity-10,000 for some popular pro-
grammable DSP chips.
It is clear from Table 1 that there is considerable in-
centive to engineer the DSP alogrlthms for minimum
MIPS and on-chip memory, while keeping the perfor-
mance acceptable. In the present case, "acceptable
performance" was that defined in the Iumarsat-C Sys-
tem Definition Manual (SDM).
Table 1. Comparison of Low Cost DSP Chips
• • {MH_ I {_
/_dog I N:_P21_ 1¢t_1 [ 00 I IKx24 i_S12x111 ] _IH_0_
' I 'YI k-" iJ
Prices ate fo¢ the InduslfaJ _mpeta_ute range ( 25 C to *B5 C)
e_cepl fo_TMS320CSt and T_1.27, *hich a_ecun_D,_l_
rot ava;tablQin lhat _empeta_urerange
CTheIr._str_al lempe_u_ _ i: p_e_erredkx _nd _le _MC_)
In this paper, the techniques discussed are (1) si-
multaneous bandpass sampling and quadrature down-
conversion using a single A/D, and (2) a novel DSP al-
Orithm for carrier acquisition, with features suitable
r MSS. Other DSP innovations are also featured in
the Rockwell Inmarsat-C terminal but are not discussed
here for lack of space and proprietary reasons.
Demodulator Hardware Architecture
Figure 1 shows functions performed in DSP in the
Rockwell LMES.
AJD Subsystem D_ifal Signal Processor
-- Data Output
6 kHz interrupt
/
Sf_usq_ut/Controkln pul
5nk to Conl_:_ Proc,eSSo¢
Figure 1. Demodulator Hardware Architecture
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The received signal at the IF of 450 kHz is simulta-
neously sampled and quadrature downconverted to the
nominal frequency of 0 Hz by a single 8-bit A/D.
Thereafter, the complex samples are processed in the
DSP chip to perform the functions of carrier frequency
and phase estimation, symbol synchronization, BPSK
matched f'dtering, frame deinterleavlng, UW detection
and tracking, erasure sensing and Viterbi decoding. Of
these, only carrier frequency and phase estimation are
discussed here.
INPUT SAMPLING/DOWNCONVERSION
Subharmonic quadrature sampling was the tech-
nique used. This combined the processes of input sam-
piing and quadrature downconversion, leading to a sig-
nificant reduction or simplification of the signal condi-
tioning circuitry preceding the A/D. We first discuss
two conventionalapproaches and then describe the ap-
proach used.
Conventional Approach A
Probably the most conventional approach is to mul-
tiply (mix) the IF signal with two quadrature-phase lo-
cal oscillator (LO) signals at IF. The mixer outputs are
lowpass filtered and digitized by "slow" A/D converters.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of this approach.
Conventional Approach B
Another approach common in today's digital wireless
modems is single-path sub-Nyquist sampling with the
complex downconversion in DSP. In this approach, the
input sampling rate has to be at least 2-times the IF
stopband width. After digital Hilbert transformation,
the sampling rate can be decimated to a frequency
equal to the stopband width.
Implemented Approach
The bandpass IF signal at 450 kHz was sampled by
pairs of pulses, with an intra-pair time separation of
1/(4.110 = 1/(1.8 MHz) and inter-pair separation of
1/(6 kHz). Figure 3 explains the concept.
/
1 _ llIF = 1/450 kHz
t__l L I__I__lllItI LIII_
llgkHz
LOWPASS SLOW
FILTER A/D
" I LF,%?ss
sin(_J2)
Figure 2. Conventional l/O Downconversion and
Input Sampling
The required operating bandwidth of these A/D's is
the sampling rate, which, according to the Nyquist theo-
rem, is lower bounded by the width of the receiver's
stopband. In the present design, the stopband width is
approximately 6 kHz.
For ideal circuit components, this yields mathemati-
cally perfect I and Q samples. However, because of the
separate analog paths of the I and Q signals, the possi-
bility of gain and phase mismatch exists. Selecting com-
ponents with good match increases the terminal cost.
There is also the problem of DC bias if active mixers
are used. The two-path sampling approach also re-
quires many more discrete components than a single-
path approach, as used in Conventional Approach B
and the present implementation.
Figure 3. Concept: Combined l/O Downconversion
and Input Sampling
The process may be thought of as sampling with the
complex sampling function,(1+jl)6(t-nT). The 90-de-
gree phase shift between the sampling pulses in each
pair is achieved by time staggering. _ in Conventional
Approach B, only a single A/D is reqmred, Morebver,
the input rate is 6 kHz, unlike Conventional Approach
B, in which the rate would be 12 kHz. Figure 4 shows
the hardware block diagram.
FAST
LAST NO _-
tF l-- q ;!
CLK
GLUE
LOGIC
8-BIT
LATCH
8-BIT
LATCH
DSP
Figure 4. Hardware Block Diagram: Combined I/O
Downconversion and Input Sampling
The economy of this approach, both in sampling cir-
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cuitry and DSP code is obvious. Compared to Conven-
tional Approach A, the advantages are in circuit
matching requirements and low parts count. Compared
to Conventional Approach B, it avoids the digital
Hilbert transformer and runs at a lower input sampling
rate.
Although economical in hardware and immune to
mismatch errors, this approach does have its own im-
perfection. However, the imperfection is acceptable
here because of the noisy input signal. The input sam-
ples are at perfect phase quadrature only at the nominal
IF (450 kHz). If the band of interest (stopband) is
small compared to the nominal IF, thephase error rel-
ative to quadrature, even at the band edge, is small.
For example, in the present design, the stopband is ap-
proximately +/-3 kHz. The phase error for this fre-
quency is 0 = +/-0.6 degrees. It can be shown that this
creates a cochannel serf-interference term that is at
201ogl0{sin(0)} relative to the desired signal, i.e ap-
proximately -40 dBc. The fact that the modem operates
E_/N0 of typically 3.7 dB makes this level of self-in-
terference quite acceptable.
The present approach also requires a faster A/D
than the conventional approaches. In the present de-
sign, an operational bandwidth of 4.IF = 1.8 MHz is
required, as opposed to a bandwidth of 6 kHz in Con-
ventional Approach A and 12 kHz in Conventional Ap-
proach B respectively. However, low cost flash A/D's
in the low MHz range are now available, making this
approach a better choice from a cost standpoint. The
cost of the A/D used, in quantity-10K, was $6.75.
CARRIER ACQUISITION ALGORITHMS
Demodulator Requirements
The detailed performance requirements are given in
the SDM [1] and are not repeated here. However, the
key challenges are highlighted.
Transmit Signal Characteristic,,s
Modulation: Unfdtered BPSK
Coding: Rate-l/2 Convolutional
Symbol rate: 1200 bps
Fadine Channel Characterisitics
Unfaded C/N0: 34.0 dBHz
Fading Type: Rician, C/M = 7 dB
Fading bw.: 0.7 Hz
Blocked Channel Characteristic.5
Unbiocked C/N0: 35.0 dBHz
Duration: 2.7 s
Period: 8.9 s
Doppler Char_cteristic_s
Max. Shift: +/- 850 Hz
Variation Rate: +/- 10 Hz/s
In [1], the performance requirements are specified in
terms of the Packet Error Rate (PER) for the fading
channel and the blocked channel separately. Perfor-
mance specifications for different packet sizes and input
C/N0 are provided; here we cite only those for the 128-
byte packets and the above C/N0 values for illustration.
T_ical SDM Performance Requirem¢nl[8
PER(128) fading ch.: 8%
PER(128) blocked ch.: 10%
When the demodulator performance requirements
are translated into carrier acquisition requirements, the
following facts emerge:
(1) The low prevailing C/N0, while making the
demodulation task difficult, makes it possible to use
non-ideal processing techniques. This was exploited in
the input sampling scheme.
(2) Conventional phase locked loop techniques for
carrier acquisition will not work because of the con-
flicting requirements of large capture bandwidth (+/-
850 Hz) and rapid acquisition on the one hand, and low
phase noise on the other. The capture range was actu-
ally set even higher, at +/- 1300 Hz, to enable rapid
frequency search on power up. During the latter phase,
the receiver is hopped in 2.5-kHz steps. Rapid carrier
acquisition is required so that (a) the initial frequency
search time is short, and Co) not many bits are lost
when the LMES emerges from a blockage or transmit
mode (the communication is half-duplex).
Review of Carrier Recovery Techniques for BPSK De-
modulation
The two major problems in BPSK demodulation are
recovery of the carrier phase and symbol clock phase.
In this paper, we discuss only the former.
Carrier recovery may be performed by either open
loop or closed loop techniques. One popular open loop
technique is to continuously operate an FFF in the
background and use it to obtain a coarse frequency es-
timate; this is used to aid a closed loop carrier syn-
chronizer. An alternative approach is described by
Viterbi [2]. Both of these techniques are much more
complex and demanding of DSP resources than the
dosed loop techniques. It was therefore decided to im-
plement the present demodulator based on closed loop
techniques alone.
A simple phase locked loop cannot be used because
a BPSK signal has a suppressed carrier. However,
modified phase locked loops are usable, such as the
squaring loop and the Costas loop. Many text books,
e.g. [3], provide extensive coverage of both techni_lues.
The Costas loop has the advantage over the squaring
loop that it is capable of wider bandwidth operation
[ibld p.304]. Therefore, the Costas loop was chosen.
Calm has analyzed the performance of the Costas
loop and shown that, in most receive applications, there
is a conflict between the required lock-time/capture-
range and the acceptable level of phase noise [4]. This
is explained below.
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The capture range of a basic Type I phase locked
loop (without a perfect integrator in the loop f'dter) is
directly proportional to the loop resonance frequency,
and hence also the loop bandwidth [3, p364. ]. As the
!oop bandwidth determines the amount ot phase nmse
m the loop's voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), it is
clear that large capture bandwidth and low phase noise
are conflicting requirements for a Type I loop.
In Type II loops (loop f'dter has a perfect integrator),
the capture range is theoretically unbounded. In practi-
cal systems, it is bounded by the loop's dynamic range.
Thus, for Type II loops, the capture range and phase
noise (loop bandwidth) are unrelated.
We now examine the lock time. This is given by
Gardner for Type II loops as [5, p. 76]
Tacq = 4.2(Af)2/Bn 3 (1)
where,
T=_q: acquisition time
Af: frequency offset
Bn: loop noise bandwidth
The expression for Type I loops is very similar
[Spilker, p.364] and differs only in the multiplying, con-
stant. Irrespective of the type of loop, note that the
lock time is inversely proportional to the cube of the
loop bandwidth. This makes it difficult to simultane-
ously achieve rapid phase lock during carrier search,
and low phase noise during carrier tracking.
Calm proposed to overcome this problem by creating
an outer frequency locked loop around the inner phase
locked loop, as shown in F_e .5 (exclu .d_ag.theadap-
tive AFC gain control, which ts the contrtbuuon ot me
present work).
frequency
dlscriminalor
received signal
vco i_%,,&o ....
J
co,t. _op) [___ .....
AFC LOOP FILTER
adapdve AFC gain control
Figure 5. AFC-aided Costas Loop
The outer loop acts as an automatic frequency con-
trol (AFC) loop; this configuration is known, as the
"aided"phase locked (or Costas) loop. Both the outer
and the inner loops provide error sign .a]s to the VCO
input. However, the AFC loop s contribution is pro-
portional to the frequency dtfference, and not the phase
&'fference, relative to the input carrier. This configura-
tion increases the capture range and reduces the lock
time because an AFC loop can perform the task of
pulling in carriers with large offset much better than a
phase locked loop. However, the AFC loop also con-
tributes noise to the VCO's driving function. There-
fore, the AFC loop bandwidth has to be limited so that
its contribution to the VCO's phase noise is small com-
pared to that of the phase locked loop. Cahn found an
AFC loop bandwidth of 0.1 times the bandwidth of the
phase locked loop to be a suitable choice.
New Carrier Recovery Scheme
Although Cahn's AFC loop solves the capture range
problem and provides some help in reducing the lock
time, the latter is still unacceptable per the present de-
sign goals, given below.
Carrier R_¢overy D_sign Goals
Loop Bandwidth: 60 Hz
(determine by phase noise
and Doppler rate tracking)
Capture Range: +/- 1300 Hz
Mean Acquisition Time: 1 s
In the present demodulator, the lock time was fur-
ther reduced over Calm by making the AFC loop gain
adaptive. The inner loop was a Type II Costas loop
with 60-Hz loop bandwidth, a capture range of over 100
Hz and an acquisition time (for 100-Hz offset carriers)
of approximately 0.8 s. The outer loop had a capture
range of +/- 1300 Hz and an acquisition time of ap-
proximately 1.0 s. The adaptive AFC gain control
scheme is described below.
The AFC gain scheme first investigated was:
IF(NOT.(inner loop lock)) THEN
AFC GAIN = HIGH
ELSE
AFC GAIN = LOW
Practical implementation of this scheme revealed a
number of problems. It was found that, in order to
achieve the target lock time of 1 s, the AFC loop gain
had to be increased to a very high value. At this high
AFC gain, the phase noise contributed by the AFC loop
often prevented the inner loop from locking. More-
over, the AFC loop gain would undergo damped oscil-
lation around its steady state value for an unacceptable
length of time before the frequency uncertainty settled
down to within the 100-Hz capture range of the inner
loop. This meant that the decision to switch the AFC
gain to a low value could not be based on a lock detec-
tor operating on the inner loop. The AFC loop would
have to autonomously switch gain, based on some mea-
surement of its own state.
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AFC
voltage
e._ C
Autonomous AFC Gain Switchin?
The key requirement is for the AFC loop to deter-
mine that it is sufficiently close to its steady state value.
The time response of the AFC loop's error signal, cave,
to a step change in frequency, for large AFC gains, has
the characteristic underdamped shape shown in Figure
6.
&FC lock
,/
/
!
r._er,_ _thout _C gain _chi_
1 _ponee _ _C g_ s_c_n_
(v2-vt) (v'3-v'_ <:= o
Figure 6. Typical AFC error signal response without
noise (artist's impression)
It is clear that a change in sign of the derivative of
eAFC(noise assumed to be absent) indicates that eAVC
has just traversed its first peak. Usually, this point is
sufficiently close to the steady state value. Thus, a
change is sign of the first derivative of eAFC,say eAFC',
may be taken as the signal to clamp down the AFC
gain. Figure 6 shows this conceptually.
When noise is present, this approach is not fool-
proof as noise can cause premature sign changes in
e ' " " •ArC. The following remedy was applied to this prob-
lem. e_-c was filtered by a 1.6 Hz bandwidth fdter be-
fore its derivative was taken. However, this measure,
by itself, could not eliminate all occurrences of spurious
AFC lock indication. Thus a waiting time of 0.8 s was
introduced on each occurrence of AFC lock. During
this time, the AFC gain would be clamped down to its
LOW value. If, at the end of this period, the inner loop
still indicated no lock, the AFC gain would be returned
to its HIGH value. The waiting time was selected to be
0.8 s as this was the acquisition time of the inner loop.
Special Accommodation for Fadln e and Bl0¢ke_
Channels
Some customization of the above concepts were in-
corporated to further improve performance in fading
and blocked channels. Instead of two AFC gains, three
gain values were used -- HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW.
High AFC gain was used on "initial search" for the
carrier. The "initial search" condition was def'med to
exist on power up and on changing the receiver's tuned
frequency. If, after once acquiring the carrier, it was
lost (presumably due to fading or blockage) then the
MEDIUM gain was applied. The use of a medium gain
ensured rapid resynchronization when the carrier re-
turned from a fade or blockage. As it had been gone
only for a short period, the frequency could not have
chan_ed very much. If the inner loop remained contin-
uously out of lock for more than 25 s, the "initial search"
condition was declared to exist, on the assumption that
significant frequency change might have occurred in the
intervening period (due to Doppler or oscillator drift).
The LOW gain was applied only when the inner loop
was locked.
DEMODULATOR PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The "proof of the pudding" for the above techniques
is in meeting the SDM PER requirements and the de-
rived requirement of 1-s carrier acquisition time. Fig-
ures 7 and 8 show the PER performance of the Rock-
well LMES demodulator in the SDM fading channel.
1E-1
1E-2
1E-3 --
1E-4
3.00
FADING CHANNEL RESULTS
3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00
Es/No (dB)
Figure 7. Fading Channel Performance
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SHADOWED CHANNEL
2E-1 _--
,r
$E-2
1E-2
3.00 3.50
_ _:!: :i:AS )T.C'C'L(2 S_ )
4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 0.00
Es/No (dB)
Figure 8. Blocked Channel Performance
It is clear that Inmarsat-C performance requirements
are satisfied.
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The statistics of the carrier acquisition time, for 850
Hz offset, in a fading channel with unfaded C/N0 = 34
dBHz, is given below (simulation results).
Carrier Acquisition Statistics
Mean carrier acquisition time: 1.1 s
Median carrier acquisition time: 0.9 s
90-percentile carrier acquisition time: 1.8 s
Since the other major aim of the design was cost
minimization, the outcome of that effort is noted below.
The processing speed requirement of the Demodu-
lator part of the algorithm is 4.8 MIPS, while that for
the entire DSP subsystem is 5.7 MIPS. The program
code size is approximately 1.5K.. The implementation
was based on one Analog Dewces ADSP 2101 chip, Ior
which the quantity-10K unit price is approximately $.38.
If the program memory size could be redu.ced to unoer
1K, the ADSP 2105 chip could be used at the quantity-
10K unit price of $20. This is considered feasible by
additional innovations in code optimization and is
planned for future product revisions.
The entire cost of the DSP subsystem, including ex-
ternal memory, A/D and other sampling circuit com-
ponents, is under $60.
SUMMARY
When addressing a mass market, it is important to
minimize product cost while keeping product perfor-
mance above a def'med level of acceptability. While the
costs of DSP parts have been falling in general, a sig-
nificant difference still exists between the "low-end"
parts with modest MIPS and on-chip memory, and the
hil_her end parts featuring greater DSP resources. In
this paper, some novel input sampling techniques and
DSP algorithms are presented which helped to realize
an Inmarsat-C demodulator using low-end parts.
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ABSTRACT
A practical method of performing
direct digital RF synthesis using the
Hilbert transform single sideband ($$B)
technique is described. It is also
shown that amplitude and phase
modulation can be achieved directly at
L-band with frequency stability and
spurii performance exceeding stringent
MSAT system requirements.
INTRODUCTION
Direct synthesis of RF modulation
has always been a touchstone concept
with radio terminal designers. It has
always held the promise of hardware
reduction with the achievant of
superior performance. However, most
direct synthesis achievements have been
at frequencies substantially lower than
those that will be used with planned
mobile satellite and personal
communications systems. For the
current MSAT and INMARSAT mobile
satellite systems, specifications for
long term frequency stability, phase
noise, spurious emissions, and channel
control significantly exceed the
capabilities of existing direct digital
synthesizers, which are limited
primarily by the speed and resolution
of their digital to analog converters
(DACs) . In view of the current pace of
DDS technology, even when the
limitations of the DACs are overcome,
achievement of MSAT performance
objectives at L-Band by DDS technology
will not materialize until after the
launch and commissioning of MSAT. When
such technology does materialize there
is no guarantee that it will be
available at a low enough cost to make
its incorporation into terminals
viable. Up to now conventional Phase-
Lock loop technologies or combined
Phase-locked loop/DDS hybrid
technologies seem the most promising
frequency synthesis schemes for narrow
band L-Band signal processing.
In view of the current
limitations of DDS technology, CRC
along with private researchers [i] has
developed a new RF digital modulation
technique that does not rely on the
extensive use of phase lock loops and
mixer/filter upconversion stages. The
technique is extremely versatile and
can be implemented at low cost. Phase
and amplitude modulation can be
achieved directly at L-Band with
frequency stability and spurii
performance exceeding stringent mobile
satellite system requirements. This
new technique is based on a unique
hybrid of technologies, all of which
are mature and highly amenable to low
cost mass production practices. As a
consequence this technique holds the
promise of being able to bypass the
problems limiting the evolution of DDS
as it is currently envisioned.
HILBERT TRANSFORM SSB GENERATION
Any modulating signal f(t) can be
upconverted to a higher frequency by
using the Hilbert transform (phase
shifted SSB) technique [2]. In order
to do this both the modulating signal
and the carrier frequency must be
generated as quadrature components and
mixed by balanced modulators (Fig.l).
Each modulator outputs a double
sideband signal, fdl(t) and fd2(t) .
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fdl(t) = A cos(_mt cos(0ct
A
= 2 [cos(£0 c + 00m) t
+ COS (0_c - (0m) t] (i)
fd2 (t) = A sin_hnt sin_)ct
A
_ [cos(0) c - 0)m)t
- COS(£0m + £0c)t] (2)
By subtracting or adding the
outputs of each modulator, we generate
either the upper or lower sideband,
i.e.:
Fo(t)= A cos(_ m + _c)t (3)
In (3) we see that our modulating
signal is shifted up by the carrier
frequency. By exercising coarse
control at a high frequency with the
carrier, and a fine control at the
lower modulating frequency, it is
possible to exercise a wide band, fine
control at an offset from the carrier
frequency.
One major problem with the design
of Hilbert Transform SSB modulators is
the preservation of the K/2 phase shift
over a wide band of frequencies.
Failure to do so results in the
emergence of the cancelled sideband. A
phase error of 1 degree will result in
the cancellation of the undesired
sideband by only 35 dB. Most mobile
satellite specifications require
sprurii emissions to be in excess of 65
dBC. A second serious problem that
exists with the practical
implementation of the Hilbert
transformation is the leakage of the
carrier through the balanced
modulators. Low cost suppressed
carrier balanced modulators in practice
cannot reject the carrier by more than
25 dB. This is why in most practical
SSB radios the modulated output is
filtered by a highly selective filter
prior to further up-conversion.
TO overcome these inherent
problems, yet take advantage of the
frequency control capability
demonstrated in (3), requires
modification to the basic Hilbert
transform circuit shown in Figure I.
FEEDBACK CONTROLLED HILBERT
TRANSFORM SYNTHESIZER
Figure 2 shows one approach that
can be taken to mitigate the hardware
limitations of the Hilbert transform
circuit. What is shown is an SSB RF
synthesizer that can produce outputs at
L-Band which can be stepped in 1 Hz
increments and have phase noise lower
than -80 dBC at IKhz from the carrier.
Spurii content lower than -60 dBC is
also achievable.
The circuit has a low frequency
dual DDS synthesizer that generates
quadrature outputs. For example, this
circuit and its DACs may produce a
signal from 0.i to i.I MHz in 1 Hz
steps. The DDS is driven by a 20 MHz
crystal which is divided down within
the DDS, hence the phase noise of the
output of the DDS is that of its
crystal reference (Fre f) improved by 20
log (fre_/foutput) dB. However this
improvement is limited by the noise
floor of the DDS circuitry (-150 dBC) .
What limits the spectral purity of the
device is the performance of the 12 bit
digital to analog converters which have
spurious deficiencies due to glitches,
output settling, and nonlinearity: with
glitches being the main contributor.
Theoretically the digitized sine output
of a 12 bit DAC will provide a
broadband signal-to-spurious ratio of
72 dB.
The output o_ the quadrature DDS
is sent to the Hilbert transform
circuit and to the balance circuit,
which will be discussed later. A
second signal is injected into the
Hilbert transformer circuit from a
coarse step synthesizer. This can be
as high as 1600 MHz, however, with our
experimental circuits we use a phase
lock loop synthesizer operating in the
50-400 MHz range. This synthesizer has
1MHz step sizes and is a single loop
device with a very wide loop filter
(10-30 Khz wide). Consequently the
microphonic and spurii problems are
significantly mitigated with this
synthesizer. Phase noise for this
4OO
device is of the order of -80 dBC at 1
kHz offset.
The combination of the DDS and
the single loop PLL set the performance
limits on the output RF signal. It is
the last circuit, the balance circuit,
which eliminates the most deleterious
sources of signal degradation with the
Hilbert transformer SSB synthesizer.
Details regarding this circuit are
covered in [i]. Within the balance
circuit error signals are generated
which are proportional to the carrier
leakthrough and the phase and amplitude
errors causing the undesired sideband
signal.
Carrier leakthrough is determined
by measuring the level of the DC signal
that is generated by mixing the RF
output of the modulator with the
carrier signal generated by the PLL.
If the RF output of the modulator
contains the carrier signal then this
will be detected by the mixing process.
The resulting error signal is used to
drive DC biasing circuits which change
the DC offset bias on the balanced
modulators within the Hilbert transform
modulator circuit. By adjusting the DC
bias it is possible to eliminate
carrier feedthrough with the balanced
modulators.
Suppressing the undesired
sideband signal is a somewhat more
complex process, but in essence
involves further mixing of the DDS
signals and RF output. The balance
circuit produces a phase error control
signal which is used to adjust the
phase of the I and Q signals from the
DDS. An amplitude error control signal
is also generated to control the
amplitude of one of the DDS signals.
Because of its feedback nature
this hybrid synthesizer has a time
delay on the order of i0 milliseconds
between the time a frequency
instruction is loaded into it and the
time the required RF signal is
synthesized. Figures 3 and 4 show the
typical RF performance characteristics
of the synthesizer
The ability to control the
frequency and phase of the output
signal to such a high degree of
accuracy makes it possible to use the
synthesizer as a signal modulator.
DIRECT MODULATION APPROACH
Figure 5 shows the block diagram
of a direct RF modulator. The system
consists of a microprocessor with FM
and AM look-up tables, a feedback
controlled Hilbert transform
synthesizer, as described earlier, and
an amplitude modulator.
The approach taken to generate an
arbitrary modulation format is to take
the desired complex baseband modulation
signal and break it up into equivalent
FM and AM signals. The FM signal is
then generated by the DDS and
translated directly to the RF frequency
using the Hilbert transform SSB
technique. The AM portion is applied
to the FM signal directly at RF using a
mixer.
Consider the complex baseband
MPSK transmit signal given by
s(t) = _ a k h(t-kT)
k
where
(4)
a k = exp(j2_m/M), m=l..M (5)
represents the complex data symbols, M
is the number of phases, and h(t) is
the impulse response of the desired
baseband transmit filter. For example,
QPSK modulation with M=4 and a 60%
roll-off root-raised-cosine (RRC)
filter is specified for the MSAT
communications channels. The
equivalent FM and AM signals are given
by
d
SFM(t) : _ phase [s (t) ] (6)
sAM(t) = Is(t)l (7)
The bandwidth of the FM and AM
signals is much wider than the
bandwidth of the desired filter
response, h(t). This implies that the
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sampled versions of the FM and AM
signals must have many samples per
symbol period to ensure that a
sufficient number of FM and AM
sidelobes are properly characterized
and that the undesired sampling images
are suppressed to acceptable levels.
It is difficult to compute the FM and
AM signals in real time because of the
high sampling rates involved and the
calculations required to convert from
cartesian to polar coordinates. A
table lookup approach was used for this
reason. It was found that 32 samples
per symbol period is sufficient to
force the FM images down more than 70
dB with no additional band-pass
filtering required at the output of the
DDS. This allows the DDS to be used
for both FM modulation and
channelization over several MHz of
bandwidth. Using 32 samples per symbol
period for the AM portion as well
resulted in excellent performance. The
AM sampling images fall off much slower
than the FM images, but the AM images
are easily suppressed at baseband using
a simple low-pass filter at the output
of the AM DAC.
The table lookup approach stores
one symbol period of the FM and AM
waveforms for all possible bit patterns
of a given length. The table size is
an exponential function of the length,
L, of the desired impulse response,
h(t). With differential encoding
encorporated into the FM and AM tables,
the FM and AM waveforms are independent
of the phase of the first symbol
spanned by h(t) . This makes both
tables M times smaller than one might
initially expect, and differential
encoding is free. The required table
size in bits is given by
table size = B N M L-I bits (8)
where B is the number of bits per
sample and N is the number of samples
per symbol. As an example, a good
approximation for the 60% RRC filter
has been found which easily meets the
MSAT specs using a span of only L=5
symbol periods. With B=I6, N=32, and
M=4 for QPSK, the FM and AM tables are
only 128 K bits each.
Figure 6 shows the reconstructed
spectrum obtained with these
parameters. The first sidelobe, at a
frequency of 1 symbol rate, is due to
the filter h(t) and is down 45 dB. The
first image, at a frequency of 32
symbol rates, is mostly due to the
unfiltered FM spectrum and is down
about 75 dB.
CONCLUSIONS
A practical method of performing
direct digital RF synthesis using the
Hilbert transform SSB technique has
been described. It was also shown that
amplitude and phase modulation can be
achieved directly at L-band with
frequency stability and spurii
performance exceeding stringent MSAT
system requirements. Related research
being conducted at CRC indicates that a
direct RF down-converter/demodulator is
also feasible.
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ABSTRACT
While conventional analog modems employ some
kind of clock wave regenerator circuit for sychronous tim-
ing recovery, in sampled modem receivers timing is re-
covered asynchronously to the incoming data stream, with
no adjustment being made to the input sampling rate. All
timing corrections are accomplished by digital operations
on the sampled data stream and timing recovery is asyn-
chronous with the uncontrolled, input A/D system. A good
timing error measurement algorithm is a zero crossing
tracker proposed by Gardner. Digital, speech rate (2400 -
4800 bps) M-PSK modem receivers employing Gardner's
zero crossing tracker were implemented and tested and
found to achieve BER performance very close to theoret-
ical values on the AWGN channel. Nyguist pulse shaped
modem systems with excess bandwidth factors ranging
from 100% to 60% were considered. We can show that
for any symmetric M-PSK signal set Gardner's NDA al-
gorithm is free of pattern jitter for any carrier phase offset
for rectangular pulses and for Nyquist pulses having 100%
excess bandwidth. Also, the Nyquist pulse shaped system
is studied on the mobile satellite channel, where Doppler
shifts and multipath fading degrade the 7r/4-DQPSK sig-
nal. Two simple modifications to Gardner's zero crossing
tracker enable it to remain useful in the presence of mul-
tipath fading.*
L INTRODUCTION
within the last decade, low cost digital signal pro-
cessing systems have become available. As these devices
° This research was supported by the Telecommunica-
tions Research Institute of Ontario (TRIO) and the Natu-
ral Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
(NSERC).
have become more powerful, it has become practical and
desirable to implement fully digital modems with almost
all the communications features implemented as realtime
firmware. Timing recovery is a vital function of any mo-
dem, without which digital communication is impossible.
We consider the timing recovery problem in a voice rate,
fully digital modem which has been implemented as real
time firmware on Second Generation Digital Signal Pro-
cessors. The modem consists of a series of 4800 bps un-
coded DQPSK modems employing Raised Cosine pulse
shaping with excess bandwidth factors (a) ranging from
100% to 60%. Our modem employs asynchronous timing
recovery, whereby the modem receiver recovers timing
phase from the oversampled input signal, leaving it's input
A/D converter free running. Such timing recovery tech-
niques for digitally implemented modems are discussed
in [I]. Zero crossing tracker timing error detectors of the
type described by Gardner [1][2], are used to complete
the timing recovery loops. The modem is experimentally
tested on the AWGN channel, simulating the behaviour on
a fixed satellite communications link. We show how to
implement Gardner's algorithm for digital application and
present the first experimental results on its performance.
Additionally, the 4800 bps modem is modified to incor-
porate Doppler correction mechanisms and rr/4-DQPSK
modulation to enable it to operate on the mobile satel-
lite channel with non-linear amplifiers. These modifica-
tions are also tested in the laboratory. The performance
of the 4800 bps modem family on the mobile satellite
fading channel is examined with the use of computer sim-
ulations. In particular, it is demonstrated that the zero
crossing tracker timing error detectors can remain useful
on the fading channel with simple modifications to their
structure.
PI_CII_NG P._E" _t.AN_ NOT FILMED
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II. ASYNCHRONOUS TIMING
RECOVERY
In traditional analog modems, timing recovery is
accomplished by regenerating a local clock wave to be
synchronous with the data clock, and uses this local clock
wave to adjust the frequency and phase of the input
A/D converters to be synchronous with the incoming data
[1]. One example of this synchronous timing recovery is
shown in Figure 1. In a fully digital implementation, on
the other hand, the input sampling takes place at the A/D
converter at the very front end of the system as shown
in Figure 2 and the sampling rate can be asynchronous to
the incoming data stream. This Figure shows our complete
receiver which will be discussed in the sequel. In most
cases, the input sampling rate is an integer multiple of
the nominal symbol rate, but the receiver sampler is free
running and never explicitly locked to the transmitter baud
clock [1,3]. Timing correction is accomplished by aligning
the decimator strobes shown in Figure 3, with the pulse
peaks out of the matched filters.
In our implementation, the receiver samples are kept
track of by a sample counter, which is incremented once
per sampling period, in a modulo N fashion, with N be-
ing the number of samples per symbol. To align the data
strobes with the matched filter pulse peaks, it is necessary
to retard them by a sampling interval. That is accom-
plished by resetting the receiver sample counter to nega-
tive one instead of zero at the end of the symbol where
the timing decision is made, resulting in the next symbol
epoch being one sampling interval longer than nominal.
This aligns the receiver decimator strobe with the transmit-
ter data strobe. We refer to this as adding a sample and it
represents a negative rate conversion. Dropping a sample,
or moving one back in the sample count represents a pos-
itive rate change. What we have described is sample rate
conversion in order to align the transmitter and receiver
data rates. As in the previous section, the timing error
correction in the pulse shaped modem is asynchronous.
Two methods can be considered: the adding and dropping
of samples, as discussed in the previous section, and a
new method [1,3] based on polyphase filter interpolation
between the samples of the receiver response. In the first
case, as described in the previous section, the timing error
is allowed to build, until the timing phase mismatch is
approximately one sample period long, and then a sample
period is either added or dropped from the timing epoch
following the decision. In systems with many samples per
symbol, this is quite satisfactory. The adding or dropping
of samples produces the required sample rate conversion
to match transmitter and receiver data rate.
In systems with a more limited degree of oversam-
piing, however, the timing offsets can grow to be quite
significant fractions of a symbol period, and cause per-
formance degradation [1]. Hence, a more precise way of
controlling the timing error is desired. If a point on the re-
sponse, in between the system sampling points were avail-
able, it would be desirable to move to this intermediate
point instead. That kind of reasoning leads to timing cor-
rection by means of interpolation between sample points,
which raises the effective sampling rate of the system,
at least as far as the timing correction loop is concerned
[1,3]. For a non-dispersive channel, a simple way to de-
sign such interpolators is given in [1]: simply design the
receiver FIR matched, data filters to the desired oversam-
piing rate, M, and then pick off M separate filters, by
taking successive Mth taps out of the oversampled im-
pulse response. In such a system the timing resolution is
reduced to %/M where T_ is the received sampling pe-
riod. In [1] this is termed filter coefficient interpolation.
Figures 3 and 4 represent DSP based results with
and without filter coefficient interpolation based timing
recovery. Note the increased timing resolution produced
by filter coefficient interpolation. More details can be
found in [4]. The case of a coherent BPSK voice rate
modem was treated in [5].
III. EXPERIMENTS WITH RAISED
COSINE PULSE SHAPED MODEMS
We will do our tests for the transmitter shown in
Figure 5. Fading is introduced in the transmitter for our
tests to be discussed later. For now we consider an AWGN
channel.
In [2], Gardner introduces a non-decision aided
(NDA) zero crossing tracker algorithm for Nyquist pulse
shaped modems, which has the following form. The tim-
ing error measurement for the receiver in Figure 2 is given
by
u(n)=z1(n-2)[zt(n)-zl(n-1)]
O)
where (x1(n) , xQ(n)) are the (inphase, quadrature) sam-
ples at symbol time n. This NDA variant of Gardner's
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zero crossing tracker is shown in [4] to be free of self
noise in the case of c_ = 100% for any PSK data tran-
sition, and not just those with equal pulse heights [1].
Both variants of Gardner's zero crossing tracker can be
adapted to operate with rectangular pulse shapes [4]. For
.6 < a < 1, intersymbol interference will occur on the
mid-band samples in (1). This gives rise to timing jitter.
The effect of this jitter is studied in [4] and it was found
that excellent performance can be attained by smoothing
u(n) in (1) with a 50 Hz, first order, digital loop filter.
The MSAT signal standard will use Raised Cosine
(RC) pulse shapes with a = 60% and DQPSK modulation
with conventional convolutional coding. As such, a family
of 4800 bps modems has been developed with a ranging
from 100% to 60%. Experimental performance testing
has been carried out for the AWGN channel, that is for no
fading in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows BER results for the
60% excess bandwidth case. Results for the 70%, 80%,
90% and 100% cases are similar [4] and are invariant with
respect to excess bandwidth. In all cases, implementation
losses are kept well under 1 dB. The timing synchronizer
shows very good behaviour. Table I shows results for the
worst case considered, with a = 0.6, for three SNR's. It
can be seen that at high SNR, there is an almost complete
absence of jitter. More channel noise does induce some
timing jitter, but even at an SNR corresponding to a BER
on the order of 10 -2, the timing jitter is very low, with
only 15 corrections in the wrong direction. We have also
implemented the filter coefficient interpolation algorithm
and similar performance was obtained.
IV. DOPPLER AND MOBILE FADING
The modems described so far have been developed
for and tested experimentally on an additive white Gauss-
ian noise channel which accurately describes only a sta-
tionary satellite link. On a mobile link, a clear line of
sight to the satellite cannot be guaranteed, and some de-
gree of multipath interference, or fading is inevitable. In
addition, Doppler shifts of the carrier frequency occur as
the vehicle on which the mobile unit is mounted accel-
erates, decelerates, or changes direction. A further com-
plication arises when cheaper class C amplifiers are used
with r/4-DQPSK modulation in order to save cost. Use
of non-linear amplifiers leads to large amounts of spectral
regrowth, and causes adjacent channel interference prob-
lems [7].
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Doppler tracking techniques [5,6] have been incor-
porated into the RC pulse shaped modem described in the
previous section. These techniques rely on rotating the re-
ceived signal phasor to compensate for detected Doppler
offsets. Since this rotation is carried out on the detected
signal following the data filtering, it has no particular bear-
ing on timing recovery, which has been demonstrated [4]
to be immune to any phase offset if the NDA variant of
the Gardner zero crossing tracker is used. Both closed-
[5] and open-loop [6] algori_ms have been studied. We
have also included modification of the root-raised cosine
pulse shaped transmitter portion of the modems to use
7r/4-DQPSK modulation which has been shown to min-
imize spectral regrowth [7].
The behaviour of the 4800 bps RC pulse shaped mo-
dem system on the multipath fading channel has been stud-
ied with the aid of computer simulations. The multipath
fading model used in the simulations is Rician [8,9]. The
fading was incorporated into the transmittor for testing as
shown in Figure 5.
Simulation results on moderate fading channels
with our original system configuration (DQPSK with
open/closed Doppler tracking and ramp-varying Doppler
factor corresponding to 40 Hz +/- 20Hz/sec.) are very
poor: the timing recovery loop exhibits tremendous jitter,
and does not provide any useful information, while the bit
error rate is 50%. The cause of the jitter can be seen when
the timing is frozen, and the mid-baud data filter outputs
on the I and Q rails are plotted. As expected, it is found
that there is severe distortion on the nominal zero crossing
points when the fading is a constructive interference and
gives a received signal well above the average level. On
the other hand, a destructive deep fade, severely alleviates
timing information. Hence the fading directly interferes
with the operation of the zero crossing tracker timing error
detector. Two separate modifications to the timing recov-
ery loop have been implemented, both of which restore the
functionality of the zero crossing detector making it useful
on the fading channel. These modifications are based on
deducing the presence of severe fading interference, either
the constructive or destruction type, and the suppression
of timing recovery while either type of fade is in progress.
Since timing drift is a relatively slow phenomenon the re-
ceiver need not lose synchronization, unless the fade is of
extremely long duration, which is so rare an event that it is
impractical. Thus, we establish a window of signal ampli-
tudelevels,centeredaboutthemeansignallevel,inwhich
timingerrormeasurementswill becomputedfrom(1).
Thefirstmodificationistoimplementazero-crossing
thresholdonthetimingerrorsignalin(1).If thenominal
zerocrossingpointoneithertheI or Q rail is too large,
timing corrections are not made. Timing is frozen until the
zero crossing points are again within an acceptable range.
After the thresholds are optimized, this modification yields
the results shown in Figure 7, which are very close to
those obtained with perfect timing, but are for timing jitter
and a Doppler of 40 Hz. Figure 7 is for a Doppler shift
of Ba = 40 Hz with a time variation of 20 Hz/sec. In
both cases the time variation of the fading is due to a
first-order Butterworth filter. The losses due to fading are
larger for this filter than for higher order filters. For the
Rayleigh (K = 0) case, the bound in equation (9.124)
and Table 9.2 of [10] gives the BER floor as 4rcBdT, for
the first-order Butterworth filter and .5(TrBdT) 2 for the
second order Butterworth case. Thus the first-order case
has higher losses for the usual values of K.
The second modification involves continuously mea-
suring the received signal power. An acceptable power
level can be obtained by observing a fade-free signal. A
severe fade either decreases the signal power as a result
of destructive interference of multipath components, or
increases it as a result of constructive interference. It is
possible to implement an upper and lower signal envelope
threshold defining an acceptable power range, and only
perform timing measurement in (1) if the received signal
power lies in that range. The average signal power de-
pends on the K-factor, and the power thresholds have to
be optimized over the expected range of operation, which
in our case is for K = 5 dB to K = 20 dB. Again re-
suits very close to those given above for the timing error
thresholding were obtained.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Fully digital, asynchronous timing recovery has been
demonstrated to give excellent results in laboratory exper-
iments on speech rate (2400 and 4800 bps) modems with
RC pulse shaping. Gardner's zero crossing tracker timing
error detector has been applied to RC pulse shaped speech
rate modems with excellent results on the additive Gauss-
Jan noise and Rician fading channel. The NDA form of
the zero crossing tracker has been found to be immune to
pattern noise for any data phase transition, making it ideal
for timing error detection in M-PSK and M-DPSK systems
with M > 4. In RC pulse shaped systems with c_ down
to 60% ISI induced self noise is sufficiently controlled by
loop filtering. In addition, the NDA timing error detector
is immune to phase offsets.
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2,097,152 SYMBOLS
SNR, 14.9 12.5 9.5
2Eb/No, dB
BER 1.2X 10-_ 1.2x 10 -4 1.2X 10 -_
Forward
30 42 59Corrections
Backward
Corrections 0 1 15
Net Number
of 30 41 44
Corrections
Table h Numbers of timing corrections at high,
moderate and low SNR.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes faster, more robust frame
synchronization schemes for various Inmarsat-B
and Inmarsat-M communication and signalling
channels. Equations are developed which permit
frame sync strategies of the type specified by
Inmarsat to be evaluated in terms of average true
lock time, average false maintenance time, and
average search time. Evaluation of the currently
specified framing schemes shows that a significant
performance improvement is obtained by optimiz-
ing the threshold parameters of the scheme. The
optimization seeks a compromise between the con-
flicting requirements of maximizing true lock time
and minimizing search time.
INTRODUCTION
Frame synchronization is essential for time
division multiplexed digital transmission, lnmarsat-
B/M SCPC communication channels use framing to
demultiplex the voice, sub-band data, and dummy
bits; to synchronize the descrambler and FEC de-
coder; and to provide frame boundary indications
for the voice decoder [1] [2]. lnmarsat-B/M TDM
signalling channels use framing for similar pur-
poses. Frame synchronization statistics are also
used as a real-time measure of in-service error
performance on both types of channels.
The main motivation for considering frame
synchronization performance improvement on these
channels is related to its effect on overall syn-
chronization performance. The overall synchroniz-
ation scheme comprises in order carrier, clock,
and frame synchronization parts. Each part is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for subse-
quent parts. Therefore, overall sync acquisition
performance depends on performance of each of
its parts. If the frame synchronization part is im-
plemented separately from the other parts, then
overall acquisition performance remains constant as
frame sync performance is improved, and com-
bined carrier and clock acquisition performance is
correspondingly relaxed. The overall acquisition
performance requirements together with the speci-
fied frame synchronization scheme for these
Inmarsat-B/M channels imply performance re-
quirements on combined carrier and clock acquisi-
tion which are difficult to achieve especially under
high bit error rate channel conditions. Therefore,
improved frame sync schemes could make it easier
to achieve cost-effective implementation of an
overall synchronization scheme for these channels.
In addition, a better framing scheme may result in
more accurate and more reliable in-service error
monitoring.
The performance of a framing scheme is typi-
cally described by three random quantities. These
are a) the true lock time, TLO, which is the time
between true declaration of sync and false declar-
ation of sync loss due to channel errors; b) the
false maintenance time, TMF, which is the time
during which a false framing codeword pattern is
temporarily assumed to be correct; and c) the
search time, TFT, which is the time required to
locate the true framing codeword.
The true lock time (TLo) gives a measure of
the robustness of the framing scheme to channel
bit errors. Because of random or burst channel
errors, framing schemes may incorrectly determine
that synchronization has been lost and initiate a
new search for syncwords. When this false out-of-
sync declaration occurs, the information in the
frame is lost until synchronization is reacquired. In
order to increase the information throughput and
the reliability of in-service channel BER monitor-
ing, a longer true lock time is desirable.
The false maintenance time (TMF) gives a
measure of the detectability of the scheme. Frame
synchronization may actually be lost due to a large
slip, lightning, or microwave switching. When these
true out-of-sync events occur, the framing scheme
should detect the event and then start a new
search as soon as possible. This detection will take
a variable amount of time, since information bit
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patterns may occasionally resemble the syncword
pattern. A shorter false maintenance time is desir-
able.
The search time (TFT) gives a measure of the
speed of framing acquisition and reacquisition. A
shorter search time is desirable.
The false maintenance time is in general a
component of search time because incorrect ac-
ceptance of information bits as a frame boundary
and then detection of the false acceptance can
occur within the search process.
Other framing performance measures may be
defined, but these are not directly relevant to the
performance optimization with respect to threshold
parameters discussed here. Optimization with re-
spect to the number of consecutive syncword tests
used to make search and lock decisions would in-
volve other performance measures, such as the
frequency of false detection, which is defined to be
the probability of declaring an information bit pat-
tern to be a syncword.
FRAME FORMATS AND
FRAMING SCHEMES OF INMARSAT-B/M
SCPC AND TDM CHANNELS
The frame format of the Inmarsat-B 24 kbps
SCPC channel [i] is shown in Figure 1 (a), where
the number of framing bits or syncword length is
N=48 bits and the syncword repeats every frame
length M=1920 bits, which corresponds to a frame
duration TM=80 ms. To obtain fast reacquisition
for short interruptions by blocking and shadowing,
the Inmarsat-M 8 kbps SCPC channel uses the
N=24 bit unique word as the syncword in each
M=480 bit subframe which corresponds to a sub-
frame duration TM=60 ms [2], as shown by Figure
1 (b). Figure 1 (c) illustrates the frame format of
the Inmarsat-B/M 6 kbps TDM channel [1][2],
where N=32 bits, M=1584 bits, and TM=264 ms.
Frame sync strategies have been specified by
Inmarsat for each of SCPC/B, SCPC/M, and
TDM/B-M types of channels [1][2]. The framing
scheme employed by Inmarsat for the 24 kbps
SCPC/B channel is as follows:
(a) Frame synchronization loss shall be
deemed to have occurred if "total frame
pattern loss" has occurred in both of any
two consecutive (exactly 80 ms apart) re-
ceived framing bit patterns.
(b) Frame synchronization acquisition (or re-
acquisition) shall be deemed to have been
achieved when two consecutive (exactly
80 ms apart) framing bit patterns are re-
ceived without the occurrence of "partial
_ eO rns __- nxBO ms _
f I°n' 'l
I 448 Ieo I 1872 I 48 I I_I _2
(a) 24 kbps Inmarsat-B SCPC Communica-
tions Channel
P_lern
t
80 ms
Icwl ls°81F'°shl1 I
I 24 1241321 8 1 _ 1 8 I
(b) 8 kbps Inmarsat-M SCPC Communications
Channel
0264s
l a2 I le_a I 32 I
(c) 6 kbps lnmarsat-B/M TDM Signalling
Channels
Figure 1. Frame Formats of lnmarsat SCPC
and TDM Channels.
frame pattern loss" in the first of the fram-
ing bit patterns and without the occurrence
of "total frame pattern loss" in the second
of the framing bit patterns.
"Total frame pattern loss" and "partial frame pat-
tern loss" are defined as the occurrence of more
than 8 and 6 bit errors respectively in the 48 bit
syncword.
If the error thresholds for "total frame pattern
loss" and "partial frame pattern loss" are repre-
sented by em and es respectively, then setting
em=8 and es=6 describes the SCPC/B framing
scheme. Letting the number of consecutive pattern
tests for frame sync acquisition and loss declaration
be represented by ot and 13 respectively, and then
setting o_=2 and 13=2 further describes the
Inmarsat-B SCPC channel framing scheme. Para-
meters em, es, c_, and 13 are used to describe each
framing scheme in this paper. The Inmarsat-speci-
fied values of these parameters for each framing
scheme are given in Table 1.
The state transition diagram is commonly used
to model a framing scheme [3] [4]. For the fram-
ing scheme defined for the 24 kbps SCPC/B chan-
nel, the state transition diagram is given by Figure
2 (a). The framing scheme defined for the 8 kbps
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Figure 2. State Transition Models for lnmarsat-Specified Framing Schemes.
SCPC/M and 6 kbps TDM/B-M channel [1] [2] is
similarly obtained as shown by Figure 2 (b) and
Figure 2 (c) respectively.
MEAN VALUES OF
FRAMING PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The three performance measures--TLo , TMF ,
and TFT--are random variables. Their expected
values are used as the evaluation criteria upon
which to determine an optimum scheme. Variance
of these performance measures is not considered
in the optimization. The probability distribution of
these performance measures can be computed by
using methods developed in [5].
To develop the mean of the true lock time
(TLO)and the false maintenance time (TMF)for
each of the three framing schemes, a general
maintenance flow graph shown in Figure 3 is used.
A substitute symbol p is used to represent transi-
tion probability PMF for false maintenance and
PMT for true lock, where for given values of
threshold e m and channel error rate Pe:
P_tF = Z (0'5)N (1)
X=0
-(N)PMT = _ P¢_ (1 - p=)N-x (2)
X=0
VERIFICATION STATES
'_- (1 -p)z
pz
CHECK LOCK STATES
P=PMF for developing mean of TMF
P=PMT for developing mean of TLO
Figure 3. General Maintenance Flow Graph for
Framing Schemes.
The transition delays, z, in the flow graph are
equal to T M, whose value depends on the frame
format under study. In the general flow graph,
(c_-l) consecutive verifications lead to declaration
of correct alignment, indicated by V 1, V2 ....
V(c_-I). Similarly, (13-1) consecutive failed checks
in the lock state are indicated by intermediate
states CL1, CL2 .... CL(13-1).
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If V1 is defined as the starting state and the
search state is defined as the absorbing state in the
general flow graph, then the mean of the false
maintenance time is obtained by evaluating the
first derivative of the generating function for the
resulting specific flow graph at z= 1. The generating
function is developed by applying Mason's formula
on the flow graph [3]. The mean of the false
maintenance time is determined to be
TMF=II-(PMF)_-2 (PMF)_-2 IT M(1 - PMF) + (i- PMF) '
(3)
By using a similar analysis, but defining the
lock state as the starting state, the mean of the
true lock time is developed as
1 - (1 - PMT)PITTLo= p_T(i_ p_T) _ j--M
(4)
The search process is very complex. The mean
and probability distribution of the search time has
been developed [5], and the results are used in
this paper. Assuming the starting position of the
search process is uniformly distributed among all
bit positions in a frame, the average search time
may be computed from the average maximum re-
frame time (TRF) and the bit time (Tb) as
1 [TRF + (1-- PAT) T'RF+Tb] (5)
The average maximum reframe time, which
represents the worst case of the search starting
position, is given [5] by
TRF = TM + (M- 1)PAFTMF (6)
PAT
where PAT and PAF are the transition probabilities
for acquisition.
Assuming random information bits and sync-
word patterns with sharply peaked autocorrelation,
the transition probability PAF and PAT in (6) can
be calculated by using
VA :
X=0
(7)
PAT e (N):E
X=0
P_ (1 _p_)N-_ (8)
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION
Based on equations (1) through (8), the mean
values of three performance measures (TLo, TMF,
and TFT) for each of the previously defined
Inmarsat framing schemes are evaluated at various
channel error rates. The channel error rate Pe
ranges between 0.01 and 0.04 for Inmarsat SCPC
and TDM channels at specified values of C/No.
The evaluation is carried out for an extended
channel error rate range from 0.1 to 0.01 in order
to take the effect of deep fading into account.
The shortest possible search time, the shortest
possible false maintenance time, and the longest
possible true lock time are desired for any framing
system. To find an optimum framing scheme, these
performance measures should be calculated for a
range of scheme parameters (em, es, or, and 13).
It has been found that better performance may
be obtained by using schemes with threshold para-
meters (em, es) different from those specified by
Inmarsat. Framing schemes with significantly im-
proved performance relative to the specified
schemes have been found for each of the 24 kbps
SCPC/B, 8 kbps SCPC/M, and 6 kbps TDM types
of channels. The parameters of these improved
framing schemes are given in Table 1. The evalu-
ated performance of these improved schemes is
given in Tables 2, 3, and 4. The performance of
the framing schemes currently specified by
Inmarsat is shown for comparison.
As indicated in Tables 2, 3, and 4, the sug-
gested framing schemes show improved framing
performance for all three types of channels. Com-
pared with the specified schemes, the average true
lock times of the suggested schemes are much
longer, while the average search times and reframe
times are either somewhat shorter or remain the
same. False maintenance times are essentially the
same for both specified and suggested schemes.
For a channel with errors, the designer must
seek a compromise between the conflicting objec-
tives of maximizing true lock time and minimizing
false maintenance time. The improvement obtained
in the true lock time results from the fact that ap-
propriately increasing em greatly increases the true
lock time while the false maintenance time is only
slightly increased. This does not significantly alter
the search performance. The improvement in
search performance is obtained by finding a best
combination of the values of es and era.
The framing performance may be further im-
proved by changing the values of ot and 13. This
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Table 1 Framing Scheme Parameters
em es o_ [3
24 kbps SCPC/B
8 kbps SCPC/M
6 kbps TDM/B-M
specified (8) (6) (2) (2)
suggested 12 7 2 2
specified (5) (3) (3) (2)
suggested 6 2 3 2
specified (5) (3) (2) (2)
suggested 7 3 2 2
Table 2 Performance Comparison between Specified and Suggested Framing Schemes for 24 kbps
SCPCIB (TM=80 ms)
TLO (hr) TFT (ms) T'RF (ms) TMF (ms)
Specified Scheme
(em=8, es=6, c_=2, 13=2)
Pe=0.01 1.6°1016 40.03 80.05 80.001
Pe=0.05 1816.2 40.24 80.24 80.001
Pe=0.1 0.0664 49.14 89.15 80.001
Suggested Scheme
(em=12, es=7, o_=2, 13=2)
Pe=0.01 2.5'1017 40.03 80.05 80.17
Pe=0.05 7.83"109 40.17 80.28 80.17
Pe=0.1 704.3 44.02 80.30 80.17
Table 3 Performance Comparison between Specified and Suggested Framing Schemes for 8 kbps
SCPC/M (TM=60 ms)
TLO (hr) TFT (ms) TP.F (ms) TMF (ms)
Specified Scheme
(era=5, es=3, or=3, 13=2)
Pe=O.01 1.8"1012 40.10 82.19 60.008
Pe=O.05 1033.7 42.09 82.68 60.008
Pe=0.1 0.302 48.74 89.83 60.008
Suggested Scheme
(era=6, es=2, or=3, 13=2)
Pe=0.01 4.2"1015 32.00 63.99 60.065
Pe=0.05 85924.9 33.96 65.95 60.065
Pe=0.1 5.886 49.44 81.44 60.065
Table 4 Performance Comparison between Specified and Suggested Framing Schemes for 6 kbps
TDM/B/M (TM=264 ms)
TLO (hr) TFT (ms) _RF (ms) TMF (ms)
Specified Scheme
(era=5, es=3, or=2, 13=2)
Pe=0.01 1.03'1011 134.02 268.04 264.14
Pe=0.05 97.31 139.584 273.60 264.14
Pe=0.1 0.0591 205.91 339.93 264.14
Suggested Scheme
(em=7, es=3, or=2, 13=2)
Pe=0.01 6.1'1014 134.04 268.07 265.86
Pe=0.05 201088.0 139.590 273.63 265.86
Pe=0.1 6.775 205.93 339.96 265.86
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has not been done in this work. Changing the va-
lues of o_ and _ will not only greatly affect the
variance of the three performance measures, but
also change the frequency of false detection. Fre-
quency of false detection is nearly the same for
Inmarsat-specified schemes as for the suggested
improved schemes.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented equations for per-
formance measures that can be used to evaluate
the framing performance of Inmarsat-B/M SCPC
and TDM channels. Based on these equations,
currently specified framing schemes have been
evaluated and improved schemes have been pro-
posed. These proposed schemes all show much
longer average true lock times, very slightly longer
average false maintenance times, and either nearly
unchanged or shorter average search times. Thus,
the proposed framing schemes would greatly im-
prove the robustness of frame synchronization on
these Inmarsat channeisl especially for the case of
high channel error rates. The significant reduction
in false out-of-sync events not only increases in-
formation throughput but also reduces the fre-
quency of false loss-of-synchronization alarms and
therefore increases the reliability of real-time in-
service channel BER monitoring. The proposed
framing schemes also improve or leave unaffected
the acquisition/reacquisition performance. Im-
proved frame sync acquisition performance could
ease implementation of the overall synchronization
scheme. The only price paid for these
improvements is a very slight degradation in the
detectability performance of the schemes. The im-
pact of this small degradation is not significant.
These frame sync performance improvements can
be achieved simply by changing the values of the
threshold parameters of the framing scheme. This
change is easy to perform on existing frame sync
implementations. Therefore, it is recommended
that these proposed schemes replace those current-
ly specified by Inmarsat.
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Abstract
In mobilesat applications, frequency offset, on the re-
ceived signal must be estimated and removed prior to
further modem processing. A straightforward method
of estimating the carrier fl'equency offset is to raise the
received MPSK signal to the M-th power, and then
estimate the location of the peak spectral component.
An analysis of the lower signal to noise threshold of
this method is carried out for BPSK signals. Predicted
thresholds are compared to simulation results. II is
shown how the method can be extended to _r/M MPSK
signals. A real-time inlplement at.ion of frequency" offset
est.imation for the Australian mobile satellite system is
described.
1 Introduction
Frequency uncertainty in mobile satellite applications
arises from dopph, r offsets due to vehicle motion or local
oscillator drift.. As the symbol rate r, is usually" low, the
frequency offset, can be a substantial fraction of r, and
must be removed prior to receive filtering and carrier
or tinting synchronisation.
A number of previous approaches have used fre-
quency offset detectors in a feedback loop to correct
for frequency shifts e.g. [1]. Relatively little attention
has been given to feedforward estimators which operate
over a block of syml)ols. In burst mode applications
where rapid acquisition is important, the feedforward
form of estimation is desirable.
Estinaation of the frequency offset during carrier
only or preamble portions of the received signal is eas-
ier than when modulation is present. Most of this paper
concerns the case when random BPSK or QPSK sym-
bols are transmitted. Estimation of the frequency offset.
with carrier is examined in [2].
A relatively simple form of estimating the fi'e-
quency offset involves stripping the modulation by rais-
ing the MPSK signal to the M-th power, and then es-
timating lhe location of the resulting spectral peak via
the Fast. Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. This will
be called the FFT method. Other forms of nonlinear-
ity may be used for removing the modulation ('e.g. [3]).
but only the M-th power operation is considered in
this paper.
The frequency resolution of the FFT method is lim-
ited by the the duration of the received signal. How-
ever it is possible to improve the accuracy of locating
a single speclral component by interpolating between
the largest bins. or by evaluating the Discrete Fourier
Transform iteratively to locate the sp,,ctral peak. In
practice, small errors in the frequency estimate (e.g.
less than 1_/_ of r,) may not matter since they can be
removed during carrier phase recovery.
An inlerestiug alternative to tlw FFT method has
been reported in [4]. This technique effectively esti-
mates the autocorrelation function of the .]l-th power
signal at selected lags and uses this to efficiently esti-
male the spectral peak location.
Section 2 analyses the FFT melhod for BPSK, in
order to predict the probability of fidhn'e. In section
3, simulated results are compared to the predicted re-
sult.s for BPSK. In addition simulalions of QPSK are
presented. In section 4 a modified w-rsion of the FFT
method is described which can be used with _r/M ver-
sions of MPSK. Finally, section 5 presents a summary
of the real-time implementation of frequency estima-
tion and signal detection strategies for preamble and
message signals.
2 Threshold Analysis for the
FFT Method
An important question concerning the FFT method of
frequency offset estimation is when t.he technique is
likely to fail due t.o a noise peak in the FFT being larger
than the desired signal peak. In this case, since the of-
fending noise peak may occur at any bin in the FFT
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Figure 1: Baseband Signal Model for FFT Method of Frequency Offse! Estimation
output, the resulting est, imate is effectively a nnifornlly
distributed random variable with no correlation to the
actual offset. The probability of failure is primarily a
flmction of the Eb/No , the number of symbols used,
and the signal constellation size M. This failure thresh-
old is analysed for BPSK siguals in this section.
The signal model employed is shown in Figure 1.
Thick lines indicate complex-valmd quantities. Stan-
dard square-root raised-cosine transmit filtering is as-
sumed, with transmit filter impulse response h(t). At
the receiver, frequency estinlatioll must be carried otfl
before normal receive filtering since the frequency offset
may be a substantial fraction of the symbol rate. In this
model an ideal filter with twice the nornml bandwidth
is used, i.e. f,: = rs Hz, prior to frequency estimation.
It is assumed that the filtered signal is sampled and
then decimated by a factor of 2, to two samples per
symbol period T. This is the minimuna possible sam-
pling rate, and furthermore ensures that the noise sam-
ples are independent whicli makes the following anal-
ysis tractable. The use of 2 samples per T, allows a
frequency offset fo of up to 4-v_/4, for example, for
QPSK, or twice this anaount for BPSK. The effect of
not, decimating the signal, and using 4 samples per T, is
investigated by simulation in section 3 and found to be
quite similar to the minimum sampling-rate case under
discussion.
Received signal samples before the squarer can be
expressed
r,_ = s. + u,., (1)
with the signal component s,,
s. = ej'_']°n27'' Z afl_(r + n2% - kT) (2)
k
where ak is the k-th transmitted symbol = ±1, 7, is
the il_it.ial sampling period = T/4 and 7" is an arbitrary
time off'set. The signal samples are taken without tim-
ing recovery or matched fillering and so contain signifi-
cant InterSymbol Interference (ISI). The squared signal
is a "noisy" complex exponemial; this section assumes
that the random components in s_, are uncorrelated and
small compared to (he _hermal noise terms. These as-
SUnlptions appear to be justified at low signal lo noise
ratios, a s ,,'ill ,tenote l'5{Is, l'-} = Eb/'l. The zero-mean
complex-valued noise sampbs wn have real and imagi-
nary parts whose variance will be denoted cr_ equal to
No14.
Consider no_A the power estimates from the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform of N received samples raised
to the M-th power i.e. r_, r_ "' ';'7V-1"9 Let
N-I [2P,,, = _ ('_,, + u',, )-'e-J-"'"'/,v
7_----0
(3)
for m = 0,-..N - 1 Let th, • bin containing the signal
peak be at m = ms; this value of P,n will 1,e denoted
Ps- The other bins contain independent noise power
estimates. Any noise bin (m # ms) will be denoted
PN-
To determine the mean value of the noise power
estimates, from lhe last equation
E {_ Z(sv + wp)'2(sq + u'q)='q
e -j2_'n(p-ql/N} for m ¢ ms (4)
where * denotes complex conjugate. 'Yhe only non-zero
terms in this expression arise from one of the signal
times noise components and the noise-only components.
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Th- former let'JlJ is
I' q
which, remembering that the noise saniples are imle- I
pendent, siniplifies to
}--],lE{I._,_l_-)E{I,,,,l'-'i = ,*x<_.4
P
and the ]attcr term is
,,,,,,-%."-< ....,.-+)l;,'}
P q
which simplifies to, using £{x 4} = 3G 4 when x is
N(0, ,._)
E{I.,.I 4} = 8:,',./,
P
The final result is
riP,,,} = Sm(44 + G) (5)
Space does not permit a filll derivation of the mean
and variances of Ps and Px in this paper. Proceeding
in a similar fashion to that illustrated above, lhe fol-
lowing results are obI ained:
_rm,. = E{Px} (6)
F_,{Ps} "= m-<,,:._+ E{P,,,} (r)
"3
_>._ = O-p,,,"+ 16N3<,7¢4(<,_....... + o-73 (8)
These restllts assume that terms of order N have
been neglected from the variance expressions.
In order to compute the probability that PN > Ps
we need to know the density finictions of PN and P.s'.
These distributions are not obvious due to the non-
linear operation before the FI:T. llowever it may be
observed that (5) t.o (8) correspond exactly to the ex-
pressions for mean and variance of chi-square and non-
central chi-square distrilmtions (e.g. [5] (1.1.109) and
(1.1.122)) each with 2 degrees of freedoln. Using these
distributions
PPN (PN)
v_ (ps)
1
-_e -p_l:'°_- for p,,v > 0 (9)
20"- I
2t e-(.,'-+p_)p.o_lo(_slc,")
for Ps >_ 0 (10)
where 20.2 = E{PN}, s: = N2cr 4+and I0() is the zero-th
order modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Let, pr denote the fail probability when any P,v >
Ps. Then
PF = i - prob( all Pm< Ps)
!0-1
_tid: i_l_,a,,,d ' --:
'15 10 a
10-3
10 4
-I
"....,-.
0 I 2 3 4
(_)
Figure 2: Failure Probability for BPSK Signals
For a given value Ps, of Ps, since the PN are indepen-
dent,
(I7prob( all Px < Ps) = PN(I'N)dpN
(1 e VsP-2) N-i__ _ i ~
and SO
L,-xopv= 1- (1--e-Psl'-"/")N-lpps(p,_')dps (11)
When (10) is substitui.ed into (11), the failure l)roba -
bility may 1)e inlegrated numerically.
From here it is easy Io predict, the variance of the
resulting, errors in the fi'equency estimale fo. Letting
Afo = fo - f,,, as 3,.1"o is uniformly distributed, wilh
either baLI < L/2 when the FFT fails, else iAfol <
L,/2N, gives
( )'PF + (2N --PF) (12)
where N is the FFT size.
3 Simulation Results for the
FFT Method
The signal model in Figure 1 was silnulated in order to
check the predicted FFT thresholds derived in section 2.
A normalised symbol rate of 1 syn]bol per second was
used. The continuous-time signals in Figure 1 were
simulated with 4 samples per T. The excess bandwidth
parameter in t,he transmit filter was 40%.
During the simulations, packets of random lilts
were generated and a random frequency offset, between
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4-r,/t was added. The FFT size was twice the mmd_er
of symbols received, without any zero padding of the
data samples and with the decimation shown in Figure
1. When the data was zero padded with an equal length
of zeros, the FFT was four times the number of symbols.
The zero padding gives improved performance since il
reduces the signal loss caused by frequency offsets at.
non-int_'ger multiples of the initial frequency resolul ion,
and the frequency accuracy is improved. It could be
argued that the effective number of independent noise
bins in the FFT output is the same (N) with or wilhout
zero padding; this seems to be supported by simulation.
Figure 2 shows a plot. of FFT failure probability
for 32, 64 and 128 bit BPSK signals. The predicted
values from (11) are plotted with solid lines. These
simulations used twice oversampling (i.e. 2 samples per
T) and zero padding. (Since the analysis effectively
assumes bin-centred doppler frequencies, the use of zero
padding is appropriate to remove most of tl,e loss due
to random frequency offsets.) The figure shows fairly
good agreement between tim predicted and measured
results for BPSK. The lack of simulation results at low
values of pr reflects the difficulty in simulating rare
FFT failures at high signal to noise ratios. Plots for
rr/2 BPSK are discussed in the next section.
In Figure 3 the standard deviation of the frequency
error Ate is plotted for 64 bit BPSK signals and com-
pared to the predicted value from section 2. In the
evaluation of (12), N was doubled for comparison with
simulations using zero padding. All the simulations
show approximately sinfilar thresholds in the vacinity
of Eb/No = 4 dB, below which the frequency error
increases rapidly as the failure probability becomes sig-
nificant. It can be seen that twice oversampling without
padding gives slightly worse results, as expected.
Four times oversampling, with padding, has been
inchided for COmlmrison. In this case tile noise samples
are correlaled and the noise spect.runl is no longer flat,
as il is for section 2. Nolice that the final accuracy,
above threshold, is the same as two sanaples per T with
padding, as expected.
Figure .i shows 64 synlbol QPSK simulal ions of fre-
qnency accuracy using t.li(, FF'I" method. Again lhe
vertical scah" is relative 1(, r, = 1 symbol/see. Th,"
threshold is significantly higher than the 3f = 2 case
(ahnosl 6 dB). Again the lhr,'shohls for 2,', or .It, sam-
ple rates appear to be similar, and the advanlages of
padding can be seen.
Reliable frequency estilnalion below the |hresholds
shown in figures 3 and 4 could be oblained by using
more symbols per FFT, or by conlbining resuhs from
separate FFTs (see seclion 5).
4 Frequency Estimation for
7r/M MPSK
Variants of MPSK modulation such as 7r/:2 BPSK (or
Aviation BSPK) and rr/4 QPSK can readily be han-
dled by the FFT method of frequency offset estimation.
These modulation schemes are now used in some mo-
bile satellite systems (e.g. [6]). They rotate alternate
symbols by ,-r/M radians which reduces the amplitude
variations in the transmitted signal.
Tim effect of these symbol rotations can be appre-
ciat, ed as follows. Suppose that the receive signal has
been ideally filtered and sampled at one sample per T
with no ISI or thermal noise present. The sampled sig-
nal could be written
ao, a_eJ'qMeJa, a2 cj'-'_, (t3eJ_rlMeJaa, "'"
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where _ = 2rrf_T represents the phase change per sym-
bol period due to frequency shift. After the M-lh
power operation ihe samples become
o] t, a_te)_e jM_, aMeJ2M,5 aMei_eJa,_t_2 , 3 _ " ""
If(tk Ce j2_IM,k=O,I,'''M- l,t.hen a*_t = 1 so the
previous sequence can be written
1, -e jM6, Cj2M6' --It jaM's, '''
This represents a discrete-t.ime complex exponential,
whose frequency is M times the original fo, which
has been modulated by a sequence of alternating sign,
• -.1,-1,1,-1--., of period 7-,/2. (Tile MPSK case
would be the same except, for the alternating signs.)
The signal spectral component is therefore split into
two discrete components, separated from Mfo Hz by
±r,/2.
hi the practical case with more than one sanlple per
symbol period and ISI and/or noise, the effect [n lhe
frequency domain is similar. Figure 5 shows a typical
spectral estimate fi'om the FFT method for 128 bits
of ,'r/2 BPSK at Eb/No = 6dB. The frequency offset
was 10% of 7",; two components can therefore be seen at.
0.2ra4-v.,/2. It can be observed that the noise spectrum
is flat. as 2 samples per T were used in this simulation.
In order t.o estimate the frequency offset for rr/,M
MPSK signals, tile peak sum of FFT bins separaled by
r., Hz can be located. This is a straightforward exten-
sion of the normal peak search method for MPSK. At.
this stage the analysis described in section 2 has not
been extended to rr/2 BPSK, although this should be
possible. Some simulation rest, Its for 7r/M MPSK are
shown ill figures 2, 3 and 4. The higher faihn'e proba-
bility in fignre 2 ntight be expected due t.o the spectra]
peak ._plitting and consequenl lower noise innnunity.
"rh,. _a;.. thresholds are slighlly higher for ,'r/2 BI'SK.
;ill h,)ugh this alilWars lob,, reversed for -/-l QI>_I{ wii h
['(Jill" tililt'_ over_aliipihig. I;'urlher siinulaii,ms wou],l I:le
noc_'ssai') for precise local ion of lliese ihr_.'shol_l.- since
a v,.ry sinai] nunll)el of FFT faiitlres Call signif],'anlly
cfl'ecl lho slialit: of lhe fl'eqiloncy erl'or in i.he ihr,'shold
i'egi(_ll.
5 Real-Time Implementation
A real time inipleinentation of a frequency osl.iinalor
was required for use in mobilesat(TM) lnolfile iorlni-
nals. The mobile terminals are required to ac_luire
phase acquisition of a a300 synlbols/sec ,'r/4 QPSK
voice activated carrier using a 40Ins preanlhle, or else,
assuming loss of lhe preanlble, (,due to Islockagos, fad-
ing eic.), within 180ms. hi addilion, initial acquisition
must be obtained using a continuous transmission (dur-
ing "(!all Set UI)" mode) within 12011is wilh a 5001lz
frequency olTsel. These acquisilion limes arc specifie,[
a[. Eb/N() of 6dB. Refer to [6] for details.
Two methods were developed to meel these speei-
ficalions. These incorporated delection, frequency e.-,li-
niation, tinting eslinlation and then phase estimation,
in that order. In the case of the prealnl)le, the signal
was designed to have (we discrete coml)onents. This
allowed a very reliable and eft]cienl PSD corr, q_tlion
niethod to be used for del,'ciion, frequency and lini-
ing esl.iination. To sumniarise, f,_ur times oversaml)l,'d
data was used, and au FFT lenglh of 2.56 was chosen,
givinga bin widlh of 51.611z. Detection was based on
comparison of a peak Io average bin correlation ratio
with a lhroshold. A deleclion threshold was choseu l)y
experiment. This gave 100c70 correc! delecls al values
of Et,/No down io :JdB. To ol)laill belier resohliion
than the bin width, all lnlerliolation nleihod was used
between bins. This gav, a worsl case R.MS freqllency
estiinate error was of alioul 6.71Iz, and typically less
tiiall .qJHz at 3dB. _ilnnilig on a 50Mtlz DSP32C, ibis
required a processing time of 8.55ins per esliniale, and
all update rale of every cR SylllbOlS (2.,liltS) was chosen.
Tills resulted in measured total carrier acquisition times
tie inchlding deteclion, frequency thning and phase re-
covery') of less titan 27ins (typically about 26ins) at
Et,/No of 6dB. Aboul 10ms of this is due to filtering
and phase recovery delays.
In the case of the preambleless (i.e. random data)
signal acqulsiiion, the ,ll = -1 FFT melhod was used.
As with the preamble case, four samples per syml)ol pe-
riod and a 256 length FFT was used without padding
(i.e. 64 synibols). This gave an equivalent bin width
of 12.SHz (0.00a9 relative t.o i'.,), although using inler-
polation the fi'equency resohition could be made much
less. Frequency errors of 10.3tlz maxinmm and 3.8Iiz
typically at Eb/No of 3dB were recorded, which were
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consi, l,.r. 1 ;wC,'l,lable giv_.n ll,' lt,ck range of ill,, phase
rocov,,ry l_'cbnique.
TI,,: vavi:mc,' _,f tl," signal Io noisp ralio eslilllalO
was f'ouml lc, I,c loo high lo produce a rclialdo de-
l,,ciion/r-.jec to, 1'hi,, WhOll con-qiared with a &.icc-
t.ion threshohl. "1"oimprove this, ihe FFT OlltpUt was
lowpass filt,q'o,I to suppress spurio is components from
causing _,rronc, ous detections. In addition, hysieresis
was buili into lh, detection process, to prevent pre-
mature detection of signals i.e. before the FFT inpul
buffer had sufficienl samples of an unfaded signal lo
produce an accurale frequency estinaate. These two en-
hancements allowed a trade-off between reliability and
detection time to be ma&'. This was done experimen-
tally to meet the mohih'sat specifications, and produce
very reliabh' detection and est.imation. Total process-
tug &day per frequency estimate w_s 1050ms and an
updale rate of 8 symbols was chosen. The typical times
for carrier acquisilion were measured to be about 80ms
at. 6dB.
AI lower values of Eb/No, the deteclion time
was increased although the 120ms specification was still
easily met at 3dB. Detection failure w_s set at. aboul
l.SdB. S gnals with lower Ea/No are too noisy l.o be
useful in tim given apl)lication.
A crucial performance parameter in the random
data frequency estimation technique was the input
nots," l,andwidlh, l)m' to ihe high tolerable frequency
of Nets (< 15001Iz) the received signal was digitally ill-
tered using a low pass flit.or with cut-off at 1.2.5 times
the symbol raie (i.e. Slightly larger than in sections 2 to
4). This was found to giw? good performance under all
condilions, although improvements coukl be attained
with tighter filtering.
6 Conclusions
A method of analysing the lower E_/No threshold for
the 3/-th power nwthod of fl'equency estimation for
BPSK signals has been presented. Simulations show
reasonable agreement with the predicted probability of
the wrong FFT peak being chosen. The FFT method
can be readily be adapted to ,'t/M MPSK signals, with
a small loss in performance for rr/2 BPSK. Sample sim-
ulations for BPSK and QPSK signals give some idea
of the effects of oversampling and zero padding on
the FFT threshold. An implementation of the FFT
method, and related processing, has been tested in real-
time operat ion, and optimised on mobile satellite chan-
nels. This includes using the results of multiple trans-
forms, rather than one large one, to produce reliable es-
timation and detection at. the required operating point.
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ABSTRACT
A low complexity, open-loop, discrete-time, delay-
multiply-average (DMA) technique for estimating the
frequency offset for digitally modulated MPSK signals is
investigated. A nonlinearity is used to remove the MPSK
modulation ,and generate the carrier component to be
extracted. Theoretical and simulated performance results
are presented and compared to the Cramer-Rao lower
bound (CRLB) for the variance of the frequency estimation
error. For ,all signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) above
threshold, it is shown that the CRLB can essentially be
achieved with linear complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Most conventional burst transmission systems with
frequency uncertainty provide a preamble of unmodulated
carder and/or a carrier modulated with a known symbol
pattem, for initi_d frequency estimation and
synchronization purposes. There are also many other
applications where it is desirable to estimate the frequency
error from a modulated signal with unknown data. In either
case, it is desirable to have a fast, efficient, and accurate
frequency estimation algorithm, both for initial acquisition
and tracking purposes.
In this paper, a low complexity, open-loop, discrete-
time, delay-multiply-average (DMA) approach to
estimating the frequency offset for digitally modulated
signals is investigated. M-ary phase shift keyed (MPSK)
signaling formats are considered. An M-power-type
nonlinearity can be used to generate a carrier component
when the data symbols are unknown. The special case of
pure carrier and/or known symbols is included by setting
M=I. Performance is theoretically approximated and
compared to the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the
variance of the frequency estimation error. Simulated
performance is also presented and compared to the
theoretical approximations and bounds. It is shown that,
when optimum delays are employed, performance is within
about 0.5 dB of the CRLB for all signal-to-noise ratios
(SN-Rs) above threshold. A simple extension to the DMA
algorithm, which approximates true maximum-likelihood
(ML) estimation, is also examined. With the ML
extension, the CRLB is essentially achieved for all SNRs
above threshold.
Previously known open-loop techniques which provide
performance close to the CRLB typically involve some
form 0f fast Fourier transform (FFT)processing [1]. The
complexity of FFT based algorithms is order KL log 2 (KL)
where K is the observation time in samples and L is the
zero-stuffing factor required to obtain the desired frequency
resolution using an FFT of size KL. Small L values of 2 or
4 are usually recommended when the FFT is used only for a
coarse search [1]. To approach the CRLB, additional
processing is required to perform a fine search for the peak
of the likelihood function. The complexity of the DMA
based algorithrn presented in [2] is order KB where B is the
number of DMA branches employed. The number of
branches required depends on the desired threshold SNR,
but can typically be made fewer than log2(K ) for many
applications. For example, 3 branches were found to be
sufficient for the MSAT application described in [3], with
K=I00. This paper presents a modified version of the basic
DMA algorithm described in [2] and a simple ML
extension. In addition to providing improved performance,
the complexities of the new DMA algorithm and its ML
extension are both of order K.
FREQUENCY ESTIMATION
Single Branch DMA Approach
Figure 1 shows an open-loop frequency phasor
estimator, based on the DMA approach. The sampled
(discrete) complex baseband received signal, {r_}, is
modeled as
rt = Aa t exp(j(ok)+ wk
= Aak wt +wk (1)
where the complex phasor, IV, is defined as
W = exp(jto) , (2)
A is the signal's complex amplitude, a t represents the
MPSK modulation data symbols, given by
a t = exp(j21rm/M), m _ {0 ..... M-l}, (3)
¢o is the frequency offset measured in radians per sample or
symbol period, T, and wt is additive noise.
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Fig. 1: Single branch DMA frequency estimator.
The sample SNR at the receiver input is defined as
y=Pr_ Ial2
where E[.] denotes the expected value operator. For
mathematical convenience, and without any loss in
generality, it is assumed that 1,41=1, so that Pr=l and
Pw=l/y.
(4)
The received signal is first passed through a
generalized M-power-type nonlinearity to remove the
MPSK modulation. The nonlinearity is generalized in the
sense that the phase is multiplied by M but the amplitude
can be raised to a different power, namely M a. From (1),
the signal at the output of the nonlinearity is given by
sk =r_lr_l _'-M = AM"wI_f + nk (5)
This nonlinearity is equivalent to that introduced in [4] for
carrier phase estimation. The noise term, nk, is quite
complicated in general. Although simulation results are
presented for different values of M a and M, the theoretical
approximations are restricted to the case of Ma=M. With
this restriction, nk is given by
M IM_ maM-mwk(M-m)
nk = E tin) wk "
,,,--I (6)
The objective is to obtain an estimate of W, since this
phasor contains the phase rotation over a single sample
period due to the frequency offset, co. Multiplying the
received signal samples, {rk}, by the sequence {W-t'} would
remove the frequency offset. An estimate of
Z = W Ma (7)
is obtained first, and is given by
K
x-=,:++l (8)
where K is the number of samples used in the measurement,
and d is the delay in sample periods. The estimate of W is
then given by
li: = [_]llMa (9)
In the absence of noise and possible phase ambiguities
associated with multiple complex roots, it is clear that
_=z and _=w.
Multiple Branch DMA Approach
There is a fundamental pha._e ambiguity problem
associated with all frequency estimators of this type.
Without a previous estimate for guidance, the ma_mum
resolvable frequency offset is less than 1/(2TMd) Hz. The
larger the delay, the more potential phase ambiguities. The
phase ambiguity problem results from not knowing which
of the Md complex roots 1o choose. In most c_ses the
ambiguity can be resolved by employing a ball-park
estimate to guide the selection of the appropriate complex
root. Given a previous estimate, obtained using delay db_l,
a new estimate, using delay d b > dr,_ l , can be obtained as
follows
F _ -IzMa_
If the delays are selected such that
d h = ph db__ ,b = 2...B (ll)
where Pb is an integer greater than or equal to 2, then (10)
is equivalent to
F ^ -11tMdb
If the root operation in (10) or (12) always takes the
principle root and the phase difference between the current
and previous estimate is within rc/Md b, which is the
maximum resolvable phase difference with delay db, then
the overall result corresponds to the correct root and the
phase ambiguity is resolved. If the previous phase error is
too large to resolve the phase ambiguity, then the incorrect
root which is closest to the previous estimate will be
selected. Equations (10) and (12) are clearly equivalent to
(9) if the appropriate root is selected.
The new DMA based algorithm is depicted in Figure 2.
The approach is similar to that given in [2], in that multiple
DMA branches are used to resolve potential phase
ambiguities as the branch delays increase. The method
shown for resolving phase ambiguities is that of (12). This
method can be used because the delays are specifically
chosen to be increasing powers of 2, resulting in pb=2 for
each branch. The major difference between the DMA
approach of Figure 2 and the DMA approach of [2] is the
rotate-add-decimate (RAID) operation, which is performed
repeatedly on the signal, sk, at the output of the
nonlinearity.
To simplify the description of the technique, the
observation time in samples is restricted to be
K=3x2 B-2, B>_2 (13)
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Fi& 2: Bank of B frequency estimators with rotate-add-
decimate (RAD) processing.
where it is assumed that at least the bottom 2 branches
shown in Figure 2 are employed. More general values of K
can be accommodated, but the values of K given in (13) are
the most convenient. The desired delays in original
samples for the B branches are
db = 2 _'-1, b = 1...B (14)
The RAD operation always decimates by 2. Thus the
corresponding delays in decimated samples for the B
branches are given by
D h =1, b= I...B-I
= 2, b = B (15)
Only 3 samples are processed in the final 2 branches and
the RAD operation is not used between the last 2 branches.
This is why a delay of 2 samples is used in the final branch.
In [2], it is shown that the optimum delay for the final
branch is 2/3 the number of samples.
The idea behind the RAD operation is to pseudo-
coherently combine sample pairs to improve the sample
SNR by approximately 3 dB, while simultaneously
lowering the complexity by reducing the number of
samples to be processed later. The RAD operation
performed after the b-th branch is given by
^*
Sk,b+ 1 = S2k_l,b + ZbS2k,b, k = l...Kb+ 1 , b = I...B-2
where
(16)
=&/Z-h, b=I...B-2 (17)
is the unit amplitude rotation factor applied after the b-th
branch, and
K b = 3x2 t_-b-1, b = I...B-I
= 3, b = B (18)
is the number of decimated samples used to estimate Z in
thc b-th branch. The RAD operation performed after the b-
th branch requires only KJ2 multiplies and adds. The RAD
operation removes the estimated frequency error from the
input signal in a pairwise fashion, enabling approximate
coherent combining. The estimated frequency error is not
completely removed, as this would require about 2K b
multiplies. The RAD operation also has an interesting
frequency domain interpretation. It is equivalent to
performing down-conversion, low-pass filtering with a
100% roll-off root-raised-cosine (RRC) filter, decimating-
by-2, followed by upconversion or reintroduction of the
frequency error. After decimation, the actual frequency
error may lie within one of the aliased spectra. The
processing used to select the correct root is equivalently
selecting the appropriate aliased spectrum.
The majority of the processing is that required to
compute the Z estimates for each branch. The total number
of complex multiplies and adds is
# mult = 3K - B- 4
# adds = 3K - 2B - 4 (19)
which indicates a complexity of only order K.
Maximum Likelihood Extension
Consider the pure tone case with Ma=M=I so that sk=r k
as defined in (1) and (5). The additive noise is assumed to
be white and Gaussian with nk=w k. The maximum
likelihood (ML) frequency estimator rinds the frequency
[OML : It which maximizes the function
f(,,) =IS(,,)l": s(u)s*(u) (20)
where
K
S(u) = _sk U -_"
k=l (21)
is the Fourier transform of {s_} with Udefined as
U = exp(ju) (22)
Newton's method can be used to find the maximum off(u)
by finding the zero-crossing of the first derivative off(u),
provided the initial guess is close to the peak of the main
lobe off(u). A good initial guess is given by the frequency
estimate _/3 = phase(W8 ) from the final branch of the
DMA based estimator of Figure 2. The simulation results
show that there is little to be gained by using more than a
single step of Newton's method. Thus, an approximate ML
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extensiontotheDIvlA based frequency estimator of Figure
2 is given by
(SMt = &_ f'(g%)
f"(&B ) f23)
The first and second derivatives off(u) are given by
f'(u) = 2Re[S'(u) S* (u)]
f"(u) = 21S (u) l" + 2 Re[S"(u) S* (u)] (24)
where the n-th derivative of S(u) is given by
. g U -_-S(n)(u)= d_ s(u)= Z(-jk) n sk
du "
_=l (25)
Combining the above results to further simplit3, (23) gives
&ML = &s +
ISll2 Z Re[So S_] (26)
where the 3 sums, So, S i and S2 are defmed as
K
s. = ]_" s, _;,_k, ,, 0,1,2
k=l (27)
with the definition that
= =exp(:,.) (28)
With a few further minor manipulations to the sums in (27),
it can be shown that the total number of nmltiplies and adds
required to implement the ML extension is upper bounded
by
# mult =# adds = 2.5K (29)
Thus, the complexity of the ML extension is ,also order K.
The ML extension can also be applied to one of the sets of
K b decimated samples. With this slight modification, the
complexity of the ML extension can be reduced even
further to that of a constant. It is shown in the next section
that the performance penalty with this modification is very
small.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
For the theoretical results which follow it is assumed
that the noise samples, {wk}, are Gaussian and
uncorrelated, that Ma=M in the nonlinearity, and that all
potential phase ambiguities are correctly resolved. An
approximation for the variance of the frequency estimator
shown in Figure 1, measured in (radians/7) 2, was derived in
[2]. The approximation is most accurate for high SNRs
and/or long observation times, when the true angular
variance of 1_r is small. The result is
N 2
V(K, d,N) = min[d,K-d]N + (rad / T) 2
(K-d)2 d2m 2 2(K-d)d_2M 2 (30)
where
M 2
N=
m=l (31)
,s the power of the uoise temls defined in (0).
The frequency estimate variance for each of the
br:mches shown in Figure 2 can be approximated by
['_=(Kb/K) 2 V(Kb,Db,Nb), b:l...B (32)
where K, D h, and K s are as defined in (13), (15), and (18),
respectively. The scale factor in(32) is required to convert
from decimated sample periods back to original sample
periods, T, to preserve the units of (radians/T) 2. The N b
term represents the effective noise power at the input to the
b-th branch. For SNRs above threshold, the frequency
estimation error remaining after each branch is typically
well within the 3 dB bandwidth of the 100% roll-offRRC
filter used in the following RAD operation. Since this filter
cuts the noise power in half each time it is applied, a good
approximation for N b, for SNRs above threshold, is
N h =(Kb/K)N, b=l...B (33)
where K and K b are again given by (13) and (18). For the
final branch in Figure 2, the approximation becomes
V_ = (KB/K) 2 V(KB,DB,NB)
= (3/K) 2 V(3, 2, 3N/K)
_ 27N [1+ 3N] (rad/r)2
4K3M 2 L -__1 (34)
For high SNRs (or for all SNRs with M=I), Ncan I_
approximated by the first term in (31), which gives
N(y >> 1)= M2y -I (35)
With this approximation
27
VB(y>> I)= 4--_y (rad/T) 2
(36)
Note that the variance at high SNRs is not a function of M.
For low SNRs the extra noise terms become more
significant and performance does depend on M. However,
for the new DMA frequency estimator with RAD, the last
noise term in (34) is reduced by an additional factor of K q,
which is not present for the frequency estimator presented
in [2]. At low SNRs, where large values of K are typically
required, this improvement can be very significant.
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) on the variance
of any discrete-time frequency estimator is given by [2, 5]
6 (rad / T)2
CRLB(K, y) = K(K2 _ 1)y (37)
Comparing this with (36), the degradation in dB relative to
the CRLB for the frequency estimator of Figure 2, at high
SNRs, is given by
Deg(y >>
k _/t ] (38)
For large observation limes, K>>I, the degradation from
the CRLB is approximately 101og(9/8)=0.5 dB. Note that
there is no degradation from the CRLB with K=3. The
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simulauon results show dial Ihe perlornlance ot the new
DMA frequency estimator with RAD remains very close to
the CRLB for all SNRs above threshold.
The CRLB, ,as given in (37), applies to the original K
received samples, {rk}, and is valid for the MPSK signal
model used with any value for M. For the pure carrier case,
without a nonlinearity (i.e. Ma=M=I), a CRLB can also be
derived for each set ofK b decimated samples at the input to
the b-th branch of Figure 2. The result is
CRLBb = (Kb/K) 2 CRLB(Kb,Yb), b = 1...B (39)
where K and K b are defined in (13) and (18). The scale
factor in (39) is required to convert from decimated sample
periods to original sample periods, T, to preserve the units
of (radians/T) 2. The Ybterm represents the sample SNR at
the input to the b-th branch. Using the same arguments as
for (33), a good approximation for Yb, for all SNRs above
threshold, is
Yb =(K/Kb)y, b=l...B (40)
where K and K b areagaingivenby (I3)and (18).
Simplifying(39)furthergives
6
CRLB b - b = I...B
K(K 2 - ( K/K, )2 )7 ' (411
The degradation in the CRLB, measured in dB for the b-th
branch, where K b decimated samples are used instead of the
original K samples, is given by
Deg b = 10 logl CRLB b 1
L CRLd_ j
= lOlog[K:(1---_ -K-2)] dB,
LX;-lj
b=l...B
(42)
For K>>I, the degradation is approximately given by
Degb(K>> 1)-101og d.B, b=l...B
(43)
Representative examples of the degradations in the CRLB
forKb=3, 6 and 12 are 0.51, 0.12 and 0.03 dB, respectively.
The degradation in the CRLB is clearly negligible for
K b > 12. Note that the ML extension described earlier can
be applied to any set ofK b decimated samples (e.g. Kb=12),
and not just to the initial set of K samples. Thus, for large
values of K, the complexity of the ML extension can be
reduced to a fixed constant, independent of K, with
negligible degradation in performance. Thus, the
complexity of the complete frequency estimator with the
ML extension remains approximately 3K.
EXAMPLE PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The simulated performance results are presented in
terms of measured root-mean-squared (RMS) frequency
error in (cycles/T) versus sample SNR, y, in dB. An
observation time of K=48 samples was used, and 5000
independent trials were simulated for each SNR. Figure 3
shows the results for the case of pure carrier with no
nonlinearity (Ma=M=I). Three sets of simulation results
are shown. The first set, with d=l, is for the single branch
estimator of Figure 1 or the first branch in Figure 2. The
second set, with dB=32, is for the final branch of the new
DMA estimator of Figure 2. The third set is for the ML
extension applied to the original K--48 samples. The
performance is essentially the same for a decimated set of
12 or more samples. Also shown, for comparison, are the
corresponding theoretical approximations and the CRLB.
It is observed that the theoretical approximations are quite
accurate for all SNRs above threshold. With the ML
extension, the CRLB is essentially achieved for all SNRs
above threshold. The threshold SNR is observed to be
about 0 dB for this case.
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Figures 4 and 5 show simulation results for BPSK and
QPSK signaling, respectively. For the simulated BPSK
results in Figure 4, M=2 and Ma=l. For the simulated
QPSK results in Figure 5, M--4 and Ma=l. Not shown are
the simulation results with Ma=M , but they closely match
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thetheoreticalpproximationsforallSNRsabove
threshold.The simulation results with Ma=l are clearly
better than the theoretical approximations with Ma=M.
Note that the simulated performance of the DMA estimator
with RAD remains within about 0.5 dB of the CRLB for all
SNRs above threshold, and that the CRLB is essentially
achieved with the ML extension. As expected, the
threshold SNRs are much higher with M>I. Longer
observation times are required to provide lower thresholds.
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Figure 4: RMS frequency error versus sample SNR, 7, for
BPSK signaling (M=2, Ma=l, dmax--dB).
CONCLUSIONS
A low-complexity, open-loop, discrete-time, delay-
multiply-average (DMA) approach to estimating the
frequency offsets for MPSK modulated signals was
investigated. A simple maximum likelihood (ML)
extension was also considered. Theoretical and simulated
performance results were presented and compared to the
Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the variance of the
frequency estimation error. It was shown that the
frequency estimate variance can be improved by orders of
magnitude over that obtained with a delay of d=l. Without
the ML extension, performance is typically within about
0.5 dB of the CRLB, for all SNRs above threshold. With
the ML extension, the CRLB is essentially achieved. The
complexity of the new DMA algorithm, with or without the
ML extension, is approximately 3K, where K is the
observation time in samples.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a scheme for pattern jitter free
automatic frequency control (AFC) with a wide frequency
acquisition range. In this scheme, equalizing signals fed
to the frequency discriminator allow pattern jitter free per-
formance to be achieved for all roll-off factors. In order
to define the acquisition range, frequency discrimination
characteristics are analyzed on a newly derived frequency
domain model. As a result, it is shown that a sufficiently
wide acquisition range over a given system symbol rate can
be achieved independent of symbol timing errors. Addi-
tionally, computer simulation demonstrates that frequency
jitter performance improves in proportion to Eb/No because
pattern-dependent jitter is suppressed in the discriminator
output. These results show significant promise for appli-
cation to mobile satellite systems, which feature relatively
low symbol rate transmission with an approximately 0.4-0.7
roll-off factor.
INTRODUCTION
In relatively low symbol rate transmission systems,
such as mobile satellite systems, large carrier frequency
offsets are induced by the frequency instability of a mobile
terminal's oscillator and/or by the Doppler frequency shift.
Such offsets may sometimes be as large as the symbol rate
itself, and the automatic frequency control (AFC) loops
[1], [2] commonly incorporated into satellite modems to
eliminate frequency offsets prior to carrier phase recovery
must have an acquisition range sufficient to handle the
large offsets. Conventionally, such wide acquisition range
is achieved by utilizing a continuous-wave (CW) pilot
carrier. However, this results in poor frequency and power
efficiency. Far better from this viewpoint would be the use
of a modulated carrier.
When carrying out AFC with a band-limited MPSK
modulated carrier, a single sample per a symbol period
may be used for frequency discrimination. Then, the
phase change for the modulated carrier over a full symbol
contains the sum of the data symbol phase and the phase
shift induced by frequency offsets. Hence, in order to be
free from pattern jitter, the modulation must be removed by
some nonlinear process such as an Mth-power operation for
a signal point, i.e. an ISI free point to be sampled at Tb/2,
where Tb is the symbol period. By this removal, however,
the frequency offsets become M-fold, and the acquisition
range is reduced to be within + 1/2MTb. Furthermore, the
nonlinear process produces a loss in carrier-to-noise ratio
(C/N), which results in a degradation of frequency jitter
performance of the AFC.
A scheme involving the measurement of a phase shift
induced by frequency offsets between two samples in a
symbol period has been proposed [3]. In this scheme, a root
raised-cosine filter with 100 percent excess bandwidth is
employed on the transmitter side to shape the pulse in such
a way as to produce two inter-symbol interference (ISI) free
points over half a symbol, and these two ISI free samples
are used for detecting frequency errors to attain pattern
jitter free performance. The usage of this filter, however,
increases transmission frequency bandwidth. In band-
efficient communication systems, such as mobile satellite
systems, a pattern jitter free AFC scheme with a wide
acquisition range, which can be applied to systems with
smaller roll-off factors, is urgently needed. This paper
proposes an advanced AFC scheme, in which equalizing
signals fed to the frequency discriminator allow pattem jitter
free performance to be achieved for all roll-off factors.
PATTERN JITTER FREE AFC SCHEME
With regard to frequency discrimination methods, cross-
product frequency discrimination (CPFD) is widely used,
which is especially well suited to digital implementation
[1], [2]. CPFD operates to detect frequency errors by us-
ing two successive samples obtained from a CW carrier.
Specifically, it calculates the sine of a phase shift induced by
frequency offsets during a sample period. When carrying
out AFC with a modulated carrier, in order to avoid an
undesirable reduction in the acquisition range, frequency
discrimination without explicit modulation removal is pre-
ferred. CPFD using two samples per a symbol period is
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Figure 1. Proposed AFC scheme configuration. _MAGINARY_PLE
AT 3Tb/4
a possible approach. Root raised-cosine filtering with 100
percent excess bandwidth yields tWO ISI free points spaced
Tb/2 apart and placed symmetrically with reference to the
midpoint of the symbol period. Using these samples at
T_/4 and 3Tb/4 for CPFD, pattern jitter free performance
can be achieved. Without said filtering, however, these
two ISI free points cannot be expected to be obtained, and
the CPFD output will include pattern-dependent jitter. In
order to combat such pattern jitter, the author has intro-
duced two Tb-spaced equalizers to cancel out the IS! on the
two samples in the symbol period, where Tb/4 and 3Tb/4
has been chosen as the two sample timings to simplify the
demodulator structure.
The proposed AFC scheme configuration is shown in
Figure 1. Frequency offsets in an MPSK modulated carrier
are first eliminated by a VCO output, and the result is passed
through a root raised-cosine RX filter. The band-limited sig-
nal is sampled with optimum symbol timing at Tb/2 for later
cartier pliase recoVery, and is subsequently sampled_at Tb/4
and 3Tb/4 for frequency d_scriminatlon. SinceTSi naturally.........
exists on these samples at Tb/4 and 3Tb/4, equalizers work
so as to cancel out the ISI before frequency discrimination
(see Figure 2 for QPSK). The equalized samples at Tb/4
and 3Tb/4 are fed to the frequency discriminator, where
frequency errors are detected based on CPFD. The errors
are averaged by a loop filter, and are utilized to control the
VCO. Thus, pattern jitter free performance is achieved at
the cost of a relatively small increase in complexity.
Frequency acquisition characteristics obtained by com-
puter simulation are shown in Figure 3. The simulation was
implemented for QPSK modulation at a 3200 symbols/sec
rate. An 11-stage PN sequence was chosen as the modula-
tion pattern. The roll-off factor for the RX filter was 0.4.
The number of taps for the RX filter and for each equalizer
was 9. The loop bandwidth for the AFC was set to be
0.001/_. In the proposed scheme, pattem-dependent jitter
is less than that occurring in the case without equalizers.
As has been mentioned above, although pattern-dependent
jitter in the proposed scheme is definitely suppressed, it is
difficult to understand intuitively the operation involved in
detecting frequency errors in the acquisition stage. Specifi-
cally, it is of great interest to determine the possible influence
exerted on the frequency discrimination characteristics by
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Figure 2. Frequency discrimination block diagram.
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the two equalizers, which operate independently at Tb/4
and 3%/4 sample timings. In an attempt to clarify the
frequency error detecting operation, in the discussion which
follows the author derives equalizer characteristics and at-
tempts to define frequency discrimination characteristics
analytically.
EQUALIZER CHARACTERISTICS
The equalizer spectrum characteristics can be derived
from the spectrum characteristics of the channel filter. First,
the impulse response 9(t) of a raised-cosine roll-off filter
is sampled, where the sample period is Tb, and the sample
timing difference from the midpoint ofg(t) is ")'Tt,(-0.5 <
3' < 0.5). The sampled signal g, (t) is expressed by
oo
g.(t)= g(t+ "rTb) 6(t- , Tb)
= g(t +'yZb)_'[bn=Z__ooc
= 2 /Tb). O)
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The Fourier transform G, (w) of 9, (t) is written by
1 o_
G,(_) = _ _ G(_ - _b)dC,_--,,b)_r,. (2)
_'1._--" --CO
Here, since G(w) representsthe raised-cosine roll-off spec-
trum, aliasing effects causeoverlaps only to adjacent spec-
tra.
_[G(,,,)d ''rb + C(to+Go(w) tob)B](wq-wb)_Tb
+ G(w - wb)e_('_-'`_)'n]
(-_12 _<_ < toU2). (3)
Substituting the raised-cosine roll-off spectrum G(w) into
(3), G, (w) may be rewritten as follows.
Go(w) = lej'_'rT" (0 < w < (1 - o0wb/2 )Tb
1 fl - sin [Tr(w--w---b/2)l}eJ'°'rTbt c_wb j
+ _ 1 + sin awb j
((l - ,_)tod2 _<to < tod2)
G,(w) = G:(w) (-wb/2<to<0) (4)
where a is the roll-off factor. The equalizer spectra are
represented as 1/G, (w). Figure 4 shows equalizer spectra
at Tb/4 and 3Tb/4, i.e. when 7 = 1/4 and -1/4 in
1/G, (to). Each equalizer works so as to zero-force both the
amplitude distortion and the phase distortion of the folded
spectrum G, (to) at around +tob/2.
The impulse response ho (nTb) of each equalizer, where
n is an integer, is given by the inverse Fourier transform of
1/G, (to).
1 f_b/2 ejw,iT_
h , (n Tt,) = 2"_ .#- ,_U2 )ta° 'w----Vdto" (5)
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Figure 5. Differential power measurement frequency dis-
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FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATION CHARACTERIS-
TICS
In this section, in order to define the acquisition range
for the proposed scheme, a new discrimination model is
derived in the frequency domain, and it is used to analyze
frequency discrimination characteristics.
Frequency Discrimination Model
It has previously shown that CPFD may be considered
as equivalent to differential power measurement frequency
discrimination (DPMFD) [4]. A DPMFD block diagram
is given in Figure 5(a), and the discrimination principle is
illustrated in Figure 503). In DPMFD, differential amounts
of output power from two filters located respectively in
positive and negative frequency bands are calculated as
frequency errors. For CPFD which operates at a double
symbol rate of 2/Tb, the positive/negative filter spectra
Hp(w) and H, (to) may be expressed as follows.
l[e--J'Tb/4_je]WTb/4 ]
_,,(,.,)=
1 [e-J"TH'I + jei'rb/4]. (6)H.Cto)= _.
'0t :- <;>°°':' t --O0<.,
f t '°'
' I t; t = 0, ,, ,,
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Figure 6. Frequency discrimination model. 7 I__-'_'::'{t,.'t =o_'C_4 °'_"_.z_
o.o o. oo73.
In the proposed scheme, a sampled signal at Tb/4
and a sampled signal at 3Tb/4 are fed to different Tb-
spaced equalizers, which separately remove ISI at Tb/4
and 3Tb/4. The results are input to the positive/negative
filters in DPMFD. Here, since the positive/negative filters
alternately receive the equalized signals at %/4 and 3Tb/4,
these filters are divided into two parts, i.e. one part for
receiving an equalized signal at T_/4 and another part for
receiving an equalized signal at 3Tb/4, and the two outputs
are combined. Impulse responses hp(t) and/_,, (t) of the
positive/negative filters are expressed by using impulse
responses th,o (t ) and h,o (t ) at Tb/ 4, and impulse responses
hp,(t) and h,,(t) at 3Tb/4 as follows.
h_(t) = hpo(t + Tbl4) + hp,(t - Tbl4)
h_(t) = h,o(t + Tbl4) + hn¢(t - Tbl4) (7)
where hr_(t),hp,(t),h,o(t) and h.,,(t) are
h_o(t) = -j6(t)12 h,,oCt)= _(t)12
h.o(t) = j,(t)12 _.(t) = _(t)12. (8)
The frequency discrimination model is shown in Figure
6. The positive/negative filter output spectra G_,(a;) and
G,(_) are calculated by the following equations.
G_(o_)= a.o(W)ll,o(w)npo(O;)+ G.,(w)H,=(w)H_.(o_)
G.(<,,)= a.,,(,,,)H.o(,,,)SS.o(<,,)+ _..(,.,)SS.(,.)H..(,,,) (9)
where Goo(O;) and G,,(w) are sampled signal spectra for
G(o_) at/},/4 and 3T_/4. Here, G(w) is given by Gt(o_ -
A_,,)H,.(w), where Gt(w) and H,-(w) are the TX signal
spectrum and the RX filter spectrum respectively. Both
have raised-cosine roll-off characteristics. Aw values are
frequency offsets. Furthermore, Hvo (w), H_ (_v), H,o(w )
and H., (w) are Fourier transforms of hvo (t),hv, (t),h,o(t)
and/l_, (t).
Hpo(W) =-j12 Hr.(w)= 1/2
H,o(w) = ]/2 H,,(w) = i12. (10)
The G_,(o_) and G,(w) spectra for some A_ values are
computed as depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Positive/negative filter output spectra.
Frequency Discrimination Characteristics
Frequency errors are defined as the power difference
between G_(w) and G,,(w), i.e.
= [,_/2 _ [_1:es IG.(_)I2_ I C,,(_) 12&,,. (11)
J -_/2 J -_/2
Figure 8 shows frequency discrimination characteristics
calculated using (11). It may be seen that a sufficiently wide
acquisition range over a given system symbol rate can be
achieved, and that the discrimination curves are dependent
on roll-off factors. As the roll-off factor approximates 0.0,
frequency error becomes smaller, gradually decreasing to
zero. This is because the frequency range in which spectrum
characteristics for G_,(_v) differ from those for G,(o.,) is
reduced as the roll-off factor decreases (see Figure 7).
Frequency discrimination characteristics of the scheme
using a CW carrier are shown together in Figure 8. The
discrimination curves are represented as the product of
sine function and root raised-cosine roll-off characteristics.
Figure 8 also shows that the detection sensitivity, i.e. a
differential coefficient at 0 Hz A_ in the discrimination
characteristics, of the proposed scheme is approximately
half of that of the scheme using a CW carrier.
Frequency Discrimination Characterlstics with Symbol
Timing Errors
When the proposed scheme is implemented into mobile
satellite modems, the symbol timing recovery influence in
frequency acquisition should be discussed. For arbitrary
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symbol timing errors 8,(-180 ° < e_ < 180°), C,o(W)
and Go, (w) represent sampled signal spectra for G(to) at
(1/4- 0,/360 °)Tb and (3/4 - 0,/360 °)Tt,. Figure 9 shows
frequency discrimination characteristics with symbol timing
errors. Although the discrimination curves are dependent
on symbol timing errors within a Aoa value of around w_/2,
the errors are still obtained with a wide frequency range. At
more than Aw value of _b/2, the curves are made free from
symbol timing errors. This is because there exist overlaps
no longer in the folded spectra for the sampled signals at
(1/4- 0,/360°)Tb and (3/4- 0,/360 °)Tt,. In the proposed
scheme, even if symbol timing is not recovered, frequency
acquisition can be achieved with a wide acquisition range.
After the symbol timing acquisition, pattern jitter free
performance is attained.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The author has carried out a computer simulation to
evaluate the proposed scheme for frequency jitter perfor-
mance in the presence of Gaussian noise and for residual
pattern jitter performance.
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Frequency Jitter Performance in Noise
Figure 10 shows frequency jitter performance of the pro-
posed scheme in the presence of noise. The simulation was
implemented for QPSK modulation at a 3200 symbols/see
rate. An 11-stage PN sequence was chosen as the modula-
tion pattern. The number of taps for the RX filter and for
each equalizer was 9. The loop bandwidth for the AFC was
set to be 0.001/7'b. In the proposed scheme, frequency jit-
ter performance improves in proportion to E,b/No, because
pattern-dependent jitter is suppressed in the discriminator
output. As the roll-off factor becomes smaller, the perfor-
mance tends to be gradually degraded. In the case of too
small a roll-off factor such as 0.1, residual pattern jitter due
to imperfect equalization is dominant in the total frequency
jitter performance.
The frequency jitter performance of the scheme using
a CW carrier is shown together in Figure 10, in which
the performance is independent of roll-off factors, and is
consistent with the theoretical curve for CPFD-AFC [2].
The frequency jitter performance of the proposed scheme
cannot be prevented from degrading as compared with that
of the scheme using a CW carrier.
Residual Pattern Jitter Performance
Risidual pattern jitter performance of the proposed
scheme was evaluated with regard to the number of taps for
the equalizers, as shown in Figure I 1. Although residual
pattern jitter performance may be dependent on the mod-
ulation pattern, an 11-stage PN sequence was used as an
example in the simulation. The loop bandwidth for the
AFC was set to be O.OOl/Zb. Consequently, as the number
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Figure 11. Residual pattern jitter performance.
of taps for the equalizers increases, residual pattern jitter
performance improves, The improvement is greater for a
larger roll-off factor, because impulse responses of the RX
filter and of the equalizers with larger roll-off are shorter.
By narrowing the AFC loop bandwidth, the performance
may improve to some degree. This is, however, undesirable
for suppressing pattern-dependent jitter, because the acqui-
sition time increases. The number of taps for the equalizers
should be designed to be as few as possible, if the pattern
jitter is negligible in the total frequency jitter performance
under operational Eb/No conditions.
CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a scheme for pattern jitter
free AFC with a wide frequency acquisition range. In the
proposed scheme, equalizing signals fed to the frequency
discriminator allow pattern jitter free performance to be
achieved for all roll-off factors. In order to define the
acquisition range, frequency discrimination characteristics
have been analyzed on a newly derived frequency domain
model. As a result, it was shown that a sufficiently wide
acquisition range over a given system symbol rate could be
achieved independent of symbol timing errors.
Additionally, computer simulation has been carried out,
which demonstrated that frequency jitter performance im-
proved in proportion to Eb/N0 pwing to SUppressing pattern-
dependent jitterl Tl_ese_-sults -sti6Wed significant _promise
for application to mobile satellite systems, which feature rel-
atively low symbolrate transmission with an approximately
0.4-0.7 roll-off factor.
The author believes that applying the proposed concept
to some other combination of the channel filters, e.g. a
TX filter with root raised-cosine roll-off, a brick-wall RX
filter for frequency discrimination [3] and another RX filter
with root raised-cosine roll-off for data detection, were also
possible. Those results were not discussed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) is known
to decrease inter-service interference in Satellite
Communication Systems. Its performance is increased
by chip quasi-synchronous operation which virtually
eliminates the self-noise; however, the theory (ref. 1)
shows that the time error on the synchronisation has to
be kept at less than one tenth of a chip which, for 1
Mchip/sec. spreading rate, corresponds to 10"(-7) see.
This, on the return-link, may only be achieved by
means of a closed loop control system which, for
mobile communication systems, has to be capable of
autonomous operation. Until now some results have
been reported (ref.2) on the feasibility of chip quasi-
synchronous operation for mobile communication
systems only including satellites on GEO (Geostationary
Earth Orbit). In what follows the basic principles are
exposed and results are presented showing how low
chip synchronism error may be achieved by means of
an autonomous control loop operating through satellites
on any Earth orbit; the complete theory may be found
in ref. 3.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An overall scenario is shown in fig. 1. Each mobile
terminal generates Transmit Time Epochs, which
correspond to the epochs of transmission of the PN
codes, i.e. to the beginning of each transmitted symbol
on the Return-Link. The reception of these signals at
the hub earth station generates Receive Time Epochs
which are compared with a locally generated stream of
Reference Time Epochs. The processing of the
resulting Time Error results in a correction signal
which will be transmitted on the Forward-Link to each
mobile terminal. The above quantities may be
represented as:
1) Transmit Epoch 7"X; " 77,'
2) Receive Epoch g_; • 7"X;*/_' / _"
"g" - 7--/v, a_,tt
3) Reference Epoch RfF,., 77,"
4) Time Error E,. • " _" + t'L/v_tO de
In the above c is the velocity of light, Do is the length
of the transmission path between Transmitter and
Receiver at the time instant t = 0, Vr(t) is the total
radial velocity of the transmitter with respect to the
receiver. The quantity Ei refers to the error occurring
to the time epoch transmitted at the time t = i*'l'; its
actual time of occurrence is therefore t = i*T + Tp in
which Tp is the total propagation time at the time
instant t = i*t. The temporal behaviour is shown in
fig. 2 in which the sampling time interval Ts is
defined; the error is supposed to be measured at each
time instant
5) Ti = To + i*Ts
Assuming that the following conditions are met:
_' . I
6) _-,,'/'e _,/v,tt,, 7 b. ,,
the quantity El' may be expressed as
7) Ei'= (1/F)*[INT(RXi*F)-RXi*F+0.5] {sec.}
in which INT(x) means "the first integer less than x".
The conditions above imply that the sampling time
interval is much greater than the propagation time and
that the system behaves so smoothly that the magnitude
of the difference between the Ei' belonging to two
contiguous sampling times i*Ts and (i + 1)*Ts is a
small fraction of IlF. The fulfillment of conditions (6)
allows the system to behave as a linear delay-less
sampled data control system which may be analyzed
with the Z-transform formalism. The functional block
diagram of the synchronisation system at the hub earth
station is shown in fig.3. The initial acquisition of the
received PN codes is assumed to be supported by fully
parallel correlators. This because the initial time error
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may take any value up to the time duration of one
symbol and the corresponding values of the correction
signals will not be compatible with the holding range of
a DLL (Delay Lock Loop). The main requirements for
the system are:
- the r.m.s, value of the time error has to be less than
0.1 chip (ref. 1); this for 1 Mchip/sec. corresponds to
10A(-7)see.;
- the transmission of control signals must take a
fraction as small as possible of the available
transmission capacity; therefore, the control system
will operate in a sampling mode of which the
sampling period has to be as long as feasible;
- operation with "real life" inaccuracies induced by
hardware such as clock frequency generator errors
and achievable resolution of the correction signals;
- operation in presence of noise;
- operation in voice activation mode;
- resistance to the outages induced by the mobile
satellite communication channel.
The synchronisation control loop
The feedback control loop will act, at the mobile
terminal, on the transmission time of each symbol in
order to achieve, at the control station, chip
synchronisation between the received spread spectrum
signal and a time reference locally generated. As the
feedback control loop has to minimise the time error
generated by the motion of the mobile terminal and of
the satellite with respect to the hub station, a second
order control loop has to be considered as a minimum.
This is a loop in which the control signal is derived
from a double integration of the error signal versus
time. Its controller may look as shown in fig.4; fig.5
shows the equivalent mathematical model of the
system. The controller generates a correction signal
given by:
8) CORRi= A*Ci + B*Ci'
9) Ci = C(i-1) + Ei
10) Ci'= C(i-1)' + Ci
Ei is the time error as defined in 4), A and B are
coefficients independent from the time. The two
expressions 9) and 10) are equivalent to:
11) Ci' = 2.C(i-1)'- C(i-2)' + Ei
The model of fig.5 assumes that only the controller,
shown as C(z), affects the dynamic behaviour of the
control loop. In the same model the quantity R(z) is
the reference time and the quantity M(z) is the timing
alteration corresponding to the motion of TX towards
RX. For the case of constant velocity motion, by
means of Z-transform the limit value of the time error
may be found to be zero. However, this only holds at
sampling time instants; during
the time interval between sampling instants the system
is left free to evolve and a substantial time error will
develop. According to the complete analysis (ref.3),
the time error shows a triangular behaviour versus
time and its peak value may exceed the specified
values; for the simple case of constant radial velocity
the peak value of the time error is given by:
12) Eipeak = (Vro/c)*Ts
This may be corrected applying the correction all
along the time interval Ts. This implements an
interpolation between two consecutive values of the
correction signal which is still given by
13) CORRi = A*Ci + B*Cj'
14) Ci = Ci + Ci-I
!5) Cj'= Cj-I' + Ci
but the term Cj' is updated at each transmitted symbol,
i.e. at each time epoch TXj; the coefficient B has to be
scaled down by a factor equal to F. A result of a
computer run for this simple case is shown in fig.6.
After an initial transient the time error shows the
foreseen triangular shape; at the time instant T1 the
control signal is switched to (13) and the error
collapses to virtually zero. In the case of a system at
constant radial acceleration the principle of
interpolation of correction signal may be shown to
reduce the error; besides, it also may be applied to
control loops of higher order.
Operation in presence of noise
From fig.5 it will be seen that any correction
signal is equal to the sum of the error signal proper
plus a sample of noise. This affects the error signal
generated in the next sample and so on, resulting in
the variance of the time error plus noise being greater
than the sum of the two. This could be seen by
deriving the following from (1), (2), (3) and (13):
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16)
r,- r,../
r_, T,'-z
Assuming for simplicity that Vr(t) = Vro it will be:
17) E,.---_.,.I_.E,-,,I,/_._. t
in which Ni is the sample of noise at the sampling time
t=i*Ts. This shows that, at any time, the noise
appearing at the "error output" of the system is actually
made of two components: the input thermal noise
generated, at that time, by the receiver, and the
response of the loop to the thermal noise generated in
the past. The performance of the system in presence of
noise is improved by taking as error sample the
average on a number of consecutively received time
epochs; the variance of the noise in the loop is reduced
by a factor equal to the squared root of that number.
Additional improvement is given by adaptive control of
the noise bandwidth of the loop. This is needed by
mobile terminals moving with high acceleration.
Voice Activated Operation
At each mobile terminal the transmission of the RF
carrier is inhibited during the time intervals in which
the user is silent. System synchronisation then may
only be achieved during short and random transmission
time intervals. This may result in an exceedingly low
sampling rate and it leads to a "burst forcing" mode of
operation by which, irrespective of the activity of the
user, the mobile terminal is forced to transmit bursts
with a minimum frequency. This frequency may be
minimised by some computational capability at the
mobile terminal. For each transmitted symbol the
following may be shown to hold:
-_.
18) E/..
77t.--t
in which the quantity vr(t)/c is measurable as Doppler
effect. Therefore, the mobile terminal, once
synchronised, may execute Doppler measurements on
the RF carrier of the Forward-Link and from these it
can derive the correction quantities to be applied to the
transmission timing. This is an open loop mode of
operation; errors affecting Doppler measurements, due
to hardware limitations, will cumulate and a large error
transient will develop when the system is switched
back to its closed loop mode of operation. Should this
transient exceed 0.5 chips the synchronisation would be
lost and the PN code would have to be reacquired. In
this mode of operation the double integrator has to be
continuously updated as if the system was in regular
closed loop operation; missing this updating, the same
large transient as before will eventually develop. The
needed updating of the double integrator may be
derived from (11).
Resistance to transmission outages
Transmission outages given by mobile channels
and occurring on the forward link may induce
unrecoverable transmission errors on the control signal
which will then be erased by the decoder. During a
transmission outage occurring on the forward link and
including consecutive correction signals the integrators
may be left running on the last input value. This, in
general, will result in an increased time error at the
end of the outage itself; the eventual magnitude of the
error is function of the radial acceleration to which
the system has been subject during the outage. In the
ideal case of a system at constant radial velocity the
time error during a communication outage on the
return link will only increase if the link is noisy; this
because the last correction signal refers to an error
measurement corrupted by noise. The random walk of
the clock frequency generator during the outage may
also give a contribution to the build-up of the error.
COMPUTER SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION
AND RESULTS
The system was modeled as shown in fig.7 in
which M(t), S(t), N(t) represent the motion of the
mobile terminal, the motion of the satellite, the
thermal noise generated by the receive front end at
the control earth station. The thermal noise is assumed
to impress, on the time of occurrence of the receive
time epochs, a Gaussian distributed time jitter. The
dynamic behaviour of the PN code tracking device is
accounted for as a linear second order low-pass filter
(ref.4). The model is only valid if:
all the de-spreaders are of the same type and have
the same parameters,
all the PN-code tracking devices operates in a linear
region.
Output "1" represents the noise versus time in open
loop conditions, output "2" represents the total time
error versus time of the received time epochs. Clearly
this model does not take into account transmission
specific aspects but only deals with the control system.
Several cases were actually implemented including a
quasi geostationary earth orbit, i.e. a 24 hours period
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circular orbit having 10 degrees inclination, 12 hours
and 8 hours Molnya orbits as considered by the Agency
for its ARCHIMEDES satellite system; also orbits
proposed for future commercial systems were
simulated, such as a 10000 Km altitude 6 hours period
circular earth orbit and a 900 Km altitude circular earth
orbit. The latter case needs a third order control loop.
For brevity, only the results for the 10000 Km and for
the 900 Km circular Earth orbits are presented, these
cases being the most critical. The acquisition phase is
shortened by means of variable sampling rate; for the
six hours earth orbit it goes from 4 samples per second,
during the initial acquisition phase, to i sample per
second in steady state. This value was selected in view
of the assumed dynamic of the mobile terminal; for
reduced dynamic it could be increased. The effect of
the resolution of the time control signal was taken into
account by quantisation of the correction signal in steps
of magnitude ranging from 1/64 to 1/8 of a chip. The
acquisition phase is declared to be completed when the
error Ei is found to be < = 10"(-7); the system is
declared to have gone out of track if at any Ti is
19) ABS{E(i)-E(i-I)} > = 0.5"10A-6
This to reflect the holding properties of a DLL, the
presence of which is also taken into account by
imposing that, at steady state, the magnitude of the
difference between two time contiguous and quantised
correction signals has not to exceed 0.25"10"(-6) sec.
which corresponds to +/- 25% of a chip. With this the
DLL always operates in its holding region. The used
parameters give a 14 sex:. acquisition time. To shorten
the time taken by each run, the frequency F has been
assumed to be 1 Ksymbol/sec.; the system however has
been sized in view of the achievement of a time error
not greater than 10"(-7) see. as requested by the
transmission of 8 Ksymbols/sec. with a spreading
factor equal to 127. This is also equivalent to the 8
Ksymbols/sec. transmission with a spreading factor
equal to 127 in which the interpolator output is taken
every 8 symbols. Noise is averaged across 120 msec.
The 6 Hours Circular Earth Orbit
Fig.8 shows the time error resulting from the
application to the mobile of an acceleration equal to
0.01 Km/(sec*) for 10 seconds, after which the mobile
moves at constant speed equal to 360 Km/h. For
simplicity the motion of the mobile is supposed to take
place towards the satellite. The time error only
develops during the accelerated phase of the motion of
the mobile terminal; due to the second order control
loop, the error at constant velocity of the mobile
terminal is very small, being very small the
acceleration of the satellite. The effect of finite
quantisation, from 1/64 to 1/8 of a chip, is shown in
fig.9. Fig. 10 shows the error resulting from the
application of the same acceleration to a mobile
constrained to move along a circular track having 1
Km radius. The control signal is quantised at 1/64 of a
chip. The noise performance of the system is shown in
figs. 11 and 12 which refer to the two above cases with
noise corresponding to operation at 5 dB Eb/No.
The 900 Km altitude Circular Earth Orbit
Results for this orbit are shown in fig. 13.
CONCLUSIONS
A control loop has been analyzed and simulated
for chip synchronisation in chip quasi-synchronous
CDMA schemes including satellites on any earth orbit.
The proposed system is based on a high order sampled
control loop, a linear interpolator and an adaptive gain
control; during steady state conditions, the mobile
terminal may generate control signals and this
decreases constraints on the periodicity of generation
of control signal. The same control loop also may be
used for burst synchronisation in a TDMA system,
which is a much less critical case.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we develop a new protocol for
multiple access to a GEO-satellite that utilizes an
electronically-switched spot-beam. The empha-
sis is on an integrated voice/data protocol which
takes advantage of the propagation latency, and
which offers centralized control with excellent de-
lay and throughput characteristics. The protocol
also allows full exploitation of the advantages of
a hopping beam satellite, such as smaller earth
stations and frequency re-use.
INTRODUCTION
A protocol introduced in the early '80's, called
Interleaved-Frame Flush-Out (IFFO) [1,2], pro-
vided for a reservations-based multiple-access to a
geostationary satellite by means of time-division.
The protocol had the properties of totally dis-
tributed control and of advantageous use of the
propagation latency.
Recently, this protocol was modified to include
voice and data service by means of the movable
boundary idea, implemented in the time-domain,
and of the isochronous slot assignment to voice
calls [3].
In this paper, we consider the use of a hopping
beam, and we show how the propagation latency
and the periodic focus of each beam on subsets of
users can be used to advantage in a similar way to
that used in the structure of the IFFO protocols.
The main idea is to have a switch on board the
satellite, such that the advantages offered by the
hopping beam satellites, such as smaller earth sta-
tions and frequency re-use, can be fully exploited,
while preserving the excellent delay and through-
put characteristics of the original protocols, which
use distributed control.
In the remainder of this paper, we first briefly
describe the main features and characteristics of
the IFFO protocol family, and we then proceed
with the description of the model of our com-
munication network with a single hopping beam
satellite. Next, we present the new Hopping-Beam
(Non-)Interleaved-Frame Fixed-Length (HB-IFFL
& HB-NIFFL) protocols, and we outline a delay
and throughput analysis. We further introduce
an extension to Voice/Data applications, and we
demonstrate the features of the new protocols with
an example. We conclude this paper with a sum-
mary and an outlook to future research activities.
THE IFFL/NIFFL PROTOCOL FAMILY
The family of Interleaved-Frame Flush-Out
(IFFO) protocols was introduced by Wieselthier
and Ephremides in the early '80's [1,2]. They were
mainly designed for totally distributed access con-
trol, taking advantage of the propagation latency,
which is especially important for satellite links.
The IFFO protocols are characterized by a frame
length that adapts to bursty channel traffic, re-
sulting in very high efficiency. In the Interleaved-
Frame Fixed-Length (IFFL) and Non-Interleaved-
Frame Fixed-Length (NIFFL), the frame length
is kept constant, which is desirable for voice traf-
fic. An overview of these protocols is given in [3];
in this paper, we concentrate on the fixed-length
schemes applied to transparent satellites (bent-
pipe).
We now briefly describe some characteristics
which will be needed in the subsequent para-
graphs: The IFFL/NIFFL protocols are charac-
terized by fully distributed control and a frame
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length which is equalto the round-trip delayR,
where R is measured in terms of slot durations.
The frame consists of a status slot (denoted USS
in Fig. 2) and R- 1 traffic slots. The status slot
is divided into M TDMA minislots, one for each
earth station.
The reservation mechanism for the IFFL pro-
tocols works as follows: Each earth station trans-
mits a reservation request in its minislot of frame
k, based on the number of packets that arrived
during frame k - 1. After the roundtrip delay R,
i.e., at the beginning of frame k+ 1, each earth sta-
tion receives the requests of all other stations, and
the traffic slots are then allocated in a fully dis-
tributed manner, based on all reservation requests
and an algorithm known to all users. Hence, the
messages arrived at an earth station during frame
k- 1 can be transmitted in frame k+ 1. If there are
more reservation requests than traffic slots, the so-
called excess packets are delayed until frame k + 3,
at which point they are again subject to further
delays if there is again a large backlog. It can be
seen that there are two interleaved packet streams,
the even-numbered frames being independent of
the odd nmnbered frames.
A variant of the IFFL protocols, called Fixed-
Contention IFFL (F-IFFL) allows the transmis-
sion of packets during unreserved slots in a Slot-
ted-ALOHA fashion, which considerably increases
throughput with respect to the Pure Reservation
IFFL (PR-IFFL) described above.
The NIFFL protocols are similar to the IFFL
protocols, with the difference that if any unre-
served slots are present in frame k + 2, some or all
of the excess packets of frame k + 1 can be trans-
mitted, without postponing them to frame k + 3.
In [3], the Voice/Data NIFFL (VD-NIFFL) proto-
cols were introduced, using a reservation scheme
for voice traffic and NIFFL for data.
SATELLITES WITH A SINGLE HOP-
PING BEAM
In our work, we focus on satellites with hopping
beams. Such satellites offer many advantages,
such as a higher received power on the ground
due to the focusing beam antenna of the satellite,
i.e., the transmitted power is no longer spread over
the whole hemisphere, but concentrated on a cir-
cle with, say 150 miles in diameter. This allows
frequency re-use, and, hence, many parallel com-
munications channels.
Figure 1: Network Configuration: There are a to-
tal of M earth stations in B footprints.
In this paper, we consider a communications
network that consists of a satellite with a single
hopping beam and M earth stations in B foot-
prints (see Fig. 1), Mb stations in beam b:
B
M = Mb. (1)
b=l
We assume that the switching time of the beam
is small compared to the burst length (e.g. for the
NASA ACTS satellite, the switching time is < 75
ns). We further assume that there is enough mem-
ory on-board the satellite to buffer traffic for one
slot, that signal processing on board the satellite
is very fast, and that the satellite knows which
earth station is in which beam.
THE HB-IFFL PROTOCOL FAMILY
In this section, we will show how the IFFL/
NIFFL protocols can be modified for use with a
satellite with a single hopping beam. The main
idea is to use a switch on board the satellite in
a way that the access control is now centralized,
although it seems to be distributed from the user's
point of view.
The Itopping-Beam Interleaved-Frame Fixed-
Length (ItB-IFFL) protocols are, like the IFFL/
NIFFL protocols, reservation-based time divi-
sion multiple access (TDMA) control, where non-
reserved contention slots may be accessed by
each user. However, while for the IFFL/NIFFL
schemes it was assumed that all earth stations can
receive all the traffic transmitted by the satellite,
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this no longerholdsfor the hoppingbeamsatel-
lite. We thereforehaveto find a way to transmit
theoutcomeof thereservationprocessto all earth
stations.Thiswill bedoneby havinga switchon
boardthesatellite,whichallocatesreservedtraffic
slotsto the earthstations,aswill beexplainedin
the sequel.
The uplink frame structure of the HB-IFFL
protocolsis depictedin Fig. 2. Eachframecon-
sists of an uplink status slot (USS) and Lk - 1
data slots, where Lk is the frame length. The
uplink status slot is divided into M TDMA up-
link slots, one slot for each station. The downlink
frame structure is similar, with the difference that
the downlink status slot (DSS) is divided into B
downlink slots, one for each footprint.
I I I I I I I_ Expanded View ofUSS
N[ I I I I I I I I1
USS Traffic Slots
Figure 2: Uplink Frame Structure: There are
Lk- 1 traffic slots and one Uplink Status Slot
(USS), which is divided into M TDMA minislots.
The reservation mechanism works as follows
(see Fig. 3): The satellite switches its uplink beam
such that each of the M stations is covered dur-
ing its minislot. In its minislot in frame k, each
station transmits information about the packets
that arrived in frame k - 1, i.e., the number of
slots it wants to reserve for each receiving station
in frame k + 1 (e.g. one packet for station 7 and
three packets for station 9) 1.
The satellite receives the USS of frame k with
a delay of R/2 slots and decodes it immediately.
It then composes the beam/switching pattern for
frame k + 1 and transmits it sequentially on all B
beams, ttence, each minislot of the DSS contains
the same information, namely the beam pattern,
dwelling time and transmitting time for each sta-
tion in frame k + 1.
Because the satellite has to receive the entire
USS before it can compose and transmit the DSS,
1This procedure is similar to IFFL/NIFFL, but here not
only the number of packets, but also the destination address
has to be transmitted
the DSS is transmitted R/2+ 1 slots after tile USS.
The DSS then arrives at the earth stations after
another R/2 slots, or R + 1 slots after the trans-
mission of the USS. Hence, it is natural to select
the frame length Lk to be greater than or equal
R + 1 (instead of R, as for the IFFO protocols).
The R traffic slots of each frame are simply
delayed by one slot at the satellite before they are
transmitted on the downlink:.
Upon reception of the DSS by the earth sta-
tions, each earth station knows if its reservation
request has been granted, and it can start to trans-
mit immediately in the traffic slots that were re-
served for it.
Hence, with the "trick" of the on-board switch,
the HB-IFFL protocols behave very much the
same way as the original IFFL protocols, with a
slightly increased frame length, however.
DELAY AND THROUGHPUT ANALY-
SIS
In this next section, we provide a brief through-
put and delay analysis for some variants of HB-
IFFL. We characterize these variants, we try to
relate the analysis to that of the IFFL/NIFFL pro-
tocols where this is possible, and we point out the
differences.
We assume that each of the M earth station has
a buffer in which to store arriving packets, which
are assumed to form a Bernoulli process with rate
,_ in every slot. The total arrival rate is, there-
fore, M,_ packets per slot, which is equal to the
throughput rate under stable operation, since no
packets are rejected.
PR-HB-IFFL
This Pure Reservation scheme is the one we
described in the previous section. It is character-
ized by the fact that unreserved slots are not used
for contention. An analysis similar to PR-IFFL,
which is based on a Markov Chain representation,
can be used [3], with frame length R + 1 instead
of R, and delay R + 1 instead of R.
2An alternative would be to insert an empty slot after
the USS. Then the satellite could simply repeat each incom-
ing uplink slot on the downlink. The idle slot would then
appear on the downlink at the end of the frame, i.e., be]ore
the DSS. However, this results in a reduced throughput.
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Figure 3: Sequence of Up- and Downlink Status Slots: At time 0, the USS of frame k is transmitted
by the earth stations to the satellite, where it is received at R/2. The satellite transmits the DSS at
R/2 + 1, and the earth stations receive it at R + 1.
F-HB-IFFL
This scheme is similar to PR-HB-IFFL, but un-
reserved slots can be used for contention in a pre-
defined way, using some Slotted ALOHA mecha-
nism. Note that due to the hopping beam, the
F-IFFO analysis cannot be applied. We have to
consider two possibilities of packet loss:
• Packets of the stations in the same footprint
collide. The probability of this happening is
smaller than for F-IFFL when there is more
than one footprint.
• Packets are lost because the hopping antenna
of the satellite is not listening to the right
footprints at the right time.
.
is transmitted while the satellite is listening,
and if there is no collision. The DSS will con-
tain information about successfully received
packets, such that all earth stations are in-
formed about success of failure of their trans-
missions.
The satellite announces in the DSS what hop-
ping pattern it will use during the unreserved
slots (according to some algorithm, which
may use information about excess packets).
The ground stations transmit their packets
according to some algorithm (e.g. with a
given probability) while the satellite is listen-
ing. As mentioned before, the DSS will con-
tain information about successfully received
slots.
Hence, it can be seen that to quantify the second
item of the above list, we have to define the hop-
ping pattern of the satellite during non-reserved
slots, and the way each earth station transmits
packets during these slots. We consider two dif-
ferent strategies:
1. During the unreserved slots, the satellite's
beam hops in a manner unknown to the
ground stations. The ground stations trans-
mit their packets according to some algorithm
(maybe more than once during a frame). A
packet is only received by the satellite if it
For a large number of beams, strategy (1) has a
low probability of success because of the low prob-
ability that the satellite is listening to the right
footprint. Hence, strategy (2), seems to be more
promising. The algorithm for earth stations to
transmit their packets has to be designed carefully,
however, in order to reduce the probability of colli-
sions. The exact analysis of delay and throughput
is yet to be elaborated, but it can be said already
that the advantage of F-HB-IFFL over PR-HB-
IFFL will probably be smaller than of the corre-
sponding IFFL schemes.
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PR-HB-NIFFL
These Pure-Reservation Hopping-Beam Non-
Interleaved-Frame Fixed-Length protocols are si-
milar to PR-HB-IFFL, with the difference that if
any unreserved slots are present in frame k + 2,
some or all of the excess packets of frame k + 1 can
be transmitted, without postponing them to frame
k + 3. Hence, the even- and odd-numbered frames
are no longer interleaved. Because the satellite
knows about the excess packets (it received the
requests for the previous frames), it can adjust its
hopping pattern an transmit this information on
the DSS. Hence, the same delay and throughput
analysis as for PR-NIFFL can be used, which is
based on a first-order Markov chain [3], with the
modification of the frame length and delay (R + 1
instead of R).
F-HB-NIFFL
This scheme is similar to PR-HB-NIFFL, but
unreserved slots can be used for contention in
a pre-defined way, using some Slotted ALOHA
mechanism. As already mentioned for the inter-
leaved version of this protocol, the F-IFFO anal-
ysis cannot be applied because of the hopping
beam. The same comments as above apply, i.e.,
the delay and throughput analysis strongly de-
pend on the contention algorithm used by the
earth stations.
VOICE/DATA APPLICATIONS
The new protocols described in this paper can
be extended to Voice/Data application much in
the same way as originally suggested in [3]. These
Voice/Data HB-NIFFL (VD-HB-NIFFL) proto-
cols use a reservation scheme for voice traffic and
HB-NIFFL for data. Once a voice call is accepted
by the system, it is guaranteed access to one slot
in each frame until completion. Each frame is di-
vided into voice and data slots, where it is ap-
propriate to define the maximum number of voice
slots Vm_x such that Vm_ <_ R. Voice calls are
accepted as long as the total number of calls does
not exceed Vmax, otherwise they are blocked. In
the so-called fixed boundary implementation, data
packets are transmitted in the data slots using one
of the NIFFL protocols, whereas in the movable
boundary implementation, data packets may also
be transmitted during unused voice slots.
Performance parameters of the VD-ItB-NIFFL
protocols are the blocking probability of voice calls
Pb and the packet delay for data. Assuming that
voice calls arrive with poisson rate Av and that
the call duration is exponentially distributed with
parameter py, the well-known Erlang formula can
be used to compute Pb. For the data packets, the
delay analysis for the movable boundary scheme is
more complicated, because the number of packets
which can be transmitted in a frame depends on
the number of on-going voice calls. For a detailed
analysis, the reader is referred to [3].
EXAMPLE
In this section, we quote an example from [3]
to quantify the performance of the VD-HB-NIFFL
protocols. Since we want to minimize both the call
blocking probability Pb and the expected packet
delay E(D), we use a weighted sum as our perfor-
mance measure:
E(D) + c_Pb, (2)
where a is the weighting factor. We assume that
there are a total number of M = 10 users and
that the roundtrip delay is R = 11 slots (which
for a geostationary satellite and a data rate of 64
kbps corresponds to a voice data rate of about 5.8
kbps).
Fig. 4, which is taken from [3], shows the
weighted performance index as a function of V_ax
for the fixed-boundary version and two values of
a, i.e., 2 and 8, where delay is normalized with
respect to the frame length R + 1. In each case,
curves are plotted for a fixed value of data-packet
throughput. Note that for throughput values of
0.48 and greater, the curves terminate at values of
Vm_x < 6; in each of these cases the value of tile
throughput corresponds to a utilization of 0.96 for
the corresponding value of Vm_x. Throughput val-
ues that correspond (for a specific value of l/_x)
to a utilization of 1.0 or greater result in infinite
delay, and hence an infinite value of the weighted
performance index.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
It was shown that the IFFL/NIFFL protocols,
which were designed for a transparent satellite [3],
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slots, M=10 users..
can easily be adapted for satellites with a single
hopping beam and an on-board switch. The ex-
cellent delay and throughput characteristics of the
original protocols could be preserved, while allow-
ing for making full use of the advantages offered
by the hopping beam satellites, i.e., smaller earth
stations and frequency re-use. Note that due to
the on-board switching, delays of these protocols
using centralized control are similar to protocols
using fully distributed control, as opposed to tra- [1]
ditional centralized control access schemes which
involve a double hop over the satellite link, and,
hence, double the delay.
We conclude this paper by listing some ques-
tions to be addressed in future work: [2]
• What is the optimum strategy for earth sta-
tions to transmit excess packets during unre-
served slots?
• How does distributed flow control on the [3]
ground improve system performance?
• Does on-board memory increase throughput?
What about on-board flow control?
• What is the trade-off between call blocking [4]
probability, delay and buffer overflow ? Jor-
dan and Varaija [4] showed that the blocking
of some calls even when resources are avail-
able may result in a decrease of the overall
blocking probability. Can this result be ap-
plied to the HB-NIFFL protocols?
• How can these protocols be applied to satel-
lites with multiple hopping beams?
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ABSTRACT
In the last decade low bit rate speech coding research
has received much attention resulting in newly devel-
oped good quality speech coders operating at as low as
4.8 Kb/s. Although speech quality at around 8 Kb/s
is acceptable for a wide variety of applications, at 4.8
Kb/s more improvements in quality are necessary to
make it acceptable to the majority of applications and
users. In addition to the required low bit rate with
acceptable speech quality, other facilities such as inte-
grated digital echo cancellation and voice activity de-
tection are now becoming necessary to provide a cost
effective and compact solution. In this paper we de-
scribe a CELP speech coder with integrated echo can-
celler and a voice activity detector all of which have
been implemented on a single DSP32C with 32 KBytes
of SRAM. The quality of CELP coded speech has been
improved significantly by a new codebook implemen-
tation which also simplifies the encoder/decoder com-
plexity making room for the integration of a 64-tap
echo canceller together with a voice activity detector.
1. INTRODUCTION
After the successful development of low bit rate speech
coding in the last decade, we are now beginning to
see its real time application in various systems ranging
from simple digital speech storage to very complex cel-
lular and satellite mobile telephony. For mobile satel-
lite communication systems, resources such as power
and bandwidth are very limited. These systems em-
ploy very small transceiver terminals requiring larger
satellite power. This is particularly true for land mo-
bile and personal communication satellite systems, for
which only a few MHz of bandwidth have been allo-
cated on a primary basis. For such services to be eco-
nomical they must be very spectrally efficient. In order
to be competitive and use modulation schemes that will
not cause excessive distortion over the difficult satel-
lite propagation channel, digital coding of speech at
around 4.8 Kb/s or less is required.
Robustness to channel errors is an important perfor-
mance measure of a speech coding algorithm designed
for mobile communication systems. Unlike most line
communication systems, mobile communication sys-
tems have to withstand very high channel error rates.
Speech coders are not expected to operate in these se-
vere conditions without some form of forward error cor-
rection (FEC), but should be able to cope with resid-
ual errors of up to 2 × 10 -2. Hence, when designing
a speech coder, its performance under channel errors
should not be compromised for higher clean channel
performance.
In addition to the speech quality under various chan-
nel conditions, the echo over long delay satellite sys-
tems should also be minimised. The disruption caused
by echo in a system is proportional to the delay in that
system, which becomes large if satellites are used. Also
important is the use of the satellite cannel for other ser-
vices when the speech channel is not active. By using
a voice activity detector (VAD) for about 50 % of the
time each speech channel can be used for other services
thus doubling the usage of the allocated channel capac-
ity. When there is no speech activity, the transmitter
may also be turned off to conserve battery power and
to reduce the interference to other users.
In the following sections we present a compact robust
speech coder with integrated echo canceller and a VAD,
implemented on a single DSP32C, which addresses and
proposes solutions to the above problems.
2. CELP SPEECH CODING
At bit rates of 4.8 Kb/s CELP is the most widely re-
ported speech coding algorithm. Although, CELP has
been around for about a decade, it is only in the last
few years that working implementations became avail-
able [1][2]. The processing stages of a CELP coder can
be split into three blocks. The LPC analysis, long term
prediction (LTP) analysis and the codebook search.
It is the type of codebook excitation, computed every
subframe which makes the difference between various
CELP versions.
In the CELP using a standard codebook, it is as-
sumed that the size of the codebook is large enough to
cater for both voiced and unvoiced speech excitations.
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However,at lowbit rates,thisassumptionfailsat the
fastvoicedonsetswhere,theLTPcannotbuilt upfast
enoughto trackthebuilt upofvoicedspeech.There-
fore,thespeechqualitydeterioratessignificantlyasthe
bit rate is reducedby increasingthesizeof thesub-
frame(vector).In additionduringvoicedregionswhere
morethanonemainpitchexcitationis necessaryfor
goodobjectivematching,theLTPpredictoraccuracy
reducesveryrapidlywith theincreasein thesubframe
sizehenceresultingin poorperformance.In somever-
sions,mixedcodebooksareused,where,part of the
codebookissimilarto multi-pulsexcitation,catering
for theabovecases.However,theseapproacheshave
preselectedcodebookstructureswhichlimitstheirper-
formance.In thefollowinga dynamicsecondaryexci-
tationcodebookisdescribedwheretheexcitationpulse
positioningismadeadaptivewith theLTPlag(pitch)
computedfor thesamesubframe.
In pitch adaptivemixedexcitation(PAME)the
staticcodebookissplit intotwoparts.Thefirst part
ismadeadaptivewith respecto theLTPlag (pitch
delay)asfollows.Theexcitationbufferis filledwith
unit sampleamplitudes,oneeveryD samplestarting
fromthefirstposition.Therestof thevectorelements
aresetto zero. Duringthesearchof thecodebook,
thisvectorissynthesisedandits phasepositionisde-
terminedbyshiftingits syntheticresponseonesample
at atimefor D - 1 times. Each phase position is then
treated as a new excitation vector. In order to guard
against pitch doubling errors in the LTP search, if the
lag D is greater than 2D,,n the same process is applied
again by placing the excitation pulses every D/2 sam-
ples. The total number of excitation vectors that are
searched is then found by adding all the phase positions
considered. This is similar to regular pulse excitation
with decimation factors of D and D/2. After selecting
the best excitation vector from the adaptive section us-
ing Ca phase positions, the search continues in the fixed
part of the codebook. Here, a further C! = C-Ca vec-
tors are searched and the best performing vector index
from the overall search process is transmitted to the
receiver (C is the total number of allocated codebook
indices). At the receiver, after decoding the LTP lag,
the corresponding excitation vector is decoded.
By forcing the secondary excitation to have pitch
structure, it is possible to match voiced onsets more
accurately. This is because, firstly, the LTP mem-
ory builds up faster to track the incoming periodicity
more accurately and secondly, the secondary excitation
provides the required periodicity where the LTP fails.
This of course depends on the accurate computation
of the periodicity by the LTP in the first place. Many
other adaptation schemes may be used to accurately
place the secondary excitation pulses every pitch pe-
riod. The LTP lag adaptation is useful because it does
not require extra computation or bits. If all the possi-
ble pitch and phase combinations were to be used then
for a subframe size of 60 (60+1+2+...+30+29+...+20)
750 combinations would be needed, which reduces to
(40+1+2+..+20) 250 possibilities for a subframe size
of 40. Encoding and decoding processes of the code-
book index in this algorithm can have three possibil-
ities which are communicated to the receiver by the
fixed subframe size and the decoded LTP lag D.
The fixed part of the codebook was implemented
in the form of a single shift centre clipped overlap-
ping codebook. Overlapping codebooks are useful in
reducing the computation of the codebook search as
well as requiring less storage. If h_(n) represents the
weighted STP impulse response, the synthesised vector
gk (n) due to the k th excitation vector xk(n) of a single
shift codebook is,
g_(n) = _ h,,,(i)ack(n -- i) (1)
i=0
Since, in a single shift codebook the difference between
two consecutive vectors is only one sample at either
end of the two vectors, the synthesised vector _k+l can
be computed in terms of -_k as,
gk+x(n) = zk+l(O)ho_(n) + _k(n - 1) (2)
The spectrum of $TP and LTP inverse filtered speech
is assumed to be flat. However, this is not strictly true.
Therefore, the secondary excitation should be shaped
accordingly to compensate for the model inaccuracies.
Although, this is applicable to all secondary excita-
tion types, it is more important in the pitch adaptive
case where, placing a single pulse in time corresponds
to a DC in frequency. To further improve the speech
quality, therefore, adaptive shaping using the STP pa-
rameters can be applied to the secondary excitation.
This shaping should be included in the AbS loop to
make it most effective. A block diagram of a CELP an-
coder with pitch adaptive secondary excitation includ-
ing adaptive shaping is shown in Figure 1. Although,
the shaping process requires extra computation, if its
impulse response, is computed together with the STP
filter impulse response then during the search process,
no additional computation is required. The only extra
computation required both at the encoder and decoder
is the implementation of shaping once every subframe,
to produce the final output.
3. ECHO CANCELLATION
Echo in a telecommunication system is the delayed and
distorted sound which is reflected back to the source.
Echo is generated at the two-to-four wire converting
hybrid transformer due to imperfect impedance match-
ing. Here, we are only concerned with the electrical
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echoforwhichtheCCITThaveasetofrecommenda-
tions,G.165.
Thesourceof electricalechocanbeunderstoodby
consideringasimplifiedblockdiagramof aconnection
betweenapairofsubscribersS1and$2showninFig-
ure2. It canbeseenfromthis blockdiagramthat
eachsubscriberhasa twowire loopoverwhichthe
receivedsignalfromthefar endandthetransmitted
signalto thefarendtravel.Thehybridconvertsfrom
2to 4 wirelineworking.Theroleof thehybridis to
directthesignalenergyarrivingfromSl and$2to the
upperandlowerpathsofthefourwirecircuit,respec-
tively,withoutallowinganyleakagebackto thetwo
sourcesovertheoppositedirectionlinepairs.Because
of theimpedancemismatchingin thelocalloopshow-
ever,someofthetransmittedsignalreturnsto itsorig-
inalsourcewhohearsa delayedversionof hisspeech.
Thisis calledthetalkerecho,thesubjectiveffectof
whichdependsontheroundtrip delayaroundtheloop.
Forshortdelaysandreasonableattenuation(6 dBor
more) the talker echo cannot be distinguished from the
normal side tone of the telephone and hence does not
cause problems. In applications such as satellites how-
ever, as a consequence of high altitude a round trip
delay of 540 ms (270 ms each way) is possible, which
makes the echo very disturbing and may in fact destroy
conversation. When this is the case, it is essential to
control or even to remove the echo.
A block diagram of an echo canceller for one direc-
tion of transmission is shown in Figure 3 where the far
end signal is denoted by y(i), the unwanted echo signal
r(i), and the near end talker signal x(i). The near end
talker signal and the echo are added together at the
output of the hybrid. Since the far end signal is avail-
able as a reference for the echo canceller, the replica of
the echo ÷(i) is estimated by matching the signals on
both paths of the four wire section. This echo replica
is then subtracted from the total of the returned echo
and the near end signal as
u(i) = x(i) + r(i) - ÷(i) (3)
The difference between r(i) the returned echo and ÷(i)
the estimated echo should be as small as possible for
good echo cancellation performance. The echo can-
celler produces the echo replica by using the far end
reference signal in a transversal filter. If the impulse
response of the filter is the same as the echo path re-
sponse then the estimated echo and the returned echo
become identical resulting in a perfect echo cancella-
tion. Since the echo path response is not known in ad-
vance and may vary slowly with time, the coefficients of
the transversal filter are adapted. In order to produce
no distortion on the near end talker signal, the filter
coefficients are only updated when there is no near end
activity.
An echo canceller should in general satisfy the fol-
lowing fundamental requirements: Rapid convergence
of the filter coefficients when turned on, very low echo
when there is no near end speech, slow divergence when
there is no far or near end speech and little divergence
during times that both near and far end signals are
present.
An echo canceller can be split into adaptive transver-
sal filter, near end speech detection and residual error
suppression parts. In a digital echo canceller both the
reference and echo signals are available in digital form.
Therefore the echo path impulse response can be rep-
resented in digital form denoting it by hk to form
N-1
r(i) = Z hky(i - k) (4)
k=0
Assuming the system
pulse response N is of
celler form the replica
is linear and the echo path im-
finite length, then the echo can-
of the returned echo using
N-1
÷(i) = Z aky(i - k) (5)
k=0
When ak = hk, k = 0,1,...,N- 1 the returned and
estimated echoes are identical resulting in no residual
echo. The coefficients of the transversal filter are up-
dated to match the slowly time varying echo path im-
pulse response by minimising the mean squared resid-
ual error. When there is no near end speech (x(i) = 0)
the filter coefficients are updated in such a way that as
a result the residual error tends to a minimum. The
update of the coefficients at each iteration is controlled
by a step size fl,
ak(i + 1) = ak(i) + 2/3e(i)y(i - k) (6)
The convergence of the algorithm is determined by the
stepsize fl and the power of the far end signal y(i).
In general making/3 large speeds up the convergence,
while a smaller/3 reduces the asymptotic cancellation
error. The convergence time constant is inversely pro-
portional to the power of y(i), and that the algorithm
converges very slowly for low signal levels. To overcome
this situation, the loop gain is usually normalised by
an estimate of the far end signal power.
¢h
2/3 = 2/3(i) = _ (7)
where/31 is a compromise value of the step size constant
and Pu(i) is an estimate of the average power in y(i)
at time i. The far end signal power can be estimated
by
Py(i) = [Lu(i)] 2 (S)
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where
Lu(i + 1) = (1 - p)Lv(i) + Ply(i)I (9)
where a typical value of p = 2-r. The above equation
is only an estimate of the average signal level which is
updated for every sample using the approximation for
ease of implementation in real-time.
The quality of the echo canceller can be affected signifi-
cantly if the near end speech is not detected accurately.
This is because the filter coefficients will be adjusted
wrongly and hence will distort the near end speech.
Therefore the coefficients are only updated when there
is no near end speech and kept fixed during near end
activity to prevent divergence. The power estimate g(i)
of the near end composite signal s(i) = z(i) + r(i) is
usually compared with the power estimate 0(i) of far
end signal y(i) to decide if there is near end activity.
The power estimates can be computed using
_(i + 1) = (1 - _)a(i) + sis(i)] (10)
and
O(i + 1) = (1 - c_)O(i) + _Iy(i)I (11)
where a typical value for c_ is 1/32. Near end speech is
declared when
_(i) >_ MAX[O(i), O(i- 1), 0(i- N)] (12)
In order to avoid continuous switching, every time near
end speech is detected, it is assumed to last for some
time (typically 600 samples).
The echo canceller performance can be improved by a
residual echo suppresser. This can be done simply by
comparing the returned signal power with a threshold
relative to the far end signal and completely eliminat-
ing it if it falls below the threshold. Again the returned
signal power is estimated using
Lu(i + 1) = (1 - p)Lu(i) + pJu(i)l (13)
Whenever, L,,(i)/Ly(i) < 2 -4 the residual echo sup-
presser is activated. In some applications however, it
may be perceptually more acceptable to leave a very
low level of random signal to indicate that the line is
not dead. The above algorithm with 64 tap filter has
been implemented with a multi rate CELP coder op-
erating at 4.8, 6.4 and 8 Kb/s and found to satisfy the
CCITT recommendations completely [3].
4. VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTION
Discontinuous transmission (DTX) may be used to al-
locate the channel to other uses when there is no speech
to be transmitted. DTX transmission simply makes
use of the fact that every speech channel is not active
continuously. In a duplex line conversation each party
is active only for less than 50% of the time. Even dur-
ing activity there are times that sizeable gaps between
words and expressions exist. Therefore, by using a
voice activity detector (VAD) to indicate active times,
the channel may be allocated to another call when it
is not needed. The use of VAD to indicate activity
on the line may also be used to transmit non-speech
data during the speech pauses which is very attractive
in multi-media services. Alternatively, in mobile com-
munication systems, the transmitter may be turned off
to reduce the co-channel interference and also conserve
the batteries of the hand held portable mobile termi-
nals. This has been adopted as part of the overall spec-
ification of new mobile systems such as GSM. The ef-
ficiency or the gain of such systems depends on the
performance of the VAD algorithm which has to work
in severe background noise environments typical in a
vehicle mounted mobile. The basic assumptions that
the principles of a VAD algorithm can be based on are
as follows:
1. Speech is a nonstationary signal. Its spectral
shape usually changes after short periods of time,
e.g., 20 to 30 ms.
2. Background noise is usually stationary during
much longer time periods and changes very slowly
with time.
3. Speech signal level is usually higher than the back-
ground noise level (otherwise speech will be unin-
telligible).
Using the above assumptions a VAD algorithm can be
designed to detect silence gaps as well as distinguishing
background noise with and without speech. In systems
where the background noise level is very low, a simple
signal energy threshold can be used to detect the si-
lence regions. However, in systems where large and
varying background noise is present, a much more in-
telligent algorithm needs to be used. This is typical
of mobile systems where the mobile terminal is placed
in a moving vehicle. In these systems, the noise level
is very high and changing making it impossible to dis-
tinguish speech with background noise and background
noise alone by using a simple energy threshold function.
Since the level of the background noise could be chang-
ing, the threshold should be made adaptive. However
the threshold should be updated only when there is
no speech. For this the spectral characteristics are
checked to see if it is likely to be speech with frequently
changing spectral shape or noise with fairly station-
ary frequency response. Since speech can be classified
as voiced with very slowly changing strong pitch, the
change in periodicity within the frame time may also
be considered to reinforce the confidence about speech
detection. The accuracy of the VAD decision can be
improved if the CELP LPC parameters are quantised
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using LSFs. The LSF parameters for stationary signals
remain fairly constant and do not change very rapidly.
Therefore, the change in the LSF parameters from one
frame to the next may be used to indicate signal sta-
tionarity [4].
If nonspeech decision is indicated a further condi-
tioning is applied to eliminate the possibility of cutting
out speech mid-bursts. This is done by adding a hang-
over stage to the VAD output. Before making the final
decision that speech is not present a number of non-
speech frames have to be detected consecutively. This
is determined by the length of the hangover time which
is in the order of 60 to 100 ms (or 3 to 5 frames). If
after the hangover time the decision still indicates non-
speech then the output of the VAD is used to indicate
this to the DTX controller.
5. ROBUSTNESS TO CHANNEL ERRORS
The channel error performance mainly depends on
the way the parameters are quantised and error pro-
tected. The most error sensitive CELP parameters are
the LPC coefficients, followed by the excitation vector
gain, LTP lag and gain, and finally the codebook in-
dex. CELP is generally robust up to the error rates
of 10 -3 without any FEC. The error protection can be
split into two parts, one is achieved without any re-
dundancy which is called built-in protection and the
other is implemented by using extra redundancy bits
in the form of FEC. By using Line Spectrum transfor-
mation, the residual errors on the LPC parameters can
be controlled. The monotonicity of the Line Spectral
Frequencies (LSF) can be used for error detection and
correction [5]. This scheme is very effective at bit error
rates (BER) of up to 10 -2.
Since the optimum vector gain is quantised as an
absolute value, when one or more gain values are cor-
rupted, they produce very annoying background noise.
This is especially annoying when the speech is silence
and errors result in very large decoded gain values,
which produce loud blasts. To reduce this problem an
optimum gain control algorithm has been developed
and used [5].
It is assumed that in the worst case, the ratio of any
subframe gain magnitude [g(i)l, i = 1,...,Q to the
mean gain magnitude 0 of the corresponding frame,
is not greater than a factor c_. The second assump-
tion is that the residual error rate is low enough that
only one gain term per frame is corrupted. Again, this
is a reasonable assumption for a satellite channel, ex-
cept perhaps, during periods of deep fading. In the
design, it is assumed that these (rare) situations will
be detected and coped with by employing lost frame
reconstruction techniques. Thus, at the receiver, we
wish to find any gain for which Ig(i)l/0 > a, and then
adjust it to achieve the desired ratio. There are two
related problems that first need to be solved.
1. Whenever gain control is invoked, we are assuming
that there is at least a single gain term corrupted
within the frame. Thus, the average gain _ for the
frame cannot simply be computed from the sum of
the received gains. This problem can be overcome
by computing separate sub-average gains, _(i) for
Q clusters of gains. The i_h cluster is composed of
all the other subframe gains except lg(i)l. Thus,
1 o
_(i)=_Z[g(j)l, J_i= 1,...,Q; (14)
j=l
where g(i) is the excluded gain and Q, is the num-
ber of excitation subframes per frame.
2. Since we now have Q sub-average gains, we have
to determine which one to use in the corruption
tests. Since we are only interested in upwardly
corrupted gains, and taking into account the as-
sumption that the variance of the gains is lim-
ited, we would expect the cluster of gains with
the corrupted gain to have the highest variance.
Therefore, the best sub-average to use is that of
the cluster with the minimum variance, as this is
more likely to be closest to the full average gain ft.
The cluster variances as(i) are calculated as,
q
as(i )_ Q-1 1 Z(_(i)-lg(J)l) 2,j._i= 1,...,Q
j=l
(15)
Let the cluster with the minimum variance be cluster I.
Then if the test for upward corruption, Ig(I)] < a#(I)
fails, g'(I) the controlled gain is reset as: g'(I) = _(I) ×
sign[g(I)].
The ratio _ is very important in these tests. If it
is set too high, then a significant proportion of cor-
rupted gains will pass the test, resulting in a degraded
performance with channel errors. On the other hand,
setting a too low means some uncorrupted gains will
be 'adjusted', leading to degradation in the clear chan-
nel speech quality of the coder. In practice, it is very
difficult to strike a reasonable balance which is speaker
independent. A more attractive alternative is to adopt
an adaptive approach in which the test factor changes
according to the gains being considered. Since the test
is trying to determine the deviation of the suspect gain
from the mean gain, the test can be changed into,
Ig(I)l < c¢_(I) + O(I) (16)
where _', the adaptive factor is given by,
a'= MIU[a(i)]/a(I), I ¢ i= 1,..., Q (17)
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Parameters Number/Frame
STP(LSF) 10
LTP 4 x 1-tap
CB index
Bits/Frame
37
4x(7+5)=48
4×7=28
CB gain 4 4x5=20
Total 139
Table 1: Configuration of CELP at 4.43 Kb/s with
30ms frame
This produces the best performance, giving only a neg-
ligible reduction in clear channel segSNR, whilst de-
tecting a high proportion (about 88%) of the corrupted
gains.
Built in error control for the LSFs and excitation
vector gains was found to be sufficient for a maximum
residual error rate of 10 -2 .
6. CODER PERFORMANCE
The CELP coder described in Table 1 has been imple-
mented on a single DSP32C with 32 Kbytes of SRAM.
Using the same DSP a 64-tap echo canceller together
with a VAD and built in error control was integrated
with the main CELP encoder/decoder. This resulted
in a complete solution in one DSP enabling a very cost
effective and compact implementation. Since the coder
uses 133 bits of the available 144 every 30 ms frame,
the remaining 11 bits were used for very robust syn-
chronisation. Every frame a sync-pattern that differed
from any possible data patterns at least in two bit po-
sitions was used, enabling very fast locking time and
robust synchronisation under channel errors.
The speech quality of the coder was assessed using
informal listening tests. In these tests the CELP coder
defined in Table 1 scored a MOS of 3.5. Its higher bit
rate version at 6.65 Kb/s again defined by the same
table but with a 50 Hz frame rate scored a MOS of
3.9 and was found to be better than the full rate GSM
coder. Both versions were also found to be transparent
to channel errors of up to 2 × 10 -3. At 10 -2 very slight
degradation was noticed due to corrupted LTP lags.
The performance of the 64-tap echo canceller was
tested against the CCITT G.165 and was found to
satisfy it fully. This coder has been used in various
VSAT terminals produced by different manufacturers
and found to be very acceptable by the users.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new type of coher-
ent demodulator, the unique-word(UW)-re-
verse-modulation type demodulator, for burst
signal controlled by voice operated transmitter
(VOX) in mobile satellite communication
channels. The demodulator has three individual
circuits: a pre-detection signal combiner, a pre-
detection UW detector and a UW-reverse-
modulation type demodulator. The pre-detection
signal combiner combines signal sequences
received by two antennas and improves bit
energy-to-noise power density ratio (Eb/No) 2.5
dB to yield 10 -3 average bit error rate (BER)
when carrier power-to-multipath power ratio
(CMR) is 15 dB. The pre-detection UW detector
improves UW detection probability when the
frequency offset is large. The UW-reverse-
modulation type demodulator realizes a maxi-
mum pull-in frequency of 3.9 kHz, the pull-in
time is 2.4 seconds and frequency error is less
than 20 Hz. The performances of this demodula-
tor are confirmed through computer simulations
and its effect is clarified in real-time experi-
ments at a bit rate of 16.8 kbps using digital
signal processor (DSP).
INTRODUCTION
Practical mobile satellite communication
systems are being developed in many countries.
In Japan, the characteristics of mobile satellite
channels were obtained from a field test of
experimental mobile satellite systems (EMSS)
using the Engineering Test Satellite V (ETS-
V)[1]. The results confirmed that the channels
of the mobile satellite communication system
are high CMR Rician fading channels. Mean-
while, since satellite communication channels
are power-limited, forward error correction
(FEC) must be employed to improve BER in
low carrier power-to-noise power ratio (CNR)
channels.
To improve the received EblNo, signal
combination should be powerful. Convention-
ally, two types of signal combination scheme
are well-known. One is the post-detection signal
combination scheme [2], and the other is the
pre-detection signal combination scheme [3].
When the post-detection scheme is employed,
each demodulator must operate stably before the
received Eb/No is improved. On the other hand,
when the pre-detection scheme is employed, a
demodulator can operate stably after the re-
ceived Eo/No is improved. Since the conven-
tional pre-detection scheme is a feed-back type,
its ability to track variations in channel state is
inferior. Therefore, this paper proposes a pre-
detection signal combination scheme with a
feed-forward loop. Its tracking ability is very
high.
In mobile satellite communication chan-
nels, rapid UW detection after shadowing is
required. Since the received UW is used for
demodulation in the proposed scheme, UW
detection must be carried out ahead of demodu-
lation. Furthermore, the range of pull-in fre-
quency is expanded 30 times that of the conven-
tional scheme, because the UW detector detects
correlation value from the phase difference of
received signals.
In mobile satellite communications,
carrier frequency offset due to Doppler shift
occurs when the mobile station moves at high
speed. When the transmission rate is assumed to
be 16.8 kbps, the frequency error must be less
than several tens Hz to prevent carrier slip. To
keep. this frequency error, highly precise auto-
matlc frequency control (AFC) is required. This
paper proposes a UW-reverse-modulation type
demodulator including AFC circuit. In this
demodulator, a reverse modulated signal se-
quence is used for estimating the carrier fre-
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quency offset by fast Fourier transformation
(FFT). Consequently, short pull-in time (2.4
seconds), high precision (frequency error is 20
Hz) and wide pull-in range (about 4 kHz) are
realized using this scheme.
In this paper, configuration and character-
istics of the mobile terminal receiver are de-
scribed in detail.
CONFIGURATION
Configuration of the receiver is shown in
Figure 1. The receiver consists of RF/IF circuit,
pre-detection signal combiner, pre-detection
UW detector, UW-reverse-modulation type
demodulator including AFC circuit and Viterbi
decoder. The receiver has two RF/IF circuits.
Both RF/IF circuits consist of a band pass f'dter
(BPF), automatic gain control (AGC) circuit and
low pass filters (LPF). The RF/IF circuit down-
converts the received RF signal sequence into
the IF band, and the IF signal sequence is down-
converted into the baseband. In the signal com-
biner, each analog signal sequence is converted
into a 12 bit digital signal sequence with identi-
cal timing. Each branch's signal sequence is
combined to improve the received Eb/No. The
combined signal is led to the UW detector. The
UW detector consists of two correlators. These
correlators are switched according to the degree
of phase rotation. The frame is reconstructed in
the UW detector and sent to the demodulator.
The recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm is
employed in the demodulator. In the AFC
circuits, the reverse modulated signal sequence
is used for estimating the carrier frequency
offset by FFr. When the carrier frequency
offset is larger than 1 kHz, the output from FFT
is used as the control voltage of the voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO). On the other hand,
the output is multiplied by the received
baseband signal sequence when the carrier
frequency offset is less than 1 kHz. Conse-
quently, carrier offset component is removed
from received signal sequence used in the
demodulator. The constraint length is 7 (k=7),
the coding rate is 1/2 (R=l/2), and 4 bit soft
decision is employed for Viterbi decoder. The
signal combiner, UW detector, UW reverse-
modulation-type demodulator including AFC
circuit and Viterbi decoder were implemented
on DSP.
PRE-DETECTION SIGNAL COMBINER
Configuration and Principle
In the pre-detection signal combiner, the
received Eb/NO is theoretically improved 3 dB,
because the direct wave's signal amplitude is
combined and noise power is combined. Con-
figuration of the pre-detection signal combiner
is illustrated in Figure 2. Signal sequences are
received by two antennas and converted into
baseband analog signal sequences by quadrature
detection in the RF/IF circuits which consist of
frequency converters, BPFs and AGC amplifi-
ers. These signal sequences are A/D converted
with identical timing, and one signal sequence
is multiplied by the other signal sequence's
complex conjugate. Since this product is de-
rived from A/D converted signals with identical
timing, influence of modulation upon phase is
removed from the product. The product means
that noise and fading components are added to
the phase difference of the 2 received direct
waves at each branch. Noise and fading compo-
nents is removed from the signal by averaging,
and obtained phase difference is multiplied by
one signal sequence and combined with the
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other signal sequence. In this operation, it
doesn't matter that the clock used for A/D
conversion is not synchronized to the transmit-
ted signal if the clock rate is faster than trans-
mission symbol rate. Clock synchronization is
established in the demodulator after combina-
tion.
The Number of Averaging Symbols
To achieve accurate phase combination,
noise and fading component must be removed
from the received signal by averaging. Required
number of averaging symbols was clarified
through computer simulations. In these simula-
tions, it is assumed that CMR is 15 and 20 dB,
and that Eb/No is 0 dB. The relation between the
number of averaging symbols and combination
gain is shown in Figure 3. When CMR is 15 dB,
the degradation of combination gain with 30
averaging symbols is less than 0.5 dB compared
to the theoretical value (3 dB). When CMR is 20
dB, it is 0.3 dB. Therefore, 30 averaging sym-
bols are enough to realize high combination
gain. The improvement in BER performance
with signal combination is confirmed through
the real-time experiments described later.
UWDETECTOR
In the demodulator, UW detection must be
carried out ahead of demodulation, because the
received UW is used for demodulation. To
realize compact and low cost mobile terminals,
temperature-compensated crystal oscillators
(TCXO) that do not utilize thermostatic ovens
are required. TCXO stability is within 1 ppm.
When transmission bit rate is assumed to be
16.8 kbps in the S-band (2.6 / 2.5 GHz), it is
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required that frame synchronization must be
kept when AfT (Af: frequency offset) is less
than 0.2. If frequency offset is small, the prob-
ability of UW detection with the conventional
scheme is good. However, if frequency offset is
large, the probability is degraded significantly.
Therefore, a new UW detection scheme is
required to satisfy this requirement of frame
synchronization. Configuration of the proposed
UW detector is illustrated in Figure 4. This
detector has a phase rotation detector and selects
one of two correlation detectors according to the
degree of phase rotation. One correlation detec-
tor is a conventional type. In this detector, the
input signal sequence is memorized in delay
circuit with taps and multiplied by the complex
conjugate of the UW pattern. The products are
integrated, and each component of integration is
squared and added. This yields the correlation
value. In the other detector, the input signal
sequence is detected differentially at first.
Detected sequence is memorized in delay cir-
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cuits and multiplied by the complex conjugate
of the difference of adjacent symbols in the UW
pattern memorized in pattern memory. Remain-
ing behavior are the same as those of conven-
tional detector. Absolute ratio of real part to
imaginary part of integration is used to detect
the degree of phase rotation. When the degree of
phase rotation is small, the real part is much
larger than the imaginary part, and the conven-
tional correlator is selected. When the real part
is not much larger than the imaginary part, the
new correlator is selected. Performance of the
UW detector is described in the section on
experimental results.
UW.REVERSE-MODULATION TYPE
DEMODULATOR
Configuration and Principle
In the S-band, when TCXO stability is 1
ppm, maximum frequency offset is considered
to be 2.6 kHz. When the mobile station moves
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at 100 km/h and the elevation angle is 40 de-
grees, the frequency offset caused by Doppler
shift is 180 Hz. If the transmission rate is as-
sumed to be 16.8 kbps, the frequency error must
be less than 20 Hz to prevent carrier slip. On the
other hand, since this demodulator is applied for
burst signal controlled by VOX, rapid pull-in
time is required. Under these conditions, fre-
quency control by AFC is required to operate
the receiver normally. As above-mentioned, the
maximum pull-in frequency is assumed to be 3
kHz. Furthermore, it is assumed that frequency
error is 20 Hz, and pull-in time is 3 seconds.
The proposed UW-reverse-modulation type
demodulator is shown in Figure 5. In the AFC
circuit, the reverse modulated signal sequence is
used for estimating frequency offset by apply-
ing FFT. The reverse modulated signal se-
quence consists of a UW reverse modulation
signal sequence and a reverse modulated infor-
mation signal sequence. Received baseband
signal sequence is multiplied by the complex
conjugate of the UW pattern. The product
sequenceis theUW reversemodulationsignal
sequence.Theinformationdatasequencefol-
lowing theUW signalis modulatedafterde-
modulation.Receivedbasebandsignalsequence
following theUW signalis multipliedby the
complexconjugateof themodulatedsignal
sequencelTheproductsequenceis thereverse
modulatedinformationsignalsequence.The
resultof estimatingisusedastheVCO control
voltagewhenthecarrierfrequencyoffsetis
largerthan1kHz. Whencarderfrequency
offset is lessthan1kHz, afteraveragingthe
resultsof estimating,theresultis multipliedby
thereceivedbasebandsignalsequence,andthe
carrieroffsetcomponentis removedfrom the
receivedsignalsequence.
Characteristics of the proposed AFC
AFC performance was clarified through
computer simulations. In these simulations,
ideal frame and clock synchronization was
assumed. It was assumed that the transmission
bit rate is 16.8 kbps, UW length is 64 bit and
information bit length is 608 bit. The relation
between pull-in time and normalized frequency
error (frequency error / transmission rate) is
shown in Figure 6. In this figure, the horizontal
axis indicates the number of frames, that is,
time, and the vertical axis indicates the normal-
ized frequency error after pull-in. Pull-in time is
60 frames (2.4 seconds), and this satisfies the
requirement given above. Normalized fre-
quency error after pull-in is 0, which definitely
satisfies the requirement. The relation between
frequency offset and average BER is shown in
Figure 7. Average BER is not degraded if the
frequency offset is less than 3.9 kHz. Average
BER will be degraded due to the bandwidth
limitation of the IF filter if experimentally
measured.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The above-mentioned techniques were
clarified in real-time experiments. Experimental
parameters are shown in Table 1. According to
results of the EMSS experiment, CMR was
assumed to be 15 dB. Each frame consists of a
64 bit UW and 608 bit of information data. A
16.8 kbps, nine-stage pseudo noise (PN) se-
quence is the transmitted data. A five-stage PN
sequence is the UW data. After a _/4-shift
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signal
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(roll off factor ,r = 0.5) is generated in the
baseband, it is modulated and transmitted over a
communication channel. Rician fading is gener-
ated by a fading simulator. RF/IF circuit is
composed of analog devices. Signal combiner,
UW detector, UW-reverse-modulation type
demodulator including AFC and Viterbi decod-
ing are implemented as DSP.
The average BER performances are shown
in Figure 8. There are 4 kinds of average mea-
sured BER performances plotted in Figure 8.
Solid curve indicates theoretical performance
without FEC or signal combination. Points
indicate measured values without the proposed
techniques, measured values with FEC, mea-
sured values with signal combination and
measured values with both FEC and signal
combination. The degradation of average BER
performance of the demodulator without signal
combination or Viterbi decoding compared to
the theoretical one is less than 0.5 dB. There-
fore, it can be said that the demodulator is very
precise. When using signal combination and
Viterbi decoding, average BER performance is
improved about 3 dB in terms of Eb/No to yield
BER = 10 -3 compared with the one of using
Viterbi decoding only.
Table I Experimental Parameters
Modulation
Demodulation
Frame Length
UW
Data
BitRate
FEC
CMR
ff
_r/4-QPSK (_ =0.5)
CoherentDetection
40ms
64bit
608bit
16.8kl)/s
k=7,R=1/2
ConvolutionalCoding/ Soft DecisionViterbiDecoding
15dB
2.4X10 3
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Figure 8 Average BER Performances
The relation between frequency offset and
UW miss detection probability of the proposed
UW detection scheme is shown in Figure 9.
Since it is difficult to measure the UW miss
detection probability when EbYNo is assumed to
be 0 dB, Eb/No is assumed to be -3 dB and -2
dB. When the transmission bit rate is 16.8 kbps
and absolute value of frequency offset is is more
than 100 Hz, UW miss detection probability of
the proposed scheme is superior. When absolute
value of frequency offset is less than 100 Hz,
UW miss detection probability of the conven-
tional scheme is better than that of the proposed
scheme. The conventional scheme is poor with
large frequency offset. Consequently, when the
threshold of selection is assumed to be 100 Hz,
best tYW detection performance is obtained.
The relation between frequency offset and
average BER at 3 dB Eb/NO is shown in Figure
10. When the frequency offset is 2 kHz, BER
performance degradation is only 40 % com-
pared to the no frequency offset case. When the
frequency offset is 3 kHz, BER performance
degrades because of the IF filter.
CONCLUSION
Configuration and performances of a UW-
reverse-modulation type demodulator for mo-
bile satellite communication systems is pre-
sented. Pre-detection signal combiner combines
two branch signal sequences ahead of detection
to allow accurate behavior in the low CNR
condition. Consequently, the received EbYNo is
improved 2.5 dB. Frame synchronization is
established before demodulation to realize rapid
synchronization. Proposed UW detector does
not degrade UW detection probability even if
the frequency offset is large. This new demodu-
lator realizes a maximum pull-in frequency of
3.9 kHz, pull-in time is 2.4 seconds and fre-
quency error is less than 20 Hz. Application of
these techniques enables the receiver to operate
normally in satellite communication channels.
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Abstract
We consider a cellular satellite system conceived to en-
hance the capabilities of the pan-European terrestrial sys-
tem (GSM). This adopts EHF band and highly-inclined
orbits. We present a preliminary assessment of system
capacity based on asynchronous direct-sequence spread-
spectrum multiple access (DS-SSMA ). Performance is mea-
sured in terms of error probability achieved by K users
simultaneously accessing the system with a given signal-
to-noise ratio.
INTRODUCTION
A cellular satellite system has recently been pro-
posed [3, 4, 12] which is conceived to enhance the capa-
bilities of the pan-European terrestrial cellular system
(GSM). Intended as an efficient complement to GSM,
this new system adopts EHF band (specifically, 40/
50 GHz), and highly-inclined orbits. Its main goals
are: [3, 12] (i) To provide higher source data rates (64
kbit/s, and possibly n x 64 kbit/s) in order to support
ISDN-compatible teleservices. (ii) To expedite the dif-
fusion of mobile services in Europe and expand their
coverage to Eastern Europe, part of North Africa, and
the Near East. (iii) To integrate maritime and aero-
nautical users into the terrestrial network. (iv) To offer
private users a solution for implementation of mobile-
radio closed networks with coverage radii up to a few
hundred kilometers. (v) To allow implementation of
networks of small, portable terminals in the perspec-
tive of a forthcoming worldwide personal communica-
tion system.
In this paper we present a preliminary assess-
ment of system capacity based on asynchronous
direct-sequence spread-spectrum multiple access (DS-
SSMA). System performance is measured in terms of
error probability achieved by K users simultaneously
accessing the system with a given signal-to-noise ratio.
SYSTEM MODEL
In the model of an asynchronous DS-SSMA sys-
*This work was performed for ASI (Italian Space Agency).
tem [13],- K users transmit digital data over a common
satellite channel with center frequency ft. The signal
transmitted by the kth user is
sk(t) = V"_bk(t)ak(t)cos(2rrLt + O_) (1)
where P denotes tile common transmitted power, bk(t)
is the data-bearing signal, ak(t) is a periodic waveform
with period T and formed by N rectangular chips, each
with duration Tc = T/N and amplitude ±l, and Ok is
the carrier phase. The signal bk(t) is a rectangular
waveform taking on the value bk,t in the time interval
fIT, (l + 1)T], where bk,z the /th source bit from user
k, taking on values 4-i with equal probabilities and
independently of the other bi,j.
The code sequence assigned to the kth user takes on
value a_j) in the interval [jTc, (j+ 1)To] for a code word
al °), all),..., a_N-l) taking values 4-1. The signal
bandwidth is proportional to Tc-1 = N/T, and hence
N is the bandwidth-expansion factor.
The signal received by the kth user is
K
a (t-
k=l
cos(2.Lt + Ck)+ .k(t)
where nk(t) is a white Gaussian noise process indepen-
dent of the other random variables (RV) and whose
two-sided power spectral density is No 2. The de-
lay rk and the phase Ck = 0k - 27rf_rk model asyn-
chronous transmission. We assume that rk is uni-
formly distributed in [0, T], Ck is uniformly distributed
in [0, 2r], and rk, Ck are independent of each other and
of the other RVs in this model.
The kth-user receiver computes the correlation be-
tween the received signal and a_(t)cos(27rf¢t) in the
time interval [0, T], and makes a decision on the value
of bk,0 based on the sign of this correlation. Consider
receiver #1, and with no loss of generality assume
rl = ¢1 = 0. With f_ >2, 1/T, the correlator output is
ZI = Tbl,o + u + n, (2)
where the first term in the right-hand side is the use-
ful signal, the second term is the interference from
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the other users, and n is white Gaussian noise. The
multiple-access interference RV u is defined as
K
k=2
K
= E wk cos Ck
k=2 (3)
where R_,I and /)k,x are partial crosscorrelations
jfO 1"Rk,,(r) = ak(t- r)al(t)dt
?-_k,l(r) = aa(t - r)al(t) at (4)
with 0 < 7- < T.
The average error probability for user #1 can be
evaluated by using the moments of this RV u.
Assume bl,0 = 1. Then the average error probability
P(E) is equal to P(Z1 < 0), and we have
P(E)= f Q V--_-0,/2ffT(1+ T)] f_,(u) d (5)
where PT/No _= Eb/No is the signal-to-Gaussian noise
power ratio, and Eb _ PT is the energy per bit. The
function Q(x) is defined ill the usual way:
1
Q(x)- _ L exp(-t2/2) dt" (6)
Once the moments of the RV Z1 have been eval-
uated, several techniques are available to compute
the error probability (5). Refs. [1, 2, 14] summarize
some of them, based on series expansions or on Gauss
quadrature rules. In the following we shall use a tech-
nique advocated in [13] and based on Gram-Charlier
series.
Gram-Charlier expansion
Gram-Charlier series expand a probability density
function (pdf) in terms of derivatives of a known
pdf [5].
Following [13], define a RV x associated with
multiple-access interference and Gaussian noise:
z=x0 + _ ; x0= \ T2 +2---pTj '
where x0 is a normalization factor for x. The average
error probability is given by
P(E) = P(x < -xo) = fx(X) dx (7)
where f_:(x) is the pdf of the RV x. This can be ex-
panded in the form
fx(x) = "_r exp - cnI-Ien(x) (8)
n -': 0
where Hen(x) is the nth Hermite polynomial
Hen(x) = (-1)nexp - d---_exp - . (9)
The coefficients cn are obtained from the orthogonality
relation of tlermite polynomials, and are given by cn =
Zn/n!, where Zn = E[He,(x)]. The coefficients En
are generalized moments, and can be written in terms
of the central moments of x. Since the pdf of x is an
even function, and Hen(x) is odd when n is odd, En
is zero for n odd. The generalized moments E2n can
be expressed in the form
n
E2n= h2n,2k/ [2k]
n=0
where h2n,2k, the coefficients of the orthogonal poly-
nomials He2n(x), can be computed using the recursion
n(2n - 1)
h2n,2k -- _-_- _. h2n_2,2k , k = 0,..., n- 1
h2n,2n = 1, for all n
The coefficients E2,_ can be computed from [13]
E[x2k]=x_ek_-- 2k E[u 2i1 (2k-20! ( No _-i
o Z..., 2i T 21 2_('_--i'_! \2---_]
i=0
By substituting (8) into (7), and using the previous
results, we obtain a series expansion for the average
error probability:
E2, He_n-l(-xo).
P(E) : Q(xo) - e -_/2 Z (2n)!v_-_
n----1 (10)
The first term is the error probability we would
achieve in the presence of an additive Gaussian dis-
turbance whose power spectral density is the sum of
the multiple-access interference and of the Gaussian
noise.
This technique provides satisfactory results when
the number of users is large and the signal-to-Gaussian
noise ratio is low [13]. In this situation, two to three
terms in the summation are enough for a good approx-
imation to error probability. The moments of the RV
u can be computed as described in [14].
Gaussian assumption
When the number of users is large enough, the pdf of
the multiple interference is often assumed to approx-
imately Gaussian, with a variance equal to the sum
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of the variances of the multiple-access interferers and
of the Gaussian noise. The average error probability
based on the Gaussian assumption can be expressed
as
P(E) = O + --5-U-/ • (al)
Choosing the code sequences
A class of binary code sequences with good correla-
tion properties is provided by the maximum-length se-
quences. Another choice is suggested by Pursley and
Roefs [10]: among all the maximum-length sequences
with period N = 2" - 1, we retain only those whose
correlation sidelobes have lower energies: these se-
quences are called AO/LSE (auto-optimal/least side-
lobe energy). The main drawback with these se-
quences is the small number of them available for each
value of N. Another possible choice is provided by
Gold sequences [7].
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this work we consider a pseudo-random sequence
with length N = 255 generated by an 8-stage shift
register whose feedback connections are described by
the polynomial 453 (octal notation). We assume that
each user is assigned a shifted version of the sequence,
so that a maximum of 255 users can be accommodated
by the system.
Fig. 1 shows the average error probability of the
system versus the number of users for several values
of signal-to-Gaussian noise ratio Eb/No. The curves
are obtained through the Gram-Charlier expansion
method described before. The asterisks denote the ap-
proximation obtained under the Gaussian assumption,
and refer to the error probability curve lying above
them. It can be seen that the Gaussian assumption
provides accurate enough results when the number of
users is very large, and hence for high P(E) valucs.
The curves were obtained by retaining three terms in
summation (10), and taking moments of the RV u up
to order six.
Fig. 2 reorganizes the results by showing the number
of users that can access the system at the same time,
as a function of the signal-to-Gaussian noise ratio for
several values of error probability. We can see that, if
an error probability less that 10 -6 is sought, we need
an Eb/No of at least 20 dB for 25 simultaneous users.
If each user transmits at a speed of 64000 bit/s and
the processing gain is 255 (24 dB), the bandwidth used
is 64000 × 255 = 16.3 MHz, that is, each user needs
a bandwidth of about 650 Kttz. Under these condi-
tions CDMA multiple access offers no advantage with
I0-I
I0-_
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Numh:rof uscls
Figure 1: Average error probability P(E) versus the
number of users for different values of the ratio Eb/No
for maximum-length sequences with N = 255.
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Figure 2: Number of simultaneous system users vs.
Eb/No. The length of the code sequences is 255.
respect to FDMA, which would need about 128 KHz
to transmit at 64 Kbit/s. Thus, SSMA would need
an efficient coding scheme (which provides a suitable
coding gain) to become attractive.
To increase the number of users that can access the
system while keeping the same error performance we
may think of using longer sequences, which will in-
crease processing gain. The average error probability
P(E) obtained with a sequence of length 511 (feedback
shift register with nine stages and generating polyno-
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mial 1021) was computed. The corresponding values
of system capacity vs. Eb/No are shown in Fig. 3. We
see that to achieve K = 25 and P(E) = 10-6 as be-
fore, 13 dB are enough, with a savings of about 7 dB.
The cost is a twofold increase in bandwidth occupancy.
140 -- , , ,
N = 5U
12o
!8o / ,o4 
60 105
2O
8 10 12 14 16 18 20
E_o [dB]
Figure 3: Number of users that can access the sys-
tem with an assigned performance vs. Eb/No. The
sequence length is 511.
Consideration of the satellite channel
We now consider some of the major factors that in-
crease the capacity of an SSMA system [6], viz.,
voice activity, spatial discrimination provided by cross-
polarization frequency reuse, and multi-beam anten-
nas.
Voice activity. With a 35% voice activity factor,
the number of users in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 must be mul-
tiplied by 1/0.35 = 2.86. Thus, when N = 255, for
P(E) = 10 -6 and Eb/No = 20 dB we have about 70
users, and the bandwidth is 650000 × 0.35 = 227.5 Kz
per channel. With N = 511, for the same values of
P(E) and Eb/No we have about 140 users, and the
bandwidth per channel is about the same.
Cross-polarlzation frequency reuse. As for fre-
quency reuse by cross-polarization, a quantitative
analysis can be performed by using the computational
techniques described before. Assume that N users ac-
cess the system with each polarization. If Xp denotes
the relative signal level with a given polarization, and
received by a user transmitting with the opposite po-
larization, the total signal received by the kth user is
K 2K
= xpeiP Z
k=l k=K+l
where
Ak(t) = ak(t - r_)bk(t - 7-k)cos(27rfet + ek)-
The output of the kth-user correlator is
Z1 = Tbl,o + u + Xp u + n (12)
where the first term in the right-hand side is useful
signal, the second the interference from the users with
the same polarization, and the third the interference
from the cross-polarized users. As usual, n is Gaussian
noise. The RV u was defined in (3), while u' is defined
as follows:
2K
k=K+l
2K
= Z wk cos ek
k=K+l
(13)
The two RVs u and u _ are independent, because bk,
rk, and Ck are independent for each user. If we de-
fine the new RV v = u + Xpu _, we obtain for error
probability the same expression as (5), and hence to
compute it we can use the same technique as before.
To evaluate the moments ofv we follow [8], and obtain
_ (2n) E[u2P]X2pn-_PE[u'2n-2P] (14)E[v_"] : 2v
p=0
where the moments of u and u r are calculated as above.
The error probability obtained with a cross-
polarized channel attenuation equal to 6 dB, and se-
quence length 255 was computed. The corresponding
values of capacity vs. Eb/No are shown in Fig. 4. We
can see that the capacity increase is about 85%, which
could not be obtained by FDMA.
Fig. 5 shows capacity curves with sequence length
255, cross-polarization diversity, and a 35% voice ac-
tivity factor.
If error-control coding is used, these curves move
toward left by an amount equal to the coding gain.
Spatial discrimination Channel capacity can be
further increased if multi-beam antelmas are used,
which allow a degree of frequency reuse. The amount
of reuse depends on the maximum interference that
can be tolerated among beams transmitting in the
same bandwidth. A factor of frequency reuse equal
to 2 or 3 seems reasonable, which implies increasing
the capacity by a factor 2 or 3 if the interference is
negligible.
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Figure 4: Number of users that can access the system
with a given P(E) for an attenuation of the cross-
polarized channeI equal to 6 dB.
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Figure 5: System capacity with single beam for several
values of average error probability, an attenuation of
the cross-polarized channel equal to 6 dB, and 35%
voice activity factor vs. Eb/No.
SYSTEM CAPACITY
Consider now the satellite mobile radio system de-
scribed in the Introduction. Assume 1000 channels
with 40 beams, i.e., 25 channels per beam. From
Fig. 6, obtained from Fig. 5 by zooming in the relevant
region of Eb/N 0 and P(E) values, we can see that for
25 users to access the system with P(E) = 10 -6 we
need Eb/No __ 11,3 dB. With code sequences of length
N = 511, we need about 10.8 dB to achieve the same
.,"
160./
¢0.," ,,"°
,'/ --- N=255
,o ....'- i::
10 10,2 104 106 108 II 112 11.4 11.6 I15 12
Eb_No[_]
Figure 6: System capacity per beam for relevant values
of P(E) and Eb/No.
number of channels. By doubling the bandwidth, the
achievable improvement is only 0.5 dB.
A note on synchronous SSMA
To achieve a more efficient use of the bandwidth with
spread-spectrum modulation, multiple-access noise
due to asynchronous transmission should be elimi-
nated. This may be accomplished by making the
users' spreading modulation synchronous at the satel-
lite, thus providing channels that are ideally orthog-
ona]. In synchronous design, the users' signal would
have to be synchronized to a small fraction of a chip
time to achieve the desired orthogonality and mini-
mization of interference. In this system, timing con-
trol algorithms, their accuracy, and their impact on
system design are be important issues that will not be
dealt with here. In the following, capacity evaluations
are extended to synchronous SSMA.
With a fully synchronous system the delays rk in
the system model can be disregarded, and we assume
rk = 0 for k = l, 2, ..., K. The signal received by the
kth user is
K
k=l
(15)
and the output from the correlator is
Z1 ---- bl,o T + w + n
where the RV w is defined as
(16)
K
w = Ebk,oRk,l(O) cosOk (17)
I:=2
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with
/:Rk,l(O) = ak(t)al(t) dr. (18)
Apart from a factor I/T, Rk: is the crosscorrelation
between a pseudo-random sequence and its translated
version, . It is well known that Rk,l(0) takes values
-TIN = -To, with N the sequence length. Thus, the
RV w can be given the form
K
w = T E bk,o cos0k (19)
k=2
and is the sum of K - 1 independent RVs.
To evaluate error probability, we compute the mo-
ments of w and apply the Gram-Charlier expansion
method as before. Fig. 7 compares the error probabil-
ity of a system with 250 users and that of a chan-
nel with a single user and additive white Gaussian
noise as the only disturbance. If an error probability
10 -6 is desired, we need only to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio by 0.2 dB with respect to the Gaussian
channel. The spectral efficiency increases consider-
ably, as we can allocate 250 users in the bandwidth
64000 x 255 = 16, 3 Mttz.
10_
IO5 ..
Gau_sianoise+ 250iraerfercrs ".
l°_:s 7 7.s 8 s.5 9 9.s lo to.5 11
EtCNo[_1
Figure 7: Average error probability vs. Eb/No with
synchronous transmission and sequence length 255.
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ABSTRACT
Very efficient signalling in radio channels requires the
design of very powerful codes having special structure
suitable for practical decoding schemes. In this paper,
powerful codes are obtained by combining
comparatively simple convolutional codes to form multi-
tiered "separable" convolutional codes. The decoding of
these codes, using separable symbol-by-symbol
maximum a posteriori (MAP) "filters", is described. It is
known that this approach yields impressive results in
non-fading additive white Gaussian noise channels.
Interleaving is an inherent part of the code construction
and consequently these codes are well suited for fading
channel communica_tions. Here, simulation results for
communications over Rician fading channels are
presented to support this claim.
1. INTRODUCTION
In practice, very efficient signalling in radio
channels requires more than the design of very powerful
codes. It requires designing very powerful codes that
have special structure so that practical decoding schemes
can be used with excellent (but not necessarily truly
optimal) results. Examples of two such approaches
include the concatenation of convolutional and Reed-
Solomon coding, and the use of very large constraint-
length convolutional codes with reduced-state decoding.
In this paper, an alternate approach is introduced. The
initial simulation results are very encouraging.
The work discussed in this paper was motivated by
concepts introduced in [I] for the decoding of
concatenated convolutional codes. In that paper it is
shown that symbol-by-symbol MAP decoding for the
inner code allows soft decisions to be passed to the outer
decoder, resulting in impressive performance. The inner
decoding algorithm can be thought of as a type of
nonlinear filter that accepts as its input a noisy signal.
Then it makes use of the structure inherent in the inner
code to produce a noisy output "decoded" signal (that is
hopefully less corrupted in some sense than the original
input signal). Here we apply a similar philosophy to the
decoding of separable convolutional codes. A "separable
code" is defined to be a concatenated code where
component codes and interleaving are chosen and
combined in such a way that any codeword of the
resulting composite code has the special property that it
can be subdivided into valid codewords corresponding to
any one of the component codes by appropriately
grouping the output bits into code symbols [2][3].
The organization of this paper is as follows. In
Section 2 some of the background behind the concept is
summarized. We discuss the system model and MAP
"filtering" for convolutional codes. Separable
convolutional codes, and the use of separable MAP
"filters" for decoding these codes, are described in
Section 3. Simulation results for communication over
Rician fading channels are presented in Section 4.
2. BACKGROUND
The symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm can be used
for codes that can be represented by a trellis of finite
duration. For the system model shown in Figure I, we
provide a brief summary of the symbol-by-symbol MAP
t_, xt i,,
binary input binary real Soft Estimate
k-vectors n-vectors n-vec¢ors of D t _ or X t "c
_ Discrete Time I _
Fading Channel _ L.,_;,_,_, ,,,
With AWGN [
Figure 1. A block diagram of the system model.
algorithm as given in [4] and the appendix of [5]. The
simple time-invariant 4-state trellis, shown in Figure 2, is
used to illustrate the concepts. This trellis corresponds
to a rate-I/3 convolutional code. In general, the trellis
may be time-varying with the number of states, Mr,
being a function of the time index t. It is assumed that at
the start and the end of the time interval of interest, the
coder is in the zero state. Any given input sequence iDi ,
of binary (e.g., 0 or 1) k-vectors, that satisfies the above
end conditions, will correspond to a particular path
through the trellis that is described by a sequence of
states
i_lsi,=isi__ =0 ..... s, =m ..... s.---0} (1)
where S t • {0 ..... M t- 11.
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Figure 2. A trellis corresponding to a rate 1/3, 4 state
convolutional code.
For each path through the trellis the coder produces
a particular channel input sequence
iXi, = {X i ..... Xt ..... Xi, }, (2)
where X t is an n-vector denoted by
Xt = [xt, ..... xt, ] (3)
of binary (e.g., -1 or +1) elements. In the example trellis
of Figure 2, k=l, n=3 and M=4 for all t. For notational
convenience, the functional dependence of X t on St. l and
S t is only shown when required. The corresponding
channel output sequence is given by
iY/,= {Y/.....Yt.....y/,}, (4)
where Yt is an n-vector denoted by
Yt = [Yt I ..... Yr, ] (5)
with the real-valued elements having conditional
probability density functions given by
where Gq is the time-varying gain of the fading channel.
Clearly this model is appropriate for antipodal signalling
over a flat fading channel with additive thermal noise,
typical of mobile satellite communications, under the
assumption that the demodulator is able to accurately
determine the gain and phase of the fading channel.
Now consider the problem of determining the a
posteriori probabilities (APP) of the state transitions
Pt (m', m) = Pr{St_l = m'; S t = mliYi, }
= p(St_ I = m'; S t = m;iYi, ) (7)
p(i_')
Throughout the paper, we shall refer to probability
densities such as the numerator in (7) as a "probability",
with the understanding that dividing it by p(iYi ,) makes
it a true probability. Following [4], we use the joint
probability
Gt(m',m)=p(St_ I =m'; S t = m;iYi,), (8)
recognizing that Pt(m',m) can be computed from (Yt(m',m)
by either dividing by the constant p(iYi ,) or equivalently
by the sum of all possible joint transition probabilities at
the time t. It can be shown [4] that the above joint
probabilities can be expressed as the product of three
independent probabilities;
Gt(m',m ) =ott_l(m')7"t(m',m)flt(m), (9)
where
?,t(m',m)=p(St =m; YtlSt_l =m') (10)
M -i-I
O,t(m) = _olt_l(m')Yt(m',m ) (11)
FFIP=0
M.-I , •
fit(m)= y__afit+l(m )7,t+l(m,m ) (12)
m'=0
Here we refer to Tt(m',m) as the branch probability and it
is given by
Yt(m',m) =
n
pr{st =mlSr_, =m,}I-Ip(yg lxt,(m,,m)) (13)
j=l
where the first term on the right-hand side is usually a
straightforward function of the probability distribution of
the input data and the coder structure. The second term
on the right-hand side is a product of conditional symbol
probability densities as given in equation (6). The
branch probabilities account for the "present" n-vector of
channel outputs, while the "past" channel outputs are
accounted for by the forward recursion defined by
equation (11), and the future channel outputs are
accounted for by the backward recursion in equation
(12).
Consider applying these techniques to obtain the a
posteriori probabilities of the coded bits (i.e., the
elements of X t) rather than on the information bits (i.e.,
the elements of Dr). If the coded bits are assumed to be
independent, with P0 and Pl being the probability that
any given bit is a 0 or 1, respectively, then
p(xtj = 0; iY/,) = p(xtj = 0; Ytj ) = P(Ytj Ixtj )Po (14)
However, the coded bits are not independent due to the
structure imposed by the coder. Consequently, we would
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like to use the MAP processing to determine the
probabilities, p(xt=O; iYi, If), where the conditioning on
J
C refers to the knowledge of the coding structure. This
can easily be done by defining the set of all transitions
for which xtj=0;
A ¢ .
= {(m ,m).xti (m',m) = 0}, (15)
and then summing over the joint transition probabilities
to obtain the joint probability
P(Xtj =0; iY/,IC) = ZGt(m',m). (16)
(m',m)_A
The noisy codeword enters the MAP "filter" as a vector
of independent probabilities, and then is output from the
filter with the probabilities (which are no longer
independent) being refined according to the structure of
the code. A similar procedure can be used for
Therefore a sum of valid codewords, each with a
different delay, is still a valid codeword. The second is
that time-division interleaving can be implemented as is
illustrated in Figure 3. Note that this structure does not
destroy the shift-invariant property, unlike most
interleaving schemes. Therefore this type of combined
encoder/interleaver can be used as a building block for
the type of composite code that is desired. This concept
is illustrated in Figure 4 for a two-tier example code.
Each tier contains a number of identical coders with
inputs interconnected to the coder outputs of the
previous tier. The interconnection must be done such
that the codewords arriving from the previous tier are
linearly combined through the current tier in such a way
that the outputs can be subdivided into valid codewords
for the previous tier. For example, in Figure 4, c I j, ¢12
and el3 are three valid codewords for code CEi. In
general, these three codewords may not be identical to
determining the probability that the information bit d9 is the two codewords generated by the first tier.
zero by replacing the set A by Here, we develop such an interconnection using a
A'= {(m',m): dti (m',m)=O }. (17)
In this paper, we distinguish between the terms "MAP
filter" and "MAP decoder", with the former computing
the a posteriori probabilities of the coded bits and the
latter the a posteriori probabilities of the decoded bits.
(Clearly for systematic codes, the a posteriori
probabilities of the information bits are a subset of the
probabilities for the coded bits.) If hard decisions are
performed on the output of the MAP filter, the minimum
average probability of coded bit error is achieved.
However, the resulting word may not be a valid code
word. A good choice for a valid codeword can be
obtained by iterating the filtering operation until a valid
code word is obtained. Of course, the assumption of
independent probabilities by the MAP algorithm is
erroneous when the algorithm is used iteratively.
Figure 3.
X _ r M'/"
-,,t/-
I-
An example convolutional encoder including
/-fold time division interleaving.
3. SEPARABLE CONVOLUTIONAL CODES AND
ITERATIVE MAP FILTERING
Recall that a separable code is defined to be a
concatenated code where component codes and
interleaving are chosen and combined in such a way that
any codeword of the resulting composite code has the
special property that it can be subdivided into valid
codewords corresponding to any one of the component
codes by appropriately grouping the output bits into code
symbols. Next, we describe a technique that results in a
very large powerful convolutional code by appropriately
combining smaller component convolutional codes.
The first important observation is that
convolutional encoders are linear and shift-invariant [6].
Figure 4. Two-tier coding with rate 2/3 component
codes. CEI(I l) is an encoder with /l-fold
interleaving for code !. CE2(12) is an encoder with
12-fold interleaving for code 2. Clq is the qth valid
codeword for code !, with/1-fold interleaving. C2q
is the qth valid codeword for code 2, with 12-fold
interleaving.
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recursive approach. Starting with a rate kiln I
convolutional coder at the first tier, we wish to add a
second tier consisting of rate k21n 2 coders. In our
interconnection there will be k 2 coders at tier 1 and n 1
coders at tier 2. The concatenation of tier 1 and tier 2 is
treated as a supercoder of rate k'21n' 2 = klk21nln2. To
connect a third tier of rate k3/n 3 coders we repeat the
above process. There will be k 3 supercoders at tier 2 and
n' 2 coders at tier 3 and after the interconnection this will
produce a supercoder of rate k'3/n' 3 = k'2k3/n'2n3. In
general, interconnecting tier i to tier i+1 requires ki+1
supercoders at tier i and n'/coders at tier i+1. This
concatenation is treated as a supercoder of rate
k'iki+ l ln'ini+ 1 for subsequent interconnections. The final
supercoder resulting from concatenating N tiers of
convolutional coders has a rate
N
I-Iki
k_v _ i=l (18)
Nt
nN H ni
i=1
The actual interconnection of tier i to tier i+1 is
straightforward. If we denote the jth coder at stage i as
cid, then our interconnection strategy is to connect the
ruth output of supercoder ci,j to the jth input of coder
Ci+ I ,m"
The individual codewords from the convolutional
coders are dispersed as they propagate through
subsequent tiers. In order to facilitate MAP filtering, we
must be able to construct valid codewords from each tier.
Let us denote the output sequence of n' N bits as
{b(O),b(1),b(2) ..... b(n"N - 1)}.
Then, the mth code symbol from the ith tier is
{b(m),b(m + p),b(m + 2p) ..... b(m + (n i - l)p)}
where
and
p_
finj, fori< N
j=i+!
1, fori= N
m _ 0,1,2,. n_ 1}..q
ni
(19)
(20)
Note that each of the component codewords
(appropriately interleaved) is present at the output. The
purpose of the interleaving is to make the distance of the
composite code approximately proportional to the
product of the distances of the component codes.
Usually, it is desirable to choose the interleaving factors
for the tiers to be mutually prime.
In multidimensional signal processing, digital
filtering is often performed using "separable" filters.
That is, in order to avoid excessive computational
requirements, one-dimensional filtering is performed
sequentially in each of the N dimensions, rather than
performing a single massive N-dimensional digital filter.
In this paper, we investigate the analogous approach for
the decoding of multi-tiered codes. That is, MAP filters
will be used sequentially for each tier. Consider the two-
tier case first. MAP filtering can be performed on the
codewords corresponding to the first tier giving a new
set of refined probabilities, taking into account only the
structure of the first component code. These new
probabilities are then further refined by MAP filtering
the codewords corresponding to the second tier to
complete a single filtering cycle. This process can be
iterated any number of times. The extension to the cases
with more than two tiers is obvious. In the
multidimensional signal processing case, iterating the
filtering does not make sense because the filters are
linear. However, in the separable coding case, the filters
are highly nonlinear and additional filtering cycles can
significantly improve the performance. In the final
cycle, decoding with the MAP algorithm (defined at the
end of section 2) should be used in order to recover the
information bits.
In processing a continuous stream of received bits,
some form of block processing is necessary because
receiver memory and delay are not unlimited. However,
by nature, convolutional codes are not ideally suited to
block processing. Our strategy is to overlay a two
segment processing window onto the incoming stream.
The first segment of the window identifies the portion of
bits that will be decoded and the second segment acts as
a view into the future for the processing. After each
decoding process is completed, the window is moved
forward to the position just past the last decoded bit.
The forward and backward recursions of the MAP
processing are performed over the entire window,
however, the decoding phase does not output bits from
the future segment.
There is memory that must be carded forward from
one block to the next. This memory consists of the
forward recursion probability vector for each cycle of
each interleaved tier. The number of probability vectors
carried forward is therefore given by
N
# of of s = Nc Z li (21)
i=1
where N c is the number of cycles of MAP processing, N
is the number of tiers and I i is the interleaving factor at
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the ith tier. The forward recursion probability vector is
initialized at time 0 so that state 0 is probability 1, as
given by
cr0 (i) = l I' i = 0 (22)
t_
0, i=1,2 ..... M-1
where M is the number of states in the trellis. At the
start of processing each block, the backward probability
vector at time te, corresponding to the end of the block,
is initialized such that all state probabilities are equal, as
given by
fit, (i) = -_, i = 0,1 ..... M- 1. (23)
Obviously, these are not likely to be the true backward
recursion probabilities at this time, however, we do not
decode bits from this segment of the sequence. If the
future block is chosen large enough, then by the time the
recursion reaches the segment that will be decoded, the
backward recursion probabilities should be close to their
true value.
For convenience in the MAP processing, we restrict
the number of bits in the present and future blocks to be
a multiple of a fundamental block size. We define this
fundamental block size, B, as
N
B = n"N I-I li" (24)
i=1
Then, the number of bits in the present block is PB and
the number of bits in the future block is FB. In order to
minimize decoding overhead, P should be chosen to be
much larger than F. Also, F must be chosen to be large
enough to allow the backward recursion probabilities to
reach their true values by the time they reach the
segment to be decoded.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of MAP processing of signals
transmitted though Rician fading channels was
investigated by software simulation. The 2-tier
concatenation of 16 state, rate 2/3 systematic codes
shown in Figure 4 was used with 11 and 12, the interleave
factors, being 15 and 16 respectively. The complete
simulation model is shown in Figure 5. Random bits are
encoded with the concatenated encoders and then passed
to a 9x240 block interleaver. The concatenated encoders
provide good code symbol interleaving but do not
interleave the individual bits of the code symbol; the
function of the block interleaver is to provide
interleaving of the bits. The size of the interleaver was
chosen to be equal to the fundamental block size of the
simulation as described by equation (24). The output of
the block interleaver is passed to the fading channel
using antipodal signalling. The fading filter was
designed with a 10% raised cosine frequency response
and its 3 dB bandwidth was defined to be the fading
bandwidth. For Rician fading channels, the k-factor is
defined to be the ratio, in dB, of the average fading path
power to the direct (ie., line-of-sight) path power. The
output of the fading channel and the fading process itself
are passed to individual block deinterleavers so that the
fading process samples remain time aligned with the
received signal samples. The received signal samples
are then processed by the MAP algorithm which uses the
channel information. The magnitude and phase of the
fading process are removed from the received signal
samples prior to the MAP processing. In addition, the
knowledge of the time varying signal-to-noise ratio is
used to correctly transform the samples to bit
probabilities.
Bit error rate performance results were generated
for an AWGN channel and Rician fading channels with
fading bandwidths equal to 0.03 of the symbol rate and
k-factors of -10 dB and -5 dB. For an assumed bit rate of
4800 bps and binary signalling, the above fading rate
would be approximately 140 Hz. The simulation results
can be seen in Figure 6. Interestingly, the strength and
diversity of the code results in better performance with
fading than without it, in low signal-to-noise conditions,
due to the additional power in the fading bandwidth.
While these results are quite encouraging, it should be
noted that it is assumed here that the demodulator is
capable of perfectly estimating the thermal noise spectral
density, and the time-varying channel state (i.e.,
Concatenated ] .J
Input _,]bits encoders
8lock I direct path . r_,-_ .] Block |.l MAP
interleaver I ___ _"_ deinterleaver F_ processing__
fad in gpat_--_ _-""_ WGN [ Block | .___J
q deinterleaver [ -i:k,rfe_ t
channel
L__ estimates
WGN
Figure 5. A block diagram of the simulation model.
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magnitude and phase). Clearly, this is an optimistic
assumption and consequently future work will be
required to develop demodulators capable of providing
the MAP decoders with the necessary inputs, and
evaluating the resulting performance losses. One
possible approach is to use reference symbols [7] to
estimate the parameters of the fading channel. As a
point of reference, Figure 7 shows the performance of
the commonly used constraint length 7 rate 1/2
convolutional code, with ideal interleaving, perfect
channel state information, and MAP decoding. Of
course, this code can be decoded with much less delay
and computational effort than the more powerful
separable code.
As would be expected with such powerful coding
techniques, the decoding process is quite
eomputationally intensive. Therefore, the development
of efficient implementation techniques is an important
area for future work. For some codes, it is possible that
simpler algorithms (e.g., [1]) can replace the MAP
processing without severely degrading the performance.
While there still remain a number of areas for
future work, the initial simulation results indicate that
the iterative use of MAP "filters" for the decoding of
separable convolutional codes can offer extremely power
efficient transmission for those applications that can
tolerate the large computational requirements, large
block lengths, and long decoding delays that are typical
of such powerful coding techniques,
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Abstract
Diversity reception for Synchronous CDMA (S-CDMA)
is introduced and analyzed. A Gaussian co-channel syn-
chronous and asynchronous interference approximation
is derived to evaluate the effects on the system bit er-
ror rate. Numerical results are provided for a simple
mobile communication system where the signals trans-
mitted by two distinct satellite in visibility are coher-
ently combined by a three fingers Rake receiver. A
second example showing performance of an integrated
ground / satellite single frequency network for digital
audio broadcasting is presented. Results show the ca-
pacity advantage of utilizing S-CDMA in combination
with diversity reception.
1 Introduction
In this paper we will analyze the viability of synchro-
nized code division multiple access, in presence of mul-
tipath and fading channel. The presence of a number of
signal replicas resolvable in time at the receiver side will
be in general called 'multipath' with the understanding
that this might be the result of either an intentional
satellite diversity or caused by signal reflections.
In case of satellite and terrestrial communication sys-
tems utilizing portable receivers equipped with omni-
directional antenna, efficient techniques shall be em-
ployed to counteract the performance degradation due
to the frequency selective nature of the channel. Mul-
tipath processing offers an significant improvement to-
gether with the following system advantages:
• Diversi_y combining and sa_ellite soft hand-over.
In case of multi-satellite networks, satellite diver-
sity (Fig. 1) can be exploited, allowing to increase
service availability and to reduce propagation mar-
gins.
• Multipath combining. Multipath propagationcan
create additional diversity condition. In some cases
the local signal reflections can advantageously be
used for improving the system performance.
To simplify the analysis, we consider in the follow-
ing, the case of signals originated in the same physical
location. This approximates well the case of satellite-
to-mobile links and all broadcasting applications.
2 Multipath EfFects: System Perfor-
mance Evaluation
In ref. [1] it has been introduced a S-CDMA system
that, while retaining distinctive advantages of CDMA,
offers efficient utilization of power and bandwidth.
In fact, by using orthogonal code sets, the inter-user
interference is drastically reduced. This implies that
the system capacity is not limited by self-noise. More-
over S-CDMA can contain an embedded reference code
"master code") that simplifies the chip timing and car-
.....
rier phase extraction at the recelver slde, permitting
coherent signal detection in mobile conditions. In sum-
mary, the main system features considered for further
analysis are:
• A set of M independent data sources code division
multiplexed. Preferentially phased Gold codes are
utilized as spreading sequences The master code
constitutes the reference for receiver synchroniza-
tion and channel sounding.
• The communication channels are direct-sequence
QPSK modulated (DS-QPSK). In general the I and
Q spreading sequences are different. Transmitted
signal bandwidth limitation is obtained by means
of square-root raised-cosine Nyquist chip shaping.
The channel considered is a time-varying multipath
channel with an impulse response referred to the nom-
inal carrier angular frequency w0 of the type:
L
he(r;t) : __a_i(t)6(r - ri)expj [Awl(r- ri) q- O,(t)]
i=1
where L is the total number of paths and /3i(t),
Awi(t), Oi(t), ri(t) are the i-th path amplitude, frequen-
cy shift, phase and delay respectively. In general they
can be modeled as stationary ergodic processes. We as-
sume that the bandwidth of each process is much lower
than the symbol rate in order to consider constant all
the channel parameters in one symbol. The time depen-
dence of these parameters will not be further reported
in our notation for simplicity. To ease analytical deriva-
tions we also assume that ri : (i- 1)To, where Tc is
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the signature code chip duration time. Therefore, only
delays of multiple integer of the chip duration time are
considered. By simulation it has been verified that the
results are very much the same for the case of non in-
teger chip delays.
In the following, we derive an approximate expression
of the bit error rate (BER) for S-CDM systems in time-
varying multipath channels.
Let us introduce the following notation
M
P
l
Ts
Tb = Ts/2
Gp = N/2
riCO
1"1_ A=. rood N
{ }
We also define
=z c__ _cz . . . £
number of active DS-QPSK users
user signal power
k-th data bit; in-phase l-th user
k-th data bit; in-quadr, l-th user
I signature seq. vector, l-th user
Q signature seq. vector, l-th user
symbol duration time
bit duration time
processing gain
AWGN one sided spect'-density No
z =p,q (1)
[z_z,k] T A 2 dM 1= [dzl,kdz,* • • • z,kJ z =p,q (2)
and the (N x N) shift matrices U and D such that:
Uij = 5i,_-1 and D _ U T, where 6 is the Kronecker
delta.
To calculate the degradation introduced by multi-
path propagation, we assume coherent detection of the
line of sight (LOS) signal. In other words, the receiver
is synchronized in frequency, phase, and timing to the
LOS signal, ignoring the presence of multipath. Fig. 2
illustrates the reference demodulator. We can collect
the N samples per symbol at the output of the chip
matched filter into a vector _yof length N.
f
-_k = -%,h+ J-_q,_ = v/-p _s--J-_,k + J--Sq-%,k
+ Y_iLI fliexp(jdpi) [DIqN (SpX__.p,k__{i}N + jSqX__q,k__{i}N)
In the above formula we have neglected the effect of
interchip interference. This is justified by the fact that
we use raised-cosine chip shaping and we have assumed
perfectly synchronized spreading sequences at chip lev-
el. n_, is the vector of complex AWGN samples at the
chip matched filter output. _bi includes the channel
phase rotation due to a frequency shift (_bi : Atoi_+Oi).
The use of I'IN _" 'nod N and {'}N A__in, {N} allows
to take into account delays larger than Ts = NTc
Since many independent users contribute to the total
self-noise interference, the condition for the application
of the central limit theorem is fulfilled. Therefore we
can assume the interference as a Gaussian process.
Furthermore, assuming _bi uniformly distributed in
[0, 2x), we can easily evaluate an approximate bit error
probability through the use of the equivalent signal-to-
noise ratio.
No _I
1 t 2G, No + _i=2 #i G===_No j
O)
where = ..... /3L). In the above formula
we recognize at denominator the contribution of syn-
chronous and asynchronous interference to the overall
signal-to-noise ratio. The ptobabmty of error ,onee
the system parameters are fixed, is only function of the
vector of path amplitudes/3.
In some cases it is interesting to evaluate the average
bit error probability
P_'P : _o +°° "'/O+°V Ple'P(_l ,_2t "t_L ) p(_t )"p(_L ) d_l " " "d_L
(4)
We can find a similar expression for the in-quadrature
branch. The total probability of error will be
p: : 1 (p,,,+ e:,,)
2
(5)
Eqns. 3 and 4 have been successfully validated
through extensive time-domain system computer sim-
ulation. Fig. 3 gives the results for different value of
carrier-to-multipath ratio.
3 Study Case 1: Rake Receiver for Multi-
satellite Reception
In this section we will examine the performance of a
coherent Rake receiver [2]. Some quantitative result-
s obtained from the theoretical analysis derived in the
previous section are compared with time-domain simu-
lation results. We consider a system using Gold codes
with a code length N--63, 15 direct sequence QPSK
users utilizing different I and Q codes.
To validate the analytical results we assume two
channel models:
a) The static channel, in which some of the channel
parameters, namely L,/3i , are fixed. This channel well
approximates the case of very slowly variant channels.
The static channel is representative of receiving two
satellite in LOS visibility, neither with shadowing nor
multipath, the two satellite having different received
power levels (different relative C/M) due to different
terminal antenna gain in each satellite direction and/or
different slant range.
b) The _irne-varying channel, each satellite channel
is modeled as a lognormal LOS signal plus a delayed
multipath component with the same lognormal distri-
bution. The fading processes representing the two satel-
lite contributions are assumed to be independent. The
lognormal LOS shadowing process standard deviation
is set to a relatively high value (5 dB) to represent the
case of a low elevation satellite link. The C/M for each
satellite is set to 10 dB.
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The assumptions for the channel model are summa-
riced in Table 1. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of a K-
path coherent Rake receiver. The K strongest received
paths are individually demodulated by K independent
receiver branches. The demodulator outputs are then
weighted and coherently combined.
The weight determination is eased by assuming that
all paths are statistically independent. The optimal
weights are determined by maximising the equivalen-
t signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the combiner
/E \out
(_oJe q ). It can be shown that for a K-path Rake
receiver
i E b _out Eb'TS
"-_ttot / eq = I_O'YO .at- IS_fS "[- rlA"fA (6)
where W_ is i-th branch weight,
and
IA = M Is _G_pl EbG---_Eb :- (7)
Tn=l Lm=l J j=l m=l;m_j
(a)
The weight values that maximize ( _00 eq ) result to
be
L 2
/3_(No÷ IA __,j=_,j¥,_j)
When estimation of No is difficult to perform, m sub-
optimal solution is to set Wi =/3_//31. Fig. 5 shows the
Rake receiver performance for the static channel. We
notice, in this ease, a performance improvement due
to combining at low C/M (cfr. Fig. 3). In case of
high C/M, the presence of a strong path l_roduces such
an increase of asynchronous interference on the other
Rake branches to render almost useless the combining
process.
A more noticeable gain is produced by the Rake when
the time-varying channel is considered. Fig. 6 com-
pares Rake and conventional receiver BER using the
conditions defined in table 1. In these cases the Rake
receiver in presence of a signal coming from two differ-
ent satellite having independent fade distribution, pro-
vides a considerable gain due to its inherent diversity
capability.
Channel Sat-1 Sat-2
/_ (dB) _ (dB) /_ (dB) _ (dB)
Static 0 0 0 0
T.v. one Sat -3 5 - -
T.v. two Sats -3 5 -3 5
Study cases for the multi-satellite visibility
Table 1
4 Study Case 2: S-CDMA Based DAB
System
A possible application of the S-CDMA and Rake de-
modulator is in a mixed, satellite and terrestrial Dig-
ital Audio Broadcasting System (DAB). In this case,
the Rake receiver will greatly improve the system ef-
ficiency by exploiting the additional reception diversi-
ty offered terrestrial re-transmitters covering satellite
shadowed areas. We will assume as system baseline
the utilization of a constellation of satellites in High-
ly Elliptical Orbit [5]. With the selected type of or-
bit, elevation angle is better than 60 0 will be provided
to the majority of mainland Europe. The geostation-
ary orbit is also reported here as reference case. The
overall system architecture, sketched in Fig. 7. Sev-
eral coded Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DS-SS)
signals carrying audio programs originated in differen-
t studios, are synchronously CDM multiplexed in the
Feeder Link Station (FLS) modulator. Rate 3/4, k = 7
convolutional coding and direct sequence QPSK mod-
ulation has been finally selected as trade-off between
power and bandwidth efficiency. Many FLS's up-link
their DAB programs to the operational HEO satellites
(or to the single GEO satellite). In case of multiple
access in the satellite up-link, different CDM signal-
s coming from various FLS are multiplexed in CDMA
mode at the satellite transponder input. In this situa-
tion, in order to minimize the co-channel interference,
all the FLS's sharing the same frequency band shall
be synchronized in time and in frequency. The satel-
lite acts as a transparent transponder and broadcasts
the signals toward the earth where they are received by
mobile, portable and fixed users at L-band. The terres-
trial single frequency gap-filler network retransmits the
DAB signals at the same satellite carrier frequency over
highly shadowed (urban)areas. In our case the overal-
l capacity results to be limited by the terrestrial SFN
co-channel interference, hence the coding gain can be
more relevant than the asymptotic spectral efficiency.
Additional performance improvement in the multipath
dominated urban environment is achieved by using the
Rake receiver.
4.1 Channel Modeling
The fading model for the wideband satellite mobile
channel, is a simple extension of the one discussed in
[6]. Line-of-sight signal shadowing is modeled as a mul-
tiplicative lognormal process with mean #LGN and s-
tandard deviation trLCN. The instantaneous multipath
results from the sum of several reflected rays, each of
them characterized by a different amplitude, phase and
delay with respect to the line-of-sight component [2]. It
has been found that a single delayed ray model, with
equivalent average power and Rayleigh fading superim-
posed, is sufficient for an accurate modeling of the mul-
tipath interference in the CDM system under study and
that the associated delay is not critical when greater
than 2 + 3 chips. For the cellular terrestrial network
a regular structure has been assumed like in [6]. For
symmetry reasons the user locations are referred only
to a portion of the cell. A complete block diagram of
the terrestrial channel is depicted in Fi_. 8. We will
assume that the envelope of each cell mgnal received
at the mobile side will be affected by independent zero
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Table 3 Rate 3/4, k=7 CCQO-QPSK-CDM BER performauce
Q BER:I0--3,14 el*anne]l, Tb/T C = 20.6
Csae C/M _LGN _LON I_b/N0]req
(dS) (dn2 (dB) _d___
AWON _ 0 0 3.9
HEO/LGA IO -3 _ _.T
HEO/HOA 12 -3 2 6.4
OEO/HOA 7 -6,5 3 12,3
mean lognormal process with 8 dB of standard devi-
ation,and a path loss proportionalto the inverseof
the fourthpower distance [6].Another very importan-
t issuein modeling the UHF terrestrialurban channel
isthe time variantdelay distributioncharacterization.
For our particularnetwork ofterrestrialrctransmitter-
s broadcasting the same CDM multicarHer signal,we
simply assume that allthe signalsmultiplexedin CDM
coming from the same cellcarrierare chip and symbol
synchronousI,whileany pairsofsignalscoming from d-
ifferentcelllocationsare chip asynchronous (i.e.the d-
ifferentialdelayisassumed tobe greaterthan one chip).
4.2 DAB System Performances
The basic modem design principle and detailed analysis
is reported in References [1], [7].
In Table 2 simulation results for the satellite channel
utilizing rate 3/4, k = 7 CCQO-QPSK-CDM system
are summarized. The terrestrial system is complemen-
tary to the basic satellite broadcasting system as it is
intended to provide good service quality in highly pop-
ulated urban areas where, even using HEO, the llne-of-
sight signal is often lost. In this case, a Single Frequen-
cy Network (SFN) of cellular repeater transmitting at
the same satellite carrier frequency can operate as gap-
filler. The SFN simulator used consists of a regular 19
ceils structure, where each cell transmits a CDM signal
received at the user location with its relevant geometric
path loss and lognormal shadowing. To keep the sim-
ulation time within acceptable limits, the coded sym-
bols are PSK modulated but not spread by the Gold
sequences. Effect of CDM self-noise is taken into ac-
count at the receiver side by injecting a non-stationary
Gaussian noise level corresponding to the instantaneous
interference level at the despreader output. Soft signal
combining at the symbol matched filter output is sub-
optimally performed. Instantaneous signal rays ampli-
tude is used by the equivalent self-noise generator to
compute the self-noise level. Figure 9 show the the
worst-case user location simulated BER of the terrestri-
al network versus the spectral efficiency, i.e. the channel
loading, for the three fingers and single finger Rake re-
ceiver. Performance analysis in the coded case can not
be easily performed because of the non-stationary noise
samples statistics at the Viterbi decoder input due to
signal and interference shadowing. It can be observed
that, for a target worst-case BER of 10 -3, by using rate
3/4 CCQO-QPSK-CDM, one can achieve SFN spectral
1By simulation it has been shown that by synchronizing at
chip/symbol level the cell signals, a doubling of the overall SFN
capacity can be achieved.
efficiencyof about 0.6 b/s/Hz, a value comparable to
the satellitechannel capacity.Rate 1/2 CCQO-QPSK-
CDM does not provideany appreciableSFN ei_ciency
improvement. The threefingersRake receiverallowsa
considerablecapacity gain both for the coded and the
uncoded system, ant itsperformance resultsabout two
times betterthan the singlefingerRake receiver.
5 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the behaviour of S-
CDMA in frequency-selective channels, providing an
handy-to-use formula for evaluating the system bit er-
ror rate based on a Gaussian co-channel interference
approximation. In the second part we have present-
ed two study cases to illustrate potential adavnatges
provided by the Rake receiver diversity exploitation on
the receiver performance. Results of study case one
show that when two satellites are constantly in visibil-
ity (static case) the interference situation worsens and
a only a limited improvement can be achieved through
combining. Different is the case with the user experi-
encing two satellites in visibility but with two indepen-
dently shadowed channels. In this case the Rake receiv-
er diversity exploitation is a clear premium in terms of
capacity and service availability. The same conclusions
apply to the case of a satellite DAB system with ter-
restrial gap-filler single frequency network. Once more
consistent diversity gain is achievable on the terrestri-
al SFN where many independently faded signals with
different delays are available at the demodulator input.
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ABSTRACT
The North American Mobile Satellite Service
(MSS) system being developed by AMSC/TMI and
scheduled to go into service in early 1995, will include
the provision for real time packet switched services
(Mobile Data Service - MDS) and circuit switched
services (Mobile Telephony Service - NITS). These
services will utilize geostationary satellites which
provide access to Mobile Terminals (MTs) through L-
band beams. The MDS system utilizes a star topology
with a centralized Data Hub (DH), and will support a
large number of mobile terminals. The DH, which
accesses the satellite via a single Ku band beam, is
responsible for satellite resource management, for
providing mobile users with access to public and
private data networks, and for comprehensive network
management of the system. This paper describes the
various MDS services available to the users, the
ground segment elements involved in the provisioning
of these services, and a summary description of the
channel types, protocol architecture and network
management capabilities provided within the system.
INTRODUCTION
The North American Mobile Satellite Service
(MSS) system [1] being developed by AMSC/TMI
and scheduled to go into service in early 1995, will
include the provision for real time packet switched
services (Mobile Data Service - MDS) and circuit
switched services (Mobile Telephony Service - MTS)
The MDS system uses packet switching techniques to
provide for the dynamic sharing of satellite resources
between a large number of mobile users. The
architecture of the MDS system is similar to packet
switched VSAT systems, wherein a centralized Data
Hub (DH) communicates with a large number of
remote units. In contrast to currently deployed land
mobile data systems such as INMARSAT Standard C,
which primarily support store and forward messaging,
the MDS system provides a flexible architecture which
is capable of supporting a wide variety of application
types. Potential applications which can be supported
via this system include Remote Data Base Access and
Entry, Fleet Management, Supervisory Control and
Data Access (SCADA), and multicast data, as well as
messaging. Potential customers of this system include
transportation (trucking, taxicab) companies, field
sales, field services, public services agencies (police,
ambulance, fire), oil companies, utilities, as well as the
general category of mobile professionals.
MDS GROUND SEGMENT
ARCHITECTURE
The ground segment architecture of the MDS
system is shown in Figure 1. The MDS ground
segment elements consist of a Data Hub (DH), Mobile
Terminals, and Remote Monitoring Stations. The
MDS system can be configured to operate either in an
integrated manner within the MSS system, or as a
standalone system. In an integrated system, the DH
interfaces with the MSS Network Operations Center
(NOC) for allocation of system resources, and with the
Network Control Center (NCC) for supporting circuit
switched services to integrated voice data MTs. In an
integrated system, the DH RF Equipment may be
shared with the NCC or FeederLink Earth Station
(FES) RF Equipment. In a standalone configuration,
the MDS system operates with a pre-allocated set of
resources from the NOC operated by the MSS service
provider. A brief description of the MDS ground
segment elements is provided next:
Data Hub Terminal Equipment (DH - TE) - The
DH-TE provides packet switched communication
services to MTs. On the terrestrial side the DH
interfaces to public and private data networks as well
as customer host computers. It provides for the
dynamic assignment of MDS capacity to MTs on a
demand basis, It also provides for the overall
management and control of the MDS network. The
DH interfaces with the Network Management System
(NMS), which includes the Customer Management
Information System (CMIS), to obtain customer
configuration information and to provide network
usage information. Network status and configuration
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informationarealsocommunicatedbetweenthe DH
and Network/Systems Engineering functions within
the NMS.
Mobile Terminal (MT) - The MT provides user
access to the packet switched services provided by the
MDS system. Four MT types are supported by the
MDS: full duplex, half duplex, receive only, and
integrated voice/data. The half duplex MT, which
does not require an RF diplexer provides a low cost,
limited feature, alternative to the basic full duplex MT.
The receive only MT supports only unicast services
and can be used for applications such as paging and
multicast data reception. The integrated voice data
MT (IVDM) combines the capabilities of a full duplex
MDS MT, and a circuit switched MT.
Remote Monitor Station (RMS) - The RMS provides
the capability to monitor the L Band RF spectrum and
transmission performance in a specific L-band beam.
An RaMS is located in each L band beam and interfaces
with the DH via a satellite or terrestrial link.
MDS SERVICES
In designing MDS services, two key
requirements were taken into account - a) emphasis
was placed on providing application independent core
networking services and b) supporting service
offerings that are compliant with international _ :
standards. Emphasis on the core networking services,
which provide for basic packet switched circuit setup,
data transfer and circuit takedown, allows the system
to support user specific applications in a very flexible
manner. Adherence to international standards makes it
possible to use commercial off-the-shelf
communications software for providing value added
services and also reduces the cost associated with
implementing the MDS ground segment. The
standards compatible core networking services
category is referred to as Basic Services in the MDS
system. Since some MDS capabilities (such as
multicast data, and TDMA bandwidth reservation)
could not be optimally accessed via the core
networking services, an additional service category
referred to Specialized services is also supported by
the MDS system.
As described earlier, the Basic services
category provide for Ilansparent communications
services between data terminal equipment (DTE)
connected to the mobile temainal and DTEs connected
to the data hub. Two types of Basic Services are
provided within the MDS system: X.25 and
Asynchronous. The X.25 Service provides for the
establishment of virtual circuits between an X.25 DTE
attached to the MT and a fixed X.25 DTE connected to
the DH. Figure 2 shows the X.25 Service architecture.
As shown in the figure, the DH can directly interface
with the fixed DTE, or the interconnection can be via
an intermediate public or private data network. This
service is compliant with the 1988 and 1984 versions
of the CCITF Recommendations X.25. The X.25
service provides a flexible mechanism for the
deployment of value added services. An MDS service
provider can easily provide such services by
integrating off-the-shelf hardware and/or software
such as protocol gateways (e.g SNA packet
assemblers/disassemblers). A number of such X.25
gateway products are commercially available on the
market from a large number of vendors. Applications
such as store and forward messaging can also be easily
supported via off-the-shelf communications software
packages on personal computers and workstations.
The second service in the Basic Services
category is the Asynchronous Service which provides
for the interconnection of an asynchronous DTE
connected to the MT with a packet mode DTE
connected to the DH. The Asynchronous Service uses
procedures compliant with the 1988 and 1984 versions
of the ccrI'r recommendations X.3, X.28 and X.29
protocols. Figure 3 shows the Asynchronous Service
architecture. As shown in the figure, the
Asynchronous Service also provides the capability for
the asynchronous DTE attached to the MT to
communicate with a fixed asynchronous DTE through
the use of an external Packet Assembler/Disassembler.
The primary advantage associated with the
basic services: X.25 and Asynchronous is that they
provide the flexibility to support value added services
without any impact on the core MDS network.
However a number of attributes associated with a
landmobile system cannot be fully utilized by these
services. To provide a mechanism for utilizing these
attributes, the MDS system also supports two
Specialized Service categories: Reliable Transaction
Service (RTS) and Unacknowledged Data delivery
Service (UDS). RTS provides the capability to
efficiendy complete a short transaction
(request/response) between mobile and fixed users.
This service is especially efficient when the fixed user
connected to the DH originates the transaction request,
since the DH can allocate space on the inbound
reservation channel for the response. For applications
(e.g cargo monitoring, location tracking) which require
periodic polling, this service is much more efficient
than using the X.25 service, since a) fewer messages
are generated and b) a prioiri capacity can be assigned
on the inbound channel.
The second specialized service is the
Unacknowledged Data delivery Service (UDS) which
provides the capability to transmit non-assured data.
More importantly, UDS provides the capability of
multicasting data to MT User Groups. Both the RTS
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andlIDSservicesareoffered to end users via a
specialized services access function within the DH and
the MT. Message primitives and formats for
applications to communicate with the specialized
service access function have also been standardized in
the MDS system.
In addition to packet data services, MDS also
supports the provisioning of an integrated voice/data
Service to MTs. This service allows a class of MTs
termed Integrated Voice/Data MTs (IVDMs) to use
the circuit switched system (MTS) for voice, stream
data, and facsimile, and the packet switched system
(MDS) for packet data services. The circuit switched
service provisioning is supported via co-ordination
between the DH and the Network Control Center
(NCC) which allocates the satellite circuit resources
for the mobile telephony service. The call setup
signalling between the NCC and the telephony call
control function at the MT is done over the MDS
channels by utilizing the RTS Services. A FES
selected by the NCC for completing the call provides
the interconnection of the circuit with the public
switched telephony network (PSTN).
MDS CHANNEL ARCHITECTURE
Four channel types (one outbound, three
inbound) are det-med at the physical layer to provide
the connectivity between the MTs and the DtI. The
outbound (DH to MT direction) channel termed DH-
D, operates as a Time Division Multiplex (TDM)
channel with a data rate of 6750 bps using
differentially encoded QPSK modulation and rate 3/4
convolutional ceding. The frame structure utilized
over the DH-D channel is shown in Figure 4. Fixed
size frames which carry variable data segments are
transmitted over this channel which operates at a
nominal information rate of 5062 bps. The DH-D
frame structure provides the common timing reference
for the synchronization of inbound channel frames.
Three types of inbound channels: MT-DRr,
MT-DRd, and MT-DT are used in the MDS system.
These channels employ differentially encoded QPSK
modulation at a transmission rate of 6750 bps. Data is
coded using rate 1/3, constraint length K = 7
convolutional coding. The MT-DRd is a contention
type channel (slotted aloha) which is used to transmit
short packets for interactive applications. The MT-
DRr is also a contention type channel, except that it is
only used for making capacity requests for the MT-DT
channel. The MT-DT channel is a reservation
(assigned) channeI, the access to which is controlled
by the DH.
The frame structures for the three channels are
shown in Figure 4. The MT-DRd and MT-DRr
channel framing consist of fixed size slots (108.15
msec, and 42.88 msec respectively). The transmission
of data packets into these slots is done in accordance
with the slotted Aloha scheme. The MT-DT channel
uses variable length framing. The access to the MT-
DT channel is done in a Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) manner under the coordination of the
DH. Two types of MT-DT frames (types A & B) are
used. Type A frames which provide for two
information fields, are used to support the
piggybacking of requests for additional capacity on the
TDMA channel. This technique enables the MT to
pipeline data requests and have the capability to
transfer data at rates close to the inbound channel
information rate.
MDS PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE
The internal protocols designed for the MDS
system are required to provide sufficient functionality
for supporting the Basic and Specialized service
categories, while taking into account the unique
characteristics associated with the land mobile
environmenL. Efficiency was an extremely important
criteria in designing these protocols, given the high
cost associated with the MSS satellite resources.
Efficient recovery of errored packets due to the fading
and shadowing conditions was another important
requirement. Unlike typical VSAT systems, where the
remote nodes are designed to be operational at all
times, the design of the MDS protocols also needed to
take into account the requirements for frequent
resynchronization of the protocol state machines given
the operational nature of the MTs.
The internal protocol architecture used within
the MDS network is shown in figure 5. A layered
protocol architecture consistent with the Open System
Interconnect (OSI) model is used in designing the
MDS protocols. The access to the MDS physical
channels (DH-D, MT-DRd, MT-DRr, and MT-DT) is
controlled by the Channel Access and Control (CAC)
protocol. The CAC protocol provides different
functionality at the MT and the DH. At the DH, the
CAC protocol is responsible for formatting of packets
within the DH-D frames, and for allocating TDMA
capacity on the MET-DT channel, in response to
requests from the MT or upper layer protocols at the
DH. At the MT, the CAC controls access to the
inbound channels. It implements the retransmission
backoff algorithm for accessing the slotted Aloha
(MT-DRr, and MT-DRd) channels. It is also
responsible for monitoring the inbound packet queues
and for requesting MT-DT channel capacity. The
CAC provides for the prioritized processing of packets
within the MDS network. It also implements
algorithms for congestion control of the MT-DRd,
MT-DRr, and MT-DT channels.
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The Basic Service Categories (X.25 and
Asynchronous) in the MDS system are supported by
the MDS Packet Layer Protocol (MPLP) and MDS
Data Link Protocol (MDLP). The MDS Packet Layer
Protocol (MPLP) provides procedures fo r the setup,
data transfer, and clearing of multiple virtual circuits
between the MT and the DH. ISO 8208 which
supports symmetric X.25 packet interconnection is
used as the baseline protocol for MPLP. MPLP
incorporates small enhancements to ISO 8208 for
more efficient operation in the MDS environment. For
instance, a strategy which reduces the number of
Receiver Ready (RR) packets is incorporated into
MPLP.
The MDS Data Link Protocol (MDLP)
provides for the reliable sequenced delivery of
packets. In terms of functionality, the MDLP is similar
to the Link Access Protocol - Balanced (LAP-B)
defined in CCITT Recommendation X.25. However,
unlike LAP-B, MDLP incorporates a number of
features that provide for efficient operation in the
landmobile environment. These include a selective
repeat error recovery scheme to recover from lost
packets, and a rapid synchronization of the protocol
state machine in response to frequent MT on/off
conditions.
The MDS Specialized Services Protocol
(MSSP) provide for the multiplexing of application
messages over the reliable transaction and
unacknowledged data delivery services provided by
MDS Transaction Protocol (MTP) and MDS
Unacknowledged Link Protocol (MULP), respectively.
MTP supports transactions involving short messages
between the MT and the DH and vice versa. MTP is
especially efficient when the transactions are
originated by f_ed users, since capacity for the
response can be allocated over the reservation channel
(MT-DT). MULP provides for the transmission and
reception of unacknowledged data packets to and from
MTs. More importantly it provides for the
multicasting of data from the DH to MT user groups.
Finally the Bulletin Board protocol (BBP)
provides for the dissemination of system information
from the DH to all MTs. The bulletin board pages are
organized in a manner that reduces the system
overhead, while providing for significant flexibility in
making incremental changes and incorporation of
additional system parameters.
MDS NETWORK MANAGEMENT
ARCHITECTURE
The MDS system provides for a
comprehensive set of network management
procedures. All five functional areas specified within
the OSI network management framework:
Configuration, Fault, Performance, Security, and
Accounting are covered within the system. Key items
within each of these functional areas are briefly
summarized below:
Contrtguratlon Management - Procedures are
provided for automated commissioning of new MTs,
performance verification of MTs, updating of MT
parameters, system parameter distribution, and
maintenance of several databases that contain network
configuration information. Keeping in mind the
mobility of the users as well as the evolving nature of
the service, MDS provides for the dynamic
reconfiguration of all system and MT specific
parameters via automated system procedures (MT
parameter update and bulletin board distribution).
Fault Management - The DH incorporates several
procedures to detect network failures and implement
appropriate restoral actions. Failure modes that are
detected include malfunctioning channel units, failure
of terrestrial links, failure of RF link, rain fade, and
lack of connectivity with the NOC. The DH is also
required to implement procedures for the detection of
malfunctioning MTs.
Performance Management - The DH maintains, and
makes available to the network operator, management
information variables related to overall MDS
performance. These include traffic loads, congestion
indicators, error indicators, and protocol statistics.
The MT is also required to maintain performance
statistics for each internal MDS protocol layer (MPLP,
MDLP, MTP, CAC, Physical). Messages have also
been defined to transfer these statistics back to the DH
and make them available to network and systems
engineering personnel.
Security Management - Given the large potential for
fraudulent access in a mobile environment, a number
of access authentication procedures have been
incorporated into the MDS system. At the simplest
level, two separate terminal identification numbers are
used when communicating with the MT. A Forward
Terminal Identification Number (FTIN) is used for
outbound messages from the DH to the MT, while a
Reverse Terminal Identification Number (RTIN) is
used for inbound messages. More sophisticated
security mechanisms are also provided for access
authentication, during virtual circuit setup, and via a
periodic polled challenge issued by the DH. An
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additional user facility has been defined within the
X.25 call request and call accepted packets to carry the
authentication information.
Accounting Management - The DH maintains
accounting records for both the basic, as well as
specialized services. The Basic Services records are
collected by the off-the-shelf packet switch (Terrestrial
Interface Subsystem). The accounting records are
made available to the CMIS operated by the service
provider, which is responsible for customer billing.
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ABSTRACT
The performance and implementation
complexity of coherent and of noncoherent
QPSK and GMSK modulation/demodulation
techniques in a complex mobile satellite
systems environment, including large Doppler
shift, delay spread and low C/I, are compared.
We demonstrate that for large fdTb products,
where fd is the Doppler shift and Tb is the bit
duration, noncoherent (discriminator detector
or differential demodulation) systems have a
lower BER floor than their coherent
counterparts. For significant delay spreads,
e.g., Xrms > 0.4 Tb and low C/I coherent
systems outperform noncoherent systems.
However, the synchronization time of coherent
systems is longer than that of noncoherent
systems.
Spectral efficiency overall capacity and
related hardware complexity issues of these
systems are also analyzed. We demonstrate
that coherent systems have a simpler overall
architecture (IF filter implementation-cost
versus carrier recovery) and are more robust in
an RF frequency drift environment.
Additionally, the prediction tools, computer
simulations and analysis of coherent systems
is simpler. The threshold or capture effect in
low C_ interference environment is critical for
noncoherent discriminator based systems.
We conclude with a comparison of
hardware architectures of coherent and of
noncoherent systems, including recent trends
in commercial VLSI technology and direct
baseband to RF transmit, RF to baseband
(0-IF) receiver implementation strategies.
MODEM/RADIO ARCHITECTURES
In Fig. 1 a Quadrature (QUAD)
modulator, nonlinearly amplified (NLA)
modulator radio architecture is illustrated. The
Baseband Processor (BBP) could implement
conventional QPSK [6] n/4-DQPSK [1, 7] or
Gaussian MSK, GMSK functions [6, 8]. In
the baseband to RF implementation, a slow
Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum-TDMA
application is illustrated. The demodulation
could be coherent or differential
(discrimination detection) as illustrated in Fig.
2 and Fig. 3, from Ref. [1].
DEFINITIONS
QPSK
rc/4-QPSK
GMSK
F-QPSK
Conventional QPSK [6]
n/4-shifted QPSK - The standard
modulation technique for IS-54-
EIA standard [7] as well as for the
Japanese digital cellular system.
Gaussian filtered MSK [6] used in
the DECT European standard [8]
with noncoherent receivers and the
GSM European system with
coherent receivers.
Feher's filtered QPSK [5, 6] for
nonlinearly amplified systems.
This modem/radio [2] doubles the
capacity of European GMSK
standard cellular/wireless systems.
PERFORMANCE
The P(e) = f(Eb/No) performance in a
Rayleigh faded channel is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Note that the coherent F-QPSK system has a
7dB advantage over the noncoherent GMSK
system filtered with BTb = 0.5 [2]. The
integrated out-of-band spectrum (ACI =
adjacent channel interference), Fig. 5,
indicates that F-QPSK is about 50% more
spectrally efficient than GMSK. In Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 the performance in large Doppler
log(fDT) and large delay spread environment
is illustrated. Coherent and differential _/4-
QPSK results are presented, based on [9].
These illustrative sample results are
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summarizedin Table 1, basedon Ref. [1]. In
this Table, a comparison of coherent-
noncoherentGMSK and F-QPSK systemsis
presented.
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Fig. 1 Transmitter of a BB to RF radio for F-QPSK or GMSK nonlinear amplifier applications
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Fig. 6 P(e) vs. fDT of rd4-DQPSK in a
frequency-selective fast fading channel.
fc=850 MHz, fs=24 kBaud, (x=0.2, C/I=oo dB.
(1) "c/T=0.1, C/D=10 dB, (2) "tiT=0.1, C/D=30
dB, (3) x/T=0.5, C/D=10 dB, (4) x/T=0.5,
C/D=30 dB.
Fig. 5 ACI of F-QPSK and GMSK.
F-QPSK: Butterworth BPF (4 ord), BiTb=.55
GMSK: Gaussian BPF (4 ord), BiTb=0.6.
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Fig. 7 Error-floors of the fade compensated
_/4-QPSK and 7t/4-DQPSK in a frequency-
selective fading channel as functions of C/D for
x=0.1T and 0.4T. The fading rate is assumed to
be fDT=3xl0 -3.
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:£_lble 1 Coherent-NoncQherc!n| GMSK and F-OPSK Comt_arison. Ref. [1].
Maximal bit rate and delay
spread Zrms issues
"trms "worst case" ll.ts
Xrms = 200 ns
BER = 10 -2 floor due to
Zrms/'I's
P(e) = C/I degrad(addit) of
ldB due to Xrms/T (4*more
sensit, than for "floor"
Maxim. bit rate fl_
for 10 -2 Error Floor
llas[200ns]
for 1dB Zrms caused degr.
l_ts[200ns]
CAPACITY ISSUES
BASED ON C/I = 3 dB
(CCI advantage)
NORMALIZED RELAT.
COHERENT QPSK OR F-
QPSK (or GMSK-similar,
however worse performance.)
Xrms/T s = 0.2
Xrms/Ts = 0.075 QPSK
F-QPSK is higher abut 50%
600 kb/s [3 Mb/s]
150 kb/s [750 kb/s]
BER=10-2
C/I- 15dB (Rayleigh)
DIFFERENTIAL DQPSK
(or DGMSK)
Zrms/T s = 0.15
Xrms/Ts = 0.05
300 kb/s [1.5 Mb/s]
75 kb/s [375 kb/s]
BER=10-2
C/I= 18dB
CAPACITY
Based on k = 9 to k = 7 100% 70% (30% loss)
reuse
100% 20% (80% loss)
100% 60%
Based on WER and
throughput
Spectral efficiency ACI and
BPF versus LPF caused
advantage, i.e., lower noise
BW-coherent receiver
(normalized to coherent)
Increased Bit Rate or Cell
Coverage/Adaptive
Equalization
Relatively simple/low cost
DSP/SW adaptive equalizer could
increase rate (coverage)
Very costly if at all feasible
adaptive equalization
technology (theory not well
understood-requires original
new research).
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Table 1 (continued) Coherent-Noncoherent GMSK and F-OPSK Comnarison.
Bit rate (PHY) change,
without loss of performance
(within range)
Spectral Efficiency for
ACI=-20dB nonlinearly
amplified radio
"Synchronization Time ((_1_)"
(relative to no CR -
differential loss of frame
efficiency for 1000 or
10,000 bit word (packet)
Threshold capture effect
(discriminator-impulse
noise)
Tools (prediction)
RF-oscillator drifts include
synthesizer - impact on
BER - DC restoration.
Additional down
conversion]filters
Carrier Recovery
Requirements
DC power-extra for CR
IC Chips-Trend
Overall Cost/DC
Power estimate
RF Frequency
900MHz 1.9GHz, 2.4GHz
Bit Rate Variation
COHERENT QPSK
Automatic
SW (software controlled) in BBP
F-QPSK = 1.42 b/s/Hz
GMSK = 0.94 b/s/Hz
BTb = 0.5
and 0.98 b/s/Hz for BTb = 0.3
50 bits: 1000 = 5%
(max 100 bits = max 10%
50 bits: 10,000 = 0.5%
max 100 bits for CR=max.l%
- a disadvantage. Parallel CR and
STR design could eliminate this
drawback.
No problem
Well known.
Simple.
Not required.
Yes. Simple pilot in band and
other Costas... well-known
techniques. No Doppler problem.
Low power solution. GSM, ADC
other cellular have it.
Could be marginally higher for
demand alone.
Most manufact, companies
developing QUAD (coherent
struct.)
About same as noncoherent
receiver (total radio) with new
technology.
Same architecture for both RF
frequencies
Flexible bit rate
DIFFERENTIAL DQPSK
Very difficult could require
change of IF-BPF
Approx. 0.7 b/s/Hz depending
on BPF complexity
Potential of 1% to 10%
packet/synch time
advantage(?). However, could
be lost due to BPF transient
ringing. Synch. Time
advantage could be lost due to
DC comp. to sat. time
requirement.
Potential problem in the critical
BER = 10-2 range with
discriminator.
Much more involved as IF-BPF
imperfect; impact of frequency
tolerance GMSK BTb = 0.3
ver)' difficult.
Very costly - poten'[i'al danger
like in DECT.
Very costly, extra stage could
be required due to lower IF and
BPF problems.
No need for CR.
Advantage
Discriminator power
requirement is smaller than
coherent. However, DC battery
power advantage could be lost
due to LO or synthesizer-DC
compensation requirement.
Noncoherent discrim, today
cheaper however overall radio
extra IF, BPF, DC
compensation not evident.
About same.
Could require in some
applications extra expensive IF
stage (space/cost) does not lead
to software driven bit rate
change
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Abstract
This paper proposes three so-called pseudo-
coherent demodulation schemes for use in land mobile
satellite channels. The schemes are derived based on
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation and detection of an
N-symbol observation of the received signal. Simulation
results for all three demodulators are presented to allow
comparison with the performance of differential PSK
(DPSK), and ideal coherent demodulation for various
system parameter sets of practical interest.
Introduction
A land mobile satellite channel can be
characterized by AWGN, phase noise, frequency offsets
due to local oscillator instabilities, Doppler and Doppler
rate, Rician fading, and shadowing due to vegetation,
terrain, and man-made buildings. The severity of these
impairments varies for different applications depending
on the satellite transponder, data rate, carrier frequency,
type of antenna, and so on. For example, if a high gain
,antenna is used for the mobile, then Rician fading can be
ignored. The modem designed to operate in such a
channel must be robust in the face of frequent but rapid
signal outages and must be able to reacquire the signal
quickly. In the absence of a mid-band pilot, coherent
demodulation is not an appropriate choice for this
channel due to the long signal reacquisition time caused
by the above mentioned impairments. Therefore,
differentially coherent PSK (DPSK) can be selected as an
alternate modulation scheme because of its simplicity and
ability to recover quickly from the fade events. The bit
error rate performance of uncoded DPSK is worse than
that for coherent demodulation by about 1 dB in Eb/N 0.
Convolutionally coded DPSK, however, requires about 3
dB higher Eb/N 0 than coherently demodulated PSK at a
bit error rate of 10 -3 in an AWGN channel assuming 3-
bit soft quantization. To reduce this penalty, we consider
pseudo-coherent demodulation which represents a
compromise between the two extremes of coherent and
differentially coherent demodulation.
This paper proposes three so-called pseudo-
coherent demodulation schemes. The schemes are
* This work was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology under a contract with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
derived based on maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation
and detection of an N-symbol observation of the received
signal. Typical values of N range from 5 to 15 symbols.
The first scheme is based on ML estimation of carrier
phase assuming that the unknown frequency offset is
perfectly compensated by a frequency estimator prior to
the phase estimation process. The second scheme is
based on direct ML estimation of a time varying phase
caused by the presence of the frequency offset. This
scheme does not require a separate frequency estimator as
in the first scheme. Last of all, a scheme is proposed
which is a hybrid of a simple open loop frequency
estimator and the ML estimate of carrier phase
conditioned on perfect knowledge of the frequency offset.
Due to the time-varying phase, both the second and third
demodulators are equipped with a 180 degree phase jump
detector to resolve the periodic 180 degree phase
ambiguities that occur. Simulation results for all three
demodulators are presented to allow comparison with the
performance of DPSK for various system par,'uneter sets
of practical interest.
Derivation of a pseudo coherent demodulation scheme
in the absence of frequency offset
Consider the transmission of a BPSK moduhtted
signal over AWGN ch_mnel with unknown carrier phase.
For simplicity we use the complex envelope signal
representation. The transmitted signal in the interval
kT < t < (k + l)T is
s(t) = 4 Te (1)
where P denotes the constazlt signal power, T denotes the
PSK symbol duration and q_k the transmitted phase
which takes on one of two values 0 and %. The
corresponding received signal in this s,'une interval is
r(t) = -_/2-ff e _* e j° + n(t) (2)
where n(t) is a zero mean complex Gaussian noise with
two-sided power spectral density 2N 0 and 0 is an
arbitrary carrier phase introduced by the channel. In (2)
we have assumed that the received signal is down-
converted to baseband by a frequency reference signal
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exp(j2/rj_ct), where j_¢ is the estimate of the received
carrier frequency fc and is provided by a Doppler
frequency estimator. If we assume perfect frequency
estimation i.e..f_ = fc, then at the output of the
integrate-and-dump (I&D) filter we obtain
But
rk = _-pei(O, +°) + n k kT < t < (k + l)T
(3)
where n k is a sample of zero mean complex Gaussian
noise with variance 0",2= N O/ T per dimension.
Consider now a received sequence
r = (r___..... rk_u) of length N and assume that the
carrier phase 0 is constant over the length of this
sequence. Then the likelihood function is
N - . 2
1 2 o'Mz i=1
p(r]¢, 0) = (_)N e
i,i
(4)
where vector ¢ = (_-1 ....... _r-N) is the transmitted
phase sequence. Equation (5) can be written as
p(r[_,0) = Fe '=' (5)
where
l N 2
F = (2-_) e ° (6)
which is independent of the data, and
(7)
O[ -'" O_2
We would like to obtain the maximum-
likelihood estimation of the carrier phase 0 given the
observation r = (rk__..... rk_N). Thus, 0ML should
satisfy
In p(r]0 m) = max In p(r[0) (8)
or
p(rl0) = E{p(rl_,O) }
=F fl[1.2 Ee a Ro{_,_,,-,_,,,e}]
i=1 _. Sk-i ]
N
-jO
=Fr]cosh(aRe{r,-: })
i=,
N
In p(rl0)= In F + _, lncosh(aRe{G_ie-2°})
i=1
(10)
Then, the solution to
Olnp(----rlO)l =0 (11)
O0 I°=_'_
results in /gML •Using (11) in (12) we obtain
N
01n p(r 0) = -a___. tanh(a Re{G_ie -j° })
30 i=i
.(Re{jrk_ie-J°}):O
(9)
(12)
For small signal to noise ratio we have the approximation
tanh x = x (13)
Therefore, /_MLshould satisfy
N . _ "l
x-, _ [ _-joM_ _ = 0
_ _NelJrk-ie2"Ne'[ rk ie 1- [. _-jouL
i=1
(14)
which results in the maximum-likelihood estimate of
phase
2 .
eJ°M_ = u ]
Fk- i
(15)
.emodulator corresponding to (15) is
Output
The structure of the
shown in Fig. 1.
_n_terleaver
and
Decoder
3
T
Figure 1. Pseudo-Coherent Demodulator (Scheme 1)
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This scheme can be shown to be equivalent to a
similar scheme proposed in [1] if the nonlinearity used in
[1] is a squaring device. However, the authors of [1] did
not specifically show that their structure is based on
maximum-likelihood estimation.
We now present the relative bit error
performances of a communication system employing the
proposed demodulation scheme with respect to
comparable systems using DPSK and ideal coherent
demodulation. To do this we consider the three systems
illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 respectively. In all three
cases, the transmitter uses a constraint length K=7, rate
r=l/2 convolutional encoder with an interleaving size of
4x32 symbols. A Viterbi decoder with infinite bit
quantization input and decoder buffer size of 32 bits has
been used at the receiver.
Figure 2. System 1, with Pseudo Coherent Demodulation.
Figure 3. System 2, with Coherent Demodulation.
Figure 4. System 3, with Differentially Coherent
Demodulation (DPSK).
Simulation results for the bit error performance
of the three systems are shown in Figure 5. As can be
seen from this figure, the proposed pseudo-coherent
demodulator requires 2.40 dB less Eb/N 0 than the DPSK
demodulator, and 0.85 dB more Eb/N 0 than an ideal
coherent demodulator at a bit error rate of 10 -3. In
obtaining the simulation results, perfect Doppler
frequency tracking was assumed.
N=3
l/r= 4800 sps
20 2,$ 3.0 3.5 40 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0
Bk SNR,dB
Figure 5. Simulation Results
Derivation of a pseudo coherent demodulation scheme
in the presence of frequency offset
Let Ok be the unknown time-varying carrier
phase (due to frequency offset) at time t = kT. Then, Ok
can be written as
Ok = 0o + 2;¢fkT (16)
where 00 is the initial carrier phase andfis the frequency
offset. Similarly, the phase at time t = (k-i)T is related to
the phase at time t = kTby
Ok_ i = 0h - 2:refiT (17)
We are interested in finding the maximum-likelihood
estimate of 0 h by observing N past received samples
rk_ _, rk_ 2 ........ rk_ N denoted by the vector r, i.e.
P(rl0k,Mt) = max p(r 0 h ) (18)
0_
TO obtain p(r]0 k), we first find
P(rIOO, Ok,f)=Fe i=_ _
(19)
where F and _ are given by (6) and (7) and
= (q_r-, ...... , _r-N ) is a vector of BPSK phases, each
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rakingvalues0or_t.Next,wecomputep(r Ok, f) by
averaging (20) over the bin,'u'y-valued equiprobable daut
phases producing
p(riOk,f)= E{p(r__,Ok,f)}
N
- FHcosh(o_Re{Rk<e -_°. })
i=t
(2O)
a eJ27rfiT
where Rk_ i =rk_ , . Finally, we compute
p(rl0_)by averaging (20) over the frequency shift f
assuming as its density function a uniform distribution
between-fmaxandfmax where fmax corresponds to the
maximum expected (Doppler) frequency shift. The
result of this averaging gives
p(rOk)=E{p(rlOk,f)}
_ F 'rlcosh(aRe{R__,e_JO,))df
2fm_,-S,.,,_=i
(21)
To obtain Ok.ML we need to determine the solution to
OP(rlOk) o, " =0 (22)
Using small signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approximations
for sinh(.) and cosh(.), we obtain the final result as
I _ r_-isinc(4 f m_xiT)
t [i_ r_-isinc( 4 f m_xiT)
where sine(x) = sin(rcx)/_rx.
(23)
The structure of the demodulalor corresponding
to (23) is shown in Fig. 6. Due to time-varying phase ,and
the structure of the ML estimator, the demodulator is
equipped with a 180 degree phase jump detect0£ to
resolve the periodic 180 degree phase ambiguities.
Without a 180 degree phase jump detector, the
differential decoder fails at the end of each 180 degree
phase jump period. The phase jump detector compares
the present and the previous phase estimates for
detection. The bottom portion of Fig. 6 shows the phase
jump detector.
Simulation results for the bit error rate of the
pseudo-coherent demodulator using scheme 1 and
scheme 2 are compared and the results are shown in Fig.
7. Scheme 1 is the best in the absence of frequency error,
but it is very sensitive even to very small frequency
offsets. Scheme 1 will fail for frequency offsets even as
small as 1 Hz. Therefore, in practice, it is preferable to
use scheme 2 even though there is a small penalty due to
using a phase jump detector.
Yi= Sinc(4fmaxiT) Y1
1 2
YN
^ Output to
k Decoder
Figure 6. Pseudo-Coherent Demodulator (Scheme 2)
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Figure 7. Simulation results.
A pseudo-coherent demodulation scheme with an
open loop frequency estimator
The third proposed pseudo-coherent
demodulation scheme uses a simple open loop frequency
estimator together with the ML estimate of the carrier
phase conditioned on perfect knowledge of the frequency
offset. Due to time-varying phase and the structure of the
ML estimator, the demodulator is again equipped with a
180 degree phase jump detector to resolve the periodic
180 degree phase ambiguities. The structure of the
demodulator is shown in Fig. 8. A typical sample
function of the phase estimate in the presence and
absence of noise is shown in Fig. 9. Simulation results
have been obtained to compare the bit error probability of
this scheme with DPSK for various cases of practical
interest. These results are illustrated in Fig. 10.
-o , , , Imb-[_
Output
N ;, • DecoY Viterbde r
_ e-J ffML J-]
Figure 8. Pseudo coherent Demodulator (Scheme 3)
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Conclusion
In this paper, three pseudo-coherent
demodulation schemes were proposed. The schemes were
derived bascd on maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation
and detection of an N-symbol observation of the received
signal. Simulation results for ,all three demodulators were
presented to allow comparison with the performance of
differential PSK (DPSK) and ideal coherent
demodulation for various system par,'uneter sets of
practical interest.
Scheme 1 can be used if there is an external
frequency estimator with very small frequency error
variance. Scheme 2 can be used if the frequency offset is
small, or the receiver is equipped with an external
frequency estimator. Scheme 3 can be used if the
frequency offset is large and no external frequency
estimator is used.
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Abstract
Land mobile satellite communications at Ka-
band (30/20 GHz) are attracting an increasing
interest among the researchers because of the fre-
quency band availability and the possibility of
small earth station designs. However, commu-
nications at the Ka-band pose significant chal-
lenges in the system designs due to severe chan-
nel impairments. Because only very limited ex-
perimental data for mobile applications at Ka-
band is available, this paper study the chan-
nel characteristics based on experimental data
at L-band (1.6/1.5 GHz) [1]-[3] and the use of
frequency scaling [4]. The land mobile satellite
communication channel at Ka-band is modelled
as lognormal-Rayleigh fading channel. The first
and second-order statistics of the fading chan-
nel are studied. The performance of a coherent
BPSK system over the fading channel at L-band
and Ka-band is evaluated theoretically and vali-
dated by computer simulations. Conclusions on
the communication channel characteristics and
system performance at L-band and Ka-band are
presented.
1. Introduction
Land mobile satellite (LMS) services at L-band
frequencies have been investigated and developed
throughout 1980s; system concepts and corre-
sponding technologies are being transferred to
the land mobile satellite communication industry
[5]. In order to be viable, future LMS telecom-
munication systems, such as personal communi-
cation systems, will have to provide a large num-
ber of users with diversified services, while being
*This work is supported by a strategic grant
(STR-0100720) from the Natural Sciences and Engineer-
ing Research Council (NSERC) of Canada
?Currently with TR Labs, Edmonton, Canada.
cost-effective. However, increased use of L-band
frequencies leads to the important problem of ra-
dio spectrum congestion: because of the avail-
ability of large bandwidths, Ka-band is attract-
ing more and more attention in the land mobile
satellite research field. Furthermore, at Ka-band,
the user equipment (e.g. portable transceivers)
can be significantly smaller and eventually less
expensive than the equipment used at L-band.
It is therefore expected that LMS systems op-
erating in the Ka-band will provide the service
users with larger information capacities, a wider
variety of services, and this at a low cost. Unfor-
tunately, the Ka-band LMS channel is subjected
to severe propagation impairments such as rain
attenuation, scintillation, as well as large Doppler
frequency shifts, all of which must be taken into
account while designing personal satellite com-
munication systems.
The objective of this paper is to model and
analyze the EHF land mobile satellite channel,
and to evaluate the performance of a coherent
BPSK system in the channel. Here, we consider
the 30/20 GHz Ka-band channel with up links
at 30 GHz and down links at 20 GHz. Being
the critical link, only the down link propagation
channel is discussed. The remainder of this pa-
per is organized as follows. The first-order statis-
tical description of the LMS channel is discussed
in Section 2. Section 3 presents the second-order
statistics of the fading channel at Ka-band, which
are compared with those at L-band. An upper
bound of the bit error rate of a coherent BPSK
system over the fading channel is derived theo-
retically in Section 4, and is validated by com-
puter simulations for the cases of light, average
and heavy shadowings. Finally, Section 5 con-
cludes the present work.
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2. First-Order Statistics of the LMS
Channel
It is well known [1], [6] that a land mobile ra-
dio channel can be modelled as a Rayleigh fad-
ing channel with its local mean, the line-of-sight
(LOS) component, following a lognormal statisti-
cal distribution. The channel corrupts the trans-
mitted signaling waveform by introducing a mul-
tiplicative gain r(t) and phase shift O(t), which
can be expressed as
R(t) = r(t) . exp[je(t)] = (1)
z(t)" exp[jeL(t)] + g(t)" exp[jeM(t)] (2)
where the LOS and multipath phases (eL(t) and
eM(t)) are uniformly distributed between 0 and
27r. z(t) is a lognormally distributed random pro-
cess representing the amplitude of the LOS sig-
nal, g(t) is the envelope of the multipath com-
ponent and is Rayleigh distributed. The proba-
bility density function (PDF) of the Iognormally
distributed LOS component is [7]
1 (ln p)2
where /_ and Y_ are the mean value and stan-
dard deviation of the normally distributed ran-
dom process ln[z(t)]. The PDF of the received
signal envelope r(t) is [1]
r 1
bo /3 z
exp[ (lnz-p)2 r2+z21,,rz,.2do J ° Em (4)
where bo is the power of the multipath signal.
In Table 1, the parameters of the L-band (1.5
GHz) mobile satellite channel are displayed [1]-
[3]. The calculations are based on measurement
carried on in Ottawa, Canada. For the exper-
iment, the INMARSAT's MARECS A satellite
was used. The elevation angle from Ottawa to
the satellite was about 20 ° . So far, the assess-
ment of the LMS model has been carried out only
at UHF and L-band. Due to lack of sufficient ex-
perimental LMS data at Ka-band, a comprehen-
sive prediction of the relevant fading parameters
cannot be done. However, from the mechanism
of the LMS modelling at L-band, it is reason-
able to assume that the LMS model is suitable
to be used for the channel at Ka-band with the
model parameters being appropriately scaled. In
this paper, we concentrate our analysis on the
frequency non-selective fading channel.
Table I: L-band channel model parameters.
L-band (1.5 GHz)
channel b0 P vf_
-_ht shadowing 0.158 0.115 0.115
average shadowing 0.126 -0.115 0.161
heavy shadowing 0.0631 -3.91 0.806
The effect of multipath fading and shadow-
ing on the LMS system performance depends
on the system operation environments. In open
and tree-shadowed areas, multipath fading re-
sults from both specular reflection and diffuse
scattering from the tcrrain surrounding the mo-
bile earth station. With the increase of the RF
frequency, the amplitude of the reflection coeffi-
cient and the ground conductivity also increase;
therefore, more scattering at Ka-band may come
from small obstacles or terrain irregularities than
those at L-band [8]. On the other hand, the mo-
bile antenna radiation patterns at Ka-band are
expected to be narrow enough to eliminate the
problem to a great extent. As a result, in first
approximation, it may be considered that multi-
path fading does not impair system performance
at Ka-band more than that at L-band [4]. In
the following discussion, the power of multipath
component at Ka-band is taken to be the same
as that at L-band.
With the RF frequency 30/20 GHz of Ka-band,
the shadowing on the LOS component may come
even from the leaves and the small branches of
the trees whose dimensions are comparable with
the wavelength (1.0-1.5 cm). Therefore, the LMS
systems at Ka-band are expected to suffer more
attenuation and diffusion due to shadowing in
comparison with those at L-band. To the authors
knowledge, very limited experimental data at Ka-
band for mobile applications is available at the
present time in the open literature and existing
frequency scaling methods are not of straightfor-
ward applicability. An attempt has been made to
estimate such a scaling factor using the Modified
Exponential Decay (MED) model [9], developed
from static propagation measurements through
deciduous trees in Colorado, US. The attenua-
tion coefficient (dB/m) can be computed by the
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following equation [4]:
ct _ 0.45f 0"284 for 0 <_ dt < 14
a .._ 1.33f°'284d_ -°'412 for 14 < dt < 400 (5)
where f is the frequency (in GHz) and dt is the
depth of trees (in m) intercepted by the LOS sig-
nal. The scaling factor is therefore:
Ot2OCTHz _" 2.1al.SaH, (dB/m). (6)
It should be pointed out that such an estimate
model is based on particular channel conditions,
and that further modifications may be necessary
when experimental data at Ka-band becomes
available.
In the following channel modelling and LMS
performance analysis at Ka-band, we use the L-
band parameters with the frequency scaling tech-
nique discussed above to calculate the Ka-band
channel parameters. The amplitude attenuation
of the lognormally distributed LOS component
at L-band equals [4]
Al.sanz = ex''5 (7)
where Xl.s has a Gaussian distribution with
mean/_ = #l.S and variance do = a2.5. At Ka-
band with RF equal to 20 GHz, the attenuation
of the received LOS signal power in dBW is 2.1
times of that at L-band (see Eq. 6), that is,
A_OGHz(dBW ) = 2.1 A_.sauz(dBW )
2.1
==_ A2OGHz = AI.5GHz
==_ eX2o _ e2.1 X1.3
=_ X2o = 2.1 Xx.s
=_ #20 -- 2.1 #l.s
=:_ 0"2 0 _ 2.1 0-1.5 • (8)
Figure 1 is a software simulation model of the
LMS channel. In our simulations, the Gaussian
noise after the low-pass (LP) filter is generated
by summing a large number of sine waves [6].
The bandwidth of the LP filters is B1 for the
shadowing component and B2 for the multipath
component.
Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution
of the received L-band and Ka-band signal en-
velopes over the fading channel with average
shadowing. The analytical results are obtained
from Eq. (4). In these figures, the signal am-
plitude level is relative to the LOS signal com-
ponent without shadowing (0 riB). The Ka-band
signal loses approximately an additional 1.5 dB,
1.0 dB and 0.5 dB at the signal amplitude lev-
els of-10 dB, -5 dB and 0 dB respectively. Fig-
ure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of the
received L-band and Ka-band signal envelopes
without multipath signal in the case of average
shadowing. The analytic values are obtained ac-
cording to Eq. (3). From this figure, one observes
that the signal at Ka-band loses an additional 0
to 3.5 dB in comparison to the L-band in the
weak signal range (which is the most important
for fade margin calculation). Table 2 shows the
amplitude level of the shadowed LOS components
at the cumulative probabilities of 70%, 80% and
90%.
Table _: Amplitude level (in dB) of shadowed LOS
components at different cumulative probabilities.
Shadow-
ing RF
light 1.5 GHz
20 GHz
average 1.5 GHz
20 GHz
heavy 1.5 GHz
20 GHz
Pr. Pr. Pr.
70% 80% 90%
0.49 0.23 -0.10
1.02 0.27 -0.63
-1.66 -2.07 -2.55
-3.65 -4.53 -5.85
-37.4 -39.4 -41.9
-77.5 -81.8 -88.3
3. Second-Order Statistics of the LMS
Channel
Second-order statistics are used to describe
the time-dependent fading channel performance,
which include level-crossing rate (LCR) and av-
erage fading duration (AFD). In the case of
Rayleigh multipath fading with lognormal shad-
owing, the LCR normalized with respect to the
maximum Doppler frequency shift is [1]
LCP_(r = R) = LCR(r = R)/Fam
= _,/27r(1 -/92) bo(bo+2_vT--o-o-o_+do)½_¢r_bo(1-p )+4p bJU_0d%_'_ ] (9)
where p is the correlation coefficient between the
envelope r(t) and the envelope change rate ÷(t).
The corresponding normalized AFD is
AFD,_(r = R) = AFD(r = R). Fdm
-- LCP_ p(r) dr.(lO)
The analytic values and simulation results of
the second order characteristics (LCR and AFD)
C_7
for the average shadowing channel are shown in
Figures 4-5, where the amplitude level of the
received signal is relative to the amplitude of
the LOS signal component without shadowing
(0 dB). In the computer simulations, assuming
a vehicle speed of 43.2 km/h as an example, the
maximum Doppler frequency shifts (which is the
bandwidth of the complex Gaussian noise filters
used to filter the process generating the multi-
path fading, i.e., B2 in Figure 1) are 60 Hz for
the L-band signal and 800 Hz for the Ka-band
signal. The bandwidth of the filter for the shad-
owing components (i.e., the B1 of Figure 1) is
taken as 1/20 of B2, which is 3 Hz for L-band
and 40 Hz for Ka-band. The signal sampling
rate is 2400 Hz. Each simulation is performed
over 72,000 sampled data. The results show that
the maximum values of the normalized LCRs of
both L-band and Ka-band are very close to 1.0,
which means that the LCRs increase almost lin-
early with the increase of the speed of vehicle or
the increase of the RF frequency. The analytic
values are obtained with p = 0, i.e., no correla-
tion between r(t) and ÷(t). In reality, there ex-
ists some correlation between r(t) and ÷(t) and
p may not be a constant, which may be further
confirmed by the experimental data (see Figures
2-7 of [1]). That explains the slight differences
between the simulation results and the analytical
results in Figures 4-5. With the channel param-
eters and the use of frequency scaling technique,
one finds that, in the case of average shadowing,
the signal level at Ka-band is slightly more at-
tenuated than at L-band.
4. Performance Evaluation of a Coherent
BPSK System
It is assumed that a carrier recovery loop can
track the carrier phase jitter due to the fading
channel. Therefore, only amplitude fading due
to the channel is taken into account. The upper
bound of the average bit error rate is [10]
1 1 a_v
bo+o 
z 2
exp[ 2(bo + a_)] dz (11)
and if only the LOS component is considered,
then
/(1 1 exp[- z2 (lnz-P)2]dz.Pt'_ <- 2 v'_-'_ _a N 2do
(12)
The upper bounds (analytical values) and sim-
ulation results of bit error rate for a coherent
BPSK system at L-band and Ka-band are pre-
sented in Figures 6-8. Figures 6-7 show the bit
error rate due to amplitude fading of the LMS
channel at L-band and Ka-band in the cases of
light, average and heavy shadowing. With mul-
tipath fading and at a bit error rate of 10 -3, the
system operating at Ka-band loses 0.75 dB, 3.5
dB and 0.6 dB as compared to L-band in the
cases of light, average and heavy shadowing re-
spectively. The LOS signal component at Ka-
band suffers more additional attenuation (when
compared to L-band) in average shadowing than
in light shadowing, which results in more system
loss at Ka-band in average shadowing (3.5 dB)
than in light shadowing (0.75 dB).
In the case of heavy shadowing, the LOS com-
ponent is attenuated significantly, so that the
channel can be represented as a Rayleigh fad-
ing channel (with only multipath components in
the received signal) at both L-band and Ka-band.
The weight of the LOS component is dramati-
cally reduced compared to the cases of both light
and average shadowings. The system perfor-
mance depends on the dominant multipath sig-
nal component. With the assumption that the
first-order statistics are the same for the multi-
path fading at L and Ka bands, the additional
system loss at Ka-band in the heavy shadowing
condition (0.6 dB) is less than that in the average
shadowing (3.5 dB), which is not the case when
only the LOS component is considered. Figure
8 shows the bit error rate of the system due to
average shadowing only (no multipath signal is
taken into account) at L-band and Ka-band. It
is shown that at a bit error rate of 10 -3, the Ka-
band system suffers an additional loss of 3.33 dB
compared to L-band system.
5. Concluding remarks
A comparison study for the land mobile satel-
lite communication system operating at Ka-band
and L-band has been performed. The modelling
of LMS channel at Ka-band is based on chan-
nel experimental data at L-band and a frequency
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scaling technique, because of lack of sufficient ex-
perimental data of the channel at Ka-band. Both
first-order and second-order statistics of the LMS
channel are analyzed. The results show that: the
LOS signal component at Ka-band has 0.0 dB to
3.5 dB more attenuation in the presence of av-
erage shadowing; the channel fades have a much
faster rate at Ka-band compared with that at L-
band because the fading rate is approximately
proportional to the RF frequency, and the nor-
malized average fading duration (AFD) increases
correspondingly at Ka-band. An upper-bound
bit error rate of a coherent BPSK system in the
LMS channel is derived, which is further vali-
dated by computer simulations. With multipath
fading and shadowing, at a bit error rate of 10 -3,
the system performance at Ka-band loses approx-
imately 0.75 dB, 3.5 dB and 0.6 dB more than
that at L-band; in the absence of multipath fad-
ing, the system performance at Ka-band loses ap-
proximately 3.33 dB more than that at L-band in
the case of average shadowing.
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ABSTRACT
Rainfall attenuation has a severe effect on
signal strength and impairs communication links
for future mobile and personal satellite commu-
nications using Ka-band and millimeter wave
frequencies. As rain attenuation compensation
techniques, several methods such as uplink
power control, site diversity, and adaptive con-
trol of data rate or forward error correction have
been proposed. In this paper, we propose a
TDMA system that can compensate rain attenua-
tion by adaptive control of transmission rates.
To evaluate the performance of this TDMA ter-
minal, we carried out three types of experiments:
experiments using a Japanese CS-3 satellite with
Ka-band transponders, in-house IF loop-back
experiments, and computer simulations.
Experimental results show that this TDMA sys-
tem has advantages over the conventional con-
stant-rate TDMA systems, as resource sharing
technique, in both bit error rate and total TDMA
burst lengths required for transmitting given in-
formation.
INTRODUCTION
The Communication Research Laboratory
(CRL) has been carrying out L-band mobile
satellite communications experiments using the
Engineering Test Satellite Five (ETS-V), which
was launched in 1987. This study will be ex-
tended to advanced mobile and personal com-
munications at Ka-band and millimeter wave
frequencies using the Communications and
Broadcasting Engineering Test Satellite
(COMETS), which will be launched in 1997 [1].
Advantages to use such higher frequencies are
much wider available frequency bandwidth and
substantial system size reduction. On the other
hand, we have to overcome such disadvantages
as significant rain attenuation, larger Doppler
shifts, higher RF component losses, larger
phase jitters, etc.
At frequencies above 10 GHz, signal atten-
uation due to rainfall can have significant im-
pairment on space-to-earth communication links.
To compensate rain attenuation, several methods
such as uplink power control[2][3], site diver-
sity[4], and adaptive control of data rate and/or
forward error correction techniques[5] have been
proposed. Uplink power control and site di-
versity techniques are very useful for large or
medium size earth stations at large networks
covering different climatic regions. On the other
hand, adaptive control of data rate and error cor-
rection techniques are more appropriate to small
earth stations, since both small antenna size and
limited RF transmit power impose a restriction
over the range of the uplink power control.
Moreover, these adaptive control techniques can
compensate downlink attenuation as well as up-
link attenuation.
In this paper, we propose a TDMA terminal
with adaptive control capability of transmission
rate to compensate rain attenuation. We carried
out experiments using Japanese Communication
Satellite-Three (CS-3) with Ka-band transpon-
ders to evaluate the performance of this tenninal
under rainfall conditions,
ADAPTIVE TRANSMISSION-RATE
TDMA
In this Adaptive Transmission-Rate TDMA
terminal, later referred to as ATR-TDMA, a re-
ceive terminal that is suffering rain attenuation
requests the transmit terminal to reduce trans-
mission rate of the TDMA burst, according to
degradation in bit error rate (BER) or carrier-to-
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noisedensityratio (C/No). Sixdifferenttrans-
missionratesareavailablein this terminal.For
example,atransmissionratereductionby afac-
tor of four cancompensatethedegradationof 6
dB dueto rain attenuation.Therefore,thissys-
temenhancesthepowermarginby 15dB.inall
theoretically.
Figures1and2 showa blockdiagramanda
schemeof modulationanddemodulationof the
ATR-TDMA terminal,respectively.Databit
streamisstoredin abufferanddividedintodata
bursts,the lengthof whichcorrespondsto data
bitswithin oneTDMA frame. DatarateRb is
assignedasfollows:
Rb= Rc/2 N-2
for N=I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and6 (1)
whereRc is thereferenceclockrateof 4.144
Mbps in thepresentsystem,N=I for QPSK,
andN=2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for BPSK. Therefore,six
possibledataratesare8288,4144,2072,1036,
518,and259kbps.
After thebasebandsignalisscrambledwitha
pseudonoise(PN) codegeneratedatRcbps,a
carrierisPSK modulatedin burstmode.Since
PSKmodulatoralwaysworksatthesameclock
rateof Rc,everyTDMA burstsalwaysoccupy
thesamefrequencybandwidth.
Receiveterminalrecoversclockratefromthe
receivedsignalandthenrecoversdataclock
from bursttiming. Thepresenttransmissionrate
canbeknownfrom informationbitsstoredin the
preambleof aTDMA burst. After coherently
demodulatedPSKsignalis descrambledby the
samePNcode,2N-2 bitsareaddedwith syn-
chronoustimingof clock rateandoneinforma-
tionbit canbereproducedbasedonmajority
rule. Thisprocessof thesynchronizedsumis
equivalento reducethetransmissionratefrom
Rc bpsto Rc/2N-2 bps. Forexample,atrans-
missionratereductionby afactorof twoextends
theburstlengthtwiceandBERperformancecan
be improvedby 3dB in C/No.
TheTDMA frameformatanddataburstfor-
matareshowninFigure3. OneTDMA frame
consistsof a referenceburst,asynchronization
burst,databursts,andinitial acquisitionslot.
Theframeperiodis 15millisecondsandone
controlframeof 1200millisecondperiodcon-
sistsof 80 frames.Eachdataburstisdivided
intoapreamblefor receiversynchronizationand
databits. This preambleconsistsof two partsof
P1andP2. In P1,carrierandclockrecovery
patterns,andanuniqueword for identifying
eachterminalandsynchronizingabursttiming
areincluded.In P2,identificationcodesfor
transmitandreceiveterminals,andinformation
bits for controlof transmissionrateareincluded.
Sinceinformationbits in P1areessentialfor all
terminalsin thisTDMA network,thispartis sent
atthe lowesttransmissionrate. On theother
hand,sincebits in P2isnecessaryonly for
transmitandreceiveterminalsundercommuni-
cation,transmissionrateof P2is thesameas
datarateof eachTDMA burst. Moreover,using
majority-ruledecisionof preambleinformation
thatis receivedoverseveralframes,theTDMA
terminalcanreducepossibilityof incorrectop-
erationsin theTDMA network.Transmission
ratescanbechangedonly oncewithin onecon-
trol frame.
RAIN ATTENUATION
COMPENSATION EXPERIMENTS
Satellite Experiments
We carried out experiments using the CS-3
satellite to evaluate the performance of the ATR-
TDMA terminal at Ka-band satellite link.
Communication channels were monitored by
measuring both BER and C/No with measuring
equipments and a personal computer.
Since allowable BER without FEC is de-
signed to be 10 -3 in this system, we assigned
BER of 8.0* 10 -4 or C/No that corresponds to
BER of 8.0* 10 -4 as the threshold to change
transmission rates. When BER or C/No is
worse than the threshold for Td seconds,
transmission rate is reduced half. When BER or
C/No is better than the threshold for Tu seconds,
transmission rate is increased twice.
Figure 4 shows the experimental result that
was controlled from degradation in C/No with
Td = 5 seconds and Tu = 5 seconds. Top of this
figure shows rain attenuation of eighteen-hour
measurement at satellite loop-back link ( includ-
ing both 20 GHz and 30 GHz attenuation ) and
20GHz-beacon. Controlled transmission rates
in kbps and measured BER are shown in middle
and bottom of Figure 4, respectively. According
to rain attenuation, the ATR-TDMA terminal
controlled its transmission rate to keep BER
better than the allowable BER with as high
transmission rates as possible. This terminal can
compensate rain attenuation actually up to about
15 dB( although theoretically 16dB ). When
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rainattenuationis largerthan15dB or rainrate
becomesfasterthanresponsetimeof thissys-
tem,BERbecomeslargerthantheallowable
value. However,suchunavailabletimeduration
is improvedandbecomesconsiderablyshort.
With the lowesttransmissionrateatcon-
stant-rateTDMA terminals,wecouldkeepBER
betterthanthethresholdlike theATR-TDMA
terminal. However,totalTDMA burstlengths
requiredfor transmittingthesameinformation
will becomemuchlargerthanATR-TDMA.
Next,westudyBER andtotal burstlengthsof
ATR-TDMA asa functionof differentTd andTu
values.
In-house Experiments
Values of parameters Td and Tu are very im-
portant for effective control of transmission rate.
In the TDMA network, time duration in one
TDMA frame is a common resource for every
terminals. When many user terminals suffer rain
attenuation, several ten-ninals will wait to access
until a vacant time slot appear and some termi-
nals will break down due to the degradation of
communication links.
In in-house experiments, the receive terminal
connects with the transmit terminal through IF
port and monitors BER to detect degradation in
communication link. C/No is degraded by addi-
tive white Gaussian noise according to rain at-
tenuation data that were measured and stored
using satellite links. Using several values of Tu
and Td, BER and total burst lengths are mea-
sured and shown in Figure 5. As Tu becomes
larger, BER becomes smaller, but TDMA burst
lengths, with respect to the burst length of the
fastest rate, become considerably large. Both
improvement in BER and increase of burst
lengths is more remarkable as Td becomes
smaller.
Figure 6 shows comparison of this experi-
mental result with the result obtained by the
constant-rate TDMA terminal. The lower
transmission rates of N=4 and 5 can provide
very good BER performance but the TDMA
burst of this terminal will occupy a large part in
one TDMA frame. The number of user tenni-
nals than can access this TDMA network is very
restricted. The ATR-TDMA terminal has better
performance in both BER and burst lengths than
the conventional constant-rate TDMA.
Computer Simulation
To study the effect in BER and burst lengths
under different rain conditions and different Tu,
and Td, we have carried out computer simulation
of the ATR-TDMA system. C/No is controlled
with measured data of rain attenuation and BER
is calculated from the measured BER perfor-
mance of the TDMA terminal. Table 1 shows
typical values of Tu and Td, which correspond
to different traffic conditions in a satellite
transponder. In situation of mode #3, since only
a few vacant time slots remain in one TDMA
fame due to high traffic condition, transmission
rate cannot be reduced quickly and has to be
brought back to its rate as soon as possible after
the weather improves. On the other hand, mode
#4 prefers to maintain the communication quality
rather than to shorten used burst lengths.
Figure 7 and 8 show the probability that
BER is worse than the threshold as a function of
used total burst lengths using rain attenuation
measured for twenty rainy days. In Figure 8,
data, which are picked up from severe rain
events, are normalized with the result of mode
#4.
Slow reduction of transmission rates in
modes #2 and #3 increases the probability that
BER is worse than the threshold up to about
20% in severe rain events as shown in Figure 7.
Simulation results, however, shows that ATR-
TDMA is effective to compensate rain attenua-
tion under many different rain conditions.
Figure 8 shows that values of Tu is insensi-
tive to the probability that BER is worse than the
threshold and total burst lengths decrease as Td
becomes smaller. Parameter Td is more impor-
tant than Tu to improve BER performance under
rain attenuation.
Since the response time should be less than
rain attenuation rate for successful control of
transmission rate, the optimum value of Td must
be as small value as possible. However, one-
way propagation delay for a geostationary satel-
lite link is on the order of 0.25 seconds, and a
similar amount of time is required for receive
terminals to request reduction of transmission
rates to their transmit terminals. Moreover, It
will take a couple of seconds for receive termi-
nals to measure BER or C/No for measuring rain
attenuation, and there are also additional system
processing delays including delay due to control
algorithm. Therefore, control delay of trans-
mission rates from instantaneous rain attenuation
is inevitable. In spite of such delay factors, ex-
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perimental results showed that Td of 3 to 5 sec-
onds are effective to compensate rain attenua-
tion.
CONCLUSION
Adaptive transmission-rate TDMA system to
compensate rain attenuation is presented. At the
beginning, this system was developed for busi-
ness networks consisting of different size earth
stations at Ka-band frequency Therefore,
transmission rates available in this system may
be too fast for applications of mobile and per-
sonal satellite communications. However, the
same adaptive control scheme can be applied to
these systems at lower transmission rates.
To evaluate the performance, we carried out
three kinds of experiments: satellite experiments,
in-house experiments, and computer simula-
tions. The ATR-TDMA system showed advan-
tages over the the conventional constant-rate
TDMA system to maintain both communication
quality and capacity under rainy weather.
When we apply adaptive control of data rate
to SCPC systems, the reduction of data rate will
result also in a reduction of service quality.
However, this TDMA scheme reduce transmis-
sion rate in RF, but does not reduce data rate at
baseband. Thus service quality is not reduced
except very severe rain and heavy traffic condi-
tions. This adaptive control method is suitable
to future mobile or personal satellite communica-
tion systems at higher frequencies such as Ka-
band or millimeter wave for compensating rain
attenuation.
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ABSTRACT: Mobile satellite systems (MSS) are
being proposed and licensed at an accellerating rate.
How can the design, manufacture and performance of
these systems be optimized at costs that allow a
reasonable return on investment?
The answer is the use of system simulation
techniques beginning early in the system design and
continuing through integration, pre and post-launch
and in-orbit monitoring. This paper focuses on using
commercially available, validated simulation
instruments to deliver accurate, repeatable and cost
effective measurements throughout the life of a
typical mobile satellite system.
A satellite communications test set is discussed
that provides complete parametric test capability with
a significant improvement in measurement speed for
manufacturing, integration, pre-launch and in-orbit
testing. The test set can simulate actual up and down
link traffic conditions to evaluate the effects of system
impairments, propagation and multipath on bit error
rate (BER), channel capacity and transponder and
system load balancing. Using a standard set of
commercial instruments to deliver accurate, verifiable
measurements anywhere in the world speeds
deployment, generates measurement confidence and
lowers total system cost.
THE BASIC QUESTIONS.
A mobile satellite system (MSS) consists of
satellites, gateways which link the system to other
fixed services, command and control earth stations,
and mobile users as shown in Figure 1. Each of these
elements is extensively computer modeled and
simulated during system proposal and design.
However, as the implementation of the system
progresses through integration, launch and
deployment, simulation techniques are less commonly
used. Many time consuming measurements on
components, sub-systems and communications links
replace these simulations, often with a loss of
accuracy. The basic questions to be answered remain:
what level of operability exists within the system,
how has performance changed over time and what is
the optimal allocation of system capacity that will
maximize the number of users and revenues?
To answer these questions satellite systems undergo
extensive parametric testing at integration, prior to
launch, after insertion into orbit and throughout
operational life. The number of tests, their duration
and the need to repeat them at several stages makes
deployment a time consuming and costly process.
Table 1 illustrates the redundancy of testing in
present systems. Two alternatives are to reduce the
time per test and to replace some of the testing with
simulations. The satcomm test set discussed here
achieves both of these improvements in a single set of
test instrumentation.
Table 1. Typical Satellite System
I_r_rlo_ Prl-laurch
Test Matrix
DT E/5
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X X
X X
X
X
X X
x
X
X X
X X
X
THE "SMART STIMULUS" CONCEPT
Traditional parametric test techniques employ
relatively simple signal generators as test stimuli.
These generators allow control of frequency, carrier
amplitude and basic modulations. The response of the
device under test is analyzed by instruments that
measure power or frequency, analyze or demodulate
signals to determine modulation parameters, and
count data errors to evaluate transmission quality. As
communications signals have increased in complexity,
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the measurement instrumentation also has become
more complex. Simple measurements may not
completely characterize the effect the parameter under
test has on system performance and comprehensive
measurements are often tedious and slow.
When a satellite is placed in orbit the test
environment becomes more complex. Measurement
complexity is compounded by the time delay
proportional to the range of the satellite from the
earth station, variations in delay due to positional
drift or orbit, doppler effects due to the satellite's
velocity, transponder frequency translation and any
reformatting of data packets in the satellite.
Many of these problems can be overcome and the
measurement instrumentation simplified by using
what has been termed a "smart stimulus" as a test
signal source. Such a stimulus can be tailored to
overcome many practical difficulties that arise in the
course of making a measurement. These include the
effects of frequency translation and timedelays in the
DUT, removal of test path amplitude and phase
errors, etc. Errors caused by a time varying
measurement environment can also be minimized.
The Hewlett-Packard HP 8791A Frequency Agile
Signal Simulator (HP-FASS) combines direct digital
synthesis technology with digital signal processing
and fast transform techniques. HP-FASS is an ideal
"smart stimulus" for satellite communications testing.
Utilizing high clock rates, proprietary digital to
analog conversion technology and a unique Waveform
Generation Language, this software reconfigurable
generator can modify its output signals in real time
with digital precision, accuracy and repeatability. For
example, HP-FASS can change its output s!gnai to
offset the effects of doppler caused by a rapidly
moving low earth orbit (LEO) satellite. HP-FASS can
reduce test times in repetitive measurements like gain
and group delay by recalling stored sequences of
frequency, amplitude and modulation and generating
corrections on the fly as needed. Compared to
traditional signal sources HP-FASS reduces
measurement times, generates higherprecision signals
and measurement results, and allows the use of a
simpler, lower cost test system with fewer
interconnects and less complex Signal routing.
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a satellite
communications test set based upon the HP-FASS.
This test set performs the parametric tests listed
below the figure. A switching matrix is not shown
since its complexity depends on the number of
interconnects to the DUT. However, the use of a
single HP-FASS as the stimulus and a minimum
amount of measurement instrumentation greatly
simplifies the signal routing.
PARAMETRIC TESTING
As discussed above many parametric tests are
performed on satellites and earth stations to quantify
their performance. The HP-FASS based test set
significantly reduces test times for many of these
tests. In addition, test accuracy and repeatability are
equal or better than traditional techniques. For
example, a multi-tone amplifier intermodulation test
was used to establish a benchmark for comparing
measurement speed. A 10 tone measurement was
performed at 10 power levels on all 22 channels of
each transponder.
Traditional techniques use multiple signal
generators as a test stimulus. Since the
intermodulation distortion is directly proportional to
the peak amplitude of the input signal, the phase
relationship between the various input tones is
critical. Conventional signal generators do not allow
control of the phase of the individual tones. This
slows the measurement because the worst case phase
relationship occurs only rarely as the signal sources
drift in phase. The FASS-based test set performs
multi-tone measurements significantly faster than
traditional techniques. In the benchmark example the
HP-FASS based test set completed the measurement
in one-third the time of a conventional test system.
HP-FASS provides complete control of both the
amplitude and the phase of each individual tone.
Tones may be continuous wave (CW) carriers or may
have modulation imposed upon them for signal
simulation.
Another type of intermodulation test is the Noise
Power Ratio (NPR) test. Traditionally this test uses
wideband noise sources, amplifiers, filters and
attenuators to generate a white noise spectra that has
a narrowband notch at the frequency of interest.
While conceptually simple, in practice this test system
has difficulty producing accurate results repeatably.
Many hours of calibration and tuning are involved in
NPR measurements on the high power amplifiers in
a typical transponder. The HP-FASS test set
generates a pseudo-noise spectra with a precisely
controlled notch. Dynamic ranges greater than 60 dB
are achieved. The HP-FASS makes this measurement
fast, easy, accurate and very repeatable. Figure 3
shows the output spectra from an HP-FASS
generating a NPR test signal.
Group delay is a parametric test that is performed
to quantify transponder performance and as a health
check during routine monitoring. Traditionally a
vector network analyzer is used for benchtop
component and sub-system tests that do not involve
frequency translation, while a communications link
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analyzer is used for transponder tests and in-orbit
testing. Other techniques which require reference
signals from the test stimulus eliminate their use
forin-orbit measurements.
A single test set built around a HP-FASS can be
used for all the group delay measurements from
component level through spacecraft integration to in-
orbit testing. The basic technique is similiar to that
used with the communications link analyzer but is
much faster. Since the HP-FASS has the advantage
of digital precision in its output signals as well as 250
nano-second frequency agility, a fast frequency chirp
is used to sweep a carrier across the device under
test. AM or FM modulation is applied to the cartier
and the modulation is recovered at the output of the
DUT. AM is used for devices not in amplitude
saturation while FM is used for saturated devices.
The measurement technique is modified only slightly
for in-orbit tests. Here where changes in range
contribute errors (adding tilt to the group delay plot)
and doppler shift complicates the measurement,
periodicly returning to a reference frequency provides
the information necessary to eliminate these errors.
The digital precision and agility of the smart stimulus
makes this measurement fast, easy to perform and
very accurate.
Table 2 lists expected measurement times and
accuracies for the HP-FASS test set when performing
several typical satellite system parametric tests.
Table 2. HP-FASS Test Set Performance
Heasurement Time Uncer talnty
Ql_n {I point) 2 lt_ #I- 0._ dB
olin (500 po|ntl) 9 sec #1+ 0.3 dB
Oroup O_ley 20 tee +1- 1.5 nsec
AMIR4 Co_lrsion 2O lle +I+ I degree
Phase vl Ampltudl 20 sac +¢- I degree
(20 dB range]
Pi_lse Norse (SHZ-1Q0kP_) 1B0 slec +;- 1.5 dB
6O sac setu_
]ntermod Dlst (_) 580 lecft/n lJvll$ +;- 0.3 eel
Sp*Jrlo_ Search 3Q secl _ trtn_ B_ +t- 2 dB
G/T 30 slc T_D
EIRP {10 tOr_S) 30 .see +I- 0.5 dB
MuLLlc_rmeI CPmracterizatlon 200 SlC ,I-f- 0 2 dB f[s_S
+l- 0,2 cB cain
SIGNAL and ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
Payload designers, system planners and earth
station developers need to know how the satellite
system will perform with realistic traffic loading prior
to launching the system into space. Once the MSS is
placed in service, system operators and planners must
monitor performance to optimize efficiency and
minimize degradations to users. A satellite simulator
based upon the HP-FASS provides fast, repeatable
and cost effective evaluation and validation of
systems under realistic conditions. Simulated up and
down link signals can be used to evaluate payload
designs, validate earth station design and optimize
system monitoring.
Payload Design and Evaluation
Signal simulation is apowerful method to improve
the performance and speed the development of
payloads. First the design is simulated with one of the
many communications simulation software packages
available. Next the hardware is evaluated using test
signals identical to those used in the computer
simulations.
Bit error rate testing (BERT) of payloads,
intermodulation testing of amplifiers and
transponders, evaluation of tracking, telemetry and
control (TT&C) links and payload integration and
performance verification is greatly enhanced using
realistic modulated signals.
Earth Station Design and Validation
Verifying that the design of earth stations meets
system specifications can be a difficult and lengthy
task. The HP-FASS was used to validate the design
of an earth station monitoring system. Figure 4
illustrates one of the signals used in this design
validation. Each channel in this multi-channel signal
can have its data, data rate, modulation type, channel
filter mask and amplitude individually described to
replicate actual traffic loading. Having the same test
signal available at all earth stations ensures consistent
and precise earth station evaluation and trouble
shooting.
System Monitoring
Simulated up and down link signals also can be
used to determine channel capacity, to load balance
transponders and to plan and evaluate system
performance once a system is placed in service.
Accurate evaluation of bit error rate and signal to
noise ratio for different transponders and antenna
beam coverages requires realistic signals. A source of
precisely repeatable signals maximizes the accuracy
of periodic comparisons of link performance.
Accurate evaluation of link margins is critical to
optimizing the utility and profitability of the system.
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SYSTEMIMPAIRMENTS and PROPAGATION
EFFECTS
The HP-FASS not only provides precision "ideal"
signals, it can also distort them to model the effects
of system impairments and propagation. Simulating
these effects allows evaluation of system operating
margins in a controlled environment. Transponder
and earth station imperfections including transmitter
and receiver gain and quadrature errors, amplitude
compression, noise and end of life performance
degradation can be effectively simulated. Figure 5
demonstrates two HP-FASS generated 32 QAM
signals. The first has zero I/Q quadrature error, while
the second has precisely 5 degrees of quadrature
error.
HP-FASS can simulate doppler effects more
precisely than simple signal generators. A moving
platform imparts a frequency shift to the modulation
components in addition to that imparted to the carrier.
Simple generators usually are limited to simulating
doppler shift on the carrier only.
Propagation effects can be simulated including
rain attenuation and fading. Multipath simulations can
be performed aross the entire 40 MHz modulation
bandwidth of the HP-FASS. This allows complete
multipath evaluation of an entire transponder with one
simulation.
CONCLUSION
A satellite communications test set has been
described that provides parametric test capability and
realistic up/down link traffic simulations. Impairments
and propagation effects can also be added for
complete system evaluation and margin analysis. The
test set uses commercially available instrumentation
at the heart of which is the HP 8971A FASS "smart
stimulus'. The test set is easy to use and delivers
faster, more repeatable and higher precision test
results compared to conventional systems. The same
test set can be used in all test situations from
component manufacture through satellite integration
to in-orbit test. The ease of generating realistic signal
and environment simulations should lead to wider use
of these techniques in place of some parametric tests.
The use of simulations should improve the
characterization of the total satellite system and lead
to faster, more economical system deployment.
Links to Other
Services
Figure i. Elements of a t3,pical Mobile Satellite System
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the development
of a multilayer interference analysis
and simulation program which is used
to evaluate interference between non-
geostationary and geostationary satel-
lites. In addition to evaluating
interference, this program can be used
in the development of sharing criteria
and coordination among various
Mobile Satellite Services(MSS)sys-
terns. A C + +/Windows implementa-
tion of this program, called Globalstar
Interference Simulation Program
(GISP), has been developed and will
be demonstrated in the conference.
INTRODUCTION
Since the relative position and pointing
of the Geo-Stationary Orbit(GSO) and
Low Earth Orbit(LEO) satellites con-
stantly change, the parameters affect-
ing interference also change with time
and satellite positioning. With these
changing parameters, the interference
situation cannot be evaluated fully
using conventional techniques of inter-
ference analysis. To gain better under-
standing of the interference situation
and to develop sharing criteria, this
multilayer interference analysis and
simulation program was developed.
In order to help visualize the complex
interference environment of MSS sys-
tems, we use the analogy of utilization
of a single spectrum analyzer to view
the interference signals. This spectrum
analyzer can be connected to a ter-
minal of either a victim satellite or a
victim user antenna.
INTERFERENCE TO A SATELLITE
The total interference signal received
by a victim satellite antenna terminal
measured by the fictitious spectrum
analyzer can be represented by the fol-
lowing summations.
Pijc(tf) = E E
j=lp=l
Gi3(Oij(t), oi.i(t))G]p(Oji(t), oii(t))Poje
Lij(t)
Nu(t)
+ _, Gj(Oji(t)'_°ji(t))Gi3(Oij(t)'qgij(t))P°J
i=l Lij(t)
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Where In the second summation,
• Pi,k(tf) is the total power
spectral density at the ter-
minal of kth antenna beam of
victim satellite i, at time t and
frequency f. It is measured in
dBW/Hz.
Ns(t) is the number of inter-
fering satellites visible to vic-
tim satellite i at time t.
• Nbj is the number of multiple
beams of interfering satellite j.
• Gi,k(Oij(t),_oij(t)) is the gain of
the kth antenna beam of vic-
tim satellite i at the angle
Oij(t) and 9ij(t), and Oij(t) and
9ij(t) are the corresponding
victim satellite i's local spheri-
cal coordinate angles towards
interfering satellite j at the
time instant t.
Gj,o(Oji(t),gji(t)) is the gain of
the pth antenna beam of inter-
fering satellite j at the angle
Oil(t) and _oji(t), and Off(t) and
9ji(t) are the corresponding
interfering satellite j's local
spherical coordinate angles
towards victim satellite i at
the time instant t.
• Po]p is the power spectral den-
sity into the terminal of the
pth antenna beam of interfer-
ing satellite j.
• Lij(t) is the path loss between
victim satellite i and interfer-
ing satellite j at time t.
• Nu(t) is the number of inter-
fering mobile user units
visible to victim satellite i at
time t.
• Gid_(Oij(t),gij(t)) is the gain of
the kth antenna beam of vic-
tim satellite i at the angle
Oij(t) and 9ij(t), and Oij(t) and
9ij(t) are the corresponding
victim satellite i's local spheri-
cal coordinate angles towards
interfering user unit j at the
time instant t.
Gj(Oji(t),gji(t)) is the gain of
the antenna beam of interfer-
ing mobile user j at the angle
Oji(t) and 9ji(t), and Oji(t) and
9ji(t) are the corresponding
interfering user j's local
spherical coordinate angles
towards victim satellite i at
the time instant t.
• Poj is the power spectral den-
sity into the terminal of the
antenna beam of interfering
mobil unit j.
• Lij(t) is the path loss between
victim satellite i and interfer-
ing mobile user unit j at time t.
In the above formula, the first summa-
tion corresponds to the interference
from all other satellites, whereas the
second summation corresponds to inter-
ference from all ground based mobile
user units.
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INTERFERENCE TO A MOBILE
UNIT
There are essentially two types of inter-
ference to a mobile user unit; the inter-
ference from all satellites who transmit
in the same band as the user receiver,
and other mobile users. This program
currently simulates the first kind and
the future plans include the implemen-
tation of second kind. To measure the
total satellite interference to a mobile
user unit, the fictitious spectrum
analyzer is connected to terminal of an-
tenna of the victim mobile user unit.
The interference that the spectrum
analyzer measures can be represented
by the following formula.
i=lk=l
Gi,k( Oij(t ),_oij(t ) )Gj( Oji(t ),_oji(t ) )Poi_
Lij(t)
Where
• Pj(tf) is the total power
spectral density at the ter-
minal of antenna of victim
user j at time t and frequency
f. It is measured in dBW/Hz.
• Ns(t) is the number of inter-
fering satellites visible to vic-
tim mobile user unit j at time
t.
• Nb_ is the number of multiple
beams of interfering satellite i.
• Gi,k(Oij(t),pij(t)) is the gain of
the kth antenna beam of inter-
fering satellite i at the angle
O0"(t) and pij(t), and Oij(t) and
pij(t) are the corresponding
interfering satellites i's local
spherical coordinate angles
towards victim mobile user j
at the time instant t.
Gj(Oji(t),pji(t)) is the gain of
antenna beam of victim
mobile user j at the angle
Oji(t) and 9ji(t), and Oji(t) and
9ji(t) are the corresponding
victim mobile user j's local
spherical coordinate angles
towards interfering satellite i
at the time instant t.
Poik is the power spectral den-
sity into the terminal of the
kth antenna beam of interfer-
ing satellite i.
• Lij(t) is the path loss between
victim user unit j and interfer-
ing satellite i at time t.
MULTILAYER MODELING OF IN-
TERFERENCE
A systematic approach to partition the
complex interference situation among
multiple MSS satellite systems (both
GSO and non-GSO) is to develop a
multilayer interference model such that
a computer analysis and simulation pro-
gram can be developed around each
layer. The formulas just presented are
at the heart of GISP. In the following
sections, major layers of the program
are discussed.
GEOMETRIC LAYER
Since the relative position and pointing
of GSO and LEO satellites constantly
change, it is necessary to develop some
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commonreferencesystemsfor all satel-
lite systemssuchthat all satellitesand
user terminals canhavea specificcoor-
dinate with respectto the samerefer-
encepoint. In this layer, the centerof
the earth has beenidentified asthe
centerof this referencesystemas
shownin Figure 1.Eachinterference
source (i.e., a transmitter) andvictim
(i.e., a receiver) is identified by its own
coordinate with respectto the center
of the earth. The z-axisof the local
coordinatesystemof asatellite or a
userpositioned at anypoint is defined
asthe vector from this particular point
to the center of the earth.The y axisis
defined in the negativedirection of the
normal to the planeof the orbit. A
right hand coordinate systemdictates
that the x axisbe in the planeof the
satellitevelocity.
The main purposeof this geometric
layer is to determine whether an inter-
ference source is visible by the victim
or otherwise shadowed by earth. Fur-
ther processing is carried out to deter-
mine the level of interference if and
only if the victim is in the line of sight
of the interferer. Scattering reflection
and refraction effects are considered
secondary effects and are not included
in the program at this stage. Major
parameters to be input into this
geometric layer include:satellite al-
titude, inclination angle, orbit phasing,
orbit location or sub-satellite point (for
GSO), orbit eccentricity, apogee and
perigee, and others.
The computer program simulates or-
bits and constellations of different
GSO or LEO systems, calculates the
relative positions of each point (either
an interference source or victim) and
determines whether two points (i.e.
source and victim) are in line-of-sight
or are blocked by the earth at any time
of the simulation period.
ANTENNA LAYER
Once the line-of-sight between the in-
terferer and the victim is established,
the interaction between the source an-
tenna and the victim antenna has to be
modeled. Figure 2 illustrates the inter-
action among a single interference
source and multiple victims. At this
point, the local coordinate system of
the satellite or user is defined and the
pattern angle s 0 and _oare calculated
relative to these local coordinate sys-
tems. These angles are then used to
determine the antenna gain levels of
interferer toward the victim and the an-
tenna gain of victim toward the interfer-
ing source. The relative distance and
spatial loss between the source and vic-
tim is calculated by the geometric layer
processor of the program. Thus the
relative gain between the source and
victim along the line-of-sight direction
can be determined.
MOBILE USER UNITS
For simplicity, a uniform model of user
distribution is used in this program.
The earth is divided into cell regions
bounded by certain latitudes and lon-
gitudes. Several mobile user units are
then lumped at the center of each cell.
This includes users of various MSS sys-
tems. In the uniform distribution
model, it is assumed that users of dif-
ferent MSS systems are distributed
evenly and uniformly over the same
geographic area. This situation is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.
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By combiningthe traffic distribution
profile of aMSSsatellite systemand
the user distribution, interferencebe-
tweenusersandsatellites,andbetween
satellite and satellite canbesimulated
for a long period of time. To reducethe
complexityof the problem, user-to-
user interference is not currently con-
sidered.
PROGRAM OUTPUT
The program "measures"the total inter-
ferencePower Spectral Density (PSD)
at the terminal of the victim's antenna.
The scope of the spectram analyzer is
displayed graphically by the prgram. As
the program steps in time, the location
of the victim is also displayed graphical-
ly on a flat earth. The interference
power information and orbital
dynamics information are captured into
separate files for further analysis. This
information can be examined directly
from the program or from any text
editor.
To make the program output more
comprehensive, several data reduction
and statistical programs were
developed. The results of the statistical
analysis is also captured into a file that
can be accessed from the program. The
statistical and power spectral density in-
formation can be used to estimate the
aggregate Io and its impact on opera-
tion of various MSS systems.
Eb/(No + Io) for any scenarios and any
MSS system can be calculated to
evaluate the system operation and link
integrity and circuit capacity. Further-
more, the information provided by
GISP can be used to allocate expected
interference noise from different MSS
systems, and thus establish a criteria
for frequency sharing among various
MSS systems.
GISP has been developed through the combined
efforts of team members Ernie Aylaian, Chuck
Gant_ Steve Gileno, and Murray Steinberg. Their
contributions are gratefully acknowledged.
Figure 1. Illustration of various coordinate systems
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Figure 2. Interference among various satelfites
Figure 3. Illustration of user distribution cells
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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of handoff in a land
mobile satellite (LMS) system between adjacent satel-
lites in a low earth orbit (LEO) constellation. In par-
ticular, emphasis is placed on the application of soft
handoff in a Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple
Access (DS-CDMA) LMS system. Soft handoff is ex-
plained in terms of terrestrial macroscopic diversity,
in which signals transmitted via several independent
fading paths are combined to enhance the link quality.
This concept is then reconsidered in the context of a
LEO LMS system. A two-state Markov channel model
is used to simulate the effects of shadowing on the
communications path from the mobile to each satellite
during handoff. The results of the channel simulation
form a platform for discussion regarding soft handoff,
highlighting the potential merits of the scheme when
applied in a LEO LMS environment.
Introduction:
The market penetration of terrestrial mobile cellular
systems in Europe is ultimately linfited both economi-
cally and geographically. As a result, activities within
ETSI addressing UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications System), concerning the design of third
generation land mobile communications systems in Eu-
rope, are now looking at the possibility of a satellite-
based radio interface to complement the service areas
offered by terrestrial networking.
A preliminary study into the integration of LMS
and terrestrial communications systems at the Univer-
sity of Bristol has suggested that the focus of a future
LEO CDMA LMS system design will be towards that
of low bit rate services (up to 9.6Kbps) enhancing a
subset of the UMTS objectives [1] e.g. voice via hand
held portable milts.
By definition, providing continuous coverage over a
specified region requires frequent handover activations
between adjacent satellites in the LEO constellation
(_ 10-15 min. intervals) [2]. Sectorized satellite anten-
nas mapping cells (or sectors) onto the earths surface
are key components in improving the link budget (and
hence reducing mobile transnfit power) and also the
management of each satellite's EIRP. In contrast to
terrestrial cellular systems, the cells are fixed relative
to the satellite's orbit but they move rapidly across the
earths surface. As a result, handover activations need
to be performed at an even greater frequency (e.g. one
per minute for the Iridium system [3]) between con-
tiguous cells within a single satellite footprint.
Current research into third generation mobile ter-
restrial systems in Europe, more specifically the RACE
CODIT [4] and LINK CDMA [5] projects, are focusing
on interference limited multiple access techniques, such
as DS-CDMA (Direct Sequence- Code Division Multi-
ple Access). This spread spectrum technique transmits
the signal in a bandwidth in excess of the minimum
necessary to send the information. The band spread is
accomplished by means of a high bit rate code which
is independent of the transmitted data, and a synchro-
nized reception with the code at the receiver is used for
despreading and subsequent data recovery. DS-CDMA
can support a form of signal diversity at the mobile,
where signals from more than one transmitter can be
combined to support a system feature known as soft
handoff [6].
The requirement for a CDMA soft handoff protocol
to operate in a LEO LMS environment is clear: the
user must experience as little disruption as possible
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during a call handoff either from sector to sector within
a single satellite's footprint or from satellite to satellite.
LEO LMS System Description:
In order to study the problems of satellite handover, it
is instructive to define a simplified LMS network topol-
ogy. The results of any subsequent protocol sinmlation
can be used to form a platform for further investiga-
tion and help establish the basic limitations that the
handoff process places on the LMS system.
In Figure 1, a communication link between a Mo-
bile station and an earth gateway is considered. The
space segment in any communications network de-
mands a high capital investment, and in the case of
LEO LMS systems, satellites will need to be replaced
after several years of operation. It is therefore logical
to assume a very simple space hub design, which is lim-
ited to the function of frequency translation between
the uplink and downlink. At the mobile the designer
has to optimize transmit power, battery life and the
size of the hand portable unit. To this end a large
proportion of the network functions (e.g. routing and
protocol management) are concentrated at earth gate-
ways, which in principal will also provide the necessary
interface to contemporary terrestrial systems. In addi-
tion LMS system Gateways are separated by large geo-
graphical distances and this property implies that each
Gateway requires a degree of autonomy when consid-
ering the design of system operating protocols. Each
earth gateway is updated with essential network infor-
mation through store-and-forward techniques over the
space hub.
LMS Shadowed Channel Model:
A main cause of signal level variation in the LMS en-
vironment is shadowing, in which obstructions in the
radio communications path cause reduced local mean
signal levels in areas tens or hundreds of metres in ex-
tent. This phenomena is particularly important in a
LEO LMS system where the handover period between
adjacent satellites in the constellation can last for sev-
eral minutes.
Considering the slow signal variations due to shad-
owing, the LMS channel can be represented by a two-
state channel model formulated by [7]. Areas of high
received signal power correspond to line-of-sight oper-
ation and the channel state is described as good. Con-
versely, shadowed areas with low received signal powers
are represented by a bad channel state. The switching
SateJl'de2 Safe, l-de I
Figure 1: Handoff between two adjacent satellites.
process between the shadowed and unshadowed areas
in which the mobile is operating can be approximated
by a Markov model, see Figure 2. The durations of the
good and bad channel states, t9 and tb, are exponen-
tially distributed.
The associated means of the channel state dura-
tions depend on the vehicle speed vim/s] and are given
by,
tb- 1 _ D__2_b (1)
Pbg v
and
1 _ Dg (2)
Pgb v
where Db and Dg are simply the average dimen-
sions of the obstructed and unobstructed regions re-
spectively in metres. Pgb and Pbg are the state transi-
tion probabilities and have units of [1/s].
The timeshare of shadowing A is related to the
durations Db and D_. According to [7], it is defined as
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Figure 2: Two-state Markov model.
(3)
For the present study and to provide an example
for discussion, mean signal levels under LOS operation
are governed by a linear path loss model or link equa-
tion given by,
C EIRPT + [G]R Lp - 101ogk (4)No
_._c. The ratio of the signal power to noise power spec-N O *
tral density after being received and amplified
(dB-Hz).
EIRP: The effective isotropic radiated power of the
transmitter (dBW).
[_]n: Figure of merit of receiver (dB).
Zp: Free-space path loss (dB).
k: Boltzmann's constant expressed in decibels (-228.6
dBW-K-Hz).
Equation (4) can be applied either to the forward
(satellite to mobile) or reverse (mobile to satellite) di-
rection, as well the corresponding anchor links between
the satellite and earth gateway station.
Similarly, the short-term signal mean r0, when the
LOS path between the mobile and satellite is shad-
owed, can be approximated by a log-normal distribu-
tion.
10 1 (101ogro - #)2] (5)flog(ro) = V_'_rln 10 ro 'exp[" 2a 2
where cr2 is the variance and # is the mean (in dB)
of 10 log r0.
Macroscopic Diversity:
Macroscopic diversity in terrestrial systems exploits
signals received at several base stations from the same
mobile transmitter in order to limit the effects of signal
variations due to shadowing [8]. The signals received
at each base station are used by the system to select
the best communications link thus enhancing the qual-
ity of service perceived by the usex. This concept can
also be applied in the reverse direction with the mo-
bile combining signal paths and these could originate
from one or more base stations. For example, con-
sider the scenario depicted in Figure 1. Macroscopic
diversity therefore optimizes the overall performance
of a communications link with respect to quality (for
DS-CDMA systems this reduces the required signal to
noise ratio to support a required error rate) and signal
to co-channel interference ratio. This factor becomes
very significant in interference limited systems such as
CDMA.
The use of macroscopic diversity dates from
the 1920's, but more recently has been considered
for wireless terrestrial applications such as UMTS.
More specifically, interference-limited access tech-
niques, such as DS-CDMA can utilise both base sta-
tion macroscopic and mobile path diversity to provide
a system feature known as 'soft handoff'. This handoff
technique is by no means confined to the realms of ter-
restrial communications [9]. LEO LMS systems possess
similar characteristics to terrestrial mobile systems. In
order to provide continuous coverage over a particular
region, frequent handover activations between adjacent
satellites in the LEO constellation are required. In con-
trast to terrestrial cellular systems, the cells, defined
by each satellites antenna footprint, move through the
user. See Figure 3.
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In a soft handoff LMS environment, as the mobile
approaches the edge of one satellite's coverage region
and enters that of another, a link is established via a
second satellite between the mobile and communicat-
ing Gateway (routing the call to a local PSTN). The
call from the mobile is now being routed via two, or
possibly more, satellites. The receivers at either end of
the link can have two options available, depending on
their design complexity.
1. The receivers can identify the best signals from
the visible satellite and combine them. This pro-
cess continues until the mobile is firmly within the
antenna footprint of one particular satellite.
2. If combining is not an option, all the signal op-
t.ions can be continuously monitored simultane-
ously and after a period of evaluation the best
link can be selected.
Soft handoff offers an improvement over hard hand-
off in a LEO LMS system by being a 'make before
break' rather than a 'break before make' system. The
degradation experienced in terrestrial systems in the
latter case is exacerbated in LMS systems due to the
longer propagation time delays (_ 14ms round trip,
limiting the amount of handshaking between the mo-
bile and Earth Gateway) and longer processing de-
lays in acquiring signals with significant Doppler shift
(up to 40kHz). By careful design of the soft handoff
protocol and its signal thresholds, the 'Ping-Pong' ef-
fect (constant handing back and forth between satellite
channels) common in hard-handoff terrestrial systems,
can be avoided.
Model Results and Discussion:
To gain an insight into the effects of shadowing (luring
handoff a very simple scenario describing mobile han-
dover between two adjacent satellites, separated by 45 °
and at an orbital height of 1000kin, in the same plane
of a polar constellation was considered. The mobile
was placed at some midpoint on the earth's surface,
between the two orbiting satellites. This positioning
implies that both satellites are visible and that the mo-
bile is within the overlap region of the satellite 3dB an-
tenna footprints to validate the linear path loss model.
As an example, the set of parameters listed in Ta-
ble 1 were used to simulate the LMS channel model
outlined. The parameters for the two state Markov
model are derived from the empirical results given by
Figure 3: A LEO polar constellation.
[7] for a mobile to satellite elevation angle of 18 ° oper-
ating in a city environment. The linear path loss model
is a function of the distance between tile mobile and
satellite and the model parameters ensure a carrier-to-
noise density ratio, C/No, >42 dB-Hz when the mobile
is in a good channel state. This minimum requirement
is sufficient to provide a BER < 0.01 at 4.8kbps for
QPSK modulation [10].
Figure 4 shows a 50 second time frame during the
handoff period where satellite-2 is succeeding satellite-
1. The two signal paths from the mobile to each satel-
lite are shadowed, for example, by buildings. The mean
Line of Sight (LOS) component is approximately con-
stant but the additional effect of shadowing produces
a variation in the signal mean by several dB. The two
thresholds, T_START and T_DROP, have been arbi-
trarily chosen to indicate where handoff signaling in the
network would start to initiate or terminate a satellite-
path, as the mobile passes from one satellite footprint
to another. Several pote.ntial problem areas can be
identified in the use of such a window when the mobile
is operating in the simulated shadowing environment.
The period of handoff in this scenario lasts for sev-
eral minutes and could certainly span the duration
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of a subscriber call. The thresholds T_START and
T_DROP are frequently crossed and in a hard hand-
off system, whose protocol adheres to this set of pre-
defined signal thresholds, handoff would be initiated
repeatedly. The subsequent increase in the level of sig-
nalling within the network would reduce the satellite's
battery lifetime. In addition the signaling between
the mobile and gateway is limited by relatively long
time delays. Under such severe operating conditions a
threshold transition may exceed the timer limit of the
system which could lead to a premature call termina-
tion of the mobile concerned. Clearly this situation is
undesirable.
As mentioned previously, multiple access tech-
niques such as DS-CDMA are able to support a fea-
ture known as soft handoff. The reliability of the di-
versity combining technique used is dependent on the
amount of de-correlation between the fading statistics
of each individual diversity branch, in this case the sig-
nals received from the mobile at the gateway via the
two separate satellite paths. The slow fading (due to
shadowing) on each satellite path illustrated by Figure
4 has a cross correlation factor of 0.0429. The low cor-
relation factor implies that the probability that both
signal paths will be in a deep fade simultaneously is
also very low.
Several systems exist which capitalize on the un-
correlated fading statistics of several signal paths. Se-
lection diversity is probably the simplest system of all
where the signal with the best baseband signal-to-noise
ratio is connected to the output. With respect to the
simulated shadowing environment described, both sig-
nal paths would remain active during handoff. Al-
though this type of mobile receiver would provide an
improved RMS signal strength, multipath fading would
still occur. However, in order to overcome short term
fading effects a hybrid scheme using selection diversity
and an equal gain or maximal ratio combiner could be
used; the benefits of these techniques may be less sig-
nificant as multipath in a LMS system is very weak
when compared with mobile operation in a terrestrial
urban environment. The improvement in the overall
signal quality has been demonstrated for a terrestrial
system by [11].
In a soft handoff system the mobile is combining
signals from different satellite paths by implementing
the techniques discussed. As a result both the mobile
and satellite need to transmit less power to maintain
the same signal strength as for a single satellite path
during the handoff period. The reduction in transmit-
ted power from the satellites and users in handoff re-
duces the noise within the system, and so could poten-
tially increase the overall capacity for an interference
limited system such as DS-CDMA.
|
!|
Figure 4:
shadowing
Short-term mean signal variation due to
PARAMETER VALUE
EIRP/carrier 5.0 dBW
[_]n -13.0 dB-K
Db 32.0 m
8.0 mD_
U
A
40 Km/h
0.80
/t -11.8 dB
42 dB
Table 1: Channel model parameters
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Conclusions.
The simulation results presented have been used to il-
lustrate some of the considerations necessary in order
to assess handoff mechanisms in LEO LMS networks.
In particular reference has been made to the soft ban-
dover concept which can have considerable benefits in
interference limited systems such as DS-CDMA. Fur-
ther, in LEO satellite systems any technique of re-
ducing the satellite transponder transmit power will
prolong the on-board battery-life. With regard to the
design of the handoff protocol, careful consideration
needs to be given as to the size of the handoff region
and the timeout periods so as to prevent redundant
signaling within the network. These parameters ulti-
mately affect signal quality and network performance.
The future aims of the project are to devise a soft
handoff protocol and evaluate its performance in var-
ious handover scenarios under a diverse range of sig-
naling conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Two networking issues of communications
systems with medium earth orbit (MEO)
satellites, i.e. network architectures, and location
determination and registration methods for
handheld terminals, are investigated in this
paper. For network architecture, five candidate
architectures are considered and evaluated in
terms of signaling traffic. For location
determination and registration, two methods are
discussed and evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
With the potential demand for global
personal communications using handheld
terminals, satellite communications systems
using low earth orbit (LEO) and ME0 satellites,
namely, the LEO systems and the MEO systems,
have attracted much attention. These systems
provide advantageous features in terms of
propagation delay and loss. Mobility
management of handheld terminals in these
systems, however, becomes complex, since the
satellites are moving relative to fixed terminals
on the earth. Comparing these two
non-geostationary satellite systems, mobility
management associated with the MEO systems is
expected to be less complex than that associated
with the LES systems, since MEO satellites move
slower than LEO satellites, which is one of the
advantageous features of the MEO systems.
In this paper, the MEO systems are
considered, and network architectures, and
location determination and registration methods
Table 1. Constellation parameters.
Number of orbital planes
Number of satellites per plane
Number of satellites
Inclination angle
Orbital plane offset
Satellite offset in a plane
Altitude
Orbital period
3
4
12
50.7 deg.
120 deg.
90 deg.
10,355 km
6 hours
for handheld terminals are investigated.
SATELLITE CONSTELLATION
In this paper, a 'Rosette' constellation[l]
consisting of twelve MEO satellites, whose
parameters are tabulated in Table 1, is assumed.
The rosette constellation formed by satellites at
the altitude of 10,355 kilometers guarantees
single satellite visibility from anywhere on the
earth at an elevation angle of larger than 20
degrees. Figure 1 shows satellite coverages at a
minimum elevation angle of 20 degrees. To
ensure multiple satellite visibility, handheld
terminals are to be linked with a satellite at a
minimum elevation angle of 10 degrees. Satellites
are assumed to employ 61 spot beams for
communications with handheld terminals.
Satellites and land earth stations (LES's), feeder
links, are to be linked at a minimum elevation
angle of 10 degrees. Global beams are used for
these feeder links.
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Figure 1. Satellite coverages.
Table 2. Network architectures.
HLR VLR
Location / Number Location / Number
1 One Region / 1 - / None
2 Each Region / 5 Each Region / 5
2D Each Region / 5 - / None
(D-HLR)
3 Each LES / 25 Each LES / 25
3D Each LES / 25 - / None
(D-HLR)
NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
In this section, five candidate network
architectures, in which locations and functions of
location registers differ, are presented and
evaluated in terms of signaling traffic required for
an outgoing call from a handheld terminal, an
incoming call to a handheld terminal, and
location registration by a handheld terminal.
Candidate network architecture
Five candidate network architectures are
shown in Table 2. Both the number of Regions
and the number of LES's per Region are assumed
to be five for all architectures. The terms 'HLR'
and 'VLR', which stand for a home location
register and a visitor location register,
respectively, are used to represent different types
of database facilities or equipment in accordance
with each network architecture. An HLR
contains information about handheld terminals
that are initially registered to that HLR, and
manages these terminals when they are within
International Signaling Nelwork
n
Service Area of LES • : Signal Transfer Point ; STP
Figure 2. Network configuration.
VLR is assumed to be at the same location as an
HLR, and contains information about roaming
terminals from service areas associated with
other HLR's. A VLR manages information about
roaming terminals only when they are within the
service area associated with that VLR. When the
VLR is informed that a roaming terminal whose
information is stored in that VLR has moved
outside the service area, information about that
terminal is deleted.
In Type 1, only one HLR is employed in the
system, which manages information about all the
handheld terminals no matter where they are
located. In Types 2 and 2D, one HLR is located
in each Region, and in Types 3 and 3D, one HLR
at each LES. In Types 2 and 3, VLR's are also
employed in the system. In Types 2D and 3D, no
VLR's are employed and each HLR manages
information about all the terminals. To ensure
correct routing, when information about a
terminal is changed or updated in one HLR,
information about that terminal in the other
HLR's must be updated immediately. Since the
information about all HLR's in Types 2D and 3D
is duplicated, these HLR's are named
"duplicated-HLR's (D-HLR's)".
An example of a neiwork configuration is
shown in Fig. 2. It is assumed that LES's and
network control stations (NCS's) are connected
through an international signaling network. One
NCS is assumed to be located in each Region,
which is responsible for network coordination,
namely allocation of PN codes and / or
frequency slots and / or time slots. The dots in
Fig. 2 represent signal transfer points (STP's),
which are responsible for switching of signaling
messages.
the service area associated with that HLR. A
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,_HLR 3 VLR MEO Satellite
Originating 4 _ o,
STP _ STP_ LES 'u _andheld
_j,_ H_L 8 TerminalNCS LR
1 Location Inquiry/Notification of Location (LES or Region)
2 Initial AddressMessage
3 Location Inquiry/Notification of Location (LES)
4 Initial AddressMessage
5 Call Announcement / Response
6 Channel Assignment Request / Channel Assignment
7 Channal Assignment
8 Authentication Request / Random Number + Result
9 Random Number/Result
Figure 3. Procedure for an incoming call to a
handheld terminal.
Evaluation of network architectures
For the evaluation of candidate network
architectures, procedures for an outgoing call
from a handheld terminal, an incoming call to a
handheld terminal, and location registration by a
handheld terminal, are defined. The defined
procedure for the incoming call is shown in
Fig. 3, for reference. First, location of the called
terminal is requested from an HLR, and the HLR
notifies the location. The call is then connected
to the objective LES. In Type 2, when the
terminal is roaming in another Region, the call is
connected to the LES after the location of the
terminal is requested from and notified by the
VLR. Namely, the third and fourth steps in
Fig. 3 are to be considered only in Type 2. A call
announcement or paging message is then sent to
the terminal, and the terminal responds to it.
Next, a channel is assigned by an NCS, and an
authentication procedure follows. When an
authentication procedure succeeds, the call will
be connected.
Signaling traffic for an averaged one event is
calculated by the following method. An event
here refers to an outgoing call, an incoming call
and one location registration event.
First, signaling traffic, given by the product
of the number of signaling bits (unit : bit) and
the transmission distance (unit : kilometers), is
calculated for each step in each procedure. The
transmission distance at each step in each
procedure differs in accordance with the
I
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Figure 4. Twelve possible cases for an incom-
ing call.
locations of the handheld terminal, the call
originating point, and so on. To cover all the
cases taken into account, three, twelve and
fourteen cases are considered, respectively, for an
outgoing call, an incoming call and location
registration. Cases considered for an incoming
call are shown in Fig. 4, for reference. Black dots
represent locations of the STP's nearest to the
call originating subscribers, and white dots
locations of the called handheld terminals. An
inner dashed area represents the service area of
the HLR to which the terminal is initially
registered. An outer hatched area represents a
Region where that objective HLR is located. For
example, case number 3 represents an incoming
call from a subscriber located in the service area
of the HLR, where the called terminal is initially
registered, to the terminal roaming in a Region
not covered by the service area of that HLR.
Second, the average of the signaling traffic for
each event, namely for an outgoing call, an
incoming call and location registration, is
calculated by equally weighing all the cases
considered for each event. The signaling traffic
for an averaged one call is, then, calculated
assuming the ratio of the number of outgoing
calls to that of incoming calls is 60 % : 40 %.
Finally, the signaling traffic for an averaged one
event is derived assuming the ratios of the
number of calls and that of location registration
are 90% : 10%and 99%: 1%.
The number of signaling bits assumed is
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categorized into the following three types :
400 bits, for call request, acknowledgment
and location inquiry,
- 500 bits, for location information, and
- 900 bits, for information about a handheld
terminal.
Transmission distances are categorized into the
following three types :
- 2,000 kilometers, between an LES and the
nearest STP,
- 6,500 kilometers, for transmission within
the same Region,
13,000 kilometers, for transmission across
Regions, and
- NA for transmission by the satellite links.
Transmission by satellite links is not taken into
account in the evaluation, because the links and
the procedures associated with them are common
to all architectures.
The calculated signaling traffic is shown in
Fig. 5(a), for an outgoing call, an incoming call,
an averaged one call and for one location
registration event. It is understood from
Fig. 5(a) that signaling traffic for calls in the
network types 3 and 3D is least and that in
Types 2 and 2D, it is second least. With regard
to location registration, signaling traffic in Types
2D and 3D are greater than that in Types 2 and
3. Especially, in Type 3D where twenty-five
D-HLR's are employed in the system, signaling
traffic required for one location registration event
is estimated to be approximately 30 × 107 bit •
kilometer, which is approximately ten times as
much as that for Type 2D. This results from the
assumption that the D-HLR's should be updated
immediately when one of them is updated.
Figure 5(b) indicates that Type 3 is the most
appropriate architecture among all the
architectures considered.
LOCATION DETERMINATION AND
REGISTRATION
Two location determination and registration
methods, named an LES-ID code detection
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Figure 5. Signaling traffic.
method and a location prediction method, are
considered in this section. First, detailed
descriptions are given for each method. Then,
the number of spotbeams required for paging, or
call announcement, is evaluated.
LES-ID Code Detection Method
In the LES-ID code detection method, a
service area is predetermined for each LES,
which should be smaller than the area that LES
can cover in 100 % of time. Areas covered by an
LES in 100 % of time are shown in Fig. 6.
Degrees in Fig. 6 represent the latitude of LES's.
These areas are calculated by assuming that a
satellite and an LES are linked at a minimum
elevation angle of ten degrees, and that a
satellite and a handheld terminal are linked at a
minimum elevation angle of 20 degrees. In the
LES-ID code detection method, each LES
transmits its own ID code (LES-ID code) to the
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Figure 8. Number of spotbeams required for
call announcement in the LES-ID
code detection method.
spotbeams required for call announcement
becomes larger. The number of spotbeams
required for call announcement is calculated for
the areas shown in Fig. 6. Figure 8 shows the
calculated results. It is seen from Fig. 8 that the
mean number of spotbeams required for the call
announcement is a minimum for an LES at the
latitude of approximately 70 degrees.
Figure 7. LES-ID code detection method. Location Prediction Method
service area, as shown in Fig. 7, through
spotbeams which illuminate the service area. For
this purpose, the accurate orbit parameters of
each satellite as well as computing facilities are
required. A handheld terminal detects an
LES-ID code by scanning all the prescribed PN
codes or frequencies for receiving an LES-ID
code when logging-on, at specified intervals, and
when the signal quality is degraded under the
predetermined threshold. The terminal registers
the detected LES-ID code in an objective
location register (HLR or VLR) if it does not
coincide with the previously registered ID code.
The location of the terminal is registered by the
LES-ID code. For call announcement, spotbeams
illuminating the service area of the LES with the
registered ID code are identified using the orbit
parameters, and a message is transmitted
through these beams. As the LES service area
becomes wider, location registration will be made
less frequently, however, the number of
In the location prediction method, a
handheld terminal receives a spotbeam ID code
and time information, namely the time of
reception, and transmits that data to an LES at
a prescribed time interval. The LES routes this
information to the computing facility possibly
located at an NCS. The computer calculates the
area the spotbeam with the received ID code
illuminates at that time. For this purpose,
accurate orbit parameters of all the satellites are
required at the computing facility. Based on the
calculated area, the computer predicts the area
in which the handheld terminal is contained
taking account of errors in orbit parameters and
mobility of the terminal. Then, the computer
sends the predicted area information to the
objective location register, which is registered as
the location of that terminal. With this method,
the predicted area is not necessarily associated
with the service area of one LES, which would be
a disadvantage. Hence, two or more LES's are
required for transmitting a call announcement
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Figure 10. Number of spotbeams required for
call announcement in the location
prediction method.
message to a terminal. The number of spotbeams
required for call announcement is calculated, and
the results are shown in Fig. 10. It is assumed
that the predicted area is exactly the same as the
area illuminated by the spotbeam.
Discussion
Both methods for the location determination
and registration considered here require accurate
orbit information of all the satellites as well as
computing facilities. Since a satellite at an
altitude of 10,355 kilometers moves around the
earth with a period of six hours, calculation of
the position of all the satellites is not a heavy
load for a c°mp_uter::As far as the number of
spotbeams required for call announcement is
concerned, the location prediction method is
advantageous, however, call announcement
through two or more LES's is mandatory for
most of the cases. With regard to the number of
location registration events made, the LES-ID
code detection method is advantageous since the
area covered by an LES in 100 % of time is wide,
as shown in Fig. 6, and since the terminals
moving in this area are not required to update
their location information. To make the number
of spotbeams required for call announcement
with the LES-ID code detection method small,
sectorization of the LES into multiple narrow
service areas assigned different ID codes will be
effective.
CONCLUSION
Network architectures, and location
determination and registration methods for the
MEO system were investigated. It was found
that the network in which an HLR and a VLR
are located at each LES is the most appropriate
in terms of signaling traffic. With regard to the
location determination and registration method,
two methods, one is based on receiving an
LES-ID code and the other on predicting the
area in which the handheld terminal is contained,
were evaluated, and advantageous and
disadvantageous features of these two methods
were identified.
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ABSTRACT
Various design factors for Mobile
Satellite Systems, whose aim is to provide
worldwide voice and data comnlunications to
users with handheld ten-ninals, are examined.
Two Network segmenls arc identified - Ihc
Ground Segment (GS) and the Space Scgment
(SS) and are seen to bc hiohly_ dependenl on
each other. The overall architecture must
therefore be adapted to both of these
segments, rather than each being optimised
according to its own criteria. Terrestrial
networks are grouped and called the
Terrestrial Segment (TS). In the SS, of
fundamental importance is the constellalion
altitude. The effect of the altitude on decisions
such as constellation design choice and [)n
Network asDccts like call handover slalislics
are fundamental. Orbit resonance is introduced
and referred to throughoul. It is specifically
examined for its uselhl properlics relating t()
GS/SS connectivitics.
INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been great interest in
the provision of a mobile satellite
communications service to users with
handheld temfinals. Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellite
constellations are expected to play a key role
in such mobile satellite communication
syslems. These constellations are grouped
together here and called Dynamic Satellite
Constellations (DSCs) - due to their similar
Earth visibility and Networking properties.
Current DSC proposals are grouped,
approximately, around either 1,000 km or
10,000 kin. Earths inner radiation bands,
centered around altitudes of 0.4 (electron) and
0.7 (proton) earth radii (6,378 km at the
equator) are the main factors cited, however
valid, when the avoidance of intervening
altitudes is being .justified. The futuristic
scenario for world mobile communication
systems are hybrid systems with fully
integrated satellite and terrestrial segments[l].
More pragmatic integration scenarios are
envisaged for first generation satellite systems
- with intcroperability with certain Public
Land Mobile Networks (PLMNs), through the
use of dual-mode terminals, being the early
g()al belbre further system integration is
envisaged.
This paper outlines and links together
important factors which need consideration for
the design ()f these first generation DSC
Networks. These mainly include SS and GS
facloi's but some TS considerations are
mentioned. Within the SS the constellation
altitude is the fundamental driver. It directly
effects salellile numbers and sizes and
therefore launch factors. It affects the GS at a
Nelwc)rk level in areas such as ground station
distribulion and call handover frequency. At a
_Mr. Cullcn is cunently registered as a PhD sludcnl at the University of Surrey
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physicalevel it effectsfactorssuchas
dopplershiftsandlink budgetcalculations.
AspectsuchasFreeSpaceLoss(FSL)
variationsoverthecoveragearea,minimum
elevationangle,userterminalantennagain
andsatelliteantennagainareall relevantlink
variables[2].TheTS is importantfromboth
aninteroperabilitypointof viewandalso
froma GSconnectivitypointof view
DSC NETWORK SETUP
For this 1" generation DSC Network
Architecture (NA) fully transparent satellites
are assumed. Although there could be an
advantage from a Network connectivity point
of view, Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs) are not
envisaged. There are both technical (eg. risk
associated with new technologies in space)
and non-technical (eg. Fixed operators lear of
being by-passed) reasons why this approach is
favoured. The architecture is shown in Figure
1 and its elements are now described.
A Primary Earth Station (PES) interfaces
directly between the Space Segment (SS) and
the Ground Segment (GS) and also between
the GS and the TS. With transparent satellites
each satellite needs to have a controlling PES
(PES/c) in close contact with it. These are
located within the satellites coverage area.
Both PES types (controlling and ordinary) are
involved in Network control. They are
expected to be distributed around the Network
at varying levels of density. Other elements,
not shown but which are associated with a
PES, are its Home Location Register/space
(HLR/s) and its Visitor Location
Register/space (VLR/s). These help wilh user
Mobility Management (MM) and
interoperability with PLMNs. For the satellite
to PES link, the minimum elevation angle,
emin, can be lower than for the Satellite to
Universal Terminal (UT) link. This is due to
less variable propagation factors and results in
the satellites radius of coverage for PESs
being larger.
Constellation altitude directly affects the
GS architecture. Each satellite in the
constellation has one PES/c in its coverage
area which controls the use of the satellites
resources and coordinates all the UTs within
the satellites UT coverage area. For LEO
DSCs, high nunlbers of satellites are required
SS
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Figure 1
in order to provide even a low elevation angle
coverage. This results in the Network
requiring equivalently large numbers of
PES/cs. For MEO DSCs, with fewer satellites,
fewer PES/cs can be used. System e_,,, can
also be more easily increased in MEO DSCs
and this helps improve UT propagation
conditions.
Satellite diversity is a very useful DSC
Network properly which involves the UT
being in range of more than one satellite. The
UT therefore has a choice of satellites
available to it, through which the Network can
route a call, as current traffic loadings
detemfine. MEO DSCs, because of their
greater satellite coverage overlap, generally
offer the UT a higher level of satellite
diversity, especially in mid-latitudes. For polar
LEO constellations, satellite diversity is
generally very low (eg. the Iridium
constellation). The location of PES/cs could
be such as to take advantage of satenite
diversity, allowing lower numbers of PES/cs
than satellites and thus simplifying Network
control.
CONSTELLATION FACTORS
Having now introduced a baseline NA
this section examines Network and link
parameters which are affected by the choice
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of constellation altitude. Resonant orbit
altitudes, which result in very useful DSC
coverage properties, are specified and
explained. The Physical and Network
implications of these altitudes are then
reviewed.
Resonant Altitudes
The best known resonant orbit is the
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) at an
altitude of about 36,000 km and with the
satellite orbit plane having an inclination of 0
degrees. This means that the satellite remains
over the same point on the equator throughout
its lifetime. For other altitudes and
inclinations, the satellite is always in motion
relative to the earth and so a satellite ground
track results. By choosing specific altitudes
whose period relates to integer divisions of a
sidereal day (about 23h 56 rain)., the satellites
ground track can be made to repeat on a daily
basis. This is called orbit resonance.
Orbit resonance is described using a
ratio, commonly referred to as L:M with L
and M both coprime integers. The satellite
then orbits the earth L times every M days.
With M set to 1, the repetition period is
minimised to one day. Resonant orbits ahm,,
with some of their coverage parameters lbr
the DSC altitudes of interest, are given in
table 1.
Table 1: Resonant Orbits
Orbit altitude PrO _30 PlO P30
L:M (krn) (deg) (deg) (kr,n) (km)
15:1 554 15.0 7.2 1,820 1,003
14:1 880 20.1 10.5 2,518 1,511
13:1 1,248 24.6 13.6 3,225 2,071
12:1 1,666 28.7 16.6 3,925 2,652
11:1 2,146 32.5 19.6 4,648 3,302
9:1 3,367 39.9 25.5 6,378 4,848
8:1 4,163 43.4 28.4 7,350 5,790
7:1 5,144 47.0 31.4 8,565 6,942
6:1 6,391 50.5 34.4 9,993 8,339
5:1 8,041 54.2 37.5 11,8a6 10,147
4:1 10,354 58.0 40.7 14,439 12,583
3:1 13,892 62.0 44.2 t e.zz2 16.332
Resonant Orbit Properties
In a resonant orbit the satellite ground
track repeats itself after completing L orbits in
M sidereal days, having covered 360 degrees
geographical longitude. Resonant orbits
therefore have the significant advantage of
providing all regions of the globe with
coverage pattems which repeat daily[3]. The
most important advantages that this lends to
the DSC Network concern satellite
and frequency control. In any DSC
constellation satellite ground tracks are
continuously overlapping. As satellite
coverage zones overlap, the Network needs to
ensure that coverage zones which overlap do
not result in harmful interference on DSC
Network users. In resonant constellations this
can be done most effectively, since, once the
control procedure has been devised for one
day, the same procedure can, in principle, be
used lhroughout the constellation lifetime.
Apart tbm_ SS frequency coordination
the olher Network advantage provided by
resonant constellations is stabilised and fully
predictable visibility periods between satellites
and the GS - in panicular the earth stations
(but, for example, it is also relevant to remote,
data reporting, UTs). As a satellite passes
beyond the range of its current PES/c a new
PES/c must be allocated control of that
satellite. With resonant orbits this passing
over of satellite control can be easily defined,
allowing for simple GS coordination between
PES/cs. The PES/c must also know, for
Resource Management (RM) purposes, which
PESs are in visibility of the satellite which it
controls. This is very straight forward with
resonant orbits. Also. since in the initial DSC
design the positioning of a satellites ascending
node can be chosen, ground tracks can be
optimised to some degree. More significantly,
the Iocalions of PES/cs can be made in such a
way that allows them to be adapted most
effectively to the satellite constellation.
Link Implications
Based on the resonanl constellation altitudes
of interest, link dislance calculations were
perfiJnned. The results are also tabulated in
lable 1. Various maximum slant path distances
(r) are calculated according to the era= value
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used. Through this slant path distance,
constellations can be effectively compared in
terms of FSL. The significance is clarified
with an example - the 4:1 altitude at 10,354
km with e,,_ = 30 degrees has r = 12,583 kin.
It is 7 dB worse off in terms of FSL than the
14:1 altitude of 880 "kin with a worldwide 0m.,
of 10 degrees having r = 2,518 km. The size
of satellite antennae and therefore their gain is
related to the satellites final size and intended
coverage geometry. DSC satellite numbers
and launch implications are also very relevant
here.
Satellite Angular Velocity, w
The satellite angular velocity, w, is a
basic constellation parameter which depends
directly on the constellation altitude. For
circular orbits it is a constant. It affects the
following: the doppler shift between the UT
and the satellite and, also, the velocity of the
satellites Sub-Satellite Point (SSP). Table 2
shows the maximum doppler shift (ie. at the
highest frequency and at the minimum
elevation angle) in the two UT frequency
bands of relevance - UT Tx. 1610 - 1626.5
MHz and UT Rx. 2483.5 - 2500 MHz for the
resonant altitudes of table 1. The satellites
velocity and also its SSP velocity are also
given. These magnitudes are imix_rtant when
considering call control statistics such as
handover frequency - for both sat(ellite)-to-sat
and cell-to-cell handover types.
DSC NETWORK FACTORS
This section mainly concems the GS of
the DSC Network. UT and call related topics
are examined, with consideration mainly given
to the implications of the physical parameters
discussed in the previous section.
Coverage Zone Dimensions
The implications of satellite coverage
radius on UT specific aspects are now related
with satellite coverage aspects mentioned
previously. This basically concerns approaches
to user MM and to Network RM. Table !
shows the earth centered half angle of
coverage (b) for specified resonant altitudes
and Ommvalues. These figures are now related
Table 2:Satellite Motion Effects
L:M radsJs Rx kHz Tx. kHz
In_n -10
15:1 10.94 7.6 7.0 57.6 37.5
14:1 10.21 7.4 6.5 53.8 35.0
13:1 9.48 7.2 6.0 50.0 32.5
12:1 8.75 7.0 5.6 46.1 30.0
11:1 8.02 6.8 5. I 42.3 27.5
9:1 6.56 6.4 4.2 34.6 22.5
8:1 5.83 6.2 3.7 30.7 20.0
7:1 5.1 5.9 3,3 26.9 17.5
6:1 4.37 5.6 2.8 23.0 15.0
5:1 3.65 5.3 2.3 19.2 12.5
4:t 2.92 4.9 1.9 15.4 10.0
3:1 2.19 4.4 1.4 11.5 7.5
to satellite coverage radii and, through
different multibeam coverage geometries, to
sizes of coverage zones on the earth. For
ceil-to-cell handovers, satellite coverage zone
numbers are required.
Based on the seven cell coverage pattem,
the number of coverage zones, N,, is given
by: N, = 1 + 3(n +l)n, where n is the number
of layers surrounding the center cell. Three
different multibeam configurations are
considered: 19 beams (n = 2), 37 beams (n =
3) and 61 beams (n = 4). Using these figures
and satellite to UT coverage radii, impor/ant
infommtion on user Mobility Management
(MM) and Network handover statistics can be
obtained, which can then be used in studies
on examining and optimising the Networks
approach in these areas. In the following
sections these sizes are considered in terms of
Network MM and Network handover
statistics. Table 3 lists the satellite coverage
radius for different DSC altitudes and a given
emu, value. Coverage zone radii for some
different multibeam configuratons are given in
the other columns.
User MM
The most straightforward DSC Network
approach to user MM is through UT
beamlocation. A UT reports to the different
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Table 3: Coverage Options
Orbit _10 S0(km) Beam Diam- -eter
L:M (km) (km) (km)
(rads) (_lo'e) n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
15:1 0.262 3,346 669 478 372
14:1 0.35 4,468 894 638 496
13:1 0.429 5,468 1,093 781 607
12:1 0.5 6,381 1,276 912 709
11:1 0.568 7,243 1,449 1,035 805
9:1 0.696 8,874 1,775 1,268 986
8:1 0.758 9,669 1,934 1,381 1,074
7:1 0.82 10,457 ,.. 1,494 1,162
6:1 0.882 11,250 ... 1,607 1,250
5:1 0.945 t2.o58 ... 1,723 1,340
4:1 1.011 12,e96 ...... 1,433
3:1 1.081 13,789 ...... 1,532
0
S =dma x
Figure 2
PES/c of the satellites in its visibility. The
PES/c(s) concemed then associate the UT,
through the coverage zone it used, to a set of
Network-specific grid locations. Each of these
is individually forwarded to the UTs HLR/s
which then selects an appropriate set of grid
locations and associates the UT with this set.
Variations in the sizes of the satellite coverage
zones have a direct bearing on the grid sizes
which should be used and hence on the
ultimate level of accuracy the Network has
concerning the UTs location.
Call Handovers
Based on a satellites orbit period, its
coverage diameter and its multibeam
geometry, statistics on sat-to-sat and
cell-to-cell handover frequencies can be
estimated. A simple and accurate approach is
now outlined. T(d) is half the visibility period
between a satellite and a UT during a satellite
pass, with d being the closest approach of the
UT to the satellite ground track. T(0) [= T,,:,_]
is when the satellite passes directly above the
UT and T(dm=) [= 0] is when the satellite
passes by the UT at an elevation angle which
is just below the em_. of the constellation. The
set-up is shown in figure 2 and the problem is
to find T(d) for 0 < d < d_,.
From the geometry of Figure 2: T(d) = (Tin=2
- k2) '/2 . Now since T(0) = Tm_, and T(dm,_) =
0, k becomes: k = (d. T,,_, 2 / d_,_) in which
case T(d) becomes:
T(d) = [Tm__ (1 - (d/dm=_))],n.
Using this simple equation along with a
Poisson distribution of call durations, good
estimates of sat-to-sat handover statistics can
be obtained. Based on initial observations of
MEO orbits with reasonable satellite diversity,
it is likely that sat-to-sat call handovers can be
aw)ided system through proper consideration
at the call routing slage.
A simple extension of the above formula
can be used in order to estimate the
cell-to-cell handover statistics. The parameters
only need slight alterations, depending on the
multibeam coverage geometry. The same
distribution for mean call duration is used.
CONCLUSION
Many important factors which affect the
Networking aspects of DSCs have been
reviewed. Through the use of constellation
simulation software providing DSC specific
data like those detailed above, the basic
groundwork is laid from which more detailed
DSC Networking studies can be launched.
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These would mainly inw_lve the optimisation
of the systems approach to user Mobility
Management and Network Resource
Management. Based on these results,
important Network signalling parameters can
be studied allowing these channel capacities to
be estimated.
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Abstract (full paper will be provided at the Conference)
Digital cellular mobile "second generation" systems are now gradually being introduced
into service; one such example is GSM, which will provide a digital voice and data service
throughout Europe. Total coverage is not expected to be achieved until the mid '90s, which has
resulted in several proposals for the integration of GSM with a geostationary satellite service.
Unfortunately, because terrestrial and space systems have been designed to optimise their
performance for their particular environment, integration between a satellite and terrestrial system is
unlikely to develop further than the satellite providing a back-up service. This lack of system
compatibility is now being addressed by system designers of third generation systems. The next
generation of mobile systems, referred to as FPLMTS (future public land mobile
telecommunication systems) by CCIR and UMTS (universal mobile telecommunication system) in
European research programmes, are intended to provide inexpensive, hand held terminals that can
operate in either satellite, cellular or cordless environments. This poses several challenges for
system designers, not least in terms of the choice of multiple access technique and power
requirements.
Satellite mobile services have been dominated by the geostationary orbital type. Recently,
however, a number of low earth orbit configurations have been proposed, for example Iridium.
These systems are likely to be fully operational by the turn of the century, in time for the
implementation of FPLMTS. The developments in LEO mobile satellite service technology were
recognized at WARC-92 with the allocation of specific frequency bands for "big" LEOs, as well as
a frequency allocation for FPLMTS which included a specific satellite allocation. When
considering integrating a space service into the terrestrial network, LEOs certainly appear to have
their attractions: they can provide global coverage, the round trip delay is of the order of tens of
ms, and good visibility to the satellite is usually possible. This has resulted in their detailed
investigation in the European COST 227 programme and in the work programme of the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). This paper will consider the system implications
of integrating a LEO mobile service with a terrestrial service. Results will be presented from
simulation software to show how a particular orbital configuration affects the performance of the
system in terms of area coverage, and visibility to a terminal for various locations and minimum
elevation angle. Possible network topologies am then proposed for an integrated satellite/terrestrial
network.
This work was carded out as part of the activities of COST 227, the integration of satellite
and terrestrial mobile communications.
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ABSTRACT
The Regional Mobile Satellite (MSAT)
concept proposes a worldwide, interconnected
mobile satellite service (MSS) network in which
MSAT-type satellites provide the space segment
services to separate regions (i.e., one or a few
countries). Using this concept, mobile commu-
nications users across entire continents can now
be served by a handful of regionally controlled
satellites in geostationary earth orbit (GEO).
All requirements, including handheld telephone
capabilities, can be cost-effectively provided
using proven technologies. While other con-
cepts of regional or global mobile communica-
tions continue to be explored, the Hughes
Regional MSAT system demonstrates the near-
term viability of the GEO approach.
REGIONAL MSAT A NORTH
AMERICAN EXAMPLE
Since the advent of mobile communica-
tions, users have enjoyed steadily increasing
freedom from the constraints imposed by hard
wire. Unfortunately, mobile communication has
been limited by the height and range of radio
towers. But now, high-power regional mobile
satellites eliminate these restrictions.
North America, with its highly developed
cellular infrastructure, has become a natural first
candidate for a regional mobile satellite system.
When its MSAT system is launched in 1994, the
team of American Mobile Satellite Corp.
(AMSC) and Telesat Mobile, Inc. (TMI) will
show how entire continents can be served by the
high-power spot beams of GEO satellite systems.
This network architecture consists of two
MSAT satellites (Figure 1, Table 1), satellite
control facilities, various earth stations, and the
end users' mobile and fixed terminals. These
components are common to any Regional
MSAT system.
The North American system's coverage
spans the entire United States, Canada, Mexico,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the
Caribbean (Figure 2). A user anywhere within
this range can place a call from his or her
J
L-BAND RECEIVE
/ REFLECTOR
L-BAND TRANSMIT
REFLECTOR
\ ,
ANTENNA
HS 601 BUS
/ SOLAR ARRAY
Figure 1. Regional MSAT Satellite
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Table 1. Regional MSAT Space Segment
Summary
Spacecraft bus
Dry weight
EOL power
L-band antennas
Ku-band antenna
L-band frequencies
L-band AEIRP
L-band G/l-
Eclipse capability
Service life
HS 601
2500 Ib
2880 W
Two 6 x 5 m deployable
mesh reflectors
1 m shaped reflector
1530 to 1559 MHz,
1631.5 to 1660.5 MHz
56.6 dBW at 18 dB NPR
2.7 dB/K (CONUS)
85%
12 yrs
,
Figure 2. Approximate North American
Coverage Pattelan
mobile terminal. A dual-mode handset allows
users who are within range of a cellular system
to have their calls routed through the land-based
cellular network while calls from users outside
of their home cell site are automatically routed
through the satellite system.
Once the call enters the satellite system,
one of two Network Control Centers (NCCs)
determines where and how to route the call.
The NCC monitors the entire ground network
[1], choosing the appropriate private or public
gateway, assigning communications channels,
and routing the call to achieve the most cost-
effective communications link. The NCC can
optimize resources and maintain service quality
at the same time [2].
The system uses proven technology to
accommodate a wide variety of mobile termi-
nals. Its architecture, however, allows new tech-
nologies to be easily incorporated as they
become available. New services can be imple-
mented with no impact to the quality of the exist-
ing service. For example, advances in speech
compression technology, allowing reduced chan-
nel spacing, can be incorporated as they occur
with minimal impact.
This is how the technology is being put to
use in the North American mobile communica-
tions market. But the advantages of this system
can be applied in regional markets anywhere in
the world.
ADVANTAGES OF A GEOSTATIONARY
MSAT ARCHITECTURE
Mobile satellite communications is not
just a novel technology application; it is a busi-
ness opportunity with significant potential for
profit. The financial practicality of a Regional
MSAT system is one of its most attractive
attributes. Though a GEO satellite may cost
more per satdlite than a medium earth orbit
(MEO) or low earth orbit (LEO) satellite, only a =
single GEO satellite is required to provide com-
plete regional coverage. This translates into
system costs dramatically lower than other
architectural alternatives [3].
The Regional MSAT offers inherent flexi-
bility and modularity. Using high-power spot
beams, it can be tailored to meet the needs of any
specific region. This allows the GEO system to
be planned and implemented independently of
global developments. A Regional MSAT applied
in Asia, for example, will have entirely different
requirements than a system developed for South
America. Yet the two systems can use compati-
ble ground hardware and be interconnected using
existing facilities.
The payload design of the Regional MSAT
satellite also provides a high degree of flexibili-
ty. The design of the hybrid matrix amplifica-
tion system enables power to be dynamically
shared among the various beams. This allows
any variation in traffic patterns to be accommo-
dated through real-time allocation of total power
among the beams. This approach provides the
most efficient use of capacity based on user
geography and population density over the life
of the system. Additionally, the Regional
MSAT provides the ability to tailor coverage by
shaping the spot beams to serve only the areas
that have the greatest demand. No power is
wasted directing coverage beams over unpopu-
lated or unwanted areas.
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Thesystemalso efficiently uses the frequen-
cy spectrum. It employs frequency reuse between
nonadjacent beams with sufficient isolation. In
addition, with power-limited capacity expected to
be roughly 2,000 simultaneous 4.8 kbps voice
channels, the total bandwidth requirements allow
multiple GEO systems to coexist within the allo-
cated L-band MSS spectrum.
APPLICATIONS IN A REGIONAL MSAT
SYSTEM
A Regional MSAT system can meet a
myriad of service demands, from personal com-
munications to industry-specific applications to
infrastructure development (Figure 3). It aug-
ments existing cellular networks by providing
service when users roam outside of their cover-
age areas and expands them by serving uncov-
ered areas. Thus, the Regional MSAT is
inherently appealing to both the cellular roamer
and the unserved rural mobile user, two of the
largest segments of the satellite mobile commu-
nications market. The system meets these
users' need for personal, handheld communica-
tions in two distinct ways: the dual-mode hand-
set and the pocket phone.
The handset used in the MSAT system is
capable of automatically operating in two modes:
As a regular cellular phone linked to the region's
cellular infrastructure or as a direct link to the
satellite. This dual-mode handset increases ver-
satility and ease of user operations. When users
are within a cell site, the mobile earth terminal
(MET) directs the call to the cellular system.
When outside of a cell, the call is routed through
the L-band transceiver in the MET. This func-
tion is autonomous and transparent to the user.
One model of the dual-mode phone will
also have the capability of being a handheld
portable cellular phone (Figure 4). When inside
a cell site, the handset for this model can be
detached and used as a normal portable cellular
telephone.
Now imagine that a handset can be discon-
nected from the MET and operated when the
user is beyond the reach of a terrestrial cell site.
This is the Regional MSAT pocket phone con-
cept. With the pocket phone, satellite transmis-
sion and reception is conducted via a cordless
ALLL-BAND -'L iEA.TH TA ONI
I I
I IPUBLIC SWITCHEDTELEPHONE
NETWORK OR
I COMMUNICATIONS CELLULAR BACKBONE
I CONTROLLEi NETWORK
Figure 3. Regional MSAT System
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Figure 4. Multimode Phone
connection between the handset and the MET.
Users need only stay within range of their MET
"base station" to complete their links to the satel-
lite, a position they are most likely to be in if
they are beyond the reach of cellular communi-
cations. These capabilities give a Regional
MSAT system the ability to meet the variety of
truly private network can operate their own
gateway and ground station infrastructure
including a dedicated link to the satellite. Both
types of services are very attractive to private
sector organizations that have large numbers of
users, as well as government and public sector
organizations such as the police, public utilities,
personal communications needs seen in the mar- and agencies responsible for developing a coun-
ket today, and in the foreseeable future. .. try's natural resources.. .. :-_, ,_: :...., =, i!,_ :
Regional MS_ appfications reach well In areas where the traditionaI-Iand-based
beyond personal voice communications. One of
the largest applications in the North American
system is for the trucking industry. The MSAT
system allows each vehicle to be in constant con-
tact with a home base, customer, or destination.
This is especially useful for just-in-time deliver-
ies, in-route itinerary changes, and roadside emer-
gencies. Mobile terminals can be equipped with
Global Positioning Service (GPS) or RS-232
ports to allow voice, digital data, and positioning
services to be provided. Similar applications
exist for the airline and rail industries, where reli-
able logistical communications are essential
while in route and many passenger telecommuni-
cations services are being increasingly demanded.
The system's architecture also accommo-
dates private networks. Users can implement a
virtual private network if they need that level of
autonomy in their service. Users demanding a
......communications infrastructure is still in devel-
opment, a Regional MSAT system provides
excellent access into rural areas that even fixed
satellite services (FSS) cannot economically
serve. When the cost of building an infrastruc-
ture is prohibitive, FSS-provided thin route ser-
vices can be cost-effective, except when service
demands are extremely low? In this-case, MSS
provides a cost advantage over even FSS-deliv-
ered telephone service.
REGIONAL MOBILE SATELLITE SYS-
TEM ECONOMICS
To assess the business viability for a
regional MSS system, we must understand the
economics from the perspective of both pur-
chasing and providing service. In its initial
form, the MSAT system in North America will
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providemobile terminalsfor under$2,000each
andoffer voiceserviceratesthat are competi-
tive with existing cellular roaming charges.
Over time, as the subscriber base expands, these
costs are likely to decrease and become afford-
able to more customers, thus increasing demand
for mobile satellite capacity. The introduction
of Regional MSAT systems around the world
will expand the market for space segment, ter-
restrial network, and subscriber hardware,
which will translate into further cost reductions
to the ultimate consumers of the services.
For the service provider, the economics
revolve around the start-up capital expenses, the
revenues derived from subscribers, and to a
lesser extent, the annual operating expenses
required to run the business. From an organiza-
tional standpoint, the MSAT architecture allows
various degrees of vertical integration. For
example, independent service providers can
provide the interface between the space seg-
ment provider and the mobile users. The space
segment provider may be a wholesaler of satel-
lite capacity, or may directly serve end users,
large or small.
The following economic analysis takes the
perspective of a space segment provider who
provides retail services directly to mobile com-
municators.
Capital expenses of $400M are assumed,
which includes one high-power satellite, a
launch vehicle, launch insurance, and support-
ing ground infrastructure such as a telemetry
and command facility and mobile communica-
tions network control functions. These expens-
es are all incurred during a three-year
construction period before satellite launch.
The annual operational expenses are bro-
ken down into two categories. First is a variable
expense for marketing that is based on $300 for
each subscriber added to the system plus a fixed
percentage (10%) of revenues that is designated
for general promotion and marketing of the vari-
ous mobile services. The second category is a
fixed expense equal to 20% of the original capi-
tal expenses per year to account for other operat-
ing, general, and administrative expenses. These
assumptions are based on, but not identical to,
the cellular business model of reference [5].
Revenues are generated on an individual
subscriber basis over the twelve-year satellite life,
where the average subscriber is assumed to spend
$100 per month on mobile services, which could
include voice, data, or a combination. This
amount is assumed to include usage and monthly
access fees that may be charged.
The number of subscribers is assumed to
increase linearly to a maximum level of 400,000
users, based on the assumptions of 10,000 min-
utes per channel per month, a power-limited sys-
tem capacity of 2,000 simultaneous channels,
and average usage of 50 minutes per subscriber
per month. This maximum level of subscribers
is achieved in the fifth year of operations after
launch. The analysis also includes a 2% sub-
scriber churn rate per month, which is the
monthly turnover of subscribers who drop the
service. This impacts both revenues and mar-
keting expenses.
Finally, it is also assumed that the system
provider captures only 80% of the total rev-
enues. The remaining revenue, in addition to
the new subscriber marketing expenses
described above, is distributed among other
independent service providers for their role in
signing up new subscribers and administering
billing services.
The result, on a pre-tax basis, is an inter-
nal rate of return to the system provider of
approximately 20%. Assuming a capital cost of
15%, this scenario results in a net present value
(NPV) of roughly $135M. Financing is not
included, thus the returns may be understated
because potential leverage effects resulting
from debt financing are not accounted for.
Additionally, this scenario results in a payback
period on the capital investment in just over
5 years after launch. Note also that this analysis
assumes launch of only one spacecraft, which
eliminates opportunity fc,r growth after achiev-
ing system capacity, thus limiting financial
returns which could be experienced by accom-
modating more users.
The business risk of this system is low,
based on the population that can be covered
from a single GEO satellite. With a capacity of
400,000 users, this type of system need be
adopted only by a small percentage of the popu-
lation. For instance, in a region of one billion
people, a penetration rate of only 0.04% will fill
the system, whereas a region with 250 million
people will need to be adopted by 0.16% of the
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population.Thesefiguresseemmorethanplau-
sibleevenwhenthepredictedavailabilityof cel-
lular capacityis usedto limit theaddressable
marketsize.
Thiseconomicanalysisisnot intendedto
representheonly way to implementa regional
mobilesatellitebusiness,but to demonstrate
thataRegionalMSATsystemin geostationary
orbit offers thepotentialfor lucrativereturnsto
investors.In addition,therevenueof $100per
subscriberpermonthcanbe interpretedas$50
in accessfeesandanaverageof only $1.00per
minuteof usage,which issignificantlybelow
thoseratesexpectedwith alternativesystem
architectures.
CONCLUSIONS
The mobile communications market is one
of the fastest growing segments of the global
economy. Technology that exists today is fully
capable of supporting mobile communications
for entire geographic areas. Through a GEO
satellite system, MSAT developers can tailor an
open systems architecture to meet the unique
needs of a specific region's mobile communica-
tions users. In time, as new technologies
become economically viable, a Regional MSAT
system can evolve, eventually providing direct-
to-handheld global communications coverage.
With virtually unlimited applications available
today at a cost-effective rate, the Regional
MSAT provides a practical--and affordable--
choice for introducing mobile voice and data
services to regional mobile satellite service
markets around the world.
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ABSTRACT
Early in the 21st century, the demand for
personal communications using mobile, hand-
held and VSAT terminals will rapidly increase.
In a future system, many different types of ser-
vices should be provided with one-hop connec-
tion. The Communications Research Labora-
tory (CRL) has studied a future advanced mo-
bile satellite communications system using mil-
limeter-wave and Ka-band. In 1990, CRL
started the Communications and Broadcasting
Engineering Test Satellite (COMETS) project.
The satellite has been developed in conjunction
with NASDA and will be launched in 1997.
This paper describes the COMETS payload
configuration and the experimental system for
the advanced mobile communications mission.
INTRODUCTION
Early in the 21st century, the need for per-
sonal communications will rapidly increase in
fixed and mobile satellite services. In this envi-
ronment, a mobile satellite communication sys-
tem will become place, not only for use in air-
planes, ships and automobiles but also in hand-
held terminals and portable VSATs. Personal
services offered will include many different
types of transmission, from low-bit-rate data
such as information of message or voice to the
high-bit-rate data of still picture or band-com-
pressed video. In to offer wide variety of ser-
vices, it will be important to provide a function
of one-hop connection among mobiles and
VSAT terminals. It will also be necessary to de-
velop essential techniques and devices such as
beam interconnecting and hand-held terminals
to realize low-cost and user-friendly systems.
The 1990's will be an era of commercial mo-
bile satellite communications, following upon
the research and development phase in the
1980's such projects as the ETS-V in Japan,
PROSAT in Europe and MSAT-X in USA. In
some countries, research on future mobile sat-
ellite communications systems using millime-
ter-wave and Ka-band has already started. For
example, the ACTS program in the U.S.A. is a
well-known satellite program in this category
[11.
In Japan, the Communications and Broad-
casting Engineering Test Satellite (COMETS)
project was authorized by the government in
1990. A COMETS satellite is scheduled to be
launched by an H-II rocket at the beginning of
1997. Its mission is to provide a test bed in the
development of advanced technologies for the
future satellite communications and broadcast-
ing systems. One of the main purposes of
COMETS is to study the feasibility of advanced
mobile communications systems in millimeter-
wave and Ka-band. This study will be carried
out on the basis of the vast amount of research
experiences of Communications Research
Laboratory ICRL), such as the ETS-V and ETS-
VI satellite programs [2][3].
This paper describes the COMETS payload
configuration and the experimental system for
the advanced mobile communications mission.
MISSON OF AN ADVANCED MOBILE
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
COMETS Project
The COMETS is a joint project of CRL and
Japan's National Space Development Agency
{NASDA). COMETS has three mission pay-
loads. The first is an advanced mobile satellite
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communications system using millimeter-
wave and Ka-band, which is developed by
CRL. The purpose of this mission is to develop Laud,
basic technologies to realize advanced mobile _.h_.
satellite communications systems. The second orbitDosition
is a 21 GHz band advanced broadcasting sys- M_ss_on,_
tem developed by CRL and NASDA. The third s,._
is an inter-orbit communication system devel- d_ons_o_,
oped by NASDA using S-band and Ka-band. waiQ,t
Figure 1 shows a conceptual sketch of the
COMETS satellite and Table 1 shows its major eo,_r
Attitude
characteristics of COMETS. The COMETS is a =ab,=a_on
three-axis stabilized geostationary satellite and uothod
has three deployable antennas and about 32 m
Table 1 Outline of COMETS
Launch dat_ in Beginning of 1997
H-II rocket
121" E longitude
3 year_
Rectangular i_ralletepiped ( ap0rox. 2 x 3 x 3 m )
AI)PCox, 32 m lang_ along solar arrays
for Launch : 3.8 tons
for Initial geostationary position : approx. 2 tons
Approx. 5.4 kW or more at e_l of lisa
Three axes stabilization
( feed forward compensation when the antenna is driven )
from tip to tip along a solar arrays. Its mission _.._,_ %_ _o_
life is three years and the in-orbit weight is Y_-_-_ _ _ / .>_. } /
aboutwotons / / ___ __ _ _/_ _ //
__+I I 1 i/<'/i_,_.J/_-: -
I 7b  ..9-7 "
MM-wave arlcl Ka-band Mobile Com. _ --_"_"'_'07 - -_' "<='
_._",_..._ _ _'-_ ----__t 1_ '.- - -
Fo,K,,-I_ndB,o_,_,_ .,,a.. ray, re.,,,-- ,v..,..%%__ ""_: _.''_1 I" ..... _ ._---.. \ --q\--
..
Fig.2 Service Image of Advanced Mobile Satel
For Ka and S bands Intor-aatollite Com. lite Communications System.
3.5m
Fig.1 Conceptual Sketch of COMETS satellite.
Objectives of Advanced Mobile Satellite
Communications Mission
Figure 2 shows a service image of an ad-
vanced mobile satellite communications sys-
tem. This system has an on-board multibeam
antenna, the beams of which must be connected
each other. With this system, it will be possible
to offer many different types of services as
voice or message communications using hand-
held terminals, TV phone or facsimile services
using mobile terminals, and TV conference ser-
vices using VSATs.
One of the objectives of the advanced mo-
bile satellite communications mission is to de-
velop key technologies and devices for applica-
tion in the future systems. These technologies
and devices are the following:
{a} One-hop connection between handy, mobile
and VSAT terminals
(b}Very small millimeter-wave and Ka-band
antennas for handy and mobile terminals (e.g.
active phased array}, and antenna tracking
techniques
(c) A multi-beam interconnecting technique
(d)A link-control system for a regenerative
transponder
(e) New applications for mobile satellite com-
munications
The COMETS will develop the millimeter-
wave and Ka-band frequencies for advanced
mobile satellite communications. These fre-
quencies are suitable for future mobile satellite
communications because antennas of an earth
terminal can be made small enough for handy
terminals and they have sufficient bandwidth
to provide a large capacity for a great number
of terminals including personal users.
ADVANCED MOBILE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS MISSON PAYLOAD
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Outline
Table 2 shows an outline of the mission pay-
load of advanced mobile satellite communica-
tions mission of the COMETS. The antenna has
three beams; two adjacent Ka-band beams (To-
kyo and Nagoya beams} and a millimeter-wave
beam ( Tokyo beam}. As shown in Figure 3, the
payload consists of the multibeam antenna,
millimeter-wave and Ka-band transmitters and
receivers, an IF filter bank and regenerative
MODEMs which have a function of 2x2 matrix
beam interconnecting.
The frequencies used in the COMETS sys-
tem are 47/44 GHz bands for millimeter-wave
communications and 31/21 GHz bands for Ka-
band communications.
Table 2 Outline of Misson Payload
SpOt b4_11 ,_.lei_a _Ired w_ M M _ Ind Km-b_n,d
Anten¢18 ( chafed vd_ leedw link a_Mnne l_t in4er_rlbi! _caIon )
Two Ka -I_m'_ _ ( Td_'y_ _'_ Nm0<)ya bommm)
_am One MM_avl b_Im ( Td_/o b_rn )
Ka-b41n_ : 30_75-30_L5 GHz ( ul_nk )
Frequency 20.98-21.07 GHz ( downlnk )
43.75-43.78G_ ( downlnk )
K_I_I : 2 (k:_lW Jmd I_q _PA)
Ttrllnspondlor MM-wsve : ! (2¢_/1_¢I'A)
2 x 2 matrix beam icAwoonnKctln9 by IF II blr t_'_k
W'_ke I_nd fllt_ {6 MHz ) and r_e_rmvb4nd m_ ( 5CO kHz )
Operation
mode R4D,QOP_i I _'_it_lp :
8 OhSCII_C (upllnk) / TDM ( downlnk )
Multibeam Antenna
The 2-m-diameter antenna is used for both
millimeter-wave and Ka-band communication.
Figure 4 shows footprints of the COMETS's re-
ceiving antenna. The antenna has one spot
beam in the millimeter-wave, of which the
maximum gain is 55 dB. It has other two spot
beams in the Ka-band, which cover Tokyo and
Nagoya areas, respectively. Maximum gains of
the receiving antenna are 48.3 dBi for the Tokyo
beam and 45.4 dBi for the Nagoya beam. The
Ka-band two beams are located dose to each
other for purposes of an experiment on
interbeam interference. The 3 dB contour di-
ameter of each beam is about 300 km. The an-
tenna has an antenna pointing system which
tracks a beacon signal transmitted by an earth
station.
RF Section
The transponder consists of 20W and 10W
Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPAs) for Ka-
band communications, a 20W TWTA for milli-
FRW_
,. ,,. r-T.........
Fig.3 Block Diagram of a Transponder
CONTOUR G AIN:-2.-3,-6,-1OdB
.,_._ f "
CONTOUR GAIN:-2,-3,-6,-IOdB
#,
AZIMUTH ANGLE (DEG) AZIMUTH ANGLE (DEG)
IN MM-WAVE (47GHz) IN KS BAND (31GHz)
Fig. 4 Footprints of COMETS Receive Antenna.
meter-wave communications, and LNAs. An
HEMT-LNA with a very low noise figure of 2.5
dB has been developed for millimeter-wave
communications. The transponders for the two
Ka-band beams can be switched ff a malfunc-
tion occurs in either one. The frequency con-
verters have a common local oscillator which is
adopted to make it easy to compensate for fre-
quency drift in the satellite. A frequency of the
local oscillator is 14 MHz and its temperature
stability is 2 x 10-7.
IF Filter Bank
Signals from an uplink beam are divided by
the IF filter bank into three frequency sub-band,
and each sub-band interconnects between To-
kyo-Tokyo, Tokyo-Nagoya and Nagoya-
Nagoya. Each frequency band is preassigned
to each beam. With this simple and flexible
method, various types of signals can be trans-
mitted via a transparent transponder.
In using a transparent repeater, it is desir-
able to optimize a transponder gain and a fre-
quency bandwidth in order to increase satellite
transmitting power {EIRP) and reduce a noise
power. In order to carry out communications
experiments at various transmission speed,
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transpondersareequippedwith two kinds of
filters with bandwidths of 6 MHz and 500 kHz.
The transponder gain can be changed within a
30 dB range.
Though the satellite has three beams, only
two of them, i.e., the Tokyo beam in Ka-band,
and either the Ka-band Nagoya beam or the
millimeter-wave beam can be used at the same
time. Then 2x2 matrix beam interconnection is
achieved in the IF filter bank. Figure 5 shows
the IF frequency allocation bound for the Ka-
band Tokyo beam. The IF filters of each beam
consist of two wide-band 6 MHz filters, and
two narrow-band 500 kHz filters, and an 800
kHz filter for a regenerative MODEM. There-
fore, the frequency bandwidth of each tran-
sponder is 36 MHz, including a guard band.
All filters are SAW filters.
Regenerative Transponder
Table 3 shows an outline of a regenerative
transponder. Eight-channel SCPC signals are
received at one regenerative MODEM and a
single TDM signal is transmitted. The SCPC
signal transmission rate is 24 kbps or 4.8 kbps
with a BPSK modulation. Eight-channel SCPC
signals are demultiplexed by a digital
polyphase-FFT filter and demodulated dis-
cretely. Convolutional coding with a rate 1/2
and a Viterbi decoding are used as a forward
error correction (FEC}.
A link control system must have such func-
tions as channel set-up, and SCPC and TDM
channel assignment. This control is achieved in
the satellite by using one SCPC packet signal
channel and one TDM signal time slot. The sys-
tem has functions suitable for mobile satellite
Table 3 Outline of a Regenerative Transponder
Uplink SCPC
Downlink TDM
Numberofchannels 8ch/baam
6chforcontinuoussignals
2chforpacketsignals
( including1chforchannelassignment)
TransmissionRate • 24kb/sor4.8kb/s
Modulation BPSK
Demodulation Polyphase-FFTfilterbankand
DiscreteBPSKdemodulation
FEC Rate1/2convotutJonalcode
Viterbidecode
t
Ii II
311dl_
....................................
Fr_ Nllotl a"t/_l-wm_ Earn 1oTd_'_ B4mm
Nl_t_t BIt_i FIl_ '/_de BQndRltael
(KO0_b _1 16MH_ esm)
F¢r Regen_lt_'e _
(aO0 _LZ)
Fig.5 IF Frequency Allocation for Ka-band Tokyo
Beam.
communications. In order to increase link oc-
cupancy, a set-up demand from an earth termi-
nal is stored once in a satellite buffer memory
with a capacity of 20-channels and signals are
assigned to a vacant channel in order. In the
case of land mobile communication, a link is
held for a given period of time when the link is
temporarily disconnected by shadowing, or
the link is disconnected automatically after a
limited time when, for example, an automobile
goes through a tunnel. Such a link control algo-
rithm is under study based on the experiences
of the mobile satellite communication experi-
ments using the ETS-V satellite in 1.6/1.5 GHz.
ADVANCED MOBILE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS
Example of Link Budget
The earth stations shown in Table 4 are con-
sidered to be used in the experiment. The base
station will be located in the Kashima Space
Research Center of the CRL.
Table 5 shows an example of a link budget.
The earth terminal is located at a point where
the satellite antenna gain is the maximum. In
the case of an IF filter bank, a 24 kbps or 4.8
kbps signal can be transmitted between land
mobile earth stations with 20-cm or 10-cm-di-
ameter antennas in Ka-band. In the case of a
regenerative transponder, the required trans-
mitting power_of an e0rth tcL'minal _should be
enough to satisfy only the uplink C/No, be-
cause uplinks and downlinks are independent.
An earth terminal with a 10-c.m-diameter an-
tenna can transmit a 24 kb/s signal at 1 W in
Ka-band.
The satellite antenna gain is not so high,
however, it is sufficient for experiments to
verify key technologies. At the crossover point
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Table 4 Earth Stations for Experiments Table 5 Example of Link Budget
Antenna Transmitting Typical
Diameter Power Data Rate
Base Station 3"-5 m more then 20 W
VSAT about 30 cm about 4 W 300 kbpa
Mobile Terminal 10--20 om about 2 W 24 kbps
Handy Terminal 5_10 crn about 0.5 W 4.8 kbps
of two Ka-band beams, the satellite receiving
antenna gain lowers by about 8 dB compared to
the maximum. A communication experiment
on crossing beams can be conducted when a
lower transmission rate is used or the experi-
ment is conducted on a fine day free from rain
attenuation. Communications experiments
with a few tens of terminals at the same time is
possible under restrictions such as no rain at-
tenuation and low bit-rate communications.
Experimental Items
Items of advanced mobile satellite commu-
nications experiments using COMETS are:
(a} Various communications experiments in-
cluding personal communications
(b}Experiments on a link control and an
interbeam connection
(c} Propagation experiments considering shad-
owing and rain attenuation
(d) Evaluation of the satellite antenna and the
transponders
(e) Evaluation of the land mobile earth stations
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the payload configurations of
the COMETS satellite for advanced mobile sat-
ellite communication experiments and the ex-
perimental system are described. As a mission
of advanced mobile satellite communications,
advanced technologies are onboard the satellite
such as multibeam antennas, 20 W and 10 W
SSPAs in an Ka-band, a 20 W TWTA, an LNA
with an excellent noise figure of 2.5 dB in a mil-
limeter-wave, an IF filter bank, and a SCPC/
TDM regenerative MODEM. The characteris-
tics of all these on-board equipment should be
proved in space for the first time in the world.
The COMETS program is now in progress
and the transponders are being developed.
O_,ml_ mode
Fm:lUen_/
Transmission rata Id:v's
Tx. eauth station
Tx. power W
Tx. antar_= diameter orn
Tx. antenna gain dB
Pus loss dB
Rain n'mroin dB
S/C (receiving)
Rx. Imtenna gain dB
Rx. pov_r dBm
NO dBm,'Hz
Uplink C/No dB' Hz
,S/C (tran=min_O)
Tnmsponde¢ gain dB
Tx. power W
Tx_ entanrl gain dB
Pass loss dB
Rain rnsrgin dB
Rx. earth station
Rx. antenna gain dB
Rx. pov_r dB
No dOm/Hz
Downlink C/No dB' Hz
Required C/No dB- Hz
IF re_ter q_n.Trens.
Ka-bad Ke-bend MM-band Ka-baad
24 4.8 4.8 24/192
0.46 0.41 0.82 1.05
20.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
30.2 24.2 27.8 24.2
214.3 214.3 218.0 214.3
5.0 5.0 7.0 5.0
47.4 47.4 45.8 47.4
-115.1 -121.8 -122.2 -117.5
-169.7 -lm.7 -16_.7 -160.7
54.6 48.1 47.5 52.2
140.0 145.0 145.0
0.31 0.22 O.1g 4.20
45.0 45.0 47.g 45.0
211.4 211.4 217.8 211.4
2.5 2.5 4.0 2.5
28.4 22.3 28.7 22.3
-115,8 -123.2 -122.4 -110.4
-171_5 -171.5 -171.5 -171.5
55.9 48.3 48.1 62.1
52.2 45.2 45.2
Lonation of eauthstation : Center of Tolo/o beam
BPSK, Required Eb/No,.8.4 dO ( BER,10 -4)
Further studies on the satellite and earth termi-
nals are being carried out to establish basic
technologies in advanced mobile satellite com-
munications in millimeter-wave and Ka-band.
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ABSTRACT
For Mobile MSAT applications a number
of vehicular antennas have been developed
that meet the program requirements. They
are, however, costly to manufacture. Two
antenna candidates are described here that
provide adequate gain in the coverage zone
and are also lower cost. One is the mast
antenna that uses 3 or 4 element arrays of
aquadrifilar helices. It generates omni-
directional pattern in azimuth and its beam is
scanned in elevation. The second unit is a
planar spiral antenna and generates
directional beams by a summation of the
azimuthal modes. A variation of this
antenna uses conical spirals to fulfill the
same task. In both cases beam scanning is
achieved by means of electronic switches
rather than phase shifters, thus resulting in
simpler configurations.
INTRODUCTION
For mobile vehicular applications several
designs have already been implemented, that
can be classified in three categories of arrays
with electronic scanning, switched beam
arrays and antennas with mechanical beam
scan. For electronic scanning arrays a
number of different designs and concepts
have been proposed and evaluated, but, the
most accepted configuration is the 19-
element hexagonal array. An analysis of
such arrays with microstrip circular patch
elements showed the mutual coupling as the
main cause for reduction of the gain in
excess of element pattern role off [1]. For
low elevation angles around 15-30 degrees
in Canadian coverage zone, the mutual
coupling affects both input impedance of the
array elements and far field patterns and,
consequently, decreases the array gain.
Such studies also indicated that, attempts to
increase the scanned gain of the array, by
increasing the array size, is not successful
because of enhanced mutual coupling effects
with array size. The 19-element hexagonal
array provides reasonable gain levels of
around 10 dBic at low elevation angles and
is also small in size, not to increase the cost
excessively. This array configuration has
therefore been selected as the most suitable
candidate and implemented by a number of
research groups and both microstrip circular
patch and crossed-slots have been used for
the array elements. The performance of
these arrays are reported in literature [2-4].
For these arrays the main cost is in the beam
forming electronics, that also adds to the
antenna loss with subsequent reductions in
G/T of the array and its power efficiency.
To remedy these problems an attempt
was made to reduce the beam forming
network size by utilizing dual mode array
elements [5]. An array using stacked
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microstrip circular patch elements was
studied both analytically and experimentally.
It was shown that for low elevation angles a
seven-elementarray of stackedelements can
give gain levels similar to the conventional
19-elementarrays. The new array, however,
required only thirteen (13) phaseshifters, in
lieu of eighteen (18) for the conventional
arrays.
In the switched beam array category, an
interesting antenna is designed and
implemented using a simulated parabolic
reflector antenna. The reflector surface is
made by rings of monopoles that is fed by a
central monopole. The reflector surface, and
consequently the antenna beam, is rotated by
switching monopoles preferentially open or
short by a diode at their base [6]. The
design is simple and does not require phase
shifters for its beam scan, i.e. has lower cost
and better G/T and power efficiency.
However, it is linearly polarized and also
not low profile, and adding a polarizer
raydome further increases its height.
Because of the cost and losses associated
with the beam forming network of the above
arrays, mechanical scanning shows a
number of attractive features, and has also
been considered by a number of
investigators. The most interesting design
uses an array of Yagi elements made of four
square microstrip patches [7]. It provides a
narrow beam in azimuth that is rotated
mechanically. In the elevation the beam is
broad and does not require a scan. While
mechanically scanned antennas offer a
possible advantage in improved G/T, they
naturally suffer from reliability, especially in
colder regions. Electronic scanning is still
the most desirable approach to consider.
Here, two new designs are introduced
that have potential for low cost
implementation. They provide medium
gains for small size and can be used for high
gain applications as well. Their advantage,
however, is for medium gain antennas,
where they can be fabricated at low cost.
They are based on a vertical array of helices
and an array of spirals, planar or conical.
Their operation principle and performance
are presented briefly
Mast Antenna
The geometry of the antenna is shown in
Fig. 1, and consists of a 3 or 4-element
helical array. Each array element is a
miniature quadrifilar helix of diameter of
about 1.5 cm, and a length of one
wavelength. It resembles a whip antenna
that is commonly used in vehicles, and
expected to have good user acceptance.
Their radiation pattern is therefore
omnidirectional and a beam scanning in the
azimuthal direction is not necessary.
However, to provide a minimum gain of 8
dBic, the array beam in the vertical direction
reduces to around 15 degrees and the gain
coverage is achieved by scanning in the
vertical plane. A simulated gain pattern of
one such array is shown in Fig. 2 and
provides computed gains in excess of 9.5
dBic. The measured gain of the array
element has shown that the phase error and
mismatch losses reduce the gain by as much
as 1 dB, within the range of the required
transmit and receive bands. The expected
achievable gain with a four element array is
therefore around 8 dBic. This array is
currently under development, and a
measured pal_tern of the element is shown in
Fig. 3. It yields a gain of 3.33 dBic and has
a beam peak at 35 ° elevation (0=55°), ideal
for beam scanning in the required range.
Planar Array
The concept of beam generation and scan
using the azimuthal modes was described in
earlier papers [8-9], where stacked
microstrip disk antennas were used to
generate the far fields of higher order TMnl
modes. It was shown that, selecting N-
azimuthal modes, for n=l, 2, 3...N, can
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generate a pencil beam which tilts
progressively towards the plane of the array,
by increasing N, the total number of
azimuthal modes. Furthermore, it was
shown that with circularly polarized
elements the beam can be scanned readily by
introducing a phase shift 8 between the
adjacent modes, determined by the
relationship 8n = nS1, where 81, is the phase
shift of the first azimuthal mode and 8n that
of the nth mode. With such an array the
number of phase shifters is limited to N-l,
and the phase shift increments increase
linearly with the mode order, thus resulting
in progressively simpler phase shifters. The
method therefore provides an array with a
high scan gain at lower elevation angles
simply by using higher order azimuthal
modes which reduces the number of
required phase shifters to a relatively small
number, simplifies the phase shifter
implementation and array configuration by
limiting the higher order digital phase shifter
to a small number.
With the above approach using phase
shifters, even small number of them,
between the higher order azimuthal modes
still introduces phase shifter loss to the array
and limits its performance. The cost
associated with the phase shifter also
increases the array cost. The same also
applies to the Butler matrix feeds that
introduce losses of similar order as the phase
shifters to the array and limits its
performance. An alternative approach was
also proposed [9] that eliminates the phase
shifter requirement, or the Butler matrices,
and the array beam is scanned by a beam
switching. The array loss is therefore
limited only to the insertion loss of the
switch, which is normally smaller than the
loss of a phase shifter or the Butler matrix.
Also, and for the same reason, the array cost
is reduced. Here, the concept of beam
forming is presented and samples of
measured patterns are provided.
B_ic Relationships
Assume an array consists of N antennas
each radiating one of the azimuthal modes.
Such an array can be implemented by N
microstrip patches supporting TMnl modes.
Alternatively, they can be annual slots, wire
loops, circular horns or any antenna with
azimuthal symmetry. Here, a design using
planar spirals is provided. The components
of the far field radiation is therefore the
summation of the far fields due to these
modes and for circularly polarized antennas
can be shown to be
N
e_ = _ fn{0)e in¢
n=l (1)
N
= E g.(e) ein_
n=l (2)
where fn and gn are the 0-dependent parts of
the field which are of the form
f_O)=Y-_ _ jn[jn+,(ka.sinO)-Jn.{kaBsinO)] (3)
g_O)=jV_'a--_-_n e_ jn[jn+l(kansinO)+ Jn_l(kansinO)] (4)
2 r
In these equations an is the antenna
aperture radius for radiating the n th mode
and Vn is the excitation coefficient, and may
be used to shape the array radiation pattern.
Also, it is assumed that the excitations of
different azimuthal modes are on the same
azimuthal plane, such as the qb=0 plane. The
factor jn in eqs (3) and (4), therefore
indicates that the array beam will be directed
along the _=90 ° direction. Since the
radiation fields are simple Fourier series, it
can be shown that the beamwidth of the
radiation patterns are given by BW-__27r/N
and the array gain is approximately equal to
20 logl0 (3.3 N), which provides gains in
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the range of 8, 10, 11, 12, and 13 dBic for
N=2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 azimuthal modes. Since
azimuthal modes radiate progressively at
lower elevation angles, by increasing the
number of modes the array beam gradually
moves towards the array plane, i.e. the lower
elevation angles. Thus, in using such a
concept to design an array for vehicular
applications, an appropriate number of
modes are needed to form the beam in the
azimuth, to increase the array gain to the
desired range. The beam scanning in the
azimuth provides the full coverage.
Design Examples
The concept of arrays using azimuthal
modes was initially studied using stacked
microstrip patch antennas, each radiating
different modes. An alternative design is
selected using multi-ann spiral antennas. It
is a circularly polarized antenna and
provides good performance over a wide
frequency baiad. With this configuration the
required azimuthal modes, i.e. n=l, 2 .... N,
are generated by the array symmetry, and
not by different array elements. It is, thus, a
suitable configuration for low cost
fabrication. For this class of antennas the
mode excitation and far field radiations have
been studied for a large number of samples
including different spiral arms, feed
networks, and effects of a ground plane size.
Here, the results for three examples are
presented.
Fig. 4 shows the geometry for a four ann
spiral, that was used in the study. A phasing
network in the central region was used to
excite the required azimuthal modes.
Extensive numerical simulations and
experimental verifications were carded out
on spirals with 4 to 10 arms to evaluate the
beam forming and achievable gains. Good
agreements were found which indicated
proper mode excitations and low loss
radiation. For a 4-arm spiral two measured
patterns are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b,
respectively in the azimuth and elevation
planes. The measured gain over a 3 ft
ground plane was about 11.0 dBic.
For a larger 6-arm spiral the
corresponding measured far field patterns
are shown in Figs 6a and 6b. The
beamwidth in the azimuth plane is 8m_!e_ at
about 60 °, instead of 90 ° for the 4-arm
spiral, and consequently its gain is larger.
The measured gain was about 13 dBic and
its _ was found to be at 0=55 °, i.e. 35 °
elevation angle. _ _
For some applications the antenna
ground plane size introduces a physical
limitation for its use, in which case an
alternative design is desirable. Here, the
multi-arm conical spiral is used. The cone
angle is selected appropriately to shape the
far field pattern. Fig. 7a and 7b show
sample results for a six-arm conical spiral
with a half cone angle of 30 °. The measure
gain for this antenna, after correcting for the
input mismatch was around 12.5 dBic.
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FIGURES
60 cm
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Fig. 1 Configuration of a 3-element
helical array.
Fig. 2 Computed far field pattern of array
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 Measured pattern of quadrifilar
helix element, gain = 3.3 dBic.
Fig. 4 Configuration of a 4-arm spiral
antenna.
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Fig. 5 Measured far field patterns of 4-ann spiral.
(a) elevation plane, gain = 13.4 dBic
Fig. 6
(b) azimuthal plane, gain = 13 dBic
Measured far field patterns of 6-arm spiral antenna.
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(a) elevation plane, gain = 11 dBic
Fig. 7
(b) azimuthal plane, gain = 10.5 dBic
Measured far field patterns of 6-arm conical spiral antenna.
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Recently a new K- and Ka-band mobile
ABSTRACT vehicle antenna system has been developed by
JPL for use with NASA's Advanced
This paper describes the development of the Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS).
K- and Ka-band mobile-vehicular satellite- The Space Shuttle will launch ACTS into its
tracking reflector antenna system for NASA's
ACTS Mobile Terminal (AMT) project. ACTS
is NASA's Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite. The AMT project will
make the first experimental use of ACTS soon
after the satellite is operational, to demonstrate
mobile communications via the satellite from a
van on the road. The AMT antenna system
consists of a mechanically steered small reflector
antenna, using a shared aperture for both
frequency bands and fitting under a radome of
23 cm diameter and 10 cm height, and a
microprocessor-controlled antenna controller
that tracks the satellite as the vehicle moves
about. The RF and mechanical characteristics of
the antenna and the antenna tracking control
system are discussed. Measurements of the
antenna performance are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has
developed several mobile vehicular antenna
systems for satellite applications [1-10]. JPL has
installed these antenna systems in vehicles
equipped as mobile communications laboratories
[11-12] and field-tested the equipment. The
results of the field trials have been documented
in the literature [13-18].
geostationary orbit in 1993 at 100 deg West
longitude, above the mid-Westem US. The new
mobile vehicle antenna development is the AMT
reflector antenna system, which will be used to
demonstrate direct-dial voice, video and data
communications via ACTS from a mobile vehicle
while traveling in the Southern California area
[19]. The reflector antenna system installs on
the roof of the AMT vehicle.
ANTENNA ASSEMBLY
Figure 1 is a picture of the AMT reflector
antenna shown with a transparent mock radome;
the actual radome has the same hemi-ellipsoidal
shape but is opaque. The external dimensions of
the radome are 23 cm diameter and 10 cm peak
height. The radome is a 4 mm thick "A-
sandwich" and imposes insertion losses of 0.2
dB at 20 GHz (K band) and 0.4 dB at 30 GHz
(Ka band). A Vellox hydrophobic coating that is
nearly electromagnetically transparent keeps
water from wetting the radome surface and
allows the AMT to maintain communications in
light rain. Figure 2 is an exploded view of the
antenna assembly. All of the antenna
components mount directly to the motor, which
makes the assembly simple, compact and rugged.
The motor is a 1.3 crn tall direct-drive two-phase
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steppermotor. Thereflectorandfeedhorn
mountonadisk thatattachesdirectly to the
motor(direct-drive)to accomplishazimuthal
steering.Belowthediskanopticalencoder
verifiesthatthemotorsteerstheantennato the
properangle. Figure3 is anRF blockdiagram
of theantenna.
Theantennaincorporatesanoffsetreflector
configurationto avoidfeedhornblockage.The
reflectoris constrainedto fit with thefeedhorn
undertheradomeandis relativelysmall,only
aboutfour by tenwavelengthsatthe20GHz
band.Thebasicallyelliptical reflectorshape
maximizesgainwhileprovidingarelativelywide
elevationbeamwidthto relaxtheneedfor
satelliteelevationtracking. Theshapeof the
reflectoris theintersectionof aparaboloidand
anellipticalcylinder,with thecylinderoriented
sotheprojectionof thereflectorsurfaceis nearly
asimpleeiHpseasviewedfrom boththefeed
hornandthesatellitedirections;thisorientation
is importantto ensuregoodilluminationof the
reflectorby thefeedhornandareasonably
symmetricalantennaelevationpattern-- it also
contourstheshapeof thereflectorto fit well
undertheradome.Thereflectormountsto a
manuallyadjustablefixture thatsetsthenominal
elevationangleof theantennabeamto
potentiallyallow operationwithACTSin any
regionof theContinentalUnitedStates(30-60
degelevation).
All of theantennaRFcomponentsexcept
thereflectorandrotaryjoint areintegratedinto a
single,rigid, electroformedassemblytoreduce
RFlossesandincreasemechanicalintegrity.
Figure4 showsthefeedhornassembly,
consistingof thefeedhorn,orthomode
transducerandupperdiplexer(thecomponents
abovetherotaryjoint in figure 3). Thefeed
hornassemblyis awaveguidesystemthat
distributesboththe20and30GHzsignalsfrom
therotaryjoint to thefeedhorn. Theonefeed
hornis usedfor bothfrequencybands,with
verticalpolarizationfor the20GHzdownlink
andhorizontalpolarizationfor the30GHz
uplink -- ACTS requiresthesepolarizations.
Immediatelybehindthefeedhornis the
orthomodetransducer.The orthomode
transducercombinesthetwo frequencybands
from twodifferentportsandchannelsthemto
thefeedhornafterorientingthemwith the
properpolarizations.Theupperdiplexer
spatiallyseparatesthetwo frequencybandsand
distributesthemto therespectiveportsof the
orthomodetransducer.Thediplexermakesup
mostof the lowerportionof theassembly.The
RFlossesthroughthefeedhorn assemblyare
about0.3dB at 20GHz and0.5dB at 30GHz.
Therotaryjoint distributestheRF signalsto
theantennacomponentsturnedby themotorand
providesthesoleRF connectionon the
undersideof theantenna.It is a single-channel
coaxialunit,andassuchis arelativelysmallunit
thatimposesa minimumof frictional torque.
Therotaryjoint is only 1.3cm indiameterand
installsin theverycenterof themotorassembly.
Thechoiceof suchasmallrotaryjoint isa major
factorin achievingtheoverallreductionin size
of theantenna.TheRF lossthroughtherotary
joint is about0.5dB at bothfrequencybands.
SATELLITE TRACKING
Trackingthesatelliterequiresonly
azimuthalsteering(one-dimensional)sincethe
antennaelevationbeamwidthis wideenoughto
accommodatetypicalvehiclepitchandroll
variationswithin anysingleregionof operation.
Thesatellitetrackingsystemis aMotorola
68030microprocessor-basedhybrid
feedback/feed-f0rwardsystem;it steersthe
antennain azimuthanglebycontrollingthe
motorin responseto pointinginformation
obtainedfrom aninertial vehicleyawratesensor
(feed-forward)anda mechanicaldithering
pointingerrorsignal(feedback)simultaneously.
Thermstrackingerroris only asmallfractionof
adegree.It is ableto completeafull azimuth
scanandacquirethesignalin about7 sec.
Thetechniqueusedto measureantenna
azimuthpointingerrorfor trackingfeedbackis
mechanicaldithering.Mechanicaldithering
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involvesrockingtheantennaleft andright
sinusoidally(in azimuthangle)1degin each
directionat a2 Hz rateto determineif the
antennais pointedin thedirection of strongest
signal. The satellite sends a special beacon for
this purpose; the AMT system RF transceiver
detects the beacon through the antenna and
provides the detected signal to the antenna
controller computer. By correlating the received
signal level reported by the transceiver with the
commanded dithering of the antenna angle, the
antenna controller computer determines the sign
and magnitude of any pointing error. Figure 5
shows the measured mechanical dithering
pointing error detection function.
ANTENNA RF PERFORMANCE
Figures 6-9 present the elevation and
azimuth co- and x-pol 20 and 30 GHz far-field
patterns of the antenna. The patterns show the
elevation coverage centered at 46 deg for
operation through ACTS in southem California.
Requirements for the antenna performance are
made over a 12 deg range of elevation angle,
centered at 46 deg -- this range accommodates
+/- 6 deg typical vehicle pitch and roll variations
while travelling paved roads.
Over the required elevation angle range the
minimum gain at 20 GHz is 19 dBi with a
maximum of 22.5 dBi, and at 30 GHz the
minimum gain is 19 dBi with a maximum of 23.5
dBi. The elevation backlobes and azimuth
sidelobes are more than 20 dB down from the
main lobe. Peak x-pol is no greater than -15 dB.
These measurements are referred to the TWTA
and LNA ports of the lower diplexer,
diagrammed in figure 3.
Over the required elevation angle range the
receive sensitivity ratio (antenna gain over
system noise temperature, or G/T) is a minimum
of -6 dB/K, with a peak of -2.5 dB/K. The
system noise temperature is 320 K, of which 260
K is due to the LNA and all other receiver
components below it (not shown in figure 3).
The remaining 60 K is due to the antenna
(everything above the LNA in figure 3),
including cosmic and sky noise as well as
thermal noise introduced by the dissipative losses
of the antenna components (about 1 dB in all).
When the antenna is pointed directly at the sun,
the receive system noise temperature increases
by only 0.1 dB (5 K).
The antenna handles up to 10 W transmit
power applied at the lower diplexer by the
TWTA. With the maximum of 10 W transmit
power the maximum EIRP ranges from 30-33.5
dBW, depending on elevation angle.
Transmit-induced receiver noise (receiver
desensitization) is not a problem with this
antenna. There is no measurable degradation of
receive sensitivity (+/- 0.05 dB) resulting from
simultaneous transmission up to the maximum
power level, 10 W.
CONCLUSION
JPL has successfully developed a mobile
vehicle antenna system for NASA's K/Ka-band
ACTS Mobile Terminal program, and initial tests
show that the antenna and its satellite tracking
system perform very well. It is small in size and
rugged for operation in the mobile environment.
It will be used for the first experimental use of
the ACTS satellite soon after the satellite's
launch. The AMT will demonstrate voice, video
and data communication through the ACTS
satellite from a mobile vehicle traveling roads in
the southern California area.
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ABSTRACT
An active K/Ka-band antenna array is
currently under development for NASA's
ACTS Mobile Terminal (AMT). The AMT
task will demonstrate voice, data, and vid-
eo communications to and from the AMT
vehicle in Los Angeles, California, and a
base station in Cleveland, Ohio, via the
ACTS satellite at 30 and 20 GHz. Satellite
tracking for the land-mobile vehicular an-
tenna system involves "mechanical dither-
ing" of the antenna, where the antenna ra-
diates a fixed beam 46 ° above the horizon.
The antenna is to transmit horizontal po-
larization and receive vertical polarization
at 29.6344-0.15 GHz and 19.914:l:0.15 GHz,
respectively. The active array will pro-
vide a minimum of 22 dBW EIRP trans-
mit power density and a -8 dB/K ° receive
sensitivity.
INTRODUCTION
The AMT active antenna array [1-3],
shown in Figure 1, is a multilayered as-
sembly in which a receive array of radiat-
ing slots and transmit array of microstrip
dipoles are interleaved such that they share
the same aperture to provide a compact,
dual-band antenna. The slots are electro-
tThe research described in this paper was
carried out by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, un-
der contract with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
magnetically coupled to shielded microstrip
lines connected to Monolithic Microwave
Integrated Circuit (MMIC) low-noise am-
plifiers (LNAs) on the back side of the pri-
mary ground plane containing the slots.
The dipoles reside on a dielectric sheet
placed on top of the front side of the slot-
ted ground plane, are interleaved between
the slots, and are electromagnetically cou-
pled to microstrip lines connected to MMIC
high-power amplifiers (HPAs) on the front
side of the primary ground plane. Inher-
ently good isolation is expected since the
receive and transmit circuitry are on op-
posite sides of the primary antenna ground
plane.
TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE ARRAY
Printed dipole elements and their com-
plement, linear slots, are elementary ra-
diators that have found use in low-pofile
antenna arrays. Low-profile antenna ar-
rays, in addition to their small size and low
weight characteristics, offer the potential
advantage of low-cost, high-volume pro-
duction with easy integration with active
integrated circuit components.
Both transmit and receive arrays have
peak directivities of approximately 24 dB,
and will operate over a 1% and a 1.5%
bandwidth, respectively. The subarrays
of the AMT antenna are linear series-fed-
type arrays consisting of nearly identical
dipole, or slot, elements transversely elec-
tromagnetically coupled to a microstrip
transmission line, a configuration selected
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to minimize losses. The transmit array con-
sists of 10 identical linear dipole subarrays
spaced 0.964A0 apart and the receive array
consists of 14 linear slot subarrays spaced
0.648_0 apart.
The design of the linear series-fed-type
arrays is achieved using transmission line
theory with equivalent circuit models for
the radiating elements. The element offsets
and interelement line lengths are used to
obtain the desired amplitude di_r]bution
and t)eam direction, respe-ct_veIy: Sum-
marized in the following are the design
and test results of both a dipole and slot
series-fed-type linear array, assuming the
impedance characteristics of the radiating
elements are known.
Elevation Beam Direction
Consider the "symmetrically,fed" linear
dipole and slot arrays shown in Figures 2
and 3, respectively, where the spacing
Figure 2. Linear series-fed dipole array
and equivalent circuit.
I
Zo Zs Zo Z,, Zo Z3 7-o Z2 Zo Zl
Figure 3. Linear series-fed slot array
and equivalent circuit.
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between elements is d and the length of the
interconnecting transmission line is 2 > d.
To direct the main beam at the proper scan
angle 00, measured from broadside, or
normal to the antenna, the following phase
relationship (using e_t time dependence)
between the elements should be satisfied
¢ = -fig = +k0dsin 0o - mzr
where m is an even integer, fl = kov_,e_ is
the propagation constant, ko = 27r/A0 is the
free space wavenumber, Ao is the free space
wavelength, and % eg is the effective dielec-
tric constant. To minimize 2, i.e., minimize
line loss, the above equation is solved when
2 -- d to obtain
2 m/2
Ao _ -t- sin 00
Dipole Linear Array Desjg_n_
In an equivalent circuit model of a lin-
ear array of N series-fed-type dipoles [4],
the ith dipole represents a shunt imped-
ance, Z_(w) = Ri(w) + jX_(w), to the
transmission line as shown in Figure 2,
where Z,(w) is a function of the dipole off-
set, length, and width. The transmission
line is characterized by its characteristic
impedance Z0 and wavenumber k =/3 - ja,
where a is the attenuation constant. Each
dipole operates at resonance, such that
Z_(wo) = Ri(wo) (X,(wo) = 0), where the
desired value of Ri(w0) is obtained by se-
lecting the appropriate offset _, and length
L_.
A unit cell of the array of length 2, de-
termined from above, may be defined as
shown in Figure 4.
Ii+l Ii
I I = Z i
.=0Zi -- -I Z
Figure 4. Linear array unit cell.
The voltage and current on the transmis-
sion line of the unit cell are given by
- d2k_lV(zi) = Vi+e -jkz' [1 + I'L,_ j
ZoI(zd = Y +e-j z' [1 - j k ,lj
where
rz, = Zz, - zo
ZL, + Zo
ZL,, = Z, [IZ'L,i-1
ZL,i-1 -_-j Zo tan k2z,ZlL,i-1 _- _ ..... 0
2ZL,i-] tan k2 + Zo
By taking the ratio of Vi+l/Vi
Vi+l V(z, = -2) [1 + FL,ie -j2ke] du
Vi V(z, = O) [1 + FL,i]
a recursive expression for the voltage at
successive points along the array is ob-
tained. The power dissipated in each dipole
radiator is given by P_ = [V_[2/(2Ri). For
a given amplitude distribution, _ (i =
1, 2,..., N), and a given transmission line
length k2 and R1, the desired resonant re-
sistances Ri are specified by the following
recursive expression
: IV,Is 1 IVi_ll 2 l1 -t- FL,,-le-J2_el2
2 Pi 2 P, l1 +
When the main beam direction is
broadside, or normal, to the antenna, 00 =
0, R1 should be specified larger than Z0 to
maintain a good input impedance match
to the array. For a main beam direction
off broadside, 00 ¢ 0, R1 is set equal to Z0
to prevent reflections that result in a sec-
ond, undesired scanned beam. Note that
the above equation accounts for multiple
reflections on the transmission line, result-
ing in a progressive phase shift along the
radiating elements that nearly approxi-
mates the ideal phase shift given by ¢ =
+kod sin 0o - mTr.
To meet the sidelobe requirement, the
amplitude distribution along each linear
dipole subarray must be tapered. Table
1 summarizes the required resonant resis-
tances Ri/Zo given the amplitude distribu-
tion _ specified in the table.
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Figure 5. Elevation pattern of linear slot array.
Measured (--). Calculated (--).
i Pi Ri/Zo
1 .36 1.00
2 .49 0.75
3 .81 2.14
4 1.0 2.36
5 1.0 2.86
6i .81 6.47
7! .49 10.0
8 .36 14.5
when the amplitude distribution, _ (i =
1, 2,..., N), the transmission line length
k£, and RI are specified. Similar to the
transmit array, the amplitude distribution
along each linear slot subarray must also be
tapered to meet the sidelobe requirement.
Table 2 summarizes the required resonant
resistances I_/Zo given the amplitude dis-
tribution v_i shown.
Table 1. Linear dipole array Pi and Ri/Zo.
Slot Linear Array Design
Similarly, in an equivalent circuit model
of an array of series-fed-type slots [5], the
ith slot represents a series impedance,
Z_(w) = R_(w) + jX_(w), to the transmission
line as shown in Figure 3. A unit cell of the
array may be defined, as shown in Figure 4,
similar to that of the dipole array, with the
exception that
ZL,i = Zi "4- ZrL,i_l
By taking the ratio of Ii+l/Ii and noting
that the power dissipated in each slot radi-
ator is P, = l/,t_P_/2,a recursive expression
for the slot resistances Ri is given by
2Pi 2P_ I1 - FL,i-l] 2
IZ,I= [h-l[=I1- r,,,,-,_-J='_l=
i Pi Ri/Zo
1 .36 1.00
2 .49 1.33
3 .81 0.52
4 1.0 0.37
5 1.0 0.36
6 .81 0.18
7 .49 0.08
8 .36 0.07
Table 2. Linear slot array P_ and Ri/Zo.
Experimental Results
A linear, cavity-backed slot array, con-
sisting of 8 elements with an interelement
spacing of 0.485A0, has been fabricated and
tested, operating at 20 GHz with a main
beam direction approximately 40 ° from
broadside. The slot elements were char-
acterized both theoretically and
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Figure 6. Transmit/Receive MMIC module.
experimentally as a function of offset, with
the experimental characterization per-
formed using the TRL calibration tech-
nique. The effective dielectric constant
was taken to be approximately eefr,,. -- 2.1.
Due to the fact that the element resonant
frequency is a function of offset, the ele-
ment slot lengths are all slightly different.
Shorting pins axe used to suppress unde-
sirable cavity modes. As shown in Figure
5, good agreement between predicted and
measured patterns was obtained. Total
loss in the slot array was measured to be
approximately -1.3 dB. (Note that the
attenuation of a shielded microstrip line
is measured to be approximately -0.24
dB/A0.) Experimental results will be pre-
sented for a similar linear series-fed-type
array of dipoles operating at 30 GHz.
T/R MMIC MODULE
The AMT active array antenna MMIC
module contains MMIC HPAs for the
transmit array and MMIC LNAs for the
receive array. The MMIC circuits are con-
nected to the transmit and receive linear
subarrays: one LNA for each receive lin-
ear slot array, and one HPA for each pair
of transmit linear dipole arrays. All the
MMIC circuits and power dividers are as-
sembled onto a single transmit/receive
module, with the HPAs and LNAs on op-
posite sides of the module as illustrated in
Figure 6. The T/R module is mechanically
attached to the transmit and receive array
structure, as shown conceptually in Figure
1, via coaxial feed-throughs.
The transmit module provides greater
than 1 Watt of RF power to the dipole
array at the 30 GHz transmit frequency
band. Five MMIC MESFET amplifiers
provide up to 0.5 W to each pair of trans-
mit subarrays. All five MMIC HPAs are
mounted on molybdenum subcarriers with
a copper heat spreader beneath each de-
vice. The transmit modules are designed to
maintain gate junction temperatures below
125°C. A planar five-way power dividing
circuit distributes the RF signal to each
amplifier subcarrier.
The receive module consists of 14
MMIC pseudomorphic HEMT (PHEMT)
LNAs. Each LNA has a noise figure of ap-
proximately 3.2 dB and a gain of 9 dB at
20 GHz. Two additional MMIC LNAs are
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located on the antennaplatform to meet
the G/T requirement and the DC power
consumption constraint. All 14LNAs are
mounted in the receiveportion of the T/R
module with a 14-wayplanar power di-
vider.
CONCLUSION
An active K/K_-band antenna array
is currently under development at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory for NASA's ACTS
Mobile Terminal (AMT). Satellite tracking
for the land-mobile vehicular antenna sys-
tem involves azimuthal "mechanical dither-
ing" of the antenna, where the antenna ra-
diates a fixed beam 46 ° above the horizon.
The antenna is to transmit horizontal po-
larization and receive vertical polarization
at 29.634+0.15 GHz and 19.914+0.15 GHz,
respectively, and will provide a minimum of
22 dBW EIRP transmit power density and
a -8 dB/K ° receive sensitivity. The AMT
active antenna array is a multilayered as-
sembly in which a receive array of radiating
slots and a transmit array of microstrip
dipoles are interleaved such that they share
the same aperture to provide a compact,
dual-band antenna. The low-profile ac-
tive array design, in addition to its small
size and low weight characteristics, offers
the potential advantage of low-cost, high-
volume production with easy integration
with active integrated circuit components.
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ABSTRACT
Low cost is one of the main requirements in
a communication system suitable for mass pro-
duction, as it is the case for satellite land mobile
communications. Microstrip technology fulfills
this requeriment which must be supported by a
low cost tracking system design. The trade off
led us to a prototype antenna composed of
microstrip patches based on electromechanical
closed-loop principle which design and the re-
sults obtained are described below.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes an antenna and its asso-
ciated tracking system developed under contract
with the European Space Agency (ESA). This
development is part of the preparation work to
promote a European Mobile Satellite system
mainly aimed at the international road transport
industry [1].
Presently, satellite land mobile communica-
tions are offering low bit data interchange of
information, but higher bit rate and/or voice
communications are being contemplated.
Voice communication at L band requires a
medium gain antenna (* lldBi) which has to be
pointed to the satellite. Fixed antennas with
hemispherical coverage cannot provide this gain,
so a complete antenna system must be compo-
sed of two parts strongly related, the aerial and
the pointing subsystem [2].
The antenna specifications are similar to
those of other programs (e.g. MSAT-X or 1N-
MARSAT-M). The operational frequencies at
L-band range from 1530 to 1559M-Hz at Rx and
from 1631.5 to 1660.5 at Tx, with a gain of aro-
und 10-12dBi in circular polarization (RHC for
testing and possibly LHC in production).
The axial ratio requirement is 3dB in the
useful beamwidth, including the effect of the car
roof, which may cause strong distortions in the
antenna pattern. Finally, in order to avoid inter-
ference caused by other satellites, a crospola-
rization isolation of 20dB was specified from
30* to 50 ° off antenna boresight in the azimuth
plane.
The manufacturing technique selected for
the antenna was microstrip, which provides the
lowest price when compared to other antenna
manufacturing techniques, due to the photolito-
graphic processes that this technique allows. It
must be acompanied with a careful selection of
the materials to be used, which have to perform
electrically well, while maintaining a low price.
The feed network design must follow also this
design approach, minimizing the number of
components to reduce the assembly process.
The design of the tracking system is also
involved on this low cost requirement, and this
imposes also a trade off between tracking per-
formances and price reduction tedhniques.
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TRACKING SYSTEM
The tracking scheme selected was a closed-
loop monopulse system which provides both
high accuracy and real time response without
requiring any additional pointing device for
proper operation. The antenna information
reaches, after demodulation, to a tracking recei-
ver which commands the motor to correct the
position of the antenna to the satellite direction.
A classical monopulse scheme requires two
signals (called Sum -r`- and Difference -A- sig-
nals) to track the satellite position. The sum
signal (which also carries the information) is
obtained through in-phase addition of the sig-
nals received on each radiator, and the differen-
ce signal is obtained through out-of-phase addi-
tion of the signals coming from symmetric ele-
ments in the array.
The odd characteristic of the Difference
signal makes it to be null when the antenna is
correctly pointed to the emitter, and the Sum
channel receives a maximum in the same situa-
tion. Since both channels are independently
processed in the receiver, the Sum channel is
used for data handling and the Difference chan-
nel for tracking purposes, using the signal recei-
ved in this channel to drive a motor controller.
Actually, the signal used for satellite tracking
is not only the A signal, but the ratio a/r.,
which makes the system to be insensitive to
weak fading effects. This signal is compared
with a previously stored look-up table of the
function values, and the antenna is pointed to
the correct position from a single measurement,
which makes the system to be extremely fast.
Digital techniques allow this fast signal proces-
sing and decission of movement.
In a classical Monopulse scheme these two
signals are downcoverted and processed through
two balanced receiving chains, and an AGC is
performed with the sum channel over the diffe-
rence receiver, which provides the error signal.
This scheme has two problems: a dual channel
rotary joint and two balanced receiving chains
are required.
These two drawbacks made us to consider a
Modulated Monopulse scheme which had been
proven to work properly in the MSAT program
[3]. The block scheme is shown in the figure 1.
The sum and difference signals are genera-
ted in the RF Monopulse beamformer, and they
are routed to the monopulse modulator, compo-
sed of a 180 ° phase shifter and a directional
coupler. The difference signal goes through the
shifter which is switched at a constant frequency
fo and a signal A(t)*p(t) is generated at the
output, where p(t) is a square wave signal. This
AM modulated difference signal is added thro-
ugh a directional coupler to the sum signal.
Since the coupling factor gives place to a path
loss of (1-C2) m in the sum channel, the output
signal is:
V(t) = (1 - C') v" r`(O,t) + C A(O,t) p(t)
The modulation of the difference port fie-
quency-multiplexes the Sum and the Difference
signals. Both signals are included in V(t) inde-
pendently: its spectrum has the sum signal at f_
and the difference signal at f_, +- f,. This signal
is downconverted and splitted; one of the chan-
nels is lowpass filtered and the Sum information
signal is obtained, and the other branch is syn-
chronously detected with a delayed replica of
the modulating signal p(t). A ratio device provi-
des a signal proportional to A/r` used to control
the antenna movements through the tracking
processor.
The receiver used in this project was manu-
factured by SNEC(France), and it performed
the detection and demodulation processes, pro-
viding two output signals which were handled by
the tracking processor. The integration time of
the receiver was 50ms and the output signals
ranged from 0 to 3volts and from -2.5 to 2.5
volts for the sum and difference channels res-
pectively.
The tracking processor is based in the gene-
ral purpose microprocessor Z80, with three
parallel I/O programmable controllers 8255
which provide a TI'L-compatible interface bet-
ween the data interfaces and the CPU, RAM
and ROM memories for the source code and
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processoperations, and a minimum of additio-
nal logic.
The signals supplied by the tracking receiver
are routed to two identical PMI-ADC912 Ana-
log to Digital converters of 12 bits. The
sampling frequency is 3.2 kI-Iz, and the conver-
sion time is 12 microseconds.
The step angle of the motor was 7.5 ° with a
reduction ratio of 1:7. The maximum angular
speed of the antenna was 40 °/see. The use of a
stepper motor allows the system not to require
any kind of encoder, since the microprocessor
counts the number of steps to control the anten-
na movements.
The algorithms are stored in EPROM me-
mory. Two 12 bits ports are inputs to the CPU
which acquire the data supplied by the A/D
converters. One 8 bits digital port is configured
for I/O control data going to, and coming from
the CPU. The data to the motor drivers is com-
posed of the motion direction and the number
of steps that the motor has to move.
The tracking receiver may also include addi-
tional pointing devices such as solid state turn
rate sensors in order to maintain the link in
special fading environments or when the signal
coming from the satellite disappears (in a tun-
nel for instance). These devices have a fast
response, so they could be used as the prime
tracking process, checking periodically with the
open loop system in order to correct the possi-
ble drift error.
Acquisition and Tracking processes
In the initial acquisition, the processor com-
mads the antenna to perform a 360* scan loo-
king for the satellite. The number of steps in
acquisition mode is given by the antenna beam-
width rounded to an integer number of motor
steps. Then, the antenna moves in 15" steps
looking for the maximum. In each step the
signal level is read and averaged.
The channel used in the acquisition is the
sum pattern. Once the system recognizes the
maximum, the antenna is commanded to move
to the indicated position. The antenna follows
the minimum path length to move to the indi-
cated position.The value of the maximum is
stored and used to calculate a threshold level
which is 7dB below.
Once the antenna has been roughly pointed
to the satellite direction in the initial acquisi-
tion, the system switches to the tracking algo-
rithm to keep the antenna correctly pointed.
The signal level of the sum channel controls
the system state: if its value is greater than the
threshold level it remains in tracking mode, but
if its value is lower than the threshold, after 5
seconds, it goes into reacquisition.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ANTENNA
In order to reduce the number of elements
needed to obtain the specified gain (10-12 dBi),
and to reduce also the mass and the inertia of
the aerial, a low permittivity substrate (5 ,_ 1.1)
was selected, giving place to a larger size with
higher gain in a single element.
Three square patches were needed to meet
the gain requirement, and to comply with the
intersatellite isolation specification, the lateral
elements were fed with an amplitude taper of
3dB.
A substrate thickness of 5mm was taken; the
initial selection of 10mm made the patch to
have a quite large port to port coupling which
affected the crospolarization level. This height
reduction does not affect seriously the gain of
the radiator since the patch size is almost unal-
tered by the substrate thickness.
The VSWR bandwidth of the patch element
is about 55MHz (=3%) with a port to port
decoupling better than 30dB. Two matching
networks with double-stub tuners are connected
at both inputs of each radiator and to the 3dB
branch coupler required for circular polariza-
tion. The circularly polarized elements are con-
nected to the RF comparator which provides
the sum and difference signals. It also provides
the amplitude taper to the lateral elements in
the sum pattern. Sum and difference channels
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are isolated more than 35dB at Rx and about 25
at Tx. Figure 2 shows the antenna and the beam
forming network layouts.
Crosstalk between sum and difference ports
is an important factor in a Monopulse system
since a lack of isolation gives place to errors in
the difference signal, which affects the pointing
error information. The isolation level obtained
with our comparator (,,35 dB) assured a mini-
mum error due to coupling.
Sum and difference radiation patterns mea-
sured at midband Rx frequency are shown in
the figure 3. Gain and axial ratio performances
vs. frequency of the isolated antenna are shown
in the figure 4.
A constraint associated to this antenna de-
sign is the broad elevation beam Of the array,
affected by the closely situated car roof, which
acts as a ground plane. A GTD study of the
ground plane effects on the antenna performan-
ces made us to select an antenna height over
the ground plane of 0.5), (,, 90 ram) to minimi-
ze the axial ratio deterioration.
The modulator which generates the differen-
ce over sum signal is used to provide the error
voltage to move the antenna. It is composed of
a directional coupler and a continously switched
180" phase shifter which multiplexes the sum
and difference signals, providing the signal I] _+
A, routed to the receiver, where a special cir-
cuitry at IF level is used to recover the sum
signal and the difference over sum signal to
control the antenna.
The design of the 0-n phase modulator is
based on a 180" rat race hybrid coupler. An
analysis of the operation shows that the requi-
red phase shift is obtained with two diodes,
oppositely biased, placed on the balanced ports
of the hybrid. When one diode is biased on its
forward conduction state, the other is reverse
biased with the junction voltage of the first one
(-- 0.85V). This operation limits the RF power
handling when the system transmits. An evalua-
tion of the power handling capability of the
modulator gave 36.7dBm at Tx for the diode
selected (MA/4P404).
The complete modulator network (coupler
and phase shifter) is sketched in the figure 5.
Sum and difference path lengths are phase
balanced in order to have a correct sum (_. + A)
and difference (II-A) operations. The additional
length of line was included in the direct (If)
path of the coupler, giving place to higher losses
in this channel (,, ldB). The coupling level
between the difference and the input port was
10dB, and the isolation between channels was
better than 20dB over the band. The rest of the
RF circuitry is isolated from the DC signal with
several DC blocking capacitors.
The input match of the complete outdoor
unit (antenna and difference over sum modu-
lator) measured at the rotary joint port is better
than 20dB at i550MHz and better than 13dB at
1650MHz.
MECHANICAL DESIGN
The materials used for the specific compo-
nents are nylon (gears) and aluminium (sup-
porting structures). This lowers the weight of
the moving parts and reduces the required mo-
tor torque. The aluminium pieces have been
thought to be press machined. The required
antenna height (90mm) is included inside the
radome design, which also acts as external en-
closure and interface, providing installation both
on a car roof or in a mast in the case of trucks.
Just two output connectors exist, one for the
RF and DC line and one for the motor bias and
control. This minimizes the complexity of the
interfaces between the antenna and the mobile.
This design allows an estimated cost in mass
production of 1200US$.
The general drawing of the antenna is shown
in the figure 6. The dimensions of the antenna
with the radome are 27x59cm(diameter).
FUNCTIONAL TESTS
The tests done were dedicated to evaluate
the tracking accuracy and the mobile to satellite
link mainteinance for different environments.
The antenna was mounted in a van where all
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the required equipment for piloting the results
had been placed. The space, aft used for this
measurements was the INMARSAT satellite,
which transmits a PRODAT carrier signal at
1547.8 MHz.
Figure 7 plots one course of the mobile,
where the gyrocompass reading and the antenna
indication are shown. Table I shows the perfor-
mances of the system in terms of signal fluc-
tuation and pointing error, measured by com-
parison with the signal of a reference gyrocom-
pass.
CONCLUSIONS
A low cost, medium gain microstrip antenna
for L-band mobile communications has been
shown. It is one of the first prototypes of mobile
satellite antennas developed in Europe.
The operational basis of the tracking system
have been presented, and the tracking and ac-
quisition processes have been outlined. The
antenna and associated RF parts have been
described, and finally they have been presented
relevant results on field tests.
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Figure 2.- Layouts of the antenna and RF components showing the dual-band matc-
hing network and the monopulse RF beamformer.
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Figure 5.- Layout of the modulator component for
multiplexing the difference signal over the sum channel.
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Figure 6.- Pictorial view of the antenna with the radome.
Table I
CotlrSC
Straight
With turns
Pointing error
(degrees rms)
0.74
1.86
1_'t7
3.50
1,07
1.24
3.14
2.37
2.07
3.74
2.91
Signal
level
(dB rms)
-O.30
-2.59
-1.09
-3.90
-1.59
-O.33
-0.5
-1.7
-1.47
-156
-1.52
Sample
duration
(_c)
10
15
15
25
30
10
42
30
30
20
45
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ABSTRACT
This work provides an investigation of the
performance of loop antennas for use in
mobile communications applications. The
analysis tools developed allow for high
flexibility by representing the loop antenna
as a superquadric curve, which includes the
case of circular, elliptical, and rectangular
loops. The antenna may be in an isolated
environment, located above an infinite
ground plane, or placed near a finite
conducting plate or box. In cases where
coupled loops are used, the two loops may
have arbitrary relative positions and
orientations. Several design examples are
included to illustrate the versatility of the
analysis capabilities. The performance of
coupled loops arranged in a diversity scheme
is also evaluated, and it is found that high
diversity gain can be achieved even when the
antennas are closely spaced.
INTRODUCTION
Circular and non-circular loop antennas,
with shapes governed by packaging
considerations, often prove to be
appropriate, low-profile radiators for mobile
communications devices. In some instances,
new efforts to combat the effects of
multipath fading without requiring increased
bandwidth has motivated the use of multiple
elements arranged in a diversity
configuration on a single transceiver [1]. In
the design of such antennas, it is important
to understand the effects of loop geometry
and mutual coupling on the antenna
impedance, radiation characteristics, and
diversity performance. This paper presents
the results of two sophisticated analysis tools
developed for this purpose:
(a) a Galerkin moment method algorithm
for loops which are isolated or located
near an infinite ground plane;
(b) a finite difference time domain (FDTD)
technique for loops which are isolated
or placed near finite-sized conducting
objects.
ANTENNA GEOMETRY
To allow characterization of a wide
variety of antenna geometries with one
unified formulation, the loops are modeled as
superquadric curves. This geometry is a
closed loop which satisfies the equation
lxlal_ + ly/blV= 1 (1)
where a and b are the semi-axes in the x and
y directions respectively and u is a
"squareness parameter" which controls the
variation of the loop radius of curvature.
The configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1 for
u = 2, 3, and 10 and an aspect ratio of b/a
= 2. As can be seen, variation of the values
of a, b, and u allows considerable flexibility
in modeling many practical antenna
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Figure 1: Superquadric geometry for u = 2, 3, and 10 Figure 2: Geometry of two coupled loop antennas
with an aspect ratio of b/a = 2. showing coordinates.
configurations. This flexibility is very
important from the viewpoint of antenna
packaging considerations.
For coupled loop geometries, the two
superquadric antennas may have arbitrary
positions and orientations and possibly
different geometries, as represented in Fig. 2.
Each loop is situated in its own coordinate
system which may have an arbitrary position
and orientation (described using Eulerian
angles) with respect to the reference
coordinate system.
FORMULATION
Moment Method Analysis
The moment method analysis of the
coupled loop configuration makes use of a
parametric expression for the superquadric
curve in a coupled form of an electric field
integral equation (EFIE) for thin wires. Use
of this parametrization allows integration to
occur on the curved loop contour rather
than on the commonly-used piecewise linear
representation of the curve, resulting in a
more computationally efficient algorithm.
Piecewise sinusoidal subsectional basis and
weighting functions are used in a Galerkin
form of the moment method to compute the
axial current distribution along the loop.
This current is then used to compute the
antenna radiation pattern, directivity, and
input impedance. The formulation is
extended to analyze loops placed near an
infinite ground plane through modification
of the Green's function in the EFIE to
account for the loop image. Both delta gap
and magnetic frill type source models are
used as excitation schemes to allow
investigation of different feeding scenarios
FDTD Analysis
In order to fully evaluate the performance
of loop antennas on a small box such as
might be used for a hand-held radio
transceiver, the effects of this conducting
case must be included in the analysis. In
order to investigate this configuration, the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
algorithm is used with Yee's cubical cells
and a second order absorbing boundary
condition at the outer grid truncation
surface. A special subcell method is used to
properly account for the finite size of wires
on the antenna radiation and impedance
characteristics. By using properly shaped
excitation functions for the antenna feed, the
antenna behavior over a wide frequency
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band may be determinedwith this
time-domainformulation. An exampleof a
designbasedupon thesecomputationsis
provided at the end of this paper.
DIVERSITY
One of the objectives of this work is to
determine the performance of the coupled
superquadric loop antennas when used in a
diversity scheme for a mobile
communications system. In this application,
we are interested in the use of space, angle,
and polarization diversity to combat the
effects of short-term or Rayleigh-type fading
in a multipath environment. Antenna
diversity scenarios in which multiple
elements are used at the receiver to reduce
the effects of fading are becoming more
predominant as communications systems
demand increased signal quality and
reliability without consuming additional use
of the available frequency spectrum.
A quantitative figure of merit for the
performance of an antenna diversity
configuration is the envelope correlation
coefficient for the signals received by two
different elements. In essence, this quantity
provides a measure of the "similarity" of the
two signals. For cases where the incident
multipath field is assumed to arrive from the
horizontal plane only it can be shown [1]
that the envelope correlation coefficient for
two antennas may be computed from the
equation
I,/'o2" _,(_-/2,<_) • -'*E2(7r/2, <_)d¢$i2
= 1£2(r/2,< )I2d¢
(2)
where/_1 and /_'2 are the vector patterns
associated with each of the coupled loop
antennas. Generally, a value of p, less than
about 0.7 provides acceptable diversity
returns.
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Figure 3: Input impedance versus perimeter for a sin-
gle circular loop for two values of f2. The dots are
values taken from [2].
EXAMPLES
In the following examples, the parameter
_q = 21n(P/r,,,) is used as a measure of the
wire size where P is the loop perimeter and
r,o is the wire radius. Fig. 3 shows the input
impedance versus loop circumference for a
single circular loop (v = 2, b/a = 1) for two
values of fL A magnetic frill source model
configured to have the dimensions of a 501"l
coaxial feeding line is used for the excitation.
This plot shows that the loop antenna
exhibits reasonable input impedance values
for circumferences larger than about 0.7A.
The poor impedance behavior occurring for
small loop circumferences can be
substantially improved using proper loading
techniques, thereby extending the loop to
applications where the antenna size may be
limited by spatial considerations. The dots
in the figure correspond to data computed
using a Fourier series representation for the
current distribution [2]. Clearly, excellent
agreement exists between the two sets of
data.
An example of the use of the moment
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Figure 4: Input impedance versus aspect ratio bla for
a 0.25A loop with _ = 10 for two values of v.
method to determine the effects of geometry
on the loop antenna performance is
illustrated in Fig. 4. This plot shows the
input impedance of a 0.25A loop with
fl = 10 as the aspect ratio b/a is varied.
Results are shown for u = 2 and 8. From
this figure, it can be seen that the input
impedance varies noticeably with loop
squareness. This data can be very useful in
the design of loop antennas
A key feature of loop antennas is that
they may be configured to achieve high
diversity performance when used in a
multipath fading environment. For example,
Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of the
envelope correlation coefficient as a function
of antenna orientation for two 0.25), loops
with b/a = 1 and u = 10 for several values of
loop separation y. In this example, one loop
is held stationary while the second is rotated
about its x axis as shown in the figure inset.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, low correlation
coefficient values can be obtained even for
small antenna spacings.
The high diversity performance of crossed
loops leads to the possibility of a design such
1.0 i --y-0.1_0.2
_i J --- y = 0.3_X
0.8 ........._ ...........i ..............i ..... Y = 0.4 Z,
....O.6 .............i ..........i ...........
.-. i "(""-_ i _
.................
15 30 45 60 75 90
13(o)
Figure 5: Envelope correlation coefficient versus ro-
tation for 0.%A loops (v = 10, b/a = 1) for various
separation distances.
as that depicted in the inset of Fig. 6. The
centroid of this antenna configuration is
placed 0.2), above an infinite ground plane
to represent the scenario where the antenna
is mounted on a car or other vehicle. Each
loop is 0.8), in perimeter with u = 5 and
b/a = 1. The radiation patterns for these
coupled loops normalized to the antenna
directivity are shown in Fig. t5 for the
principal and horizontal plane cuts. The
antennas are fed 90 ° out of phase which
results in the symmetry in the pattern in the
xg plane. If proper signal combining is used
with this antenna geometry, high diversity
gain can be achieved.
An example of the flexibility of the
FDTD methodology to predict the
performance of a strip loop placed upon a
hand-held transceiver case appears in Fig. 7.
The geometry of the handset/antenna
system is illustrated in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b)
demonstrates the wideband impedance
behavior for this configuration At lower
frequencies, the impedance varies rapidly
with frequency which results in challenging
matching requirements if broadband
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Figure 6: Directivity patterns in dB for two crossed 0.8A superquadric loops (u = 5, b/a = 1) located zo = 0.2A
from an infinite ground plane.
performance is necessary. However, for
narrowband applications, reasonable
impedance values occur between the
resonance peaks. For higher frequencies, the
slow impedance variation with frequency
allows for much wider bands of operation.
The directivity patterns for the loop are
provided in Fig. 7(e) for a frequency of
f = 915MHz at which point the input
impedance has a value of 53 -j246fL The
asymmetries in the xz plane pattern arises
from the fact that the loop is not centered
on the box in the x direction to allow room
for the feeding circuitry.
An example of using loading to improve
the impedance characteristics of small loop
antennas is provided in Fig. 8 which shows
the input impedance versus frequency for a
rectangular loop antenna loaded with an
open circuit opposite the feed point. The
loop has dimensions a = 0.86 cm and
b = 2.56 cm, with a wire radius of 0.75 mm.
This broadband data obtained with the
FDTD methodology shows very well
behaved impedance characteristics for low
frequency operation, especially near 1GHz
where the loop is near _/2 in perimeter.
Such an antenna may be appropriate for
hand-held transceiver applications.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have demonstrated the
utility of newly developed computational
tools based on both moment method and
FDTD algorithms in the analysis of loop
antennas for mobile communications
applications. The analysis has been focussed
on loops described by superquadric curves to
allow characterization of a large number of
geometries for isolated and coupled loop
configurations. The diversity performance of
coupled loops has been discussed and it was
shown that high diversity gain is possible
even for closely spaced antennas. Several key
design examples were presented to illustrate
the flexibility of the simulation capabilities.
Naturally, these analysis tools can be
applied to the characterization of numerous
other possible configurations for mobile
communications antennas.
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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of using a low gain
antenna (LGA) as a mobile terminal antenna
for helicopter is described in this paper. The
objectives are (1) to select the lowest cost
antenna system which can be easily mounted
on a helicopter and capable of communicating
with a satellite, and (2) to determine the best
antenna position on the helicopter to mitigate
the signal blockage due to rotor blades and
the multipath effect from the helicopter's
body. The omni-directional low gain antenna
(LGA) is selected because it is simple,
reliable and low cost. The helix antenna is
selected among the many LGAs, because it is
transportation, etc. For example, the
Norwegian air traffic controllers (ATCs) are
monitoring helicopter trips across the North
Sea to oil platforms using position data sent
automatically from the helicopters to ATCs
via the International Maritime Satellite
(Inmarsat) [1].
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
under a contract with the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), is conducting a study
of implementing a very low-cost, small-size,
light-weight, real-time communication system
specifically for H-SATCOM. In this paper,
the feasibility of using LGAs for H-SATCOM
is studied. Here the helicopter's banking angle
is assumed to be _ 60 ° and the satellite is the
the most economical one and has the widest Inmarsat
elevation beamwidth. Both 2-arm and 4-arm
helices are studied experimentally to
determine the antenna's performance and the
scattering effects from the helicopter's body.
It is found that the LGA should be located
near the tail section and at least 8" above the
helicopter.
INTRODUCTION
Helicopter satellite communication (H-
SATCOM) is of current concern, since it has
myriad applications, such as, emergency and
rescue missions, off-shore drilling, fire
fighting, rapid access, passenger
or American Mobile Satellite
Corporation (AMSC) or the Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) IRIDIUM satellite. The requirements
for the helicopter antennas are (1) complying
with industry standards, e.g., ARINC 741 and
Inmarsat LGA's specs for aeronautical mobile
terminals [2], (2) providing a 0 dBic gain in
360 ° azimuthal and from zenith to 40 ° below
horizon, (3) the transmit and receive
frequencies being 1.62-1.67 and 1.53-1.56
GHz, respectively, the transmit power being
19.2 watts, (4) the VSWR being 1.5:1, (5)
small-size, (6) light-weight, and (7) low-cost.
There are two unique technical
challenges in the determination of the best
helicopter antenna location. First is the
d-Y 5;
periodic signal fading caused by the
helicopter's rotor blades. Second problem is
the multipath caused by the scattering from
the complicated shape of the helicopter body.
Thus the antenna study objectives are (1) to
select the low-cost, light-weight, and small-
size antenna system for H-SATCOM, and (2)
to determine the best antenna position on the
helicopter to minimize the signal blockage
due to rotor blades and the multipath effect
from the helicopter's body. The study results
are summarized in the following sections.
ANTENNA SELECTION
To ensure that all the antenna options
are considered, the LGAs, the steerable
medium-gain antennas [3] and high gain
reflector antennas [4] are all included in this
exhaustive survey. Both JPL and Antenna
Industry publications in this specific
application were studied. The high gain (>_ 20
dB) reflector antennas in L-band are usually
very large in size (at least 5' in diameter and
1.25' in height) and heavy in weight. In
addition, a bulky and expensive tracking
system is needed to steer this reflector
antenna beam to the satellite direction. Thus
it is not suitable for helicopter use.
In general, the medium-gain antennas
(including mechanically and electronically
steered arrays [3]) are more expensive and
less reliable than a low gain antenna due to
the fact that an additional tracking system is
required to steer the narrow antenna beam to
the satellite direction. However, the omni-
shaped pattern of a 4-arm conical spiral
antenna [6]. Note that one can change the
shape, size or pitch angle of a crossed dipole
or helix antenna to optimize the gain in the
desired directions. The 2-arm helix and the
crossed drooping dipole antennas have the
widest bandwidth (covering both the transmit
and receive frequencies). The 4-arm helix
antenna is bandwidth limited and hence
requires two antennas for uplink and
downlink. But it is attractive since it only
costs about $20. Since the helix antenna has
the lowest cost, it is selected for the
helicopter use. It is also possible to use
multiple antennas or antennas in conjunction
with a gyro or compass to compensate for the
helicopter's maneuvers. However, due to cost
and complexity it is desirable to have one or
two antennas without a tracking system.
HELIX ANTENNA TEST RESULTS
Several off-the-shelf helix antennas
were tested in an out-door far-field range.
Figures 4 and 5 are the measured radiation
pattern of a 4-arm helix antenna without and
with a 23" by 23" ground plane, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the severe pattern distortion
as the helix antenna is placed 4" above the
ground plane. Figure 7 shows the measured 2-
arm helix antenna at 1.5754 GHz. From this
test data, we know that this helix antenna has
about 2.1 dBic peak gain, 5 dB axial ratio
above horizon, and 140 ° half-power
beamwidth. It seems that this antenna is
designed to have optimized circular
directional LGAS, as summarized in TABLE polarizations at 45 ° cone angle. The measured
1, are simple, reliable and low cost.
Furthermore, the low-gain antennas are
typically ten times smaller than the medium-
gain antennas. This makes the mounting of
the antenna on the helicopter relatively
easier. Therefore, the low gain antennas are
selected for the H-SATCOM.
Figure 1 shows a 4-arm helix (volute)
antenna [5], which gives a cardioid pattern as
depicted in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows a donut
helix antenna performances are summarized
in TABLE 2. Note that. several minor
discrepancies are observed as compared to
TABLE 1. First, for the 4-arm helix antenna,
the peak gain is about 0.8 dB lower and the
half-power beamwidth (HPBW) is about 10°
smaller. For the 2-arm helix antenna, the
HPBW is about 20 ° smaller and the axial
ratio is about one dB worse. These minor
discrepancies may be attributed to the
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measurementtolerance and uncertainty. This
also implies that extra link margin should be
considered for the H-SATCOM system
design. The helix antenna should also be
placedat least 8" awayfrom the helicopter in
order to minimize the ground plane effects.
CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATION
The helix antenna is selected for H-
SATCOM, since it is small-size, light-weight,
and low-cost. Several off-the-shelf helix
antennas were also tested. None of these
antennas will remotely meet the H-SATCOM
antenna requirements. But one can change
the shape, size, or pitch angle of the helix
antenna to meet the requirements. The 0 dBic
elevation beamwidth of a single helix antenna
is 140 ° . Thus two helix antennas are needed
to provide a 260 ° coverage. Since the helix
antenna's radiation pattern is very dependent
on the nearby scattering objects, it is
appropriate to conduct a scale model test (or
full sized test) and a numerical study to
precisely determine the blockage effect of the
rotor blades and the helicopter body. The
rationale for doing this task is that via the
scale model testing we can efficiently
determine the best antenna position and
performance on the helicopter for SATCOM
and also validate the numerical modeling
software. Whenever a different helicopter or
antenna is superimposed, running the
computer model is the most efficient and
cost-effective way to provide the SATCOM
system designer the necessary and accurate
antenna performance data.
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TABLE 1. L-band mobile antenna summary
Antenna Type" Size (cm) Gain
(dB)
HT Dia.
Mechanically
Steered Array
l.Yagi Array 3.8 53 >- 10
2.Tilt Array 15 51 > 10
Electronically
Steered Array
l.Ball 3.3 61 _ 8
2.Teledyne 1.8 54 _ 8
Low-Gain Omni
l.Crossed Dipole 12 8 > 4
2.Helix (2-arm) 15.2 5.1 2
3.Helix (4-arm) 9 5 4,5
4.Conical Spiral
(2-arm) 14 6.9 3.8
5,Conical Spiral
(4-arm) 15.7 12,9 4,5
6.Cavity Backed
Slot 0,8 8.3 2
Band-
width
(_)
6.25
6,25
6.25
6.25
25
28
1,3
6.25
6.25
6.25
IIPBW
(°)
40
40
4O
40
100
160
150
160
4O
120
Axial
Ratio
(dn)
7
4
4
4
4.5
Beam (pattern)
Shape
Steered Beam in
AZ
Steered Beam in
Both AZ and EL
Cardioid/Donut
Cardioid/Donut
Cardioid/Donut
Cardioid
Donut
Cardioid
Cost (S/unit) _
450
600
1600
1800
400
150
20
300
400
1451
a. All the antennas are right-hand circularly polarized.
b. 'l'he cost of each antenna unit is a ROM cost based on producing 10,000 units per year over a five-year period.
TABLE 2. Summary of helix antenna's performances
Antenna Frequency Axial Ratio Bandwidth Peak Gain HPBW
Type GHz dB GHz dB degree
4-arm Helix 1.57 4 0.06 3.7 140
2-arm Helix 1.62 5 0.24 2.1 140
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\ _
Fig.2 Typical cardioid pattern Fig. 3 Typical donut shaped pattern of
conical spiral antenna
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Fig.4 Measured 4-arm helix pattern
No ground plane
Fig.5 Measured 4-arm helix pattern
with ground plane
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Fig. 6 Measured 4-arm helix antenna pattern at 1.575 GHz
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ABSTRACT
Designers of aeronautical
satellite terminals are often faced
with the problem of steering a
directive antenna from an airplane or
helicopter. This problem is usually
solved by using aircraft orientation
information derived from inertial
sensors on-board the aircraft in
combination with satellite ephemeris
information calculated from geographic
coordinates. This procedure works well
but relies heavily on avionics that are
external to the terminal. For the
majority of small aircraft and
helicopters which will form the bulk of
future aeronautical satcom users, such
avionics either do not exist or are
difficult for the satellite terminal to
interface with.'
At the Communications Research
Centre (CRC) work has been undertaken
to develop techniques that use the
geomagnetic field and satellite antenna
pointing vectors (both of which are
stationary in a local geographical
area) to track the position of a
satellite relative to a moving platform
such as an aircraft. The performance
of this technique is examined and a
mathematical steering transformation is
developed within this paper. Details
are given regarding the experimental
program that will be undertaken to test
the concepts proposed herein.
The Steering Problem
Steering an aeronautical satcom
antenna using received signal strength
alone is possible. However, this
technique is prone to problems
resulting from multipath reflections
from around the aircraft, especially at
the low satellite elevation angles
where the wing tips, tail, and aircraft
fuselage often appear within the
beamwidth of the antenna.
It is believed that effective and
accurate satellite antenna steering can
be achieved by using the local
geomagnetic field vector as a
reference. By knowing the orientation
of the magnetic field vector and the
satellite pointing vector with respect
to the aircraft's frame of reference,
it is possible to maintain antenna
tracking as the aircraft maneuvers.
Given that this concept works it
will be possible to incorporate this
electronic steering system within an
aeronautical satcom terminal. This
would reduce the requirement for the
terminal to meet stringent avionics
interface requirements and allow the
use of satcom from a greater number of
aircraft than currently possible. The
technique has other applications, such
as steering satellite antennas from
ships or buoys.
The 3 Dimensional Adaptive
Magnetic Sensor
Central to the magnetic field
steering concept is a sensor that can
resolve the instantaneous geomagnetic
field in three dimensions. Such a
sensor has been developed by using
orthogonal adaptive magnetic field
sensors.
The adaptive magnetic field
sensor or compass (Ref I) is a device
which determines the angle of the
magnetic field vector projected onto a
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plane. This sensing plane is defined
by two perpendicular magneto-resistive
chip circuits. The output of these
circuits is processed by a neural
network which continually adapts the
operation of the circuits to magnetic
perturbations introduced by the
aircraft. The adapted circuits give
magnetic field strength readings with
worst case error in the order of 2-3%.
The two sensing planes are oriented
orthogonally to each other to make a 3
dimensional field sensor. CurrentlY a
single board computer processes the
outputs of the two sensing planes.
Because of the complexity of the neural
algorithms and the ancillary magneto-
resistive sensor circuits, a 3
dimensional (3D) magnetic field reading
is provided by the computer every 300
to 500 milliseconds. In the future the
computer and supporting circuits will
be integrated into several ASIC
circuits which will be smaller and be
capable of providing faster magnetic
field readings. Currently the 3-D
magnetic field sensor is housed in an
aluminum box measuring 18 cm by 12 cm
by 10 cm.
High Gain Antenna System
The antenna that is used in the
investigation of magnetic steering
(Fig.l) is an array of highly shortened
helix elements (Ref. 2,3) that are
wound into a conical form for better
bandwidth performance. The array
produces a flattened beam having gain
in the order of 10-12 dBIC and a free
space 3 dB beamwidth of 30 degrees
azimuth by 60 degrees elevation. The
antenna contains an on board
diplexor/LNA and steering activation
circuits and has a length of 36 inches,
height of 6.5 inches and width of 13
inches.
The antenna will be used with the
Ontario Air Ambulance Cessna 500
aircraft satcom terminal. The air
ambulance has access to an INMARSAT
channel and is used for emergency
communications. Up to now the satcom
terminal in the aircraft used window
mounted antennas (Ref 4) which are
being replaced by the new mechanically
steered antenna and magnetic steering
system.
Coordinate Transformations
As part of the steering algorithm
it is necessary to determine a
procedure for transforming changes in
the pitch, roll, and heading of the
aircraft to changes in the azimuth and
elevation settings of the satellite
antenna. Since aircraft attitude
changes are sensed by the 3D sensor,
the problem becomes one of accurateiy
converting 3D sensor outputs into
antenna azimuth and elevation settings
(Ref 5).
The magnetic field vector _ is
resolved in 3D space using the two
planar orthogonal magnetic field
detectors (Fig. 2). One detector is
set to sense the magnetic field in the
heading (or azimuth) (XY) plane of the
aircraft at an angle _m. The second
detector is set to sense the angle of
the field in the Z plane (either the
pitch (XZ) plane or the roll plane
(YZ)) . Pitch plane readings are
defined as _m; roll plane readings as
_m. By manipulating the projections
of _ into each of the three planes; it
can be shown that:
tan_m _ sin_ cos_m _ tan0 m cos_m (i)
cos0 m
sinSm sin_m
tan_ m = = tan0 m sin_m (2)
cos0 m
where _m is the angle between _ and the
Z axis. Alternately;
_m = tan-i (tan0m cos_m) (3)
_lJm = tan-I (tan0 m sin_ m)
and
tanWm
tan_ m -
tan_m
(4)
(5)
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Aircraft attitude changes can be
resolved as changes in heading (SA);
pitch (0T) and roll (0B) of the
aircraft (Figure 3). Now; whereas
heading changes of the aircraft will
result in only purely azimuthal changes
in the magnetic sensor (i.e. A0A =
A_m), pitch and/or roll changes of the
aircraft will result in simultaneous
changes to both _m and 0 m.
A0p = A_m =FI (A_m, A0m) (6)
A0 R = AU/m =F 2 (A_m, A0m) (7)
Equations 6 and 7 can be
expressed in a differential form:
_Om _(Dm
(8)
After calculation of the partial
derivatives of the matrix coefficients,
equation (8) become:
OP_ = _ m c°s_m
0 d m sin_m
(9)
with the coefficients A m , Bm, C m and D m
defined as:
1
A m = (cos 2 0 m + cos2_msin 2 0 m)
(I0)
sin0 m cos0m
B m = (cos 2 0 m + cos2_msin 2 0 m)
(ll)
1
C m = (cos 2 0 m + sin2_msin 2 0 m)
(12)
sin0 m cosSm
Dm = (cos 2 8 m + sin2_msin 2 0m)
(13)
The equation (9) can be re-
written using matrix syntax as:
AOp = Mm A4)m (14)
where the indices p and m relate
respectively to the platform (aircraft)
and the magnetic sensor readings.
In equation 14 we see the
relationship between a moving frame of
reference (the aircraft) with respect
to a fixed magnetic field. The
pointing vector to the satellite
(defined by the antenna azimuth and
elevation angle 0a,_a), is also with
respect to this aircraft. Consequently
equation (14) can be re-written to
apply to antenna coordinates.
AOp = M a A4) a (15)
where the indice a refers to the
antenna. Combining (14) and (15) we
have:
-i
A_ a = M a MmA_m
(16)
which relates any change in the
magnetic sensor readings to an
equivalent change in the antenna
position.
It can be useful to calculate the
exact relation given by the equation
(16). Using an equivalent equation (9)
but for the antenna frame of reference,
-I
the inverse matrix M A can be
expressed as:
7OS_a
Aa
-i
M A =
-sin_a
Ba
m
S inca
Ca
cosCa
Da _
(17)
It follows that:
*aJ Q2 J
where
ACmJ
A m Cm ,
QII - _aC°S_aC°S_m+Csin_asln_m
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QI2 = _sin_acos_m- _-_-co S_aS in_m
_a na
D B
Q21 = _cos_acos_m+_sin_asin_m
ua ma
Q22 = Amcos_acos_m+Cmsin_asin_m
Aa Ca
(18)
This relation transforms any
variation in the readings of the
magnetic sensor due to a pitch or roll
of the aircraft, to an equivalent
variation in the antenna satellite
pointing angles. It is interesting to
note that for the case where an axis of
the aircraft's antenna frame of
reference aligns with the magnetic
field or satellite pointing vector, the
above relationship reduces to a unit
matrix. The pitch and roll variations
measured by the compass will directly
translate to equivalent changes for the
antenna. Similarly, if the antenna is
pointing opposite to magnetic north
(i.e. satellite pointing vector is 180 °
away from magnetic north), the relation
(18) transforms to a negative unit
matrix resulting in steering variations
being opposite to aircraft variations.
Overall if the satellite pointing
vector and magnetic field vector are
within 30 ° of each other then the
variation in readings of pitch or roll
will closely approximate equivalent
antenna variations.
Steering Ambiguity
The 3D sensor in conjunction with
the aircraft possesses a number of
ambiguities which can affect the
accuracy of antenna steering. During
instances where the magnetic field
vector is parallel to any of the three
coordinate axis of the magnetic sensor,
it will be impossible to detect
rotation of the coordinate axis about
the magnetic vector. As a consequence,
steering the antenna becomes ambiguous
and the problem is accentuated as the
antenna pointing vector becomes
perpendicular to the magnetic field
vector.
The ambiguity can be resolved by
the steering algorithms which can
detect the unique situations described
above. Antenna steering under these
circumstances becomes more reliant on
signal strength tracking than on
magnetic field tracking.
Signal Strength Sensor System
Antenna beam steering cannot be
controlled solely by responses to
magnetic sensor outputs. Magnetic
sensor readings are produced no more
than two or three times a second.
Given that aircraft such as helicopters
can make orientational changes of up to
45 degrees per second, an antenna
steered by magnetic steering alone
could be over 20 degrees off angle from
the satellite before any correction
attempt was made by the steering
system.
Since received signal strength
information can be obtained from a
terminal tracking a satellite, it is
advantageous to use such information to
enhance and supplement the magnetic
tracking. Signal strength information
comes at a much faster rate than
magnetic sensor information at one
reading every 50 milliseconds. At high
C/No (45 dBHz) the signal sensor can
have a resolution of 0.35 dB. For the
Ontario Air Ambulance experiments we
have a choice of satellite pilot
signals that can be monitored to
provide signal references. In an
operational system such as the Inmarsat
Aeronautical system, one could monitor
the P-channel signal. Figure 4 shows
the magnetic and field sensor
configuration for steering the antenna.
Satellite Acquisition and Beam
Steering Considerations
There are a number of factors
which have to be considered in the
development of a suitable satellite
tracking algorithm. Antenna motor
response speed and beam deformation
which results in variations of axial
ratio, discrimination, and gain as a
function of antenna to ground plane
(fuselage) interaction, are factors
which affect the performance of the
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steering algorithm. To some degree,
the fact that the antenna beam is quite
broad, having less than 0.5 dB of gain
variation over a 7 by 15 degree area
relaxes some of the steering
requirements in that changes in
orientation may be detected before
noticeable changes in signal strength
arise.
Probably the most important event
in the activation of magnetically
steered antenna is satellite
acquisition. This procedure will rely
heavily on the detection of a pilot
signal from the satellite. The
antenna, under control of the steering
processor, must search the sky for the
host satellite. This means searching
for a signalling channel at a
particular frequency. Since frequency
stability of the terminal may not be
within some prescribed operational
bounds at power up, we are faced with a
three dimensional search in frequency,
antenna azimuth, and antenna elevation.
Such a search will be further
complicated by multipath, which will be
present when the aircraft is close to
hangars and other metallic structures
while it is on the ground.
Beam Steering Algorithms
Steering algorithms will need to
monitor a number of thresholds in a
tracking sequence and will need to have
a variety of responses to the detected
orientation changes. Very quick
changes will be detected as a drop in
the signal strength. The first
magnetic sensor reading after a signal
drop will provide important information
regarding the direction of the
orientation change. It will also be
possible in this first instant to
calculate an angular acceleration for
the change and choose a response by
setting antenna motor speeds. Slow
changes will be handled primarily by
the magnetic field steering because
such changes will not result in rapid
signal strength variation and will be
harder to detect by signal strength
sensing. Nevertheless, once a tracking
search is initiated by the magnetic
sensor system there will probably be a
requirement to dither the antenna to
maximize the signal strength
In view of the above
considerations, the steering algorithm
will take on a complex form. It will
have to move from the acquisition mode
to the tracking mode; it will have to
differentiate between slow and fast
orientational changes; it will have to
predict angular rates of change and
directions and then actuate motors to
respond to such changes. The algorithm
will strive to maintain the received
C/N 0 at a maximum and in essence, this
will be the final objective of any
algorithm.
Conclusion
With the Ontario Ambulance
several types of algorithms will be
tested. The experimental system is
being designed in such a manner that
real time performance of an algorithm
can be monitored and stored for
analysis. This information will be
useful in determining optimal tracking
strategies.
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